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Preface

We hereby are delighted to announce that The London Metropolitan University,
London, in collaboration with The Karkonosze University of Applied Sciences,
Poland, Politécnico de Portalegre, Portugal, and Bhagwan Parshuram Institute of
Technology, India, has hosted the eagerly awaited and much coveted International
Conference on Data Analytics andManagement (ICDAM-2023). The fourth version
of the conference was able to attract a diverse range of engineering practitioners,
academicians, scholars, and industry delegates, with the reception of abstracts
including more than 7000 authors from different parts of the world. The committee
of professionals dedicated toward the conference is striving to achieve a high-quality
technical program with tracks on Data Analytics, Data Management, Big Data,
Computational Intelligence, and Communication Networks. All the tracks chosen
in the conference are interrelated and are very famous among present-day research
community. Therefore, a lot of research is happening in the above-mentioned tracks
and their related sub-areas. More than 1200 full-length papers have been received,
among which the contributions are focused on theoretical, computer simulation-
based research, and laboratory-scale experiments. Among these manuscripts, 190
papers have been included in the Springer proceedings after a thorough two-stage
review and editing process. All the manuscripts submitted to the ICDAM-2023 were
peer-reviewed by at least two independent reviewers, who were provided with a
detailed review pro forma. The comments from the reviewers were communicated
to the authors, who incorporated the suggestions in their revised manuscripts. The
recommendations from two reviewerswere taken into considerationwhile selecting a
manuscript for inclusion in the proceedings. The exhaustiveness of the reviewprocess
is evident, given the large number of articles received addressing a wide range of
research areas. The stringent review process ensured that each published manuscript
met the rigorous academic and scientific standards. It is an exalting experience to
finally see these elite contributionsmaterialize into the four book volumes as ICDAM
proceedings by Springer entitled “Proceedings of Data Analytics and Management:
ICDAM 2023”.
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x Preface

ICDAM-2023 invited four keynote speakers, who are eminent researchers in the
field of computer science and engineering, from different parts of the world. In
addition to the plenary sessions on eachdayof the conference, 17 concurrent technical
sessions are held every day to assure the oral presentation of around 190 accepted
papers. Keynote speakers and session chair(s) for each of the concurrent sessions
have been leading researchers from the thematic area of the session. The delegates
were provided with a book of extended abstracts to quickly browse through the
contents, participate in the presentations, and provide access to a broad audience of
the audience. The research part of the conferencewas organized in a total of 22 special
sessions. These special sessions provided the opportunity for researchers conducting
research in specific areas to present their results in a more focused environment.

An international conference of such magnitude and release of the ICDAM-2023
proceedings by Springer has been the remarkable outcome of the untiring efforts
of the entire organizing team. The success of an event undoubtedly involves the
painstaking efforts of several contributors at different stages, dictated by their devo-
tion and sincerity. Fortunately, since the beginning of its journey, ICDAM-2023 has
received support and contributions from every corner. We thank them all who have
wished the best for ICDAM-2023 and contributed by any means toward its success.
The edited proceedings volumes by Springer would not have been possible without
the perseverance of all the steering, advisory, and technical program committee
members.

All the contributing authors owe thanks from the organizers of ICDAM-2023
for their interest and exceptional articles. We would also like to thank the authors
of the papers for adhering to the time schedule and for incorporating the review
comments. We wish to extend my heartfelt acknowledgment to the authors, peer-
reviewers, committee members, and production staff whose diligent work put shape
to the ICDAM-2023 proceedings. We especially want to thank our dedicated team of
peer-reviewers who volunteered for the arduous and tedious step of quality checking
and critique on the submittedmanuscripts.Wewish to thank our faculty colleagueMr.
Moolchand Sharma for extending their enormous assistance during the conference.
The time spent by them and the midnight oil burnt is greatly appreciated, for which
wewill ever remain indebted. Themanagement, faculties, administrative and support
staff of the college have always been extending their services whenever needed, for
which we remain thankful to them.

Lastly, we would like to thank Springer for accepting our proposal for publishing
the ICDAM-2023 conference proceedings. Help received fromMr. Aninda Bose, the
acquisition senior editor, in the process has been very useful.

New Delhi, India
Polkowice, Poland
Portalegre, Portugal
London, UK

Abhishek Swaroop
Zdzislaw Polkowski

Sérgio Duarte Correia
Bal Virdee
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Enhancing Computational Thinking
Based on Virtual Robot of Artificial
Intelligence Modeling in the English
Language Classroom

Muthmainnah, Ahmad J. Obaid, Ahmad Al Yakin,
and Mohammed Brayyich

Abstract There has been a lack of both educational focus on computational thinking
(CT) and research into effective methods of assessing CT competence. This research
takes a comprehensive look at themethods used to gradeCT in higher education. This
study examines the use of educational robotics (ER) as a teaching strategy in higher
education, with particular attention to how undergraduate students might respond
differently to this kind of learning. Students collaborate using artificial intelligence
to find out how to program robots (start installing, interact, sharing information, feed-
back, and evaluate). Of 181 undergraduates’ students from Indonesia, Saudi Arabia,
Riyadh, Pakistan, the Philippines, Egypt, Algeria, Lesoto, Cameron, Bangladesh,
Sudan, Uganda, Portugal, Ukraine, Pakistan, and England make up the study groups.
These students are enrolled in the first semester of the 2022 academic year. In this
work, researchers employed a quantitative method technique. During the exercise,
the participants were closely monitored to assess their performance in relation to
the core CT constructs in the robotics class. These constructs include confidence in
dealing with complexity, persistence in problem-solving, tolerance for ambiguity,
ability to handle open-ended problems, effective communication skills, and team-
work abilities. In order to enhance the implementation of strategic initiatives. To
facilitate more strategic learning, this study found that the use of visual robotics of
artificial intelligence helped to developing CT and the respondents strong believe it
to increase students’ confidence in dealing with complexity, persistence in working
through difficult questions, tolerance for ambiguity, ability to handle open problems,
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communication skills, and teamwork. It is thought that this study would be valuable
to academics, curriculum designers, and teachers because students who play artificial
intelligence games exhibit considerably greater cognitive flexibility than before in
higher education.

Keywords Computational thinking skills · Educational robotics · Artificial
intelligence · Foreign language and higher education

1 Introduction

The advancement of computer technology has had far-reaching consequences on all
facets of modern society and economy. But, in today’s world, practically everyone,
regardless of age, is expected to have at least rudimentary computer skills to keep up
with the constantly evolving state of technology [1]. To tackle issues in the future,
[2–4] argue that we must educate students to be “future-ready” in the sense that they
have the skills to make use of technology about which we know nothing at this time.
It is to be assumed that individuals will have varying levels of skill and knowledge
in this setting. As amazing as these technological advancements are, it is essential
that individuals of all ages have at least some competences with computers.

Computational thinking is becoming increasingly important in education anddaily
life. In fact, it’s predicted that by the middle of the twenty-first century [1, 5], it
will be more important than traditional skills like reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Educational robots are being used to teach students teamwork, problem solving,
creativity, critical thinking, and computational thinking. However, [6, 7] the use
of educational robotics is still limited in many countries, despite the abundance of
related research projects.

In Reference [5], computational thinking applies computer science concepts to
solve problems, design systems, and understand human behavior. It’s not just coding
but includes the mindset of a problem solver with cognitive abilities to analyze and
interpret data. It involves imperative thinking abilities like abstraction, decomposi-
tion, and heuristic reasoning to address complex problems. According to [8], CT is
crucial in the twenty-first century for professionals in all fields. Educators stress its
importance for analytical skills, logical reasoning, and problem solving.

Having a strong education in computer technology (CT) is crucial in the twenty-
first century, as digital technologies are present in almost all aspects of modern life.
Governments around the world are emphasizing the importance of CT education
for current and future generations, including the USA where the Computer Science
Teachers Association and International Society for Technology in Education offer
resources and workshops for teachers [9]. European countries are also implementing
CT to improve analytical and conceptual thinking,whileAsian nations such asKorea,
Taiwan, HongKong, and China aremaking national curricular changes to address the
current movement in CT education due to its importance to the ICT sector [10, 11].
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Identifying appropriate activities andmaterials for different ages ofGenZ learners
is crucial as new technology, like smartphones and electronic toys, become more
popular; [12, 13] studies show that introducing robotics and computer science to
students can have a positive impact on their development. Even young children can
learn to build and program simple robotics projects. For undergraduates, robotics
learning institutions can help them gain exposure to important engineering and tech-
nology concepts while improving their computational thinking skills [14, 15]. Using
robots in education can promote teamwork, coordination, and creativity. Students can
even embed robots in their smartphones to develop critical thinking and imagination.

This research emphasizes the importance of confidence, persistence, ambiguity
tolerance, problem solving, communication skills, and teamwork. While computa-
tional thinking has been increasing in popularity, its transferability to other contexts
is still uncertain. This paper aims to integrate visual robotics of artificial intelligence
within the framework of computational thinking theory to address the challenges of
implementing CT in language learning. It outlines the process of solving CT prob-
lems, proposes a framework, and explores how to apply this methodology in higher
education. The paper concludes with recommendations for further research.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

This study examined the effectiveness of visual robotics and artificial intelligence
in improving computational thinking skills among undergraduate students from
different countries. The study sample consisted of 181 students aged between 18
and 21 years old, with 84 females and 97 males, who had no prior experience in
accessing CT activities. To maximize CT skills and demonstrate the relevance of
computer science principles in daily life, six six-week courses were designed and
conducted in English. Observations were made of the students’ CT activities using
a guide to gain an understanding of the problem and develop workable solutions.
The study’s findings demonstrate the potential of visual robotics and artificial intel-
ligence in enhancing students’ computational thinking skills. These results suggest
that incorporating such technologies into educational curricula can be a promising
approach to improve students’ CT skills and prepare them for future technological
advancements.

2.2 Questionnaire

This study used a survey via Google Form to measure students’ computational
thinking (CT). Participants rated their level of agreementwith 33CTstatements based
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on [16] using a 5-point scale. The statements focused on the use of virtual robots and
artificial intelligence to enhanceCT.After sixmeetings, participants reported on their
development of CT and language skills using a virtual robot in a diary uploaded to
each undergraduate student’s YouTube channel. Learning outcomes were monitored
during the exercise.

2.3 The Procedure of Robotics Instructional Design (RID)
in English Class

Interactive activities in foreign language classes promote the development of
students’ critical thinking skills and English language proficiency. The AI applica-
tion called “My Virtual Dream Friends” Booble, John English, and Andy to engage
students in conversations about self-introduction, food, travel, work, sports, shapes,
and colors. Before starting the CT assignment, students are taught AI guidelines and
programming. Through this project, we aim to study a transition phase between
robotics and students and test if students could confidently use target language
learning while developing their CT skills [17, 18].

Data Analysis

This study used research instruments to gather data on computational thinking skills.
A diagnostic questionnairewas administered to participants fromvarious universities
using Google Form and social media; they are Majmaah University Saudi Arabia,
Universitas Raden Fatah Palembang, Indonesia, Ngaoundere University, University
PGRIRonggolaweTuban, Indonesia,AdrarAfricanUniversity, BaraGobindapurAli
Miah Bhuiyan High School, Cristina B Gonzales Memorial High School, Univer-
sity of Hafr Al Batin, Queen Mary College, Dongola, Polytechnic Institute of
Portalegre, Yes You Can International Academy, Saint Victor Academy, National
university of Lesotho, Kyiv National Economic University, Magmaah University,
University of South Asia Lahore Pakistan, Annamalai University, Mercu Buana
University Yogyakarta, Ramah College, LCWU, Gaddani National High School, Hs
Durbal bimna Budgam, Siliwangi University, National Institute for Biotechnology
and Genetic Engineering, Redeemed College of Mission, Hafar Al Batin University,
Magma University, IAIN Pontianak, Indonesia, University of Abra Philipina, and
IAIN Curup Bengkulu, Indonesia.

The study used virtual robotics of artificial intelligence to improve computa-
tional thinking and linguistic abilities of undergraduate students. The instructor’s
use of robotics-AI strategy in the classroom was observed to enhance the profi-
ciency of students in computational thinking. Participant quotations were used as
case examples throughout the findings section (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Research procedure

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Questionnaire and Observation Results of CT Through
Virtual Robotics of Artificial Intelligence

In the next section,wepresent the results of our investigationof the problemweposed,
namely how effective virtual robotics of artificial intelligence is on computational
thinking skills of undergraduate students, and how participants feel about using them
to learn English as a foreign language.

Table 1 shows that the average score for the five questions regarding the impact
of computational thinking on language learning using virtual robotics for online
learning was between 63 and 74. This implies that most students believe that their
computational thinking skills improve with this teaching method, as they responded
with “strongly agree” or “agree.” The standard deviation indicates that most students
have similar levels of understanding.

Based on Table 2, the nine measures of persistence in working on difficult ques-
tions were considered useful by respondents. The average calculated is in the range
of 63 to 65 indicating that most respondents find virtual robotics from artificial intel-
ligence useful for improving their computational thinking on this criteria. Since their
positive response on persistence in working on difficult questions, most of them 50%
took the answer. It can be concluded that their opinions about the effectiveness of AI
virtual robotics are distributed in the same way.

Table 3 reveals the mean and standard deviation for the four items. The tolerance
for ambiguity aspects ranged from 67 to 68, and most of them their answer took
strongly agree and agree, respectively. This shows that the opinion of respondents
about the use of artificial intelligence virtual robotics as an effective learning strategy
to develop computational thinking.

Table 4 described the mean and standard deviation for the four items. Ability to
handle open problems aspects ranged from63 to 67. Of 50 percent respondent believe
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Table 1 Students’ perception on computational thinking skill of confidence in dealing with
complexity aspect

Confidence in dealing with
complexity

SA A N D SD

When I learn English, I have
ability to think differently

37.6 38.7 21.5 1.1 1.1

When I learn English, I have
ability to think differently

28.2 32.6 28.7 5.5 3.9

When I learn English, I can
change of organizational structure

24.3 26.0 34.3 11.0 2.2

When I learn English, I have
innovative vision of learning

28.2 33.7 26.0 7.7 2.8

When I learn English, I have
innovative vision of learning

29.3 29.8 28.2 8.3 1.7

Table 2 Students’ perception on computational thinking skill of persistence in working on difficult
questions aspect

Persistence in working on difficult questions SA A N D SD

I study English in order to formulating
problems and using computers and other
applications to solve them

32.0 28.2 27.1 5.5 4.4

I study English I would feel logically
organizing and analyzing

27.6 37.0 22.7 6.6 4.4

Logically organizing and analyzing 24.9 31.5 28.7 7.2 3.9

Deciding which details in a problem need to
be highlighted and which ones can be
ignored, also known as the abstraction
process in language learning

24.3 34.8 26.5 9.4 3.3

Representing data with models and
simulations in language learning

21.5 29.8 35.4 7.2 3.9

Automating solutions through a series of
steps

27.1 28.2 32.0 8.3 2.2

I learn language with identifying, analyzing,
and implementing possible solutions by
using the most efficient and effective
combination of steps and resources

24.9 35.9 24.3 6.6 4.4

Identifying, analyzing, and implementing
possible solutions by using the most efficient
and effective combination of steps and
resources

29.3 30.4 27.6 7.2 3.3

Generalizing and transferring this
problem-solving process to a wide variety of
problems

23.8 27.1 33.1 8.3 6.1
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Table 3 Students’ perception on computational thinking skill of tolerance for ambiguity aspect

Tolerance for ambiguity SA A N D SD

My ability in problem solving increase very
well in language learning

30.4 28.7 28.2 7.7 3.3

I believe my orientation increases by
reading and understanding the problem
more active language learner

32.6 29.3 27.6 6.6 2.2

I felt my skill to organize my planning into
the right action (metacognitive skill) in
language learning

29.8 29.8 29.3 6.6 1.7

My ability to implementing and verifying
increase in language learning

98.3 35.9 27.6 2.2 5.5

Table 4 Students’ perception on computational thinking skill of ability to handle open problems
aspect

Ability to handle open problems SA A N D SD

When I learn English, I am able to describe
the approach that used to solve the problem
(steps to be taken or general strategy to be
used)

23.8 29.3 32.0 6.6 7.2

I felt by obtaining an intermediate correct or
incorrect solution by checking the solution

27.1 27.1 30.9 6.6 6.6

I understand and stop working to see what
has been done and where it is leading to
reviews solution and corrects any errors

27.1 31.5 30.4 3.3 6.1

the use of artificial intelligence virtual robotics as an effective learning strategy to
help them to handle problem open problem effectively.

Table 5 described the mean and standard deviation for the seven items. Ability to
communicate each other aspects ranged from 66 to 68. This shows that the opinion
of respondents about the use of artificial intelligence virtual robotics as an effective
learning strategy to felt confidence to share their idea, argument and opinion to
acquiring information, critique and interpreting data.

Table 6 shows that the mean and standard deviation for the four items working
with others to achieve a common goal or solution aspects ranged from 66 to 68. This
shows that the opinion of respondents about the use of artificial intelligence virtual
robotics as an effective learning strategy to felt happy, engage andmotivated working
in group or doing collaboration as teamwork in foreign language classroom.
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Table 5 Students’ perception on computational thinking skill of ability to communicate aspect in
robotics class

Ability to communicate SA A N D SD

I work with language learning by creating,
comparing, and analyzing different ways of
presenting information. This can involve
organizing or ordering information in various
ways

27.1 31.5 30.4 3.3 6.1

I earn English because I believe that abstract
and formal communication skills can be
made concrete and manipulated by using
robotic technology during the learning
process

24.9 31.5 33.1 6.6 1.7

My communication skills develop into more
important and explicit activities during
discussions in language learning

30.4 29.8 32.0 3.9 2.2

My communication skills develop in
interpreting data by using robotic

29.8 26.5 31.5 6.1 3.3

I learn English I have more involved in the
argument from evidence

28.7 23.2 35.4 7.2 3.9

My skills improved in acquiring, evaluating,
and communicating information

26.5 26.5 28.7 11.6 4.4

Construct viable arguments and critique the
reasoning of others language learning

30.4 33.7 25.4 4.4 3.9

Table 6 Students’ perception on computational thinking skill of working with others to achieve a
common goal or solution aspect in robotics class

Working with others to achieve
a common goal or solution

SA A N D SD

I’m happy working in group or
team in learning or in English
class

26.0 24.9 37.0 7.2 2.8

I’m happy with my group or
team in learning or in the class

20.5 14.9 17.2 4.3 2.6

I more engage in learning with
collaboration as a team

20.5 14.2 19.2 3.6 2.3

I motivate in learning and
confidence in group work

21.5 17.2 15.2 3.0 2.6

3.2 Discussion

Based on findings in Table 3, students believe that artificial intelligence virtual
robotics can improve their computational thinking and confidence in dealing with
complexity in a robotics learning environment. Through decomposition, students can
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breakdowncomplexproblems intomanageable pieces and actively provide feedback.
This helps them feel more comfortable expressing themselves in English. Devel-
oping a student’s CT attitude requires instruction in self-confidence and resilience. It
is important to increase individual motivation to learn CT skills and believe in one’s
ability to plan and carry out required learning tasks. Similar results found by [19,
20] when they asked children about their computational thinking and their knowl-
edge. The concept of CT provides fresh motivation for individuals to adapt to the
complexities of today’s ever-evolving high-tech world.

This study uses virtual robots powered by artificial intelligence to teach computa-
tional thinking to students. They incorporate game elements such as scoring criteria
to increase student engagement and motivation. The study results in Table 4 show
that a student-centered framework that focuses on intrinsic motivation and boosts
computational thinking skills is effective in fostering active involvement in learning.
Table 4 displays study results [21, 22] students develop skills such as persistence in
solving difficult questions, which is important for making predictions.

Our CT procedures aim to teach students about the importance of using problem-
solving strategies in real-life situations similar with [23] study. By advocating for a
methodical and sequential approach to problem solving, we hope to make students
aware of the benefits of computational thinking. This skill is valuable for students at
all levels as it helps develop various skills.

CT is a powerful problem-solving skill set that draws on computer science theory,
providing new problem-solving approaches and understanding of human behavior.
This innovative approach is considered cutting-edge for education andhas potential to
benefit the future generation. This study also highlights the importance of information
literacy as a means of effective use of online resources and integration of technology
to enhance cognitive processes of analysis, synthesis, and invention similarly with
[24] findings.

This study shows that computational thinking can be beneficial for English classes
as it helps improve communication, reading, and writing skills. Using a robotics-
based classroom design, lecturers and undergraduate students can work together to
develop solutions and products in English. By incorporating computational thinking
skills into the curriculum, undergraduate students can be encouraged to drawparallels
between interactionswith robots andhumans. This canhelp achieve educational goals
and offer benefits for higher education lecturers.

Table 6 summarizes how CT is a valuable tool for teaching critical thinking and
problem solving in formal education. CT helps educators guide the next genera-
tion by using modern technology to develop automated solutions. By providing a
shared language, materials, and peer support, CT can improve communication and
problem-solving skills. While computers are often associated with problem solving,
it’s important to remember that problem solving is a mental ability, not just a digital
one (Table 2, 4, and 5). Humans have been solving problems without technology for
a long time. This finding related like [25] stated the use of computers is often auto-
matically associated with computational problem-solving procedures in our modern,
highly digital society.
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On findings show that undergraduates are happier, more satisfied, and more moti-
vated when they work together to solve problems. They can learn computational
thinkingusing virtual robotics and artificial intelligence. Tobe technologically skilled
nowadays, one must be adept at different media formats, evaluate information, and
communicate ideas through digital media.

4 Conclusions

Computational thinking is a crucial skill for all undergraduate students, and there
are now tools available to help students develop this skill. Applying virtual robotics
of artificial intelligence can improve computing abilities and encourage initiative,
discovery, and growth in students. To fully incorporate computational thinking across
disciplines, more research is needed. However, students in any field can benefit from
this skill in both university and the workplace.
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Software Change Prediction Model Using
Ensemble Learning

Sanjay Patidar, Madhvan Sharma, and Himesh Mahabi

Abstract This research study has devised an ensemble learning strategy that
employs a range of deep learning and machine learning classifiers to minimize the
amount of time that developers spend detecting software defects. The process of
collecting data initiates this empirical study. A dataset was created using the Under-
stand Tool and will be subject to data under-sampling techniques and outlier detec-
tion. The dataset has a binary classification output, and the count of instances of
positive and negative classes will remain balanced after applying these techniques.
After this, the selected classifiers will be trained using the training dataset. Next,
the built model will compare envisaged outcomes generated by these classifiers with
actual outcomes of training data. Classifiers that accurately anticipate the outcomes
would be assigned a data point. After this, each classifier is used to train a neural
network with training independent variables as input and the saved data on whether
a classifier accurately predicted an outcome at a given point or not as output vari-
ables. The predicting network will determine if a classifier will accurately classify a
specific data point. Now for prediction of software change of recent points in dataset,
it will be provided as an input for the prediction network and the selected classifier’s
aggregated result that correctly predicts the outcome would be recorded.

Keywords Prediction model · Prediction network · Ensemble learning · Software
change prediction model · Software maintenance
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1 Introduction

Testing is an essential aspect throughout the entire software development life
cycle, and its significance cannot be overlooked. However, due to its criticality,
it can consume significant resources, necessitating the need to explore alternative
approaches to lessen the time and money required during the testing phase.

This empirical study was conducted with a primary objective of finding newways
to optimize the testing process. The study employed a unique dataset generated by the
Scitools Understand Tool, in which Object-Oriented metrics were utilized to analyze
the various classes in code of various applications used in Android 10 and Android
11.

The dataset posed a significant problem of data imbalance (30.18% positive
outcomes), which was successfully addressed by implementing outlier detection
on the overrepresented class. This approach resulted in an improved comprehension
of the dataset by the model and also eliminated a significant amount of noise from
the data.

Then, the dataset was further balanced using an under-sampling technique to
achieve the final dataset containing 50% positive outcomes and 50% negative
outcomes.

We employed six classifiers in our model.

1. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
2. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
3. Gaussian Naive Bayes (NB)
4. Decision Tree (DT)
5. Random Forest
6. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN).

To evaluate and contrast the effectiveness of our model, we utilize the following
measurements.

1. AUC Score
2. Precision.

There are three primary stages involved in implementing the ensemble [1] learning
technique.

1. Data collection and data preprocessing
2. Training of base classifier
3. Implementation of prediction network
4. Aggregation of the outcomes.
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2 Data Collection

2.1 Data Acquisition

The study began with data acquisition which involved collecting the source code of
various Android applications. To initiate this process, the source code was down-
loaded for various Android applications from the Android Open Source Project
repository [2, 3]. Code was obtained for two versions of Android, namely Android
Q (version 10.0) and Red Velvet Cake (version 11.0). All CPP and Java files
were downloaded, while Extensible Markup Language files were excluded from
the research.

2.2 Extraction of Objective Oriented Metrics

The data collection process included a highly significant step, where CPP and Java
files of both Android versions underwent analysis using the Scitools Understand
Tool. During this step, several Object-Oriented metrics were extracted, including the
following.

1. Average cyclomatic complexity
2. Number of immediate base classes
3. Coupling between objects
4. Number of immediate subclasses
5. Number of instance methods
6. Number of instance variables
7. Number of local (not inherited) methods
8. Number of methods, including inherited ones
9. Number of local (not inherited) public methods
10. Source lines of code
11. Depth of inheritance tree
12. Lack of cohesion in methods.

The metrics are utilized as the variables or attributes for the dataset, which are
not influenced by any other factors and are used to analyze the outcome.

Singh et al. [4] have thoroughly explained their rationale for choosing these partic-
ular Object-Oriented metrics, while Malhotra et al. [5] also provide sound reasoning
to support their choice of metrics.
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2.3 Assessment of Changes Made Between Two Versions

After analyzing the Object-Oriented metrics of both versions, any differences were
compared to identify the classes that had undergone changes between the two
versions. If a class had the same Object-Oriented metrics in both versions, no change
was recorded. However, if a class had different Object-Oriented metrics, it was
identified as having undergone changes between the two versions, and the change
was recorded. Afterward, the information was saved into a CSV file, signifying the
completion of the dataset.

The data collection phase is now concluded and then the dataset was processed
which involved balancing of data using outlier detection and under-sampling.

2.4 Dealing with Data Imbalance

Original set of data had a disproportionate dispersal of positive (change) outcome
and negative (no change) outcome classes, with 30.43% and 69.57%, respectively,
resulting in poor model performance due to the presence of noise and outliers in
the dataset. However, when the negative outcome class was specifically subjected
to outlier detection, it resulted in a more balanced distribution of 50% positive and
50% negative outcome classes. This led to enhancement of model performance [6]
and more favorable results.

3 Training of Base Classifiers

The following subsections will provide a detailed and comprehensive elaboration of
the most crucial aspect of the study.

3.1 Selection of Classifiers

The initial phase of this study involved deliberate picking of deep learning and
machine learning [7] classifiers, namely Artificial Neural Network, Decision Tree,
Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor, Naive Bayes, and Random Forest.

These six classifiers were chosen specifically because they represent a diverse
range of machine learning techniques, each with unique learning characteristics.
By incorporating a range of classifiers, the results of the study are more broadly
applicable and better represent the overall performance of machine learning models.
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3.2 Training Base Classifiers

To proceed with the study, the training data (xtrain and ytrain) was utilized to train
the classifiers.

Next,we used the six classifiers to predict the outcomeof xtrain and then compared
the output with ytrain. This step was aimed to identify which classifiers accurately
predicted the outcome for a given data point. A binary variable was assigned a value
of 1 if the classifier was able to make a correct prediction for a particular data point;
otherwise, the variable was assigned a value of 0. In the future, these matrices will
be referred to as comparison matrices for easy identification and reference.

4 Implementation of Prediction Network

In the following section, we will gain insights into the structure of the prediction
network, which serves the purpose of identifying the classifiers that are capable of
accurately predicting the aftermath of a new data point.

The network consisted of dense layers and batch normalization layers which
were attached to enhance the performance of the model and to make it more faster,
stable, and less prone to overfitting. Six networks were developed for the prediction
network [8], one for each of the classifiers, with the independent variable being xtrain,
and the comparison matrices serving as the dependent variable. These networks
predicted whether a particular data point would generate an accurate output from the
corresponding classifier (Fig. 1).

The prediction network dynamically selects which classifiers would be utilized
in the accumulation process. Once the prediction network is trained, we can feed
testing_data (xtest) and apply the aggregation technique to the output from the
selected classifiers. Now aggregation techniques will be discussed in the coming
section.

5 Aggregation of the Outcome

Previous research, including studies by Verma et al. [9] and De Luca et al. [10],
have utilized various aggregation methodologies such as majority voting, weighted
average, Bayesian model averaging (BMA).

Throughout this research, the use of different aggregation methodologies such as
voting based on median, weighted average technique, or the majority-based voting
would capitulate similar results as the outcome is binary. Therefore, we chose to use
majority voting as it is a frequently used technique in ensemble learning models.

Once the prediction network stated all classifiers that were likely to produce
accurate results, majority voting was used on the outcomes of these classifiers.
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Fig. 1 Prediction network architecture of ensemble model

Majority voting is a straightforward technique where the class (change or no
change) having majority votes is declared as the final outcome.

However, in caseswhere there is a tie between the classes, with an equal number of
votes for each, resolving the tie can be challenging. The researchers [11] Margaritis
et al. [12] leveraged the characteristics of the softmax function within a neural
network to resolve ties or draw situations. But in this research, we directly rejected
the outcome of the first recorded outcome, and thus, the other prevailing outcomes
will always have a majority and break the tie.

6 Results and Analysis

Table 1 provides a clear representation of the performance of each classifier
individually.
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Table 1 Tabular
representation of evaluation
metrics of models

Classifier AUC score Precision

Ensemble 0.8918 0.8748

ANN 0.8376 0.7621

DT 0.8104 0.7774

Random Forest 0.8596 0.8381

6.1 AUC Score

The Receiver Operating Characteristic curve [13] is a performance metric that
assesses the potential of the model to distinguish between classes. A higher AUC
denotes that the model is preferable at correctly predicting positive instances as
positive and negative instances as negative.

In this empirical research work, the ensemble model which was developed
obtained anAUCscore of 0.89,whichwas the highest compared to all other individual
classifiers.

TheRandomForestmodel achieved a0.86AreaUnderCurve score,which appears
to be the closest any other machine learning algorithm came.

Other algorithms of machine learning could barely achieve accuracy which was
close to 83%.

6.2 Precision Result

It [14] is a crucial benchmark for assessing the model performance.
It is used to estimate the proportion of true positive predictions out of all positive

predictions made by the model, thus providing insight into the model’s accuracy in
correctly identifying positive instances. A higher precision score indicates a more
precise model.

In this specific research, the model being evaluated attained an unprecedented
precision score of 0.8748, thereby surpassing the Random Forest which was slightly
lower by 0.0367.

The other classifiers evaluated had relatively lower precision scores, i.e., 0.7774
in case of Decision Tree (DT), whereas it was 0.8381 in case of Random Forest.
This highlights the strength of the model’s precision performance compared to other
models (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Bar graph representation of comparison of evaluation metrics of ensemble and stand-alone
models

7 Conclusion

We performed an empirical study aimed at developing a model to identify software
that are likely to undergo changes, with the goal of reducing the time and money
required during the testing phase of the software development life cycle.

Through this study, wewere able to create an ensemblemodel that utilizes Object-
Oriented metrics to accurately detect a class’s proneness to change. This model
proved to be superior to all other stand-alone models, as we achieved evaluation
metrics that exceeded the stand-alone models used.

Additionally, our ensemble model dynamically selected the outcomes of base
classifiers to be used for aggregation usingmajority voting, making ourmodel unique
among contemporary work in ensemble learning.

Our model’s performance was assessed using precision and AUC score, which
demonstrated superior performance compared to remaining discrete models.
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Discerning Monkeypox from Other
Viruses of the Poxviridae Family
in a Deep Learning Paradigm

Malti Bansal, Riyanshi Arora, Sai Keshari, and Sakshi Panchal

Abstract The world suffered a lot due to the Covid outbreak of 2019 which resulted
into a pandemic and millions of people losing their lives and livelihoods as its reper-
cussions. While the world was still recovering from its repercussions, the cases of
monkeypox arose and were very evident in the US, Europe and Africa as well.
The early detection of a disease plays a very vital role in curbing its spread. Fore-
seeing the Covid outbreak, in its early stages, its detection was very time-taking and
hence late detection resulted in the spread of the disease. Therefore, we propose
a CNN-based ensemble which exploits the feature extraction capabilities of VGG-
16, MobileNet-50, Inception-V3 and ResNet-50 architectures. We thereby achieve
a better ensemble accuracy of 90% using a large dataset. Along with the accuracy,
we also aim at improving the recall, precision and f1-score in our ensemble learning
method. We treat this problem to be a multiclass classification problem since detec-
tion of chickenpox, measles, cowpox, smallpox and healthy skin images can be often
confusing and overlapping.

Keywords Accuracy · CNN · Deep learning · Detection · Ensemble · Image ·
Inception · Machine learning · MobileNet · Monkeypox · Skin · VGG

1 Introduction

1.1 History of Monkeypox

The emergence of the monkeypox virus as a disease in the year 2022, which was
turned up by numerous countries, revealed a new threat to the world at a time when
COVID-19 had already begun to have an impact. In 1990, around Central and West
Africa, there were mere 50 cases of the monkeypox infection, whereas this number
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had increased to as many as 5000 cases until the year 2020. Previously, it was
believed that monkeypox mostly affected Africa. In 2022, even so, a large number
of non-African countries in Europe as well as the US have confirmed detecting
monkeypox cases [1]. There are currently 75 nations outside of Africa where there
are verified occurrences of monkeypox, making it a significant global health concern.
The zoonotic Orthopox virus is responsible for the monkeypox infection. It belongs
to the “poxviridae” type family and has strong ties to both cowpox and smallpox.
Although rodents andmonkeys are still themain transmitters, cultural infection is still
rather prevalent. In specific parts of Africa, which houses the majority proportion
of tropical rainforests, a disease like monkeypox often affects a huge number of
individuals. The transmission is primarily caused when the individual comes into a
close contact [2] (be it physical or airborne through mucus, drops from respiratory
tract) of any other animal, object or human counterpart which is said to be infected
in the first place. Monkeypox infection was first discovered in 1958 while monkeys
were under study in a laboratory at the three State Serum Institutes in Denmark,
Copenhagen and South Africa [3]. It is likely that monkeypox has been present
throughout sub-Saharan Africa since long before humans contracted the infection
from an infected creature. After smallpox was finally eradicated in 1970, it became
apparent that smallpox-like illnesses were still occurring in rural areas. This resulted
in the identification of monkeypox as a separate disease. Monkeypox was revealed
to be the source for a group of cases in the Midwest US in the summer of 2003. In
2003, US witnessed the initial wave of monkeypox, and it was traced back to the
infection in prairie dogs which had been imported from sub-Saharan nations [4].
Since then, monkeypox has gained attention as a disease of worldwide public health
concern (Fig. 1).

1.2 Need for Monkeypox Detection

Since May 2022, there have been findings of fresh cases of monkeypox virus in
nations not earlier prone to the infection,with a simultaneous and consistent reporting
from the list of endemic nations too. The CDC aka Center for Disease Control and
Prevention had reported as many as 5783 cases as of July 1, 2022, which were docu-
mented in more than 53 countries [5]. Currently, the western hemisphere and parts
of Europe are home to the majority of monkeypox cases. Many cases of monkeypox
and groups of it have been documented often in both the virus-prone and non-prone
countries spread across a wide variety of geographical zones. World Health Orga-
nization (WHO) conducted a study named “2022 Monkeypox Outbreak: Global
Trends”, according to which it has been witnessed that there was a small (2.4%) rise
in reported incidents from the week dated 24 October 24, 2022–October 20, 2022 to
the one dated October 31, 2022–November 6, 2022 (week 43 to week 44) [6]. The
bulk of cases (91%) documented internationally, according to the report, were in the
Region of the Americas.
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Fig. 1 Monkeypox skin lesion through multiple phases Reproduced from [1]

1.3 Machine Learning and AI for Monkeypox Detection
and a Brief History for the Researches Using ML

It is evident that artificial intelligence (AI) along with machine learning (ML), its
sub-domain, is growing in popularity across a wide spectrum of disciplines. With the
special capabilities of ML, medical professionals can receive quick, accurate, and
safe imaging solutions. These solutions have become widely recognized as useful
decision-making aids. In 2019, Roy et al. employed various separation approaches
to recognize various skin diseases to identify skin conditions [3]. In 2020, a deep
learning-based study was performed using a tiny set of data consisting of COVID-
19 patients (108-infected and 86-not infected), wherein 10 such distinct models
were examined by Ardakani et al., the accuracy of which reached 99%, which was
deemed commendable [7]. Recently, the year 2022 also witnessed a convolutional
neural network (CNN)-based study, suggested by Sandeep et al. He proposed that a
simpler convolutional network model can be used to diagnose melanoma, psoriasis,
chickenpox and other skin-related infections and that utilizing the currently present
VGGNet, around 71% of accuracy can be achieved through snapshot evaluation
[7]. This recommended method, however, produces superior results with a typical
precision of approximately 78%.
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1.4 Proposed Method

We implement three different architectures of CNN, i.e., VGG-16, Inception-V3
and MobileNet-V2 after exploring various other models. Furthermore, we use hard
voting technique to ensemble them for better recall, accuracy, f1-score and precision
score. In the process, we also add some layers to the existing models to achieve better
results in terms of accuracy. Theworkflow startswith image collection, preprocessing
and augmentation followed by separation of dataset. Furthermore, the models are
trained, their best accuracies are noted and ensemble is done using the hard voting
method followed by testing and image recognition of all the six diseases of the
poxviridae family. The paper presents an introduction of the history of monkeypox,
need for its detection and significance of machine learning for the same. Followed
by this, recent works in the field have been reviewed. Then we discuss the proposed
methodology followed by dataset discussion and results that we have obtained after
implementation.

2 Recent Works in the Field

As the cases of monkeypox started rising worldwide, and it became a virus variant
of concern, many researchers approached toward the problem statement of detecting
monkeypox using skin lesions in very different ways. However, still the literature and
research in the field is quite scant. This section reviews the literature and works in the
field. Reference [8] used eight models and their different architectures to classify the
snapshots of skin blemishes of monkeypox, chickenpox and measles with healthy
individuals. They used VGG, Inception, Xception, DenseNet, ResNet, IncepResNet
and Efficient Net for solving the purpose. Then they used the best results, i.e., results
of Xception and DenseNet and created an ensemble approach using voting method-
ology. Their best-case accuracywas that of 87.13%.They further used theGrad-CAM
and LIME techniques for further explanation of the results. Recently, the year 2022
also witnessed a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based study, suggested by
Sandeep et al. He proposed that a simpler convolutional network model can be used
to diagnose melanoma, psoriasis, chickenpox and other skin-related infections and
that utilizing the currently present VGGNet, around 71% of accuracy can be achieved
through snapshot evaluation [7]. This recommended method, however, produces
superior results with a typical precision of approximately 78%. The authors of [1]
conducted two studies, where in study one, the dataset had images of chickenpox and
monkeypox, while in study two the dataset had augmented images of diseases similar
to monkeypox in terms of skin blemishes. They achieved a test correctness of 83 and
78% using VGG-16 architecture of CNN networks. They further used the LIME
as explainable AI in order to study the true predictions of the model. Furthermore,
Shams Nafisa Ali et al., Md. Tazuddin Ahmed et al. and their co-authors conducted
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Table 1 Classification of original dataset

Disease Training set Validation set Test set Total

Chickenpox 348 38 45 431

Measles 147 21 31 199

Cowpox 124 19 22 165

Monkeypox 321 35 56 412

Smallpox 102 11 27 140

Healthy 98 17 41 156

a feasibility study for monkeypox detection using an application-based method-
ology. Apart from this, they also implemented VGG-16, ResNet-50, and Inception
V3 models separately and then presented an ensemble approach of these models
that gave an accuracy of 81.4%, 82.96%, 74.07% and 79.26%, respectively [9, 10].
Apart from this, authors such as Ameera S. Jaradat et al. and her co-authors, used a
technology called DCGAN technology on their dataset [11]. It is basically a tech-
nique of data augmentation and it improved their accuracy score significantly when
comparedwith others. Furthermore, their data was divided into four diseases, namely
Monkeypox, normal healthy images, Scarlet fever and Roseola. They implemented
it on five models, viz a viz., EfficientNet B3, VGG-16, VGG-19, MobileNetV2
and ResNet-50 [12]. Their worst-case accuracy was in the case of EfficientNet and
the best-case accuracy came out to be that of MobileNetV2, which are 68.3% and
98.16%, respectively. However, the dataset used by them was quite small even after
augmentation. Datasets play a very important role in determining the accuracy of
the model. For a particular dataset, an accuracy of 70% can be considered as a good
one, while the case might be opposite for some other dataset. Selen Gürbüz et al.
and Galip Aydın et al. also did a similar kind of work but on pretrained models only
[13]. They did not present a new approach for the same. Table 1 gives a comparison
of the different models and techniques used by different authors.

3 Proposed Methodology

We implemented each model individually on our dataset and analyzed the outcomes
determined by a number of factors such as correctness, loss, etc. After careful consid-
eration, we found that MoileNetV2, InceptionV3 and VGG-16 are the best models
for ensemble method.
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3.1 Models Used

3.1.1 MobileNetV2

MobileNetV1 is convolutional neural network architecture by Google. It is majorly
utilized in mobile vision and embedded vision. The rest other convolutions use
standard convolution, whereas MobileNet uses convolutions that are depth-wise
separable. MobileNets are majorly utilized in the Inception CNN (Fig. 2).

To be precise, it is used in the first initial layers of CNN and the purpose is to
reduce computation in them. Mobile nets can prove to be useful for tasks such as
object detection, landmark recognition, fine-grain classification, face attributes, etc.
In MobileNetV2, we added several layers starting with a 2D convolution layer with
activation function as “relu”, max pooling layer, flatten layer, dense layer having
output length as 512 units, using “relu” activation function and another dense layer
having output length as 6 units, using “softmax” activation function.

3.1.2 InceptionV3

The essential objective of InceptionV3 is to consume less registering power by
adjusting the initiation structures fromprior variants.When contrastedwithVGGNet,
networks of Inception have shown to be all the more genuinely compelling in
wording, both how much factors the framework creates and the related expenses.
While we make adjustments in such a network, it must be kept in notice that the
benefits (statistical) are not lost. Because the new network’s efficiency is unclear,
it is difficult to adjust an Inception network for varied use cases. Many network
optimization solutions are offered in an InceptionV3 learning to alleviate the limits
for simpler currently available offerings. Regularization, down-sampling, factorized
CNNsandparallel processing computations are among the approaches used. In Incep-
tionV3, we added four layers, starting with flatten layer, dense layer with output size
as 1024 units, using “relu” activation function, dropout layer with frequency of 0.5
to drop nodes and dense layer with output size as 6 units, using “softmax” activation
function.

3.1.3 VGG-16

In 2014, the Visual Geometry Group, commonly known as VGG, located at London
produced impressive outputs in the ImageNet Challenge by developingVGGmodels,
a kind of CNN architecture that was proposed by authors, namely Karen Simonyan
and Andrew Zisserman. Their team developed VGG-16 [14, 15]. These thirteen
convolutional layers make up the majority of the computational framework, five
max pooling layers and three dense layers. It is referred to as VGG-16 since it has
sixteen levels with adaptable value factors. Another model, namely VGG-19 is an
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Fig. 2 Flow chart depicting the technique proposed

expanded variant of the aforementionedmodel, which has sixteen convolution layers,
five max-pooling layers and three dense layers. In VGG-16, we added three layers,
startingwith flatten layer, dense layer having output length as 1024 units, using “relu”
activation function and dense layer having output length as 6 units, using “softmax”
activation function. The layers that follow are intended to gather characteristics, off
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the source photos and categorize these. Once themodel architecture has been defined,
it needs to be compiled with an optimizer and a loss function.

3.2 Image Preprocessing, Augmentation and Data Separation

3.2.1 Image Gathering and Preprocessing

We have gathered a set of images from different sources explained thoroughly in data
collection, after collecting a set of images for each of the following—monkeypox,
smallpox, cowpox, measles. Chickenpox and healthy skin, image preprocessing was
done. Preprocessing aims at strengthening the information contained in pictures by
reducing unwelcome aberrations or enhancing specific visual properties that are
important for subsequent computation and evaluation tasks. We used the image
segmentation technique for the preprocessing. When we obtain the preprocessed
image dataset for the folders of each type of outcome with number of files in them,
we augment this data to generate a larger and variant set of images.

3.2.2 Image Augmentation

Using various algorithms or combinations of various preparation, including arbitrary
tilt, phases, compression, turns, etc., image augmentation automatically generates
pictures for training. We gently alter the initial picture to create another example,
e.g., an image might be altered from its initial picture to generate a slightly more
vibrant image, or the initial picture might be chopped, etc.

3.2.3 Data Separation

We select the training set and set the number of epochs for each model—VGG-16,
MobileNetV2 and InceptionV3. Now, each model will run separately, and we will
monitor loss and accuracy.

3.3 Basic Flow and Classification

The identical optimization and loss functions apply to all threemodels. The loss func-
tion gauges the extent towhich the algorithm performs on the initial dataset, while the
optimization tool serves to change the network’s parameters during learning.We have
used “Adam” optimization technique, which is a neural network model development
optimization method that replaces random gradient descent. We have used “cate-
gorical_crossentropy” loss for a classification with more than one class algorithm
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that includes more than two categories on the final result. One-hot class encoded
data in a format of zeroes and ones are allocated to the result name. The resultant
tag is transformed into categorized classification via the keras.Utils to categorical
technique, if it exists in numeric format. These three models also run the validation
set of images simultaneously giving us accuracy and loss on both sets with every
epoch. For achieving the ensemble of these three models, we picked out the best
version of each model in terms of accuracy on validation set. After all epochs, we
have ourselves the best versions of VGG-16, InceptionV3 and MobileNetV2 models
which we can combine and produce a better ensemble model.

3.4 Ensemble

For ensemble approach, we used hard voting or the majority voting technique. Using
this method, a simple majority vote determines the ensemble’s ultimate conclusion.
The ultimate forecast is the one with the highest likelihood that wins the majority of
points out of all the ensemble models’ predictions. When the categories are evenly
distributed and the fundamental algorithms have comparable accuracy, hard voting
is appropriate.

4 Dataset Used

We have accumulated our dataset from different sources since there is publicly veri-
fied dataset released by a major organization, comprising the images of diseases
which have similar types of skin lesions. There are majorly five diseases which have
similar looking skin defects which makes it hard to differentiate and correctly iden-
tify the disease, i.e., our problem statement. Those five diseases are monkeypox,
cowpox, smallpox, measles and chickenpox (Fig. 3; Table 2).

5 Metrics Used for Evaluation of the Research

In order to evaluate a convolutional neural network, various metrics such as the
precision, accuracy, f1-score, etc., are taken into account which would be conferred
about in this section.

Accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified images. It is a basic metric and
is calculated as

TN + TP

TN + FP + TP + FN
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Fig. 3 Distribution of the six classes of disease/healthy images used for the classification. aOriginal
dataset b Augmented dataset

Table 2. Classification of augmented dataset

Disease Training set Validation set Test set Total

Chickenpox 348 38 45 431

Measles 147 21 31 199

Cowpox 124 19 22 165

Monkeypox 321 35 56 412

Smallpox 102 11 27 140

Healthy 98 17 41 156

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false positive and FN is false
negative.

Precision is the percentage of accurate affirmative guesses. It measures how often
the model is correct when it predicts positive. It is calculated as

TP

TP + FP

The recall is the ratio of genuine good forecasts to all real successes. It gauges how
frequently the algorithm properly detects occurrences of positivity. It is calculated
as

TP

TP + FN

Anatural average of recall and precision is the f1-score. It provides an equilibrium
among recall and precision. It is calculated as
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Fig. 4 Confusion matrix
used in the metrics for the
proposed and implemented
models

2 ∗ (Precision ∗ Recall)

(Precision + Recall)

Another metric is the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
[16]. It assesses the network’s capacity to differentiate among positive and negative
classes [17]. Another very significant metric which plays an important role in model
evaluation is the confusion matrix. The amount of accurate positive, accurate nega-
tive, accurate positive and accurate negative forecasts are displayed. It is useful to
visualize how the model is performing and can help identify where the model is
making errors (Fig. 4).

MSE also known as the mean squared error is a metric used to address regression
issues. Themean of the proportional variations among the actual and projected values
is what is measured. Then comes theMAE or the mean absolute error. Just likeMSE,
it is a metric used for regression problems. It calculates the mean gap among the
expected and real numbers. The decision of assessment metric relies upon the main
pressing concern, and it is fundamental to pick the suitable measurement to quantify
the exhibition of a CNN model. Therefore, we use accuracy, precision, f1-score and
recall for our use case and purpose. We also use confusion matrices and draw them
for every model that we focus on while carrying out this research work.

6 Results

We carried out this research on a large, augmented dataset. We implemented four
models: ResNet 50, VGG-16, InceptionV3 and MobileNetV2. The graphs shown in
this section are depicting the validation accuracies and training accuracies for all the
models implemented in our use case.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the training and validation accuracy of VGG-16 model as
well as the training and validation loss for the same [18]. Logically, with increasing
numbers of epochs, the accuracy should increase for training and validation and the
loss should decrease, which is fairly evident in the resultant graphs depicted.
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Fig. 5 Training and
validation accuracy for
VGG-16 model (x-axis: no.
of epochs, y-axis: accuracy)

Fig. 6 Training and
validation loss for VGG-16
model (x-axis: no. of epochs,
y-axis: loss)

Figures 7 and 8 portray the preparation and approval accuracy of Inception model
as well as the preparation and approval misfortune for the equivalent. Legitimately,
with expanding quantities of ages, the accuracy ought to increment for preparing and
approval and the misfortune ought to diminish, which is genuinely apparent in the
resultant diagrams displayed beneath. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the MobileNetV2
model’s training and validation accuracy in addition to its training and validation loss.
Logically, as the number of epochs increases, the accuracy for training and validation
should improve, while the loss should go down, as illustrated in the Figs. 9 and 10.

Furthermore, Table 3 gives the accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score in terms
of percentage of the models implemented by us and the table also compares the
pretrained models to the ensemble approach used by us.

Usually, researchers aim at improving only the correctness of the projected model
when matched with pretrained models. [1, 19–22] But we aim at improving all the
four metrics, i.e., the accuracy of the model/approach, its precision, recall as well as
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Fig. 7 Training and
validation accuracy for
InceptionV3 model (x-axis:
no. of epochs, y-axis:
accuracy)

Fig. 8 Training and
validation loss for
InceptionV3 model (x-axis:
no. of epochs, y-axis: loss)

Fig. 9 Training and
validation accuracy for
MobileNetV2 model (x-axis:
no. of epochs, y-axis:
accuracy)
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Fig. 10 Training and
validation loss for
MobileNetV2 model (x-axis:
no. of epochs, y-axis: loss)

Table 3 Metric table of implemented models

Model Metrics

Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

VGG-16 81 86 80 81

MobileNetV2 85 92 75 81

InceptionV3 85 92 80 85

Ensemble approach VGG-Inc-Mobile 90 95 85 89

the f1-score. Our ensemble approach of combining the pretrained models performed
better than other three models implemented. The accuracy of the proposed ensemble
is even better than the accuracy of the ensemble of some other models suggested/
researched upon yet. Majority voting ensemble method is used by us in the paper. In
the code, the predictions of four different models (VGG16, MobileNetV2, Inception
and benchmark model) are combined using the mode function, which returns the
most frequently occurring predicted class among the four models for each image.
If the four models predict different classes, then MobileNet’s prediction is given
high priority by using the mode function, thus giving it an advantage in the final
prediction [17, 18, 23–25]. Therefore, the final prediction for each image is based
on the most frequent prediction among the four models or MobileNet’s prediction if
they all predict something different (Fig. 11).

Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15 are the generated confusion matrices for each of the
models used by us along with that for the ensemble approach.
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Fig. 11 Few correctly classified images from the wide range of our dataset
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Fig. 12 Confusion matrix
generated for MobileNetV2

Fig. 13 Confusion matrix
generated for VGG-16
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Fig. 14 Confusion matrix
generated for InceptionV3

Fig. 15 Confusion matrix
generated for ensemble
approach

7 Conclusion

Wefirstly assessed the researchmade in the field of virology for diagnosis of the virus
covered under the introduction section of the paper. We explored a new dataset and
used image augmentation techniques in order to expand the dataset.We also explored
different pretrained models and achieved a better accuracy than the previous works
done. In this paper, we initially implement VGG-16,MobileNetV2 and InceptionV3.
Then we propose an approach for achieving better accuracy than those three models
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we have discussed in the paper. We use majority/hard voting technique for ensemble,
and we give highest priority to MobileNetV2 model, followed by InceptionV3 and
VGG-16. We achieve an accuracy better than that accuracy achieved by all three
models separately and the accuracy is even better than most methods proposed in
the past. We have achieved an ensemble method accuracy of 90% approximately and
along with the accuracy, we have also taken into consideration, the improvement of
precision, recall and f1-score [16, 26–32]. Predicting outbreaks of infectious diseases
like monkeypox can be challenging, but deep learning techniques can provide a
promising approach to improve accuracy and speed of prediction. Validating the
model’s performance on a range of datasets, including cross-validation and out-of-
sample testing can help ensure its accuracy and generalizability. Model optimization
techniques, such as hyperparameter tuning can improve model performance and
reduce overfitting. Furthermore, there is also a scope of development of new models
and applications to detect diseases of the poxviridae family based on skin lesions
with more accuracy as the diseases caused by these viruses are mostly contagious
and can result in further outbreaks and pandemics if not detected in early stages.
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An Exploratory Study to Classify Brain
Tumor Using Convolutional Neural
Networks

Manmeet Singh, Manav Misra, Jayesh Jain, Mayank Goel,
and Kumud Kundu

Abstract Brain tumors are created when unusual cells develop within the brain.
These tumors can be divided into four groups, and some can be surgically removed
while others gradually spread to neighboring tissues. In this study, we explore the
classification of brain tumors using a convolutional neural network (CNN) and the
concept of transfer learning. We also attempted to deploy the proposed model on a
web application.

Keywords Brain tumor ·Magnetic resonance imaging · Convolutional neural
network ·Machine learning

1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

Medical image processing has become an increasingly important area of research
in recent years, with brain tumor classification being one of the most critical
tasks. However, the manual analysis of multiple magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
pictures produced in a clinic can be a challenging and time-consuming operation,
especially when dealing with large amounts of data. The extraction of tumor areas
from MRI images can be challenging due to the visual variety and similarities
between brain tumors and normal tissues that characterize brain cancers.

1.2 Motivation

Automated brain tumor classification using MRI scans can potentially improve the
accuracy and efficiency of tumor diagnosis, leading to better patient outcomes.
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Machine learning techniques can assist in this process by automatically identifying
patterns in medical images that may not be easily detected by human analysis. This
motivates the development and evaluation of machine learning models for brain
tumor classification.

1.3 Organization of the Paper

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the research
topic and provides a brief overview of the problem. Section 3 provides a compre-
hensive review of related work on brain tumor classification using CNN. Section 4
describes the methodology used in our study, including the dataset and preprocessing
techniques applied, as well as an overview of the machine learning models used.
Section 5 presents the results of our experiments and the performance of each model.
Section 6 presents the comparative studywith existingmodels. In Sect. 7, we summa-
rize our main contributions and the implications of our study for the fields of medical
image processing and brain tumor classification.

1.4 Main Contributions

In this research paper, we present a study of various machine learning models for
brain tumor classification using MRI scans. Our contributions include the following:

• We experiment with several pretrained CNN architectures, including
DenseNet121, InceptionV3, MobileNet, ResNet50V2, VGG16, and VGG19 to
evaluate CNN models for brain tumor classification.

• Wealso explore the use of othermachine learningmodels, includingSVM, random
forest, and gradient boosting, implemented using the Scikit-learn library.

• We containerize the web application using Docker, simplifying distribution and
deployment and enabling easy use of the model without additional dependencies
or configurations.

Our study provides insights into the effectiveness of various machine learning
models for brain tumor classification using MRI scans. These insights can inform
the development of automated diagnosis tools for critical tasks. The containerization
of the web application using Docker also enhances the accessibility and usability of
our model.
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Fig. 1 CNN architecture

2 Background Study

2.1 Convolutional Neural Network

A neural network mimics the functioning of neurons in the human brain. Traditional
neural networks process images pixel-by-pixel in low resolution, which is not ideal
for image processing. Convolutional neural networks have neurons setup more like
the frontal lobe, which in humans and other animals is where visual stimuli are
processed. This arrangement allows the layers of neurons to cover the entire visual
field, avoiding the problem of processing images piece by piece as in traditional
neural networks.

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a specialized type of artificial neural
network designed for processing pixel data and is a powerful tool for image
processing. This network processes pixel data using a mathematical operation called
convolution, which is a specialized form of linear operation. Unlike traditional
neural networks that use standard matrix multiplication in all layers, CNNs employ
convolution in at least one of their layers (Fig. 1).

2.2 Brain Tumor

Brain tumors are abnormal growths that can form in the brain’s tissues or spread to
the brain from other parts of the body. They can cause a variety of symptoms, such
as headaches, seizures, vision problems, memory loss, mood changes, and difficulty
withmovement or coordination.Early detection can lead tomore successful treatment
outcomes and a higher likelihood of survival.

Treatment options for brain tumors vary depending on the type, size, and loca-
tion of the tumor. Common treatments include surgery, radiation therapy, and
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chemotherapy, often used in combination. Patients may also benefit from supportive
therapies, such as physical therapy, speech therapy, and occupational therapy to
manage symptoms and improve their quality of life. Increasing awareness about
brain tumors and their symptoms, as well as the importance of early detection, can
help save more lives. Providing effective treatments is also crucial in improving the
quality of life for those affected by this condition.

2.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is a powerful tool for identifying brain tumors due to its ability to visualize the
effects of tissues inside the human body without the interference of bone artifacts.
Various MRI sequences can target different diseased areas, and combining multiple
imaging modalities enables a comprehensive assessment of the tumor’s size, shape,
number, and location.

Additionally, MRI can help distinguish peritumoral edema from cerebrospinal
fluid and facilitate visualization of the high spinal tumor core. It also provides
valuable information about the degree of surrounding cerebral edema, ventricular
compression, and displacement of brain tissue. Overall, MRI is a highly beneficial
technique for identifying neurological illnesses.

In clinical practice, MRI is commonly used in combination with other diagnostic
tools to accurately diagnose and stage brain tumors. This allows healthcare profes-
sionals to determine the most appropriate treatment plan for each patient. The non-
invasive nature ofMRImakes it a safer and less stressful option than other diagnostic
techniques, such as biopsy or surgery. As technology advances, MRI continues to
evolve, with newer techniques such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and functional
MRI (fMRI) allowing for more precise and detailed imaging of the brain.

3 Literature Survey

Our proposed methodology is based on a literature survey that we concluded using
various search engines and publication websites. We used keywords such as “brain
tumor”, “MRI”, “CNN models”, and “tumor detection” to initiate our search.

The use ofmachine learning and artificial intelligence has been a popular approach
for diagnosing brain tumors from MRI scans, as demonstrated in previous studies
with CNN models and specific segmentation strategies, resulting in over 90%
accuracy [1–5].

In contrast to models like 3D segmentation method (3DSM), shape constrained
automatic segmentation (SCAS), support vector machine (SVM), and wavelet-based
texture classification (WBTC), which have been used for brain tumor detection,
CNN-based tumor detection models consistently achieve higher accuracy [6].
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Image classification, segmentation, and selection are the critical criteria for any
model to be successful. Studies have shown that uncropped images provide better
results compared with cropped and segmented lesions [7].

The treatment of brain tumors highly depends on the knowledge and experience
of the physician. Hence, the development of automated brain tumor detection is
vital to assist radiologists and surgeons. The ELM-LRF method used in the study is
efficient, has a short training period, and achieves a high classification accuracy of
97.18%. The study suggests that the proposed method is effective in computer-aided
brain tumor detection, and the ELM-LRF structure is an essential tool for biomedical
image processing applications [8].

Compared with artificial neural network (ANN), deep neural network (DNN),
SVM, and random forest classifiers, CNN models have been consistently shown to
achieve much higher accuracy in numerous studies [9, 10].

Optimizing hyperparameters for training CNN layers using techniques like
nonlinear Levy Chaotic Moth Flame optimizer (NLCMFO) has been shown to
achieve 97.4% [11]. In addition, using the ensemble learning model and VGG16,
which integrates CNN, can boost accuracy to 98.15 and 98.5%, respectively [12].

In addition to previous studies, [13] proposed an efficient deep learning-based
system using CNN and salp swarm algorithm (SSA). It achieved 99.1% accuracy for
brain tumor detection on the Kaggle brain tumor dataset.

A novel parallel deep convolutional neural network (PDCNN) topology [14] is
proposed for brain tumor classification, achieving high accuracy on three different
MRI datasets by extracting both global and local features.

The adaptive Gabor convolutional neural network (AG-CNN) model demon-
strated high accuracy and low computational cost for brain tumor classification in
MRI images [15], making it a promising approach for real-world clinical settings.

Several classification techniques have been explored, including EfficientNetB1,
which achieved the best results with a training and validation accuracy of 87.67%
and 89.55%, respectively [16]. Other models like VGG16 and VGG19 have also
shown competitive accuracy [17, 18].

Overall, CNN models with optimized hyperparameters and appropriate image
selection and segmentation techniques have shown promising results for brain tumor
detection from MRI scans using machine learning and artificial intelligence. The
studies reviewed in this literature survey demonstrate that deep learning-based
systems using CNN and other advanced techniques have great potential to improve
the accuracy of brain tumor diagnosis, which can have significant implications for
clinical practice and patient outcomes.

4 Proposed Methodology

In this project, we have twomain objectives, the first half deals with the classification
of brain tumors, and in the second half the web application is containerized using
Docker (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed methodology

4.1 Dataset

The dataset, which includes brain MRIs, was obtained from Kaggle [19]. It contains
a total of 3264 jpg-formatted images, divided into training and testing folders, each
containing four sub-folders: glioma tumors, meningioma tumors, pituitary tumors,
and no tumors.

4.2 Image Preprocessing

During the preprocessing stage, the images were converted to grayscale and resized
to 224× 224. Data augmentation techniques were applied to increase the size of the
dataset, including horizontal and vertical flipping.

4.3 Model Training

A CNN model was built to classify the images into four categories: gliomas, menin-
giomas, pituitary tumors, and no tumors. The model incorporated convolution,
pooling, flattening, and dense layers. To train the model, several pretrained archi-
tectures such as DenseNet121, InceptionV3, MobileNet, ResNet50V2, VGG16, and
VGG19were used. In addition, classicalmachine learningmodels like support vector
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Fig.3 CNN architecture used for training

machine, random forest, and gradient boosting were employed to assess the accuracy
of the model (Fig. 3).

4.4 Model Deployment

Containerizing the web application using Docker not only simplifies the distribution
and deployment of the application, but also enables anyone to easily use themodel by
downloading the Docker image and running it on their local system or server without
having to worry about installing any additional dependencies or configurations.

5 Results

To perform the analysis, we created Python code using various libraries including
OS,NumPy, Pandas,Keras, andTensorFlow. Table 1 summarizes the hyperparameter
values used to train our CNN model. We set the initial learning rate to 0.001, and if
there was no improvement in the validation accuracy after four epochs, we reduced
the learning rate by a factor of 2. Categorical cross entropy was used as the loss
function. Additionally, we established a minimum learning rate of 0.0001 to prevent
it from becoming excessively small. A diminished learning rate can lead to slow
convergence and longer training times.

After training our CNN architecture, we achieved a remarkable training accuracy
rate of 99.65%. This result suggests that our model has effectively learned from the
training data and can accurately predict the presence of brain tumors in MRI images.

Table 1 Hyperparameters
values Hyperparameter Value

Epochs 10

Batch size 32

Image dimensions 224, 224
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However, we observed that classical machine learning models outperformed the
CNNsduring testing.Our support vectormachine (SVM)model achieved avalidation
accuracy rate of 87.14%.

6 Comparative Study

In addition to comparing our CNN model with other pretrained models such as
DenseNet121, InceptionV3,MobileNet, ResNet50V2,VGG16, andVGG19,we also
evaluated the performance of our model against three classical machine learning
algorithms: support vector machine, random forest classifier, and gradient boosting
classifier. Figure 4 displays these results (Fig. 5).

Our proposed CNN model outperformed the existing models in the comparative
analysis. When utilizing transfer learning on the VGG16 architecture for brain tumor
detection, our model achieved an accuracy of 99%, surpassing the reported accuracy
of 98.5% [12]. This indicates the promising performance of both models, with our
model demonstrating a slight advantage in terms of higher accuracy. The improved
performance can be attributed to our model’s effective capture of subtle nuances and
patterns in the data (Fig. 6).

Fig. 4 Training and validation accuracy of the proposed CNN model
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Fig. 5 Performance analysis of CNN model and other pretrained models

Fig. 6 Comparative performance analysis with existing models

7 Conclusion

In conclusion, this study proposed the use of convolutional neural networks for
detecting brain tumors fromMRI images. The optimized CNN architecture achieved
a remarkable training accuracy rate of 99.65%, demonstrating its ability to accurately
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predict the presence of brain tumors. However, limitations of the study include the
limited size and scope of the dataset, which may impact the generalizability of the
results. The study also did not consider additional factors such as age, gender, and
medical history of patients, which could influence tumor classification.

While classical machine learning models, particularly the SVM, outperformed
the CNNs during testing, the choice of the machine learning algorithm depends on
the specific problem and dataset. Exploring different models and comparing their
performances are beneficial in selecting the most appropriate one.

Overall, the findings highlight the effectiveness of convolutional neural networks
in detecting brain tumors from MRI images. Future research should address the
study’s limitations by incorporating larger andmore diverse datasets and considering
additional patient factors.

We have added Docker to our web application for easier containerization and
improved portability. The web application can be accessed by a few commands.
Docker eliminates the need for extra configuration, making deployment hassle-free.
It also isolates the application for enhanced security and reduces conflicts with other
software. Anyone can access the web application by executing these commands.

docker pull manavmisra2/ml_ops
docker run -it –name tumor_detector -p 8888:8888 manavmisra2/ml_ops
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Skin Cancer Detection with Edge Devices
Using YOLOv7 Deep CNN

Dhruba Datta , Harsh Prakash, and Priya Singh

Abstract Skin cancer, the most common type of cancer, develops when abnor-
mal skin cells proliferate erratically. Melanoma, Squamous Cell Carcinoma and
Basal Cell Carcinoma are the three most prevalent kinds of skin cancer. Regular
skin self-examinations for changes or anomalies are essential since skin cancer can
be effectively treated when found early. In recent years, deep learning algorithms
like You Only Look Once (YOLO) have demonstrated remarkable results in object
detection tasks, including detecting skin lesions. This study investigates the utili-
sation of YOLOv7-tiny for skin cancer detection from dermoscopic images using
edge computing devices. A method is proposed that combines transfer learning and
data augmentation techniques to enhance the YOLOv7 algorithm’s accuracy for skin
lesion detection on edge computing devices. The experiments reveal that the pro-
posed framework achieves an impressive 82.1% accuracy in detecting skin lesions.
Additionally, an extensive evaluation is performed using a sizeable dermoscopic
image dataset, demonstrating its potential for clinical application in early skin can-
cer detection. This study contributes to the growing field of computer-aided skin
cancer diagnosis and has the potential to enhance patient outcomes while lowering
skin cancer-related medical expenses.

Keywords Deep learning · Skin cancer · Medical image processing · Skin
lesion · Edge computing · Learning systems

1 Introduction

In the current decade, skin cancer is the most common type of cancer [1]. Skin
cancer occurs more frequently than the sum of all cancers. As stated by the World
Health Organisation, around a third of all cancers are skin cancers, resulting in the
prevalence of skin cancer being predicted to rise over time [2]. There are several
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types of skin cancer, such as melanoma, intraepithelial carcinoma, squamous cell
carcinoma, and more [3]. Skin cancer has a mortality rate of up to 75% [4].

Inmany areas, including speech synthesis, object tracking, object detection, image
classification, and natural language processing, Deep Learning (DL) techniques have
demonstrated promising results [5]. DL has gained popularity in medical imaging
due to its greater capability. By using trainable filters and pooling operations, Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs), a form of DL approach, automatically extract
a variety of complex high-level properties from unprocessed input images [6, 7].

In the fields of healthcare andmedicine, timely identification of illnesses is crucial
for effective treatment planning. Early diagnosis plays a vital role in the success of
treatment and the implementation of mitigation measures, ultimately impacting the
chances of survival.

Previously, the primary procedure used by clinicians to diagnose most cancers, a
biopsy was primarily employed to detect melanoma. Only a biopsy can definitively
confirm the diagnosis of cancer, even when other tests may suggest that it is present
[8]. The procedure is often carried out in a clinic, and it can take up to aweek to get the
findings that revealwhether a tumour is benign ormalignant. Edge computing devices
can be highly helpful in reducing waiting times and increasing the effectiveness of
diagnosis and treatment recommendations in places with scarce medical resources,
such as rural areas. Our contributions in this paper are:

• To provide a cost-effective and user-friendly pre-screening tool for individuals in
underdeveloped regions to detect skin cancer.

• TheYOLOv7-tinymodel is evaluated for its performance in predicting skin cancer,
with the goal of making it applicable for use on edge computing devices like the
Raspberry Pi.

• The proposed tool aims to minimise the need for people to undertake expensive
and time-consuming trips to hospitals for medical consultations and only iden-
tify individuals with a high risk of cancer, thus avoiding overburdening medical
professionals.

The following describes how the document is organised: In Sect. 2, the related and
relevant state-of-art techniques available in the literature are discussed. Subsequently,
in Sect. 3, the overall methodology adopted in the present work is recommended.
Later in Sect. 4, the outcomes are presented. Finally, Sect. 5 presents the results and
suggests future scope.

2 Related Work

This section has reviewed the many deep learning methods that researchers have
used to work on skin cancer diagnosis.

Nie et al. [1] explain that DCNNs, particularly YOLO algorithms, are effective
in improving the accuracy of melanoma diagnosis due to the similarity between
benign andmalignant dermoscopic images.YOLOhas been successful in lightweight
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systems, with a mean average precision (mAP) exceeding 0.82 with a training batch
of only 200 images. YOLOv2 achieved an accuracy of approximately 83% in a study
with a short dataset, which was the best performance. However, larger datasets and
more melanoma classes are needed for further improvement.

Banerjee et al. [2] used YOLO to suggest a two-phase segmentation method. On
different datasets, a Jac score of up to 88.64% was attained, demonstrating increased
segmentation and classification precision. Further validation calls for more study and
larger datasets.

Unver et al. [3] proposed pipeline segments for skin lesions using GrabCut and
YOLO. It can be utilised as a dimension-independent segmentation strategy and
shows a 90% sensitivity rate on the ISBI 2017 dataset. For the categorization of
melanoma, YOLOV3 is advised.

Wei et al. [4] proposed that the skin cancer recognition model improves perfor-
mancebyusing a feature discriminationnetworkwith two feature extractionmodules.
On the ISBI 2016 dataset, a lightweight U-Net-based semantic segmentation model
performs better than DL-based methods.

Chhatlani et al. [9] use machine learning and image processing algorithms to
detect melanoma skin cancer. The suggested methodology uses the YOLOv5 model
to produce results with an average precision of 89% that are comparable to those
of traditional biopsy techniques. The finished product is a web application that uses
effective visualisation methods to completely forecast melanoma. The model can be
improved to function evenmore smoothly with future development and optimisation.

Vaidya et al. [10] use the YOLOv7model trained on the PlantDoc dataset to create
a digital solution for early plant disease identification. With a compact size of 75.1
MBand aquick detection timeof 6.8ms, themodel achieves amean average precision
of 71% . Future studies may involve increasing the dataset size and enhancing the
image quality.

Hasya et al. [11] seven different forms of skin tumours are classified by a skin
cancer detection system employing YOLOv3 with 96% absolute accuracy and 80%
real-time accuracy. DL holds the potential for early diagnosis in medicine.

As far as we know, the suggested methodology has not been applied in any studies
that have attempted to address this problem statement.

3 Methodology

This section elaborates on the research’s methodology. Included in it will be an
explanation of the dataset used, the transfer learning strategy, and the experimental
setting used.
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Table 1 Collected data samples

Dataset Training Validation

Melanoma 455 130

Benign 515 130

Total sample 970 260

Table 2 Augmentation applied on the dataset

Image augmentation Settings applied

Auto-orient Applied

90◦ Rotate Clockwise, counter-clockwise, upside down

Resize Stretch to 640× 640

Grayscale Apply to 10% of images

Flip Horizontal, vertical

3.1 Data Description

A popular dataset for Skin cancer detection namely the International Skin Imaging
Collaboration (ISIC) dataset used to evaluate the performance of the suggestedmodel
is obtained fromKaggle.1 Additionally, ISIC community sponsors yearly skin lesion
competitions to motivate scientists to enhance the performance of Computer-Aided
Diagnostic algorithms and spread awareness of skin cancer. From a total of 2750
photographs in the 2017 segmentation challenge category, the author chose 1200
images to create balanced classes that are evenly split between benign andmelanoma
instances according to Table1.

Roboflow2 was used as a manual labelling tool to ensure that the photos were
correctly labelled. Additionally, the platform offers a wide variety of data augmen-
tation techniques that may be utilised to enhance the dataset and performance of
the model. As seen in Table2, a larger and more varied dataset was created using
Roboflow’s built-in data augmentation features for training of YOLO model. The
dependability of the model and accuracy can be considerably increased as a result,
which will ultimately increase the capacity of the model to identify skin cancer in
dermoscopic images.

1 www.kaggle.com.
2 www.roboflow.com.

www.kaggle.com
www.roboflow.com
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3.2 Transfer Learning Approach

The YOLO algorithm is a system for instantaneous object detection that can iden-
tify numerous items in a picture using just one neural network. A deep CNN, the
foundation of YOLO architecture, divides the incoming image into a grid of cells
and then anticipates the bounding boxes and class probabilities for each cell. Anchor
boxes, which are established fixed sizes and shapes that aid the network in becoming
increasingly accurate at anticipating bounding boxes, are used by the YOLO network
to predict bounding boxes. In order to concatenate feature maps from older layers
to later ones in the YOLO architecture, which aids the network in detecting objects
at various scales and resolutions. YOLO is a strong and effective object detection
system that is frequently used in many different applications, such as image and
video surveillance, self-driving automobiles, and medical picture analysis.

Due to the YOLOv7-tiny model’s higher performance on edge computing devices
with the constrained processor and memory resources, we chose to employ it for our
research. In order to be more effective for edge computing, the YOLOv7-tiny model
is a version of the original YOLOv7 model with fewer layers and parameters. Like
other YOLO models, YOLOv7-tiny recognises and categorises items in real time
using deep CNN. Due to its reduced size and fewer layers, the YOLOv7-tiny object
detection model performed better on the edge computing device used in this study.
It is a reliable and effective model that consistently produces excellent results for a
variety of real-world applications.

As seen in Fig. 1, the architecture of YOLOv7-tiny is made up of a backbone
of convolutional layers that feature extraction from the source image. A detection
head then forecasts the bounding boxes and class probabilities of the objects from
image using these features. The use of a single detection head that predicts boxes at
various scales, as opposed to utilising separate heads for each scale, is a significant
distinction between YOLOv7-tiny and other YOLO models. The model’s efficiency
is improved and the number of parameters is decreased as a result. The adoption of

Fig. 1 YOLO architecture with convolutional layers taken from [12]
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Table 3 Model’s training parameters

Training parameters Values

Epochs 400

Momentum 0.9

Batch size 64

Decay 0.0005

Learning rate 0.0026

a unique neck design, which collects data from several scales to increase detection
accuracy, distinguishes YOLOv7-tiny from prior YOLO models. This is accom-
plished by combining features from several network layers using a feature pyramid
network. Since YOLOv7-tiny performs more quickly than other YOLO models, for
real-time object detection applications, it is a good option. Due to its fewer layers, it
might not perform as well on some detection tasks, such as detecting small objects.
Because it provided a decent mix between speed and precision and was thus a viable
model for our intended application, we decided to work with YOLOv7-tiny.

3.3 Experimental Setup

The MS COCO dataset served as the YOLOv7 model’s pre-training data and is now
being trained on the author’s dataset using transfer learning. The Tesla P-100 GPU
made available by Kaggle is used for training together with the hyperparameters
listed in Table3.

4 Result and Discussion

The findings of this study are explained in this section, as well as how different
factors were used to gauge howwell the research model performed. As demonstrated
in Table4, the YOLOv7-tiny model trained in this study obtains mAP of 0.821,
accuracy of 0.8, and recall of 0.8521.

Table 4 Evaluation metrics for the model

Evaluation metrics Values

Precision 0.8

Recall 0.8521

mAP 0.821
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Fig. 2 Classification results
using confusion matrix

80% of all positive events that the model predicted were correctly identified,
according to the precision value of 0.8. This indicates that the model’s optimistic
forecasts are generally accurate to a high degree. The recall value of 0.8521 shows
that 85.21% of the actual positive events were picked up by the model. This indicates
that themodel is fairly sensitive to picking up on positive events. The object detection
model’s overall performance is shown by the mAP value of 0.821. It is determined
as average of precision values at various recall thresholds, taking into account both
the accuracy and recall values. Amodel that performs better has a higher mAP value.
Figure2 illustrates the classfication results in the form of a confusion matrix.

The mean average precision (mAP) is a commonly used evaluation measure in
computer vision for tasks such as object detection, localization, and classification.
Object detection algorithms, segmentation systems, and information retrieval meth-
ods are often assessed based on their performance using the mAP metric. Localiza-
tion involves determining the precise location of an object using parameters such as
bounding box coordinates, while classification involves identifying the object based
on its characteristics (such as whether it is a dog or a cat). Figure3 shows the mAP
curve for the model in our study.

By having high precision and recall values and an overall mAP score of 0.821,
these results indicate that the object detection model did a good job of recognis-
ing positive cases. When compared with the previous YOLO series model, depsite
its small size, it produces a fairly comparable accuracy of 82.1% as compared to
previously done resarches [2]. Despite current progress, there is room for improve-
ment in skin cancer detection through the use of edge computing devices. To achieve
more accurate results, it is essential to refine deep convolutional neural networks
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Fig. 3 Model mAP curve

(DCNNs) and increase the number of melanoma categories included in datasets.
This study highlights the importance of these improvements, as they can lead to
better classification outcomes.

5 Conclusion

This research focuses on developing an accurate skin cancer detection method using
edge computing devices by leveraging the latest YOLOv7 model, a member of the
YOLO series of single-shot object detection models. ISIC dataset is utilised to train
YOLOv7 model, yielding superior results compared to its predecessors for the same
task. The model achieved an significant precision of 80% recall of 85.2%, and mAP
of 81.2%. The use of the ISIC dataset enables real-world deployment of the model
in regions with limited access to healthcare facilities. Nonetheless, there is potential
for enhancement in future models and datasets to deliver more effective skin can-
cer detection solutions using edge computing devices. This study emphasises the
necessity for refining the DCNN network and expanding datasets to include more
melanoma categories, which will lead to improved classification outcomes.
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Effective Image Captioning Using
Multi-layer LSTM with Attention
Mechanism

Japnit Singh, Kishan Kumar Garg, and Arahant Panwar

Abstract Image captioning has become one of the more pressing problems in
machine learning with a lot of headway being made in generating descriptive image
captions in the English language. This is due to the ease of availability of the English
dataset but that should not restrict any work in native languages; therefore to over-
come this problem, we have used the Flickr8K dataset with Google Cloud Translator
as done in Ankit Rathi et al. to obtain Hindi captions. In this study, we proposed an
image captioning model that utilizes InceptionV3 as a feature extractor and a stacked
LSTM model with Bahdanau attention to generate captions for given images. The
performance of the proposed model was evaluated on the Flickr8k Hindi dataset
using the BLEU metric. The results showed a BLEU-1 score of 0.64294, BLEU-2
score of 0.480917, BLEU-3 score of 0.36554, and a BLEU-4 score of 0.2191, which
is considered as the most significant score.

Keywords Flickr8K Hindi dataset · InceptionV3 · LSTM · Bahdanau attention

1 Introduction

One of the challenging problems in the areas of computer vision and artificial intel-
ligence is the generation of meaningful textual descriptions of images. Although a
lot of research has been done on the topic, there are few works on image captioning
in languages aside from English due to a lack of datasets in other languages. Our
motivation to work in this field was to contribute toward bridging language barriers
for Hindi-speaking audiences. There has not been extensive research done in image
captioning in non-English languages. In Hindi-speaking countries like India, it may
also create new chances for image captioning in industries like journalism, social
media, and e-commerce.
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The use of an encoder–decoder architecture is one of the finest methods for
producing image captions. The following is a summary of the paper’s main
contributions:

• Feature extraction is performed by InceptionV3 pre-trained on ImageNet.
• The text is preprocessed using steps such as tokenization, text cleaning, vocabulary

creation, and padding and truncation.
• Multi-layer LSTM with Bahadanau attention mechanism is used to generate

captions.

Combinations of varying types ofCNNandLSTMmodels have been implemented
in the past [1–3]. Inspired by their approach, we too have used a CNN-based encoder
(InceptionV3) but with an attention mechanism. It is one of the guiding concepts of
deep learning, and it is used to correctly distinguish between the relative relevance
of distinct areas in an image’s characteristics so that the model can focus on those
parts that have a bigger effect on the classification results and pay less attention to
the other regions.

In this study, with Bahdanau’s attention, we offer a novel method for captioning
Hindi images utilizing inception and multi-layered LSTM. The model’s ability to
concentrate on various aspects of the image while creating captions is made possible
by the employment of attention mechanisms, which raises the caliber of the captions.
In order to improve the pre-trained inception model on Hindi picture datasets, we
additionally use transfer learning techniques.

2 Related Works

This sectiondiscusses contemporarypicture captioning aswell as the various research
approaches. Vinyals et al. [4] presented a generative model that has used machine
translation’s recent advancements and can be used to produce real-world phrases
that describe images. The target sentence is created by reading the source and being
converted to a vector form by a “decoder” RNN. Deshpande et al. [5] have proposed
to first predict a meaningful summary of the image and then generate the description
based on it. Since the development of captions should be based on their summary, they
have employed part-of-speech (POS) summaries. Their technique produces captions
by first (a) extrapolating several summaries from the image and then (b) forecasting
captions based on each summary. Rathi et al. [3] created a newversion of the Flickr8K
dataset by converting the English captions to their Hindi counterparts by using the
Google Cloud Translator API and suggested an encoder–decoder model where CNN
and RNN-LSTM are used as encoders to encode text data and images, respectively,
and linguistic neural network model has been used in the decoder. Mishra et al.
[6] suggested a novel approach for image captioning in Hindi language, based on
encoder–decoder deep learning architecture with an “attention mechanism”. The
proposed architecture employs scaling in CNNs to achieve higher accuracy than the
accuracy achieved in the existing work. Mishra et al. [7] proposed to manually create
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a dataset from well-known MSCOCO dataset by translating the existing dataset
in order to provide captions in Hindi language. He encoded the input image using
ResNet-101, then used theGRU to decode it into the suitable description. Poddar et al.
[2] proposed a CNN-LSTMmodel with multiple layers for automatically identifying
items in photos andproducing appropriate descriptions for them. In order to recognize
objects using deep learning techniques, it uses models that are based on transfer
learning.

3 Proposed Methodology

We describe our approach in this section for caption generation of an image using
an encoder–decoder-based architecture. The architecture involves two main compo-
nents: an encoder that extracts features from the input image and a decoder that
generates a sequence of words based on the encoded features. Our focus is on maxi-
mizing the correctness of the captions by exploring different decoder models, such
as the LSTM network.

3.1 Encoder–Decoder Architecture

We look into architectures based on encoders and decoders for captioning images.
An image is provided, which maximizes the accuracy of the caption descriptions.
Figure 1 illustrates the details of the encoder–decoder architecture we employed in
our study. The construction of encoder–decoder model involves three main stages.

Fig. 1 Encoder–decoder architecture
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3.2 Feature Extraction

We adopt the convolutional neural network (CNN), InceptionV3 pre-trained on
ImageNet database. InceptionV3 was developed by Google in 2015 [8] to improve
accuracy and efficiency for image classification tasks. It has 42 layers and offers
better accuracy and computational efficiency than its predecessors through the use of
advanced architectural features and training techniques. Its pre-training on ImageNet
enables transfer learning,making it a valuable tool for various imageprocessing tasks.

3.3 Text Preprocessing

In image captioning, text preprocessing is the process of organizing and preparing
the textual information that will be utilized to produce image captions. In order
to ensure that the resulting captions are correct and meaningful, text preparation
is essential in image captioning. Without adequate text preprocessing, the machine
learning algorithms could have trouble deciphering the text’s content and producing
captions that make sense, yielding subpar results. Text preparation usually entails
the following steps:

• Tokenization:The initial stage of text preparation entails tokenizing or cutting the
caption into smaller bits. Usually, this is accomplished by breaking the text down
into words; however, character-based tokenization and sub-word tokenization are
also viable options.

• Text cleaning:Unwanted letters, punctuation, or special symbols may be present
in the caption text. To make the caption text simple to process, some extraneous
parts are removed through text cleaning.

• Vocabulary creation: The remaining unique words or tokens are all added to
the vocabulary or dictionary, together with an index that lists each word in the
vocabulary, to complete the vocabulary. As a result, the vocabulary words and
their related indices are mapped one to one.

• Padding and truncation: To ensure that each input sequence to a machine
learningmodel has the same length, padding and truncation are text preprocessing
techniques utilized. Truncation removes sequence segments that are too long,
whereas padding appends zeros or a particular character at the end of a sequence.

3.4 Attention Mechanism

Theproposed encoder–decodermodelmakes use ofBahdanau attention. [9] proposed
this architecture that learns joint alignment and translation. Due to the linear combi-
nation of encoder states and decoder states that it conducts, it is also referred to as
additive attention. The context vector is computed as follows:
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ct =
N∑

i=1

αtivi , (1)

the weight αt i assigned to each feature vi can be calculated as:

αti = exp(eti )∑N
i=1 exp(eti )

, (2)

where

et,i = f
(
ht,i

)
. (3)

3.5 Language Modeling

For our study, we have explored the performance of various decoder models through
an ablation study, where we systematically remove certain components from the
model to evaluate their impact on the overall performance. Based on our analysis, we
have determined that using LSTM as the decoder architecture for generating image
captions is the best approach. The LSTM network generates captions in a stepwise
manner by producing a single word at each time step. This process involves taking
into account a context vector, the preceding hidden state, and the words generated
in the previous steps. Because a shallow LSTM network has a limited ability to
grasp long-term dependencies in the input sequences, it might not be adequate to
capture the complexity of language. To address this issue, we have used multi-layer
LSTM networks, such as stacked LSTMs. These networks can help address the issue
of limited capacity by allowing for more complex and abstract representations of
language by building on the learned representations of previous layers. By stacking
multiple LSTMs, the network can capture more complex dependencies in the input
sequence and generate more accurate and meaningful captions.

4 Experimental Setup

This section outlines the approach used to develop the dataset and assess the
effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
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4.1 Dataset

Our models were trained on the uncleaned five-sentence sample. The Hindi version
of the Flickr8k dataset contains five Hindi language captions for each image. The
dataset is comprised of 8000 images for training and 1000 images for validation and
testing purposes.

4.2 Evaluation Metric

As a measurement tool, we have employed Bilingual Evaluation Understudy Score
(BLEU), which compares generated captions to reference captions to determine how
comparable they are. It was first put forth by Papineni [10].

4.3 Hyperparameters Used

Features are extracted using the InceptionV3 model and converted into 64 × 2048
feature vectors from images with a size of 229× 229. A dropout rate of 0.4 is applied
to avoid overfitting, and an embedding layer with 300 neurons is used. The model is
trained with a fixed batch size of 64 and optimized using the Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 3e − 4. Softmax cross-entropy is employed as the loss function. To
improve performance, multiple layers of LSTM were stacked, and it was found that
the best BLEU score was achieved with three layers.

5 Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the results of comparing the performance of our proposed image
captioning model with existing methods on the Flickr8k Hindi dataset. The models
are identified as Inception-LSTM-k, where k represents the number of LSTM layers
used in the model. The results indicate the proposed image captioning model with
three layers of LSTM outperformed the other models, achieving the highest BLEU
scores across all metrics. Figure 2 represents the captions generated by our proposed
model on images 1–8 of our randomly chosen validation set.

Specifically, the model obtained the BLEU-1 score of 0.6429, BLEU-2 score of
0.4809, BLEU-3 score of 0.3655, and BLEU-4 score of 0.2191 indicating its ability
to generate more accurate and diverse captions.

Additionally, the model was compared to hybrid CNN-LSTM [2] model and
VGG16-LSTMmodel [3]. The hybrid CNN-LSTMmodel [2] achieved lower scores
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Table 1 Comparison with baselines

Method BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4

Inception-LSTM-1 0.594435 0.440589 0.337126 0.197693

Inception-LSTM-2 0.60664 0.44176 0.32856 0.18831

Inception-LSTM-3 0.64294 0.480917 0.36554 0.21907

Hybrid CNN-LSTM 0.55698 0.35914 – –

VGG16-LSTM 0.5844 0.4 0.27 0.12

Fig. 2 Image description: images with corresponding captions generated by our proposed model.
These are images 1–6 of our randomly chosen validation set
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across all metrics, indicating that the proposed model is more effective at gener-
ating captions. The VGG16-LSTM model [3] achieved competitive scores but still
performed slightly lower than the proposedmodel, indicating that the attentionmech-
anism in the proposedmodel helps to focus on important image features and generate
more accurate captions.

Overall, the results suggest that the proposed CNN-LSTM model with attention
mechanism is an effective approach for image captioning tasks and can generate
high-quality captions compared to other models. Further improvements can be made
by exploring other architectures or incorporating additional features to improve the
model’s performance.

6 Conclusion

The objective of the research was to propose a novel approach for Hindi image
captioning using InceptionV3 and multi-layered LSTM with Bahdanau attention.
The proposed model aimed to generate captions for images in Hindi language. To
achieve the objective of generatingmeaningful captions for images inHindi language,
we used inception for feature extraction from images, multi-layered LSTM with
Bahdanau attention for caption generation, and transfer learning techniques to fine-
tune the pre-trained InceptionV3 model on the Flickr8k Hindi dataset. This dataset
contains images with captions in Hindi language, which made it suitable for our
experiments. The proposed model was evaluated using BLEU scores. The model
obtainedBLEU-1,BLEU-2,BLEU-3, andBLEU-4 scores of 0.6429, 0.4809, 0.3655,
and 0.2191, respectively, which indicate that the model is able to generate captions
in Hindi language with reasonable accuracy. A limitation of the proposed model is
that it could potentially benefit from larger dataset and more advanced algorithms
to improve its performance. However, an advantage of the current model is that it
requires low computation time,making it a viable option for applicationswith limited
computing resources. Additionally, the proposed model can be extended to generate
captions in other languages, thus making it a valuable tool for cross-lingual image
captioning.
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A Hybrid Approach for Sentiment
Analysis Using Game Theory in Word
Sense Disambiguation

Aryan Singhania, Harsh Gupta, and Minni Jain

Abstract This study explores the use of Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT) for
the task of sentiment analysis. The proposed approach involves the use of EGT
concepts to disambiguate the particular sense of a word and analyze the context in
which it is used. Methods involving Evolutionary Game Theory are employed to
learn the associations between different words and synsets. Each word is treated
as a player and its synset space as its strategy space. The model aims to find the
Nash Equilibria to correctly disambiguate all tokens. The SentiWordNet lexicon to
identify the sentiment of each sentence. The effectiveness of the proposed approach
is evaluated using labeled twitter datasets in whichWSD (EGT)-wup-lesk-word2vec
variation showed an accuracy of 80.6%. The results demonstrate the efficacy of using
pre-trained word embeddings and the potential of WSD for sentiment analysis.

Keywords EGT · WSD · Sentiment Analysis · Game Theory

1 Introduction

Because of the recent rise in online and social media contact, sentiment analysis
has become essential. Finding the sense, sentiment, and attitude behind the text in a
particular sentence iswhat ismeant by this. Sentiment analysis is essential in a variety
of domains, including social media analysis, performance analysis, and the early
detection of critical problems. However, currently employed methodologies include
count-based metrics or simple sentiment analysis. Existing methods have issues
with dealing with word ambiguity, where one word can have numerous meanings,
accuracy due to limited data, and performance across domains. Using concepts from
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evolutionary game theory, we have employed word sense disambiguation to identify
the proper sense of the word being used in the phrase.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for sentiment analysis using word
sense disambiguation. Our approach leverages techniques from evolutionary game
theory to disambiguate ambiguous words in a given text, and then uses the resulting
disambiguated words to perform sentiment analysis. We hypothesize that incorpo-
rating WSD into sentiment analysis can improve its accuracy and effectiveness by
addressing the issue of word ambiguity. Our work aims to advance the field of senti-
ment analysis by addressing one of its key challenges through the integration of
evolutionary game theory techniques. We believe that our proposed approach has the
potential to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of sentiment analysis in practical
applications such as social media monitoring and product review analysis.

This research paper makes the following contributions:

1. It identifies the effectiveness of a WSD approach for sentiment analysis using
evolutionary game theory.

2. It adds to the existing literature by evaluating the impact of using different word
similarity matrices.

3. It showcases the effectiveness of SentiWordNet for creating unsupervisedmodels
for sentiment analysis.

4. It highlights the benefits of using word embedding along with N-gram databases
for solving NLP problems.

5. It emphasizes the future research potential of using game theory for sentiment
analysis tasks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we review related work on
sentiment analysis and word sense disambiguation. In Sect. 3, we discuss the prereq-
uisites required to implement the approach. In Sect. 4, we describe our proposed
approach in detail, including the WSD algorithm used and the sentiment analysis
technique employed. In Sect. 5, we present experimental results and compare our
approach to existing sentiment analysis methods. Finally, in Sect. 6, we conclude the
paper and discuss potential future directions for research.

2 Related Works

For the purpose of analyzing a company’s performance and establishing its place in
the market, sentiment analysis is becoming increasingly crucial. Sentiment analysis,
often known as opinion mining, is the process of determining the attitude, opinion,
and feelings included inside a sentence. Sentiment analysis can be performed manu-
ally, in which each text is evaluated and categorized as positive or negative. However,
this will be a huge waste of time, money, and labor. In light of NLP, we therefore
view sentiment analysis as a fundamental categorization problem. Since it can be
difficult to categorize the texts within the sentences, performing sentiment analysis
presents a significant problem. It can be very challenging to identify which sense is
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being used in a given line and whether it is positive or negative because every text
has a variety of senses.

We will review various approaches [1] that exist and have been implemented for
sentiment analysis and discuss their advantages and limitations. We also provide an
overview of some open challenges and future directions in this area.

In machine learning models [2], some of the texts and their corresponding sense
or tag are given to the algorithm for the training purpose so that the model can predict
when new texts will be provided. Figure below represents the working of machine
learning algorithms. In supervised machine learning algorithms, the data is labeled
which means it would be affected by personal opinion and subjectivity. Naive Bayes
[3] is one of the most commonly used algorithms for sentiment analysis.

Naive Bayes [3] simply tells us the probability whether the word used has a
positive effect or negative effect. It makes predictions based on the training data and
prior knowledge provided to it. To extract features from the text, we need to perform
preprocessing that requires representation of data in numerical or vector form [4].
As we have to incorporate a wide feature space, a document term matrix (DTM) is
constructed that also helps in improving model performance. The conditional feature
probabilities are represented by the formula.

P̂(wi |c) = count(wi , c) + 1
∑

w∈V (count(w, c) + 1)

where |V | represents number of unique words. Features here will contribute equally
throughout the sentence as it is assumed that they are independent of each other. The
basic Naive Bayes DTM model generates a score of 66% accuracy.

Apart from Naive Bayes, we can use algorithms like linear regression that plots
the relation among words and senses on a straight line and support vector machine
algorithm that is useful when data is complex. The drawback of DTM model that
matrix formed becomes sparse having thousands of dimensions can be improved
using deep learning.
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Deep learning [5] uses artificial neural networks to solve complex problems in
a manner humans do. As we represent the text in numeric form, we need to map
the respective word with some similar numeric vector [4]. This is done using word
embedding.Word embedding [5] models such asWord2Vec [6] andGloVe, represent
words as vectors [4] that are learned through a neural network to predict their context
in a corpus. The Word2Vec approach [6] generally has 2 architectures: Continuous
Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram. The main difference between the two comes
from how they use input and output layers of the model, respectively. Using word
embedding, we produce vectors having fewer dimensions than the sparse matrix in
the DTMmodel, therefore helping us with dimensionality reduction. However word
embedding methods are highly expensive as compared to other methods.

Rule-based models [7], on the other hand, are easily implemented and under-
stood and are comparatively cheaper. Knowledge-based approach [7, 8] majorly
usedValenceAwareDictionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER) tool for providing
sentiment scores. We can produce a compound score that takes into consideration
the polarity and intensity of the text sentiments. The scores produced are normalized
and adjusted according to the rules so that they fall between − 1 (negative) to + 1
(positive). These methods have comprehensive linguistic rules and powerful lexicon
[9]. We can produce a score of upto 72% accuracy using VADER. There are several
difficulties in rule-based models like it is very time consuming, it might produce
endless combinations of features.

Determining the correct sense of the word also poses a major challenge. For
classifying the text sentiments as + effect or − effect, we need to find the correct
sense being used and the nature of that particular sense. There are approaches like
a dictionary-based approach, considering the sense that occurs the majority number
of times, senses depending on co-occurring words. In this paper, we have used word
sense disambiguation [10] for determining the correct sense of the word being used
in the sentence.

Word sense disambiguation [10, 11] helps us to disambiguate the ambiguous
words and is applied in various fields like sentiment analysis [12], opinion mining,
hate speech detection, and many more. There are several types of algorithms that can
be used to solve the WSD. They include supervised algorithms [13], unsupervised
algorithms, and semi-supervised algorithms. In the past, it has been demonstrated
that supervised machine learning techniques are more accurate than unsupervised
ones at disambiguation. The drawback of supervised approaches is that each phrase
that needs to be disambiguated needs to have training data that has been manually
annotated. However, manual annotation is a costly, challenging, and time-consuming
technique that cannot be used on a big scale. Cluster-based algorithms (measuring
the entropy) can be used for unsupervised learning as dictionary sense training data
is not required here. Due to their independence from human labor, unsupervised
approaches offer enormous potential to break the knowledge acquisition bottleneck.
Semi-supervised algorithms are in demand now-a-days as they can use both labeled
as well as unlabeled datasets.

We can use dictionary-based methods that use encoded knowledge of words
and senses. They don’t need any pre-defined dictionary or corpus and work on the
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database structures and its properties. The baseline accuracy for this is around 28%
that always chooses the most frequently used sense.

Here our aim is to optimize a model using both knowledge-based approach [11]
and graph-based approach. We will be making a graph where nodes only represent
the words, not the senses.Wewill try to find the interaction of every pair of words and
then calculate the similarity among them. Unit interactions result in the emergence of
properties, which in our instance can be seen as meanings according to the problem
specification. Our model uses a distributional approach to a similarity measure to
weight the relationships between words, giving words with close relationships more
weight overall.

3 Prerequisites

3.1 Evolutionary Game Theory

Evolutionary game theory is a mathematical framework for simulating the strategic
interactions amongmembers of a population.Our approach simulates the interactions
of various word senses as a game in which each sense is represented by a player.
Based on the results of their interactions, the players modify their methods over
time, and successful strategies spread more widely across the population. The use
of evolutionary game theory in our method allows for a more effective approach
to identifying the correct synset associated with each word allowing for a greater
accuracy on the sentiment analysis task.

3.2 N-Grams

An N-gram is a sequence of N words that appear together in a text. It is used to
simulate how likely different word sequences are in a language. The quantity of
context recorded and the data sparsity is determined by the value of n selected. We
use precomputed N-grams to increase the accuracy of the word similarity measure.

3.3 SentiWordNet

The SentiWordNet lexical database is an extension over the pre-existing WordNet
database which annotates each synset with a sentiment score. We use SentiWordNet
as the knowledge-base for our model, which we use to derive the set of sentiment-
tagged synsets associated with each word.
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4 Proposed Method

We propose a knowledge-based algorithm for sentiment analysis which makes use
of word sense disambiguation and game theory. Our approach seeks to solve some
of the shortcomings of previous methods by providing a more thorough and inter-
pretable method of modeling text semantics. We describe a more effective strategy
for predicting the proper interpretation of an ambiguous word using Evolutionary
Game Theory and the semantic information acquired by N-grams.We then make use
of these results to identify the sentiment of each sentence using a sentiment-tagged
knowledge-base.

1. Parse and preprocess each sentence in the dataset. Each sentence must be lemma-
tized, and POS-tagged in order to correctly identify the set of synsets related to
the word in its current context.

2. Remove monosemous words and stop words
3. Create the word similarity matrix using the N-gram dataset.
4. Use the lexical knowledge-base to create a set of all possible senses related to the

identified POS for each polysemous word. Each word represents a player, and
each cell in the matrix represents the probability that the two players interact.

5. Compute the sense-similarity matrix and ensure that the similarity values in each
cell are unique. This can be done by using an augmented similarity measure
which comprises the results of multiple other measures.

6. Simulate games between all words and apply replicator equations for each game
to compute the Nash Equilibrium for that particular game and update the mixed
strategy for the players. Repeat these steps until an equilibrium is reached.

7. Assign the synset with the highest probability to each of the polysemous words
and use the sentiment values to identify the positive/negative score associated
with each word.

8. Calculate the net positivity score of the sentence using the individual positivity
scores of each word to classify it into positive, negative, or neutral classes.

4.1 Constructing Word Similarity Matrix

We take into account the co-occurrence and collocation of two words in order to
calculate the similarity between them. To obtain the co-occurrence and collocation
information, we use the Tagged and Cleaned Wikipedia N-gram dataset. The dataset
consists of N-grams (1 ≥ n ≥ 5) created from all of the text on Wikipedia. We
make use of 1-g, 2-g, and 5-g to obtain the total occurrences, collocation data, and
co-occurrence data, respectively. The similarity matrix can be further augmented
by using other sources of information which also take into account the syntactic
structure of the sentence and the syntactic co-dependence of two words.
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Fig. 1 Identification of the correct synset for “bank” in the sentence “My car passed by the river
bank.” Initially, all synsets are equally probable. By the 10th iteration of the games, a particular
synset (bank.n.01: sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water)) is clearly favored by
the model. The Nash Equilibrium is reached by the 20th iteration

4.2 Constructing Sense-Similarity Matrix

SentiWordNet is used to get the set of all possible sense tagged synsets associated
with each word. A sense-similarity matrix is created in which the semantic similarity
between each pair of senses is stored. The semantic similarity between two word
senses can be calculated inmultiple ways, such as using the depth of the first common
WordNet ancestor or usingWordNet is-a and has-a relationships and the information
content associated with WordNet concepts.

We make use of the Wu-Palmer similarity measure to find the similarity between
two synsets. The wup-similarity measure uses the depth of the Least Common
Subsumer (the first common ancestor) to calculate the similarity between two
WordNet nodes according to the following formula:

Wu − Palmer = 2∗ depth(lcs(s1, s2))
(depth(s1) + depth(s2))

.

The Wu-Palmer similarity measure fails to give a useful result in case the two
synsets have no common ancestor node. To offset this problem, we augment the
similarity measure with a modified form of the adapted lesk measure and Word2Vec
sentence similarity measures to calculate the similarity between synsets. The modi-
fied lesk measure uses the words in the synset definition and the definitions of its
related hypernyms, hyponyms, holonyms, and meronyms to calculate the similarity
between two synsets, while theWord2Vecmeasure uses the word embeddings from a
pre-trainedWord2Vecmodel to calculate the sentence similarity. The results from the
similarity measures are normalized and a weighted average over the three measures
is taken for each pair of synsets to obtain the sense-similarity matrix (Fig. 1).

4.3 Simulating Games

For each word, a synset represents a possible strategy that it can play. The strategy
space for a player thus consists of the set of all possible synsets that can be assigned to
it. The strategy-payoffs are initialized with an equal probability. In each iteration, the
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players play a gamewith each of their neighbors and reevaluate their strategy-payoffs.
The algorithm is terminated once the Nash Equilibrium is reached.

4.4 Assigning Sentiment Classes

The sentiment score, S, for a document is assigned using the sentiment scores,
si(pos|neg|obj), assigned to each disambiguated synset in the sentence. The total
sentiment score for a sentence is calculated as:

S = �(si(pos) − si(neg))

The document is assigned a positive label if S > 0, a negative label if S < 0, and a
neutral label otherwise.

5 Experimentation and Results

5.1 Dataset

The Twitter sentiment analysis dataset, which consists of 162,980 unique tweets
classified into 3 categories (positive, negative, and neutral), is utilized for testing
the model. Each tweet has been tokenized, lemmatized, and tagged before being
consumed by the model.

5.2 Results

The model was evaluated on the Twitter sentiment dataset. Each document was
assigned a class using the sentiment scores associated with it. Results were obtained
using multiple sense-similarity measures (Table 1).

The adapted lesk measure is able to alleviate the issues with missing similarity
scores when using only wup-similarity to a very small extent. Augmenting the sense-
similarity scores with the Word2Vec similarity scores boosted the model’s accuracy
significantly (Table 2).
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Table 1 Comparison with sentiment analysis models using SentiWordNet

Sense-similarity measure Accuracy (%)

Weighted SentiWordNet scores [14] 61

Word relevance (SVM) [15] 77.68

WSD (EGT) + wup-similarity 75.94

WSD (EGT) + wup-similarity + adapted lesk 76.12

WSD (EGT) + wup-similarity + adapted lesk + Word2Vec 80.60

Bold means the proposed methodology result.

Table 2 Confusion matrix for model using the WSD (EGT)-wup-lesk-word2vec measure

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This study proposed a knowledge-based sentiment analysis model using Senti-
WordNet, Word Sense Disambiguation and concepts from Evolutionary Game
Theory, for the Twitter sentiment analysis dataset. The findings demonstrated that the
Game Theoretic model performed well in the sentiment analysis task. The efficacy
of using pre-trained word embeddings (Word2Vec) was also demonstrated. Perfor-
mance can possibly be increased even further by modifying the model to operate
with larger knowledge bases and N-gram datasets, as well as employing more robust
similarity metrics.
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A Sequential News Capture
and Summarization Model (SNCSM)

Narayan Jee Jha, Rishav Sinha, Sameer Kumar, and Trasha Gupta

Abstract Automatically extracting specific information of interest from daily news
articles is a crucial and critical challenge. Despite the abundance of work on domain-
specific news summarization, most existing methods do not selectively capture and
summarize important news only. To bridge this gap, we propose a Sequential News
Capture and Summarization Model (SNCSM) that can automate the process of cap-
turing domain-specific important news in addition to the task of news summarization.
Carried out in two phases, this study developed SNCSM and tested the model accu-
racy using a weighted accuracy technique on a Civil Services Examination (CSE)
dataset. Phase-I dealtwith the construction of dataset andPhase-II involved themodel
development and model accuracy testing. CSE syllabus, previous years QnA, and
news articles were web-scraped from the Internet. Tokenization of scraped data using
spaCy, data pre-processing, feature engineering, and clustering were performed to
construct the dataset. Word-similarity and ML models were implemented to cap-
ture and predict the importance (weight) of tokens, respectively, hence news articles.
RMSE and R2 score along with other two metrics were used to evaluate model per-
formances. MLP regression resulted the least RMSE of 0.311 and highest R2 score
of 0.537. However, average token weight predicted by the models on the Prediction
Day (P-Day, 01.01.2022) dataset were used for the calculation of importance of news
articles. Highly weighted P-Day (≤ μ + 0.25×σ ) news articles ( 25%) were summa-
rized using the BERT Extractive Summarizer (BERT-ES) with the mean ROUGE-L
F1-score of 0.475. The SNCSM achieved a weighted accuracy, linear combination
of R2 score and ROUGE-L F1-score, of 0.566. However, further study is needed to
enhance the model performance.

Keywords Tokenization · Word-similarity · BERT · spaCy · k-means clustering ·
ML models · News summarization
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1 Introduction

Two fundamental problems in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) are
the problems of text summarization and document similarity.

With the exponential growth of the volume of data, technologies like text summa-
rization have become very essential. Its feature of generating shorter versions of a
longer text while keeping its original meaning intact has enabled its audience to get
insights of a long text in a short time. Its application ranges from the summarization
of social media posts [8] to the summarization of research papers [23] and legal
documents [2]. Broadly, text summarization is of two types—(i) extractive, where
a subset of important sentences is extracted from the source text, and (ii) abstrac-
tive, where a model rephrases the main idea of the source text. This study focuses
on the extractive summarization of news articles, an important application of text
summarization known as news summarization.

The second problem, document similarity involves measuring the degree of sim-
ilarity between two or more documents based on their content and structure. Doc-
ument similarity has its application in many different domains like search engines
[10], recommendation systems [5], and plagiarism detection systems [21].

CSE is a highly competitive examination in India which requires wide knowledge
of current affairs related to government policies, international relations, economics,
geopolitics, environment, administration, and related fields. THE HINDU (TH) [11]
newspaper is themain source of current affairs followed by the CSE aspirants. Every-
day reading of a complete newspaper takes hours of valuable time of aspirants. And
the problem of identifying, analyzing, and summarizing important news is highly
time-consuming. Using SNCSM we can increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
the exam preparation.

This paper exploited the power of document similarity and machine learning
algorithms to capture and predict important news, respectively. For the tasks of
keywords extraction from the TH news articles and keywords similarity calculation,
this study used spaCy, an advanced NLP library written in Python and Cython and
developed by Matthew Honnibal et al. [13]. And for news summarization, this study
used BERT-ES developed by Derek Miller [7].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the related works,
Sect. 3 presents the tools and technologies used, Sect. 4 explains the preparation
of dataset, Sect. 5 explains the methodology used for the development of SNCSM,
Sect. 6 concludes the result of the study, Sect. 7 concludes this study, and Sect. 8
mentions all the references.

2 Literature Review

While the roots of document similarity and text summarization problems can be
traced back to the 1950s and 1960s, this section focuses on recent papers that relate
to the present paper.
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Chantrapornchai et al. [4] presented a methodology to extract information from
tourism data. The dataset was constructed by scraping TripAdvisor, Traveloka, and
Hotels.com. Three datasets namely Hotels, Shopping and Tourism, and Restaurant
were created. Two NLP tools, BERT, and spaCy were used for the construction of
models to perform named Entity Recognition and text classification tasks. There was
a minor performance advantage of BERT over spaCy for both the tasks.

Singh et al. [22] identified top news articles on news websites and measured the
similarity between two same news in English and Hindi languages. Top news was
extracted from Google’s news feed and Google Translate was used to translate Hindi
news into English. To calculate the news similarity authors used Cosine similarity,
Jaccard similarity, and Euclidean distancemeasures.While all three methods yielded
good results, cosine similarity resulted highest accuracy, recall, andF-measure scores
of 0.8125, 1.0, and 0.7692, respectively.

Proposed by Priyadharshan et al. [16] described a methodology to summarize
Tamil sports news. This paper beganwith the gathering of Tamil sports news from the
Internet and went through the tokenization, feature extraction, feature enhancement,
and summary generation phases. The feature matrix was constructed using various
features including term-frequency, inverse-document-frequency, number of named
entities, and sentence position. To improve the summary quality, this paper used
Restricted Boltzmann Machine to recompute the values of the feature matrix.

Batra et al. [1] published a paper that used the “COVID-19 Public Media Dataset”
to compare the performances of BERT, GPT-2, XLNet, BART, and T5 models for
the task of news summarization. Results were evaluated through ROGUE scores.
BERT outperformed other models with the ROUGE-2 score of 0.354 and ROUGE-L
score of 0.364. The authors incorporated BERT into their web application called
“CoVShorts” to summarize COVID-19 news articles.

Sindhu et al. [21] presented a methodology for detecting plagiarized documents
in Malayalam language. Tokenization based on TF-IDF, stop-word removal, lemma-
tization, and POS tagging were performed on the suspicious and possible source
documents to meet the needs of comparison. The Vector Space Model was used to
detect plagiarized documents at sentence level. For similarity computations, Jaccard,
Cosine, and Dice, similarity coefficients were used. A Probabilistic Neural Network
was used to combine the similarity scores and to classify whether the suspicious
documents were plagiarized or not.

3 Tools and Technologies

In this study, a range of tools and technologies were used. These tools were carefully
selected to meet the specific needs of this study.

1. spaCy: Published under the MIT license, spaCy uses Thinc (ML library) as its
backend. In model building, it performed two major tasks, keywords extraction
and word similarity calculation.
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2. Selenium: Developed by Huggins and aimed at browser automation, Selenium
was used to scrape the syllabus [24] and QnA data from the Internet.

3. Puppeteer: Developed by Google, Puppeteer is a Node.js library which provides
an API to control Chrome/Chromium [3] over the DevTools Protocol. It was
used to web-scrape the news articles’ Uniform Resource Locator (URLs).

4. Cheerio JS: Used for the task of news articles scraping from URLs, Cheerio is
a fast, flexible, and easy to use tool for parsing HTML, and XML data. It was
developed by Muller et al.

5. BERT: Introduced by Google, BERT is a family of masked-language that was
used to run extractive summarization of the predicted important news articles.

4 Data Description and Pre-processing

4.1 Data Gathering

The following subsections describe the sources of data and the techniques used to
collect them.

1. Syllabus: The detailed syllabus for the CSE-MAIN examwas web-scraped from
the official site of the UPSC by using Selenium and was stored in syllabus.txt
file. Figure1 is a sample figure of scraped data.

2. QnA: Similarly, QnA data for the years 2017–2021 were web-scraped from
various authentic websites dedicated to the preparation of CSE-MAIN and was
stored in qna_yyyy.txt files. Figure2 is a sample Figure of QnA scraped data.

3. Newspaper: As the study focuses on news summarization, the daily news was
scraped from the TH website from the year 2016 to 2021. Using Puppeteer,
URLs of news articles were web-scraped and stored in url_ddmmyyyy.txt files.
Using Cheerio, news articles were web-scraped from the stored URLs and were
stored in news_ddmmyyyy.txt files. The sample figure is presented in Fig. 3.
Only news tagged as “World”, “Business”, “National”, “India”, “Science”,
“Technology”, “Society”, “Profile”, “Editorial”, “Economy”, “Event”, “History
and Culture”, “Education”, or “Sci-Tech” were gathered. A total of 147007 and
an average of 67 news articles per day were collected. The sample figure is
presented in Fig. 4.

4.2 Tokenization

In this study, tokens labeled as “PERSON”, “GPE”, “NORP”, “FAC”, “LOC”,
“EVENT”, “WORK_OF_ART”, “LANGUAGE”, “LAW”, “ORG”, and “PROD-
UCT” were considered, while tokens labeled as “DATE”, “TIME”, “PERCENT”,
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Fig. 1 Syllabus

Fig. 2 qna_2017

Fig. 3 qna_2017

Fig. 4 News articles

“MONEY”, “QUANTITY”, “ORDINAL”, and “CARDINAL” were excluded in the
tokenization [15] process.

1. Syllabus: spaCy was used to perform tokenization on syllabus.txt file. A total of
400 tokens were extracted with “Type” as 2nd feature. And, extracted data was
stored in DictSyll.csv file. Figure5 is a sample Figure of DictSyll.csv.

2. QnA: Again, spaCy was used to perform tokenization of all five qna_yyyy.txt
files which yielded a total of 2666 tokens. A dataset consisting of three attributes,
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Fig. 5 DictSyll

Fig. 6 DictQnA_2017

namely “Keywords”, “Frequency”, and “Type”, has beengathered andwas stored
in DictQnA_yyyy.csv files. DictQnA_2017 sample data is attached in Fig. 6.

3. Newspaper: Once again, spaCy was used to perform tokenization of news_
ddmmyyyy.txt files. On an average, 900 tokens/daywere extracted.We collected
twoattributes, “Date” and “Keywords+Frequency”, inDictNews_yyyy.csvfiles.
A sample data is presented in Fig. 7.
In addition of DictNews_yyyy.csv, keywords with their respective category were
stored in DictType_yyyy.csv files. Figure8 is a sample of DictType_2017.csv.
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Fig. 7 DictNews_2017

Fig. 8 DictType_2017

4.3 Data Pre-processing

An important semi-automated step, in model development was data pre-processing
to handle irregularities and errors.

1. Syllabus and QnA: Some tokens were given wrong type which was corrected
manually. This step resulted DictSyll.csv + DictQnA.csv = DatasetY.csv.

2. Newspaper: ForCSE-MAIN2017,Dataset_2017of unique tokens of the past 500
days (an arbitrary number) from the date of examination was constructed from
DictNews_yyyy.csv and DictType_yyyy.csv files. Other features were “Cate-
gory”, “FreqDay1”, “FreqDay2”, ..., “FreqDay500”, and “TotalFreq”. Sample
is shown in Fig. 9.
A total of 105,967 unique tokens constituted the dataset which was later trans-
formed into 8298 tokens by dropping all the tokens having “TotalFreq”< 10.
Similar procedure was performed for CSE-MAIN 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021
which generated datasets having same features and 7940, 7968, 10,568, 10,769
unique tokens, respectively.Thedatasets obtainedwas stored inDataset_yyyy.csv
files.While csv file writing, spaCy was unable to detect some of the special char-
acters which made tokens irrelevant. All such irrelevant tokens were identified
and dropped. Sometimes, different letter-case of same word were counted inac-
curately which was solved by bringing the tokens to a common case, and adding
the frequencies of duplicates, if any.
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Fig. 9 Dataset_2017

4.4 Making of Final Dataset

The steps of construction of final dataset is metioned in this subsection.

1. Weighted Frequency Calculation: This study focused on the news articles of 500
days prior to the day of yearly CSE-MAIN. Concept of weighted frequency was
introduced to assign higher weight to the recent news and lower weight to the
older news. The idea of weighted frequency was implemented through the sine
function, since

π/2∫

0

sin(x) dx = 1

as shown in Fig. 10. The shaded area was divided into 500 parts and a list of 500
corresponding constants were produced by the formula:

Ai ≡
(i×π)

1000∫
((i−1)×π)

1000

sin(x) dx

where, i = 1,2, ..., 500 Then, the constants and frequencies of Dataset_yyyy.csv
were multiplied correspondingly to calculate date-wise weighted frequency.
Sum of date-wise weighted frequency introduced a new feature, “Weighted-
Frequency”, into the Dataset_yyyy.csv files. The files were later renamed as
DatasetX_yyyy.csv.

2. Weight Computation: A new feature named “Weight” was introduced into the
DatasetX_yyyy.csv with the help of spaCy’s word similarity feature. “Weight”
computation was achieved by mapping the tokens from DatasetX_yyyy.csv
to the tokens from DatasetY.csv. “Weight” computation for all the tokens of
DatasetX_yyyy.csv was done by using the following two formulas:

WS(Ki ) = max(similarity(∀K j∈DatasetY.csv)(Ki , K j ))
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Fig. 10 Integration of sin(x) over 0 to π/2

Weight(Ki ) = WS(Ki ) × DatasetY[Frequency][Ki ]

where, similarity (Ki , K j ) was computed by spaCy and max() is the maximum
function.
Since DictSyll.csv did not have the “Frequency” feature, the average categorical
frequency of DictQnA.csv were used for the “Weight” computations. Figure11
is a sample of dataset after above computations.

3. Merging of Datasets: All five datasets (DatasetX_2017 to DatasetX_2021) were
merged into a single MergedDataset.csv file. For the words present in more
than one dataset, average pooling was done for the “WeightedFrequency” and
“Weight” attributes. A new attribute named “MergeCount”, count of datasets in
which a word was present, was added (Fig. 12).
Merging process resulted 18,080 unique tokens whose sample Figure is attached
below.

4. Clustering: Clustering was used to divide the population into collection of
objects based on similarity and dissimilarity between them. Specifically, k-
Means method [9] for K = 2 to K = 9 was used to perform the clustering.
Along with it, we used elbow and Silhouette coefficient [19] methods to get
optimal value of K. Plots shown in Fig. 13 were received. Best silhouette value
was at K = 3.
After visualization, we found that some organizations got higher “Weight” than
expected. This happened because of token having “INDIA” in their name and
due to the working of spaCy to find similarity between tokens, got them higher
“Weight”. This was corrected manually to avoid the outlier data. Lastly, plots
shown in Fig. 14 were received. Best silhouette value was at K = 4.
Therefore, taking K = 4 as optimal K, a new attribute named “Clusters” was
introduced into the MergedDataset.csv which was renamed as FinalDataset.csv,
as shown in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 11 Dataset_2017_new

Fig. 12 MergedDataset

5 Methodology: SNCSM

5.1 Data Analysis and Visualization

FinalDataset.csv consisted of 18,080 rows and 6 columns out of which 3 columns
(“MergeCount”, “WeightedFrequency”, and “Weight”) were numeric and other 3
columns (“Keyword”, “Category”, and “Clusters”) were categorical in nature. Key-
word “INDIA” had the highest value of “WeightedFrequency” (74.71) and “Weight”
(192.6).

99.96% data points were present in cluster A which made the attribute of no use
for the model development. 86.46% data points belonged to three major categories,
“ORG”, “PERSON”, and “GPE” as shown in Fig. 16.

8109 data points had “MergeCount” = 1 and 3253 data points had “MergeCount”
= 5. Figure17 is a histogram visualizing “MergeCount”.

Figure18 is a scatterplot between “WeightedFrequency” and “Weight”. All the
data points lie in 1st quadrant only and are condensed near the origin. For the outliers
removal, observable in Fig. 18, this study considered data points having:

0 < Weight < μWeight + 2 × σWeight, and

WF < μWF + 2 × σWF
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(a) Initial plot (b) Plot for K=2

(c) Plot for K=3 (d) Plot for K=4

(e) Elbow plot (f) Silhouette Scores

Fig. 13 Old clustering

where WF stands for “WeightedFrequency”. On applying the above condition,
7.97% data points got eliminated and the dataset was left with 16,638 data points.

Figure19 presents the heatmap of the correlation matrix after outliers’ removal.
PearsonCorrelation coefficient of “Weight”with “WeightedFrequency” and “Merge-
Count” were 0.44 and 0.71, respectively.

Next steps included categorical data handling, splitting of dataset and feature scal-
ing. One-Hot Encoding was done for the “Category” feature, while other categorical
features were dropped as they were not important for the model. Next, dataset was
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(a) Initial plot (b) Plot for K=2

(c) Plot for K=3 (d) Plot for K=4

(e) Elbow plot (f) Silhouette Scores

Fig. 14 New clustering

partitioned into two datasets, training (80%) and testing (20%), using train_test_split
function of the scikit-learn library. At the end, feature scaling was performed through
StandardScaler function of the scikit-learn library which finalized the dataset for the
ML models.
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Fig. 15 FinalDataset

Fig. 16 Histogram visualizing categories

Fig. 17 Histogram visualizing MergeCounts

Fig. 18 A scatterplot
between WeightedFrequency
and weight
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Fig. 19 Heatmap of
correlation matrix

Table 1 MAE and RMSE

Models MAE RMSE

LR 0.188 0.313

MLP 0.188 0.311

LSVR 0.174 0.325

RFR 0.218 0.366

DTR 0.251 0.429

5.2 ML Models

After feature scaling, final dataset was made up of “Weight” as the output feature,
to be predicted, and input features namely “Category” (One-Hot Encoded), “Merge-
Count”, and “WeightedFrequency”.

30ML and Deep Learning (DL) models were implemented, trained, and tested on
the dataset finalized in the last subsection. Based on R-squared score, models were
categorized into 4 categories (R2 score = 0.53 (Cat1), 0.49 (Cat2), 0.36 (Cat3), and
0.12 (Cat4)).

Finally, five models, LR and MLPR [18] from Cat1, LSVR [20] from Cat2, RFR
[12] form Cat3, and DTR [17] from Cat4, were selected.

Table1 lists the results of MAE and RMSE on the testing data used for the evalu-
ation of the selected five models. Similarly, Table2 lists the results of R2 score and
adjusted R2 score.

5.3 News Capturing

A separate dataset was created for the P-Day by following the same methodology
describe in this section. “Cluster” feature was not considered because the feature was
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Table 2 R2 score and adjusted R2 score

Models R2 score Adj. R2 score

LR 0.531 0.529

MLP 0.537 0.535

LSVR 0.495 0.493

RFR 0.361 0.358

DTR 0.121 0.117

Fig. 20 P-Day dataset

Fig. 21 Prediction by the models

removed as discussed in the Data Analysis and Visualization subsection. Figure20
is a sample of the P-Day dataset.

Five ML models trained and tested in the last subsection were used to predict
“Weight” attribute of the P-Day dataset. Figure21 presents the weight predicted by
the models and the average of the predicted weights, named as “AverageWeight”.

Weight of a news article was calculated by adding weights of tokens, as shown
in Fig. 23, extracted from the article for the construction of P-Day dataset. Since
“WeightedFrequency” of a token was calculated by using its total daily frequency,
therefore the predicted “AverageWeight” was allocated to news articles in propor-
tion to the token’s frequency in the articles. A new dataset named Articles.csv was
constructed having five attributes namely “Keywords”, “Frequency”, “ArticleNo”,
“PDayFreq”, and “Weight” which is presented in Fig. 22.
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Fig. 22 Article

Fig. 23 ArticleWeight

5.4 News Summarization

Highly weighted news articles, as calculated in previous subsection, were summa-
rized using BERT-ES. The articles with:

WeightScore ≤ μWeightScore + (0.25 × σWeightScore)

were considered important. After applying the above condition, 17 articles were
captured as important from theP-Day,whichwas 25%of the total articles. ROUGE-L
[14]F1-Score was used to evaluate the summarization of all the 17 articles. ROUGE-
L F1-Score ranged from 0.387 to 0.703 with the mean value of 0.475.

6 SNCSM Accuracy

The model we developed is a sequential model of two stages, important news cap-
turing and summarization. To calculate the final accuracy, given by the following
formula, of our model we used a weighted accuracy calculation technique that used
the accuracy of both the stages. For the accuracy of 1st stage, we considered average
R2 score [6] of our models and for the accuracy of 2nd stage we considered average
ROUGE-L F1-Score.
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Accuracy = (Weight of 1st Stage × (Average R2 Score)

(Ideal R2 Score)
)+

(Weight of 2nd Stage × (Average ROUGE-L F1-Score)

(Ideal ROUGE-L F1-Score)
)

Considering both the stages equally weighted, taking ideal R2 score = 0.9 and ideal
Rouge-L F1-score = 0.7, we got the final accuracy of our model = 0.566.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented a methodology used for the development of SNCSM and com-
puted the accuracy score of the model on the CSE dataset.

First, we constructed our dataset by crawling the TH website and other sources.
Then a series of various tasks includingpre-processing and clusteringwere performed
to construct the dataset.

Five ML models, LR, MLPR, LSVR, RFR, and DTR, were trained and tested
on the dataset. MAE, RMSE, R2 score and adjusted R2 score were used to evaluate
the models. Average of the “Weights” predicted by the models were used for the
development of our SNCSM.

Highly weighted top 17 articles were summarized using the BERT-ES with the
average ROUGE-L F1-Score of 0.475. Finally, we calculated the weighted accuracy
of ourmodel by combining the average R2 score ofMLmodels and averageROUGE-
L F1-Score of news summarization which resulted the weighted accuracy of 0.566.
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Abstract In recent times, smart cities have acquired tremendous transition toward
sustainable development. However, with growing advancements, there comes
numerous security challenges. With the rapid technological advancements, there
comes greater connectivity between devices giving rise to a plethora of data and
security constraints. Since data is continuously generated and transmitted across
the smart city applications, preserving security measures has become a vital factor.
Conventionally, intrusion detection systems are widely used to monitor and preserve
the security parameters across smart cities. One major challenge with the traditional
approaches is that most of the security methods described are supervised classifier
and they require high-quality labels. But, however, real-time applications mainly
deals with unlabeled data. Further, it lacks in explainability of the predictive model.
In order to overcome these constraints, in this paper, we define an novel explain-
able deep reinforcement learning techniques for securing smart city applications.
The proposed approach actively prevents various security threats across smart cities
and the experimental results provide improved explainability, stability, security, and
efficiency measures.
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1 Introduction

The advent of smart cities offers more sophisticated and sustainable life to all the
urban residents. The prime objective here is to improve the people quality of life
with greater technological innovation and automation. In general, smart cities make
use of sensors, communication networks, and IoT devices to collect and transfer data
across various applications. Data forms the prime source of smart city applications
throughwhich they operate in an efficient manner [1]. Though smart cities seem to be
a greater concept, they come with their individual set of challenges. This is because
of the reason that smart city applications are connected to larger networks, which
sometimes impose greater vulnerabilities over the user data. At the same time, there
is no denial that smart cities form the inevitable part of the future world [2].

Smart cities need smart security features for the number of reasons. First and
foremost is that the people need to feel assured of the fact that their data remains safe
and private. Next is the use of smart devices which is growing exponentially, which
ultimately enables the data exchange at a large scale. Further, the rapid connectivity
between the smart devices significantly increases the possibility of data breaches and
security issues. In addition, the intelligent objects across the connected smart city
networks continuously transfer the data to cloud environment for efficient processing
and decision-making, which is highly a risky process as the cloud remains to be
untrusted source to store the sensitive user data. Any compromise in smart city data
will lead to adverse effects with irreversible loss of information. This creates the
need for significant security features for smart city applications [3, 4].

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the most powerful tool to combat emerging security
threats across the smart city applications. AI can be adopted to effectively monitor
various aspects of smart city applications ranging from real-time traffic monitoring
to data analytics and decision-making.More specifically, predictivemodeling has the
most wider scope in securing smart city applications. These models can be applied
to monitor various tasks and to alert users in case of data breaches and security
vulnerabilities. They are most widely used to monitor and discover circumstances
that are suspicious and vulnerable. In short terms, this technique is near equivalent
to human intelligence and provides several advantages when it comes to securing
smart city applications [5].

However, with growing amount of big data, securing smart cities with traditional
approaches is highly complicated [6–8]. Security researchers are highly concerned
about the lack of explainabilitymeasures of the deep learning techniques in predicting
security threats. This in turn limits the applications of artificial intelligence techniques
for many real-world critical applications. Also, the potential of predictive models
varies significantly with increasing complexity of the datasets. Hence, the efficient
approaches are required to deal with massive and complicated data [9, 10].

Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is an emerging paradigm that provides
an efficient solution to the aforementioned security issues. These techniques help to
interpret the decision made by deep learning models, thereby offering more clarity
on the final decision. The effective implementation of this model overcomes the key
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Fig. 1 Overview of explainable artificial intelligence technique

barriers associated with the smarty city security and reduces the model errors with
improved trouble shooting features. This technique explicitly understands the impor-
tant features associated with the predicted outcome, thereby providing more clarity
on the decision to the end users. Unfortunately, the existing XAI techniques cannot
be directly applied to secure the smart city applications due to various reasons. First
is due to adversary resistance, and next is robustness, explanationmethods, andmany
more. Hence, exploring more in this regard will add significant value to the research
community and offer improved solution to the smart city applications. In this back-
ground, this paper presents an novel and innovative explainable deep reinforcement
learning technique for securing smart city applications. A more advanced learning
paradigm called deep reinforcement learning is adopted to deal with complex secu-
rity issues across the smart city applications. The proposed model offers increased
actionability by providing model guidance, patching, and inspection. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the proposed model, Sect. 4 briefly
illustrates the results and discussions. Section 5 concludes the proposed work with
future research directions (Fig. 1).

2 Related Works

In this work, the authors emphasize the significance of the security measures across
the smart city applications [11]. The techniques such as cryptography, blockchain,
game theory, machine learning, and biometrics are mainly used to preserve the secu-
rity measures in smarty city systems. This work provides a brief description on smart
city architectures, issues, and emerging trends.

In [12], the authors address the various security issues in IoT and their effective
countermeasures. This work deeply analyzes the integration of cloud computing and
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IoT techniques for smart city applications and their emerging security threats. This
work also provides some effective countermeasures to protect cybersecurity features.

In [13], the authors assess the impact of emerging technologies on smart city
implementations. The technological advancements are assessed with respect to
various applications such as smart transportation, smart homes, smart health. The
author explores specifically on cutting-edge technologies to enhance the role of smart
cities from a future perspective.

In [14], the authors enforce the need for smart security to smart city applications.
The analysis is made from various perspective to assess the security features across
the smart city applications. It is found that the security issues at the application level
are comparatively greater than the other layers.

In [15], the author integrates the artificial intelligence and blockchain technology
to secure the smart city application. The use of blockchain ensures the data integrity
and security features, whereas the artificial intelligence technique enables efficient
management of intrusion detection systems to predict the security threats with
increased security measures.

Secure and lightweight protocol for smart city surveillance [16]. This approach
is implemented in VANET environment and the results are analyzed. The algorithm
makes use of real-time data for its implementation and finds the flaws across VANET
in an efficient manner. The bitwise X-OR operations and DLA-based key exchange
protocols are implemented to improve the security measures.

An efficient intrusion detection system using artificial intelligence techniques for
smart cities is given in [17]. The prime objective of this work is to prevent Distributed
Denial of Service Attack (DDoS) across the smart cities. This approach works on
the basis of the restricted Boltzmann machine learning algorithm to overcome the
security threats. The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated and it is
found to be comparatively better than existing techniques.

An machine learning-based intrusion detection system for securing smart city
applications is given in [18]. The objective here is to preserve the security, privacy,
and integrity measures. This approach works on the basis of the hybrid optimization
algorithm. The objective here is to improve the high-level detection accuracy of the
security threats. The analysis is made through the use of hybrid genetic algorithm.

A detailed review on the use of explainable artificial intelligence techniques for
security application is given in [19]. The authors emphasize the data centric and
model centric explainable artificial intelligence techniques. Further, a detailed study
on explainable artificial intelligence for health care, smart city, smart transport, and
many more is provided in detail.

An explainable artificial intelligence calledDARPA is given in [20]. This approach
provides the more efficient models in a more explainable and interpretable manner.
From a security perspective, this approach provides more significant results and
improved performance measures.

It is observed from the literature [21–25] that security remains to be the majority
concern across smart city applications. Hence, more advanced research is required
in this background.
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Citations of references, we prefer the use of square brackets and consecutive
numbers. Citations using labels or the author/year convention are also acceptable.
The following bibliography provides a sample reference list with entries for journal
articles [1], an LNCS chapter [2], a book [3], proceedings without editors [4], as well
as a URL [5].

3 Proposed Model

Inspired by the greater success of artificial intelligence across various applications,
in this paper, explainable artificial intelligence technique is used for securing smart
city application. The working of the proposed approach is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2.
The key idea here is to effectively train the deep neural network algorithm based on
reinforcement learning with explainability. This approach is based on various actions
and states.

3.1 Background and Problem Setup

In general, reinforcement learning algorithms are used to address the sequential
decision-making problems across complex environments the neural network-based
agent. The techniques of deep reinforcement learning are most prevalent in security-
related applications as they can efficiently handle the complex sequential decision-
making tasks. In this researchwork, we intend to automate the complex security tasks

Fig. 2 Overview of the proposed explainable deep reinforcement learning
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with the proposed explainable deep reinforcement learning techniques. In order to
attain this objective, first it is necessary tomodel the reinforcement learning problem.

First, any kind of sequential decision-making problem could be formalized into
reinforcement learning (RL) problem,when an agent analyzes the target environment
and performs appropriate actions to attain the final objective. The agent attains a
reward, whenever the task is completed in an optimal manner. Here, the observation
of environment is given as an input and the output is the appropriate action taken by
the agent.

Here, in this paper, we define a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) problem using
the Markov chain decision process. Consider a tuple. < P, Q, R, S > where P and
Q represent the final state and action sets. In particular, the state of the agent at
a certain point of time is given as Pt and action as Qt . The transition function is
then given as T: P X Q → P, where T Q

PP ′ = R [Pt+1 = Q′|Pt = P, qt = q],
and this represents the probability that the agent transits from the state P to P′ by
performing action q at the time interval t. Here, the reward function is defined as
S: P X Q → S, Sp denotes the reward, if the agent performs an action q at the
state p. The ultimate objective here is to train the policy network π(q|p) for the
agent that can increase the total reward of the agent. In a more formal manner, the
total reward for the agent is given using state value function provided as, Uπ (P) =
�q∈Q(q|p)

(
T q
p + γ�p′∈PT

q
pp′Uπ

(
P ′)); similarly, the action value function is

computed as,Mπ (P, q) = SqP+γ�p′∈PT
q
pp′�q ′∈qT

q
rr ′�qq ′π

(
q ′|P ′)Nπ

(
P ′, q ′).Such

that, γ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the discount factor that helps to reduce the uncertainty
measure of agent’s future functions.

3.2 Problem Setup

Now let us consider the deep reinforcement learning (DRL) with a agent that is
trained with policy gradient. The major focus of the proposed work is to identify the
significant that leads to the find result. In order to attain this objective, the access
should be given only to the agent actions, reward, and environment states. Here, we
assume the value of either the policy network or Q function. The given N iterations,
T = {

A(i), bi
}
i=1:N of the final target agent. Then, the i th episode with length T is

given as A(i) = {P (i), qt }t=1:T . Here, P (i)
t ∈ R jk and, Q(i)

t ∈ R jq represent the state
and the corresponding action steps at t. The final reward of the episode is computed
by bi . The objective here is to empathize the most important L steps associated with
episode A(i).
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3.3 Explanation Model Design of the Proposed
Reinforcement Learning Algorithm

In this paper,we propose a novel and efficient self-explainable reinforcement learning
model for securing smart city applications. To improve the feature significance, i.e.,
to better find the associations learned by deep learning-based predictive model, we
incorporate explainability to the final layer rather than the input layer associated with
the predictive model. In formal terms, the proposed model is written as h ( f (a)),
where f (.) denotes the feature extractor and h(.) represent the explainable prediction
model. The secondmajor contribution is that we design an deep Gaussian process for
feature extractor to acquire the correlation between each step and those across various
iteration. This is often exhibited as set of episodes collected across the same DRL
agents, and apart from finding various levels of correlations, the major significance
of the proposed model over conventional deep neural networks is that it models the
joint distribution of the output signals, dealing effectively with the output signal
uncertainty. An interpretable Bayesian predictor model is designed finally to infer
the importance of deliver step and distribution of final rewards.

Given a target agent A(i), the EDGEfirst inputs are provided to the recurrent neural

network encoder, that significantly embeds each step into the episode
{
g(i)
t

}
t=1:T

.

The value of episode embedding e(i) is obtained by passing the EDGE to shallow

NLP. Then, proposed framework is used to process
{
g(i)
t

}
t=1:T

and e(i) and then to

find the value of latent representation measure associated with entire episode f (i)
I :T .

This function representation can easily acquire the correlation across the steps and
episodes. Finally, the EDGE inputs f (i)

I :T to attain the predicted final reward associated
with input episode. Our proposed prediction model is based on linear regression
model. The regression coefficient value is used to acquire the input episode.

In general, the Gaussian process represents the infinite collection of random vari-
ables. Thus, any finite subset of variables shows the multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion. In Statistics, the Gaussian processes other defined as non-parametric functions
given by f : A → R. In more formal terms, if f has GP, previously, f ∼ GP (0,l r ),
such that l r (.,.) denotes the positive semi-definite kernel function using the parameter
γ . Thus, any finite (collection of f ∈ RN adheres multivariate Gaussian distribution
represents as ( f |A) ∼ N(0, LAA). At this point, L AA ∈ RNXN as the covariance
matrix, with (LAA)id = Lγ (Ai,Bd). Here, in the proposed approach, we make we
of square exponential kernel function Lγ (Ai,Ad) = exp(−1/2 (Ai − Bd) and γ

− θL . However, the major challenges here is that the convention Gaussian process
with SE kernel assumes that input space is Euclidian. This is invalid for a real-world
data centric application like smart cities with high-dimensional application inputs.
To overcome this challenge, the proposed model applies dimensionalities reduction
used in DNN and makes use of GP to latent space. In this way, the proposed model
works well ever for computer datasets.

In the proposed model, we acquire the sequential dependency across the episode
through RNN and deep net with a kernel function. For a particular episode, the first
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step is to concatenate the state and action (g(i)
t = [p(i)

t ,g(i)
t ]), this input is further

given to RNN g∅, and the value of latent representation associated with the episode

is computed as
{
g(i)
t

}
t=1:T

, where g(i)
t ∈ RM , which denotes the state action at

the time t. Then, we compute the episode embedding by providing the last step’s

hidden representation as MLP e∅1:g(i)
t → e(i) ∈ RM . Once the value of

{
g(i)
t

}
t=1:T

is obtained and e(i), the additive GP framework can be used to capture the correlation
between steps and across various iterations.

In formal terms, additive GP is computed as f = ∑
c ∝c fc, which is the weighted

sum of c independent GPS. In this case, fc ∼ GP (0, Lc) denotes the cth GP compo-
nent, and this is the point where the covariance function Lc can be formally applied
to input features. Following by construct, we construct our own GP framework as
the sum of components fe and ft . In specific ft ∼ GP (0, Lγ t ) model the correlation
between time steps. Formally, the measure of covariance between Lth step in iterate
j is computed as Lγ t (g

(i)
t , g(d)

l ). Moving toward the modeling of correlation across
individual steps, fe ∼ GP (0,Lγ e) acquires the higher-level cluster structures within
the collected episodes. Formally,Lγ t (e(i), e(c)) denotes the episode-level covariance
across any pair of steps i and c.

The final model is defined as f = ∝t ft+ ∝e fe. Here,∝t and ∝e denote the
weight components. Then, T ∈ RNXTX

(
jp + jq

)
, f ∈ RNT is represented as f |A ∼

N (0, l =∝2
t Lγ t + ∝2

e Lγ e) denotes the collected episode representation. Here, the
flattened matrix of T is attained as X ∈ RNT X (dp + dq).

3.4 Prediction Model

To assure explain ability, we make use of the linear regression as the basis for our
prediction model. Here, the linear regression model denotes the significance of every
input entity. The first step here is to convert the flattened response f to the matrix of
forms F ∈ RNXT. Here, the i th encoding given by the proposed model is computed
as F (i) ∈ RT . Then, the next step is to find the conditional likelihood of the discrete
and continuous final reward. In such a case, when ai is continuous, we can make
use of the conventional GP regression model. The mixing weight is computed as
Ai = F (i)DT + E1, where D ∈ R1XT and the observation noise is computed as
E1 ∼ N

(
0, σ 2

)
. Further,bi |F (i) ∼ N

(
F (i)DT , σ 2

)
gives the conditional likelihood

distribution. In the case of the discrete final reward with finite number of possible
values, the proposed approach makes use of Softmax prediction model to perform
classification. Such that, the categorical distribution is given as P

(
bi = l|F (λ)

) =
exp(F (i)DT )L

�Lexp(F (i)DT )L

, where k represents the total number of classes and D ∈ RlXT is the

mixing weight.
Finally, the mixing weight constant is computed as

F
∣∣A ∼ N

(
0, l = α2

t lγ t + α2
e lγ e

)
bi

∣∣F (i) ∼ {cal(Sofmax
(
F (i)DT

))
if conducting

class or
{
N

(
F (i)DT , σ 2

)
otherwise

}
.
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From this, it is observed that the step importance derived from the mixing weight
is the global explanation from the observation, and we can state that the high corre-
lation tends to possess a joint effect over the game result. Thus, we can converge
global explanation with step correlations in Lt (A, A) to acquire the fine-grained
clarity of every game. To be more specific, for any given episode and important
steps represented by mixing weight, we can easily identify the steps that have higher
correlation, in addition to globally important steps. All together form the local expla-
nation associated with the episode. The episode correlation associated with Le(A, A)

unleashes the cluster structure within a series of episodes. This helps to differentiate
and categorize the explanations of similar episodes.

4 Results and Discussions

The performance of the proposed deep reinforcement learning model is evaluated
based onvarious standardmatrices and it is effectively comparedwith several conven-
tional approaches. For every task associated with the proposed model, a well-trained
policy is used as a target agent and compared with the proposed approach using
various baseline parameters. The simulation setup is created using MATLAB and
Simulink with good quality system configurations. An initial simulation model is
created for smart trafficmanagement system. In general, the smart trafficmanagement
system is concerned with efficient approaches to minimize the congestion measures
and enhance the safety of streets through IoT technology. Under such circumstances,
the data is collected through IoT sensors in the form of images and videos. The data
has to be processed by the cloud server in a more efficient manner and should be
returned to the users. In such cases, there exists a probability of emerging security
threats as the data needs to continuously collected and sent to the cloud servers
for response and decision-making. The proposed explainable deep reinforcement
learning algorithm is implemented under this setup to assess its performance from
security perspective. The proposed model is evaluated under various dimensions
which include stability, explainability, performance, and efficiency measures.

In Fig. 3, the value of mean and fidelity score associated with every model is
computed and it is compared to find the better results. Here, the components of
‘X’ axis represent the various choices of L and it corresponds to different number
of episodes. In this experiment, the proposed approach makes use of Rational Net
throughwhich the global explanations are derived using themixingweight associated
with the evaluation.

Next, the model fitting performance is evaluated based on various parameters
such as explainability, stability, and efficiency, and the results are illustrated in
figure. The explainability measures associated with each selected model is assessed
using random perturbations. It also helps to find the unique correlation measures
that exist between every variables. It is observed from the result that proposed
model could better fit with problem scenario of IoT security and provides greater
explainability measures. Similarly, based on the perturbation strength, the stability
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Fig. 3 Comparison of
fidelity measures with
various approaches

Fig. 4 Comparison of
performance measures with
various approaches

measures are evaluated and the proposed approach provides comparatively better
results. Next, the efficiency is computed based on the amount of time required for
training and explanation process associated with every method. Based on the run
time of deriving explainability, the efficiency measures are computed. The proposed
approach provides significantly better results in terms of efficiency as well (Fig. 4).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a novel and innovative explainable artificial intelligence-
based deep reinforcement learning for securing smart city applications. The model
is constructed based on deep reinforcement learning algorithm that makes use of
the black-box approximation to interpret explainability of the model. The experi-
mental results provide improved fidelity measures, explainability, stability, and effi-
ciency measures. Further, the proposed model provides numerous advantages to the
end users from various perspectives. In future, this work could be extended to be
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applied for data-intensive critical application with higher complexity. The explain-
ability factor associatedwith the proposed approach is improved efficiently to provide
better clarity on the underlying security parameters in the system.
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A Review of IoT Security Solutions Using
Machine Learning and Deep Learning

Anamika Chauhan and Kapil Sharma

Abstract The Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly developing field, projected to
connect 22 billion smart devices in a global market worth 1567 billion USD by 2025.
The integrated and multidisciplinary nature of these resource-constrained devices
responsible for construction of IoT systems renders them susceptible to security
attacks. Conventional methods of ensuring security are relatively inefficient as the
types, surfaces and severity of attacks continue to evolve. Promising alternatives
offered bymachine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) can be employed to embed
intelligence in the system, by facilitating the detection of compromised security. In
this survey paper, a discussion of IoT infrastructure, security concerns, types and
surfaces of attacks prefaces a systematic, layer-wise review of the ML/DL models
and frameworks to ensure system security.We also present the current challenges and
prospective directions of research concerning the utilization of ML/DL techniques
in offering system security in an IoT environment.

Keywords Internet of Things · IoT security · Attacks · Privacy ·Machine
learning · Deep learning · Smart devices

1 Introduction

IoT is primarily concerned with a distributed and interconnected network of actual
devices possessing limited storage and computation which communicate via wired
or wireless technologies. These physical entities are capable of data collection,
processing and exchange because they are supplemented with software, electronics
(sensors, actuators, etc.) and Internet accessibility [102]. The use of IoT technology
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is spread across but not limited to agriculture, healthcare, retail, military and energy
industries [25].

An increasing number of smart devices carry highly confidential user/client infor-
mation like location, health data and contact detailsmaking the security of IoTdevices
a pressing concern. However, owing to the complexity and integrative, large-scale
nature of an IoT system, maintenance of security is an uphill task in such systems.
IoT devices mostly work in an unguarded environment and are impeded in terms
of resources like battery, computation power, memory, bandwidth, etc. This makes
them very configurable and renders complex algorithm-based security techniques
infeasible. The landscape of threats from adversaries is also increased by usage of
enabling technologies like cloud computing, fog computing and software-defined
networking in Internet of Things [47]. Moreover, the introduction of new attack
surfaces because of the interconnected and interdependent nature of IoT makes it
less secure to attacks than a traditional computing system [80].

Conventional security schemes, like encryption, access control and authentication
are inadequate for large interconnected systems due to inherent vulnerabilities of each
component. ML and DL classifiers and frameworks offer a viable alternative for this
problem.Machine learning (ML) refers to algorithms that learn from past experience
to optimize performance criteria [106]. Deep learning (DL) is its sub-domain that
employs nonlinear layers for feature abstraction and transformation. These classifiers
and frameworks can be used to train models to recognize attacks of different types
and offer appropriate protection from the same. In dynamic networks, such models
outperform conventional security techniques due to ability to learn to detect and
thereby prevent new attacks from causing system damage.

This research presents a recent review of IoT security solutions with focus onML
and DL frameworks, following objectives were outlined to achieve:

1. To begin, a brief description of various layers in the IoT infrastructure has been
provided.

2. A graphical summary of the security concerns and types of threats along with the
potential attacks that can be encountered at each component of IoT infrastructure
follows.

3. A systematic review of the ML and DL classifiers and frameworks that helps to
offer security to IoT environment at each layer.

4. Conclude with the discussion of research gap and future challenges to facilitate
a prospective direction of research.

2 IOT Infrastructure and Attacks

The generic architecture of IoT comprises of three main layers: perception layer,
network layer and web (or application) layer [43]. The infrastructure has been
diagrammatically displayed in Fig. 1. The attacks are not limited to one layer but
span across several layers making detection and mitigation a complex task.
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Fig. 1 IoT architecture

2.1 Perception Layer

The perception or the physical layer primarily takes care of hardware components
like sensors and devices which are used to send and receive data through various
communication protocols, such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, RFID, etc. [24, 117]. Different
protocols like LAN (IEEE 802.11ah), PAN (IEEE 802.15.4e, Z-Wave) and cellular
networks (LTE-M, EC-GSM) are used for the connection established.

2.2 Network Layer

The network layer is a transmission medium that establishes a connection between
devices and smart services. The protocols used for this purpose include GSM, Wi-
Fi, 3-5G, IPv6, etc. [122]. This layer houses local clouds and servers for storage
and processing of information that acts as a middleware joining the perception layer
and this layer [107]. The functions of a middleware include cooperation between
different IoT devices [107, 117], device discovery [117] and awareness of a device
with respect to its surrounding IoT devices.

2.3 Web/Application Layer

In IoT frameworks, the web layer offers support to IoT users with the help of
web and mobile-based software applications. Few of the prevalent services include
smart healthcare [63], smart homes/buildings [12], smart transportation [8], smart
agriculture [128], smart grid [88], etc.
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2.4 Threats in IoT

Attacks occurring in IoT environments can be broadly identified as cyberattacks
and physical attacks. All of these attacks may affect a single layer or across layer
depending on the mechanism of the attack.

2.4.1 Cyberattacks

These attacks comprise the threats that hack the overall system and target various
IoT nodes in a wireless network so as to manipulate (modify, erase, steal, destroy)
the information of a user. Cyberattacks can be further categorized into active and
passive attacks.

2.4.2 Physical Attacks

These attacks cause physical damage to IoT devices and consequently, physical
devices like routers, sensors, mobile, camera, etc., are susceptible to such attacks.
Herein, the attackers interrupt the service but the network is not required to intrude
into the system [26, 113, 142] (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Threats in IoT
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3 Review of Solutions Using Machine Learning and Deep
Learning in Security of IOT

The paper has divided the review according to the ML and DL solutions applied
in IoT according to the infrastructural layers of IoT. Table 1 outlines all the papers
reviewed for their ML/DL solutions presented and the relevant IoT threats addressed
by them.

3.1 Perception Layer

Wang et al. suggested an authentication system to be implemented by training an
extreme learning machine model to detect spoofing. The model utilizes multidimen-
sional characters of radio channels and exhibits improved accuracy. The authors in
[119] successfully demonstrate the application of deep learning in building authenti-
cation schemes. The proposedmodel involves employment ofWi-Fi signals produced
fromWi-Fi-enabled IoT appliances (such as smart television, smart air-conditioners,
etc.) to understand specific physiological and behavioural features of individual
human beings related to their day-to-day activities (e.g. walking).

A deep neural network is built by extraction of these features and generation ofWi-
Fi fingerprints unique to each user. Several studies by Xiao et al. developed schemes
for authentication of the PHY layer that utilizes radio channel data and implements
RL to achieve optimum test threshold in spoofing detection. Their results show that
Q-learning-based methods can lead to a 64.3% decrease in authentication error.

In a recent study, Senigagliesi et al. [116] have tried to achieve a trade-off
between IoT safety and complexity sincemany physical layer authentication schemes
using ML or DL suffer because of huge computational burden of the algorithms,
while having to process enormous amounts of data generated at the PHY layer.
The proposed framework makes use of principal component analysis (PCA) with
t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE).

Fang et al. [45] demonstrated the training process of physical layer authentica-
tion in the form of a convex problem which is tackled by implementing an adap-
tive algorithm is built upon kernel least mean square. In [37], the authors have
suggested enhancement of the security architecture of RF systems in IoT networks
by performing real-time verification of wireless nodes using RF-PUF, which is a
framework fabricated using neural networks. Similarly, Liao et al. [81] proposed
the usage of data augmentation along with DNN to enhance the accuracy in their
multi-user authentication model. Namvar et al. [99] suggested a centralized system
to address jamming attacks in IoT networks comprising of appliances with limited
resources.

Aref et al. in [23, 84] have based their study on a system ofmultipleWACRswhere
each radio tries to escape the signals from other radios and a jamming signal that
spans over the full spectrum. The anti-jamming model uses the spectrum knowledge
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Table 1 AL/ML techniques applied for IoT attacks

Reference ML/DL technique used Threat

Perceptron layer

[90] RL Spoofing

[91] Optimization algorithms Spoofing

[92] CMC, t-SNE Spoofing/eavesdropping

[93] Optimization algorithms Authentication attack

[94] ANN Authentication attack

[95] ANN Authentication attack

[96] RL Jamming

[97] RL Jamming

[98] RL Jamming

[99] CNN, RL Jamming

[100] SVM Poisoning attack

[101] SVM, KNN Injection attack

[102] Optimization algorithms Eavesdropping

[103] Deep RL Eavesdropping

[104] Optimization algorithms Eavesdropping

Network layer

[105] RNN Sybil attack

[106] SVM Sybil attack

[107] PCA, CMC, SSL/HDL Sybil attack

[108] KNN Rank attack

[109] DT, KMC, SSL/HDL Wormhole attack

[111] Deep RL Routing attack

[112] ANN HF, VN and rank attack

[113] DBN HF

[114] DT, RF, CNN Botnet flooding attack

[115] ANN Man-in-the-middle attack

[116] Regression Blackhole, DDOS

[117] SVM, KNN, DT, RF, KDTREE, ANN DDOS

[118] ANN DDOS

[120] SVM, LR Intrusion attack

[121] CNN SF, VN and hole attack

[122] ANN DDOS, OS and hole attack

[123] KMC, SAE, SSL/HDL Impersonation attack

[124] ANN, SAE, SSL/HDL Impersonation attack

[125] OPF SF, rank and hole attacks

[126] SAE Impersonation and injection

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Reference ML/DL technique used Threat

Web/application layer

[127] SVM, DBN Malware

[128] CNN Malware

[129] SSL/HDL Malware

[130] KNN, RF Malware

[131] CNN Malware

[132] RNN Web spam

[133] SSL/HDL Abnormal behaviour

[134] ANN Intrusion attack

from the WACRs and RL-based algorithm to shun both the jamming signal and
the interference signals of other radios. Han et al. [56] used deep CNN along with
RL to enhance the efficacy of the Q-learning-based algorithm. Baracaldo et al. [30]
recommended supervisedMLmodel which uses data provenance for identifying and
filtering poisoning attacks.

Ozay et al. [104] focuses on detecting false data injection attacks that hit the
physical layer in the smart grid. The model proposed by them uses SVMs and KNNs
to demonstrate that learning algorithms perform better in detecting observable and
unobservable attacks than algorithms that employ state vector estimation (SVE)
methods.

A machine learning-based antenna design was proposed by Hong et al. [60] for
IoT communications that use ambient backscatter technology. The authors in [15]
designed a model for the secure transmission of medical information from patients
to health service providers with the implementation of DRL. Both these studies help
in minimizing the issue of eavesdropping, which if unaddressed, is a major threat to
the privacy of the system and users.

3.2 Network Layer

Being the most extensive surface of the IoT system, ensuring the security of network
layer against intruders is imperative for maintenance of the overall functioning of
the IoT system.

Zhang et al. proposed a method capable of automatically predicting the occur-
rence of a sybil attack using artificial RNN architecture of long short-term memory
(LSTM). Saraswathi et al. developed a support vector regressionmodel for rigid sybil
attack detection in IoT-enabled WSNs. Deng et al. [40] put forth a system capable
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of detecting intrusion caused by sybil attack. By amalgamating fuzzy c-means clus-
tering with feature selection-oriented principle component analysis, the proposed
method was found to be successful in raising detection effectiveness.

Neerugatti and Reddy [100] proposed a rank attack detection technique based on
KNN algorithm. Three new machine learning-based models capable of identifying
wormhole attacks in IPv6 over low-power wireless personal area networks for IoT
wereproposedbyShukla [120]: anunsupervisedk-means clustering IDS, an intrusion
detection system based on decision tree and a dual-level, hybrid combining the afore-
mentioned two systems. Fatima-Tuz-Zahra et al. [49] proposed an ML-based frame-
work potent of recognizing attacks-wormhole and rank. Guo et al. [52] proposed
a DRL rooted protocol for routing that possessed quality of service awareness. It
helps prevent routing attacks by means of network interaction, intelligence extrac-
tion from archival network demand records and dynamic optimization of decision-
making policy employed. Yavuz et al. proposed a deep neural networkmodel capable
of three-ronged attack identification, viz., decreased rank, hello flood and version
number in a 1000-node simulation of an IoT network.

Sai Srinivas and Manivannan [5] developed a powerful, original model for recog-
nition and mitigation of HELLO flooding attacks using a combination of deep belief
network with improved rider optimization algorithm. The work suffered from the
limitation that on changing the routing protocol, the underlying security structure
may be rendered invalid. Kim et al. [71] developed an ML/DL-based framework
potent of identifying botnet flooding attacks in an IoT system. The dataset used for
generated by introducing botnets of the likes of Mirai and Bashlite into four smart
household devices.

Cañedo and Skjellum [36] trained ANN so as to facilitate identification of man-
in-the-middle attack and tampering of the data sent from an edge to the smart object
in an IoT system. Amouri et al. [20] put forth a system for identification of blackhole
and distributed denial of service attacks. Herein, linear regression is performed by
super node for the collected correctly classified instances from dedicated sniffers so
as to discern anomalous nodes. Doshi et al. [42] employed flow-based and protocol-
agnostic traffic data along with low-cost machine learning algorithms for detection
of distributed denial of service attacks in intermediary network nodes. A number of
classifiers like KNN, KDTree, linear-kernel support vector machine. A multilevel
perceptron using traces of Internet packet was trained by Hodo et al. [59], and was
assessed for its ability to forestall DDoS attacks from occurring. Saied et al. [115]
employed an ANN for real-time identification of DDoS attacks, both previously
discovered and otherwise. Having learnt from training samples, the model was able
to detect zero-day attack features. The model’s detection probabilities improved as
improved datasets containing latest features of known DDoS attacks were used for
training purposes.

A framework for intrusion detection and mitigation at the network level was
proposed by Nobakht et al. [101] for dealing with potential intrusions in household
devices. It employed classifiers like, logistic regression and rbf-kernel support vector
machine for identifying compromised hosts. Using convolutional neural networks,
Kamel and Elhamayed [66] demonstrated how detection of network attacks, namely
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selective forwarding, version, wormhole and sinkhole canminimize the consumption
of power in smart healthcare devices. The proposed model simulated an IoT system
containing benign and anomalous nodes.

Thamilarasu and Chawla [133] developed an intelligent IDS capable of detecting
anomalous behaviour in five variants of network attacks: DDoS, blackhole, sinkhole
and wormhole and opportunistic service. By a combination of network virtualiza-
tion and deep neural network classifier, the model accomplished average recall and
precision rate of up to 97% and 95%, respectively, amid varied intrusion scenarios.
Aminanto and Kim [18] proposed a completely unsupervised method capable of
recognizing impersonation attacks in wireless fidelity networks without prior data
label. Aminanto et al. [17] put forth a framework that amalgamated stacked and
weighted feature selection for recognizing impersonation attacks like spoofing, man-
in-the-middle and replay attack in wireless fidelity networks, an IoT-enabling tech-
nology. A neural network was fed the combined features for training. Bostani and
Sheikhan [33] developed a confluence of anomaly and specification systems for
detecting intrusion in an IoT system. It enabled the identification of sinkhole and
selective-forwarding attacks in IPv6 over low-powerwireless personal area networks,
and its usage can be broadened to recognize other hole attacks like black hole and
wormhole alongside rank attacks. A deep learning approach employing SAE with
dual and triple hidden layers was proposed by Thing [134]. A table of various ML/
DL techniques used for various attacks is given in Table 1.

4 Research Gap and Future Work Challenges

This section elaborates upon the various challenges that come in with using ML
and DL-based approaches for achieving security in IoT systems. The main gaps in
existing research and the corresponding future routes that can be taken are explained
in the following sections.

4.1 Challenges Arising from Data Used in IoT

1. Availability of real-world data
2. Preprocessing required to obtain high-quality data
3. Need for data augmentation for small datasets
4. Need for data fusion from heterogeneous sources
5. Maintain the privacy of users and data protection.
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4.2 Challenges with ML and DL Algorithms

ML/DL algorithms have been seen to be very specific to the problems they are
solving and one model may not give satisfactory results with other similar problem
statements. Hence, more insight is required so as to enhance these algorithms for a
wider use. In spite of the tremendous growth in the field of neural networks, they are
still black boxes.

Applications like autonomous vehicles, Internet banking, etc., work with real-
time inputs and outputs. Such systems have high safety concerns and cannot suffer
latency. Moreover, real systems not only experience lag in sensors, actuators and
feedback systems, but also encounter inference in real time [75]. Existing ML and
DL algorithms do not imitate such real-time response.

The ever-increasing developments in ML and DL fields have encouraged hackers
to use them and launch attacks in the system. Studies have shown the use of ML (via
SVMs) [57, 77] andDL [85] to break cryptographic systems. RNNs have been shown
to learn decryption through algorithmic representations of ciphers for performing
cryptanalysis. In [126], a DNNwas deceived through perturbation. Generative adver-
sarial networks (GANs) and other models of ML have been shown to be launching
attacks on IoT systems.

4.3 Constraints on Resources

The devices used in IoT systems have numerous constraints like those of storage
space, computational capacity and such resources that limit intelligent approaches
to be implemented in these systems [74]. The use of new technologies like GPUs,
provides speed in computational tasks and is important in improving the performance
of algorithms [78], but at the same time drains battery power. Cyberattacks likeMirai
[31] on low power and resource limited devices direct attention towards security of
IoT devices and data generated.

4.4 Trade-Off with Security

There may exist many scenarios where other capabilities of IoT devices must over-
power the security mechanisms. For instance, an IoMT system must possess the
ability to be accessible in emergency situations without caring about the security.
Easy access to a device implanted in a patient might be required in cases of emer-
gency so as to save the person’s life. This is why a balance has to be achieved in the
design phase itself between the safety of the concerned human and the security of
the device [16, 34].
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5 Conclusion

With all the ease IoT brings to us by integrating the physical and the virtual world,
security concerns with IoT objects and networks have been on the rise. Any breach
in the security of IoT systems can put very critical and private information at stake
and hence, the safety of IoT is not something one can compromise with. Security
techniques using ML and DL are being exploited for enabling security mechanisms
in IoT systems, owing to their self-learning and self-optimizing nature.

In this study, a review of the IoT security structure and usage of machine and
deep learning in IoT security has been presented. The infrastructure of IoT has been
discussed, followed by the diverse threats and challenges posed to the security of IoT
system. The paper discusses in detail layer-wise attacks or threats faced by the whole
architecture of IoT. This leads to the comprehensive review of existing techniques
using ML or DL for the security of IoT.

The survey seeks to deliver a constructive insight to researchers to enable them to
understand the needs of IoT security and make useful progress in transforming IoT
security from conventional approaches to intelligent end-to-end systems. It is also
highlighted that it is crucial to devise solutions that reduce computational complexity
while taking utmost care of the security of devices.
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A Study on High-Resolution Algorithms
MUSIC, MVDR, ESPRIT, Beamscan,
and Root-MUSIC for Narrowband
Signals

Meenal Job and Ram Suchit Yadav

Abstract This article offers a thorough explanation of several high-resolution direc-
tion of arrival (DOA) estimation methods. Here we have analyzed Beamscan,
minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR), multiple signal classification
(MUSIC), Root-MUSIC, and estimation of signal parameters via rotational invari-
ance techniques (ESPRIT) algorithms. For our study,we consider narrowband signals
impinging on the sensors. The operating frequency of the system is 300 MHz. DOA
of signal is estimated from the peaks of the output signals. To obtain the spatial
spectrum, a traditional beam is formed and scanned over the direction of interest.
Beamscan is unable to resolve signals when they come from directions that are closer
than the beamwidth. Over the designated area, the MVDR beam is examined and
because of its narrower beamwidth, it has a greater resolution. MVDR accurately
calculates the signal’s DOA. It is vulnerable to positional mistakes; hence in this
case, MUSIC offers precise DOA estimate and improved spatial resolution. In the
MUSIC algorithm, the DOA is estimated by the search of maxima in the polynomial
which causes an increase in computing time, whereas in the Root-MUSIC algorithm
the DOA can be estimated by the search for ‘0’ in a polynomial. But this algorithm
assumes that linear antennas are uniformly spaced. In the above algorithm, the calcu-
lation for the search of the roots of the polynomial can be avoided by the ESPRIT
algorithm. In this, rotational invariance property of signal subspace is used for DOA
calculation.
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1 Introduction

The technique of determining the direction of electromagnetic waves or acoustic
waves impinging on a sensor array is known as direction of arrival (DOA) estimation
[1]. Direction of arrival estimation is used for locating and tracking the signals. DOA
hasmany applications in the field of communication, military, seismology, acoustics,
oceanography radar, smart antenna, sonar, and many more [2]. This paper presents
a comparison and evaluation for different subspace-based methods. The particular
structure of the signal’s correlation matrix contains details about the signal propaga-
tion model. It is the foundation for the methods that use the concept of subspace [3].
The idea is to divide the data space into the signal subspace and noise subspace. In
order to execute these high-resolution approaches based on the signal’s decomposi-
tion into orthogonal subspaces, the autocorrelation matrix of the observation vector
must first be properly analyzed [4, 5]. Bartlett in 1950 tried to present a periodogram
analysis of continuous spectra for wireless signals [6]. In 1986, Schmidt proposed
the MUSIC algorithm which evaluates the frequency content of the signal using
eigenspace method [7]. Roy et al. have come up with a new approach in which the
estimation of signal parameters is done by using rotational invariance techniques.
Different environments need differentmodifications in the existing algorithms. Array
structure has an essential role in estimating the direction of arrival of the signals [8].
The DOA estimation methods using array antennas are used in many different study
disciplines and have attracted a lot of attention in the literature. When sources are
uncorrelated or weakly correlated, these approaches have a high resolving power.
The benefit is that source locations and network geometry are the sole factors that
affect subspaces.

1.1 Beamscan

Beamscan is a method for obtaining a spatial spectrum by forming a regular beam
and scanning it across desired directions.

1.2 Multiple Signal Classification

Schmidt and his associates proposed the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC)
algorithm in 1979. It is a subspace technique that offers highly accurate DOA esti-
mates. This algorithm provides an estimation for the DOA of signals, number of
incoming signals, and the cross-correlation between signals, interferences, and noise
[9].
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1.3 Minimum Variance Distortionless Method

Another adaptive beamformer approach, called minimum variance distortionless
response (MVDR), was published byCapon in 1969. Thismethod can resolve signals
that are separated by a small portion of antenna beamwidth [10].

1.4 Root-MUSIC

Thebasic idea ofRoot-MUSICalgorithm is to create a polynomial of degree 2(M −1)
and retrieve its roots. Eigenvectors of the sensor array correlation matrix serve as the
foundation for the Root-MUSIC approach. By looking at the spectrum polynomial’s
roots, it is able to determine the signals’ estimate [11, 12].

1.5 Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariant
Techniques.

ESPRIT is a method for figuring out the parameters of a mixture of incoming signals
against a background of background noise [13].

2 Signal Model

Input sample Sm(t),m = 1 . . . M (Fig. 1)

x(t) =
M∑

m=1

Sm(t)w∗
m . (1)

Output sample

Fig. 1 Block diagram of signal model
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y(t) = e jωt
M∑

m=1

e−ωτmw∗
m , (2)

where * indicates complex conjugate.
Let the received signal by the first sensor is S1(t) with zero phase. Then the signal

received by mth sensor is given by

sm(t) = e jω(t−τm ). (3)

Here, τm is propagation delay and m = 1, 2, 3, …, M.

x(t) = e jωt
M∑

m=1

e−ωτmw∗
m . (4)

Response of narrow band beamformer at τ 0 = 0 is given by:

P(ω,�) =
M∑

m=1

e−ωτmw∗
m = WHd(ω,�), (5)

where weight vector is given as:

W = [w1w2w3 . . . wm]
T . (6)

Array response vector d(ω, ѳ ) is given as:

d(ω,�) = [
1 e− jωτ1e− jωτ2 . . . e− jωτM−1

]T
. (7)

By substituting a constant phase shift for the phase shift in the traditional
beamformer’s response, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) yields the following
response:

2π f tmb = 2π f0tmb, (8)

where signal center frequency is f 0. Applying DFT to each sensor output xm(n) will
result in frequency transformed data,

Sm(k) =
0∑

n=1

Sm(n)e j2πnk/N , (9)

where 0 ≤ k ≤ N – 1, f k = Kf /N, where Sm(K) is an estimate of Sm( f ).
Conventional beamformer output response in frequency domain is given by
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x( f, ϕb) =
M∑

m=1

amsm( f )e− jω0tmb . (10)

Inverse Fourier transform of the above equation gives the output of conventional
beamformer in time domain given by:

x(t, ϕb) = F−1[Y ( f, ϕb)] =
M∑

m=1

amsm(t)e− jω0tmb . (11)

MVDR Algorithm

Minimum variance distortionless response beamformer is capable of determining
the weight vectors for beam steering

x = ωHs. (12)

Output power of array is

p = {
E |y|2} = E

{
ωHssHω

} = ωH R. (13)

Here, R stands for the received signal covariance matrix, andH stands for Hermitian
transposition. The optimal weights are chosen, and the unity gain is kept in the
direction of the desired signal, reducing the array output power of MVDR. The
MVDR Beamformer algorithm is described by

min
w

{
wH Rw

}
subject to wHa(θ),

where a(θ) is the steering vector given by:

a(θ) =
(

exp
{
j 2π

λ
(sin sin θi )d

}

exp
{
j 2π

λ
(sin sin θi )(m − 1)d

}
)

. (14)

In this case, d stands for the array element spacing, ѳ i for the required angle, and
m for the total number of elements. As shown by the optimisation weight vector,

WMVDR = R−1a(θ)

aH (θ)R−1a(θ)
. (15)

Consider the signal S1(t), S2(t), …, Sk(t) at frequency f 0 with direction of arrival
of qk(k = 1, …, K) and the received by ULA of m sensors M > K.

The received signal is given by
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x(t) =
k∑

k=1

a(�)s(t) + n(t), (16)

where a(�k) = [
e− j�1,k, e− j�2,k, . . . , e− j�M,K

]T
.

�m,k = 2π/λ(m − 1).d sin(�k) with m = 1 . . . M

T is the transpose, a(�k) is the steering vector, kth signal depends upon angle of
arrival, and n(t) is Gaussian vector of noise.

The matrix notation of signal is given by

X = AS + η, (17)

where A = [a(�1), a(�2), . . . , a(�k)], S = [S1(t), S2(t), . . . , SK (t)]T and η =
[n1(t), n2(ta), . . . , nm(t)]T .

The correlation matrix is given by,

RXX = E
{
XXH

} = ARSS A
H + Rnn (18)

Noisy observation = Signal space + Noise space,

where XH is conjugate transpose of X, Rnn = σ 2I, where I is the identity matrix and
σ 2 is the noise powers of square matrix Rss = {SSH}, RSS is diagonal of full rank.

Correlation matrix is estimated by an average over N observation.

Rxx = N−1.XXH , (19)

where N is the number of observation vectors, and N × K is the complex envelope
matrix of k signals.

Music Algorithm

It is a subspace-based algorithm, vectors derived from EN generate a noise subspace
orthogonal to steering vectors of these sources, and vectors derived from Es generate
a signal subspace collinear with steering vector of sources a(�k).

EH
N .a(�k) = 0 for k = 1, 2, . . . , k. (20)

To find DOA of signal, it is necessary to diagonalize the covariance matrix

d2 = a(�)H EN E
H
N a(�) = 0

(
EN = [

e1, e2, . . . , eM−K
])

. (21)

C = EN .EN
H is the projection matrix, a(�)H EN EH

N a(�) is projection of vector
a(�) on noise subspace.
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Estimating DOA is equivalent to MUSIC pseudospectrum p(�).

PMUSIC(�) = 1/a(�)H EN E
H
N a(�) (22)

Root-MUSIC algorithm

P−1
MUSIC(�) = a(�)H EN E

H
N a(�) (23)

P−1
MUSIC(�) = a(�)H .C.a(�) (24)

Steering vector am(�) = e j2π/λd(m−1) sin�.
We can write,

P−1
MUSIC(�) =

M∑

m=1

1
M∑

m=1

exp exp

(
− j2π

λ
(m − 1)d sin�

)
Cmn. exp(− j2π/λ(ld sin�)),

(25)

where Cl = ∑
m−n=l Cmn.

This can be transformed into Root-MUSIC polynomial

D(z) =
M+1∑

l=−m+1

C1Z
l , (26)

where z = e− j2π/λ sin�.
So the angle of arrival of signal is given by �m = − sin((λ/2πd) arg(zm)).

3 Modeling Parameters

See Table 1.

4 Simulation and Result

Here, we’ll attempt to estimate the signals’ direction of arrival. The peak of the
output spatial spectrum, for each technique, shows the direction in which the signals
were received. In these algorithms, Beamscan, MVDR, MUSIC, Root-MUSIC, and
ESPRIT are analyzed. For the simulation, we have considered that two signals arrive
at 20° azimuth, 60° azimuth, and with 0° elevation for both signals. It is a uniform
linear array (ULA) of 20 elements with the spacing of λ/2.
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Table 1 Simulation
parameters for the
beamformer

System parameter Value

Geometry of the antenna Ula

Kind of antenna Isotropic

Operating frequency 300e6

Beam scanning range + 90

No. of elements 20 elements

Element spacing λ/2

Noise power 0.01

N sample 2000

Elevation and azimuth angle Variable

Fig. 2 Beamscan spatial
spectrum

4.1 Beamscan Direction of Arrival Estimation with ULA

For the Beamscan algorithm, we have seen that the broadside side angle estimate is
20° azimuth and 60° azimuth. Hence, the result of the broadside angle is the same
as the azimuth angles (Fig. 2).

4.2 Drawback of Beamscan

If the two incoming signals are very close to each other, then the Beamscan algorithm
fails to detect that. For the signals with 30° azimuth and 35° azimuth, the resultant
angles are different from the incoming azimuth angles, i.e., 32° and 46° (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 When the incoming
signals are very close

Fig. 4 MVDR output

4.3 MVDR Algorithm

MVDR algorithm has shown that the angles have at 30° azimuth and 35° azimuth
and both have 0° elevation (Fig. 4).

4.4 Drawback of MVDR

• Sensor position inaccuracy affects MVDR.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of
MUSIC and MVDR
algorithm

• Areliable estimate of the outcomecannot be obtainedwhen the difference between
the two signal directions is reduced to a level below the beamwidth of an MVDR
beam.

4.5 MUSIC Algorithm.

By the comparison ofMVDR andMUSIC algorithms, we concluded that theMUSIC
algorithm gives more accurate results (Fig. 5).

4.6 Root-MUSIC Algorithm.

For the arriving signal at 20° azimuth and 60° azimuth angles, the estimated angle
is 60.0026° and 19.9999°.

4.7 ESPRIT Algorithm.

For the arriving signal at 20° azimuth and 60° azimuth angle, the estimated angle is
60.0058° and 20.0003°.
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5 Conclusion

A conventional beam is produced and scanned across the direction of interest to
acquire the spatial spectrum. Beamscan is unable to resolve signals when they come
fromdirections that are closer together than the beamwidth. TheMVDRbeam is eval-
uated over the defined area and has a better resolution due to its lower beamwidth.
MVDR determines the signals DOA with accuracy. Since it is prone to positional
errors, MUSIC in this situation provides a precise DOA estimate and better spatial
resolution. In theMUSICalgorithm, theDOA is calculated by looking for polynomial
maxima, which increases computation time; however in the Root-MUSIC approach,
the DOA can be determined by looking for polynomial ‘0’. But this approach counts
on the uniform spacing of linear antennas. The ESPRIT algorithm can be used
in the above algorithm to avoid the calculation required to find the polynomial’s
roots. This DOA calculation makes use of the signal subspace’s rotational invariance
characteristic.
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TwT: A Texture weighted Transformer
for Medical Image Classification
and Diagnosis

Mrigank Sondhi , Ayush Sharma , and Ruchika Malhotra

Abstract Medical imaging is an integral part of disease diagnosis and treatment.
However, interpretingmedical images canbe time-consuming and subjective,making
it challenging for healthcare professionals. Recent advances in deep learning show
promising results in automating medical image classification and diagnosis. In this
paper, we explore the application of texture-features, Central Difference Convo-
lution (CDC) enhanced Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Compact
Convolutional Transformers (CCT) to medical image classification and diagnosis.
We compared the performance of existing architectures and our proposed Texture
weighted Transformer (TwT) architecture. We evaluate each model’s performance
and develop a robust architecture. Our results show that TwT outperforms other
existing models in terms of Accuracy (ACC), Area Under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic Curve (AUC) and other metrics. Our model combines texture-features
with the advantages and performance of CDC-enhanced CNNs and the CCT archi-
tecture. Our proposed architecture gave an AUC of 0.9941 and an ACC of 96.84%
on the Malaria dataset and an AUC of 0.9933 and an ACC of 92.75% on the Blood-
MNIST dataset while being compact (only about 6.3M parameters) and without any
pre-training, and at the same time beating the AUC, ACC and other scores of other
existing models proving that transfer learning is not always necessary. Our proposed
architecture required less training time than most existing architectures, making it
more practical for real-world applications. Our findings suggest that TwT can revo-
lutionise medical image analysis by providing accurate and efficient diagnoses of
diseases. The proposed architecture can be extended to other medical imaging tasks,
including cancer detection, diabetic retinopathy and COVID-19 diagnosis. Thus, it
can help healthcare professionals make accurate and timely diagnoses, improving
patient outcomes.
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Keywords Texture · Central Difference Convolution · Vision Transformers ·
Compact Convolutional Transformers · Medical Image Classification

1 Introduction

Medical imaging has become essential to modern health care, allowing physicians to
diagnose and treat various diseases. Automated medical image analysis has become
a reality with recent advances in Computer Vision (CV) and Deep Learning (DL).
CV offers a faster andmore accurate analysis of medical images. Automated analysis
has been used to diagnose various diseases, including Cancer, Alzheimer’s, Diabetic
Retinopathy and COVID-19. CV has the potential to enable remote and decentralised
medical imaging. Models such as Vision Transformers (ViT) and Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have shown remarkable performance in medical image
classification and diagnosis. These, however, require a lot of data and computational
resources. To address these challenges, recent research has focused on developing
more efficient and scalableDLmodels, such asCompactConvolutional Transformers
(CCT) [1]. In this paper,we explore the application of texture-features,CentralDiffer-
ence Convolution (CDC) [2] enhanced CNNs and CCT with a focus on the Malaria
dataset [3] and BloodMNIST dataset [4, 5]. We compare our proposed architecture
with existing models, such as different CNNs and ViT [6], on various metrics and
demonstrate our Texture weighted Transformer’s (TwT’s) superior performance and
efficiency.

CNNs have shown remarkable results. However, they lack computational effi-
ciency, scalability and performance (CNNs are not always accurate). This is mainly
because of the inability of the traditional CNN architectures to extract context from
the image data. This problem is solved by the “attention-mechanism” in the trans-
former architecture, which helps capture global contextual relationships between
image segments, enabling the model to learn more complex feature representations.
The transformer architecture has recently been applied to CV tasks, giving rise to the
ViT [6] architecture. ViT has self-attention layers and no convolutions, enabling the
model to attend to different parts of the input image and capture global spatial rela-
tionships. ViT has shown remarkable performance on various CV tasks. However,
limitations exist, particularly its computational efficiency and scalability, making it
impractical for real-world applications. To address these challenges, recent research
has focused on developing more efficient and scalable DL models that combine the
strengths of both CNNs and transformers. CCT is one such model that combines the
efficiency of CNNs with the performance of the transformer architecture. CCT has
shown superior performance and efficiency on various CV tasks, including object
recognition and image classification, and has the potential to revolutionise medical
image analysis.

CCT follows an architecture consisting of a Convolutional Tokenizer [1] with
a series of compact Transformer-Encoder layers [1] and a Sequence Pooling [1]
mechanism. The Convolutional Tokenizer component of CCT introduces inductive
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biases and captures low-level features and spatial relationships in the input image.
In contrast, the transformer component captures global dependencies and contextual
information of the tokens produced by theConvolutional Tokenizer. The original [cls]
token [6] of the ViT has been exchanged with the Sequence Pooling mechanism,
an attention-based method used to pool over the output sequence of tokens from
the Transformer-Encoder blocks. The hybrid architecture allows CCT to effectively
capture the structure and content of images, making it a powerful tool for medical
image analysis.CCThas shown superior performance over traditionalCNNsandpure
transformer-basedmodels in various CV tasks [1]. It has amuch lower computational
cost and memory requirements than pure transformer-based models [1].

In our research,

• Wecombined aCDC-enhancedCNN-backbonewith a CCT-backbone into a dual-
branch architecture, with one branch extracting texture-features and the other
extracting spatial features. The model is explained in detail in Sect. 3.

• We try to answer three burning questions through our model; can the introduction
of texture-features and convolutions to transformers allow them to; firstly, achieve
competitive scores on small medical imaging datasets when trained from scratch
without pre-training; secondly, not dependonhuge amounts of data (data is usually
scarce in medical imaging), i.e. not be data hungry and still perform well; and
thirdly be compact (with fewer parameters) and still give good results?

• We propose TwT, a powerful tool for medical image analysis that can potentially
revolutionise medical image classification by giving quick and accurate results
while being compact, efficient and less computationally complex compared to
existing approaches and achieve competitive results using it on the task of disease
detection on two publicly available datasets, i.e. Malaria and BloodMNIST.

2 Literature Review

This section outlines the existing research in Medical Image Classification and
Diagnosis.

2.1 Medical Image Classification

Medical image classification is a crucial task in various medical applications, and
recent advancements in deep learning have shown promising results in this field.
Due to large-scale medical image datasets being available and the development of
advanced CNNs, several studies have proposed novel approaches for accurate and
efficient medical image classification. For instance, Sikkandar et al. combined an
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Classifier model with a GrabCut algorithm to propose a clas-
sification model which was based on segmentation for the diagnosis of skin lesions.
The preprocessing step in the model used a Top hat filter and an inpainting technique
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[7].Wang et al. proposed a novelmethod for detectingCOVID-19 using deep learning
on chest X-rays, leveraging a deep CNN to differentiate between bacterial pneu-
monia, COVID-19 and typical cases with high accuracy [8]. Similarly, Ozturk et al.
proposed a deep learning model for COVID-19 detection using CT scans, achieving
high sensitivity and specificity in classifying cases into the ones with COVID-19 and
the ones without COVID-19 [9]. Ryu et al. proposed a CNN to jointly classify and
segment a hepatic lesion, in which the network consisted of two inference branches
used for both tasks and a single shared encoder [10]. Daanouni et al. proposed a self-
attention mechanism clubbed with a pre-trained MobileNet network to accurately
predict a patient with Diabetic Retinopathy [11]. Rajaraman et al. in [3] collected,
standardised and proposed the Malaria dataset and evaluated the performance of
CNN-based models on it. Nguyen et al. in [12] introducedMonoNet with monotonic
relationships between (high-level) outputs and features ensured using monotonically
connected layers. It is trained on classification tasks, and the performance achieved
is reported on several datasets, including BloodMNIST.

2.2 Architectures

Vaswani et al. proposed in their revolutionary paper “Attention is All You Need” [13]
an architecture that did awaywith recurrent networks. Themodelwas purely based on
attention andwas called the Transformer; it didn’t even use Convolutions and quickly
became the state of the art. Alexey Dosovitskiy et al., in [6], completely did away
with Convolutions in CV tasks and developed a pure self-attention based transformer
approach for the same. The proposed model—ViT achieves excellent results on
classification tasks but has to be pre-trained on huge amounts of data. Hassani et al.,
in [1], proposed three novel Transformer architectures. Firstly, ViT-Lite, which can
be trained from scratch and achieves high accuracy on datasets such as CIFAR-
10. Secondly, Compact Vision Transformer (CVT), which uses a novel sequence
pooling strategy that tries to replace the original [cls] token in ViT, and finally,
the Compact Convolutional Transformer (CCT), which increases performance and
provides flexibility for input image sizes and at the same time does not depend as
much on Positional Embedding compared to the other architectures.

3 Proposed Model

This section describes the proposed architecture: TwT. A pictorial representation
of the model is shown in Fig. 1. Our model consists of a dual-branch architec-
ture where the first Texture-Branch extracts the texture-features of the given RGB
image using a Central Difference Convolution Network++ (CDCN++)—backbone
and the second Spatial-Branch extracts spatial-features using a CCT-backbone. The
CDCN++ - backbone extracts the texture-features of theRGB imageusing theCentral
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Difference Convolution (CDC) operator [14] enhanced CNN. These texture-features
are then passed through a fully-connected (FC) layer (after flattening) and a sigmoid
layer to convert them into a weight-vector. This weight-vector is then passed through
two dense layers (fully-connected layers) to get the first predicted output. The CCT
model first produces Convolutional Tokenisations of the input RGB image by passing
it through a simple Convolutional Block. Then, optional positional embeddings are
introduced (sinusoidal in our proposed architecture), followed by seven blocks of
the Transformer-Encoder. Each Transformer-Encoder block output is automatically
weighed using the weight-vector calculated through the first branch. Thus, every
spatial-feature output is weighed using texture-features. The final output sequence
of tokens from the Transformer-Encoder blocks is pooled over using an attention-
based method called Sequence Pooling. This pooled output is then sent through a
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) head for classification to get the second predicted
output. The CDCN++ branch extracts texture-features through the help of the CDC
operator, which provides a stationary description of texture difference information
by combining pixel gradient and intensity [14]. At the same time, the CCT block
captures local (using Convolutions) and global spatial features (using Transformer-
Encoder). As explained in [15], Convolutions are high-pass filters, while Multi-head
Self-Attentions (MSAs) are low-pass filters. Thus, they are complementary and help
the model extract the best features of an image. We also tried to find an answer to
the three questions listed above through our proposed architecture. Thus, our model
was trained from scratch on small medical imaging datasets using no pre-trained
weights and without using a large number of parameters. The results are highlighted
in Sect. 5, making our proposed model—TwT—a powerful tool for medical image
classification.
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3.1 Texture-Branch

The first branch of our proposed architecture for medical image classification and
diagnosis is built on the CDCN++ architecture. As proposed in the original paper
[2], this architecture consisting of the CDC operator, a Neural Architecture Search—
based search backbone and aMultiscale Attention FusionModule (MAFM) is highly
effective on theFaceAnti-Spoofing (FAS) task and, as experimented in this paper, this
backbone proves to be effective on our task, i.e. medical image classification as well.
The CDC operator taking inspiration from the Local Binary Pattern (LBP), which
is useful for describing local relations in a binary central difference way, is shown
to enhance the generalisation and representation ability of the original Convolution
operator [2]. It follows two steps: Sampling, similar to the original Convolution
operator and Aggregation, in which the centre-oriented gradient of sampled values
is aggregated [2]. The CDC operation introduces a hyperparameter θ ∈ [0, 1], which
can be used tomanipulate andweigh the contributions of intensity-level and gradient-
level information (i.e. Original Convolution and CDC) [2]. The Central Difference
Convolution Network (CDCN) architecture [2] then uses the CDC operator to extract
low, mid and high level fused features to predict the grayscale facial depth for the
FAS task. The CDCN++ architecture then develops upon the CDCN architecture.
The NAS-based search backbone searches for cells in low, mid and high levels to
form a network backbone for the FAS task. These multi-level cells are then freely
searched, which makes the process more flexible and generalised. Further, to learn
more discriminative features, these low, mid and high level features are refined and
fused using spatial attention through MAFM, which uses the original Convolution
operator with kernel sizes 7 × 7, 5 × 5 and 3 × 3 for the low, mid and high level
features, respectively, as CDC has a limited capacity for global semantic cognition
[2]. The CDCN++ - backbone thus extracts the texture-features of the RGB image,
as explained above, which are then used to weigh the Transformer-Encoder block
outputs. The final output from this Texture-Branch is then passed through linear
layers first to get a 256-dimensional weighted vector and finally the desired (number
of classes)—dimensional output, which is then used to calculate the loss L1, which is
added to the loss calculated by the Spatial-Branch L2 as explained below. This branch
is only used to extract texture-features and is not used in the final classification during
inference. The CDCN++ branch has about 2.2 million parameters, followed by 0.3
million parameters in the linear layers.

3.2 Spatial-Branch

This branch encompasses a CCT-backbone with an MLP classification head on top
with no pre-trained weights. It first tokenizes the RGB image using a simple Convo-
lution Block (CDC is not used), with one convolution layer with three input chan-
nels and 256 output channels and a kernel (si ze = 3), followed by a ReLU and
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maxpool layer. This is done to embed local features and inductive biases into the
feature vectors. As the convolution and maxpool operations overlap, these improve
the model’s performance as they are responsible for introducing inductive biases.
These information-rich convolved tokens are then encoded with sinusoidal posi-
tional embeddings to add positional information to them. Then, these tokens are sent
through seven Compact Transformer-Encoder blocks each with four heads of the
Multi-head Self-Attention (MSA) and 256 embedding dimensions. A Feed-Forward
Neural Network (FFN) with an MLP ratio of 2 follows the MHSA. Dropout, Layer
Normalisation and GELU activation are also applied by the encoder. The encoder
helps capture the global information and relationships between each token. Each 256-
dimensional token in the output from each encoder is then weighed (element-wise
multiplication) using the texture-feature 256-dimensional weight-vector obtained
through the first branch. This is done to introduce texture-rich information into the
tokens, which proves to be very useful in making them information-rich tokens for
classification, as texture helps to identify objects or regions of interest in an image.
The output sequence from the Transformer-Encoder blocks is then pooled using
Sequence Pooling, an attention-based method. Instead of adding a learnable [cls]
token and increasing computation, Sequence Pooling preserves the information in
different parts of the input image at no additional parameters. The output of this
Sequence Pooling layer is then passed through an FC layer to get the final classifi-
cation output which is used to calculate the loss L2, which is added to the loss L1

calculated by the Texture-Branch above to get the final loss L.

L = L1 + L2 (1)

This loss L is then propagated backwards into the network. This branch is used
to give the final prediction output. This branch has about 3.7–3.8 million parameters
(depending on the dataset).

4 Research Methodology

The whole experimentation process followed to achieve the results is highlighted
below. The main aim was to develop an architecture that involved both convolutions
and transformers so that the model encompasses the properties of both and, at the
same time, is less complex and does not have a lot of parameters. Several existing
transformer-based approaches were tried, and a CCT-backbone was chosen as part of
the architecture. CCT has several variants; thus, several experiments were conducted
to choose the best one. The CCT-backbone introduces convolutions only at the begin-
ning as a Convolutional Tokenizer. As explained in [15], CNNs are high-pass filters,
i.e. they allow only high frequencies, such as edges, to pass through them, while
MSAs are low-pass filters, i.e. they only allow the low frequencies in an image to
pass through them. Thus, another part of the architecture purely based on Convo-
lutions was needed to introduce the desired properties and inductive biases into the
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model. Therefore, the CDCN++ architecture was chosen, which extracts the texture-
features of an RGB image using CDC. The various CCT-backbone variants, along
with the CDCN++ - backbone, were compared across several performance metrics.
The results helped the authors come up with the proposed architecture—TwT.

4.1 Dataset Description

Malaria. The Malaria dataset [3] consists of a total of 27,558 cell images and is
balanced. The data has two class labels (0: Parasitized) and (1: Uninfected). Each
cell image is of the shape 3× H × W pixels with varying Height and Width values;
thus, every image was resized to 3×32×32 pixels. The data was split into 80:10:10
for training, validation and testing; i.e. 22,046, 2756 and 2756 images, respectively.
The batch size for this dataset was taken as 128.

BloodMNIST. The BloodMNIST dataset [4, 5] consists of individual normal cells.
The number of images in this dataset stands at 17,092, and the data contains eight
classes in total. Images of size 3× 28× 28 were obtained from 3× 360× 363 pixel
original images by centre-cropping them into 3×200×200 pixels and then resizing.
Both mean and standard deviation of 0.5 were used to normalise the images. The
data was split into 70:10:20 for training, validation and testing; i.e. 11,959, 1712 and
3421 images, respectively. The batch size for this dataset was taken as 128.

4.2 Compact Convolutional Transformer-Backbone Variants

The notation for the CCT-backbone variants is as follows: CCT-7/3X1, where “7”
denotes the number of Transformer-Encoder layers; “1” denotes the number of layers
in the Convolutional Tokenizer with a Kernel Size of “3×3” [1]. TheMalaria dataset
was trained and tested on the following variants: CCT-7/3X1, CCT-7/3X2, CCT-14/
3X1 and CCT-14/7X2 [1] along with the presence and absence of the CDCN++ -
backbone from scratch without any pre-trained weights and with a sinusoidal posi-
tion embedding to boil down to the best architecture. The results for the same are
mentioned in Sect. 5. The best architecture was then tested on Malaria and BloodM-
NIST and gave competitive results on both datasets without utilising a huge number
of parameters.
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4.3 Hyperparameter Settings

As mentioned, the batch size was 128 for both datasets. A sinusoidal positional
embedding was utilised for the CCT-backbone. The Loss function used was Cross-
Entropy Loss. AdamWwas used as the optimiser. The learning rate was set at 0.001,
while all other parameters of AdamW took their default values. All experiments on
theMalaria dataset were run for 100 epochs, and all experiments on theBloodMNIST
dataset were run for 30 epochs.

4.4 Experimental Setup

All models were trained on two parallel NVIDIA TITAN RTX graphic cards of
24 GB VRAM each on a system with a RAM of 128 GB.

5 Results and Discussion

This section highlights the results obtained on theMalaria andBloodMNISTdatasets.
Table 1 (the best scores are highlighted in bold) mentions the results obtained on the
Malaria dataset using the previouslymentioned CCT-backbone variants and the pres-
ence and absence of theCDCN++ - backbone.Allmodels inTable 1were trained from
scratch without pre-trained weights with a sinusoidal position embedding. A total of
8 models were trained and tested across two metrics, AUC and Accuracy. The best
architecture after experimentation was the CCT-7/3X1 backbone: with a sinusoidal
positional embedding and no pre-trained weights clubbed with the CDCN++ - back-
bone with a θ = 0.7. This is the proposed architecture of this paper. The proposed
architecture was then trained and tested on the Malaria and BloodMNIST dataset
with and without pre-trained weights.

Table 1 Performance of
different CCT variants and
CDCN++ on the Malaria
dataset

CCT variant CDCN++ Accuracy (%) AUC

CCT-7/3X1 Absent 96.11 0.9905

CCT-7/3X1 Present 96.84 0.9941

CCT-7/3X2 Absent 95.64 0.9899

CCT-7/3X2 Present 96.13 0.9904

CCT-14/3X1 Absent 96.15 0.9901

CCT-14/3X1 Present 96.44 0.9903

CCT-14/7X2 Absent 95.39 0.9887

CCT-14/7X2 Present 95.60 0.989
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The results on the Malaria dataset are mentioned in Table 2 (the best scores
are highlighted in bold). The results on the BloodMNIST dataset are mentioned in
Table 3, i.e. Accuracy andAUC (the best scores are highlighted in bold). Other scores
achieved by our model on BloodMNIST are as follows: Precision (0.9282), Recall
(0.9275), F1-Score (0.9268) and MCC (0.9156). In both these tables, our proposed
architecture has been compared with existing architectures as well. Training our
proposed architecture from scratch on the datasets was better than using transfer
learning. Also, our model performs better than most existing architectures on almost
all the metrics, utilising fewer parameters and being less complex. Figure 2 shows
the AUC/ROC curve obtained for the Malaria dataset. The t-SNE visualisations of
the Malaria and BloodMNIST dataset produced by the proposed architecture are
shown in Fig. 3. The t-SNE visualisations show that the model can map images
from different classes to different points in the feature space, which shows that our
proposed model can differentiate and discriminate well between the classes within
both the datasets.

We now answer the three questions that were mentioned. We achieve competitive
scores on small medical imaging datasets even when we train our proposed model
from scratch without any pre-training; thus, the answer to the first question is a yes.
Our proposedmodel is independent of huge amounts of data (Malaria: 27,558 images,
BloodMNIST: 17,092 images), is not data hungry and still performs well. Our model
is compact (it has only about 6.3M parameters) and still gives competitive results.
However, to improve the metrics even further, the model can be made more complex;

Table 2 Comparison of TwT with existing architectures on the Malaria dataset

Model Accuracy
(%)

Precision Recall F1-Score AUC MCC

[16]—kEffNet-B0 V2
2ch

96.70 – – – – –

[17]—Sequential CNN
model

96 – – – – –

[18]—DenseNet-201
(Best accuracy)

93.39 0.9549 0.9104 0.9321 – –

[18]—DenseNet-169
(Best precision)

92.99 0.9597 0.8971 0.9273 – –

[18]—DenseNet-121
(Best recall)

92.62 0.9072 0.949 0.9276 – –

[3]—Proposed model
(Patient level)

95.90 – 0.947 0.959 0.991 0.917

[19]—Custom 96.29 0.9804 0.9234 0.9495 0.9116 0.9051

[19]—CNNExSVM 94.77 0.9213 0.9515 0.9501 0.9101 0.8925

TwT—w/pre-trained
weights

96.51 – – – 0.9912 –

TwT—w/o pre-trained
weights

96.84 0.9649 0.9713 0.9681 0.9941 0.9369
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Table 3 Comparison of TwT with existing architectures on the BloodMNIST dataset

Model Accuracy (%) AUC

[6, 20]—Vision Transformer 88.80 0.985

[20, 21]—OrthoFNN 82 0.972

[20]—OrthoPatchWise 86.60 0.984

[20]—OrthoTransformer 86 0.982

[20]—CompoundTransformer 87 0.985

[4, 22]—auto-sklearn 87.80 0.984

[12]—MonoNet 88.10 –

TwT—w/ pre-trained weights 90.12 0.9901

TwT—w/o pre-trained weights 92.75 0.9933

Fig. 2 AUC/ROC curve of TwT on the Malaria dataset

(a) Malaria   (b) Blood MNIST

Fig. 3 t-SNE visualisation of TwT on the given datasets
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increasing the number of parameters and in turn the time needed by the model to
train, thus defeating the purpose of being compact but improving results. Thus as
explained, the CDCN++ branch extracts texture-features using the CDC operator,
while the CCT block captures local and global spatial features. As Convolutions
and MSAs are complementary (CCT block), they help the model to extract the best
features of an image. Moreover, the texture-features from the first branch are used to
weigh and encode the texture-rich information into the Transformer-Encoder block
outputs resulting in better classification results. Further, as both branches are not too
computationally complex, they have in total about 6.3M parameters that account for
the quick and efficient training and inference.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, our proposed “TwT” architecture has shown competitive results on
disease detection and medical image classification on theMalaria dataset and Blood-
MNIST dataset without utilising a lot of parameters. In our research, we have shown
the application of texture-features, CNNs and CCT to achieve great results and as
a highly efficient and accurate solution to the task of disease detection from cell
images and solved the three questions listed above. By incorporating CDC and
the CDCN++ - backbone to calculate the texture-features; and using them to auto-
matically weigh the CCT Transformer-Encoder block outputs, we have achieved
competitive performance without utilising a lot of parameters. We proved that we
can achieve competitive scores on small medical imaging datasets even when our
proposed model is trained from scratch without pre-training, showing that transfer
learning is not always necessary. Moreover, the transfer learning approach on our
model saw a slight degradation in performance. Our model is not dependent on huge
datasets and, at the same time, has no compromise in performance due to the avail-
ability of less data. Our model is compact (it has only about 6.3M parameters) and
still gives competitive results. This demonstrates the potential of the current proposed
model to improve the accuracy and speed of automated disease detection and to be
used for other datasets and to be applied to other disease detection problems as well
with further modifications and additions to the existing architecture.
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Automatic Keyphrase Extraction Using
Fuzzy-Based Evolutionary Game Theory
Approach

Minni Jain, Rajni Jindal, and Amita Jain

Abstract With the increased usage of social media, a massive amount of textual
data is generated, which is used for applications such as commerce trend analysis,
opinionmining, information retrieval, and so on.Automatic key extraction is a critical
and important operation in this situation. Many graph-based approaches that employ
co-occurrence as edge weight have been developed, but these algorithms ignore the
semantic relationships between words. This paper offers an unsupervised automatic
key extraction framework that combines evolutionary game theory with a fuzzy
method. The suggested methodology treats automatic key extraction as a consistent
labelling problem to ensure that candidates are consistently classified as key or non-
key. Various datasets are employed for experimentation, and the outcomes suggest
that the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords Game theory · Keyword extraction · Fuzzy logic · Natural language
processing

1 Introduction

The task of discovering essential words and phrases that best represent a particular
text material is known as automatic key extraction. Keyword extraction enables the
search and indexing of massive digital text collections and is used in a range of
natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR) activities [1, 2].
Key extraction has emerged as a core NLP activity, with advancements in this task
potentially leading to enhancements in higher-level applications that rely on it. Due
to the importance of key extraction, various ways have been offered in the literature,
mostly along two study lines: unsupervised and supervised. However, the field is
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confronted with two distinct issues. To begin, while state-of-the-art results on key
extraction are substantially lower than on many basic NLP tasks, there is still room
for improvement in this area. To address the first difficulty, we saw the importance
of approaching this difficult topic from a new angle. As a result, we present a fuzzy-
based game-theoretic framework for automatic key extraction. Strategies, payoffs,
and players are all essential components of any game. In the proposed study, the
candidate keys act as players with two strategies: being a key and being a non-key.
Before settling on a strategy, each phrase plays a game with all the other phrases.
Matrices for each player’s strategies are calculated using a fuzzy similarity metric.
We first define essential terms, and from there, we derive heuristics that are expressed
in mathematical payoffs. Our criteria for identifying a candidate key as a key consist
of two conditions: (a) its relevance to the document’s primary topics and (b) its
correlation with other pertinent phrases in the document. Our decision to explore the
use of game theory was influenced by prior work [10]. First, game theory and NLP
share an intuitionistic connection in that both feature units networkingwith each other
and manipulating each other’s conduct. The capacity of game-theoretic frameworks
to execute consistent labelling of entities under contextual constraintswas second and
more essential. The capacity of fuzzy logic to handle real-life uncertainties present
in common language is the impetus for utilising fuzzy with game theory. As far as
we know, there have been no previous proposals for utilizing a fuzzy-based game-
theoretic approach for automatic keyword extraction. Our research represents the
first attempt to do so, and it highlights the relatively nascent state of applying game
theory to natural language processing. We anticipate that our work will serve as a
catalyst for additional investigations in this field.

2 Related Work

In graph techniques, text is represented as a graph, and term-to-term connections
are measured using various graph connectivity procedures like degree centrality,
PageRank centrality [3], and many more. In this model, words are represented as
nodes, originally introduced as TextRank [4], where an edge connects two subsequent
words if they appear in a fixed window size. The PageRank algorithm is used to
find the rank of the nodes. The authors in 2008 extended TextRank and proposed a
SingleRank after including edgeweights between nodes based on co-occurrences [5].
New enhancement, called Position_Rank, highlighted the importance of considering
a word’s position and frequency in a partial Page_Rank method. This algorithm
preferred words that came previously and frequently in text.

Efforts also made to extract key sentences that cover the essential points of a
document [6]. This has been achieved through either clustering-based approaches,
grouping terms to proper topics, or employing the LDA method to determine topic
distribution [7]. However, LDA-based algorithms require training data and are
dependent on the corpus used.
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In terms of clustering-based techniques, the authors proposed TopicRank, which
clusters candidate words based on the shared term fraction using hierarchical clus-
tering [8]. In 2022, Jain et al. presented a methodology for keyword extraction using
fuzzy centrality measures and conducted experiments using localized tweets [1].
Saxena et al. introduced a concept called “keygames”, applying game theory with
word embeddings for keyphrase extraction [2]. Game theory has been employed in
various other natural language processing tasks, such as rumour detection, query
expansion, and sentiment analysis [9–12].

3 Evolutionary Game Theory

It was first brought to light by Smith and Price in 1973. It provided a solution to some
of the constraints of the conventional game theory like the high degree of rationalism
forced on the players. The truth is that real-life players are motivated to select a
strategy depending on some heuristics or social norms [11].

Strategy space of a player is described as its set of original strategies having a
probability distribution applied over them. It can be denoted as follows: xi = (xi1,
…, xic), where c is the total count of the strategies and every entry xij represents the
probability with which player i selects its jth strategy. The strategy space lies on the
c-dimensional standard simplex Δc, where

∑c
h=1 xih = 1 and xih ≥ 0 ∀h.

The anticipated payoff of an original strategy eh in a single game is given as u (eh,
x) = eh Ax, where A is the c × c payoff matrix. The significant mark of dissimilarity
in evolutionary game theory is that a player plays games with each of its neighbours
and computes its resultant payoff as a cumulative total of the partial payoffs gained
as a result of individual games. The average payoff of the player is calculated as
u(x, x) = ∑

h∈S xhu
(
eh, x

)
.

After every iteration, a player uses its payoffs achieved during the game to update
its strategy space. It can assign greater probability to the strategieswith higher payoffs
till a state of equilibrium is attained. For convergence to Nash Equilibrium, the
replicator dynamic equation is brought into effect [9].

x = [
u
(
eh, x

) − u(x, x)
] · xh∀ h ∈ S. (1)

It allows the strategies better than the average to grow. As in [9], we have used the
following version of the replicator dynamic equation which marks distinct intervals
of time:

xh(t + 1) = xh(t)
u
(
eh, x

)

u(x, x)
∀ h ∈ S. (2)

At every time quantum t, every player amends its strategies till the point of the
convergence of the system and the attainment of Nash Equilibrium. The dynamics
demonstrate a process of evolution, stochastic in nature, in which the participants
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adjust their actions according to their surroundings in the contemporary evolutionary
game-theoretic model. Nash Equilibrium [12] can be considered to be the most
essential concept of game theory. It represents a state wherein the strategy profile of
each player is the most appropriate response to the strategy profile of its co-players,
and it has no inducement to change its decision because there is no scope for further
improvement [10]. In simple words, Nash Equilibrium occurs when each player has
made a choice in accordance with the choices of the other players.

4 Proposed Methodology

This section describes the proposed methodology for keyphrase extraction using
fuzzy game theory. The overall proposed methodology is divided into five steps
discussed in forthcoming subsections in detailed.

4.1 Candidate Key Phrase Extraction

This segment includes extraction of candidate keyphrases from intext text. The input
text is passed through a parser of Spacy to get noun phrase chunks from input
text. Nouns are divided in tokens. All the noun phrases extracted are considered
as candidate keyphrases CKP = [KP1, KP2, KP3, …, KPi, …, KPn].

4.2 Candidate Keyphrase Fuzzy Similarity Matrix and Sense
Fuzzy Similarity Matrix

For Keyphrase Fuzzy Similarity Matrix (KPFSM) input is candidate keyphrase CKP
= [KP1, KP2, KP3, …, KPi, …, KPn] extracted in previous step. And output is a
2-DKPFSM matrix (number_of_keyphrases× number_of_keyphrases) marking the
similarity between every pair of keyphrases. The next matrix is fuzzy sense similarity
matrix (SFSM) where input is all the senses ofCKPi ∈ CKP and output is a 2Dmatrix
(number_of_synsets × number_of_synsets) marking the pairwise fuzzy similarity
values of the synsets of the keyphrases of TEXT.

The similarity between two CKPs is calculated using fuzzy Jaccard similarity
measure [13]. It is a modification of the Jaccard similarity coefficient that takes
into account partial matching between two sets. The traditional Jaccard similarity
coefficient is defined as the ratio of the size of the intersection of two sets to the size
of the union of the sets. However, the fuzzy Jaccard similarity measure considers
that elements in the intersection of the sets may not match exactly, but may have a
certain degree of similarity.
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To calculate the fuzzy Jaccard similarity, a threshold value is set for the degree
of similarity required for elements in the intersection to be considered as matches.
Then, the degree of similarity between each pair of elements in the sets is calculated
using a fuzzy matching algorithm, such as the Jaro–Winkler distance or Levenshtein
distance. The pairs of elements with similarity greater than the threshold value are
considered as matches and included in the intersection of the sets.

Finally, the fuzzy Jaccard similarity is calculated by dividing the size of the fuzzy
intersection of the sets by the size of the fuzzy union of the sets. The fuzzy union
of the sets includes all elements from both sets, but removes duplicates and includes
only the highest degree of similarity for each element.

4.3 Strategy Space Generation

A 2D matrix (number_of_keyphrases × number_of_synsets) marks the strategy
profile of each key phrase against all synsets—strategy_space, where input is all the
candidate keyphrases CKP = [KP1, KP2, KP3, …, KPi, …, KPn]. Nash Equilibrium
using Dynamic Replicator and final scores is shown in algorithm 1 and algorithm 2,
respectively.

strategy_space[i][ j]

=
{ |counti |−1 if synset j is from the key phrase i
0 Otherwise

,

where |counti | is the number of synsets of key phrase i

Algorithm 1 Replicator Dynamics for keyphrase extraction

Input: list, keyphrase_matrix, fuzzy sense_matrix, strategy_space

Output: strategy_space gets updated

1 Let number_of_iterations = 200 // Assumption

2 for i = 1 to number_of_iterations do

3 for j = 1 to n do // Player

4 for k = 1 to n do // Neighbour

5 Let payoff_matrix = a (fuzzy sense_count_of_player x fuzzy
sense_count_of_neighbour)
submatrix mined accordingly from the fuzzy sense_matrix

6 The payoff for each strategy (current_payoff ) is calculated
according to the following equation: fuzzy sentence_matrix[ j][k]
* dot-product of (payoff_matrix, strategy_space[k])

7 The strategy_payoff is calculated as � current_payoff

8 The player_payoff is calculated as � dot-product of (current_payoff ,
strategy_space[ j]T)

(continued)
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(continued)

9 Let updation_values for a player j = strategy_payoff / player_payoff

10 Update strategy_space[ j] rendering to the found updation_values

Algorithm 2 Scores for final keyphrases in result

Input: tokens = [KP1, KP2, KP3, …, KPi, …, KPn], strategy_space

Output: A list – final_scores containing the computed scores of each key phrase

Let keyphrase_synsets = None

for each keyphrase in Text do

important_senses = Most important synsets from the strategy_space
matrix

keyphrase_synsets.append (important_senses)

Let final_scores = []

for each keyphrase KPi in Text do

value = 0

for each keyphrase KPi in Text do

for each sense si in keyphrase _synsets[i] do

for each sense sj in keyphrase _synsets[ j]
do

add fuzzy similarity_
measure (synseti, synsetj) to
value

value = value / (|keyphrase_synsets|*| keyphrase _synsets|)

Final_scores. append (value)

Return final_scores

5 Experimental Set-up and Result Discussion

For a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed method, two scientific publication
datasets are used. The dataset is comprised of the corresponding author manually
labelled keyphrases (gold standard), the research paper titles, and abstracts. Both the
datasets comprise research papers from ACM Conference on Data Mining (KDD)
and Knowledge Discovery and ACM World Wide Web (WWW).

Table 1 presents statistics for two datasets, including the total number of
keyphrases and abstracts, the percentage of keyphrases absent from the abstract,
the number of keyphrases located, and the mean number of keyphrases per paper.
The table also shows the distribution of keyphrases with one, two, three, or more
tokens. Three common features are shared by both datasets, namely, an average of
four to five keyphrases per paper, approximately half of the keyphrases not being
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present in the abstract, and a minority of keyphrases being 3-g or more. These statis-
tical features provide insights into the challenges of extracting key-value pairs from
these datasets.

To evaluate the results of key extraction, recall, precision, F1-score, and Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MMR) are commonly used, and practically all prior works have
done the same. As a result, to ensure consistency when compared to other state-of-
the-art algorithms, we maintained our evaluation metric constant.

P(precision) = kc/ke, (3)

R(recall) = kc/ks, (4)

F1 - measure = 2PrecisionRecall/(Precision + Recall), (5)

where kc is the number of successfully extracted key-value pairs, ke is the total
number of extracted key-value pairs, and ks is the total number of author-labelled
standard key-value pairs.

Mean Reciprocal Rank is to determine how each document’s initial accurate key
is rated. MRR is defined for a document d as

MRR = (1/|TD|) ∗ summationk∈TD1/rankK , (6)

where TD is the set of target documents and rankK denotes the rank of the first
right keyword among all extracted keywords. We perform experiments on the best
(top) n (n = 2 and 8) extracted keyphrases for the assessment scores in our studies.
For the purposes of comparison, we used Porter Stemmer in our investigation, which
assisted in the reduction of both expected and gold key-values to a base form. Tables 2
and 3 compare the results of our system KPFEGT with those of other cutting-edge
systems on WWW and KDD datasets at top n predicted keyphrases, where n spans
from 2 to 8. We can deduce from Tables 2 and 3 that KDD’s overall findings is
better than WWW dataset. KPFEGT outperforms all comparative techniques on
both the KDD and WWW datasets, as demonstrated in Tables 2 and 3. For example,
on both datasets, at top n = 8 predicted keyphrases, KPEGT outperforms all other
performance measures.

Table 1 Statistics of the datasets

Dataset #Abs/
#KPs
(All)

MissingKPs
(%)

#Abs/
#KPs
(Loc.)

AvgKPs #uni #bi #tri #>trigrams

KDD 365/
1471

51.12 315/
719

4.03 363 853 189 66

WWW 425/
2073

56.39 388/
904

4.87 680 1036 247 110
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Table 2 Comparison of proposed KPFEGT with other state-of-the-art approaches (with top n =
2)

Method KDD KDD KDD KDD WWW WWW WWW WWW

P R F1 MRR P R F1 MRR

TF-IDF 0.175 0.087 0.116 0.289 0.183 0.075 0.106 0.275

TextRank [4] 0.145 0.721 0.096 0.221 0.150 0.061 0.087 0.222

SingleTPR 0.182 0.090 0.120 0.287 0.168 0.069 0.097 0.275

Position rank [6] 0.172 0.085 0.114 0.280 0.162 0.066 0.094 0.249

FKE [1] 0.191 0.095 0.127 0.309 0.210 0.086 0.122 0.316

GTKPE [2] 0.228 0.113 0.151 0.363 0.221 0.090 0.128 0.336

KPFEGT 0.254 0.20 0.224 0.434 0.255 0.135 0.177 0.453

Table 3 Comparison of KPFEGT with other state of the art approaches (with top n = 8)

Method KDD KDD KDD KDD WWW WWW WWW WWW

P R F1 MRR P R F1 MRR

TF-IDF 0.091 0.178 0.121 0.336 0.095 0.154 0.118 0.321

TextRank [4] 0.075 0.147 0.100 0.270 0.081 0.132 0.101 0.273

SingleTPR 0.088 0.172 0.117 0.329 0.090 0.145 0.111 0.326

Position rank [6] 0.085 0.166 0.113 0.324 0.089 0.144 0.110 0.303

FKE [1] 0.094 0.182 0.124 0.358 0.098 0.159 0.122 0.361

GTKPE [2] 0.098 0.191 0.130 0.392 0.102 0.165 0.126 0.378

KPFEFGT 0.132 0.212 0.163 0.43 0.167 0.23 0.194 0.421

6 Conclusion

The proposed method introduces a novel approach to automatic keyphrase extrac-
tion, which is modelled as a consistent labelling problem and solved using fuzzy-
based game theory. The proposed method defined keyphrases and developed a
logical framework to represent them mathematically as payoffs in keyphrase games.
The work evaluated the proposed method on two widely used scientific publica-
tion datasets and found that it outperforms most existing systems, demonstrating
the potential of this approach. In future, authors plan to explore the use of other
methods in hybrid, which could reduce the time complexity of game theory. Addi-
tionally, authors would explore different heuristics for payoffs andmay study various
document embeddings to get the document theme.
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Effective Machine Learning-Based Heart
Disease Prediction Model

Sandeep Kumar Saini and Garima Chandel

Abstract One of the most serious health issues affecting people today is heart
disease. Identifying cardiac disease can be challenging as several common risk
elements including high cholesterol, diabetes, irregular heart rate, high blood pres-
sure, and various medical conditions can make diagnosis difficult. Due to these limi-
tations, researchers are increasingly adopting cutting-edge techniques like machine
learning and datamining to forecast disease. In this study,we assess just the following
symptoms: age, sex, chest pain type range of 1–5, serum cholesterol, maximum heart
rate attained, overnight sugar levels range of 0 or 1, and resting electrocardiogram
range of 0–2, ST depression brought on by activity compared to rest, ST section
for the peak reps, exercise-induced angina, by using fluoroscopy and Thal, the main
vessels’ number (0–3) were colored. The Cleveland cardiovascular database from the
UCI repository is one of the datasets which is used in the present study, then applying
a machine learning approach and classifying whether it is affected or not. We are
using Ridge Classifier, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Extra Trees Classifier, Naive
Bayes, and Logistic Regression Model. Finally, comparison of different machine
learning-based available methods using the same database with the performance of
a proposed method for the detection of heart disease has been done. Linear Discrim-
inant Analysis has given accuracy (acc) and specificity (spec) that is 85.71% and
93.87%, respectively. But in the case of sensitivity (sen) of Ridge Classifier 83.33%
which is best as compared with other classifier, overall, the Linear Discriminant
Analysis gives better result as compared with other classifiers.
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1 Introduction

One of the most serious health problems that people face is heart disease. Heart
disease is also called coronary artery disease. It is the deadliest disease. Heart disease
can take many different forms, including angina, congenital heart disease, slow heart
rate, cardiac arrest, elevated blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, heart problems,
inflammation of the heart, and congenital heart disease [1]. The WHO states about
heart attack and stroke, are two main reasons for mortality globally (80%) [2]. Glob-
ally, 17.9 million patients died from heart disease in 2016. Heart disease continues
to claim millions of lives. About 12,000,000 people die every year which makes the
biggest challenge for medical care. According to the Indian Heart Association, about
50% of heart attacks happen in those who were under the age of 50, and 25% happen
in people under the age of 40 [2].

Nowadays, the enormous growth in computer technologies is proving itself to be
helpful in many fields; it is being helpful in themedical department also. Advances in
health care, such as smartwatches and fitness bracelets, are revolutionizing the way
we define health every day. Currently, machine learning methods are used to provide
clinical support by predicting heart disease based onmedical data provided inmedical
reports, which will be in the form of demographics, symptoms and examination
reports, ECGs, and laboratory tests [1, 3–6].

To overcome these issues,machine learning-basedmodels are helpful in the timely
detection of heart disease. The invention of smart devices such as continuous glucose
monitors and smart cholesterol monitoring systems reduces the incidence of heart
disease [7]. These devices work on the principles of machine learning and deep
learning algorithms. It uses machine learning-based models for the detection of heart
disease by detecting symptoms such as chest pain, high blood pressure, cardiac arrest,
shortness of breath, neck pain, sore throat, discomfort, and fainting [8]. There are
also risk factors that affect heart disease, like blood pressure, sex, age, cholesterol
level, family history of coronary artery disease, diabetes, smoking, alcohol, and being
overweight. All the data that come from the following are used in machine learning
algorithms to determine the highest accuracy of severe heart disease which will help
in the early diagnosis of open-heart disease [9].

The following structure describes the remaining paper layout: Sect. 2 reviews the
literature. Section 3 discusses Proposed Heart Disease Detection System. Section 4
explains Results and Discussion, and the summary, comparison, and conclusions are
given in Sect. 5.
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2 Literature Survey

Cardiovascular disease is a major reason for patient death globally. To reduce
mortality, we must detect heart diseases early and monitor them continuously [1].
The serious growth of data on health sensor devices generates large data world-
wide. Integration of machine learning-based techniques and big data analytics could
impact the early detection of heart disease in health care [2]. It could be more effi-
cient and cheaper. First, they used spark ML lib with a spark current head for the
detection of cardiovascular diseases, and classification was done for the detection
of different class states. After that, the large amount of data generated is stored in
Apache Cassandra [3]. The muscular structure in the human body, which is known
as the heart, circulates the blood throughout the body by pumping it. People are
facing heart disease, and it’s a major cause of death worldwide [4]. To help patients
react in the early stage of heart disease, data availability and data mining techniques
such as machine learning are very useful for early detection of disease. Real-time
data processing is not possible with Hadoop Map Reduce, as it supports only data
processing. Instead, we use Apache Spark when working with big data. Resilient
Distributed Datasets (RDDs) are at the heart of Apache Spark, enabling in-memory
storage as well as distributed computing. There are 4 Apache Spark libraries for
machine learning, namely MLlib [5]. The algorithms in these libraries are used for
running over the distributed dataset that will be suitable for real-time processing.

The suggested work is taken out by integrated random forest model in two phases:
in thefirst phaseweare analyzing thehealthcare dataset to define themachine learning
model;with the help of the above-given dataset, we arewearingmaxDepth,maxBins,
numTrees parameters; after that, different random forest model is being tested [6].

Bymonitoring using the Spark platform and Cassandra, we are building a scalable
heart disease system focused on real-time classification models by continuously
monitoring patients’ health for key signs of heart disease [3]. To create a model
for predicting heart disease in its early stages, we used a random forest algorithm
with MLlib machine learning library and proposed a heart monitoring system based
on Apache Spark. For evaluating prediction models, we must calculate sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy [7]. The integrated big data technology approaches will be
more efficient.BasedonTCPmessageof heart disease attributes, systemperformance
was performed [8]. For developing distributed real-time healthcare analytics systems,
big data technologies are more efficient as well as simple compared to traditional
methods and can early predict heart disease [9] (Fig. 1).

There are several machine learning algorithms used in predicting cardiovascular
diseases (CVD), such as Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest,
K-Nearest Neighbor, and Decision Tree [1, 10–12]. To evaluate their performance,
they conducted four humanCVDpredictions using risk factor data frommedical files
and one using the UCI dataset. Wahyu et al. results indicate that Naive Bayes has
the highest accuracy among the tested methods, with 82.17% accuracy using cross-
validation and 84.28% accuracy using split-test methods [13]. However, the accuracy
of all algorithms decreased after implementing cross-validation techniques. It is
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Fig. 1 Framework of
proposed heart disease
detection method

important to note that as per a recent report by World Health Organization (WHO),
heart diseases are the main cause of death around the globe, with approximately
17.9 million deaths attributed to CVD in 2016. The risk of heart disease can be
reduced through a healthy lifestyle, and avoiding risk factors and understanding the
causes of these factors can also help prevent and prognosis of heart disease. With
the traditional method of diagnosis being costly and time-consuming, researchers
develop automatic systems based on medical data from past treatments. Based on
medical data, CVD could be accurately predicted with the help of machine learning
technique and help in diagnosis of patients [14].

Due to availability, we use the HUCI heart disease dataset. There are 4 subsets and
76 attributes in this dataset, but most studies are based on only 14 attributes including
age, sex, chest pain, bloodpressure, etc. [15]. These properties are associatedwith risk
factors for diagnosing cardiovascular disease. Here, we are using machine learning
techniques to build various prediction models. We have found that the Extra tree
algorithm got an accuracy of 79.12%. This model runs between cross-validation
and splitting the training test data. Finally, LDA got better accuracy in comparison
with other algorithms using both validation methods mentioned above. When we
applied cross-validation, the accuracy decreased. Since this method is best suited
for simulated scenes, the dataset used here is small and does not take much time
to process, and overfitting problems occur over the same period. Our model, based
on machine learning algorithms, reduces predictive risk factors for cardiovascular
disease, leading to early diagnosis.

The Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, and the use of clouds are emerging
information communication and technology sectors [16]. These strategies have the
potential to save millions of lives in a medically assisted society and can be used
in healthcare systems where health knowledge is scarce. Jameel Ahamed et al. [17]
completed the Different Proposed Heart Disease Prediction Models on the basics of
AUROC, F-1 Score, accuracy, recall, precision, and error rate they give their results.
They concluded that with no parameter adjustment, Nave Bayes performed better,
yielding 82.63% accuracy, and that with tuning the hyperparameter, the Random
Forest search produced 87.72% accuracy, outperforming all other suggested classi-
fiers. As a result, the Random Forest model is the best for implementation and model
construction in their study.
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3 Proposed Heart Disease Detection System

The heart is an organ made of cardiac muscles (Myocardium). The role of the human
heart is to pump blood all through the entire body. It constitutes a vital element of the
body [24]. Machine learning plays an imperative part in diagnosing a heart malady.
A few of the machine learning methods are choice trees, neural systems, Naïve
Bayes classification, hereditary calculations, and relapse and bolster vector machines
[5]. The choice tree calculation is utilized for extricating rules in anticipating heart
maladies. It was found to be way better than other machine learning calculations.
A graphical client-based interface was utilized to input the quiet information and
foresee whether the quiet is enduring from heart malady or not, utilizing Weighted
Affiliation run the show-based Classification Restorative qualities such as blood
weight, age, and sex were utilized for expectation of heart illness.

The human heart is comprised of four chambers—two atria and two ventricles—
with each located on the right and left side of the heart. The atria serve as the heart’s
receiving chambers, responsible for collecting blood that returns to the heart from
the body and lungs. In contrast, the ventricles act as the heart’s pumping chambers,
responsible for pushing the heart’s blood leaving it to flow to the body and lungs.
The right and left sides of the heart are separated by a muscular wall known as the
septum [22]. This septum ensures that the oxygenated and deoxygenated blood does
not mix and enables blood to flow correctly through the circulatory system.

On average, the heart pumps about five liters (eight pints) of blood throughout
the body with each beat. This process is known as circulation, and it is crucial for
delivering oxygen and nutrients to the body’s cells and tissues, as well as removing
waste products and carbon dioxide from the body.

Today, big data analysis, especially health analysis, has become an important
topic for many studies. Recently, many researchers are using machine learning in
the medical field. In machine learning algorithms, we have to first train the model.
After that we must test the model, I am given 70% data for training and 30% data
for testing. Training data is always greater than testing data for better prediction as
shown in the diagram.

Here, we are working on a binary classification model. In the dataset there are
different types of fetchers we are using such as age, sex, chest pain type range of
1–5, serum cholesterol, Resting Blood Pressure, fasting blood sugar range of 0 or 1,
resting ECG range of 0–2, reached themaximum heart rate, exercise-induced angina,
exercise-induced ST depression compared to rest, exercise’s peak ST section, major
vascular count (0–3) are colored using fluoroscopy and Thal [15].

Classification is a fundamental task in machine learning that involves training a
model to assign input records to predefined categories. There are numerous classifi-
cation algorithms available, making it an excellent project for a beginner to explore
and compare the different techniques. To undertake this task, the first step is to iden-
tify a suitable classification-based problem statement and compile a list of potential
classification algorithms to evaluate. The next step is to train the classificationmodels
and provide a comparison of their results. We are using five types of classifier name
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Ridge Classifier, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Extra Trees Classifier, Naive Bayes,
and Logistic Regression Model. After that, we compare the classification model and
find out the best model.

There are many ways to locate anomalies, and the process for removing them
from the Panda’s data frame is the same as for the Panda’s data frame itself. Because
outliers often appear during the data analysis step of real-world projects, a panda’s
data frame is used in this instance for a more practical strategy. Lists and other series-
type items may also be created using the same technique. Different techniques for
detecting outliers (Tables 1 and 2).

Algorithms indirectly use statistical approaches to solve complex problems in
your data. In statistics, a normal distribution of data is what statisticians want.
The normal distribution of data helps statisticians resolve complex patterns in data
and extract valuable insights from it. However, in algorithmic scenarios, a normal
distribution of data is not always desirable for all dataset types. This means that
non-normally distributed data should be preprocessed and cleaned before applying
machine learning algorithms. This article describes machine learning feature trans-
formation techniques used to transform data from one format to another while
preserving the essence of the data. Simply put, a transformer is a type of func-
tion that is applied to non-normally distributed data, making it highly normal when
applied.

The input data for this transformation technique can be provided into the trans-
former, which then normalizes the distribution of the output data for feeding to the
next machine learning algorithm. A parameter named output distribution is present
here, and its value can be either uniform or normal. Z score method is used for
normalization, and yeo-Johnson method is used for Transformation. The Z score is a
crucial statistical concept. The standard score is another name for Z score [16]. This

Table 1 Confusion matrix prediction table

Actual class 1 Actual class 0

Predicted class 0 True negative False positive

Predicted class 1 False negative True positive

Table 2 Performance measurement of the purposed method

Parameter Naive Bayes Ridge
classifier

Linear
discriminant
analysis

Extra trees
classifier

Logistic
regression

Specificity
(spec) %

85.71 83.67 93.87 79.59 81.63

Sensitivity
(sen) %

80.95 83.33 76.19 78.57 71.42

Accuracy
(acc) %

83.51 83.51 85.71 79.12 76.92
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score helps determine if the data values are above or below the mean and how far
they are from the mean. A Z score, as shown in Eq. 1, tells you exactly how many
standard deviations a data point deviates from its mean.

Z score = (x −mean)/std.deviation. (1)

1. The “Z” in the Z score stands for Zeta, the sixth letter in the Greek alphabet, and it
derives from Edward Altman’s initial Zeta model, which was created to calculate
the likelihood that a publicly traded business will go bankrupt. The Z score, also
called zero-mean normalization, helps normalize your data. Normalizing the data
into a simpler form using Z score normalization makes it easier for the human
mind to understand. Also, it is the data normalization strategy that avoids this
outlier problem.

2. This technique normalizes feature values according to the average and standard
variation of the data. The key to this technique is to change the information to
bring the values of the different features onto a single scale with an average value
of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. So, all variables are transformed into one scale.

3. Technically, it counts the standard deviation either higher or lower than themean.
Outliers have no impact on the normalization or standardization of Z scores
because the changed characteristics have no established range.

4 Results and Discussion

Confusionmatrix is used to evaluate themachine learningmodel’s measuring param-
eter when evaluated on a set of test data. It is commonly used to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of classification models, which predict categorical labels for input events.
The matrix is displayed as a grid and represents true positives, false positives, true
negatives, and false negatives produced during the testing phase of the algorithm.
In multi-class classification problems, the matrix size is equal to the number of
classes, i.e., an n×n matrix. For binary classification problems, the matrix size is
a 2×2 table. Confusion matrix is used in machine learning for the evaluation of
classification performance. It shows the four possible outcomes that can occur when
comparing the predicted labels produced by the model with the true labels of a test
set: True Negative (TN): The model predicts 0, and the true label is also 0. True
Positive (TP): The model predicts 1, and the true label is also 1. False Negative (FN):
The model predicts 0, but the true label is 1. This is also called a Type II error. False
Positive (FP): The model predicts 1, but the true label is 0. This is also known as a
Type I error.

The results are measured in the form of accuracy (acc), sensitivity (sen), and
specificity (spec) for measuring the classifier performance [24]. These values were
calculated using Eqs. 2–4 as shown in the following formulas:
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Spec = TN

TN+ FP
%, (2)

Sen = TP

TP+ FN
%, (3)

Acc = TP+ TN

TP+ FP+ TN+ FN
%, (4)

where in a classification problem, True Positive (TP) refers to the test samples that
the model detected positive as positive. False Positive (FP) refers to the test samples
in which the model detected the negative as positive. False Negative (FN) refers to
the test samples that the model detected positive as or negative. True Negative (TN)
refers to the test samples in which the model predicted the negative as negative.
Table 1 and Fig. 2 show the accuracy of different models used in the present study.
This table clears that LDA-basedmodel is providing satisfactory results and improves
the robustness of the model.

This section also includes a comparative analysis of the present study and other
methods developed for automatic cancer detection using the same database. Table 3
and Fig. 3 show the comparison of different classification using the same Cleveland
cardiovascular database from the University of California.

These are the evaluationmetrics for different classification algorithms applied to a
dataset. Themetrics include specificity, sensitivity, and accuracy as explained initially
in this section.TheNaiveBayes algorithmgave spec, sen, and acc of 85.71%, 80.95%,
and 83.51%, respectively. These parameters for Ridge Classifier-based model are
83.67%, 83.33%, and 83.51%, respectively. The Linear Discriminant Analysis-based
method has 93.87%, 76.19%, and 85.71%, respectively. The Extra Trees Classifier
model has a 79.59%, 78.57%, and 79.12%, respectively. Lastly, the Logistic Regres-
sion algorithm was 81.63%, 71.42%, and 76.92% respectively. Among all methods,
the LDA Classifier-based method gave satisfactory overall accuracy and specificity
for the detection of heart disease automatically, which leads to detecting heart disease
with less complexmethods. Thesemodels are used for study purposes this is not used
for patient reporting because presently we use small data of 300 samples of patients
so the accuracy is not up to mark but if we increase the number of samples for testing
and training then accuracy can be improved. This system can be used for first-stage
detection.

5 Conclusion

The present study focused on the computer-aided detection of heart disease using
different machine learning-based models. The technique has been demonstrated
using five classification models; these were Ridge Classifier, Linear Discriminant
Analysis, Extra Trees Classifier, Naive Bayes, and Logistic RegressionModel. These
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Fig. 2 Confusion matrix for the present study. These metrics can help to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the model and guide further optimization. Example: 686 samples classified as True
class 0 out of 690 for ET model

models have been tested using a benchmark dataset. Lastly, the comparison of
different machine algorithms are used for detecting the disease. Automatic diag-
nosis of cardiovascular disease would enable cardiologists to timely give treatment
to patients so that it cannot harm the patients. For this purpose, algorithms with good
efficiency and accuracy, using machine learning-based methods, enable practitioners
to treat this disease earlier with preventative measures. However, it is advisable that
this computer-based method can only be used for heart disease prediction, and it is
not a diagnostic tool.
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Table 3 Comparison table of heart disease detection methods by using Cleveland cardiovascular
disease dataset

Papers, Year Analysis method Accuracy (%)

Amma et al. [18], 2012 Genetic algorithm and neural network 94.17

Akella et al. [19], 2021 Neural network-based algorithm 93

Kavitha et al. [20], 2021 Hybrid model of Decision Tree and
Random Forest

88.7

Srinivas [21], 2022 Hyperparameter optimization technique
and XGBoost classifier

94.7

Khennou et al. [22], 2019 Support Vector Machines-based model 87

Setiawanet et al. [23], 2020 Fuzzy decision support system 83

Bashir et al. [24], 2021 Ensemble-based voting scheme-based
method

83

Ahamed et al. [17], 2021 CDPS-IoT: Cardiovascular Disease
Prediction System based on IoT using
machine learning

87.27

This work Linear Discriminant Analysis-based
model
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Fig. 3 Comparison graph of heart disease detection methods by using Cleveland cardiovascular
disease dataset
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Internet of Things (IoT) Based Smart
Agriculture and Automatic Irrigation
Monitoring System Using LoRa
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Abstract Use of the Internet is essential in daily life. Internet data transfer makes it
simple to share information in urban areas, where it is easy to keep track of every last
detail of the task being done. While the town is expanding, the villages are not being
properly developed.Most of the villagers’ income comes from farming or other forms
of agriculture. It is possible to monitor agricultural land if it is close to the farmer’s
home, but it is impossible if the farmer’s home is a short distance or more away from
the field. To address this issue of monitoring over greater distances without using the
Internet for communication, LoRa-based technology was introduced. The purpose
of this proposal is to convey information about agricultural soil humidity, including
its temperature content and weather conditions. This information is transmitted via a
LoRa receiver, and with a mobile device, we can monitor the field’s data (Internet of
Things). Although the land may regularly dry out in the summer, the plant receives
water automatically from a water source. While traveling farther apart and without
access to the Internet, this technology can be useful. This technology can take the
place of the widespread use of Internet-based information exchange.

Keywords LoRa · NodeMCU · Arduino · ThingSpeak ·Monitoring

1 Introduction

It is crucial to use the Internet in daily life. In metropolitan locations, where it is
straightforward to keep track of every minute aspect of the task being done, Internet
data transfer makes it simple to communicate information. The villages are not being
properly developed as the town is growing. Farming and other agricultural activities
provide the majority of the villagers’ income. Modern agriculture emphasizes the
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importance of being able to remotely manage and monitor one’s agricultural opera-
tions. In addition to decreasing waste and costs, this can help farmers become more
effective and productive. Farmers may still not watch their crops from their houses
in many rural locations, though. The effectiveness and profitability of their business
activities may be significantly impacted by this. It is possible to monitor agricultural
land if it is close to the farmer’s home, but it is impossible if the farmer’s home
is a short distance or more away from the field lack of infrastructure is one of the
main reasons why farmers are unable to monitor their fields from home, but it is
possible to monitor agricultural land if it is close to the farmer’s home. However, it
is impossible if the farmer’s home is away from the field. It might be difficult for
farmers to use technology to manage their companies because many rural areas lack
reliable cell phone coverage and fast Internet. This can be a major obstacle because
the majority of equipment and systems used for remote field monitoring require a
consistent and rapid Internet connection. For those who are not tech-savvy and may
not know how to fix issues themselves, this can be particularly difficult. In addition
to having an adverse effect on the environment, not being able to monitor fields from
home can also have a negative influence on a farm’s bottom line. Farmers may not
be able to decide on irrigation and fertilization without real-time data and analysis.
This may result in lower yields, lower earnings, and more waste. Finally, the general
well-being of farmers may be impacted by a lack of remote field surveillance. The
ability tomonitor fields from home can assist minimize the time and effort needed for
farming, which is a physically demanding profession. Farmers may be able to avoid
long workdays and physical stress as a result, improving their health and overall
quality of life. So the main contribution of this research paper is a product that
uses the LoRa-based technology in field communication that made it easy for the
farmers to monitor. This paper describes the collection of data through the sensors
and shares it with the receiver after processing the data. This data is received and can
be viewed in the web dashboard and mobile dashboard. LoRa-based technology was
introduced to solve the problem of monitoring over longer distances without using
the Internet for data sharing. This strategy emphasizes information exchange over
longer distances away from the Internet. Hence, the usage of advanced technologies
for themonitoring of agricultural lands has gained higher interest and is a progressive
field of study.

2 Literature Survey

“Remote Sensing for Agriculture: An Overview” by G. P. Patil and A. K. Tripathi
[1]—This paper provides an overview of remote sensing technologies and their
applications in agriculture, including the use of aerial and satellite imagery, as well
as ground-based sensors. The authors discuss the benefits of remote sensing, such
as increased efficiency, improved crop management, and reduced waste and costs,
“Smart Agriculture: AReview of IoT-Based System for PrecisionAgriculture” byM.
A. Al-Sabbagh andM. S. Obaidat [2]—This paper provides a comprehensive review
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of the Internet of Things (IoT) and its applications in precision agriculture. The
authors discuss the benefits of IoT-based systems for remote monitoring, including
increased accuracy and real-time data collection, as well as the challenges and limi-
tations of these systems, “Wireless Sensor Networks for Agriculture: A Review” by
J. Chen, S. Song, and X. Li [3]—This paper provides a review of wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) and their applications in agriculture. The authors discuss the bene-
fits of WSNs, such as increased accuracy, real-time data collection, and improved
crop management, and the challenges and limitations of these systems, “A Review
of Smart Agriculture: The Future of Farming” by A. Al-Fadhli and H. Al-Jabri [4]—
This paper reviews smart agriculture and its applications, including the use of IoT,
wireless sensor networks, and cloud computing. The authors discuss the benefits of
smart agriculture, such as increased efficiency, improved crop management, reduced
waste and costs, and the challenges and limitations of these systems, “RemoteMoni-
toring of Soil Moisture and Temperature for Agricultural Applications: A Review”
by J. J. Kim and H. S. Kim [5]—This paper provides a review of remote monitoring
systems for soil moisture and temperature in agriculture. The authors discuss the
benefits of these systems, such as increased accuracy, real-time data collection, and
improved crop management, and the challenges and limitations of these systems, [6]
“Automated Systems for Smart Agriculture” is an area of research that has gained
a lot of attention in recent years. The aim of this research is to develop methods
and systems for remotely monitoring environmental conditions in agriculture fields,
such as temperature, humidity, soil moisture, and light levels. This can help farmers
increase efficiency, productivity, and profitability while reducing waste and costs,
[7] “Comparison of LoRa-Based Modulations” by R. V. Senyuva. It describes the
comparisons of the LoRa modulations for bit rate performances by ICS-LoRa and
SSK-LoRa providing numerical results, [8] “Development of Low Power Transmis-
sion Line Clamp Temperature Measurement System Based on LoRa Communica-
tion” is an area of research that collect the data and transfer through the server using
LoRa-based technology for measuring the temperature of transmission lines.

These studies demonstrate the importance of remotemonitoring in agriculture and
highlight the benefits, challenges, and limitations of these systems. By understanding
the current state of research in this area, future studies can be designed to address
the remaining challenges and limitations and to further improve the efficiency and
productivity of agriculture through remote monitoring.

3 Proposed Model

3.1 Block Diagram

The proposed work eliminates the disadvantages of the GSM, thus increasing the
efficiency of the agricultural monitoring system.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of transmitter

Fig. 2 Block diagram of receiver

The transmitter side of the proposed model concentrates on the integration of
the sensors with the Arduino. Further, the DC water pump is connected to ensure
the water is pumping automatically. In case of the moisture getting reduced than a
specified threshold, the water pump is turned on to maintain the moisture level of the
soil. When the values are sensed by the sensor, data gets transmitted to the receiver
side using the UART protocol with the help of the LoRa transmitter. The basic idea
behind the work is as shown in the block diagrams Figs. 1 and 2.

The receiver gets the data from the LoRa transmitter and hence makes sure that
the data is loaded onto the NodeMCU. NodeMCU using its in-built Wi-Fi will help
loading the data onto the IOT web dashboard on the ThingSpeak, thus enabling the
mobile monitoring.

LoRa ensures the data transmission without the presence of the signaling and does
not even require the recharging necessities. The battery consumption by the LoRa
is also less in comparison with the other types, specifically GSM. Further, based on
the requirements, multiple LoRa types are available so as to be used.
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3.2 Components Used

The components used in this work and their technical specifications are mentioned
below:

Arduino Uno

Arduino Uno is an ATmega328P microcontroller that is a powerful processor for
low-end applications. Its general specifications include its frequency, i.e., 16 MHz,
an operating voltage of 5 V, and the input voltage is 7–12 V.

Resistive Soil Moisture Sensor

Two probes make up the sensor, which measures the content of water. The soil is
passed through the two probes, which subsequently provide the resistance value
needed to calculate the soil’s moisture.

Content. There will be less resistance when there is more water in the soil so the
soil will conduct electricity more readily.

DC Water Pump

This is a budget-friendly, compact Submersible PumpMotor that can be powered by
a voltage range of 3–6 V.

It can pump up to 120 L of water per hour while consuming a veryminimal current
of 220 mA.

DHT11 Sensor

This DHT11 sensor is also called a digital humidity and temperature sensor which
is used as measuring the temperature and humidity of the climate or atmosphere in
the field it is used in the field for its specifications as it can work 20–80% humidity
readings with 5% accuracy, and it works well for 0 to a 50 °C temperature reading,
and it can operate in 3–5 V.

DS18B20 Probe

DS18B20 is a waterproof temperature probe used in the agriculture field to collect
information on the field temperature or soil temperature and gives it to the Arduino
Uno to process and share the information to the transmitter from the board. It can
operate up to −55 to 125 °C.

LoRa Module

LoRa module has a variety of advantages, and those advantages are especially suit-
able for far-field communication; hence, it is specifically utilized for independent
far-field and low data transferred communication and uses “chirp spread spectrum
modulation” for communication, and it has a frequency range of 433–868 MHz,
and it can have the capability to communicate up to 5–10 km without any Internet
dependency. This LoRa can be called Long Range (LoRa). This LoRa can consume
very low power consumption to the GSM module.
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I2C LCD

This I2C LCD (Liquid crystal display) is used in this work because the transmitted
data received from the receiver is processed and shown in the I2C LCD display; this
can be very helpful when the Internet is too low or lack of Internet connection, IoT
will not work at that critical times. This display will help us to monitor lively and
can show up to 16 bit data at once also it has 4 pins which are VCC, GND, SDL, and
SCL. The maximum current draw is about 200 mA.

NodeMCU

NodeMCU can be termed a (NodeMicro-controller Unit). This NodeMCU is respon-
sible for processing the data and decision-making with the pre-programmed board.
Specifications that make this NodeMCU special are: Its operating voltage is 3.3 V,
and its input voltage can be 4.5–10 V. It has a flash memory of 4 MB and Sram is
64 KB. It has 11 digital I/O pins with 1 analog pin and built-in Wi-Fi of 802.11b/g/
n standard with a frequency of 80 MHz.

ThingSpeak Dashboard

ThingSpeak web dashboard is a platform that relates to IoT applications and shows
the data in a visualized manner so the data which is shared from the micro-controller
is programmed to connect with the IoT platform dashboard by selecting fields in the
platform, and it is mentioned in detail in themethodology below.With the advantages
of the “ThingSpeak” application, it is very helpful to view anywhere in the world.

4 Implementation

The alternatives for GSM were initially found out. The main problem with the GSM
is the signal range and recharging. The best alternative was found to be the LoRa
which is independent of the recharging and need not lie in the signaling ranges. This
can effectively solve the issues of usage of GSM modules in the agriculture fields.
In the present work, four-input sensors and a DC water pump for the transmitter
side are used to detect the soil moisture and temperature and also to detect the
climate temperature and humidity. These sensors are connected and interfaced with
the Arduino Uno for data processing and a threshold to the DC water pump for the
irrigation system is given that is to be automatically done when the soil is dry. After
the input data sensors are connected, the output data sensor that is LoRa transmitter
is interfaced with the Arduino, the data transmission between Arduino and LoRa
transmitter doesn’t depend on the frequency of the Arduino while interfacing just
the frequency needed by the transmitter for receiving purposes.

After interfacing the components, the pin numbers are properly verified. Further,
the code for the transmitter side is developed. Finally, the code is dumped onto the
board by selecting the Arduino Uno board on the tools in Arduino IDE (Figs. 3, 4,
and 5).
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Fig. 3 Transmitter
schematic diagram

Fig. 4 Receiver schematic
diagram

Similarly, for the receiver, the components are connected with the NodeMCU, and
the code is developed for collecting the data from the LoRa receiver and processing
it with IoT and I2C LCD. All the required libraries required for the code need to be
installed and verified properly.

Further, the data from the sensors is collected in the Arduino and according to the
threshold values DC water pump is made to work, and the data is transmitted from
the LoRa transmitter to the LoRa receiver from the receiver block. The received data
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Fig. 5 Flowchart of transmitter code

is collected in the NodeMCU and later connected with the IoT dashboard and mobile
monitoring is done with the help of Wi-Fi signals or hotspots.

A ThingSpeak web dashboard account is created. After activating the account,
select the number of fields that the sensor data is taking and those are named as per
the convenience. After creating the fields, it provides a dashboard with a unique id
(Fig. 6).

This unique id is helpful to connect the NodeMCU module with the ThingSpeak
so when programming the NodeMCU this unique id is added to the code and the
Wi-Fi credentials are provided in the code only so as to connect with the Internet
to share the data onto the IoT platform. After coding, compilation is done to check
for errors. The code is then dumped onto the board to work. When the receiver is
active, it is also important to turn on the transmitter. After successfully dumping,
the data from the sensors will be shared with the Arduino board. It processes the
data and controls the irrigation system. However, the data is transferred to the LoRa
transmitter. Hence, this data is collected in the receiver part and shown in I2C LCD.
Since it is also connected to the Internet, the data gets transferred to the IOT web
dashboard, and through the mobile, the dashboard can be monitored.
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Fig. 6 Flowchart of receiver code

5 Results

After the data is received from the transmitter, it gets processed in the receiver, and the
temperature and humidity of the atmosphere and the soil temperature, and moisture
content are displayed on the I2C LCD. As it was mentioned, the data gets stored
on the IOT web dashboard over ThingSpeak and can be visualized over the mobile
monitoring.

Figures 7 and 8 clearly indicate the final prototype of the LoRa-based system for
agricultural monitoring.

The prototype here clearly indicates the transmitter side of the work proposed.
The humidity and temperature sensor, soil temperature sensor, and soil moisture
sensor sense the values required thereafter. After the data is sensed, it is processed
within the Arduino and converted into a given LoRa format. Then, it gets shared with
the transmitter it only shares the specific type of template format. The transmitter
sends the data it travels to the receiver using Universal Asynchronous Receiver and
Transmitter (UART) protocol and finally reaches the receiver and is decoded and
processed in NodeMCU and shown in the I2C display shown in Fig. 9. The final
results as observed in the LCD is as shown in Fig. 9. For every second, various value
required to be displayed are observed.
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Fig. 7 Working prototype of transmitter

Fig. 8 Working prototype of receiver

Fig. 9 Results displayed on LCD
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Fig. 10 Humidity value in
ThingSpeak

As previously highlighted, the web dashboard also shows the various values, i.e.,
humidity, soil moisture content, temperature, and soil conditioning. All of these are
shared with the Internet of Things that are displayed as graphs in the dashboard so
as to make the visualization clear to the user (Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13).

Fig. 11 Soil moisture value

Fig. 12 Soil temperature
value
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Fig. 13 Temperature value

6 Applications

This is how the proposed model benefits society, for Smart Cities LoRa can be
used to monitor and manage various aspects of a city, such as traffic, air quality,
and waste management. Asset tracking: LoRa can be used to track the location and
status of assets, such as containers, vehicles, and packages, in real time. Agriculture:
LoRa can be used to monitor soil moisture levels, crop yields, and other data to
optimize agricultural processes and improve crop production. Smart homes: LoRa
can be used to control and monitor various devices in a smart home, such as lights,
temperature, and security systems. Industrial IoT: LoRa can be used to monitor
and control industrial processes, such as manufacturing, supply chain management,
and energy management. Environmental monitoring: LoRa can be used to monitor
various environmental parameters, such as temperature, humidity, and air quality, to
help reduce emissions and improve sustainability. Health care: LoRa can be used to
monitor the health of patients and track medical equipment, such as heart monitors,
glucose meters, and hospital beds. Retail: LoRa can be used to track inventory and
monitor in-store customer behavior to improve the shopping experience and increase
sales. So this is how this field of study benefits the society.

7 Limitations

This work has some limitations, due to that it can be used for specific applications.
Those limitations include limited data sharing capacity which transfers 3 KB at once.
It has less penetration power, so it can be specifically used in agriculture and other
rural areas due to fewer buildings and other wireless networks, in urban are—as
transmitting range decreases to almost 60%; hence, it cannot be used for wide-range
applications in rural areas. It has a limitation of supporting multiple devices, still, it
is developing for a multiple-device connection. It uses encryption to protect the data,
but it is not updated for faults in encryption. A number of kits are to be installed for
accurate data in different places of field.
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8 Conclusion

This work entirely concentrated on LoRa-based technology to reduce the drawbacks
of the GSM module for the farmers to decrease the cost of the system. This work
helps farmers to pay once and use it for a lifetime. This work considers the data from
the field and shows the data through the web dashboard of the ThingSpeak platform
the data which is collected from the sensors placed in the field. This data is received
from the LoRa receiver and shown to the farmer visually in the web dashboard. It
helps farmers a lot. Basically, farmers are illiterate so they don’t need to change
system, once it is set up, automatically it will work for lifetime without any changes
like the GSM module that is to be recharged regularly.

9 Future Work

LoRa-based smart agriculture systems have great potential for growth in the future,
and there are several ways in which they can be developed further. After studying
this research paper, anyone can get a clear idea of how the LoRa-based environ-
ment works and its applications need to be developed. More advanced sensors with
greater precision and accuracy will improve the data collection and decision-making
capabilities of LoRa-based smart agriculture systems. The use of machine learning
algorithms and artificial intelligence can help to analyze the large amounts of data
generated by smart agriculture systems and make more informed decisions based on
that data in the field. Advances in communication technology and data processing
will enable real-timemonitoring and control of agricultural processes, crop behavior,
irrigation, and pest control enabling more efficient and effective management prac-
tices. The development of scalable solutions that can be easily deployed and adapted
to different agricultural environments will be important in order to make this tech-
nology widely accessible to farmers around the world. The future of LoRa-based
smart agriculture systems is promising, and continued research and development
in this area will likely lead to significant advancements in sustainable agriculture
practices.
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Image Restoration Using ResNet–VGG
Autoencoder Model

K. Venu Gopal, Mullangi David, Shaik Abdul Riyaz, and Perepi Durga Teja

Abstract Image degradation is a problem that frequently arises in computer vision.
Several types of degradation, such as noise, blur, and haze, can significantly impact
the image’s quality and make it challenging to analyze. For example, haze, where
light is scattered by the environment and lowers contrast and color saturation, is a
prevalent issue with outdoor photos. Dehazing techniques have been created to solve
this issue, to remove the haze from photos and regain their original quality. Conven-
tional dehazing techniques frequently rely on improvised elements and presump-
tions regarding the scene, which might restrict their efficacy. Convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) are trained on big datasets, and deep learning-based techniques
have recently demonstrated promising results in dehazing to understand the funda-
mental connections between unclear and clear visuals. Dehazing algorithms can
perform better since they can automatically pick up more complicated features and
adapt to various scenarios when employing CNNs. This abstract emphasizes the need
for deep learning-based dehazing in this situation since it provides amore reliable and
accuratemeans of restoring damaged photos thanmore conventional ones.Moreover,
deep learning-based dehazing algorithms can be used in a variety of applications,
including autonomous driving, surveillance, and remote sensing, where the accuracy
of analyses and decisions depends on the quality of the images.
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saturation · Poor visibility
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1 Introduction

Image degradation is a common problem that affects the quality of digital images,
making them difficult to analyze and interpret. Various factors can cause image
degradation, such as noise, blur, and atmospheric haze. Haze, in particular, is a
common issue in outdoor images,where light is scattered by the atmosphere, reducing
contrast and color saturation and leading to poor visibility.

Dehazing is the process of restoring the original quality of a hazy image by
removing the effects of atmospheric haze. Traditional dehazing methods rely on
hand-crafted features and assumptions about the scene, limiting their ability to handle
complex and varied scenes. In recent years, deep learning-based dehazing techniques
have shown great promise in achieving accurate and robust results, particularly in
challenging scenarios.

Deep learning algorithms, particularly convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
have been used to learn the complex relationships between hazy and clear images
from large datasets. By using CNNs, dehazing algorithms can automatically learn
and adapt to different scenes and types of haze, resulting in improved performance
over traditional methods.

The necessity of dehazing using deep learning arises from the need for accurate
and reliable image analysis in various fields, such as remote sensing, surveillance,
and autonomous driving. Hazy images can make it difficult to detect and analyze
objects accurately, leading to errors and incorrect decisions. By restoring the clarity of
degraded images, deep learning-based dehazing techniques can improve the accuracy
and effectiveness of these applications.

Therefore, the development of robust and accurate dehazing algorithms using deep
learning techniques is of utmost importance to address the challenges posed by image
degradation, particularly haze, and enable reliable and accurate image analysis.

There are several types of deep learning algorithms that have been used for image
dehazing. Here are some of the most commonly used ones:

CNNs can be used for image dehazing by training them on pairs of hazy and clear
images to learn the underlying mapping between them.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs): GANs are a type of deep neural
network that consists of two networks, a generator and a discriminator, that work
together to generate realistic images. GANs have been used for image dehazing by
training the generator network to produce clear images from hazy ones.

Autoencoders: Autoencoders consist of an encoder and a decoder network that are
trained to reconstruct clean images from noisy or hazy inputs.

Residual Networks (ResNets): ResNets are a type of neural network that are
designed to address the problem of vanishing gradients in deep neural networks.
ResNets have been used for image dehazing by training them on pairs of hazy and
clear images to learn residual features that can be added to the hazy image to produce
a clear image.
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Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs): RNNs are a type of neural network that can be
used for sequential data, such as video or time-series data. RNNs have been used for
video dehazing by training them on sequences of hazy frames to learn the temporal
relationships between them and produce clear frames.

Autoencoder-based dehazing is a type of deep learning algorithm that has shown
promising results in image dehazing tasks. In this approach, an autoencoder is trained
on pairs of hazy and clear images, with the goal of reconstructing the clear image
from the hazy input. Here are some reasons why autoencoder-based dehazing is
considered to be better compared to other deep learning algorithms:

Unsupervised learning: Autoencoder-based dehazing is an unsupervised learning
approach, which means that it does not require pairs of hazy and clear images for
training. This makes it easier to obtain large amounts of training data, as it is not
necessary to have paired images.

End-to-end learning: Autoencoder-based dehazing is an end-to-end learning
approach, which means that it learns to directly map hazy images to clear images
without any intermediate steps. This results in amore efficient and effective dehazing
process.

Robustness: Autoencoder-based dehazing is a robust approach, as it can handle
different types of haze and noise in the input images. The autoencoder is trained
to learn a representation of the input image that is robust to variations in the input,
which helps to produce better dehazed results.

Real-time performance: Autoencoder-based dehazing can be performed in real
time, which is important for applications such as autonomous driving or video
processing, where low latency is crucial.

Adaptability: Autoencoder-based dehazing can be easily adapted to different types
of images and scenes by adjusting the architecture and training parameters of the
autoencoder. This makes it a flexible and adaptable approach for dehazing tasks.

In summary, autoencoder-based dehazing is a powerful approach that can produce
high-quality dehazed imageswith real-time performance and adaptability to different
types of images and scenes.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 1, various architectures and
results in accordance with the degradation were discussed; in Sect. 2, these architec-
tures and survey were discussed; methodology-based implementation was discussed
in Sect. 3; finally, results and conclusion were set in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively.

2 Literature Survey

Here is a brief literature survey on image dehazing and degradation from 2019 to
2022:
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“A Hybrid Approach to Image Dehazing Using Dark Channel Prior and Deep
Learning” by A. Shalaby and M. El-Saban (2019): This paper proposes a hybrid
approach to image dehazing by combining the dark channel prior with deep learning
techniques. The proposed method achieves good performance in terms of both visual
quality and quantitative metrics.

“Dual-Domain Convolutional Neural Networks for Image Dehazing” by Y. Luo
et al. (2020): This paper proposes a dual-domain convolutional neural network
(DDCNN) for image dehazing, which uses both spatial and frequency domains to
recover clear images from hazy ones. The proposed method achieves state-of-the-art
performance on several benchmark datasets.

“Deep Multi-Scale Convolutional Neural Networks for Image Dehazing” by
C. Zhang et al. (2020): This paper proposes a deep multi-scale convolutional
neural network (DMS-CNN) for image dehazing, which uses multi-scale features to
recover clear images from hazy ones. The proposed method achieves state-of-the-art
performance on several benchmark datasets.

“Image Dehazing Using Generative Adversarial Networks with Multi-Layer
Perceptual Loss” byY. Ren et al. (2021): This paper proposes a generative adversarial
network (GAN) with multi-layer perceptual loss for image dehazing. The proposed
method achieves good performance in terms of both visual quality and quantitative
metrics.

“Hazy Image Restoration Using a Hybrid Deep Learning Method with a Local
Gradient Consistency Loss” by L. Li et al. (2021): This paper proposes a hybrid deep
learning method for hazy image restoration, which uses a local gradient consistency
loss to enhance the local structure of the image. The proposed method achieves
state-of-the-art performance on several benchmark datasets.

“A Multi-Scale Feature Fusion Network for Image Dehazing” by Y. Wei et al.
(2022): This paper proposes amulti-scale feature fusion network (MSFFN) for image
dehazing, which uses a feature fusion module to combine multi-scale features and
recover clear images from hazy ones. The proposed method achieves state-of-the-art
performance on several benchmark datasets.

These papers demonstrate the recent progress in image dehazing and degradation
research from 2019 to 2022 and highlight the importance of deep learning techniques
in this field. These approaches have achieved significant improvements in visual
quality and quantitative metrics, and further advancements are expected in the future.

While the literature survey papersmentioned above present promising approaches
to image dehazing and degradation, there are still several challenges that need to be
addressed. Some of the problems that these papers face include:

Limited training data: Deep learning models require large amounts of training
data to learn meaningful representations. However, obtaining large-scale hazy image
datasets can be challenging due to the difficulty of capturing hazy images in different
environments and weather conditions.

Generalization to real-world scenarios: The datasets used in many of the literature
survey papers are often limited in their diversity, which can result in overfitting
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to specific scenarios. As a result, the performance of these models in real-world
scenarios may not be as robust as expected.

High computational complexity: Deep learning models for image dehazing and
degradation can be computationally intensive, which limits their deployment on
resource-constrained devices. This can be amajor challenge in practical applications,
such as autonomous driving, where real-time processing is necessary.

Lack of interpretability: Many deep learning models used in image dehazing and
degradation lack interpretability, which makes it difficult to understand how they
arrive at their predictions. This can be a major obstacle in areas where explainability
is necessary, such as in medical imaging.

Difficulty in handling complex hazy scenes: Hazy scenes can often be complex,
with multiple layers of haze and varying degrees of opacity. This can make it chal-
lenging for deep learning models to accurately recover the underlying clear image,
and there is still much research needed to develop models that can handle these
complex scenes.

Overall, while the literature survey papers demonstrate promising approaches to
image dehazing and degradation, these challenges must be addressed to ensure that
these models can be deployed effectively in practical applications.

3 Methodology

CombiningResNet andVGGarchitectures to create an autoencodermodel can lead to
a more powerful and effective image dehazing algorithm. Both ResNet and VGG are
deep neural network architectures that have beenwidely used for image classification
and recognition tasks. Here is how ResNet and VGG can be combined to create an
autoencoder model for dehazing:

The encoder network: The encoder network is responsible for encoding the input
hazy image into a compressed feature representation. The ResNet architecture is
well-suited for this task due to its ability to handle deep networks and its residual
connections that help to mitigate the problem of vanishing gradients. The ResNet
encoder can be modified to have a smaller number of channels in the final layer, to
produce a compressed feature representation (Fig. 1).

The decoder network: The decoder network is responsible for decoding the
compressed feature representation into a clear image. The VGG architecture is well-
suited for this task due to its ability to learn rich feature representations and its
multiple convolutional layers that can be used to upsample the compressed feature
representation. The VGG decoder can be modified to have a smaller number of
channels in the first layer, to match the size of the compressed feature representation.

Skip connections: The combined architecture also includes skip connections that
connect the encoder and decoder at multiple layers. These skip connections help to
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Fig. 1 Input and output image formats

preserve important spatial information from the input hazy image and improve the
quality of the generated clear image.

The loss function: The loss function is used to measure the difference between the
generated clear image and the ground truth clear image. The mean squared error
(MSE) loss function is commonly used for image dehazing tasks, as it penalizes
large differences between the generated and ground truth images.

The training process: The autoencoder model is trained on pairs of hazy and clear
images, with the goal ofminimizing the difference between the generated and ground
truth images. The training process involves backpropagation of the error through the
network to adjust the weights and biases of the network.

By combining the ResNet and VGG architectures to create an autoencoder model,
we can leverage the strengths of both architectures to create a more effective and
efficient dehazing algorithm. The ResNet encoder can capture the spatial features of
the hazy image, while the VGG decoder can learn to generate clear images from the
compressed feature representation. The resulting autoencoder model can produce
high-quality dehazed images with improved performance and efficiency.

Dataset used for this purpose is (Fig. 2).
The following diagram shows a high-level overview of the ResNet–VGG

combined model architecture (Fig. 3).
In this architecture, the ResNet acts as the encoder and takes the hazy image

as input and produces a compressed feature representation (CFR) that contains the
important spatial features of the hazy image. The VGG acts as the decoder and takes
the CFR as input and produces the clear image as output.
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Fig. 2 Sample image for natural (right) and haze (left)

Hazy Image RESNET 
MODEL 

COMPRESSED FEATURE 
REPRESENTATION 

VGG MODEL Clean Image 

Fig. 3 High-level overview of the ResNet–VGG combined model architecture

The combined architecture also includes skip connections that connect the encoder
and decoder at multiple layers. These skip connections help to preserve impor-
tant spatial information from the input hazy image and improve the quality of the
generated clear image.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the ResNet–VGG combined architecture for image dehazing using
autoencoder has proven to be highly effective with an accuracy of 98% and an
SSIM of 0.93. This model combines the strengths of both ResNet and VGG archi-
tectures, leveraging the ResNet’s ability to capture important spatial features of the
hazy image and the VGG’s ability to produce high-quality clear images from the
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compressed feature representation. The skip connections further improve the quality
of the generated clear image by preserving spatial information from the input hazy
image.

Overall, this architecture is a promising approach to image dehazing, and its
high accuracy and SSIM values make it a useful tool in a variety of applications,
including image restoration, computer vision, and autonomous driving. Further,
improvements can be made to this architecture, including adding more complex loss
functions, modifying the encoder–decoder structure, or introducing new features.
However, the ResNet–VGG combined model provides a strong starting point for
further exploration in this field.

5 Results

Figures 4 and 5 were given for both indoor and outdoor images. An Structural Simi-
larity Index (SSIM) score of 0.78, 0.83, 0.79, and 0.95 indicates that the dehazing
method used for indoor and outdoor images is relatively successful in terms of
preserving image structure and detail. However, it is difficult to fully evaluate the
effectiveness of the dehazing method based on SSIM scores alone, as they only
provide a measure of the similarity between the original and dehazed images.

Fig. 4 Original degraded and restored images were displayed above with some average leverages
for outdoor images
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Fig. 5 Original degraded and restored images were displayed above with some average leverages
for indoor images

Other factors such as visual quality, color accuracy, and computational efficiency
also need to be considered. Additionally, the specific dehazing method used and the
properties of the images being dehazed can significantly affect the results.

Therefore, it is important to evaluate the dehazing method using multiple metrics
and to compare it with other state-of-the-art methods to determine its effectiveness.
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DWT-HOG-Based Facial Expression
Recognition System

Ahmed Abdulateef Mohammed, Faiz Al-Alawy, and Hashem Bedr Jehlol

Abstract A new facial expression recognition system is presented in this work
that utilizes a combination of discrete wavelet transform and Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (DWT and HOG) techniques to extract the useful features. The research
demonstrates that the previously developed DWT-HOG-based tool for face recogni-
tion can also be used for extracting representative features related to facial expres-
sions. The proposed system performance is measured using the CK+ database,
which is a standard reference for facial expression images. The experimental results
prove that the proposed DWT-HOG-based system outperforms many contemporary
methods for facial expression recognition. This paper provides a comprehensive
discussion on the design steps and the performance of the proposed system, which
highlights the potential of using DWT-HOG-based techniques for developing robust
facial expression systems.

Keywords Histogram of Oriented Gradients · Discrete wavelet transform · Facial
expression recognition · First section

1 Introduction

Recognizing facial expressions is crucial for nonverbal communication systems
and applications as they convey a person’s mood and emotions. It is important
for human–computer interaction, social robotics, psychology, and marketing [1, 2].
Facial expressions can be categorized into sixmain types: happy, sad, angry, surprise,
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fear, and disgust [3]. Utilizing facial recognition can be beneficial in various fields
and computer-based applications such as human–computer interaction, interaction
analysis, security, health care, and psychological treatments [2, 4].

Facial expression recognition (FER) systems consist of two stages: the first is
feature extraction and the second is expression classification. Feature extraction is
typically based on either appearance or geometry. Geometric-based feature extrac-
tion involvesmeasuring specific facial features, such as the eyes, eyebrows, nose, and
mouth [1]. Appearance-based feature extractionmethods analyze all of the face areas
to extract the necessary facial expression features [5]. The design of the feature clas-
sification stage is dependent on the results obtained from the chosen facial expression
feature extraction method.

The following sections detail the proposedDWT-HOG technique for facial expres-
sion recognition and present experiments conducted to evaluate its performance and
compare it to other known techniques. Section 2 covers the basics of DWT andHOG,
while Sect. 3 describes the proposedmethod’s design. This includes the experimental
setupof feature extraction and the benchmarkdatabase used.The experimental results
are presented and discussed in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, the conclusion is
reviewed in Sect. 6.

2 Background

Some of the well-known previous work in the field of facial expression recognition
is presented and described in this section. In [6], Happy and Routray utilized facial
patches to develop an image-based system for recognizing facial expressions based
on facial features. They proposed a learning-free method that detects coarse regions
of interest (ROI) such as eyes, eyebrow corners, nose, and lip corners, as well as
their boundaries. For feature extraction, the local binary patterns’ (LBPs) operator
technique is commonly used in such appearance-based systems. Zhong discussed the
identification of facial regions that are more effective in analyzing facial expressions
in the reference [7]. Zhong introduced a novel framework called multitask sparse
learning (MTSL),which partitions the facial image into separate regionswith varying
scales based on their relevance in determining the corresponding emotion.

Mohammed and Sajjanhar [8] used three different facial feature extraction tech-
niques: P-LBP, P-NRLBP, and P-CLBP, which involve converting facial images from
the Cartesian coordinates to the polar space. P-LBP, P-NRLBP, and P-CLBP have
been employed in both multi-label classification model [8] in addition to the single-
label classification model [9] for attribute classification, including facial expression
recognition. In a related study, Mohammed et al. [10] enhanced the performance of
these methods by incorporating the Expectation Maximization (EM) and K-means
clustering procedures into a model called clustering-based multi-label classification
(CBMLC), which is considered as a pre-classification operation. Zhang et al. [11]
utilized a type of wavelet which is called biorthogonal entropy (BWE) to detect
facial expression representative features and design a facial expression recognition
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(FER) system. BWE was successful in combining the advantages of biorthogonal
wavelet transform and Shannon entropy [12, 13]. The given image is analyzed using
biorthogonal wavelet transform, producing four sub-bands (one approximation and
three detailed), and Shannon entropy is applied to all coefficients of the sub-band
to extract the features. Fuzzy multi-class support vector machine (FMSVM), an
enhanced version of SVM, is employed for feature classification. Wang et al. [14]
improved upon Zhang et al.’s work by replacing wavelet entropy with stationary
wavelet entropy (SWE) by using Single Hidden Layer Feedforward Neural Network
(SHLFNN) in classifying the addressed images and applying the Jaya method during
the training phase [15]. The image is decomposed using the low-pass and high-pass
filters to generate four sub-bands which leads to obtain the four-level SWE. Then,
the Shannon entropy is applied to each sub-band.

In the field of face recognition, several works have been presented that utilize
many different techniques for each of such system stages (face detection, prepro-
cessing, feature extraction and classification). Luaibi and Mohammed [16] proposed
a method that involves the detection of the face image using the Viola–Jones algo-
rithm. Then, the preprocessing operation includes converting images to grayscale,
and its edges are preserved through contrast stretching. Adaptive Histogram Equal-
ization (AHE) is then applied to enhance the image, and the Haar wavelet transform
is applied to decompose it into four sub-bands. The important facial features are
extracted from the low-frequency sub-band by applying the Histogram of Oriented
Gradients, and dimensionality is reduced using the PCA algorithm. Finally, the face
image is classified using a multi-layer perceptron approach. Another work presented
by Ravikumar et al. [17] utilized discrete wavelet transform (DWT) together with
the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) in recognizing human faces. In this
approach, the face image is resized and converted to grayscale. Then, the DWT
is used in the decomposition process into four sub-bands and the HOG is applied
to the low-frequency sub-band to generate the required features of the size of 42
× 42 matrix. The representative facial features are then extracted by applying 2-
D convolution between the 42 × 42 matrix and the low-frequency sub-band. The
matching between the test image and the images in the database is performed using
Euclidean distance (ED). Mohammed and Al-Alawy [18] designed their face recog-
nition system utilizing preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification stages.
In the preprocessing stage, the face image is cropped to maintain the facial region,
converted to grayscale, and unwanted noise is removed using the median filter. The
image is then resized into a unified size, and illumination change is normalized using
Difference of Gaussian (DoG). Edge detection using different filters and accentua-
tion of the facial edges is then performed. In the feature extraction stage, the DWT
is applied to the preprocessed image to produce four sub-bands. By applying the
HOG operation, the feature vector is produced from all sub-bands which is concate-
nated to produce the feature vector that combines features from all sub-bands in one
vector. The dimensionality of the feature vectors is then reduced into smaller sizes for
each individual sub-band and for the combined features. Finally, in the classification
stage, the feature vector for each person in the database is classified using several
classification algorithms.
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The implementation of facial expression recognition systems involves various
tools and techniques. For this study, a combination of DWT and HOG techniques
will be implemented to build a new system which will be designed and tested using
various benchmarking and classification tools.

2.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a popular tool for digital image anal-
ysis and feature extraction. It is considered one of the most efficient and successful
tools as it enables analysis of image pixels in the frequency and time domains,
converting the image information into multi-level sub-bands [19]. DWT process
involves convolving the addressed image pixels’ value with the low-pass and high-
pass filters in order to down-sample the image data in the horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal directions, and as a result, the image data will be divided into sub-bands of
different frequencies. The convolution operation is applied with the low-pass filter
to generate images with low-frequency coefficients (the approximation coefficients
or sub-band), while the convolution operation with a high-pass filter is always gener-
ating images with high-frequency coefficients. All of the other sub-bands (vertical
details, horizontal, and diagonal details) include the high-frequency coefficients [20].

The first level of decomposition will generate the four sub-images (L1, H1, V1,
and D1). The L1 is considered as the scaling components which represents the low-
pass information, while the H1, V1, and D1 are representing the image features in the
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions, respectively. These four sub-images are
also categorized as theLow–Low (LL), Low–High (LH),High–Low (HL), andHigh–
High (HH) sub-bands of the analyzed image. If needed, further decomposition levels
can be done by repeating the same DWT operation on each of the resulting low-pass
sub-image (L1 sub-band). The DWT equation can be expressed as follows [21]:

DWT f (x) =
{

DetCofs,t=∑
f (x)H∗

s (x−ss t)

APPCoefs,t = ∑
f (x)G∗

s (x − 2s t)

}
, (1)

where DetCoef and AppCoef are referring to the detail and approximation coeffi-
cients’ sub-bands, respectively; H∗

s and G∗
s represent the high-pass/low-pass filters,

while s and t are representing the scale and translation factors, respectively.

2.2 The Histogram of Oriented Gradients

The HOG feature descriptor is a well-known used technique in many image
processing applications such as the object detection applications and autonomous
vehicles [22]. There are some similarities between the HOG operation and the edge
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orientation histograms in addition to other similaritieswith the scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) operation to generate the required feature descriptors. The basic
idea in using HOG is to generate the image edge information descriptor. Usually, the
image is divided into smaller cells, and the edge gradients’ value within each of the
divided cells is calculated and the histogram bins are generated for each direction.
The generated histogram bins are depicted in a uniformway across (0 to 180) or (0 to
360) degrees, depending on the gradient value (signed or unsigned) and cell’s shape
(rectangular or radial). The local manifestation of an object is characterized based
on the regional distribution of the intensity gradients around its edge. This process
generates numerous descriptors, each represented as a set of histograms that contain
orientation information.

In this work, to mitigate the effects of illumination changes on the selected image,
a color or intensity data filtration operation is applied. This is achieved by computing
local histogrammeasurements over larger blocks of the image and using these values
to normalize all the image cells. The HOG technique is then used to compute the two-
dimensional gradients (in the x and y directions of the image) by using the gradient
filters (Gx= [−1, 0, 1] andGy= [−1, 0, 1]). The corresponding pixel magnitude and
angle orientation are then computed using these gradients. The angular orientations
are partitioned into cells, and the value of the edge gradients per each orientation bin
is calculated for all pixels. Each group of adjacent cells constitutes a “block,” which
is normalized to maintain illumination invariance. This normalization is achieved
by accumulating local histogram measurements over wider regions with multiple
blocks.

3 Proposed Facial Expression Recognition (FER) System

The proposed (FER) system is sketched in Fig. 1, which includes the main stages
of preprocessing, feature extraction, and expression classification. The following
sections are detailing the design development work of each stage.

3.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage aims to enhance the performance of the proposed FER
system by conditioning the input image for feature extraction. This stage involves
several steps, including image cropping, image resizing, normalization, grayscale
conversion, noise removal, and edge detection. Image cropping is the first step, where
non-facial regions are removed to extract only the relevant facial information. The
next step is to standardize the chromatic system by converting each of the colored
images to be grayscale images. Special filters are then used in the third step to remove
any unwanted noise or distortion from the image. The median filter is utilized to
achieve this goal. In the fourth step, image resizing is carried out to unify the size of
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Fig. 1 Suggested FER system structure

all images to 128 × 128 pixels. Illumination variation is a major challenge that can
impact feature extraction accuracy, so it is addressed in the fifth step. The Difference
ofGaussian (DoG) filter is implemented to remove the effect of illumination changes.

DoG(x,y) = I(x,y)*GAU(x,y,σ1) − GAU(x,y,σ2). (2)

The GAU(.) is the Gaussian function and σ1 and σ2 are the Gaussian kernels.
The facial expressions are typically distinguished by the movements or changes

in facial muscles, such as those in the eyebrows, eyelids, nose, and lips. For instance,
a smile is characterized by a curved eye shape, while sadness is indicated by raised
and skewed eyebrows. Anger can be expressed through eyebrow squeezing, eyelid
stretching, and narrowing. Disgust is often conveyed through a creased nose and
downward-pulled eyebrows, while surprise is indicated by a wide-opened mouth and
eyes. Finally, fear is typically conveyed through raised and skewed eyebrows [1].

The movement of facial muscles, such as those in the eyebrows, eyelids, nose, and
lips, is responsible for differentiating facial expressions. Essentially, facial expres-
sions correspond to specific actions by facial muscles, which can be considered as
edges of specific shapes. These shapes become more evident when applying edge
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Fig. 2 For the original image a and the successive preprocessing stages:b cropped image; c resized;
d normalized; e edge detection; and f the grayscale image

detection filters on normalized images. Prewitt, Sobel, Canny, and Roberts filters
were experimented with to test their performance on detecting muscle edges, and the
binary images resulting from these filters were magnified by amplifying the pixel
intensity of located edges. A scale factor (sf) ranging from 1.1 to 2 was used, noting
that the final amplified value of pixel intensity should not exceed 255. Figure 2 shows
the effects of applying each of these preprocessing steps on an example image.

3.2 Feature Extraction

The preprocessing steps mentioned earlier aim to improve the quality of the facial
image and ensure that only relevant facial features are extracted. Feature extraction is
a critical stage that transforms the facial image from graphical vision to implicit data
representation [1]. The extracted digital information provides a useful representation
of the image and serves as input for the classification stage. DWT has shown to be
effective in facial attributes classification, including expression attribute, as reported
by Mohammed and Sajjanhar [21]. Other researchers have also extensively used
DWT in face recognition systems, along with HOG techniques [19, 20, 23–25].
In this research, the proposed technique uses DWT-HOG to decompose the face
image using the first-level DWT,which generates the four sub-bands (approximation,
vertical, horizontal, and diagonal). The original face image of size 128 × 128 pixels
is down sampled to four sub-bands, each with a size of 64× 64 pixels. Various filters
(Haar, db2, db3, db4, db5, db6, db7, db8, db9, and db10 filters) are used to decompose
the addressed image. Discriminative features for each face image are generated by
implementing HOG technique individually on each of the related sub-bands.

This study has adopted the original parameters utilized in the research conducted
byDalal and Trigs in 2005 [22]. These parameters were found to yield the best results
for face detection and as such were deemed appropriate for use in this study. The
selected parameters are the gradient filter of [−1, 0, 1] without smoothing, cell size
of 8× 8 pixels, block size of 16× 16 pixels, nine orientation bins, (0–180) degrees of
angle range, sigma equals 0.5 that is multiplied by the block width, in addition to the
L2 block normalization. The Principal ComponentAnalysis algorithm [26] is applied
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to reduce feature vector dimension (to 50 features) that is generated after imple-
menting the HOG process on each sub-band in order to reduce the computational
effort, storage capacity, and maintain a high classification accuracy at the same time.
These feature vectors are then combined to produce a feature vector that includes all
sub-bands. The feature vector dimensionality for all sub-bands combined is further
reduced to 200 features using PCA algorithm. In Fig. 3, an example of analyzing a
face image to generate the first-level decomposition using the Haar mother wavelet.

The resulted histograms generated when applying the HOG procedures on the
sub-bands (approximation, horizontal, vertical, and diagonal sub-bands) are shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 a Example of a normalized image; b image approximation coefficients; c image horizontal
coefficients; d image vertical coefficients; and e image diagonal coefficients

Fig. 4 HOG resulted histograms: depicted for each of the above-related images of Fig. 3
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Table 1 Calculated rates of classification for different algorithms when using edge detection filter,
Haar mother wavelet, and 1.5 scale factor

Sub-band Classifiers

SVM K-NN Naive Bayes AdaBoost C4.5

Approximation 79.3137 94.0068 70.348 34.9444 64.2339

Detailed vertical 69.623 88.6177 64.0889 30.8845 54.1324

Detailed horizontal 70.203 86.6361 66.4331 29.4587 51.4741

Detailed Diagonal 66.5781 84.3161 62.5181 31.7303 51.9575

All sub-bands 91.856 92.6293 80.2078 28.8545 60.1982

3.3 Classification

In the classification stage, the feature vectors are assigned to the related class among
the available set of classes, which can be viewed as mapping the feature space to the
pattern space [27]. The aim is to classify the facial expressions of each tested image
into one of the well-known seven states (neutral, happy, angry, sad, fear, surprise,
and disgust). These expressions are regarded as classes in the classification results
obtained from the classification stage.

There are several classification algorithms that can be used in designing the
proposed FER system, including K-NN (Nearest Neighbor), support vector machine
(SVM), and many others. To determine the most suitable classifier algorithm for the
FER system, a preliminary experiment was conducted to compare the performance
of different classifiers. The experiment is aimed to test various classifiers and carry
out a comparative analysis to select the most suitable type for the FER system. The
classifiers tested were K-NN [28], SVM [29], AdaBoost [30], C4.5 [31], and Naïve
Bayes [32]. The design steps were tested under the following environments: Haar
mother wavelet, edge detection using Prewitt filter, and 1.5 value of the scale factor.
The carried-out experimental work has confirmed that when using the K-NN classi-
fier together with the above set of parameters, the highest classification rates were
gathered when compared to other algorithms, as shown in Table 1. Based on this
result, the K-NN classifier was selected as the best choice for the proposed FER
design, as demonstrated in the following sections.

3.4 Database

All the experiments mentioned above were conducted using the Cohn-Kanade plus
(CK+) database [33], which is a standard performance evaluation database for
assessing the accuracy of the proposed DWT-HOG-based FER classifier. The CK
image database is one of the widely used benchmarkings of facial expression images
for measuring the performance of such systems. It contains 100 facial images of a
young people (65 females and 35 males). These testing images include individuals
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of different races, with 15% being African people, and 3% belonging to other races
such as Latino andAsian, while themajority are European people. The CK+ database
is the second version of the CK database that includes an additional 27 face images.
The size of the image is either 640 × 480 or 640 × 490 pixels and stored in PNG file
format. The CK+ database includes a series of 23 different facial images per person,
captured for different expressions for each person’s face. A total of 4138 faces were
selected from this database, comprising ten different facial images per person.

4 Experimental Work and Results

The performance of the proposed FER system is tested and verified under different
operating conditions, and the objective is to classify the available facial images into
one of the seven expression classes (neutral, happy, angry, sad, fear, surprise, and
disgust). Classification results are obtained using the K-NN classifier (with K= 1) in
Weka datamining software version 3.7, and feature extraction systemdesign is imple-
mented using the software application of MATLAB/version R2017b. The results are
obtained using a tenfold cross-validation strategy, and the classification accuracy is
expressed as the correct classification rate. Section 4.1 presents the expression classi-
fication results obtained using different edge detection windows for specific mother
wavelets. In Sect. 4.2, the impact of changing the mother wavelets (filter bank) on
the expression recognition results is evaluated. Section 4.3 examines the effect of
varying the scale factor (sf) on the proposed FER system. The testing results of the
proposed system are practically compared with other systems (using other similar
techniques) in the following Sect. 4.4.

4.1 Expression Recognition Results Using Different Edge
Detection Filters

The accuracy and performance of the newly proposed system are measured using
four different edge detection filters, and these filters are: Prewitt, Sobel, Canny, and
Roberts. Figure 5 shows the classification accuracy in recognizing facial expressions
using these four different types of edge detection filters. These results are obtained
usingHaar and db2 asmother wavelets with a scale factor of sf= 1.5. In a subsequent
experiment, the Prewitt edge detectionfilter is selected to optimize performancewhen
using different mother wavelets. Furthermore, it is observed that the approximation
coefficients’ sub-band and the combination of all sub-bands achieve higher recogni-
tion rates than other sub-bands. Therefore, these sub-bands are selected for further
experiments in the designed system, as described in the following sections.

When comparing the four filters, it is observed that Prewitt and Sobel filters gener-
ally produce the highest classification rates. Specifically, using the approximation
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Fig. 5 Expression classification using different edge detection filters, Haar and db2 mother
wavelets, and K-NN classifiers

sub-band, Haar mother wavelet, and K-NN classification, Sobel yields the highest
classification rate (94.0068%). Similar results are obtained using Prewitt edge detec-
tion filter, approximation coefficients’ sub-band, Haar and db2 mother wavelets, and
K-NN classification. However, for the detailed coefficients’ sub-bands, Prewitt has
slightly better performance than other edge detection filters in most cases, with a few
exceptions.

4.2 Changing of Mother Wavelet

In this experiment, we investigate the impact of using different mother wavelets
(filter banks) on the accuracy of the FER system to determine the optimal oper-
ating conditions for the suggested DWT-HOG-based classifier. We use the Prewitt
edge detection filter and a scale factor of sf = 1.5 and test different types of filter
banks. Figure 6 illustrates the measure classification accuracy and performance of
the proposed system which is tested using the many listed types of filters (Haar, db2,
db3, db4, db5, db6, db7, db8, db9, and db10).

4.3 Changing the Scale Factor

In this experiment, we examine the impact of the scale factor, a parameter that defines
the characteristic of the edge detection filter, on the accuracy of the system. In other
words, this parameter determines the degree of accentuation of facial edges. As
mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the scale factor is amplified by multiplying it with the value
of the pixel’s intensity (the pixels located on the edge in the grayscale image). We
explore a range of values for the scale factor (sf = 1.1 to 2) to optimize the edge
detection performance, while ensuring that the resulting value of pixel intensity does
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Fig. 6 Correct classification rate using different mother wavelets, Prewitt edge detection filter,
K-NN, and scale factor (sf = 1.5)

not exceed 255. The results of testing the classification rates using different scale
factor values are illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8.

It is clearly observed that the system’s classification rate is affected by the selected
scale factor value and this is true for all types of sub-bands. Figure 7 demonstrates that
the highest accuracy achieved usingHaarmotherwavelet is 94.2243%when the scale
factor equals 1.9. For the approximation coefficients’ sub-band case, the performance
improves with increasing scale factor values, as shown in Fig. 7. Similarly, for db2
(Fig. 8), the performance also improveswith the increase in the scale factor. However,
the combination of all sub-bands utilizing both Haar and db2 mother wavelets shows
a more stable performance for all values of scale factor (sf).

Fig. 7 Expression classification using Prewitt filter, Haar, K-NN, and different scale factor values
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Fig. 8 Expression classification using Prewitt filter, db2, K-NN and different scale factor values

4.4 Comparison with Other Published Work

The comparative analysis conducted between the proposed DWT-HOG-based FER
system performance and the other published methods demonstrated that this newly
suggested system has relatively provided better results under similar experimental
conditions. Table 2 lists the comparison results, using the same standard benchmark
database (CK+ database).

The data presented in Table 2 clearly demonstrate that the proposed FER system
outperforms other similar FER systems in terms of recognition rates.

Table 2 Results of
recognition rates comparison Methods Recognition rate

Poursaberiet al. [34] 90.38

Zhong et al. [35] 88.255

Mollahosseini, Chan, Mahoor [36] 93.2

Wang, Wang and Ji [37] 86.3

Liu et al. [38] 85.9

Sariyanidi, Gunes and Cavallaro [39] 89.01

Sanin et al. [40] 92.3

Mohammed and Sajjanhar [9] 77.4226

Mohammed and Sajjanhar [21] 70.5058

Proposed DWR-HOG 94.2243 (Fig. 8)
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5 Discussion

Based on the carried-out analysis and the experimental results of the proposed system,
the highest facial expression recognition accuracy achievedwas 94.2243% (as shown
in Figs. 7 and 8). This accuracy was obtained under specific conditions, namely using
the approximation coefficients sub-band with either Haar and sf = 1.9 or db2 and sf
= 2. Consequently, the confusion matrix of expression recognition corresponding to
these conditions will be considered as it represents the highest performance achieved.
The results of testing the facial expression recognition system are shown in the below
confusion matrix in Table 3.

Upon examining the matrix in Table 3, it is evident that certain facial expressions,
such as sadness and anger, which do not encounter significant changes in the related
facial features, are sometimes misclassified as neutral expression class. The same
concern in applicable for other expressions such as disgust and fear, which also
might cause minor changes in the facial components (e.g., keeping the lips closed
for disgust, and opening the mouth for fear), is also challenging to differentiate
from neutral expressions. In fact, fear expressions are occasionally misclassified as
neutral due to the presence of neutral facial images of individuals captured with an
open mouth, as demonstrated in Fig. 9. Thus, it is apparent that the fear expression
also causes changes in other facial features, such as eyebrows and lips.

Table 3 Confusion matrix of expression recognition from approximation coefficients’ sub-band
and utilizing Haar and sf = 1.9

Neutral Happy Sad Angry Fear Surprise Disgust

Neutral 91.0561 1.0466 3.4253 1.1417 0.8563 1.6175 0.8563

Happy 1.3975 97.6708 0 0 0.7763 0 0.1552

Sad 6.3461 0 93.0768 0.1923 0.1923 0.1923 0

Angry 4.8991 0 0.5763 94.385 0 0 0.5347

Fear 2.8037 1.1682 0.2336 0 94.8598 0.4672 0.4672

Surprise 2.5757 0 0 0 0.9090 96.2121 0.3030

Disgust 4.1214 0.4338 0.4338 4338 0.2169 0 94.3600

Fig. 9 Some people have
their mouth opened in
neutral and fear expressions
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6 Conclusion

The presented research introduces a novel expression recognition system which is
built using the discrete wavelet transform in conjunction with the Histogram of
Oriented Gradients. The proposed method leverages the robustness of DWT and the
efficient recognition of HOG to accurately classify a set of seven facial expressions.
The system underwent extensive experimentation to optimize its performance and
identify the best operating conditions. In comparison to other similar FER systems
using different techniques and the same standard facial expression database, the
proposed system achieved the highest recognition accuracy. As a clear conclusion,
the results of the carried-out experimental work have confirmed that the provided
techniques are a promising for the development of highly accurate and reliable FER
systems.
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AMulti-level Optimized Strategy
for Imbalanced Data Classification Based
on SMOTE and AdaBoost

A. Sarvani, Yalla Sowmya Reddy, Y. Madhavi Reddy, R. Vijaya,
and Kampa Lavanya

Abstract Many applications require effective classification of imbalanced data,
which is found everywhere. Existing classification algorithms often misclassify the
minority class in imbalanced data due to the dominant class’s influence. Boosting
algorithms combine basic learners to improve their performance. AdaBoost, a
popular ensemble learning system, can classify general datasets well. But this algo-
rithmwill be limited misclassified samples only. The minority-classified samples are
not fit for this algorithm and as it alone not readies for imbalanced data classification.
This paper introducedmulti-level strategy to solve imbalanced data, where combined
SMOTEwithAdaBoost to process unbalanced data. AdaBoost and SMOTEoptimize
synthetic samples, implicitly modifying update weights and adjusting for skewed
distributions. The typical AdaBoost technique uses too many system resources to
prevent redundant or useless weak classifiers. Tomake process simple applied Adap-
tive PSO (APSO) to the SMOTE_AdaBoost results re-initialize of strategy to the
optimize AdaBoost weak classifier coefficients. Four real imbalanced datasets on
six classifiers—Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Multi-layer Perception
(MLP), Decision Tree (DT), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)—verify the proposed
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multi-level strategy. The proposed strategy (APSO_SMOTE_AdaBoost) is applied
to six classifiers’ and compared to SMOTE-PSO. The multi-level proposed strategy
outperforms with standard approach in accuracy, precision, recall, sensitivity, and
F-score.

Keywords Class imbalance · SMOTE · AdaBoost · PSO · Naïve Bayes · Random
Forest · Decision Tree · K-Nearest Neighbor

1 Introduction

Imbalanced dataset categorization, which learns from skewed data distribution, is a
new machine learning field of study. Two-class and multi-class datasets are imbal-
anced when one class has more samples than the others [1]. However, machine
learning strategies applied imbalanced datasets with improper ration of minor and
major classes results low accuracy [2]. Thus, learning rare but crucial instances is
difficult. Learning from skew datasets is crucial for unbalanced classification tasks
like fault prediction and detection, diagnosis in medicine, text classification, and
manymore [14, 15, 19, 20, 22, 23].When data is uneven or has skewed class distribu-
tions, minority class predictions are poor.Manyways to rebalance data when training
the model. The three main classifications namely data-level, algorithm-level, and
hybrid-level class imbalance problems. Resampling data-level approaches rebalance
data distribution. These strategies increase minority class or decrease majority class
observations. Random oversampling, random undersampling, SMOTE, direct over-
sampling, and other sampling methods have merits and cons [4]. Algorithm-level
techniques adapt machine learning algorithms to handle imbalanced input. Cost-
sensitive algorithms can minimize cost error instead of accuracy rate by considering
misclassification costs for each class. Hybrid combines earlier methods. Ensemble
learning is a popular classifier that uses data-level and algorithmic-level methods
to handle skewed data [3]. Ensembles aim to improve predictive accuracy over
single classifiers. Generating more classifiers increases computational complexity
[6]. Bagging and boosting are the most popular ensemble classifier algorithms.
Bagging divides the training data into N equal-sized subsets and creates classifiers
from each. Aggregating classifiers creates the classification model. The strategy of
boosting algorithms is to create a single strong learning model from the combi-
nation of the various weak learning models. The boosting algorithms generated
strong learning model produced better accuracy compared to the weak learner model
(Fig. 1).

AdaBoost boosts unbalanced data [5]. A single-layer Decision Tree weakly clas-
sifies it. Each training iteration increases the weight of the misclassified samples
and decreases the weight of the correctly classified samples, making the misclas-
sified samples more significant. The AdaBoost method prioritizes misclassified
samples above minority class samples when processing imbalanced data. It may also
generate numerous redundant or worthless weak classifiers, increasing processing
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Fig. 1 Classification of re-balance strategies for class imbalance problem

overhead and reducing performance. SMOTE–AdaBoost uses the SMOTE algorithm
and boosting to learn unbalanced datasets. SMOTE creates synthetic minority class
instances by comparing theminority class instance to its nearest neighbors in the input
domain. Synthetic cases expand minority class classification boundaries. SMOTE–
AdaBoost handles discrete and continuous predictors differently. Euclidean distance
for continuous predictors and value distance metric for discrete predictors locate
the minority class instances nearest neighbor. SMOTE–AdaBoost uses boosting to
improveminority class classification without sacrificing overall classification perfor-
mance. SMOTE–AdaBoost with Adaptive PSO optimization improved method effi-
ciency by decreasing system resources and time overhead. The multi-level strategy
(i.e., APSO_SMOTE_AdaBoost) generates synthetic minority classes, trains with
strong classifiers, and retains global search. Adaptive PSO relies on clustering to
avoid local optimum and maintain population variety.

The paper structure: Sect. 2 covers survey related to the work. Section 3
describes about the proposed multi-level strategy for class imbalance problem.
Section 4 presents comparison experiments over standard and multi-level strategy
over classifiers. Section 5 Conclusion.

2 Literature Survey

Resampling data space rebalances class distribution known to be sampling strategy.
The strategy in which a set of preprocessing steps which are applied to control
the imbalanced data. Also, it is more convenient method compared to the standard
balancing methods. The work [9] introduces a popular oversampling method known
as SMOTE, and it helps to reduce the overfitting. The approach in which a new set of
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minority classes are generated with the interpolation of the existing minority classes,
respectively. With that the method only generates minority classes without consider-
ation of majority classes, it leads sometimes complex in majority of cases. In highly
skewed class distributions, the minority class is very sparse compared to the majority
class, increasing the chance of class mixture [8–10]. Later, SMOTE versions avoided
standard SMOTE issues. MSMOTE is modified SMOTE. The strategy, where the
total minority classes are grouped into three categories, namely safe, border, and
latent noise by the distance calculation. In the case of the safe and border, data points
were chosen by the system at random from the K-Nearest Neighbors. However, it is
observed that nothing can be chosen in the case of the latent noise, and moreover,
it is best for mislabeled instances prevention, respectively. The work [12] in which
applied SMOTE as preprocessing to balance data and then boosted the prediction
using AdaBoost. However, because of SMOTE, sometimes it leads to the misla-
beling and generates noise. The AdaBoost is an oversampling approach which helps
to reduce the noise which is generated by the SMOTE. Thus, improving its robust-
ness is important. After SMOTE, use PSO algorithm to optimize sample distribution,
introducingminority class samples to improve ImbalanceRatiowhile preserving data
distribution. BPSO–AdaBoost–KNN increases AdaBoost stability by extracting crit-
ical features for multi-class imbalanced data classification [21]. Gosain et al. [13]
proposed a genetic algorithm-AdaBoost ensemble evolve algorithm for unbalanced
data categorization. Gene evolution and fitness functions improve classifiers and
optimize imbalanced data categorization.

Inspired from the related work, study attempted to build a multi-level strategy
in which a group of the new synthetic samples generated with SMOTE, and then,
the computing capacity of Adaptive PSO is improved with the AdaBoost, and this
strategy is known as APSO–SMOTE–AdaBoost.

3 Proposed Methods

This is the section which describes multi-level strategy proposed using the three
methods (AdaBoost, SMOTE, and Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO)).
To improve classification performance of individual classifiers adopted this multi-
level strategy in which each one performed individual role for better contribution.
The APSO uses the clustering method, to enhance the optimization principle in PSO.
This multi-level strategy, APSO_SMOTE_AdaBoost, is to optimize the collection
of synthetic samples by adding newly generated synthetic samples in the direction
of the minority class centroid. Figure 2 displays the plan for the proposed strategy.
The three stages of the proposed strategy are used to explain its working principle to
improve the classification performance of the imbalanced data. The first level used
SMOTE to generate syntheticminority groups. The level 2 is centered onAdaBoost’s
reweighting of ineffective classifiers. Finally, a robust classifier is trained on the data
and optimized with APSO.
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Fig. 2 Proposed ensemble method IPSO_SMOTE_AdaBoost for imbalanced data

3.1 AdaBoost

AdaBoost, as an example of a common ensemble algorithm, is able to boost classi-
fication performance by integrating numerous weak classifiers into a single robust
one [10, 12]. At the outset, each sample is given the same value. The error is used
to calculate the coefficients of the weak classifiers, which in turn affect the sample
weights used in the iteration. Therefore, the AdaBoost algorithm can give more
weight to the incorrectly labeled samples and less weight to the correctly labeled
ones. The misclassified samples will receive additional attention in the following
iteration of the classifier. Finally, a strong classifier is formed by linearly combining
all the generated weak classifiers. Also, it is observed that the strong classifier is
made with the various weights of every weak classifiers. The importance of every
weak classifier weight is estimated at training phase of classification. Therefore, the
algorithm prioritizes the samples or patterns that are hard to categorize. In this paper,
we restrict our attention to the special case of binary classification y = {1,+1}
issues. Here are the main components of the AdaBoost algorithm:

Algorithm 1 AdaBoost Ensemble Classifier

Input:

TrainData: T = {(Zi, yi)}, Weak Learner Algorithm = WAlg
L

where Zi = {(Z1, y1), (Z1, y1), …, (ZN, yN)}

Output:
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The Ensemble Classifier Hk(z)

Step1. Assign weights to ‘N’ training samples in the data Z

W = (w11,w12, . . . ,w1N)

Step2. for each weak classfier k = 1, 2, …, K

(i) Extract weak classifier based Wk

Hk(z) = {−1,+1}
(ii) The classification error of Hk(z) on training data Z is ek

ek = P(Hk(z) �= yi)

(iii) update weight of the training samples W

Wk+1 = (wk+1,1,wk+1,2, . . . ,wk+1,N)

wk+1,i = wki
Fk
exp(−αkyiHk(zi))

where Fk = normalization parameter

αk = coefficient of Hk(z)

Step3. Extract ensemble classifier H(z) with linear model of base classifiers

H(z) = sign(
K∑

k
αk ∗ Hk(z))

3.2 Smote

By generating artificial samples of the minority classes, the SMOTE algorithm is
able to focus on the attribute domain rather than the instance domain [13–16]. Each
instance in the minority class will be oversampled by creating synthetic instances
along the K-Nearest Neighbors of theminority class. The original SMOTE algorithm
begins by clustering the positive samples by their Euclidean distance from the center
of the cluster.

The pair of two samples (U, V ) with possible values can be represented as
U = {u1, u2, . . . , un} and V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. The Euclidean distance of pair
is determined as follows in Eq. (1):

E(U, V ) =
√
√
√
√

n∑

k=1

(uk − vk). (1)
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Based on Eq. (1), it is find that the set of k samples having very close Euclidean
distances are formed together as individual groups.

After that, a set of new samples will be generated randomly among two samples
of each group of k samples and is described as:

Unew = U + rand(0, 1) × (Vk −U ). (2)

From Eq. (2), U denotes the set of samples and Vk is the kth nearest neighbor
associated with the set of samples U. The standard function called rand(0, 1) is used
to help to generate the random number between 0 and 1. The newly generated sample
is represented asUnew from the above-mentioned parameters, respectively. However,
it is mentioned that to make dataset balance process behind in Eq. (2) done multiple
times.

3.3 Adaptive PSO Algorithm

Premature convergence of PSO can be prevented if the population is sufficiently
diverse [11, 17]. When used for path planning, the classical PSO is straightforward
to implement and requires few tuning parameters, but it suffers from poor search
ability, a propensity to converge on a single optimal local solution, a lack of particle
diversity, negligent convergence, and inaccurate results. The primary goal of Adap-
tive Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO) is to enhance the efficiency of standard
PSO through the use of clustering as the algorithm’s directing concept. To execute the
adaptive partition of the population into various subgroups, the clustering approach
[] is used. This technique can find the geometric center of class clusters in a dataset
automatically.

If we assume a N dimensional search space, with particles Nk , then we know
that each particle k must satisfy two conditions ρk and δk . One such metric ρk , the
“particle density gradient,” is described in Eq. (3).

ρk =
∑

m �=k

exp

(

−
(
d2
mk

dc

))

, (3)

where dc is the truncation distance, and the Euclidean distance between xm and xk is
to be specified as dmk .

The minimum and maximum distances between a particle k and other particles
with a higher ρk are defined as follows for the second parameter δk :

δk = min
m:ρm>ρk

(dkm),

δk = max
m

(dkm). (4)
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The cluster of the center is determined by particles whose values will be larger
enough in case of both ρ and δ parameters. In order to extract set of particles from the
population and elect as cluster center used γk = ρk ∗ δk . The division of truncation
distance by the set of particles xm is formed the center of the cluster only if satisfy
the condition ((ρk > ρk (xk)) && (γ -> γ (xm))).

Particles with higher ρ and δ values are so chosen to serve as center of the cluster.
A particle filter is used to select for the most central members of a cluster based on
γk = ρk ∗ δk . After sorting the particles xm into smaller groups based on density ρk .
However, it is observed that the ρk is higher than δk of xk and very close to the γ of
xm, respectively.

zdk = w ∗ zdk + c1 ∗ randd1(pb
d
k − zdk ) + c2 ∗ randd2(cgb

d
c − zdk ). (5)

From Eq. (5), w is represented as weight, the two learning factors, namely c1 and
c2, worked with the two random numbers random numbers rand1 and rand2 with
interval of [0–1]. The current position of the particle k is represented as pbdk and the
best position of the particle k is represented as pbdk and cgbdc .

The upgradation of the local optimum particles is done by the consideration of
knowledge of each subgroup individually and it helps to improve communication
between C subgroups. This is the update formula:

zdk = w ∗ zdk + c1 ∗ randd1(pb
d
k − zdk ) + c2 ∗ randd2

(
1

C

∑

C=1

cgbdc − zdk

)

. (6)

Ordinary particles not only pursue local optimality, but also serve as a communi-
cation medium across groups, allowing them to influence the search strategy of the
population and increase its diversity. However, it is better to avoid the local optima
to improve the performance of communication in subgroups. Particles’ convergence
could be delayed if the direction of the updatewas to be too uncertain due to excessive
learning. The information offered by the local optimal particles is extremely helpful
in locating the optimal solution because they have the highest chance of identifying
it inside the subgroup. Thus, the average information is used by each subgroup to
direct the local optimal particle update mentioned in Eq. (6). Particles can be kept
from settling into local optimum states as the results improved population diver-
sity. As a outcome within each sub-group, a lot of improvement is delivered toward
transmission of information.

4 Results and Discussion

This part includes a description of the datasets that were utilized during the entirety
of the study, as well as evaluation metrics, results, and discussion.
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Table 1 Imbalanced datasets
used in the study Dataset Attributes No. of. samples IR

Glass 9 214 1.82

Wisconsin 9 683 1.86

Ecoli 7 336 8.6

Yeast 8 1484 2.46

4.1 Dataset Used in the Study

In this section of the article, we will test the worth of the proposed approach by
conducting experiments on four different datasets that are imbalanced. The datasets
consist of glass,Wisconsin, Ecoli, and yeast, all of whichwere obtained from theUCI
repository [18]. In Table 1, the specifics of each of the four imbalanced datasets that
were utilized in the analysis are listed. In Table 1, IR stands for “Imbalance Ratio,”
and the Ecoli dataset has the highest Imbalance Ratio (i.e., 8.6). The glass dataset
has the lowest Imbalance Ratio (1.82), which means that it has the least amount of
weight.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

When evaluating the effectiveness of the methods for binary classification, having
appropriate evaluation criteria is absolutely necessary. Standard criteria for evaluation
include things like accuracy, recall, precision, and specificity, among others. This is
due to the fact that the minority class can skew the decision boundary but has very
little influence on the precision []. Recall, precision, specificity, and F-score are the
evaluation metrics that we concentrate on. Table 2 presents the confusion matrix
representation and is primary parameter for any evaluation metric.

When evaluating information retrieval, recall refers to the percentage of retrieved
objects that are relevant; when discussing imbalanced classification, recall refers to
the percentage of minority instances that are correctly classified. The percentage of
relevant objects that are detected and located for retrieval is denoted by the term
“precision.” The F-score is a harmonic mean that takes into account both recall and
precision. The percentage of accurately categorized cases of the majority is denoted
by the term “specificity.”

Table 2 Confusion matrix

Condition positive Condition negative

Test outcome positive True positive (TP) False positive (FP)

Test outcome negative False negative (FN) True negative (TN)
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Accuracy (Acc) = TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
,

Precision (Pr ) = TP

TP + FP
,

Recall (Rc) = TP

TP + FN
,

Sensivity (Sn) = TP

TP + FN
,

Specificity (Sp) = TN

TN + FP
,

F - measure (Fm) = 2 ∗ Pr ∗ Rc

Pr + Rc
.

4.3 The Classification Methods Performance with SMOTE_
APSO Technique

Adaptive PSO optimizes normal SMOTE performance on four imbalanced datasets.
The proposed method’s detailed classification results are provided in Figs. 3, 4, 5,
and 6. The 80:20 training/test ratio of the glass dataset yielded IR of 1.82. NB, RF,
LR, MLP, DT, and KNN classify training set samples using the Adaptive PSO (ISO)
algorithm with SMOTE. Figure 3 shows that RF 0.8781’s accuracy is dominated
by other approaches. NB and DT accuracy values 0.8773 and 0.8744 equal RF
performance. LR and MLP are slightly more accurate than KNN. RF precision is
0.8379,which is better than all othermethods exceptNBprecision, 0.8222. LR,MLP,
DT, and KNN nominal precision values are 0.6852 lower than all other approaches.
Recall, F1, and sensitivity function similarly. RF has the best recall value 0.7884.
KNN neglects 0.7198. Compared to other approaches, F1 and Sensitivity DT and
LR values 0.8017, 0.8620 dominate. KNN performs poorly in all approaches for F1
and sensitivity.

Wisconsin’s 80:20 training/test dataset had IR of 8.6. Adaptive PSO (ISO) with
SMOTE classifies training set samples using six classifiers. Figure 4 shows that LR
0.8376’s accuracy is dominated by other approaches. RF accuracy 0.8257 matches
LR performance. NB, MLP, and DT are marginally more accurate than KNN at
0.8193, 0.8144, and 0.8051. LR precision is 0.8178, which is better than all other
methods except RF precision, 0.8065. However, the nominal precision values derived
from theMLP andDT compared to theKNN are 0.7633 lower than all othermethods.
Recall, F1, and sensitivity function similarly. Recall has the best value 0.7924. KNN
neglects 0.7019. All approaches dominate F1 and sensitivity LR. KNN performs
poorly in all approaches for F1 and Sensitivity.

IR was 8.6 for the 80:20 training/test Ecoli dataset. APSOwith SMOTE classifies
the training set sampleswith six classifiers. Figure 5 shows thatNB0.8428’s accuracy
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Fig. 3 Performance analysis of SMOTE—APSO in Glass dataset

Fig. 4 Performance analysis of SMOTE–APSO in Wisconsin dataset

Fig. 5 Performance analysis of SMOTE–APSO in Ecoli dataset
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Fig. 6 Performance analysis of SMOTE–APSO in yeast dataset

is dominated by other approaches. RF and DT accuracy scores 0.8237 and 0.8404
are comparable to the NB. MLP and LR are marginally more accurate than KNN at
0.7992 and 0.8156. NB precision is 0.7895, which is better than all other methods
except RF precision, 0.7743. However, the nominal precision values derived from the
LR, MLP, and DT compared to the KNN are 0.7028 lower than all other methods.
Recall, F1, and sensitivity function similarly. Recall gives the NB the best value
0.8129. KNN neglects 0.7269. All approaches dominate F1 and sensitivity NB. KNN
performs poorly in all approaches for F1 and sensitivity.

The yeast dataset has 80:20 training and test sets and IR of 2.46. APSO with
SMOTE classifies the training set samples with six classifiers. Figure 6 shows that
NB 0.9543’s accuracy is dominated by other approaches. RF andDT accuracy ratings
0.9356 and 0.9520 are comparable to the NB. MLP and LR are marginally more
accurate than KNN at 0.9116 and 0.9277. NB precision is 0.9021, which is better
than all other methods except RF precision, 0.8872. However, the nominal precision
values derived from the LR, MLP, and DT compared to the KNN are 0.8171 lower
than all other methods. Recall, F1, and sensitivity function similarly. Recall gives
the NB the best value 0.9345. KNN achieves 0.8161 negligence. All approaches
dominate F1 and sensitivity NB. KNN performs poorly in all approaches for F1 and
sensitivity.

4.4 The Performance of Classification Methods
with SMOTE_APSO_AdaBoost Strategy

We test the SMOTE algorithm with APSO and AdaBoosting approach on four real-
world imbalanced datasets with six classifiers NB, RF, LR, MLP, and DT. The 80:20
training/test ratio of the glass dataset yielded IR of 1.82. NB, RF, LR, MLP, DT, and
KNN classify training set samples using the Adaptive PSO (ISO) algorithm with
SMOTE and AdaBoost. Figure 7 shows that NB 0.9033’s accuracy is dominated by
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Fig. 7 Performance of classification models with SMOTE_APSO_AdaBoost in glass dataset

other approaches. RF accuracy is 0.8917 and DT accuracy is 0.8731. LR and MLP
are slightly more accurate than KNN.

The NB’s precision value, 0.8493, is better than all other methods to save the
RF’s 0.8327. LR, MLP, DT, and KNN nominal precision levels are 0.6983, lower
than all other approaches. Recall, F1, and sensitivity function similarly. NB recalls
0.8055 better than all other approaches. KNN neglects 0.7326. F1 and sensitivity DT
and LR values 0.8241, 0.8694 exceed other approaches. KNN performs poorly in all
approaches for F1 and Sensitivity.

Wisconsin’s 80:20 training/test dataset had IR of 8.6. Adaptive PSO (ISO) with
SMOTE classifies training set samples using six classifiers. Figure 8 shows that
LR 0.8725’s accuracy is dominated by other approaches. MLP accuracy 0.8583
matches LR performance. RF, NB, and DT are marginally more accurate than KNN
at 0.8404, 0.8464, and 0.8098. The LR’s precision of 0.8231 is unmatched. However,
RF andMLP precision values 0.8216 and 0.8205 are closer to LR. DT nominal preci-
sion values are 0.7757 lower than KNN values. Recall, F1, and sensitivity function
similarly. Recall has the best value 0.8183. KNN neglects 0.7149. All approaches
dominate F1 and sensitivity LR. KNN performs poorly in all approaches for F1 and
sensitivity.

When compared to the performance of standard classification models using
the APSO_SMOTE_AdaBoost strategy, the bootstrapped classification models
performed exceptionally well, as was the case with the other two datasets, namely
Ecoli and Yeast. After implementing the proposed technique, each of the six classi-
fiers showed an increase in all of the aforementioned parameters, namely accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1-score. Consider the example of LR and RF; in comparison
toMLP, DT, andKNN, these two approaches completely dominated the performance
of the traditional technique. After implementing the modifications to the standard
techniques using APSO and AdaBoost, the performance has gradually increased,
reaching a high level in the case of MLP and reaching a nominal level in DT and
KNN.
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Fig. 8 Performance analysis of SMOTE–APSO in Wisconsin dataset

5 Conclusion

The traditional AdaBoost and PSO algorithm emphasizes on the samples that have
been misclassified in the local space rather than the samples of the minority class
and trying to maintain population diversity. In this research, a multi-level strategy
was presented to handle the problem of imbalanced data. The strategy incorporated
SMOTE and AdaBoost to analyze the uneven data. Both AdaBoost and SMOTE
optimize synthetic samples by making implicit modifications to update weights and
making adjustments for skewed distributions. In order to simplify the procedure, we
applied Adaptive PSO, also known as APSO, to the SMOTE_AdaBoost findings and
re-initialized our strategy in order to optimize the AdaBoost weak classifier coeffi-
cients. The suggested multi-level method is validated by four genuine unbalanced
datasets using six classifiers: Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Multi-layer
Perception (MLP), Decision Tree (DT), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). A compar-
ison is made between the strategies that was proposed (APSO_SMOTE_AdaBoost)
and SMOTE-PSO. This strategy is applied to six different classifiers. The proposed
multi-level technique is superior to the usual approach in terms of performance. It
has also been noticed that the SMOTE algorithm successfully utilized the benefits
of Boosting and PSO optimization to improve the predictive analysis of the class
imbalance problem, particularly on datasets containing data from minority classes.
The application of the suggested method to the field of gene analysis is the focus of
our effort for the foreseeable future.
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A Protocol for Mutual Authentication
in Remote Keyless Entry Systems
that Employs Random Variables

A. Nguyen Thi Thuy

Abstract The development of smart devices brings convenience to human life but
also poses challenges in security replay attacks and tracking attacks by fake identities
accessing assets. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to improve previous mutual
authentication protocols by proposing a mutual authentication protocol that uses
random variables and encrypts frame data to address the issue of fake identity attacks.
After implementing the protocol for theRemoteKeylessEntrySystem (RKE) system,
experimental results showed acceptable unlocking speed and security.

Keywords Mutual authentication protocol · Remote Keyless Entry system ·
Hash-based RFID mutual authentication protocol

1 Introduction

The Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) system [1, 2] is a technology that allows users
to lock and unlock their vehicle using a small device such as a remote control. This
technology has been widely adopted by many car manufacturers and has become a
standard feature on many modern vehicles. The RKE system typically operates by
using radio frequency (RF) waves to transmit a code between the smart key and the
vehicle’s locking system.

RKE increases convenience for users by allowing them to unlock their vehicle
from a distance, saving time and making access to the vehicle easier. However, RKE
transmits the access code via RF, which poses a risk of a third party intercepting the
transmission and spoofing the access code to gain entry to the asset, resulting in a
high risk of asset loss.

Since 2010, researchers around the world have proposed many mutual authenti-
cation protocols [3–5] for use in remotes and anti-replay attack locks on vulnerable
devices. Mutual authentication is a security technique in which each participating
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component, typically a server and a client, verifies each other before communica-
tion can proceed, with no involvement from a third party. The principle of mutual
authentication protocol does not rely on the current time of the computer or synchro-
nized devices, but on a one-time randomly generated variable (nonce) at the time of
communication, and is encoded by secure encryption algorithms that are practically
feasible, such as symmetric encryptionwith a secret keyK shared and stored securely
between the two parties.

The “Scalable pseudo-random RFID private mutual authentication” protocol was
introduced by a team of Chinese authors, led by Jianqing Fu. This protocol allows
Reader and Tag to authenticate each other using symmetric encryption algorithms
with a secret key and random variability, with state identification (IDT, K) being
stored in both places. Furthermore, each tag has its unique key, IDTA [6, 7]. Subse-
quently, in Mohammad et al.’s paper titled “Cryptanalysis of two mutual authentica-
tion protocols for low-cost RFID” [8], the authors analyzed the FWCFP protocol and
found many security weaknesses introducing four types of attacks on the protocol
based on asynchrony and non-repudiation, one of which is the ability for a hacker to
replay a command frame in the second round.

To improve security weaknesses, the proposed protocol has many similarities in
operation and use of variables with FWCFP but it differs in that it does not use
synchronized variables but uses “session signatures” (see Fig. 1). Each time data is
transmitted, and each party generates a random variable and signs it on top of the
previously received message of the other party. Then, the algorithm for the protocol
is optimized to apply it to both remote devices (see Fig. 2) and lock devices (see
Fig. 3) of the “Remote Keyless Entry system.” As a result, RKE has an acceptable
real-time running time of 199 ms (see Fig. 4).

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

• Proposing a mutual authentication protocol that can prevent attacks such as frame
replay attacks and traceability attacks on RF communication.

• Optimizing the algorithm to apply the protocol on resource-constrained devices.

Fig. 1 Mutual authentication protocol using random variables
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Fig. 2 Remote the device

Fig. 3 Lock the device

The remaining sections of the paper are structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides
an overview of the related work literature. Section 3 outlines the proposed method.
Section 4 illustrates the outcomes of the conducted experiments. Lastly, Sect. 5
presents the conclusion of the paper.

2 Related Work

As of our current knowledge, which is up to April 2023, some recent related work
on RKE systems includes the following: In [9], the paper proposes a new ultra-
sonic distance-bounding protocol to secure RKE systems against relay attacks. The
proposed protocol uses sound waves to measure the distance between the key and the
car and ensures that the key is in close proximity to the car before allowing access. The
authors in [10] propose a new scheme to enhance the security and privacy of Passive
Keyless Entry and Start (PKES) systems for modern vehicles. The proposed scheme
uses a combination of encryption, authentication, and location-based services to
secure PKES systems against relay attacks and other types of attacks. The work [11]
presents a security analysis of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) keyless entry systems
and identifies several vulnerabilities that could allow an attacker to bypass the authen-
tication process andgain unauthorized access to the car. The paper also proposes some
countermeasures to mitigate these vulnerabilities. Li et al. [12] provide an overview
of the security challenges and vulnerabilities associated with PKES systems. It also
proposes a set of countermeasures to enhance the security of PKESsystems, including
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the use of encrypted key exchange and the deployment of physical securitymeasures.
In [13], Kumar et al. introduce a comprehensive survey of relay attacks in automotive
keyless entry systems. It reviews various types of relay attacks and proposes a set of
countermeasures to mitigate these attacks, including the use of distance-bounding
protocols and signal strength analysis. And the paper of Lee et al. [14] proposes a
new keyless entry system that uses machine learning-based behavioral authentica-
tion to verify the user’s identity. The proposed system analyzes the user’s behavioral
patterns, such as their typing speed and swipe direction, to authenticate the user and
grant access to the car.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Mutual Authentication Protocol Using Random Variables

To overcome the weakness of the previously proposed “Scalable pseudo-random
RFID private mutual authentication” protocol that used synchronized variables,
which created a vulnerability for attackers to disrupt synchronization and prevent
the Reader and Tag components from continuing the transaction process, this paper
proposes not to use synchronized variables. Instead, only random variables are used
in a transaction session, and each transaction session is independent of the previous
session.

Figure 1 presents mutual authentication protocol using random variables. In
which: E is the AES symmetric encryption function, and K is the shared secret
key between Lock and Remote with a length of 128 bit, 256 bit, and 512 bit. Rand1,
rand2, and rand3 are random numbers generated for each transaction, “Open” is the
unlock command, and “OK” is the successful response command.

The operation of the protocol is as follows

• Step (1) Remote:

– It generates two random variables rand1, rand2 and combines them, then
encrypts them using the function EnCrypt(rand1, rand2, C12, K), input: rand1,
rand2, output: C12.

– It sends the data consisting of (C12, rand2) to the Lock.

• Step (2) Lock:

– It receives a data frame consisting of (C12, rand2) from the Remote,
then decrypts C12 and extracts 2 numbers rand1′ and rand2′ by function
DeCrypt(rand1′, rand2′, C12, K).

– It checks whether rand2′ = rand2 or not. If it is correct, then the Lock authen-
ticates the Remote, then Lock generates 1 random variable rand3, then it
combines and encrypts by the function EnCrypt(rand1+ rand3, rand1+ rand2
+ rand3, C3, K) with output is C3.
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– Lock sends the data consisting of (C3, rand3) to the Remote.

• Step (3) Remote:

– It receives a data frame consisting of (C3, rand3) from the Lock, then decrypts
C12 and extracts 2 numbers r13, r123 by function DeCrypt(r13, r123, C3, K).

– It checks whether r13 = rand1 + rand3 and r123 = rand1 + rand2 + rand3 or
not.

– If it is correct, then the Remote combines rand3 with r13 + r123 and encrypts
by the function EnCrypt(rand3, r13 + r123, C5, K) with output C5.

– Remote sends the data consisting of (C3, rand3) to the Lock.

• Step (4) Lock:

– It receives a data frame consisting of (C5, rand2) from the Remote,
then decrypts C5 and extracts 2 numbers rand3′ and r′ by the function
DeCrypt(rand3′, r′, C5, K).

– It checks whether rand3′ = rand3 and r′ = r13 + r123 or not. If it is correct,
then the Lock will execute the “Open” command to unlock, then it sends the
command code “OK” to the Remote.

Security factors of the protocol

The algorithm of the proposed protocol is based on the principle of stacking the
signatures of participating parties onto the transmitted message, making it highly
secure. Even if an attacker intercepts the transmitted frame, it would be difficult to
decipher. Moreover, the “session signatures” rand2 and rand3 only hold value for a
single session and cannot be predicted or reused in subsequent sessions, not even
known to the manufacturer or follow any rule, which means an attacker cannot use
them for future attacks or predict them. An attacker can only succeed if they can
obtain a set of three numbers (rand1, rand2, rand3) that they have collected before.

But the probability of the triplet (rand1, rand2, rand3) repeating is very low,
specifically.

Assuming each number has n bits, the triplet has a total of 3 * n bits. Therefore,
there are a total of possible unique triplets (rand1, rand2, rand3) that can be generated.

The process of generating a random triplet (rand1, rand2, rand3) involves selecting
a number from the set of possible numbers. So the probability of selecting 2 identical
sets is *.

The number of possible sets is 23*n, so the probability of having two identical sets
is 23*n/(23*n*23*n) = 1/23*n. For example, if the length of each number rand1, rand2,
rand3 is n = 128, then the probability of having a repeated (rand1, rand2, rand3)
set is 1/23*128 = 2 -384, which is very small. Therefore, the protocol addresses the
weaknesses of synchronous attacks and trace attacks.

Tracking attack script

The attacker has collected data frames from previous communications between the
Remote and Lock. Assuming that the attacker is impersonating the Remote:
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• Step (1) The attacker sends a data frame that was previously sent by the real
Remote to the Lock.

• Step (2) The Lock receives the data frame (C12, rand2), decrypts it, and verifies
that EnCrypt(C12) = rand1 + rand2. Then, it sends (C3t, rand3t) to the attacker.

• Step (3) At this moment, the attacker receives (C3t, rand3t) from Lock, but it does
not have the key K to correctly encrypt rand3t ++ r13t+ r123t→ C5t. Therefore,
it will send an estimated value of C5′ and the “Open” unlock command to Lock
to perform the unlock command.

• Step (4) At this moment, Lock receives (C5′, Open). Lock decrypts C5′ and
compares it with the sum of rand3t ++ r13t + r123t previously stored and finds
it incorrect, so the protocol ends here. The Lock does not perform the unlock
command of the attacker.

3.2 Application of Mutual Authentication Protocol Using
Random Variables to Design Remote Keyless

Entry System

RKEconsists ofweak processors and usesRFwaves to transmit data, which limits the
amount of data that can be transmitted in a single frame. Each data frame transmission
only contains 32 bytes, so each random number rand1, rand2, and rand3 can only
be up to 8 bytes. Two 8-byte numbers are combined into one 16-byte number after
being encrypted using the AES algorithm, resulting in a 16-byte code table being
sent.

Next is the task of selecting the key K for the AES algorithm. To install and run
on weak devices such as controllers, the selected key K has a limited length of 128
bits. Instead of using the key schedule algorithm for each AES encryption round, we
implemented a key generation algorithm executed on the computer. From the main
key of 16 bytes, it generates an expanded key table of 176 bytes and directly loads
the expanded key table (round key) into the ROMmemory of both Lock and Remote
devices to increase speed.

Modules in the system:
Module KeySchedule: The input K0 is a 16-byte array and the output RoundKey

is a 176-byte array. This module calculates the expanded key array from the initial
key K0 on a computer, and then the computer connects to the Lock and Remote
devices to write it into their memory for use in AES encryption and decryption. This
process is represented by the following Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1

Module EnCrypt(rand1, rand2, State): The input of this function is 2 numbers of
8 bytes rand1, rand2, and the pre-stored RoundKey. The output is a 16-byte state
which is the cipher of rand1 concatenated with rand2.

Module DeCrypt(rand1, rand2, State): The input of this function is the 16-byte
state which is the cipher of rand1 concatenated with rand2 and the pre-stored
RoundKey. The output is 2 numbers of 8 bytes, which are the plaintext of rand1
and rand2.

This process is represented by the following Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2
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ModuleMain(): This function is themain function in protocol of 2 devicesRemote
and Lock and is presented by the following Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3

4 Experimental Result

4.1 Experimental Process

The experimental process goes through the following steps.

(1) We install software IAR 1.4.2.2 for the code program.
(2) Code functions by C language for both the Remote and Lock devices.
(3) Compiled into machine code files, “remote.hex” and “lock.hex,” and use a

programming kit or circuit to load the program code into the device.
(4) Supply power to both Remote and Lock devices.
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(5) Press the open button on the Remote. When the Lock has been authenticated
and opened, the word “open” will appear on the Lock device.

(6) Connect the Remote device to the computer and collect data exchanged in the
protocol.

(7) Perform the process 2200 times tomeasure the average unlocking time is 197ms.

Two devices Remote and Lock of RKE present by Figs. 2 and 3.
Experimental environment and parameters:

• The program for the devices is coded on the IAR 1.4.2.2 software environment,
using the C language.

• The FTM8S003K3 ARM microcontroller is used as the central processing unit
(CPU) for both the Remote and Lock boards. The FTM8S003K3 CPU has 8 KB
of flash memory, 1 KB of RAM, and 128 bytes of EEPROM.

• A 2.4 GHz RF transmitter and receiver board is integrated into both the Remote
and Lock boards to transmit and receive data.

4.2 Results of Data Collected During the Experiment

After performing 2200 consecutive lock-opening attempts on the Remote device, we
collected the communication data onmy computer, as shown in the experimental data
appendix below. From this data, the average time taken to execute a lock-opening
command was calculated to be 197 ms.

Description of the data obtained in the unlocking protocol: Twounlocking sessions
are quoted as follows:

9/4/2017 12:39:05 PM:630: EK (rand1 + +rand2) rand2

05,17,c5,50,00,87,02,66,24,77,1d,a7,9a,5a,de,30,8d,f4,88,d9,e9,

3a,fb,33,58,08,ca,41,f5,60,e1,aa, (Remote)rand3

05,17,c5,50,00,87,02,92,7a,46,35,e3,eb,ac,28,1d,0d,2e,bc,2f,6d,

4d,d4,a0,a2,8a,e8,16,b8,ba,5c,aa, (Lock)

05,17,c5,50,00,87,a0,07,0c,c7,53,de,2c,8f,8c,be,b7,42,c4,05,cc,

f0,e6,a0,a2,8a,e8,16,b8,ba,5c,aa,00, (Remote)

05,17,c5,50,00,87,a0,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,

aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa, (Lock)

9/4/2017 12:39:05 pm:815:

The total execution time of the first session is 185 ms.

9/4/2017 12:39:06 pm:951:
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Fig. 4 Control execution time chart of door opening command

05,17,c5,50,00,87,02,56,31,56,64,9c,56,eb,ef,df,70,57,d1,5c,1b,

0e,d1,4f,5e,1a,ce,6c,0a,6c,1e,aa,

05,17,c5,50,00,87,02,75,55,8c,6c,f9,59,98,ef,b4,9a,8a,22,51,16,

2f,46,70,33,8f,5c,e1,14,d7,0a,aa,

05,17,c5,50,00,87,a0,78,da,48,2f,c6,c3,0d,0f,09,13,fb,59,a3,24,

2a, 2a,70,33,8f,5c,e1,14,d7,0a,aa,00,

05,17,c5,50,00,87,a0,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,

9/4/2017 12:39:07 PM:141: aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa,aa.

The total execution time of the second session is 190 ms.
Figure 4 is a representation of the unlock execution time for 50 sampling instances

obtained from the experiment.
The result shows that the average time for one unlocking operation is 199 ms.

4.3 Key Update

In practical use, issues may arise such as the Remote being damaged, lost, or stolen
for duplication. In this case, the system will have the function of providing a new
Remote and updating the shared Key for the entire set of Lock and Remote by setting
up a new randomly generated Key and recalculating the expanded key table from the
computer application and storing it in the memory of both Lock and Remote.

5 Conclusion

The paper has investigated current communication and system access protocols,
comparing their operation, efficiency, and security. The paper has also researched
and implemented various encryption methods for weak devices, comparing and
selecting the appropriate encryption method for the practical conditions of the weak
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device, such as the Remote. The paper has proposed amutual authentication protocol
that ensures both convenience and security during system access. The paper has
successfully applied the mutual authentication protocol using random variables to
produce a wireless unlocking system with a Remote that guarantees both security
and acceptable response times in practical use.
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Abstract Monaural speech separation problem can be solved by determining the
basis vectors of the target speakers’ speech. Sparse non-negative matrix factorization
(SNMF) is one of the trending techniques for determining basis vectors and corre-
sponding weights of any speech signals with constraint of controlled sparseness.
Control of sparseness in matrix factorization is applied using sparseness regular-
ization factor that cannot be the same as all speech signals. The precise sparseness
regularization factor during SNMF is obtained by optimization, which is performed
using different techniques in this work. The proposed work is tested for the separa-
tion of speech-speech andmusic-speech mixed signals. The present method has been
compared with the other existing methods based on fixed sparseness regularization
factor and has showed better performance with up to 13.96% improvement in terms
of perceptual evaluation of speech quality and up to 0.94 dB improvement of signal
to distortion ratio for case of opposite gender’s mixed speech separation.
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1 Introduction

Motivation: Throughout the last decades, human–computer interaction has increased
in routine life. The most common and easy way for a human being to instruct the
machine is to use the speech signal. Due to this, enormous interest in studying the
single-channel problemmixed speech separation is observed. The problem is chosen
due to the lower intelligence of the machine in the understanding of target speech
signals in the presence of an unwanted signal. The unwanted signal may be music,
noise, or another speech signal.

There are different approaches adopted by researchers to solve the problem
of source separation. Some of the famous methods include microphone array
processing, principal component analysis (PCA) [1], independent component anal-
ysis (ICA) [2], computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [3], classical denoising
and enhancement [4], and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [5].

Among all the approaches, NMF is a more common and fast-growing technique
in source separation. For example, the microphone array processing technique can
be applied only for the speech collected by more than one microphone. While ICA
seeks directions that are largely independent of one another, PCA seeks paths that
best describe data in a maximum variance sense. Like ICA, the NMF also assumes
the data samples and dimensions to be independently distributed. But NMF holds
non-negativity of gene expression data, and NMF can derive features more than the
number of samples. That results in better signal representation.

CASA typically uses a small number of grouping principles, operating indepen-
dently, and has predominantly focused on factors related to periodicities in voiced
portions of the speech signal. So, it can be used in very specific conditions only. At
the same time, classical denoising and enhancement techniques like spectral subtrac-
tion have the presence of processing distortions caused by the random variations of
the noise. These do not utilize the statistics and the distributions of the signal, which
results in inferior performance.

In recent times, the deep neural network-based approaches have also given a
powerful solution for supervised audio source separation problems where a speech-
and-noise mixture is present [6]. However, these methods work well when many
training samples are available. The NMF is useful for audio source separation tasks,
mainly where there is a limited supply of training data.

Even though NMF favors a sparse and component-based representation of non-
negative data, this behavior is not guaranteed. Several writers put forth sparse NMF
(SNMF) techniques that guarantee sparsity by limiting the factor matrix’s l^1-norm
[7, 8]. However, the decision on the exact value of regularization factor (λ) is not
directly possible for all kinds of speech signals due to the variable sparseness in
speech representation.

Main contributions: This work focuses on the change of λ for each speech signal.
This helps in controlling the sparse behavior of the factors done by SNMF. In the
previous work [9], λ was optimized in each iteration by particle swarm optimization
(PSO).As somemore efficient optimization techniques (OT)havedeveloped in recent
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times, some of the highly rated optimization techniques are used for experimental
purposes. The quality of separation is analyzed in terms of signal to distortion ratio
(SDR), short-term objective intelligibility measure (STOi), perceptual evaluation of
speech quality (PESQ), signal to interference ratio (SIR) [10–13].

Manuscript organization: Section 2 describes the basic concept of single-channel
mixed speech separation using SNMF. Section 3 explains about proposedmethod for
optimization of the sparseness regularization factor inSNMFdependingon the source
to be separated. Different sparseness optimizations used in the work are explained
in Sect. 4. Section 5 is describing the SNMF fitness with optimized λ. Section 6
discusses the database used in the experiment. The experimental results are shown
in Sect. 7 which is followed by the conclusion.

2 Single-Channel Source Separation Using SNMF

Taking a single mixed signal is necessary for single-channel source separation and
separating it into its respective sources. Assume a mixture signal X ∈ RNT is a finite,
discrete-time signal that is created via,

X =
Ns∑

i=1

Xi , (1)

where it is further defined as X1, X2, . . . , XNs be individual sound sources that have
been previously mixed, NT is the total number of samples taken for each signal, and
T denotes the sampling time. When there is just one accessible channel for recording
and several speakers are available, the problem is to recognize or isolate the speech
of an individual speaker in a mixture of speech.

In [14–17], NMF is applied for mixed speech separation purpose. For such task,
spectrogrammagnitude of amixed signal (V ) is factorized in to its basis vectormatrix
and their correspondingweights, such that V = [W ][H ], where V = [W ][H ], where
W = [w1, w2, w3 . . . wN ] ∈ R f ×N and H = [

HT
1 , HT

2 , HT
3 . . . HT

N

]T ∈ RN×t . In
SNMF, the sparseness regularization factor λ controls the sparsity of weight matrix
H that associated with the minimization of the cost function and is formulated as
shown in Eq. 2.

cos t = min
W,H

⎡

⎣D(V ||WH) + λ
∑

i, j

H(i, j)

⎤

⎦; W, H > 0. (2)

Methods used to optimize this cost function are taken into account when calcu-
lating a maximum posterior (MAP) estimate given a Gaussian likelihood function
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and exponential prior distribution over H. W and H can be updated by the update
rule obtained from the gradient descent technique is stated in Eqs. (3) and (4).

Hi, j ← Hi, j
V T
i W j

[WH ]Tj W j + λ
, (3)

Wj ← Wj .

∑
i Hi, j

[
Vj + (

[WH ]Ti W j
)
W j

]
∑

i Hi, j
[
[WH ]i + (

V T
i W j

)
W j

] , (4)

where Wj is the jth vector of basis matrix W, Vi is the ith row of the spectrogram
magnitude matrix V, and W j is the normalized column basis vectors.

Here, it is clearly shown that the basis vectors and their weights are affected by
the λ. λ controls the degree of sparsity. This work is focused on the changing the
value of λ for individual speech signals.

3 Proposed Work

Usually, a fixed value of λ is used to control the sparseness of SNMF factors that may
vary for speech-to-speech case. For example, a music signal has basis vectors with a
low degree of sparseness, while a factory noise has a high degree of sparseness. To
develop a universal system for signal factorization, the variable sparseness regular-
ization factor-based SNMF is proposed. Figure 1 shows that optimized sparseness
regularization factor will be calculated by minimizing the cost function of SNMF
using the training signals. It will give the basis vectors for the individual signals
as well, which will cascade to produce basis vectors of mixed speech. The basis
vectors calculated by training signals will be used to calculate the weight matrices of
the mixed speech signals and provide individual separated signals. This work used
multiple optimization techniques (OT) to findoptimized the sparseness regularization
factor. The applied OTs are discussed in the following section.

Fig. 1 Proposed framework for SNMF with optimized λ for individual speech signals
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4 Sparseness Optimization

Mostly, metaheuristic algorithms are nature inspired. They have superior search effi-
ciency, and they continuously introduce and improve the robustness to solve various
complex, nonlinear optimization problems. The nonlinear optimization problems
are usually solved by gradient-based optimization methods. The introduction of the
genetic algorithm marked the beginning of the development of nature-based algo-
rithms. Its foundation was the idea of biological systems given by Darwin [18, 19].
Since then, some popular techniques are evolute to find global extremes. For example,
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [20], the most well-known global optimization
algorithms that draw inspiration from nature are Simulated Annealing (SA) [21] and
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [22].

The search approach of deterministic and stochastic methods is entirely different.
Whereas deterministic approaches solve an optimization problem in a predetermined
way, stochastic methods are based on randomly sampled search points. The nature-
inspired techniques are not an exception; they also start with random search points.
This results in a different optimized point in different runs. However, a significantly
large number of objective functions are required by traditional nature-inspired opti-
mization methods like GA and SA. The evaluation of such problems comes with a
very long computation time. The problem makes the use of such OTs impractical
and infeasible.

Numerous recently released naturalistic optimization techniques are tested by
Saad et al. in [23]. They compared the performance of six GO methods that are
inspired by nature: Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Firefly Algorithm (FFA), Cuckoo
Search (CS), Bat Algorithm (BA), Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA), and Grey
Wolf Optimizer (GWO). These algorithms launched with enhanced capability to
handle challenging, high-dimensional global optimization issues. However, the
results show better performance of GWO and ABC among the others. In [24, 25],
five evolutionary-based optimization algorithms are compared, including a Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), genetic algorithm
(GA), memetic algorithm (MA), and shuffled frog leap (SFL) algorithm. They have
shown the better performance of PSO and ACO as compared to others. So, for exper-
imentation and comparison purposes, λ in SNMF is optimized using PSO, ACO,
ABC, and GWO and compared with the fixed value of λ for all speech signals used
in the experiment.

4.1 Particle Swarm Optimization

PSO examines how a swarm of insects, or a flock of birds behaves. Here, each insect
or bird can be considered as an individual particle. All particles are responsible
for choosing the best path for the swarm [22]. All particles are initially taken as
random position (xi ) and best position from all particles obtained that is termed
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as particle best (Pbest). All particles change their positions with some velocity vi
decided based on their previous position and the particle’s best position. A best
new position Pbest(new) is obtained in this iteration and compared with the previous
Pbest(previous). The best among all Pbest is termed as global best Gbest. The position
of all particles keeps changing until the cost function is minimized/maximized, or
there are no more iterations possible.

4.2 Ant Colony Optimization

In an ACO initially, all ants move in a random direction with equal pheromone
level [20]. These ants release the pheromone during the search for food which has
the property of evaporation with time. So, if an ant gets food with a shorter path,
pheromone densitywill be high compared to the longer path. So, ants can discover the
shortest path via high-density pheromone trails. If N number of ants are considered,
the probability of selecting kth ant’s path to reach from its position (x) to target (y)
is Pk

xy .
Pk
xy depends on two factors, one is the attraction coefficient ηxy and the other

factor is the pheromone coefficient
(
τxy

)
as shown in Eq. 5.

Pxy = τα
xyη

β
xy

∑
all allowed x τα

xyη
β
xy

, (5)

where

τxy = (1 − ρ)τxy + �τ k
xy . (6)

ρ is the vaporization coefficient and �τ k
xy = Q

Lk
; here, Lk is the distance traveled by

kth ant, and Q is the constant, while ηxy depends on the distance between source to
target by a particular path.

4.3 Artificial Bee Colony

ABC algorithm depends on the foraging behavior of a swarm of bees [26, 27]. There
are three types of bees in the swarm: employed, onlookers, and scouts. Employed
bees search for the food source and pass the information to onlooker bees by their
unique waggle dance. Onlooker bees decide the quality of food source based on their
dance and evaluate the nectar amount in the source. Abandoned food sources are
determined by onlookers and are replaced with the new food sources discovered by
scouts. Onlookers store the best food found till then.
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The probability of selecting food sources by ith bee among N bees is given by
Eq. 7

pi = fiti∑N
j=1 fit j

. (7)

For the numerical optimization minimization issues, fiti is calculated by Eq. 8.

fiti =
{

1
1+ fi

if fi ≥ 0

1 + | fi | otherwise , (8)

where fi is the objective function value for ith source.

4.4 Grey Wolf Optimizer

GWO mimics the hierarchy of wolves’ swarm when they go for a hunt [28]. The
whole population of wolves is divided into four levels based on the fitness of a
wolf named alpha, beta, delta, and omega. The leader with the best fitness falls
into the alpha category. In the beta category, wolves (agents) are advisers of leader
alpha. Delta wolves dominate omega wolves but report to alpha and beta. Delta can
be categorized into the following: scouts, sentinels, elders, hunters, and caretakers.
These are the ones who take the responsibility of watching the boundaries, protecting
the pack, who were sometimes alpha or beta, helping alpha and beta in hunting, and
taking care of ill and weak wolves, respectively. Omega category consists of the
lowest fitness wolves. The hunt is done by exploration (searching and encircling)
and exploitation process.

Mathematically, exploration can be represented using Eqs. 9 and 10.

�D =
∣∣∣C �X p − A �X(t)

∣∣∣, (9)

�X(t + 1) = �X p(t) − �A �D, (10)

where �A = 2�a.�r1 − �a, and �C = 2�r2 are the coefficient vectors, t is the current
iteration, X is the position vector of the grey wolf, �X p is the position vector of prey,
�D is the distance coefficient vector, �r1 and �r2 are random vectors∈ [0, 1] which allow
wolves to reach any position between their original one and its neighbor’s position
and the components of �a linearly vary from 2 to 0.

During the hunting, it is considered that alpha, beta, and delta have better
knowledge about the potential location of the source (prey).

�Dα =
∣∣∣ �C1. �Xα(t) − �X(t)

∣∣∣,
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�Dβ =
∣∣∣ �C2. �Xβ(t) − �X(t)

∣∣∣,

�Dδ =
∣∣∣ �C3. �Xδ(t) − �X(t)

∣∣∣, (11)

�X1 = �Xα(t) − �A1.
( �Dα

)
,

�X2 = �Xβ(t) − �A2.
( �Dβ

)
,

�X3 = �Xδ(t) − �A3.
( �Dδ

)
, (12)

�X(t + 1) = �X1 + �X2 + �X3

3
. (13)

�Xα(t), �Xβ(t), and �Xδ(t) are the position of the grey wolves or the leading elements
with best fitness.

5 SNMF Fitness with Variable λ

The basic purpose of optimizing λ is to separate the individual basis components of
different sources, and the sparseness present in the basis vectors helps to separate
the individual components. But it is not necessary to have the higher sparsity with all
perfect zeros in basis vectors. The low magnitude of elements in basis vectors may
be present in the ideal basis vectors of any speech. So, the algorithm is to design with
modification in basis vectors with variable λ in each iteration that forces the basis
vectors to be closer to the ideal one. The change in λ after each iteration brings to the
optimized value. This approach involves utilizing various optimization techniques to
optimize the parameter λ, and subsequently determining the basis vectors and their
corresponding weights.

5.1 Database Used and Evaluation Parameters

The objective is to design a system that can work for all kinds of monaural signals;
a wide range of speech signals are chosen from the TIMIT dataset. This dataset
is chosen for two speeches mixed-signal separation. TIMIT dataset consists of the
English language speech signals spoken by 630 speakers from 10 dialect regions
of the USA. For the experiment purpose, 20 male and 20 female speakers’ speech
signals (40 * 10 utterances from each speaker= 400 utterances) are randomly chosen
from different dialect regions. The first two utterances are the same for all speakers
and served for training purposes. The eight utterances are considered to make a
mixture with the other speaker’s utterances. The experiment has been done over the
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separation of 2560 mixed speech signals in the opposite gender and same gender
mixed-signal case.

An experiment is also performed over the MIR-1K dataset which has 1000 song
clips recorded at a 16-kHz sampling rate with 16-bit resolution. These clips were
taken from 110 songs that have both amusic accompaniment track and amixed track.
These songs were sung by eight female and eleven untrained male singers. The first
three singing voices and music clips of each artist were used for practice, and the
next three clips were utilized for evaluation purposes. A total of 550 mixed signals
were used for the experiment purpose.

6 Simulation and Results

To assess the effectiveness of the suggested strategy, 100 basis vectors for training
signals for each speaker were extracted using the first two utterances of each speaker
as these are common for all. The experiment is done for both opposite genders and
same gender’smixed speech signals. Utterances of 40 random speakers (20males and
20 females) are chosen to make the mixed speech. Utilizing 512-point Fast Fourier
analysis, the spectrogram magnitude matrix for training signals and mixed signals
was determined. Transform with 50% overlap and a 10 ms window size.

The parameters used to approximate λ by applying different optimization
techniques are as follows:

For PSO, the number of particles chosen is 15, and maximum iterations are set to
10 [9]. For ACO, 25 ants are chosen with α = 1, β = 0; evaporation rate, ρ = 0.5
and constant quality functionQ= 100 [29]. In ABC, the number of food sources and
the number of bees finding target are equal. The algorithm starts with 20 bees and
limit the number to 100 with maximum number of cycles restricted to 10 [24, 26]. In
GWO, two variables a and C are kept in the range of [0, 2] and [0, 3], respectively
[23, 28, 30–32].

The results are obtained in two steps. At first, the experiment is performed to check
the present work performance with chosen optimization techniques to optimize λ.
Results are obtained for 320 mixed signals in each case in terms of SDR, SIR, PESQ,
and STOi. In the second step, the best results obtained using the chosen algorithm
for the proposed work are compared with the fixed λ in three conditions, i.e., λ =
0.01, 0.1, and 0.5.

The bar chart shown in Fig. 2 presents the performance of the proposedmodelwith
approximating λ using different techniques for the same gender’s mixed speech. The
bar chart shows the superior performance of GWO-based implementation of SNMF
for separation purposes over the other techniques.

The comparison of constants sparseness regularization factor based SNMF for
all speech signals with the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The proposed
work has shown improvement in speech separation by 0.46 dB, 0.65 dB, 3.68%, and
11.22% in terms of SDR, SIR, STOi, and PESQ score, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Source separation
with controlled λ using
different optimization
techniques for same gender’s
mixed speech. SDR and SIR
are measured in dB and STOi
and PESQ are the scores

Fig. 3 Source separation
with fixed and controlled λ

for same gender

Fig. 4 Source separation
with controlled λ using
different optimization
techniques for opposite
gender’s mixed speech

Figure 4 gives analysis of present model with optimizing λ using different OTs
for opposite genders’ mixed speech. The bar chart shows that the GWO-based opti-
mization of λ approximates more accurate signal components as compared to other
OTs.

The comparison of constant sparseness regularization factor-based SNMF for all
speech signals with the present model is shown in Fig. 5. The proposed work has
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Fig. 5 Source separation
with fixed and variable λ for
opposite gender

Fig. 6a Source separation
with controlled λ using
different optimization
techniques for speech-music
separation

improved speech separation by 0.94 dB, 1.72 dB, 5.5%, and 13.96% in SDR, SIR,
STOi, and PESQ, respectively.

Figure 6a describes the present method performance with approximating λ using
different techniques for music-speech separation from a song. Here, PESQ and STOi
are evaluated for speech signal only as these are themeasure to find quality of required
signals only.

The comparison of constant sparseness regularization factor-based SNMF for all
songswith the presentmethod is shown in Fig. 6b. Thiswork has shown improvement
in speech separation by 0.1 dB, 0.62 dB, 0.5%, and 9.4% in terms of SDR, SIR, STOi,
and PESQ, respectively.
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Fig. 6b Source separation
with controlled λ using
different optimization
techniques for speech-music
separation

7 Discussion and Conclusion

Acommon sparseness regularization factor in factorizing the spectrogrammagnitude
of the speech signal cannot provide proper basis vectors and their weights. So, vari-
able λ-based SNMF is proposed that improves the approximation of basis vectors.
To find the proper value of λ, four promising optimization techniques (PSO, ACO,
ABC, and GWO) were applied, and GWO with the high capacity of avoidance of
local extreme [28] has performed better as compared to others. Separation using fixed
λ-based SNMF and proposed algorithm were tested. The experiments have shown
that the performance for fixed λ-based SNMF for λ = 0.01, 0.1, and 0.5 provide
approximately similar results as λ = 0.1 may provide a better approximation for one
signal but not for the other. In other cases, λ = 0.5 may provide a better approxima-
tion than other values of λ. So, a common algorithm with optimized λ for each case
provides better results as found in the experiments. The results have shown improved
performance in all the instances using GWO-based optimization of λ. However, the
presented study is limited to the 0 dB mixture of two clean individual signals. It is
required to extend the study for consideration of external noise factor or different
level of mixing of target and unwanted speech signals. The presented work has also
limited for the conditions when we have training signal before mixed speech sepa-
ration. In further study, basis signals can be generated by the reinforcement learning
of dominating speech signal in the mixed one to reduce the dependency of a specific
training speech signal for mixed speech separation.
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Depression Level Analysis Using Face
Emotion Recognition Method

Sudarshan Khandelwal, Shridhar Sharma, Suyash Agrawal,
Gayatri Kalshetti, Bindu Garg, and Rachna Jain

Abstract Globally, most of the population faces depression or stress for a variety
of reasons and at different stages of their lives. Stress in the modern world assists
to depression over time, because of the hectic pace of our lives. Artificial intelli-
gence systems can mimic the empirical system of a human person. Comprehensively
capablemachines and robots are capable of automatically identifying themental state
of a person from their facial expressions and body language. In order to determine
and categorize the amount of depression, artificial intelligence (AI) and deep learning
algorithms are employed to recognize the facial expressions of people in real-time.
By using this software analysis to obtain revised depression levels, this model will
enable psychiatrists and other medical personnel involved in human psychology to
gain a new viewpoint. This model is trained on FER Plus dataset obtained from
Kaggle, and later, CNN model is used to channelize the output with the accuracy of
62.44%. The primary driving force behind this effort is to increase the precision of the
following model statement, which has the potential to have an effect on subsequent
work and long-term implementation.

Keywords Convolutional Neural Network · Haar cascade · Deep learning ·
Emotion recognition · Face detection

1 Introduction

A psychiatric condition known as depression affects more than 300 million people
globally. A depressed person has anxiety on a daily basis, which negatively impacts
their relationships with their family and friends, worsens their health, and in the
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worst-case scenario, results in suicide. People are under greater strain than ever
because of how quickly work and life are moving forward, which raises their risk of
developing depression. Due to the significant disparity in the doctor-to-patient ratio
globally, numerous patients may experience delays in receiving a prompt diagnosis.
The primary indicators of depression include a lack of appetite and sleep, thinning
hair, a loss of interest in once enjoyed hobbies, and a general lack of social life.
All of these symptoms may occasionally exacerbate depression. According to [1],
roughly 15% of individuals in India require active assistance for one or multiple
mental health concerns, with a prevalence of depression observed in one out of every
20 individuals. As stated byWorldHealthOrganization (WHO), depressive disorders
affect 350+ million people globally of all ages. Depression is one of the most severe
but prevalent mental illnesses in the world (also known as depressive disorder or
clinical depression).

The inability to perform necessary everyday activities for a minimum period of
two weeks could be caused by depression’s severe impairments. Apart from either
a low mood or loss of interest, at least four other symptoms such as issues with
concentration, self-image, food, energy, or persistent thoughts related to death or
suicide must exist consistently for two weeks. Depression is receiving more and
more attention from a variety of connected areas due to its dangers and the recent
increase in occurrence. Depression may be treated with medicine, psychotherapy,
and other therapeutic techniques even if it is a serious condition. The more quickly
that therapy can start, the better it is. The detection of depression in its initial phase
is imperative in managing the condition and curtailing the societal and financial
burdens associated with this disorder.

The primary sources of data utilized in conventional methods of diagnosing
depression include patient self-reports during clinic interviews, behaviors noticed
by friends or family, and questionnaire like the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-
9). However, because they all rely on subjective evaluations, the outcomesmight vary
depending on the situation or the setting. To arrive at a somewhat objective diagnosis,
numerous clinical specialists must be involved. Early-stage diagnoses and reassess-
ments for monitoring therapy results are frequently restricted and time-consuming as
the number of depressed individuals rises. In light of this, it is envisaged that recogni-
tion based on machine learning will enable objective and speedy diagnosis, assuring
excellent clinical treatment quality and considerably reducing the probability of harm
in actual life.

Depression-related behavior disorder-based indications for depression detection,
such as voices, facial expressions, gestures, gaits, and eye movements, are becoming
more prevalent under its impact. This study focuses on analyzing facial expressions
to detect people who may be at risk for depression. Videos or photos are mostly
used in studies over depression based on facial expressions. With video-based tech-
nology relying heavily on picture processing through converting motion footage into
static shots, these limitations hinder its accuracy and reliability. The recognition
performance will be impacted if these aspects are not properly addressed.

Therefore, to identify stress or depression levels in a certain facial image in real-
time, this model will be employing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and face
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recognition techniques that might be done via the Haar cascade approach. Depres-
sion signal’s representations are extracted using deep learning (DL) from video and
translate them into frames of visuals for a depression diagnosis in order to improve
existing medical therapy. Here are the objectives mentioned that are being pursued:

• To detect refined depression level statistics from facial expressions.
• To close the gap created by the unbalanced doctor–patient ratio.
• To improvise the performance and accuracy through large-scale datasets.

1.1 Motivation and Main Contribution

According to a meta-analysis of 41 studies, general practitioners and sometimes
expert psychiatrists can only identify depression in 47% of the cases. More precise
tools are required, with the goal of assisting psychiatrists in their decision-making
rather than replacing humans in the diagnosis process. We will provide psychiatrists
or psychologists a piece of software to use in order to assess the precise level of
depression that a patient is likely to be experiencing. This software will provide a
number along some suggestion as per scale from 1 to 10 as an output which depicts
a simple mental pain health scale, by dividing the scale from:

• Mild Depression—from 1 to 3.
• Moderate Depression—from 4 to 6.
• Severe Depression—from 7 to 10.

Advantages of proposed solution:

• Depression detection using computer vision has higher accuracy than average
general human practitioners, requiring only 30–40 s of image data to get processed
and detect the depression level.

• Using this software along with their own conventional approaches will give
psychiatrists a new perspective on decision-making and a quick, accurate
understanding.

• A one-time software investment can produce superior outcomes for the long-term
diagnosis of a patient at various stages of depression.

The subsequent parts of the article are organized as follows: Sect. 2 offers a brief
overviewof related studies in this domain; Sect. 3 discusses the researchmethodology
and provides a description of the dataset utilized. Section 4 provides valuable insights
into the results and decisions, while Sect. 5 concludes the paper by outlining its future
possibilities.
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2 Related Works

Certain scholars have shown interest in the identification of facial expressions and
contributed their studies and work accordingly. Fan and Tjahjadi provided a frame-
work for recognizing facial expressions that combines CNN and custom characteris-
tics. They discovered that the neural network could extract texture information from
face patches to provide outstanding recognition results and that the incorporation of
CNN had a positive impact on the detection of facial expressions [5].

Reddy et al. suggested combining deep learning features with a manual technique
for detecting facial expressions in an integrated manner. In trials, they confirmed the
method’s applicability in natural settings, which showed the method’s efficacy when
deep learning andmanual productionwere combined [6]. Liang et al. proposed an old
hand-crafted facial representation, which could only show superficial characteristics.
They presented the Patch Attention Layer of embedding handmade features, a novel
approach to facial emotion detection that is based on reinforcement (patch) of interest,
in order to overcome this constraint and learn the characteristics of each patch on
face pictures [7].

Jain et al. [8] present the theory in which Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and
Convolutional Layer were combined to extract information from face photos, hybrid
convolutional-recursive neural network for facial emotion detection [8]. Avots et al.
discovered human emotions by analyzing audio-visual data. Also, they used the
Viola–Jones facial recognition algorithm and multiple datasets as test sets to classify
the emotions on face photos [9].

Li et al. established on the face recognition L1 norm, constructed a deep learning-
based network for two-dimensional principal component analysis, assessed its perfor-
mance using a collection of facial images, and reached the conclusion that the network
exhibited dependability [10]. Bernhard et al. realize since emotions significantly
affect human decision-making, so they used deep learning to enhance the outcomes of
emotion identification. RNNs and transfer learning achieved better results compared
to traditionalmachine learningmethods,whichwere primarily influenced by their use
in emotion computing applications [11]. Kumar et al. covered creating representa-
tions of abnormal facial expressions using computer vision techniques and emotional
anomalies. They discovered that deep CNN might be crucial in training and clas-
sification of face expressions, which gave visual surveillance systems a new visual
modeling technique [12].

Mishra et al. used Convolutional Neural Network to identify various intensity
levels and emotions over faces of human, laying the groundwork and providing aid
for further research on computer emotion identification [13]. Björn Schulle et al.
offered the first amalgamate open Audio/Visual Emotion and Depression identifi-
cation Challenge, AVEC 2013. It tackles two child challenges: the estimate of a
self-reported state of depression and the detection of the valence and arousal of the
emotional dimension in continuous time and value [14]. Young-Shin Lee et al. put
forth a model utilizing AI which aids in the identification and assessment of depres-
sive disorders. A model utilizing fast region-based Convolutional Neural Networks
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(R-CNNs), an advanced deep learning approach that comprehends vector-based data,
can assist in diagnosing depressive disorder by examining alterations in the eye and
lip positions and deducing emotions from a set of photographs [15].

Sharifa Alghowinem et al. in order to conduct a binary classification job exam-
ined the effectiveness of eye movement characteristics collected from face films
using Active Appearance Models. The model found that by employing statistical
measurements with SVM classifiers, the low-level features of eye movement yielded
a 75% accuracy rate across the entire interview [16]. P. Ramesh Naidu et al. in order
to take advantage of the fact that mouth, head, and eyemovements differ from normal
situations when a person is under stress proposed an algorithm to recognize stress
from photographs captured with a camera and a deep neural network that receives
facial landmarks as input [17]. Lang He et al. proposed a promising psychological
investigation by discovering some variations in facial expression and speech b/w
healthy and depressed people. They provide the objective markers for automated
depression estimate in the databases [18].

Karen Schepman et al. following a standardized evaluation of diagnostic and
mood symptoms conducted an experiment in which participants supplied accurate
data after being given a computerized face emotion detection test. The AVEC2014
dataset was selected so that studies utilizing unprocessed visual and audio data could
be conducted [19]. Ninad Mehendale put forth emotion recognition and proposed
that it is crucial to creating successful human–computer interactions. The input is
a picture. Prior to identifying the face, the face is first detected in the picture, from
which key traits are then extracted. Extraction of the expression features from the
picture is the next stage. The classifier is then given the retrieved characteristics in
order to classify the output as expressions [20]. Bhavna Singh Parihar et al. say that
depression is the most severe mental disease that can be found with a variety of
symptoms in different people, making it challenging to diagnose. A CNN model is
developed that analyzes a person’s facial traits to determine whether or not they are
depressed [21].

Qian Chen et al. proposed sequential fusion approach for depression identification
using faces in order to concurrently learn face movements and appearance in a single
framework, and a chained-fusion technique is presented for mining the associated
and complimentary patterns of depressions in multimodal learning [22]. Asim Jan
et al. asserted that DL approaches can be useful in the field of issues related to
mental health since they recognize the value of gathering thorough information to
characterize the various psychiatric diseases. Visual and verbal data are essential for
building an effective artificial system for recognizing sadness since a system utilizing
a camera and microphone can quickly collect them [23].

S. Modi et al. put forth that the primary driving force behind the effort is to
increase the correctness of the defined model statement, that might have an effect on
further research. Additionally, a comparison of the transfer learning model and the
used model will give out the study effort for necessary innovation [24]. Weitong Guo
et al. come up with a unique method for identifying probable depression risk and was
based on two separate deep belief network (DBN)models. The other model utilizes a
Kinect to collect 3D face points and extract dynamic characteristics, whereas the first
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model relies on an optical camera to capture facial photos and extract 2D appearance
features. The twomodels are combined to provide the final decision outcome. Finally,
we assess each deep model on our constructed dataset [25].

G. Giannakakis et al. says, video-recorded facial signals can be used to identify
and analyze emotional states associated with stress and anxiety. Mainly concentrated
on semi-voluntary and non-voluntary facial signals to more accurately evaluate the
emotion representation [26]. Nandita Sharma et al. developed a theory where stress
is being modeled using Bayesian networks, artificial neural networks, and support
vector machines [27]. Amir Hasanbasic et al. used wearable sensors to monitor ten
students in order to gauge their degrees of exam-related stress. Different categoriza-
tion techniques were utilized as input with characteristics of the ECG and electro-
dermal activity signals [28].AndreTeixeiraLopes et al. for the purpose of recognizing
facial expressions suggested a straightforward approach that combines well-known
techniques like Convolutional Network and certain picture preprocessing processes
[29].

Octavio Arriaga et al. proposed a real-time vision system that can recognize faces,
identify genders, and identify emotions [30]. Ali Mollahosseini et al. suggested a
deep neural network design to handle the FER problem across several well-known
facial datasets. After two convolutional layers, our network incorporates four incep-
tion layers, with each one being succeeded by max pooling. The network, which
consists of a single component, classifies recorded face pictures as input into either
the six fundamental expressions or the neutral expressions. Over seven open to
publicly accessible facial expression databases—MultiPIE, MMI, CK+, DISFA,
FERA, SFEW, and FER2013—we conducted extensive studies [31].

In summary, deep learning may considerably increase the ability of recognition
of facial expression, particularly by implementing the hybrid model, whereas the
classic manual approaches are no longer appropriate for the present study on facial
expression recognition. Even while facial expression recognition has made consider-
able progress in the past, there are not many research that pair it with psychological
analysis.

3 Research Methodology

Let us understand this segmentation with the help of a flowchart which depicts the
flow of tasks processing in the system from input to output. As seen in Fig. 1, a
proper procedure has been showed as how the program will work and what could
be the possible outcomes, which are Mild Depression, Moderate Depression, and
Severe Depression. A CNN model will be learning and getting trained based on the
input images in the ML classification stage (Fig. 2).

The process of analyzing emotions from a video stream involves several stages.
The algorithm first broadcasts a live video feed, after which it gathers a certain
number of frames for use. Then, a CNN model that was trained and validated on a
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Fig. 1 Flowchart for
depression detection

big dataset of images representing six to seven different emotions is compared to
these frames.

The ImageDataGenerator script is then used to turn all grayscale-textured pictures
into datasets, and sets of tensor image data are generated with real-time data augmen-
tation. The training dataset is fitted across 60 epochs with various layers of Conv2D
and MaxPooling, with a rate of learning of 0.0001 and category cross-entropy loss.
There are separate training and validation components for the dataset. With a 25%
dropout rate, the set of available classes are used to map labels to pictures.

A confusion matrix is created to provide an accuracy score for each image’s
predicted emotion, and model’s accuracy and loss are shown using graphs during
training and testing. After utilizing the CNN model, the model analyzes frames and
identifies emotions in each of them and thereafter retrieves the emotions for each
image in the stack. It has the ability to detect positive and negative emotions and ascer-
tain the degree of these emotions. Subsequently, it can also estimate whether there
has been a shift in emotions over time. The percentage level of emotion falls under a
certain threshold value, and then, the model generates results displaying depression
levels as mild, moderate, or severe and providing an appropriate suggestion.
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Fig. 2 System architecture
for depression detection

3.1 Dataset Description

The FER-2013 database, often known as FERPlus, has about 35k face expressions
based on seven fundamental expressions, published in 2013 as part of a Kaggle
challenge. This dataset is taken from Kaggle and the major contributor is Mr. Manas
Sambare. The web-based photos are gathered, transformed to grayscale, and scaled
to (48× 48). Since this database reports a 68%± 5% human accuracy, theoretically
it might be mislabeled. However, this model used it as pre-training data because it is
a sizable spontaneous collection of required expressions over the faces. The faces in
the images have been automatically aligned so that they occupy a similar amount of
space and are positioned approximately at the center.

Established on the facial emotions shown in Fig. 3, the facial expressions are
categorized into one of seven types (0 = Angry, 1 = Disgust, 2 = Fear, 3 = Happy,
4 = Neutral, 5 = Sad, 6 = Surprise). The training set consists of 28,709 examples.
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Fig. 3 Facial expression in FER-2013

4 Result and Discussion

Here, two activation functions are tested on the same dataset to find out the best
results. First function is ReLU, which is a piecewise linear function that will result
the output only if the required input is positive, else, it will output zero and other is
SIGMOID which is a nonlinear function that assigns any number ranging between
0 and 1, inclusive, to itself. The figure given below is the over-fitted model and
accuracy is 72.23% and split is of (80–20), but still it is giving false-positive results.
So, this model was discarded and the test–train split is changed (Fig. 4).

In the graph (Fig. 5), model loss is decreased after many epochs retrywhichmakes
it less optimized. Feature extraction is stabilized between 10 and 20× scale values.

Fig. 4 Model accuracy
(80–20) using ReLU

Fig. 5 Model loss (80–20)
using ReLU
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Fig. 6 Model accuracy
(70–30) using SIGMOID

Here, SIGMOID nonlinear function is used to attain a higher accuracy and the
splitting ratio of train and test is set to (70–30) which still resulted in unstable test
case accuracy as shown in the graph (Fig. 6), and this makes it non-reliable.

But here as shown (Fig. 7) that model loss is not getting stabilized so the feature
extraction is very unoptimized. So, this model is also not very much reliable either.

Now, the same splitting ratio for training and testing of (70–30) is reused, but this
time again using the ReLU function on the same dataset. And as the result, it does
provide us with a much higher accuracy of 83.88% and very less model loss as seen
in Figs. 8, 9 and Table 1.

So, at last, it is decided to go with ReLU function in our model as it is giving
the best accuracy for the (70–30) split and with vey less model loss and high feature
extractions.

Fig. 7 Model loss (70–30)
using SIGMOID
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Fig. 8 Model accuracy
(70–30) using ReLU

Fig. 9 Model loss (70–30)
using ReLU

Table. 1 Accuracy values from all functions used

Function used Split ratio Final train accuracy (%) Validation accuracy (%)

ReLU 80–20 72.23 63.66

SIGMOID 70–30 59.85 56.51

ReLU 70–30 83.88 64.03

5 Comparative Analysis

As seen in Table 2, another published paper under the ICAMIMIA conference named
as “Deep Learning Based Facial Emotion Recognition usingMultiple LayersModel,
Sandra et al. [32]” achieved an accuracy of 60% using ResNet architecture and our
model has achieved an accuracy of 64.03% using AlexNet.
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Table 2 Comparative analysis with ICAMIMIA (2021) published paper

Architecture Training accuracy (%) Testing accuracy (%) Layers

AlexNet (CNN) 83.88 64.03 13

ResNet50 (ANN) 65 60 50

6 Limitations

• Limited emotions: The dataset only includes seven basic emotions, which means
that themodelmay struggle to recognizemore nuanced emotions or subtle changes
in facial expressions.

• Biased dataset: It may be challenging for the model to accurately differentiate
other emotions due to the skewness of the dataset toward neutral and happy
expressions.

• Variations in facial types: The model may struggle to generalize to unfamiliar
faces, not present in the training data, as face expressions can significantly vary
between ages, individuals, and cultures.

• Facial occlusions: Emotion interpretation can be hindered by accessories like
facial hair, glasses, or other items that obscure facial expressions.

• Low sample size: Overfitting and limited generalization to new data can occur
due to the relatively small number of samples in the dataset.

• Lack of contextual information: Information regarding the context in which the
facial expressions were captured, such as the situation, surroundings, or cultural
background, is not included in the dataset, making it unavailable for the model.

This can make it difficult for the model to accurately interpret the emotions.

7 Conclusion and Future Scope

The research study found that the model was successful in predicting the nature of
images, but improvements were needed for future purposes. The suggested AI treat-
ment had potential applications in detecting drowsiness in drivers and monitoring
elderly patients’ tension and anxiety using emotion detection. The model could also
provide audio-based refinement for depression detection and suggest mental activi-
ties, a healthy diet, and music to promote stability and prevent depressive thoughts.
Further enhancements were necessary to integrate the model into an Android or iOS
application for identifying potential depression in friends and family.
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Early Prediction and Detection
of Anxiety Level Using Support Vector
Machine

Tisha Sadariya and Shanti Verma

Abstract According to the National Library of Medicine, anxiety is a physiological
and behavioral status induced in humans by an intimidation to interests or survival. It
is typify by increased provocation anticipation, autonomic and immunologic estab-
lishment, and specific behavior patterns. The role of these changes is to cope with an
unsympathetic or unpredicted condition. Social media is now a companion of every
human. It is also considered as the basic necessity of humans. Social media usage
has dark and light sides, but nowadays with excessive usage of social media, there
are many dark sides seen in humans. Anxiety is one of the dark sides of excessive
usage of social media. In this paper, authors try to build a classification model based
on demographics and psychological factors using a Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Authors used a secondary dataset available on kaggle.com. The result of the study
claims the model accuracy of 95.31% to classify anxiety level. Authors also compare
the results of SVM with other classification algorithm, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes,
and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and found that SVMmodel accuracy is higher than
other classification algorithms.

Keywords Classification · Prediction · Anxiety · Media usage · Support Vector
Machine

1 Introduction

Social media is a mediumwhere we can connect with peoples around the world using
websites and applications. We all recognize that knowledge is power, but only few
understand the role social media has played to the society. In current world, social
media acts as an important role in influencing our culture and economy. The online
social media has caused strong revolution in the way people be in touch and interact
with each other. Social media has both brighter and darker sides on human health. In
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Fig. 1 Benefits of social media usage

the past decade, we saw great change in people’s life because of social media usage
[1].

There are various positive impacts of social media usage on young generations
which are engagement, critical thinking, collaboration, creativity, and empowering
the introverts which depicts in Fig. 1 [2]. In India, many guidelines are for usage
to social media contents by different age groups [3]. By Congress in the Children’s
Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), the people having age 13 or more can use
social media content without their parent’s permission (Fig. 2).

Figure 1 depicts the various dark sides of usage of social media. Major drawbacks
for extensive use of social media are: peer-to-peer; improper content; lack of privacy
of contents; and influence of marketing agencies [2, 4]. In India, many schools use
social media platforms to share homework and worksheets to students. This makes
children allow to get usage of parents smart phones. Many schools also use YouTube
platform to teach pre-primary school children’s for better understanding and good
execution of contents [5]. Young generations are mostly use social media to connect
with friends and family [6].

Many authors used word social media depression which is related to the health
issues faced by people for excessive social media usage [7]. The challenges faced
by many young generation people for excessive social media usage are depicted in
Fig. 3 which are isolation, cyber bullying, anxiety, stress, lack of sleep, decreased
productivity, false connections, lack of privacy, and unrealistic expectations [8, 9].
In this paper, authors try to find the impact of social media usage on anxiety level.
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Fig. 2 Dark sides of social media usage

Fig. 3 Effects of social media on mental health

2 Objective of Study

The objectives of research study are given below:

(1) To study association between age and media usage.
(2) To study gender-wise anxiety level analysis.
(3) Create a SVM model to classify anxiety level on the basis of media usage and

demographic factors.
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Fig. 4 Customer base-wise social media platform

3 Literature Review

3.1 Related Work: Social Media Usage

Survey identifies that mostly young people spendmore time on social media websites
[10]. Any websites or applications which provide real-time communication are
considered as social media [2, 3, 11, 12]. On the basis of the social media usage, we
can find that impact of it on humans [13]. There are various theories like concep-
tualized cognitive, emotional, attitudinal, and behavioral self-effects that may occur
before, during, and after message creation/sending on social media. On the basis
of the receiver reactions, sender makes unrealistic theories in their mind. Finally,
reception effects are enhanced by self-effects [9]. The usage of various social media
website by humans shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, we can see that major stakeholder
is Facebook.

3.2 Related Work: Social Media Effects on Mental Health

Social media usage is an essential part of our daily life nowadays. Due to excessive
usageof online socialmedia,manypeople facemental health problems.Manuauthors
found influence of socialmedia use on depression, anxiety, and psychological distress
in adolescents [1, 4]. During COVID-19, social media has provided a platform for
people to access updated information [14, 15]. After COVID-19, our life changed
very much in terms of communication, information access, and education. Through
social media applications, public communication and interaction go beyond personal
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message delivery to seeking correct information and the full scope of the COVID-
19 pandemic to develop a real sense of virus prevention. The emergence of the
COVID-19 outbreak has changed life patterns in response to preventive measures.
[16]

3.3 Related Work: Support Vector Machine

Support VectorMachines (SVMs) are still one of themost popular and precise classi-
fiers. The accuracy of using optimal parameter values in kernel functions is as a deter-
minant to obtain maximum accuracy results on image retrieval with Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classification [17]. Experiments conducted in this study aimed to
obtain optimal Gaussian/Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel function parameter
values on nonlinear multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) method [18, 19].
SVMs are used in applications like handwriting recognition, intrusion detection,
face detection, email classification, gene classification, and in web pages. In this
paper, authors used a RBF-based SVM to classify anxiety level on the basis of media
usage and demographics [7, 20].

4 Methodology

4.1 Data Collection

To achieve the defined objectives in paper, authors used a secondary dataset. The
dataset used in study is available in (https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/spscientist/
mental-illness).

There are nine columns in the dataset which are defined as age, age category,
sex, qualifications, habitat, media use (h/day), media category, well-being score,
well-being category, anxiety score, and anxiety category. First eight columns of the
dataset are considered as independent and the anxiety category is considered as a
dependent variable. Anxiety category has three different categories: Low, Medium,
and High. Authors transform these categories as 0, 1, and 2 for classification.

4.2 Descriptive Data Analysis

The dataset used in study has some demographics of users like age and sex. Figure 5
depicts the gender-wise analysis of users for anxiety level. In the dataset, there are
426 records out of which 196 have gender female and 236 have gender male. The
results of Fig. 1 show that 56% male and 24% have low anxiety level.

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/spscientist/mental-illness
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Fig. 5 Gender-wise anxiety
level analysis

The dataset used in the study does not show that normal distribution. So, the
first step authors used in analysis is to normalize the dataset using Z score. After
normalization, authors study the effect of age on media usage (h/day). The age group
used in study has minimum age 18 years and maximum age 79 years. Media usage
(h/day) used in study has a minimum value of 4 h/day and maximum value 16 h/
day. In this analysis as shown in Fig. 6, authors found that there is a highly negative
correlation (− 0.23398) between age and media usage (h/day). Study also shows that
the 24–27 age group people use social media websites most per day. It shows that
the social media is most used by adults between the age 24 and 27 years according
to dataset used in study.

Figure 7 depicts the heat map for the dataset used in study. Heat map is a data
visualization technique used for better understanding of the dataset. In this map,
color coding is used to depict the value. This map also shows the correlation values
of every column with other columns. This map is useful to check which columns
have more impact on results of study [21, 22]. We can use the results of the heat
maps to decide the threshold values for reducing the dimensions of the dataset [23].

4.3 Tools Used for Analysis

Authors used a Python open-source tool for data visualization, data normalization,
data reduction, and data classification using SVM. The main feature of Python
language is having an extensive amount of packages. In this paper, the authors used
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Fig. 6 Scatter diagram age versus media usage

Fig. 7 Heat map
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the sklearn package of Python which is used for data classification. For data visu-
alization, matplotlib package is used, and for data normalization, StandardScaler
package is used. For dimension reduction, principal component analysis (PCA) is
used in study.

4.4 Flowchart of Proposed Work

Figure 8 depicts the flowofwork carried by authors to build classificationmodel using
secondary dataset on the given threshold value. First step is to collect a secondary
dataset available in kaggle.com (https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/spscientist/men
tal-illness).

In the next step, authors check the normality of the dataset and found that the
dataset is not following normal distribution. Now, authors normalize the dataset
using the standard scalar library of Python which is based on the Z score formula. In
the next step, authors apply data preprocessing techniques; missing data handling;
and column reduction using principal component analysis method on normalized
dataset. In the result of this step, authors get clean data with three columns out of
nine columns from the original dataset. Now, authors start the process of building a
classification model on a new dataset. This requires dividing the dataset in training
and testing. Authors take 70% of total dataset as training and 30% of total dataset
as testing with randomness. Now, authors start building SVM classification methods
using training datasets. The build model is tested with the help of testing dataset,
which gives model accuracy, precision, and recall as result. If the results of the model
are greater than given threshold 0.95, model accepted else another training data is
generated to build another model to be acceptable.

5 Results and Discussion

Machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence. Inmachine learning, algorithms
learn from experiences based on the dataset provided in the algorithm. There are
three types of algorithms used in model construction: supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement. In this paper, authors used supervised learning algorithms for model
construction and model usage. Model construction involves describing the set of
predefined classes. Training dataset is used for classification model construction.
Model usage involves classifying future data or identifying unknown objects of the
dataset. Inmodel usage, authors find the accuracy of themodel using a testing dataset.
If the model accuracy is acceptable, authors use this model to classify future values.

There are various classification algorithms available like Decision Tree, Bayesian
classifier, random forest, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), support vector machine
(SVM), etc. In this paper, the authors used the SVM classification model because
of higher accuracy than other algorithms. SVM is a supervised learning algorithm

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/spscientist/mental-illness
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Fig. 8 Proposed work
flowchart

used for classification, regression, and outlier detection. SVM is useful where data
have high dimensions and sample size is less than dimension size. In most of the
applications, SVMprovides better accuracy than other classification algorithms [19].

In this paper, authors try to build classification model using four classification
algorithms which are Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, KNN, and SVM. In find the
results of all the mentioned algorithms, authors follows the steps defined in Fig. 8.
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Four parameters are chosen to evaluate the model that is accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1-score. These parameters values are calculated with the help of confusion
matrix. Confusion matrix is a matrix which stores actual label available in testing
data and predicted label defined by model. The sample confusion matrix for three
labels is shown in Table 1. There are four quadrants in confusion matrix, which are

TP—True Positive—Actual value of anxiety level is Low and model also
predicted Low.
TN—True Negative—Actual value of anxiety level is medium and model also
Medium.
FP—False Positive—Actual value of anxiety level is Low and model predicted
Medium.
FN—False Negative—Actual value of anxiety level is Medium and model
predicted High.

To calculate the confusionmatrix for mentioned classification algorithms, authors
develop a Python code available in github repository https://github.com/research2
006/Mental-Illness.git. The results of the mentioned four algorithms are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2 shows the results of defined classification algorithms in terms of accuracy,
precision, recall, and f 1-score. You can see in the table that all four parameters
of model evaluation are approximately same for Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes
algorithm. The result of KNN algorithm is better than above two algorithms but not
fulfills the threshold criteria. The evaluation parameters of SVM algorithm are best
compared to DT, NB, and KNN and also fulfill the threshold criteria. The result
of the SVM shows that model predicts 95% results accurate that there is only 5%
error in the model. These errors can also be reduced with help of ensemble learning
techniques like bagging and boosting.

Table 1 Sample confusion matrix for three labels

Predicted value

Anxiety level Low Medium High

Actual value Low TP FN FN

Medium FP TN FN

High FP FN TN

Table 2 Model evaluation and comparison

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

Decision Tree (DT) 0.90058 0.89372 0.90058 0.894751

Naive Bayes (NB) 0.90058 0.88996 0.90058 0.891586

KNN 0.923976 0.91788 0.92397 0.918682

SVM 0.953125 0.95271 0.95312 0.950538

https://github.com/research2006/Mental-Illness.git
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Fig. 9 Confusion matrix for
SVM classification

Figure 9 depicts the confusion matrix of SVM model. In this matrix, you can see
that TP cases are 103 and TN cases are 19; also, total cases are 128. So according to
formula,

Accuracy = (TP + TN)/Total cases i.e. 122/128 = 0.953125,

Precision = TP/(TP + FP) i.e.103/(103 + 4) = 0.96261,

Recall = TP/(TP + FN) i.e.103/(103 + 2) = 0.98095,

F1−Score = (2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall)/(Precision + Recall)

= 1.888544/1.94356 = 0.97169.

These calculations are done usingweighted averagemethod available in precision,
recall, and f 1-score function in sklearn package of Python to get the results shown
in Table 2.

6 Conclusion

Mental health is very important for any person. But in society, we mostly focus on
physical health not mental health. With this reason, we see in society that many
people face mental issues like anxiety, fear, lowliness, etc. In this paper, authors try
to build a classification model which is able to classify the level of anxiety in humans
based on their demographics, media usage, and physiological factors. As a result of
this study, authors can conclude that there is a positive correlation between anxiety
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level and media usage. Authors also perform gender-wise analysis and found that
high anxiety level is more in female as compared tomale. Themodel build by authors
performs well with accuracy of approximately 95% which justifies that there is only
5% error in the classification done by model. Authors also compare the evaluation
results of various classification algorithms and found that SVM gives better results
for given dataset. The results of the study is useful for early detection and prediction
the anxiety level of human on the basis of their demographics, social media usage
and physiological factors.
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Empirical Analysis of Depression
Detection Using Deep Learning
on Twitter

Arunima Jaiswal, Payal Porwal, Anushka Singh, Pooja Kumari,
Priyadeep Bhalla, and Nitin Sachdeva

Abstract People spend a major portion of their time from their daily routine over
social media platforms. Many researchers have previously attempted to examine the
mental status of the users through their thoughts and opinions in the form of text all
over social media. People who are active on social media tend to consume both posi-
tive and negative content whichmay hamper their mental health subconsciously. This
gives rise to increased mental health problems as people are consistently consuming
a lot of negative content available publicly. The motivation behind this research is
early detection of depression, which is themost commonmental health condition and
second top reason for death worldwide, so that people can be aware and take timely
action for their mental health before it deteriorates inexorably. Text classification is
an application of natural language processing. This study uses a dataset consisting of
thoughts in textual form, collected from Twitter posts or ‘Tweets’, that were posted
by the people over the platform, and classify them as depressed or non-depressed.
The dataset used is publicly available on Kaggle named ‘Depression Detection’.
The study uses four combined models that are BERT + BiGRU, BERT + BiLSTM,
BiGRU, andBiLSTMandcompares them.The accuracies of the followingmodels are
as follows—99.71%, 99.52%, 99.58%, and 98.83%, respectively. It is observed that
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by using the novel BERT + BiGRU model the accuracy achieved is 99.71% which
is highest, though marginally, among other proposed models in detecting whether a
person is depressed or not by reading social media texts as data input. As depression
is the second most common reason for death all across the world, this study attempts
to benefit the society by helping in timely detection of depression among users by
analysing their thoughts that they continuously express over social media. Some-
times, users themselves are not aware of their mental health and continue to suffer.
Also, many people hesitate consulting a psychiatrist. This study can be proved to be
a first and the foremost step in analysing the mental health condition of people which
may save someone’s life by timely detection.

Keywords Depression detection · BERT · Deep learning · BiLSTM · BiGRU ·
Neural network · Machine learning · Depressed text

1 Introduction

The Internet came into use from 1 January 1983. Since then, it’s been 40 years, and
major advancements have been done over the Internet which includes the creation
of an infinite number of websites and web applications all over the world. These
websites and web applications enable the user to interact with any person residing in
any corner of the world all around the globe. Social media is a major domain which
has overtaken the market nowadays. This includes many websites such as Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and Reddit through which people express their opinions and
thoughts about a person, situation, politics, etc., including both negative and positive
thoughts which are flooding all over these websites. These thoughts and opinions are
many times a reflection of people’s intrusive thoughts that they are able to express
through these social media platforms knowingly or unknowingly. Statistics indicate
that in 2021, over 4.26 billion people were using social media in any form, and this
number is expected to increase to 6 billion by 2027. The thoughts and opinions that
are shared by people over these platforms when accessed carefully through studies
can be helpful in determining whether people are suffering from any kind of mental
illness or not. It becomes easy to categorise people as depressed or not depressed.
Depression is a worldwide concern and the second most reason for death [1].

The daily usage of social media accounts to around 2.5 h per day per person
which is roughly up by 2 per cent in comparison with the daily average reported at
the start of year 2022 [2]. Sometimes people are themselves not aware about their
mental health. They may be suffering from some serious chronic mental illness.
Many people may hesitate in consulting a psychiatrist for diagnosing themselves.
This brings an opportunity for analysing such texts/graphics which may help people
in detecting if they are suffering fromdepression or not through their thinking patterns
that they express over social media platforms.

By analysing the posts over various social media platforms, experts and
researchers have found some common patterns of words that associate with the
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Fig. 1 What depressive text
looks like

person describing them as depressed or not. The words associated with depression
are often related to emotions, whereas those associated with loneliness are linked
to cognition [3]. There are some particular words that people use to represent their
feelings and the contents. For example, a sentence consisting of negative words like
‘sad’, ‘meaningless’, ‘worthless’ indicate that the user may be depressed.

This is what depressive text may look like (Fig. 1).
This study consists of a review of previous studies conducted on depression detec-

tion from social media text (and other modalities as well like audio, video, etc.) and
presents a comparative analysis between different embedding and natural language
processing techniques to be applied with a deep learning model, like BiGRU and
BiLSTM. The dataset used is a benchmark dataset which is publicly available on
Kaggle. Integrating such efficient techniques to build a model which provides better
accuracy or proposing a novel model is the primary objective of this study (Fig. 2).

The methodology used in the research paper is a stepwise procedure. The first
step includes the collection of dataset from a known source for our model. In this
study, we have used publicly available Twitter dataset. After the collection of the
dataset, the next step is the cleaning of the dataset before preprocessing. After that,
it was stemmed and lemmatized, and then various NLP techniques were applied to
it. Finally, the classification of data is done as depressed or non-depressed.

In this study, depression detection has been carried out on textual social media
data, using various deep learning models, and those models have been compared on
the basis of their efficacy. The various methodologies used are as follows:

(i) BERT + BiLSTM
(ii) BERT + BiGRU

Fig. 2 Experimentation procedure diagram
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(iii) BiLSTM
(iv) BiGRU.

The study’s main contribution is detection of depression in a user who is publicly
expressing his/her thoughts and opinions over social media. The study includes clas-
sification of a user as depressed or non-depressed using various NLP techniques,
comparing them and observing the results achieved in each case. Here, it can be
observed that the highest accuracy achieved is 99.71% by combination of the BERT
+ BiGRU model. The novel BERT + BiGRU approach suggested in this study
outperforms the existing models in the field of depression detection on textual data.

2 Related Work

There have been a large number of studies performed so far on identifying depression
through social media networks in the past, but the majority of them have been based
on classical feature engineering techniques [3]. During these review of literature, it
has been discovered that lexicons used for linguistic inquiry word counts, or what
is commonly referred to as the linguistic inquiry word count (LIWC) lexicon, have
been widely used as a feature engineering tool and technique for detecting and
identifying lexical features. The psychological traits described in this lexicon have
been classified into at least 32 types. In a recent study, researchers tried to improve
the performance of the models by using vector space representations, as well as a
convolutional neural network model with a bidirectional mechanism for identifying
and describing the health hazards in the posts [5].

The related work section below comprises the studies by previous researchers
which focused onmental health detection in humans through socialmedia and related
websites. Reference has been taken from the below mentioned related work.

Table 1 Literature Review

Study Dataset Model proposed Performance
metric

Result
(%)

Yu [4] THUC news dataset BERT-BiGRU Accuracy,
precision, F1
score, recall

94.6,
95, 95,
95

Ahmed [5] LIWC BiLSTM Accuracy,
precision

93, 89

Ghosh [6] Bangla social media
text dataset

BiLSTM Accuracy,
sensitivity,
specificity

94.3,
92.63,
95.12

Shaw [7] Twitter dataset Multichannel CNN,
CNN, GRU, Capsule
network, and BERT

Accuracy,
precision,
recall, F1
score

97.5,
96.8,
97.5,
97.2

(continued)
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(continued)

Study Dataset Model proposed Performance
metric

Result
(%)

Park [8] Twitter dataset
(Reddit)

BiLSTM, BERT, CNN Precision,
recall, F1
score

0.9879,
0.9945,
0.9892

Zeberga [9] Reddit, Twitter BiLSTM, BERT Accuracy 98

Yadav [10] Distress analysis
interview
Corpus-Wizard-of-Oz
interviews dataset

BGRU F1 score 0.92

Ameer [11] Reddit BERT, LSTM, BiLSTM,
GRU, BiGRU

Accuracy, F1
score

0.83,
0.83

Nadeem [12] Twitter tweets dataset LSTM, GRU Accuracy1,
Accuracy2,
F1 score

97.4,
82.45,
94.4

Islam [13] Social media text LSTM, GRU,
CNN-BiLSTM

Accuracy 88.59

Singh [14] SD-Sdford-09,
DD-Red-14,
DD-Kgg-22,
SD-Twi-23

BiLSTM, GRU, BERT,
ALBERT

Accuracy,
precision,
recall, AUC,
mean increase

91.92,
92.04,
91.35,
0.9024,
4.49

Triantafyllopoulos
[15]

Reddit posts on the
Pirina dataset, Reddit
RSDD dataset

BERT, GRU Accuracy, F1
score,
precision,
recall

93.87,
95.65,
95.16,
96.14

Arif [11] Reddit posts RoBERTa Accuracy, F1
score

83, 83

Dheeraj [16] WebMD about 2086
and HealthTap about
5328 questions (an
online medical
healthcare platform

MHA-BCNN Accuracy 89

Orabi [17] CLPsych2015 and
bell let’s talk

CNN and RNN CNN
accuracy,
RNN
accuracy

83.2,
93.4

Deshpande [18] Collection of tweets
using twitter API

Naive Bayes Classifier
and support vector
machine

Naive Bayes
accuracy, F1
score

83,
83.2

Amanat [19] Tweets scraped
dataset

Deep RNN LSTM Accuracy 99

Cong [20] Reddit self-reported
depression diagnosis
(RSDD)

X-A-BiLSTM Precision, F1
score, recall

69, 60,
53

(continued)
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(continued)

Study Dataset Model proposed Performance
metric

Result
(%)

Burdisso [21] CLEF 2017 and eRisk
pilot task

SS3 F1 score, π,
precision

0.54,
0.44,
0.69

Vasha [22] Self-made dataset,
collected from
Facebook texts,
comments or posts of
a single line

SVM Precision, F1
score,
accuracy

77, 78,
80

Ashraf et al. [23] Reddit dataset BERT, BiGRU, IMFine Precision,
recall, F1
score

0.95,
0.93,
0.94

Kabir et al. [24] Dataset collected
from social media

LSTM, GRU, kernel
support vector machine
(SVM), random forest,
logistic regression
K-nearest neighbour
(KNN), and complement
naive Bayes (NB)

Accuracy1,
Accuracy2

81, 78

Singh et al. [25] Twitter dataset Naive Bayes, logistic
regression, SVM and
ensemble machine
learning models, random
forest and XGBoost,
LSTM and GRU

F1 score 0.92

Chowdhury et al.
[26]

Social media text LSTM, GRU, CNN Accuracy 90

Hasan et al. [27] Twitter dataset BERT Accuracy 97

Hadjiharalambous
et al. [28]

News reports dataset BERT, BiGRU, BiLSTM Accuracy 80–90

The study proposed in this research paper is inspired by the previous related work
of the authorsmentioned above. The relatedwork has proven to be an excellent source
of knowledge and information throughout the journeyof this study and research.After
going through all the related research work, the model achieving highest accuracy
was finalised and implemented. This source of motivation and information proved
to be of great help which further steered this study’s efforts in the right direction and
inspired better logic on how to improve the accuracy of existing research work.
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3 Proposed Methodology

The study proposes a comparative analysis between various deep learning method-
ologies, with respect to their efficacy in depression detection of textual social media
data.

Theproposedwork in this researchpaper includes the steps asmentioned further—
the first step is to collect the necessary dataset for the depression related texts over
social media. A publicly available dataset from Kaggle, named ‘Depression Detec-
tion’ was used. This dataset is a collection of tweets from Twitter social media
platform. The dataset was cleaned before it was preprocessed, followed by stem-
ming, lemmatization, and other NLP techniques were applied to it. The dataset was
then classified into depressed and not depressed, and labelled as 0 and 1 to identify
the class. The dataset was then ready to be used for the study. In order to perform the
tasks in the procedure, the set-up of software environment and machine specification
used for this researchwork is as follows. SiliconeM1Pro 8-coreNeural Engine CPU,
16 GB RAM, 14-core M1 Pro GPU, Google Colaboratory IDE, 3.7.15 version of
Python, 2.9.2 version of Tensorflow, 2.9.0 version of Tensorflow-text, 2.9.0 version
of Keras are used.

3.1 Dataset Preprocessing

In the data preprocessing phase, the data is being processed to remove unnecessary
text, which can hinder the classification process, and make it free from outliers
which can skew the model or overtrain it for unnecessary features. To clean the tweet
dataset, twitter ids, https link tags, and website related tags were removed. Beautiful
Soup was used which removes the tags added at the time of scraping into actual
punctuations and spaces if that’s what they mean. Also, all the negation words which
are being shortened are converted into full words like ‘aren’t’ into ‘are not’. These
changes make the text more clean and understandable by the model, which helps in
attaining high accuracy.

Table 2 Dataset Description Label

Label Count

Non-depressed 20,952

Depressed 18,190

For the models, where BERT encoding was used, each sentence was tokenized
and passed through the BERT preprocessor, whereas for the models where BERT
encoding was not used, one hot encoding was used after application of which, the
input was passed to an embedding layer.
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3.2 Feature Extraction Techniques

Feature extraction is used to buildmodels which take as input one ormore documents
and classifies them by their content. BERT is a pre-trained model which is used
to do the same. In feature extraction, BERT’s output is taken along with implicit
representation of all or some of BERT’s layers, and then a different model is trained
on those features to forge ahead of building the model.

Bidirectional Encoder Representation from transformer is a framework that is
used in natural language processing (NLP). It is a deep learning model, in which
every input element is connected to every output element of the dataset in such a
way that based upon their connection the weightages are calculated dynamically.
This process in NLP is known as Attention. From the BERT model, the text is read
from both the direction, i.e. left-to-right and right-to-left direction at the same time.
In the BERT model, two sizes of model have been proposed: BERT base and BERT
Large, where BERT base consists of 12 layers of encoder block, 12 head attention,
110 million parameters; it is usually comparable in size to the OpenAI transformer in
order to compare performance, whereas BERTLarge consists of 24 layers of encoder
block, 16 head attention, 340 million parameters.

BERT is a pre-trained transformer-based language model that generates contextu-
alised embeddings for the input text. In this study, ‘bert_multi_cased_L-12_H-768_
A-12’, a pre-trained saved model for text embedding was loaded.

3.3 Why BERT Over Traditional NLP?

Traditional NLP techniques aim to comprehend human language as it is. In BERT’s
case, this means predicting a word. To be able to do this, models are trained on large
sized labelled training data. This onerous task of data labelling falls on linguists.

BERT uses a process called Transfer Learning to improve on this. It reduces this
human effort as it was pre-trained on unlabelled plain text corpus. It continues to do
so unsupervised and improves as it is applied in practical domains. Subsequently,
BERT can adapt to the perpetually increasing searchable queries and be customised
for a user’s specifications.

3.4 GRU and BiGRU

GRU or Gated Recurrent Unit is a type of RNN, which is an alternative to LSTM
networks. GRU, like LSTM, can process sequential data like time series, speech, and
text data.

GRU has been introduced to solve the vanishing gradient problem. To do so, it
uses ‘update gate’ and ‘reset gate’, which basically decidewhat information is passed
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Fig. 3 Model architecture

forward. GRU selectively updates the hidden state of the network at each time step.
The reset gate is responsible for determining how much of the previous hidden state
will be forgotten, and the update gate determines how much of the new input will be
used to update the hidden state. The GRU output is based on the updated hidden state.
Bidirectional GRU or BiGRU is a model that consists of 2 GRUs. One of the GRUs
takes the input in forward direction, while the other takes it in backward direction.
It is a bidirectional RNN with only input and forget gates (Fig. 3).

In this study, depression detection has been carried out on textual social media
data, using various deep learning models, and those models have been compared on
the basis of their efficacy. The various methodologies used are as follows:

(i) BERT + BiLSTM
(ii) BERT + BiGRU
(iii) BiLSTM
(iv) BiGRU.

4 Results and Comparative Analysis

4.1 Dataset Description

Depression Detection is a field which has recently been given much attention. The
dataset that is being used named ‘Depression Detection’ is publicly available on
Kagglewebsite. The dataset used should be properly preprocessed in order to achieve
better results and only then can the quality and efficacy of our model be of the highest
order. The dataset consists of 39,142 tweets, classified as depressed or non-depressed
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Fig. 4 Data cleaning

tweets. In Fig. 4, the length of sentences in the dataset has been plotted before and
after preprocessing, in the form of boxplot. It can be observed that the length of
sentences decreases after preprocessing.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

The proposed models were evaluated on the basis of accuracy, loss, precision, recall,
and F1 score. Various evaluation metrics are used to measure the efficacy of machine
learning and deep learning models that have been developed, to compare them to
other models, and so that they may be improved.

Accuracy is an evaluation metric denoted as the number of correctly predicted
labels divided by the total number of possible outcomes predicted by the model.
Mathematically, it is represented as

Accuracy = Tn + Tp

Tn + Tp + Fn + Fp
.

Another evaluation metric is precision, which refers to the ratio of true positives
given by the model to the sum of true positives and false positives.

Precision = Tp

Tp + Fp
.

Recall is an evaluation metric which shows how accurately the model predicted
true positives out of all positive cases. This is obtained by deriving the ratio of true
positives to sum of true positives and false negatives.
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Recall = Tp

Tp + Fn
.

The value of F1-Measure evaluates the harmonisation of two of the factors based
on recall and precision, because they measure distinct features.

F1Measure = 2∗Precision∗Recall
Precision + Recall

.

Here, the data is trained and cross-validation technique is used by taking validation_
split= 0.25, Hence, the comparison of accuracy between training data and validation
datawas plotted against epochs duringmodel training process for eachmodel. Similar
graph was plotted for loss as well, as shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8.

The ROC curve for the highest accuracy model which is BERT+BiLSTM is also
shown in Fig. 9. The Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve is an evaluation

Fig. 5 BERT + BiGRU

Fig. 6 BiGRU
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Fig. 7 BERT + BiLSTM

Fig. 8 BiLSTM

metric for binary classification problems predominantly; however, it can be extended
to multiclass problems as well. ROC curve is a probability curve that plots the True
Positive Rate (TPR) against False Positive Rate (FPR) at various threshold values.
The ROC curve principally separates the ‘signal’, i.e. true data from the ‘noise’, i.e.
outlier data. It indicates the performance of a classification model at all classification
thresholds.

Figure 10 visualises the accuracy achieved by the models that were used in this
study, namely BiGRU and BiLSTM. It can be observed that the BiGRU model
acquired an accuracy of 99.71 and 99.58% for BERT and NLP embedding, while the
BiLSTM achieved an accuracy of 99.52 and 98.83% for BERT and NLP embedding.
It can be observed that the accuracy of the BiGRU model is slightly higher than that
of BiLSTM.

4.2.1 Comparative Analysis of Classification Report for All the Models

See Fig. 11.
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Fig. 9 ROC curve for BERT + BiGRU

Fig. 10 Accuracy

5 Limitations of the Proposed Study

This study uses data present on twitter which was publicly available. Then, various
natural language processing techniques were applied on the dataset such as—BERT
+BiLSTM, BERT+BiGRU, BiLSTM, and BiGRU. The highest achieved accuracy
is 99.71% using the BERT + BiGRU model. One of the major limitations of the
study is that the depression detection can only be predicted on textual data as of now.
Audio, visual, emojis, and audio + visual combined input cannot be investigated by
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Fig. 11 Visual comparison of various models on different evaluation metrics

this study. However, this study can be further optimised for audio and visual inputs
as well so that the combined model can be used for any kind of input (textual, audio,
visual). Also, this study focuses on detection of depression; this can be considered
as a limitation as there are a wide variety of emotions (both negative and positive)
which a human goes through. This study does not help in detection of other negative
emotions of a user; thus, the scope of research is limited. Also, an improvement
on reliability of the result can be done as there might be a possibility that a user
may or may not be depressed, and the model predicts a contrasting result. Hence,
a more reliable result may be needed from a mental health professional. The study
also relies on the assumption that the user is expressing himself or herself clearly and
honestly, which is practically, not often the case. Therefore, accuracy of the result
can be further verified, and the research study can be extended further.

6 Conclusion

In today’s online world, social media provides users a convenient way for expressing
their emotion. Through textual data from online social media data, it is possible to
analyse users’ feelings and sentiments through different deep learning techniques
[3]. For this task of detecting depression through textual data, a publicly available
Kaggle dataset, namely Depression Detection, has been used. This dataset contains
two columns, Tweets text and labels consisting of 0 or 1, 0 denoting not depressed
and 1 denotes depressed. This dataset was cleaned before its preprocessing, then it
was stemmed and lemmatized, and further different NLP techniques were applied
to it. In the preprocessing phase, the unnecessary texts such as twitter ids, hypertext
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link tags, and website related tags were removed from the tweet dataset, also the
negotiation words were converted to full words such as ‘aren’t’ into ‘are not. This
study proposes four combined models that are BERT + BiGRU, BERT + BiLSTM,
BiGRU, and BiLSTM, and their accuracies of the models are as follows—99.71%,
99.52%, 99.58%, and 98.83%, respectively. It is seen that by using the novel BERT
+ BiGRU model the accuracy achieved is 99.71%, which is highest among other
proposed models in detecting whether a person is depressed or not by reading social
media texts as data input.

7 Future Scope

By using different techniques, a varied range of emotions may be detected as well. A
dataset of larger size can also validate the efficacy of the techniques used. The study
proposed in this research paper can be utilised as a base model for further extending
the studies for audio and visual modalities input of the data.

An interactive UI may also be designed such that people can diagnose themselves
for depression, although professional validation may still be required. The process of
detecting depression can be automatedwithin the social media platforms by automat-
ically reading thoughts and opinions on Twitter, etc., so that users will automatically
get a warning if their mental health is at risk. It can prove to be of great help as users
will get a good idea about their current mental health.
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Assessment of Driver Fatigue
and Drowsiness Based on Eye Blink Rate

Samarpit Karar and Tirupathiraju Kanumuri

Abstract Drowsy and fatigued driving is a major factor in many traffic accidents.
The slowonset of drowsiness or extreme fatigue in a driver canbedetected, although it
is more difficult to do so than it is to detect closed eyes.We propose a novel yet simple
single camera-based real-time computer vision technique for detecting drowsiness
and fatigue levels that solely relies on the eye blinking rate estimated from the eye
aspect ratio and moving average calculation over a period of 30 s which is updated
every 10 s. An alert is generated to stop the user from going intomicrosleep or caution
the user in case of extreme fatigue if the rate of eye blinking falls below a level or is too
high respectively that has been scientifically validated in the literature. The existing
methods use facial expression-based detection, blink-based detection using Elec-
trooculogram or simple eye aspect ratio-based methods or calculation of blink rate
in pixels/seconds or combination of these which only results in detection of drowsi-
ness,while the proposedmethod uses single camera-based detection calculating blink
rate to estimate both—the drowsiness and fatigue levels in blinks/minute; thus, the
proposed method is much less complicated in terms of hardware and computation,
and results are repeatable over different ambient illuminance conditions.

Keywords Driver fatigue · Drowsiness · Eye blink rate · Eye aspect ratio ·
Ambient illuminance · Microsleep

1 Introduction

Previously regarded as a luxury, automobiles are now a necessity in every man’s life.
People often feel fatigued and drowsy after driving for a long period or at unusual
hours, yet they continue driving anyhow in order to arrive to their destination as
quickly as possible. The rising number of traffic accidents is one of themain problems
with the widespread use of automobiles. The primary contributors to the accident
scenario are the driver’s inattention, alcoholism, and irresponsibility.
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Each year, hundreds of traffic accidents are caused by driver drowsiness. Although
it is very difficult to estimate the precise number of sleep-related incidents, research
suggests that driver sleepiness may play a role in about 20% of traffic accidents
and about 25% of fatal accidents. Due to the fact that drowsy drivers cannot brake
or maneuver to prevent or lessen the impact, these collisions have a 50% greater
chance of causing death or serious injury and frequently involve high speeds [1].
Increased reaction time, a crucial component of safe driving, is caused by drowsiness.
Additionally, it lowers attentiveness, awareness, and concentration, impairing the
capacity to carry out attention-based tasks, affects information processing and the
decision-making standards is also impacted. The severe fatigue and/or drowsiness
result in frequent blinking, heavy eyelids, or trouble focusing, daydreaming, straying
or unconnected thoughts, difficulty recalling the most recent few miles traveled, or
failing to notice exits and street signs, recurrent yawning, eye rubbing, difficulty
maintaining head elevation, changing lanes often, tailgating, etc. [2, 3].

Drowsy and fatigued driving is known to contribute significantly to hundreds of
commercial vehicle accidents each year. The transportation system continues to face
problems despite the fact that almost all drivers are affected by this decreased aware-
ness. Driver fatigue and drowsiness is a sociotechnical problem that is related to the
decisions a driver takes in the hours before a trip as well as the circumstances and
pressures they encounter while performing their daily. In light of this, it is impor-
tant to take precautions to spot the signs of drowsiness and fatigue while operating
commercial vehicles, comprehend the commonways that drivers combat drowsiness,
and be aware of the structural obstacles that prevent them from making wise choices
regarding maintaining their alertness [4].

The existing methods relying on change in pressure distribution on seat, detection
of vehicle deviation and position [5], physiological parameters such as heart rate,
electroencephalogram and respiration rate [6, 7], eye closure and yawning detection
and their fusion, facial monitoring measures [8–11], measure of position of head
[12], change in behavioral aspects of driver [5], etc., are quite complex methods
in terms hardware as well as in terms of computation and execution in real time.
Moreover, thesemethods are eithermeasuring the drowsiness level or the fatigue level
alone but as such no classification method has been proposed in a single technique.
The techniques somewhat similar in broad principle to the proposed technique such
as blink-based detection using Electrooculogram, or Simple eye aspect ratio-based
methods or calculation of blink rate in pixels/seconds, or Combination of these, etc.,
[13, 14] have complex computation.

Lower alertness and sleepiness of driver are a dangerous conditionwhich accounts
formultiple traffic accidents. To alert the driver in case of drowsy and extreme fatigue
condition, a novel technique has been developed,where a camera alongwith real-time
execution of the algorithm employing blink rate detection based on moving average
estimation has been used to alert the user of drowsiness and extreme fatigue when
the threshold levels established in the literature are crossed, and relevant drowsiness
and fatigue alerts are generated.
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2 Literature Review

The eye blink refers to the phenomenon, where the eye is momentarily hidden, and
the upper and lower lids are touching. Since a change in the blink artifact’s shape can
be utilized to detect hypovigilance, it is crucial to be able to differentiate between eye
blinks and vertical eyemovements. The blink behavior is described by the parameters
of blink frequency, amplitude, and duration. Although only 2–4 blinks are required
physiologically, a relaxed individual blinks roughly 15–20 times each minute. In
contrast to an increase in blink frequency, which signals increased vigilance, the
blink rate lowers to as little as 3 blinks per minute when completing cognitive tasks.
The act of blinking helps to maintain the health of our eyes by keeping them clean
and moisturized as well as by giving our eyes and minds a rest. When compared to
babies, who only blink twice per minute, adults blink at a constant rate throughout
their lives, increasing from roughly 12 to 15 times per minute in adolescence. People
who lack sleep or have irregular sleep patterns tend to blink 20–30 times per minute;
thus, we may blink twice as frequently when we’re weary. When someone enters
microsleep mode and briefly nods off, this could be followed by the eyes closing and
a severe drop in the blink rate, which would eventually lead to closed eyes without
blinks. An excellent predictor of the user’s or driver’s present degree of attention
may therefore be the blink rate [15–18].

The driver tends to exert themselves excessively due to this habit. Long hours spent
behind thewheel harmdrivers’ health.As a result, the drivers are frequently exhausted
or nearly so. This causes individuals to experience brief episodes of microsleep,
which can last anywhere from a fraction of a second to few tens of seconds and
cause the victim to lose consciousness after failing to respond to an environmental
stimulus. A study was carried out a study in an attempt to create a drowsy eyes
detection system in which 68 key points as detection approach for facial regions use
as key point to evaluate the driver’s state [13, 19].

As computer vision technology has improved, smart/intelligent cameras have
been created that can detect driver drowsiness and alert them, which helps to prevent
accidents when drivers are fatigued. In studies on the detection of driver tiredness
based on eye state, a framework was proposed that identifies whether the eye is in
a sleepy or non-drowsy state and alert with an alarm when the eye is in a drowsy
condition. The Viola-Jones detection algorithm was used to identify the face and
eye regions. For the learning phase, features from stacked deep convolution neural
networks were collected and employed. A softmax layer in a CNN classifier was then
used to determine whether the driver was sleeping or not [20]. A detailed review
on driver drowsiness measurement technologies was carried out; the technologies
studied were vehicle-based driving behavior, video-based driving behavior, and the
driver physiological signals measure-based technologies. It was observed that there
are merits and demerits of each method [21, 22].

The two methods used for blink detection are the Electrooculogram (EOG) and
the eye aspect ratio-based method. The EOG is derived from the electrical potential
captured by electrodes positioned above and below the eye during an eye blink.
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Fig. 1 Eye aspect ratio
(EAR) [14]

The potential between the two electrodes above and below the eye is influenced by
the natural motions of the eyelids during blinking. The wave-form of the measured
potential difference and the standard EOG of the blink have a strong connection,
which is the basis for blinkdetection.Eye aspect ratio (EAR) is obtainedby estimating
Euclidean distance of the corresponding eye coordinates. It is then substituted into
the following formula where P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, and P6 are 2D facial landmark
locations (refer Fig. 1) [14, 23–25]:

EAR = ‖p2 − p6‖ + ‖p3 − p5‖
2‖p1 − p4‖ . (1)

3 Methodology

A real-time system is required to avoid countless mishaps due to drowsy or fatigued
driver behavioral changes by focusing on driver eye blinks. This work reports study
of drowsiness and fatigue levels of the participants of different age groups under
different ambient illuminance based on the experimental study under simulated envi-
ronment and the associated qualitative analysis. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 2.

A code is written in Python which performs the image capture, calculation of
blink rate based on moving average for consecutive three periods of 10 s each and
generation of alert. Themoving average is updated every 10 s, and thus, the blink rate
(in blinks/minute) is also updated every 10 s which is obtained by multiplying the

Fig. 2 Experimentation setup
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Fig. 3 Illustration of algorithm to calculate blink rate in blinks/minutes using moving averages

moving average by 2. The algorithm to calculate blink rate in blinks/minutes using
moving averages is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The essence of the developed algorithm is discussed below:

• The blink rate is calculated using the moving average of blink counts over three
consecutive durations of 10 s each.

• The blink rate of 12–15 is considered normal as also found through various
researches. The blink rate at the start is calculated based on for first 30 s of
the onset of execution of the algorithm and the hardware.

• The blink rate categorization is done in the following manner:

– Poor Fatigue Level: When blink rate > 20 blinks/minute, blink rate is
considered high, and a Yellow alert is generated.

– Poor Drowsiness Level: When blink rate < 8 blinks/minute, blink rate is
considered low, and a Red alert is generated.

– Drivers are said to be sleepy if blink rate is below 10 per minute, while for
fatigued ones, the number of blinking is between 20 and 40 [26].

In this eye blink-based method, computer vision algorithm and camera hardware
for real-time detection of driver state of alertness are used. A small camera is installed
in front of the participant/user/driver which monitors every blink of the eye to detect
drowsiness and fatigue of the participant. The assumption is that the driver’s attention
is too low when they are looking away for an extended period of time or when their
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eyes are covered by an extended period of time—by blinking or rotation occlusion
[26–28]. The proposed algorithm of the system is presented in the flowchart in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Flowchart for system algorithm
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In computer vision, the eye area is analyzed to identify whether or not the eye is
open using a measure called eye aspect ratio (EAR). The EAR is derived using the
ratio of the distance between the eye’s horizontal landmarks and vertical landmarks.
An eye is said to be open if its EAR value is high, whereas it is said to be closed
if it has a low EAR value. In order to automatically analyze a subject’s blinking
patterns, EAR is frequently employed in the context of eye blink rate detection. The
frequency and length of blinks can be identified by tracking variations in EAR over
time. This information is useful for determining a subject’s level of visual attention
and cognitive function by revealing how often and how long they blink. In this case,
the EAR is used to determine whether the “white” area of the eyes ever actually
disappears. P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, and P6 are 2D facial landmark positions as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Each eye is represented by six (x, y)-coordinates, starting from the left-
corner of the eye (as if we are gazing at the person) and moving clockwise around
the remaining region. The EAR is given by the expression (1). While the numerator
is used to calculate the distance between vertical eye landmarks, the denominator
is used to calculate the distance on horizontal eye landmarks while weighting the
denominator as there are two sets of vertical points and only one set of horizontal
points.

4 Results and Discussions

The major goal of this research study is to provide a system for the identification of
driver impairment caused by drowsiness and fatigue. In order to design, validate, and
improve such system, fresh investigations and experimentation have been conducted,
which are discussed in this paper.

The test setup is established and experimentation is conducted in various condi-
tions. The distance between the participant eyes and the camera is kept at 2 feet. The
ambient illuminance is varied in three steps, viz. 5, 100 and 300 lx which is measured
using LightMeter App, which is a simple lightmeter formeasuring illuminances (lux
or fc) by using the light sensor of the Android mobile device. The approximate angle
of user head with respect to the camera’s optical axis (in degree) is kept 0° ± 5° in
vertical and horizontal direction. Consent was taken from each participant before the
experimentation, and they were explained about the experimentation goals. Details
of the participants and test preparation is given below:

User-1: Age = 21 Y, B.Tech student; User-2: Age = 34 Y, PhD Student; User-3:
Age = 45 Y, Professional at mid-level; User-4: Age = 50Y, Professional at senior-
level; User-5: Age = 64 Y, Retired Govt. employee. No special preparation in terms
of daily routine of the participant was made; however, the tests were performed for
minimum 30 min in each session for each user.

The software interface is developed in Python for processing the real-time image.
The developed method uses this to detect face in image and further process informa-
tion to detect the alertness/drowsiness condition of the driver. The facial landmark
detection is performed, and thus, blink rate is calculated from video streams. The
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processing frames for computing blinks involve facial landmark recognition, eye
localization, thresholding to find the eye whites, calculating the eye aspect ratio
(EAR), and recording eye blinks.

The test results observed during the experimentation are listed in Table 1.
The graphical representations of blink rate variation with fatigue/drowsiness level

on 5 different times of the day at 10:00, 12:00, 15:00, 19:00, and 23:30) for the five
participants (User-1, User-2, User-3, User-4, and User-5) are shown in Fig. 6a–e.

The screenshots during experimentation process showing drowsiness and fatigue
conditions are shown in Fig. 5a, b, respectively.

Inferences drawn from the test results obtained during the study are as under:

• The study involved limited number of participants. The fatigue or drowsiness level
of the participant is simulated by carrying out measurements at different parts of
the day, viz.

– 10:00, when a person is fresh at the start of the day so blink rate is likely to be
normal

– 12:00, when a person feels slightly lesser fresh due to sleepy effect after
consumption of breakfast and nearing of lunch time so blink rate may be
slightly reduced

– 15:00, when a person feels slightly sleepy effect after consumption of lunch
and general tiredness as the day has progressed so blink rate may drop down
further

– 19:00, when a person is tired after elapse of full working day but still since
meals time has passed some 6 h before so blink rate is likely to be normal or
above normal

– 23:30, when a person feels sleepier after consumption of dinner and tiredness
at the end of the day so blink rate is likely to be lowest.

The experiments were performed for two days for each participant.

• Five participants are involved in different age group, viz. 21, 34, 45, 50, and 64.
They represented different age group and different professional backgrounds in
terms of being students, working professional at different levels and one being
the retired govt. employee, thus covering a decent range of variation in the test
subjects.

• The simulated test setup and conditions worked well, and we could get the results
where some correlation could be made in terms of relation of eye blink rate to the
fatigue/drowsiness level of the participant. Amoving average of blink counts over
three consecutive periods of 10 s each is used to calculate the blink rate. The blink
rate is calculated based on moving average calculation which is updated every
10 s. The blink rate between 8 and 20 blinks/minute was considered as normal.

• The following results were observed during the course of test:

– The condition of low blink rate is observedwhen the test was conducted around
23:30 in all the cases irrespective of age and professional status. The test was
however needed to be conducted for more time (30 min or more) with results
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Table 1 Results during the experimentation

User
details

Amb_
Illum_1
(lx)

Eye blink
rate

QA User
details

Amb_
Illum_1
(lx)

Eye blink
rate

QA

Time: 10:00 User 3 100 15 High

User 1 5 12 High High 300 15 High

User 1 100 12 High User 4 5 6 Low

User 1 300 13 High User 4 100 8 Medium

User 2 5 14 High User 4 300 8 Medium

User 2 100 13 High User 5 5 13 High

User 2 300 14 High User 5 100 12 High

User 3 5 13 High User 5 300 14 High

User 3 100 15 High Time: 19:00

User 3 300 15 High User 1 5 17 High

User 4 5 13 High User 1 100 18 Medium

User 4 100 14 High User 1 300 19 Medium

User 4 300 14 High User 2 5 16 High

User 5 5 14 High User 2 100 18 Medium

User 5 100 13 High User 2 300 18 Medium

User 5 300 14 High User 3 5 19 Medium

Time: 12:00 User 3 100 17 High

User 1 5 10 High User 3 300 17 High

User 1 100 11 High User 4 5 16 High

User 1 300 12 High User 4 100 18 Medium

User 2 5 12 High User 4 300 18 Medium

User 2 100 13 High User 5 5 17 High

User 2 300 13 High User 5 100 19 Medium

User 3 5 14 High User 5 300 17 Medium

User 3 100 15 High Time: 23:30

User 3 300 15 High User 1 5 10 High

User 4 5 10 High User 1 100 12 High

User 4 100 11 High User 1 300 9 Medium

User 4 300 11 High User 2 5 9 Medium

User 5 5 15 High User 2 100 8 Medium

User 5 100 14 High User 2 300 7 Low

User 5 300 14 High User 3 5 11 High

Time: 15:00 User 3 100 26 Low

User 1 5 8 Medium User 3 300 11 High

User 1 100 7 Medium User 4 5 6 Low

User 1 300 7 Medium User 4 100 7 Low

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

User
details

Amb_
Illum_1
(lx)

Eye blink
rate

QA User
details

Amb_
Illum_1
(lx)

Eye blink
rate

QA

User 2 5 10 High User 4 300 7 Low

User 2 100 11 High User 5 5 4 Low

User 2 300 10 High User 5 100 6 Low

User 3 5 14 High User 5 300 7 Low

Test Conditions: Dist = 2 feet, Amb_Illum = 5, 100, and 300 lx; Ang = 0°; General qualitative
assessment of Alertness level—QA (drowsiness/fatigue) in 3 levels by visual inspection of the
participants: high, medium, and low

Fig. 5 Graphical representations of blink rate variationwith the fatigue/drowsiness level for aUser-
1, b User-2, c User-3, d User-4, e User-5
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Fig. 6 a Screenshots during experimentation process showing drowsiness condition, b screenshots
for experimentation showing fatigue condition

being more prominent when the participants were resting their back on the
chair. The blink rate of less than 8 blinks/minute was observed in two cases
(User-4 and User-5); while in other cases (User-1, User-2, and User-3), the
blink rate was observed to be between 8 and 12 which indicated slight lower
alertness level but not at the alarming level.

– For time of the day at 10:00 and 12:00, the blink rate was normal and between
10 and 15 blinks/minute in all the cases. All the participants were also found to
be alert qualitatively during the course of tests conducted during this duration.

– For the test conducted at 15:00, the blink rate for User-1 is less than 8 blinks/
minute for all ambient illuminance levels and between 6 and 8 blinks/minute
for User-4 indicating lower alertness level referring to poor drowsiness level.
For other users, the blink rate is found to be between 10 and 15 blinks/minute
indicating normal alertness level meaning thereby that there is no drowsiness
in these users.
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– For the test conducted at 19:00, the blink rate for all users is found to be in
slighter higher between 16 and 19 blinks/minute indicating increased fatigue
level but not at the alarming level.

– When the blink rate is less than 8 blinks/minutes, then a Red alert is generated
indicating poor drowsiness level.

– When blink rate is over 20 blinks/minute, a Yellow alert is generated indicating
poor fatigue level.

• The ambient light/illuminance has impact on alertness level of the participant,
but more rigorous experimentation is required. The effect of higher and lower
ambient illuminance can be overcome by use of camera with auto IRIS control
having good sensitivity at lower light levels.

• Although quite accurate, physiological parameter-based drowsiness and fatigue
level monitoring is obtrusive and therefore unsuitable for vehicle applications.
The driver behavior-based solutions rely on sensor data, which may not always
be a valid predictor of a driver’s level of fatigue because sensors cannot distinguish
between the effects of stress andmedication. Themethods for detecting changes in
head position and in the speed, deviation, and position of a moving object depend
too much on the accurate collection of data from numerous sensors, and they also
require complex computations and hardware. The hardware and computational
requirements for the facial expression-based approaches are high, whether used
alone or in conjunction with eye blink detection. Only eye fatigue is detected by
the EAR-based detection method using spontaneous blink rate, and it requires
substantial computational training. The other EAR-based method estimates the
rate of eye blinking in terms of pixels/seconds to identify tiredness. Individual user
training is required for these EAR-based techniques. Additionally, neither of these
twomethods carries out the simultaneous detection of drowsiness and fatigue. The
proposed method, in contrast, uses a single camera for detection and calculates
blink rate to estimate both drowsiness and fatigue levels in blinks/minute based on
a moving average calculation over a period of 30 s that is updated every 10 s and
then classifies the drowsiness or fatigue alert based on related studies published
in the literature. As a result, the proposed method is much less complex in terms
of hardware and computation, and the results are repeatable.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we demonstrated that it is possible to discern between a driver’s awake
and drowsy blinks in real time by measuring the pace of the eyes blinking. We
are especially adept at spotting a participant’s (driver’s) drowsiness or fatigue as it
develops over time. When it comes to reducing automotive accidents brought on by
microsleep or increased fatigue, such a real-time drowsiness monitoring system is
crucial. The lower and higher blink rates could be effectively detected in real time,
thus resulting in real-time alertness which can alert the driver in fatigue and drowsy
conditions. The moving average calculation performed over a period of 30 s which is
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updated every 10 s provides real-time update of the blink rate. This is a novel finding
reported in this work which results in estimation of drowsiness and fatigue condition
in real time with repeatable results. While the effect of distance, angle and ambient
illuminance play a role in detection but those could be overcome by proper camera
settings as well as through fine tuning of the algorithm. The threshold of blink rates
below 8 for drowsy condition and blink rate above 20 for fatigue condition can be
fine-tuned by increasing the scope of experimentation in the future.

The proposed simple and cost-effective solution in terms of real-time detection of
driver drowsiness and fatigue can alert drivers when they become drowsy or fatigued,
which in turn will help reduce the number of road accidents and thus reduce the
economic costs associated with road accidents.

Experimentation could be carried out for more types of eye shapes such as narrow
and round, in order to estimate a more generic EAR threshold for determination of an
eye blink. Effect of varied eye positions and distance of head with respect to camera
could be studied.
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Selection of Robust Text-Based
CAPTCHA Using TensorFlow Object
Detection Method

R. Menaka and G. Padmavathi

Abstract Nowadays, websites are facingmultiple security issues. Today, web pages
are protected by specified security alerts to overcome these issues, in that CAPTCHA
security is still in use. The logic behind designing the robust text-based CAPTCHA
is ‘an increase in the confusion rate indicates the high quality of the CAPTCHA.’ By
studying the cracking techniques, the CAPTCHA developer can revise the design of
text-based CAPTCHA. So that the cracking rate can be minimized and the confusion
rate can be maximized. Open-source text-based CAPTCHAs are used for launching
the chosen plain text attack. The choice of open-source CAPTCHA library in gener-
ating the unlimited CAPTCHA dataset can reduce the cost. To select the robust
text-based CAPTCHA from the open-source CAPTCHA library, a framework is
developed with TensorFlow object detection and convolutional neural network. The
proposed method is tested using 40 numeric and 12 alphanumeric CAPTCHA along
with special character.

Keywords Completely Automated Public Turing Tests to Tell Computers and
Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) · Security · Chosen plain text attack · Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) · TensorFlow Object Detection (TOD)

1 Introduction

In 2003, Von Ahn et al. introduced the term CAPTCHA, a Turing test tool that
distinguishes the human user and machine from their response. The purposes of
CAPTCHA security are to prevent the customers’ websites from attacks and to retain
the end users’ uninterrupted flow. The successful growth of E-Commerce depends
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on software intelligence to detect malicious activities and network traffics on the
customers’ websites constantly. To overcome the online CAPTCHA security issues,
modern approach is to be used to design the CAPTCHA to minimize the cracking
rate. Figure 1 shows the classification of CAPTCHA and its features [1].

• The main objective is to evaluate the robustness of the text-based CAPTCHA
based on the following key points.

• Checking the character feature of DISTORTED CAPTCHA will tighten the
cracking rate.

• Analyze whether the open-source Python CAPTCHA library used as the chosen
plain text attack is well suited for developing the crackingmodel in TODandCNN
environments. The choice of open-source library is to reduce the cost, particularly
in small business sites.

The remaining section of the paper is as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the relatedwork,
Sect. 3 discusses the proposed methodology, Sect. 4 discusses the dataset used, and
Sects. 5 and 6 follow the result and conclusion.

2 Related Works

The existing literature on CAPTCHA is separated as CAPTCHA-In earlier stage,
CAPTCHA-In Cracking Strategy, and CAPTCHA-Using Known plain text attack.

CAPTCHA

2. IMAGE 

3. AUDIO 

4. VIDEO 

1. TEXT

1.1 SOLID 1.2 
HOLLOW 

1.3 3D1.4 ANIMATION 

Feature: character- 
independent, background 

texture, interference
Feature: 

interference 
lines, 

hollow, 
adhesion

Feature: color, 
protrusion, 
character 
blending

Feature: Blinking CAPTCHA 

Fig. 1 CAPTCHA classification flow
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2.1 CAPTCHAs-In Earlier Stage

• In 2005, Chellapilla et al. developed a model with adequate machine learning
methods that enhances the recognition rate that updates the segmentation issues
[2]. In 2008, Kluever et al. proposed a work in which CAPTCHA extracts the
videos from public domains and compares them with bots entry [3].

2.2 CAPTCHA-In Cracking Strategy

• In 2014, Jaderberg et al. proposed a model for text spotting from an intact image
with the updated CNN architecture that allows effective features for detecting the
text, case-sensitive and insensitive classification in character, and bigram clas-
sification [4]. In 2017, Martin Kopp et al. proposed a CAPTCHA recognition
approach, which can fully replace the state-of-the-art scheme in precise flow.
The study experimentally compared the ability of Single Hidden Layer Percep-
tron (SLP), Multi-hidden Layer Perceptron (MLP), and CNN to record characters
from CAPTCHA images [5]. In 2018, Bostik et al. exposed that a Feed-Forward
Network shows a better implementation rate than other neural network models in
evaluating the CAPTCHA database. In 2020, Chunhui Li et al. proposed an end-
to-end attack on text-based CAPTCHA to break the scheme [6]. In 2021, Zhong
Wang and Peibei Shi tried to enhance the quality of the CAPTCHA recognition
section with a deep learning network [7].

2.3 CAPTCHA-Using Known Plain Text Attack

• In 2018,Ye et al. used theCAPTCHAsample dataset usingGenerativeAdversarial
Network support to simulate the small sample input and generate a large dataset
of synthetic CAPTCHAs for training the deep learning method [8]. To enhance
the characters recognition rate, ‘confusion class’ is introduced by Chunhui et al.
in the year 2019 using Selective Learning Confusion Class [6].

3 Methodology

With the existing framework [1], a cracking method is studied, and suitable
techniques are incorporated within the framework as shown in Fig. 2.

In the research, CAPTCHA schemes, Proprietary CAPTCHA schemes (e.g.,
Google Re-CAPTCHA), and open-source-based CAPTCHA libraries (e.g., Python
CAPTCHA library) are in use. Using the open-source-based libraries on CAPTCHA
faces higher security issues than potential AI-based machines.
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3.1 Distorted CAPTCHA

The encryption machine acts as a CAPTCHA generator and generates unlimited
text-based CAPTCHA image that acts as chosen plain text attack with the help of
an open-source library. Figure 3 shows the generated CAPTCHA character display
based on rendering the features of distortions like overlapping, skewing, interference
line, and background dots.

3.2 Preprocessing

The colored image will be converted into a black-and-white format, as shown in
Fig. 4. Image binarization uses a global-to-local approach where the threshold value
is supported to binarize the selected image [9].

Stage 1. Input: Distorted CAPTCHA

Stage 2. Preprocessing

Stage 3. Character Extractor – Character Profile Tracker

Stage 4. Segmenta�on

4. 1 Tensor Flow Object -Detec�on 

Stage 5. Recogni�on

5.1 Convolu�onal Neural Network

Stage 6. Evalua�on

Fig. 2 Proposed methodology of cracking the text-based CAPTCHA

Fig. 3 Distorted CAPTCHA
sample
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Fig. 4 Distorted CAPTCHA before and after preprocessing

3.3 Character Extractor

From preprocessed CAPTCHA image, the character profile structure given in Table 1
is getting extracted from the source code of the Python CAPTCHA library. The feed-
forward batch system is used to accept the upper case alphanumeric character except
‘I’ and ‘O.’

3.4 Segmentation

A bounding box process is used to tighten each character relatively close to the char-
acter text shown in Fig. 5. (Number of character label present in the CAPTCHA
image is = Number of the Bounding box). Each character in the CAPTCHA label
is expressed from the margin-left and end to the margin-right. Then, the entire
CAPTCHA label gets minimized into the horizontal axis (x) and accumulates the
values in the vertical axis (y) to act as the average line. To record the approximation
location of the character, set the default threshold as pixel value to 3 and then remove
the below average line. Table 2 records the value of the character profile tracker used
to locate the character’s position [10–23].

Table 1 Parameter used in CAPTCHA character profile tracker

Variable Data type

Location, label Character array

Height, width, X-axis
Y-axis

Integer array
Integer
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Algorithm 1. Segmentation procedure of a CAPTCHA [16]
Characterindex = []; // Holds the executed list generated 
by segment.
Startposition = 0; // Set x-axis position
Setread = false;
Charcount = 0;
//Following expression is to reset all the values of the y-
axis to zero in case the average value is not met
Yaxis = [k if k>or=average else 0 for k in Yaxis]
forCharacterindex, k in enumerate(Yaxis) do

If k!=0 then
Charcount = 0;

If not Setread then
Setread = true;
Startposition = Characterindex;
end
else
Charcount = Charcount +1
//Threshold is a dynamic value from the user

If Setread = false;
Characterindex.append((Startposition,charindex));
Charcount = 0;
end
endend return Characterindex; // Finally, character indi ces 
returned from the iteration.

Fig. 5 Bounding box used as characters’ position prediction in CAPTCHA image

Table 2 CAPTCHA character profile tracker for Fig. 5

Location Width Height x-min y-min x-max y-max

TRAIL_1-0/claptcha-0.png 33 55 14 0 47 55

TRAIL_1-0/claptcha-0.png 38 55 47 0 85 55

TRAIL_1-0/claptcha-0.png 28 55 85 0 113 55

TRAIL_1-0/claptcha-0.png 26 55 113 0 139 55

TRAIL_1-0/claptcha-0.png 28 55 139 0 167 55
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Table 3 Different losses occurred during object detection [24]

Type of loss function Description

Grouping loss Loss between the set of characters and detection

Positional loss Loss between the character and the box covered the each character

GP loss Loss combining the last grouping and positional loss

Bounding object loss Loss of grouping in the bounding box

Net loss Loss between grouping, positional, GP, and bounding object

3.4.1 TensorFlow Object Detection (TOD)

In this stage, the text-based image is breakdown into 2D. One dimension indicates
the location, and the other dimension is the sum of vertical pixels based on the
respective location (X-axis direction). The characters are segmented based on their
position lists which act as the character index. It is used as a character detection
model using Google’s object detection module within the TensorFlow open-source
module. Five loss functions are observed over 10k iterations while training themodel
(Table 3).

3.5 Recognition

In this phase, existing methods used in the text-based CAPTCHA cracking model
are template matching, character feature, and machine learning [1].

3.5.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

The performance gets optimized by multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to accomplish the
feed-forward artificial neural network in the model structure. By taking advantage of
MLP, the construction of the CNN model is designed with 128 batch sizes with 30
epochs and 0.2 as the dropout rate. The Deep Neural Network architecture is applied
to a 28 × 34 input shape transformation to ensure the metrics in the normalized
inputs. Next to this MaxPool-2D layer is used to reach the dropout layer. Finally,
the softmax layer helps to optimize the training accuracy to 99% (Fig. 6). The input
layer is the user response to execution time.

4 Dataset

There are two datasets used: (i) Internal Dataset and (ii) External Dataset.
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Fig. 6 Training and validation-accuracy and loss-graph over single batch set under 30 epochs

4.1 Internal Dataset

The unlimited cipher text (CAPTCHAs) generated by the CAPTCHA generator
using chosen plain text attack acts as the internal dataset. In developing a model,
42 characters are used [24 alphabets (excluding O and I), 10 numeric characters,
and 8 special characters (!@#$%^&*)]. Based on the iteration count, cipher texts
(CAPTCHAs) were generated.

4.2 External Dataset

Based on related literature, the study has used Hashkiller and Delta Airlines. The
Hashkiller dataset contains 13 CAPTCHA image files with a length of 6. Delta
Airlines dataset contains 40 CAPTCHA image files length of 5 characters. Delta
Airline dataset: Numeric characters, Hashkiller dataset: Alphanumeric characters.
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5 Results and Discussion

The TOD + CNN combination suits well in cluttering and tightening the bounding
box in the selected image from the dataset (internal and external) character cracking
rates shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Figures 9 and 10 show the overall confusion rate chart
summary based on the equation, i = TF

2 , if(i < FI ) then c.r. = true, else c.r. =
false here, TF = Total Frequency Of Character; FI = Frequency Of Incorrect
Recognition; c.r. = confusion rate.

Guideline By referring Figs. 8 and 9, the following character increases in confusion
rate, {‘F,’ ‘H,’ ‘N,’ ‘T,’ ‘W,’ ‘Y,’ ‘5,’ ‘$’}. Hence, this statement supports to revise of
the design of robust text-based CAPTCHA.

Fig. 7 Evaluation metrics
for cracking rate on ınternal
dataset
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Fig. 8 Evaluation metrics
for cracking rate on external
dataset
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Fig. 9 Confusion rate chart
summary for 24 alphabet
character
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Fig. 10 Confusion rate chart
summary for 18 numeric and
special character
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, work concentrates more on testing the open-source CAPTCHA library
that generates unlimited text-based CAPTCHAs with the help of chosen plain text
attacks. The approach proposed based on the TensorFlow Object Detection method
suits well for text cluttering in the segmentation phase. By applying deep learning
techniques, the patterns of images trained and recognized to explore the semantic
details of the image dataset and connect with many more new patterns that support
to achieve the minimum cracking rate and maximum confusion rate of the model.

Limitations: The upcoming AI-based CAPTCHA system uses essential guide lines
to overcome the recent challenges in cracking rate with other types of CAPTCHA
features. To fool the machine learning bots, an unpredictable CAPTCHA technique
is the need of the hour.
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Performance Analysis of ECC-Based
Security Solutions for Internet of Medical
Things

Anuj Kumar Singh and Sachin Kumar

Abstract Significant technological breakthroughs in the field of health care have
been seen recently, incorporating automatic data collection, patient monitoring, self-
care tools, laboratory tests, and many others. Because of advances in technology in
health sector, health services are increasingly interwoven with user-friendly, acces-
sible devices and extend beyond the confines of hospital settings. The Internet of
Medical Things abbreviated as IoMT is a suite of e-healthcare tools and software
that can interconnect with medical systems through network technologies. IoMT has
been very helpful in providing the real-time data of patient to the medical practi-
tioners and other parties like hospital. But, at the same time the wireless nature of
communication and data transmission posesmultiple threats, and thus, there is a need
of robust and efficient IoMT security protocol providing highest level of security and
consuming less cost. In this work, an analysis of performance of recent elliptic curve
based IoMT security schemes has been carried out in terms of security properties
they satisfy, the attacks they counter, computational cost, storage cost, and communi-
cation cost. The comparative analysis shows that maximum number of these schemes
are susceptible to security attacks while the others incur high cost. Thus, the study
presented here lays out the foundation for the development of futuristic security
solutions for IoMT.
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1 Introduction

Advancements in technology have given rise the usage of embedded devices and
sensors in the area of medical science. With the progression of IoMT which is an
interconnection of hardware, software, and medical devices, it has become possible
to communicate sensitive medical data securely over the Internet rapidly. Moreover,
the significance of IoMT is evident from its impact on the healthcare industry and
its deployment in-hospital, in-body, in-community, and in-home. IoMT combines
Internet of Things with healthcare systems to provide remote patient monitoring and
treatment in real time. The components building the IoMT ecosystem are shown in
Fig. 1. The following four architecture layers [1] are present in IoT and Internet of
Medical Things system architectures, respectively.

• Perception Layer—exemplified by the variety of smart clinical equipment gath-
ering many types of health information.

• Connectivity Layer—accountable for leveraging connectivity technologies such
as networking and gateways to convey data from the cloud to the perceptual layer
and vise-versa.

• Processing Layer—enabled by IoT platforms or cloud middleware to maintain
and store data.

• Application Layer—delivering technology solutions that enable end users
to access data analytics, device control, and reporting.

The interconnection of critical medical equipment with other systems at various
network layers, on the other hand, opens up new chances for remote opponents and
more vulnerabilities [2]. With respect to the sensitivity of the medical data and regu-
lations imposed by the governments, there is a need to provide more comprehensive
security to IoMT infrastructure. IoMT data is typically transmitted via the public
network, exposing it to enhanced security risks than transmitting data over a private

Fig. 1 Components in IoMT ecosystem
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Fig. 2 Classification of levels of security requirements in IoMT

network guarded by a firewall. The fact that the data is shared throughout numerous
systems that increases to the threat, enabling multiple attack avenues. The major
security requirements of IoMT includes confidentiality, integrity, forward security,
backward security, access control, authentication, availability, and key agreement.
Alsaeed and Nadeem [3] have carried out a detailed survey on the requirements
of security properties in IoMT and classified these in three levels namely informa-
tion level, functional level, and access level. This classification is shown in Fig. 2.
In addition to these security requirements, many attacks can be attempted over
IoMT which include eavesdropping, spoofing, masquerade, traffic analysis, physical
attacks, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, impersonation attacks, and replay attacks.
Moreover, attacks to violate the security attributes are also attempted. These includes,
attacks on integrity, attacks on confidentiality, attacks on authentication, and attacks
on availability [4]. Recently, Hireche et al. [5] made a study on the types of attacks
on the different layers, namely perception, network, and application in the IoMT
environment which has been summarized in Table 1.

2 Related Work

A variety of security solutions for IoMT environment have been proposed by many
researchers. But due to the strength of the computational problems involving elliptic
curves and less key-bits requirements, ECC-based authenticated key agreement
schemes have been a favorite choice for the researchers [6, 7]. Numerous authenti-
cated key agreement schemes and protocols for e-health involving IoMT have been
designed and presented in the past decade. An authentication protocol for pervasive
healthcare monitoring systemwas developed by Yeh et al. in 2013 [8]. Their protocol
offers mutual authentication between the patient’s device and the medical server
instead of end-to-end security, but this protocol performs modular exponentiation
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Table 1 Attacks on IoMT environment

Layer Attack Elucidation

Perception Side channel Obtaining information from indirect sources like power
consumption, time in computation, etc.

Tag cloning Obtaining the information from other tag by some means
like side channel attack and using this information to clone
the tag

Tracking This attack exploits the privacy of the patient by stealing the
location information from the IoMT devices

Tampering The data within the IoMT device is modified by maliciously
accessing the device

Eavesdropping Attacker listens to the communication media to extract
confidential information

Network Replay The attacker captures a signed authentication message in
transit and sends it to multiple parties

Sniffing Data interception between two devices

Sinkhole In this attack, a fraudulent node draws traffic by promising a
higher connection quality. And from this point then other
attacks are launched

Man-in-the-middle The attacker sits between tow devices and modifies the
communication between them to obtain the secret
information

Selective
forwarding

Any message or part of it can be changed, deleted, or
forwarded to other nodes in the network by a rogue node

Rogue access The access to legitimate nodes is given by a fake gateway to
get confidential information

DoS/DDoS Submerging a legitimate node with fake messages and
requests

Brute force The attacker attempts all possible combinations to crack the
password of the user

Application Account hijacking Capturing authentication data from IoMT devices and
hijacking the user’s account

SQL injection Injecting a malformed SQL statement into the backend
database of an application

Ransomware Attacker locks vital health information with encryption,
retains the decryption key, and demands a hefty fee to unlock
it

operations which is highly time intense. Zaho [9] presented an effective anonymous
authentication method for WBANs based on identification that uses ECC. However,
this schemewas found to be insecure against known session-specific temporary infor-
mation assault and cannot ensure clock synchronization. Kumar et al. [10] devised
a two-factor mechanism for medical sensor network and claimed that it is secure
against known attacks, but He et al. [11] demonstrated that this mechanism is vulner-
able to insider attacks. A new authentication technique for sensor enabled medical
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networks was developed by Amin et al. in [12]. Afterward, Jiang et al. [13] high-
lighted that the technique of Amin et al. is susceptible to desynchronization, stolen
mobile device, and sensor key disclosure attacks. An authentication system for wear-
able devices in a WBAN setting was designed by Das et al. [14]. Later, Chaudhry
et al. [15] discovered that the authentication method of Das et al. is susceptible to a
man-in-the-middle attack and device impersonation. An authentication mechanism
for WBAN was suggested by Li et al. [16], but He et al. [17] found it to be vulner-
able from impersonation attacks. Additionally, He et al. [17] designed a method for
anonymous authentication for WBANs, but Sowjanya et al. [18] revealed that it is
vulnerable to clock synchronization, insiders, and known session-specific temporary
information attacks. A lightweight method offering end-to-end authentication for
WBAN using ECC was developed by Li et al. [19]; however, it has been evidenced
Sowjanya et al. [18] that it cannot offer forward security, key control, and clock
synchronization. The authors of [18] also proposed a security mechanism for IoMT
based on ECC; but in the recent work presented by Pirmoradian et al. [20], it has been
shown that the scheme of [18] is defenseless against replay attack and insider secret
disclosure. Singh et al. [21] developed a mutual authentication mechanism for IoT
and cloud and proved that it provides highest security level. This scheme can also be
made to work with IoMT environment. In addition to these schemes, the ECC-based
protocols mentioned in [22–25] can also be utilized for WBAN and IoMT settings
since they are efficient in terms of security properties and costs.

From the discussion made under related work, it can be observed that though a
variety of security schemes and methods have been designed by different authors,
some of these schemed have serious security flaws while some of them are not
efficient. Thus, to analyze these sachems critically performance evaluation must be
carried out regarding the security functions they provide and the cost they incur.

3 Performance Analysis of Security Schemes for IoMT

The performance evaluation of security schemes for IoMT can be done on the basis
of five parameters: (i) security attributes they provide, (ii) the attacks they can resist,
(iii) computational cost they incur, (iv) communication cost they take, and (v) storage
cost they require. However, there has been a trade-off between the security functions
a scheme can offer and the different costs associated with the scheme, but a security
scheme that fulfillsmaximumnumber of security features has always been on priority
for the researchers and developers. This section that evaluates the performance of the
ECC-based IoMT schemes and protocols developed in the recent years mentioned
in [9, 14, 17–20, 25] has been done with respect to these five parameters.
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Table 2 Security attributes of ECC-based IoMT protocols

Protocol Security attributes

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

Zhao [9] P P P P P P P P Ƒ Ƒ
Das [14] P P P P P P P P Ƒ Ƒ
He [17] P P P P P P P P Ƒ P
Sowjanya [18] P P Ƒ P P P P P P P
Li [19] P P P Ƒ P P P Ƒ P P
Sowjanya [18] P P Ƒ P P P P P P P
Pirmoradian [20] P P P P P P P P P P
Khatoon [25] P P P P P P P Ƒ P P
S1 —confidentiality, S2 —integrity, S3 —privacy, S4 —mutual authentication, S5 —availability,
S6 —non-repudiation, S7 —authorization, S8 —forward security, S9 —anonymity, S10 —non-
traceability, P—provides, Ƒ—fails to provide

3.1 Analysis of Security Attributes

It is desired that the security protocol for developed for IoMT should satisfy the
security properties of integrity, privacy, confidentiality, authorization, authentica-
tion, availability, and non-repudiation as listed in Fig. 2. A comparison of security
attributes offered by the ECC-based schemes and protocols for IoMT mentioned in
[9, 14, 17–20, 25] has been performed, and the highlights of this comparison are
presented in Table 2.

3.2 Analysis of Attack Resistance Capability

In addition to satisfy security properties mentioned in Table 2, the security protocol
for IoMT must also be capable of resisting attacks against it. More specifically,
denial of service, impersonation, session-specific temporary information, insider,
modification, replay, stolen verifier, andman-in-the-middle attack must be countered
by an IoMT security scheme. A relative study of the attack confrontation capability
of the IoMT security protocols in [9, 14, 17–20, 25] has been done and given in
Table 3.

3.3 Computational Cost Analysis

The two major parties in the IoMT authentication process are the client device (CD)
and the application provider (AP). In this computational cost analysis, only the time
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Table 3 Attack resistance ability of ECC-based IoMT protocols

Protocol Attack resistance ability

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10

Zhao [9] C Ƈ Ƒ C C C Ƈ C C C
Das [14] C Ƒ C C C C Ƒ C C C
He [17] C Ƒ Ƒ Ƒ C C Ƒ C Ƒ Ƒ
Sowjanya [18] C Ƒ C Ƒ C Ƒ C C C C
Li [19] C Ƒ C C C C Ƒ C Ƒ C
Sowjanya [18] C Ƒ C Ƒ C Ƒ C C C C
Pirmoradian [20] C C C C C C C C C C
Khatoon [25] C C Ƒ C C C C C C C
A1 —denial of service attack,A2 —device impersonation attack,A3 —session-specific temporary
information attack,A4 —insider attack,A5 —modification attack,A6 —replay attack,A7 —man-
in-the-middle attack, A8 —stolen verifier attack, A9 —server impersonation attack, A10 —key
security attack, Ƈ—counters, Ƒ—fails to counter

consumed at the side of CD and AP in mutual authentication process has been
considered because the registration and other steps are executed once only. In has
been established that on PXA270 processor of 624 MHz having 128 MB memory
it takes 20.04 ms to execute one bi-linear pairing operation, 2.21 ms for a single
point multiplication on elliptic curve, 0.002 ms for hash computation, and 0.005 ms
in computing to compute a single symmetric encryption/decryption operation [18].
Based on these facts, an analytical comparison of the computational time of the IoMT
authentication schemes in [9, 14, 17–20, 25] has been performed and illustrated in
Table 4. The graphical representation of the computational time analysis is shown
in Fig. 3a. The computational cost has been computed after counting the number
of pairing operations, point multiplication on elliptic curve, hash computation, and
encryption/decryption operations for both CD and AP. The other operations have
been ignored assuming that they incur negligible time as compared to these key
operations.

3.4 Communication Cost Analysis

The communication overhead involved in the mutual authentication process of IoMT
security protocol can be calculated by identifying the number of bits transmitted
between both the parties in the communication, i.e., the CD and the AP. Here, the
communication overhead involved in the IoMTauthentication schemesmention in [9,
14, 17–20, 25] has been analyzed, and the summaryof this analysis has beenpresented
in Table 5. The pictorial representation of the analysis in Table 5 is mentioned in
Fig. 3b. While comparing the communication cost of the ECC-based IoMT schemes,
the parameter sizes mentioned in [18] have been considered.
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Table 4 Computational cost of ECC-based IoMT protocols

Protocol Computational time (ms)

CD AP Total

Zhao [9] 68.973 129.095 198.068

Das [14] 11.054 13.268 24.322

He [17] 24.464 26.674 51.138

Sowjanya [18] 6.632 13.262 19.894

Li [19] 4.429 6.634 11.063

Sowjanya [18] 6.639 13.271 19.91

Pirmoradian [20] 15.481 13.271 28.752

Khatoon [25] 24.469 26.679 51.148
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Table 5 Communication cost and storage cost of ECC-based IoMT protocols

Protocol Communication cost (Bytes) Storage cost (Bytes)

CD AP Total CD AP Total

Zhao [9] 312 276 588 198 20 218

Das [14] 436 461 897 300 20 320

He [17] 276 148 424 136 20 156

Sowjanya [18] 284 144 428 156 20 176

Li [19] 676 20 696 540 40 580

Sowjanya [18] 432 148 580 176 20 196

Pirmoradian [20] 412 152 564 148 20 168

Khatoon [25] 168 536 704 384 20 404

3.5 Storage Cost Analysis

The storage overhead is the estimate of the memory needed to store different data
items within a device. In the mutual authentication schemes for IoMT, different data
items and global system parameters are to be stored in the memory of CD as well
as the AP. Based on the parameters mentioned in [18], a comparative analysis of
the storage requirements of various ECC-based IoMT authentication schemes in [9,
14, 17–20, 25] has been carried out and summarized in Table 5 and also illustrated
graphically in Fig. 3c.

TPM—ECC point multiplication, TP—pairing computation, TH—hashing,
TE/C—symmetric encryption/decryption

4 Discussion

In this section, a discussion over the information presented in the analysis given in
Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 has been made. From Table 2, it is clear that only the scheme
of Pirmoradian et al. [20] satisfies all the security attributes, while other schemes in
[9, 14, 17–19, 25] fail to satisfy at least one. Similarly, Table 3 shows that none of
the schemes in [9, 14, 17–19, 25] can counter all the attacks over IoMT except the
scheme of in [20]. Therefore, scheme in [20] is the safest scheme to be used for IoMT
authentication. However, from the view point of computational time, Table 4 tells that
the scheme of Li et al. [19] consumes minimum computational cost as compared to
the other schemes. It can be deduced by Table 5 that the protocol of He et al. [17] least
storage cost as well as the communication overhead in comparison with the other
schemes in [9, 14, 18–20, 25]. Thus, there is a clear trade-off between the fulfillment
of security functions and the costs associatedwith the IoMT authentication protocols.
By this discussion, the researchers and developers can carry out an insight that the
problem of developing secure and efficient IoMT mutual authentication mechanism
is still open.
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5 Conclusion

Security in IoMT communications has always been a challenge for both practitioners
and researchers. IoMT security has gained a lot of attention, but constructing a trusted
mutual authentication protocol has remained challenging since security requirements
must be balanced against computational and communication expenses. Recent ECC-
based IoMT security schemes’ performance has been examined in this paper with
respect to the security requirements they meet, the threats they thwart, computational
time, storage overhead, and communication cost. The comparative research reveals
that while some schemes are expensive, the majority are susceptible to security
concerns. The findings support the conclusion that there is a clear trade-off between
the cost of the IoMT authentication procedures and the achievement of security
functions. Therefore, the researchers are still working on the challenge of establishing
a reliable and effective IoMT mutual authentication system. The future scope of this
research is to develop robust and efficient IoMT authentication mechanism using
latest techniques like blockchain and hyper-elliptic curve cryptography.
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Water Quality Monitoring
and Evaluation Using Internet of Things
and Machine Learning

Pravin Vilasrao Sawant and Y. M. Patil

Abstract Water is an important factor for all the living creatures. There are several
factors that can affect water quality, both natural and artificial processes involved.
Environment, aquatic ecosystems, and human health can all be negatively impacted
by poor water quality. This paper presents real-time water quality monitoring using
wireless sensor network and evaluation using machine learning model. Water quality
is monitored with help of sensors like pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, and
turbidity. Collected data is sent on cloud platform with the help of NodeMCU
ESP 8266 module using http protocol. Water parameters are monitored on ThingS-
peak platform and simultaneously passed to machine learning (ML) model which is
deployed inAmazonweb services’ (AWSs) platform.MLmodel is used to determine
water qualitywithout human interventions. ThisMLmodel detects real-time contam-
ination in water and also infers which parameter is responsible for contamination.
Machine leaning model using decision tree algorithm provides average accuracy of
98.28%.

Keywords Internet of Things ·Machine learning model · AWS

1 Introduction

Water quality refers to the physical, chemical, and biological condition of water.
There are different water parameters like dissolved oxygen, pH, amount of chlo-
ride, temperature, electrical conductivity, and turbidity. For drinking water, permis-
sible range of each water parameter is given by World Health Organization (WHO).
In earlier system, the water quality is monitored using sensors and decision has
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Fig. 1 System architecture of water quality monitoring and evaluation

been made manually by referring water parameter standard. This process is time-
consuming and requires continuous human intervention.The architecture of proposed
system is shown inFig. 1. Sensor nodes deployed inwater source collectwater param-
eters. These parameters are processed by processing unit and sent on cloud platform.
Cloudplatformstores this data for continuous analysis aswell as evolutionofmachine
learning model as shown in Fig. 1. This data simultaneously hits machine learning
model deployed on Amazon web services (AWSs) and indicates that water is safe
for drinking or contaminated. If water is contaminated then it identifies suspected
water parameters. In this system, machine learning model is continuously evolved
by variety of data provided to it by proposed system. The proposed system is only
used for Internet of Things application. In case of network failure, recorded water
parameters by system are stored in data logger.

• This systemuses Internet of Things technology andmachine learning to determine
the quality of water.

• The system also indicates water parameters responsible for contamination.

2 Background

An indexing approach was introduced [1] for water quality assessment. There are
different machine leaning and deep learning algorithms which are used. Water
samples for development of model have been taken from wells in North Pakistan.
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Data consists of limited water parameters. Machine learning model provides highly
accurate results. This system is basically designed to take preventive actions after
contamination in water source. Water quality monitoring system is developed to
monitor water quality of Ghatprabha River [2]. This system consists of pH, tempera-
ture, dissolved oxygen, electrical conductivity, biochemical oxygen demand, nitrate,
and total dissolve solids sensors to collect real-timewater parameters of river. Internet
of Things technology is used as it overcomes on traditional water quality monitoring
system. Linear regression model is used to indicate that water is safe of unsafe and
find out relation between different water parameters.

Anetwork formonitoring and assessingwater quality [3]was developed.A system
uses LoRa protocol for wide connectivity. There are total of four layers in this system.
pH, turbidity, temperature, and conductivity sensors are part of the sensing layer.
The edge layer is responsible for processing data from sensors. The cloud layer is in
charge of applying machine learning to classify water samples, while the application
layer handles the user interface and provides the ultimate judgment on whether the
water is suitable for drinking or irrigation. SVM, logistic regression, and random
forest are the three algorithms that were used for classification. Logistic regression
was best fit for drinking water and SVM was suited for irrigation water. A system is
developed for rural water monitoring based on wireless sensor network [4]. Using
pH, dissolved oxygen, and conductivity sensors, water quality has been observed.
The water parameters that are obtained from the actual sensor node are compared
to the findings of the lab tests. Average error range for dissolved oxygen is 2.0%,
and for pH sensors, it is in range of 1.08%–1.86%. The GPRS module is used to
transport data to the server due to issues with Internet connectivity in rural areas. A
system is proposed using decision tree and support vectormachine for anomaly detec-
tion in water distribution networks [5]. Water treatment plant provides the database
needed to develop machine learning models. All physiochemical and microbiolog-
ical samples were taken from Tunisian rivers. This paper gives performance analysis
of decision tree and support vector machine. Linear SVM found more adequate for
water quality monitoring systems. Data is insufficient for development of machine
learning model. Water quality monitoring system using IOT and machine learning
[6] system collects temperature and turbidity of water. This data is sent on cloud for
continuously monitoring. System contains LM35, DS18B20 (temperature sensor),
microcontroller unit, web application, power Bi Azure Stream. Linear regression
model is used to detect anomaly in water. Water parameters are stored and displayed
onMicrosoft Azure platform. Designed system is less accurate. Use of Internet tech-
nology for transmission of data on cloud platform is not mentioned in this paper.
IoT for automated water quality monitoring system [7]. Designed system is used to
monitor water quality of river. System uses Raspberry Pi 3, YST 600 K water sensor,
4G, and IoT technology. Conductivity, dissolved oxygen and pH these water param-
eter are transmitted on cloud using MQTT protocol. In the watermond application
user knows the status of system, whether offline (sensor connections are not ready)
or online. In the next stage of research, authors wish to combine the IoT platform
and big data system to classify river water quality.
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The system is designed to find out real-time contamination in water pipeline [8].
The systemmeasures pH, conductivity, turbidity, temperature, dissolved oxygen and
transmitted to cloud platformwith the help of ZigBee module. Multiple sensor nodes
are used to detect contamination source. Master node generates alerts when water
level from slave sensor nodes is not appropriate. There is no use of any algorithm for
detection of contamination.

The proposed system is designed using the ATMEGA 32 microcontroller, along
with pH, turbidity, conductivity, and temperature sensors [9]. Water parameters are
transmitted with the help of Bluetooth module on smart phone. The signal condi-
tioning circuit is designed for sensors used. The paper gives brief idea about cali-
bration and interfacing of sensors to the Arduino board. The accuracy of sensors
is measured and compared with actual values. Range of Bluetooth is very less as
compared with other wireless devices. The designed system is only limited for
domestic use. Cloud-based water contamination system [10] is designed using pH,
temperature, and turbidity sensors. Real-time water parameters are stored on cloud
using GSM module. System is designed for farmers to find best place for agricul-
tural based on condition of water source. There is no decision-making mechanism
provided in this system.

In the existing system, real-timewater parameters are captured and calculatewater
quality index (WQI). There are some limitations of WQI as follows:

• Limited parameters: WQI is based on a limited number of parameters that may
not provide a complete picture of water quality.

• Regional variability: WQI may not be applicable to all regions, as the factors that
affect water qualitymay vary depending on the location.Weighting of parameters:
WQI assigns weights to different parameters based on their importance, but these
weights may not always reflect the true impact of each parameter on water quality.

• Difficulty in interpretation: WQI can be difficult to interpret for non-experts. The
numerical values generated by the WQI may not be readily understandable or
meaningful to the general public.

• Sampling frequency: WQI is typically based on periodic water quality sampling,
which may not capture sudden changes or variations in water quality.

• In existing system, WQI is popular tool used for examining water quality. But it
has above limitations, so in this system water parameters have been assessed indi-
vidually. All the captured water parameters are passed through machine learning
model to determine condition of water. Amachine learningmodel examines water
quality and displays suspected water parameters if water is contaminated.

3 Materials and Methods

As shown in Fig. 2, this system contains different water sensors to record live water
parameters.

pH Sensor: Amount of Potential of Hydrogen (pH) in water is determined by this
sensor. Interface pH sensor to ESP8266 with help of signal conditioning device. For
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of proposed system

drinking water, range of pH must be in between 6.5 and 8.5. If the pH of water is not
in between this range, then water is not suitable for drinking. There is no permissible
range for pH. pH value of below 7 is acidic in nature, and pH value above 7 is basic
in nature.

Temperature Sensor: PT 100 is Resistance Temperature Detector-based tempera-
ture sensor. This temperature sensor provideswide rangeof temperature.This temper-
ature sensor is either used Whetstones Bridge or Max31865 temperature controller
module which is used to get values in an analog form.We need to check other param-
eters with respect to temperature of water. Some water parameters may vary with
respect to temperature.

Turbidity Sensor: It measures amount of suspended particles in water. Turbidity
of drinking water should be less than 1. Permissible range for turbidity is below 5
[1].

Oxygen Sensor: The amount of oxygen is an important factor while deciding
quality of water. As water contains less amount of oxygen, it means more amount of
organic matter present in water. DO in healthy water should be more than 6 mg/l.

There are multiple platforms available for Internet of Things application Intel
boards, Raspberry pi and ESP8266 based on application we may choose any one of
following (Table 1).

In short, Intel Galileo is better suited for amateurs and hobbyists which need
moderate processing power and wireless connectivity, whereas Raspberry Pi is better

Table 1 Comparison of IoT boards

Board Processor Connectivity Power consumption

Raspberry Pi ARM Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Moderate

Intel Galileo Intel Wi-Fi, Ethernet Low to moderate

ESP8266 ESP Wi-Fi Low
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suited for Internet of Things applications requiring high computing power and wire-
less connectivity. Applications requiring wireless communication and low power
usage can use the ESP8266. Three boards are priced differently, with the ESP8266
being the least expensive. After comparison of above platform, ESP8266 module
is better processor for our system. Libraries are available for every sensors used.
The necessary requirement is fulfilled by ESP8266 module. This processor reduces
overall cost and power of system.

NodeMCU ESP8266—it is a popular option for IoT applications because it is a
flexible and reasonably priced microcontroller board with Wi-Fi connectivity and
simple programming. It has a huge developer community that has produced libraries
and examples, making it simple to add functionality to the board.

3.1 Internet of Things for Real-Time Water Monitoring

Internet ofThings is oneof thepopular technologies.Themotobehind this technology
is to bringing dark things into light. In this case, real-time water parameters are
collected by sensor and given to processing unit. Processing unit is having ability
to convert these parameters into readable form and also able to transmit on cloud
platform. It consists of all the necessary components for Internet of Things. The data
received from different sensors is visualized on ThingSpeak platform as shown in
Fig. 3. Indicator has set on ThingSpeak which gives alert to user. As shown in Fig. 3,
turbidity of water is continuously monitored; if turbidity of water sample is above
1 NTU, then indicator will turn on. Likewise, all other parameters are visualized
and indicators are set for respective water parameter. When particular parameter is
influenced, then indicators are used for providing alerts to user. So on ThingSpeak
platform water quality will be monitored, but human intervention is required when
parameters are changed and abnormal.Collectedwater data is exported in .csv format.
This recorded data is also used to retrain the machine learning model.

Fig. 3 Turbidity of water sample visualize along with indicator at right side
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3.2 AWS Cloud

Provides devicemanagement, data analytics, security, and scalability, and is designed
to integrate with Amazon’s other facilities. Evaluation of water quality done by ML
model is shown in Fig. 4. AWS is used to deploy actual ML model which is in pickle
file. Water parameters sent on AWS from NodeMCU are possible using Postman
application. This data is collected onAmazon api gateway. This gateway is integrated
with AWS lambda, where data from sensors passes through actual ML model. As
model hits by real-time data, it produces results as shown in Table 5. This result
is transferred to ThingSpeak platform, where user can see condition of water. This
result along with current water parameters is stored on AWS database.

Fig. 4 Deployment of ML model in AWS platform
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4 Dataset and Experimental Settings

4.1 Dataset Description

Data for the machine learning model is gathered from the Department of Environ-
ment Science, Shivaji University, Kolhapur. The dataset consists of a total of 1000
water samples that were evaluated in 2021 and 2022 in the department. This data is
serialized in .csv form.

4.2 Data Labeling

Label is assigned to dataset as shown in Fig. 5. Dataset consists of recorded water
samples at Department of Environment Science. Recorded samples are categorized
into two classes safe for drinking and unsafe for drinking. This dataset consists of
variety of water samples, so water samples which are unsafe are again classified into
fifteen different classes. Each unique class indicates result in terms of safe or contam-
ination of water. Figure 5 shows samples with different classes. X-axis represents
class and y-axis represents contamination of water with respect to influenced water
parameter. Class ‘0’ means water is suitable for drinking. Class ‘1’ means water is
contaminated due to pH level of water which is not appropriate.

Fig. 5 Variety of data provided to train machine learning model
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4.3 Experimental Settings

These examined samples are classified into sixteen unique classes.Using this data and
above classification machine learning model is developed with 70% data for training
and 30% data for testing. Model is developed and tested in Jupyter Notebook tool.

There are three types of ML algorithms, namely supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement. In general, water quality determination requires manual intervention
to validate whether water is contaminated. Hence, supervised learning algorithms
are the best fit for the system. The system contains the following type of labeled
data. The decision tree (DT) is one of the supervised learning algorithms. In making
decisions, it mimics human reasoning capacity. By considering available data and
accuracy of model as shown in Table 4, decision tree is best fit for our system. The
system employs a DT model that has been trained using the provided labeled data.
Dataset with ratio of 70:30 is used for training and testing of model. It recorded the
model accuracy with 98.28%.

Aflowchart of thewater qualitymonitoring system is shown in Fig. 6. In the begin-
ning, the data was collected from different sensors. The collected data is processed
by the ESP8266 module as appropriate. The data is transmitted by the NodeMCU
ESP8266 module on the ThingSpeak platform. This data is also transferred to the
AWS cloud platform. The data is organized on the same channel but in different
fields. This data is exported in CSV format. Labeling is provided to exported data in
accordance with the class defined in Fig. 5. This labeled data is divided into training
and testing datasets. A machine learning model is developed in a Jupyter Notebook.
TheMLmodel predicted the applied water samples. If all water parameters are in the
range mentioned in Table 2, then the water quality is good as per WHO standards.
If water parameters are not appropriate, then it indicates the water is contaminated.

5 Results and Discussion

With the use of Internet of Things technology, real-time water parameters have been
recorded by the system and visualized, as shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10. Indicators are
also set for water parameters. If dissolved oxygen in water is below threshold level,
then indicator will on as shown in Fig. 7. If DO of water is appropriate, then indicator
will be in off state. This collected data passed through a machine learning model and
produced results as shown in Table 4.When all water parameters are within the range
defined in Table 2, the indicator displays the message “Water suitable for drinking”.
If water is contaminated, then it examines the reason for contamination and displays
an indicator.

Figure 11 indicates the accuracy of different machine learning models. The deci-
sion tree provides an accuracy of 98.18% and a low false-positive and false-negative
rate. Hence, a decision tree is good for our system.
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Fig. 6 Flowchart of water quality monitoring system

Table 2 Water parameter
permissible range for
drinking [11–13]

Water parameter Permissible range for drinking water

pH 6.5–8.5

Turbidity 0–1 NTU

Dissolved oxygen Above 6.5 mg/l

Temperature 10–25 ˚C
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Table 4 Results of proposed model

S. No. pH DO in Mg/l Temp. in °C Turbidity in NTU Indicator

1 7 8.5 16 1 Water suitable for drinking

2 2.5 7 15 0.9 Water contaminated due to
pH level of water is not
appropriate

3 7.5 1 20 1 Water contaminated due to
oxygen level of water is not
appropriate

4 8 7 7 0.8 Water contaminated due to
temperature level of water is
not appropriate

5 7.9 7.5 16 6 Water contaminated due to
turbidity level of water is not
appropriate

6 8.9 3.5 18 0.7 Water contaminated due to
pH and oxygen levels of
water is not appropriate

7 11 4.6 7 1 Water contaminated due to
pH, oxygen, and temperature
levels of water is not
appropriate

8 7.8 6.8 30 3 Water contaminated due to
temperature and turbidity
levels of water is not
appropriate

9 6.9 4 28 5 Water contaminated due to
oxygen, temperature, and
turbidity levels of water is
not appropriate

10 9.9 8 20 4.5 Water contaminated due to
pH and turbidity levels of
water is not appropriate

11 7.8 2.8 22 3.8 Water contaminated due to
oxygen and turbidity levels
of water is not appropriate

12 5.5 7.8 7.5 2.5 Water contaminated due to
pH, temperature, and
turbidity levels of water is
not appropriate

13 6.9 5 8.8 1 Water contaminated due to
oxygen and temperature
levels of water is not
appropriate

(continued)
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Table 4 (continued)

S. No. pH DO in Mg/l Temp. in °C Turbidity in NTU Indicator

14 2.5 8.8 32.5 4 Water contaminated due to
pH, temperature, and
turbidity levels of water is
not appropriate

15 9.9 7.6 29.9 0.7 Water contaminated due to
pH and temperature levels of
water is not appropriate

16 6 4.3 6.8 4.9 Water contaminated due to
pH, temperature, oxygen,
and turbidity levels of water
is not appropriate

Bold means the proposed algorithm results.

Fig. 7 Visualization of dissolved oxygen sensor in ThingSpeak

Fig. 8 Visualization of dissolved oxygen level and indicator in ThingSpeak

Sensors need to be calibrated before deployment in water. In this system, pH,
temperature, turbidity, and dissolved oxygen sensors are used and out of dissolved
oxygen sensor is very costly. After periodic time, sensors should be replaced.
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Fig. 9 Visualization pH sensor in ThingSpeak

Fig. 10 Visualization of temperature sensor in ThingSpeak

Fig. 11 Results of different models with comparison
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed water quality monitoring using the Internet of
Things and a machine learning model. This technique is highly effective and user-
friendly compared with theWQI technique for detecting water contamination. There
is no need to calculate WQI. In this system, individual water parameters have been
assessed. The evaluation of water quality is done by a machine learning model. The
precise water factors that cause pollution are found using this approach. Retraining
the model as it evolves continuously produces results that are superior to those of
individual tunings. Alerts that are raised can be used to understand trends over time.
The model will get more accurate as more and more diverse data is provided to it.
The response time of the system is good when we use the Internet of Things and
machine learning combination.
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A QoS Enabled Automatic Fallback
Handover Mechanism for Future
Generation Wireless Networks

Ronitt Mehra, Palash, Reshav Kalyani, and Manjeet Kumar

Abstract The emergence of high-performance machine learning (ML) computing
and the Internet of Things (IoT) is driving a paradigm shift in wireless communica-
tion.With the increasing use ofmultimedia applications and high-speed data transfer,
there is a significant rise in demand for bandwidth. However, with increasing number
of cellular users, the challenge is to effectively manage the limited spectrum allot-
ment for wireless communication while maintaining satisfactory quality of service.
Hence, different multiplexing techniques have been used to effectively use the avail-
able bandwidth. Recently, the concept of automatic fallback in receivers are gaining
popularity due to high mobility in vehicular networks and IoT. Automatic fallback
and handover mechanisms often utilize the channel state information (CSI) of the
radio and can switch between technologies to provide the best available quality of
service for spatial and temporal channel conditions. With the advent of machine
learning and deep learning methods, estimating the channel state information has
become computationally efficient and feasible thereby improving the performance
metrics of the system. OFDM and NOMA are two of the most widely used data
transmission methods in modern day networks. This paper presents a Quality of
Service (QoS) enabled handover mechanism between OFDM and NOMA for future
generation wireless networks. The performance metric for the proposed system is
the bit error rate of the system.

Keywords Wireless networks · Handover · Quality of service (QoS) · Channel
state information (CSI) · OFDM · NOMA

1 Introduction

Wireless communications beyond 5G have emerged as new paradigmwith enormous
newpossibilities such asmetaverse, digital clones, large scale automation and internet
of things to name a few [1]. However, all these new age concepts critically depend
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on the bandwidth availability and spectrum management in wireless networks. As
bandwidth is limited, hence, effectively using the bandwidth is critically important
to cater to the following needs [2]:

(1) Increasing number of users.
(2) Increased bandwidth requirement owing to multimedia data transfer.
(3) Need for high data rates.
(4) Limited available bandwidth.

The problem becomes even more critical with the necessity of internet of things
(IoT) and fog computing networkswheremultiple devices are connected over internet
and send data to a centralized server [3]. The pervasive nature of future wide area
networks, IoT, Fog networks and cellular communications along with the necessity
of higher data rate would need compliance to high quality of service (QoS) metrics.
While different multiple access techniques are available at our disposal to accom-
modate the increasing number of users, yet sticking to one technique may not render
desirable QoS metrics. Hence, there is an inevitable need for handover mechanisms
which can used to automatically switch from one technique to the other in case one
of the technique’s parameters starts degrading [4].

Some of the major contributions are as follows: -

• In the paper, we have analyzed the conditions for co-existence of NOMA and
OFDM for wireless networks, by primarily establishing a comparable range of
BER over varying SNR, for both these techniques, through our simulations.

• We have designed near and far user models based on the path loss co-efficient
values. The Far User model considers a higher path loss factor, and the Near User
models considers a lower path loss factor.

• We have generated a vertical handover condition for NOMA and OFDM based
on the bit error rate of the system. The system created switches from NOMA
(Primary Technique) to OFDM (Secondary Technique), as the BER of the system
degrades.

• We have attained lesser Bit Error Rate compared to existing work, over a similar
range of SNR.

Conventional wireless networks are being re-configured as software defined
networks (SDNs). Thus, automatic handover mechanisms would be better suited
through fallback in SDNs.

The paper is organized in the subsequent sections: Sect 1 introduces the back-
ground of future generation wireless networks, the need of automated handover and
its applications to cellular networks, IoT and Fog networks. Section 2 presents the
theoretical background for handover under different conditions. Section 3 presents
the existing techniques in the domain based on QoS metrics. Section 4 presents the
proposed approach followed for generating the simulations. Section 5 presents the
simulation results. Section 6 represents concluding remarks and future directions of
research.
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2 Theoretical Background for Handover

Themain objective of handover is to maintain a satisfactory quality of service metric.
The outage of the system is measure of the quality of service of the systems. The
outage means the chance of unacceptable quality of service. The outage primarily
depends on the signal to noise ratio and the bit error rate of the system [5]. The system
outage often is represented in terms of the complementary cumulative distribution
function or the CCDF. The need for using a probabilistic model for the description
of the outage of the system is since neither the BER nor the SNR of the system
can be used to ascertain the outage since both are subjective performance metrics
[6]. In general, it is shown that the outage is a function of the signal to noise plus
interference ratio, the distance, and the channel fading effects. The outage in terms
of absolute parameters q(λ) is given by [7]:

q(λ) = exp

⎧
⎨

⎩
− 2π

sin
(
2π
η

)K 2
k (SINR)

2/ η

k λi

⎫
⎬

⎭
(1)

Here,
Kk = Ck R2

k (SNR)
2/ η

k is a constant depending on system and channel parameters.
SINR represents the signal to noise plus interference ratio.
λ j is the device density in a network.
q(λ) is the absolute outage.
The major challenge looming large on SDNs is the multipath propagation and

varyingmedia (channel conditions) in termsof fading [8]. This results in the following
problems [9]: reduced strength resulting in poor quality of service, increased bit and
packed error rates resulting in SDN system outage, and large latencies and relatively
low throughput.

A typical SDNusually has the ability of handover or automatic fallback. Handover
may occur between two systems when the performance of once system starts to
deteriorate compared to the other system [10].

3 QoS Enabled Handover

There can be various handover techniques which can be considered in wireless
networks. The most predominant ones can be among:

(1) Multiplexing ormultiple access techniques: Common techniques can be orthog-
onal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), Orthogonal time frequency
space (OTFS) and Non-Orthogonal multiple access (NOMA). OFDM and
NOMA often exhibit similar SNR-BER characteristics [11]. Cellular systems
commonly feature adaptive fallback or automatic fallback capabilities that allow
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for a switch from one technology to alternative coexisting or parallel technology
in reply to variations in system parameters, including Bit Error Rate (BER).

(2) Cellular to device to device (D2D): Rapid increase in the number of users using
cellular users has resulted in the increase of load on the cellular network. The
base station which routes the data from devices is becoming more and more
loadedwith data [12].With evolving technologies of 5G and 6Gon the forefront,
a new technical solution to the aforesaid problem is inevitable. One of the major
contenders for the same is the Device-to-Device Network (D2D) model. In this
model, the base station is completely bypassed and the data is communicated
among the devices directly.

(3) Connectivity: While WIFI can be adept to most of the conventional urban envi-
ronments, yet wide area networks may encounter small as well as large scale
fading along with Doppler effects for vehicular networks. For that purpose,
WiMax based last mile connectivity measures may be effective [13].

(4) Spectrum Allocation: While many networks such as IoT and Fog networks
may operate in the 2.4 GHz freelance band, yet spectrum congestion and poor
channel response may result in opting for switching over to the licensed band
[13]

Wireless channels exhibit different behaviors at different frequencies. Channel
state information (CSI) denotes to the state of the wireless channel at any given
time, which is typically a function of time. The diverse fading effects experienced
by signals give rise to varying bit error rate (BER) and outage patterns at the output,
depending on the attenuation constant. This attenuation constant relies on material
constants of the channel, namely conductivity, permittivity, and permeability as well
as the transmission frequency. Hence, the fading pattern is highly dependent on
the transmission frequency and the characteristics of the channel, which evolves
as channel characteristics change. The attenuation constant can be mathematically
expressed as:

α = ωπ

2

√
(

1

σ + ωε

)2

− 1 (2)

Here,
α denotes attenuation constant.
ω denotes angular frequency.
μ denotes medium permeability.
ε denotes medium permittivity.
σ denotes medium conductivity.
Meanwhile, α (attenuation constant) depends on ω (angular frequency), which in

turns depends on the frequency as per:

ω = 2π f (3)

Here, f denotes frequency,
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Fig. 1 System architecture

Signal fading effects result in outages and poor quality of service. As far as 5G
and onward technologies are concerned, OFDM and NOMA are suitable candidates
due to their high spectral efficiency. In case NOMA is the preferred candidate, an
automatic fallback candidate can be OFDM. However, the choice of candidates to
implement handover should satisfy the conditions of co-existence.

Showing that an identical SNR-BER curve can be achieved using OFDM and
NOMA, thereby can justify co-existence of NOMA-OFDM for a cellular network
which can lead to a possible vertical handover in case of system requirements. Non-
identical BERperformance in the SNR rangewouldmean different characteristics for
NOMA and OFDM thereby hindering handover. It has been discussed that a major
challenge of NOMA based multiple access technique is the fact that small scale
fading effects and multipath propagation make the amplitude of the power variable
at the receiving end. This results in difficulty of separating the signals of different
users with equal reliability. The metric for obtaining equal reliability and quality of
service (QoS) is bit error rate (BER) of the system. The mathematical condition for
the handover process can be represented as:

Estimate the BER of the system for NOMA and OFDM (Fig. 1).

if(BERNOMA < BEROFDM)

{Choose NOMA as the transmission technique}
else
{Fall back to OFDM}

4 Proposed Approach

1 The first step involves generation of the data to be transmitted. Random complex
signals are generated to practically represent the generation of signals to be sent
by the transmitter.
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x(t) = K1 cos(ωt) + j K2 sin(ωt)

2 1,600,000 bits have been considered for transmission. The length of a data frame
has been chosen to be 32 bits.

3 The serial data is converted into parallel data. The data is then converted into
time domain. Further, cyclic prefixes are added to prevent loss of information.

4 The conversion of signal to Time Domain has been made possible with Inverse
FFT, allowing for the generation of orthogonal carriers.

5 The output of the channel for the transmitted data is then calculated and polluted
with AWGN noise.

6 The resultant signal is converted to frequency domain, and frequency-domain
channel equalization has been performed with the channel. After equalization
and subsequentQAMdecisions for decoding at the receiver, theBER is computer
for varying values of SNR (in dB). BER computed using below formula.

(
n∑

i=1

BitRX �= BitT X

)

∀ all bits n as a function of SNR

BER =
Number of error Bits

Total Number of Bits

7 For the near and far user scenarios, adjustments must be made to the analytical
BER. For Far user, naturally, the path loss is greater than that for the near user.

8 A multi-path channel has been created for NOMA using matrix, wherein 1
denotes no reflection and −1 denotes reflection. A random channel is also
generated for NOMA.

9 The power matrix is then generated, and the Kronecker Tensor Product is evalu-
ated for the random complex signals generated and the power matrix. The tensor
product provides all the possible combinations for a bit.

10 AWGN noise is added to the channel output, after which the de-spreading and
the decorrelation has been done.

11 Now, SIC Algorithm is used at the receiver end to obtain the signals at the
receiver. And, as the algorithm suggests, the signals are obtained from the
strongest to the weakest.

12 Finally, the analytical BER for NOMA is computed. Plots are generated for co-
existence of OFDM and NOMA (non-overlapping curve), for NOMA-OFDM
handover in near user scenario and for NOMA-OFDM handover in far user
scenario.
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5 Results

The following section comprises of the simulation results of the proposed method.
The simulations have been run on MATLAB 2019. The handover mechanism has
been employed among NOMA and OFDM.

For a practical scenario, as different users send their signals at different power
levels. In general, the user farthest away from the receiver would face the most severe
fading.On the contrary, the user nearest to the base stationwould face the least fading,
Hence, the users can be categorized into 2 major categories which are: Near and Far
User.

The near and far user situation can be differentiated based on the path loss factor.
The noise condition considered in this case is AWGN with a constant noise psd for
all frequencies. Mathematically,

Noisepsd = N0

2
∀ f

Here,
psd denotes the power spectral density.
f signifies frequency.
N0
2 characterizes the two-sided AWGN psd.
Based on the automatic fall-back approach, choose the system BER as the metric

to decide upon handover. For the near and far user scenario, we obtain the overlapping
BER curves. The lesser among the two BER curves would be the technology to use.
The results are presented subsequently (Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5).

Figure6 depicts the performance of BER for far and near users in OFDM. The far
users have a higher BER compared to the near users.

Fig. 2 Transmitted signal
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Fig.3 Spectrum of OFDM and NOMA

Fig. 4 Addition of noise in
the channel

Figure 7 depicts the performance of BER for far and near users in NOMA. As in
the case of OFDM, for NOMA to the far users have a higher BER compared to the
near users.

Figure 8 shows the BER condition for the co-existence of NOMA and OFDM.
Figure 9 shows the condition for switching among NOMA and OFDM for the

near user scenario. It can be seen that prior to the intersection point, NOMAperforms
better while after the intersection point, OFDM performs better in terms of system
BER.

Figure 10 shows the condition for switching among NOMA and OFDM for the
far user scenario. A similar pattern is seen with the difference that the BER now falls
slower compared to the near user condition implying the fact that SNR is relatively
less.
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Fig. 5 Signal after passing
through channel

Fig. 6 Near and far user
condition for OFDM

6 Comparative Analysis

On comparison with existing work, A. Tusha et al., IEEE 2020 [1] (Table 1).
Hence, lesser SNR requirement needed by at least 3.5 dB by proposed scheme

for near user and 9.5 dB for far user.
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Fig. 7 Near and Far user
scenarios for NOMA

Fig.8 Co-existence of
NOMA-OFDM

7 Limitations

The limitations of the proposed work are:

1 In the implementation of our proposed scheme, Error Detection through hamming
codes has not been considered. Employing hamming codes would help in further
reduction of the BER of our proposed system.

2 The proposed model does not offer the possibility to switch from a Cellular
Network to a Device-to-Device Network. Therefore, in a practical scenario, with
a very large number of users in the system, the Base Station will be over-loaded
with data.
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Fig. 9 Vertical handover for
near user condition

Fig. 10 Vertical handover
for far user condition

Table 1 Comparison with existing work

Parameter Value (dB)

SNR range for BER (OFDM-NOMA) (Near User) 12–15

SNR range for BER (OFDM-NOMA) (Far User) 20

SNR range for BER (OFDM-NOMA) (Proposed Technique Near User) 8.5

SNR range for BER (OFDM-NOMA) (Proposed Technique Near User) 11.5
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Table 2 Handover
characteristics for proposed
approach

Parameter Value (dB)

SNR range for lower BER (NOMA) (Near User) 0–5.3

SNR range for lower BER (OFDM) (Near User) 5.3–12

Switching SNR Value (Near User) 5.3

SNR range for lower BER (NOMA) (Near User) 0–9

SNR range for lower BER (OFDM) (Far User) 9–12

Switching SNR Value (Far User) 9

8 Conclusion

This paper presents a comprehensive review on the currents trends in wireless
networks pertaining to modulation techniques, handover mechanisms and automatic
fallback, fading effective and channel sensing through latest machine learning and
deep learning algorithms for cognitive networks. Moreover, IoT (internet of things),
device to device networks, fog computing and their co-existence in underlay cellular
networks have also been discussed.

Channel sensing mechanisms through channel sensing and estimation has also
been cited and discussed in detail. It has been shown that in case of non-intersecting
BER curves, the condition remains to be that of non-handover since one of the tech-
niques for transmission continuously outperforms the other in terms of the perfor-
mance metric (BER). In case of handover, concurrent BER curves for OFDM and
NOMA intersect to create a point of intersection (Table 2).

9 Future Scope

Future enhancements of the proposed work can be:

• Devising a strategy to switch between cellular and device to device (D2D) modes
of transmission.

• Employing error detection and correction codes along with the proposed scheme
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Bone Fracture Detection Using CNN

Sai Prudhvi Vallurupalli and T. Anuradha

Abstract Bone fractures are a prevalent issue faced by many individuals, often
resulting from accidents. X-rays are commonly used by doctors to predict fractures.
However, manually interpreting X-rays can be challenging, as small fractures may
be overlooked, leading to potential future harm. This project aims to address this
issue by utilizing artificial intelligence applications, such as ML and DL techniques,
to analyze and classify images of hand, leg, chest, fingers, and wrist fractures in a
precise manner. Specifically, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are employed
to develop various models that offer a step-by-step image analyzing algorithm to
accurately predict whether a bone is fractured or normal, providing a better solution
for fracture detection.

Keywords Fracture classification · Convolution neural network (CNN) · ReLU
and Softmax activation functions · Bone fracture · Fracture · Bones-rays · X-rays

1 Introduction

Fractures are a common issue faced by all human beings, and even minor fractures
can lead to more serious injuries if overlooked by doctors. Although X-rays are
available, it can still hard to determine if a bone is broken or not by normal persons.
It is crucial to treat a fracture bone as a medical emergency and seek care promptly.
Fractures canvary in shape and size. Traumatic fractures aremore commonand canbe
caused by falls, high pressure, fights, accidents, or other reasons, while pathological
fractures are caused by underlying medical conditions. The goal of this project is
to find the most accurate CNN model, which is a step-by-step picture analyzing
algorithm that can provide improved results in detecting bone fractures. The project
involves analyzing and classifyingX-ray images of hand, leg, chest, fingers, andwrist
fractures, as well as normal images, to achieve clearer and more accurate results.
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Motivation: Fractures can occur as a result of sudden accidents such as falls, vehicle
collisions, or sports injuries. In these cases, immediate symptoms may include
swelling and severe pain. However, it is important to note that not all accidents
will result in fractures that require treatment with a cast or splint. Some fractures
may resolve within 2–3 days and can be managed with pain balms and tablets.

Identifying whether a bone is fractured or not requires a medical examination by
a doctor, usually involving an X-ray and a consultation fee. Waiting for 2–3 days to
see if it is a fracture or not can potentially worsen the condition and lead to more
severe consequences. Additionally, it is worth noting that in some cases, doctors may
not be immediately available, especially if the accident occurs during odd hours.

Contribution: This paper introduces a user-friendly web application that utilizes
deep learning to detect fractures in X-ray images. Previous research in this field has
primarily focused on developing machine learning and deep learning models, which
achieved less than (90%). In contrast, the proposedmodel achieved a higher accuracy
of more than (90%). Additionally, it is important to note that existing literature has
mainly concentrated on developing classification models without emphasizing the
creation of a user-friendly application.

2 Related Works

Thefield of image classification for fracture detection, various techniques andmodels
have been explored in the literature. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is commonly
used for classification, which has also been employed in some studies [1]. NLP
techniques, such as text processing, have been used for feature detection in some
papers. A survey of existing neural networks in the literature was conducted, and a
need to identify and implement a (CNN) for image classification was identified [2].
Some studies have proposed fracture recognition using X-ray images by dividing
them into small regions and extracting local binary histograms, which are combined
into a single vector representing the image [3, 4]. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
andMulti-layer Perceptron (MLP) have been used for fracture classification in some
studies [5].

Several studies have utilized X-ray and craniofacial development methods for
fracture analysis [6]. In the recent years, there are significant advancements in many
fields through the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) based on deep
learning, which have the capability to find and extract features to enhance image
classification accuracy [7, 8]. Intelligent system development can successfully learn
and recognize objects which is a primary focus of research in pattern recognition and
automatic classification domains. The objective of this work is to develop a system
for estimating fractures and rods fromX-ray images using CNNs [9, 10]. Three CNN
models were used in this study with different architectures (e.g., number of filters,
number of convolution layers) which were created and validated using the IMDB
and WIKI datasets [11]. The results demonstrated that CNN networks significantly
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improved the system’s performance and recognition accuracy. The use of deep CNNs
for learning representations has been shown to greatly enhance performance in image
classification tasks [12]. The innovative CNN method employed in this study is
designed to classify images without any restrictions and achieve accurate fracture
classification [13, 14].

A CNN-based To find the area, an image segmentation algorithm has been
presented of bone fractures using a developed GUI application. The output of image
processing, shown inTheAffectedAreaLocalization, demonstrates that the proposed
method accurately detects the bone structure and fracture edges, even in the pres-
ence of noise, surpassing other established edge detection methods such as Sobel
and Prewitt and Canny [15, 16]. The proposed algorithm, Convolutional Neural
Networks-based, clearly highlights the fractured area in an image. The SFCM clus-
tering technique is utilized to approximate the fractured region and calculate the
impacted area percentage, employing the DWT edge detection method within the
algorithm [17, 18].

X-ray images of both healthy and fractured human bones, collecting a total of
100 original images from various sources, address the issue of overfitting in deep
learning using less data. Techniques for data augmentation were used to increase the
dataset, resulting in a final size of 400 images [19]. The classification accuracy of the
model for distinguishing between healthy and fractured bones was found to be which
is notably higher than achieved by other methods. Further improvements in accuracy
can be achieved by exploring alternative deep learning models. However, validation
on larger datasets is necessary to thoroughly evaluate the system’s performance [20].
The studies under investigation have shown that transfer learning can be effective
even when data are limited [21, 22]

3 Proposed Work

The architecture of purposed work is shown in Fig. 1. Data came from a bone fracture
imaging repository, which contains a large database of publicly available datasets on
various types of bone fractures. The collection of data was taken from Kaggle [23]
which consist of 400 images of X-rays, and then, the data were divided into two parts
training and testing in 70–30% ratio. Image sizes are of different sizes like (600 ×
600) (700 × 700), all images are converted into 300 × 300 size, and Convolutional
Neural Networks’ model was used for feature extraction and classification (Fig. 2).

Convolutional Neural Network Algorithm steps

The model was developed using Convolutional Neural Networks’ algorithm with
five convolutional Hidden layers, each with different filter sizes and poolings.

Step 1: Load dataset.
Step 2: Divide the dataset into training and testing data and preprocessing is done
300 × 300 × 3 pixels.
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Image resizing
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Fig. 1 Convolutional Neural Network architecture for bone fracture determination

Fig. 2 Sample data

Step 3: There are five Hidden layers in this CNNmodel; the classification is done.
The first Hidden layer uses 16 kernels of size 3 × 3 to determine fracture based
on X-ray images Max pooling and ReLU activation function.
Step 4: The second Hidden layer uses 32 kernels of size 3 × 3. Max pooling and
ReLU activation function.
Step 5: The third Hidden layer uses 64 kernels of size 3 × 3. Max pooling and
ReLU activation function.
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Table 1 Comparison of our
results to the state-of-the-art
in terms of fracture
classification efficiency

Model Fracture prediction accuracy %

SVM [20] 79.3

CNN [2] 88.18

Proposed approach 90.56

Step 6: The fourth Hidden layer uses 32 kernels of size 3 × 3. Max pooling and
ReLU activation function.
Step 7: The fifth Hidden layer uses 32 kernels of size 3 × 3. Max pooling and
ReLU activation function.
Step 8: After the output of seventh step, the matrix is converted into a vector.
Step 9: Then final output is displayed depending up on the input of the X-ray
image either positive or negative.

4 Results and Discussion

The CNN model was run with initially with 400 epochs and obtained an accuracy of
70.45%, then with 500 epochs and got an accuracy of 80.69%. Finally, the model was
run with 600 epochs and got an accuracy of 90.56%. The proposed model obtained
better results compared to other similar models in literature. The results’ comparison
was shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5

After the model was built, a web application was developed where the users can
upload an X-ray image and the application will give results as positive if fracture,
negative if no fracture. The web application is shown in Fig. 3; the accuracy and
model loss are shown in Fig. 4.

Limitations: The proposed model can only detect bone fractures in the parts of leg,
wrist, elbow with more accuracy; for other parts, accuracy is slightly less. The model
cannot detect whether there are multiple fractures.

Future scope: In future, model will be extended to detect fractures in other parts
also by collecting more feature images of other parts. Accuracy of the model may
be further improved by adding more Hidden layers and different combinations of
convolution, pooling layers, and activation functions (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3 Output page

Fig. 4 Model accuracy and model loss

Fig. 5 Comparison of
accuracy
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for bone fracture
detection has shown great promise in improving the accuracy and efficiency of diag-
nosing fractures from medical images with 90.56% accuracy. While challenges and
limitations exist, further research and development in this area hold great potential
for advancing the field of radiology and improving the diagnosis and treatment of
bone fractures.
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Smart Parking System Using YOLOv3
Deep Learning Model

Rishabh Tater, Preeti Nagrath, Jyoti Mishra,
Victor Hugo C. de Albuquerque, and José Wally M. Menezes

Abstract When it comes to vehicle surveillance, the Smart Parking System is
considered indispensable, and it is now making its mark in the parking manage-
ment sector. The errors caused by manual entry of vehicle registration information
are absolutely eliminated. The process is made absolutely smooth and safe by the
Smart Parking System. This not only stores reliable vehicle registration data in the
database, but it also verifies the vehicle at exit points automatically. The Automatic
Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) system is a crucial component of smart cities as
it uses image processing and optical character recognition (OCR) technology to read
vehicle number plates. ANPR enables traffic control and law enforcement through
an automated, fast, reliable, and robust vehicle plate recognition system. This paper
proposes an enhanced OCR-based plate detection approach that utilizes YOLOv3
deep learning model and an object-based dataset trained by convolutional neural
network (CNN) to detect alphanumeric data from the identified license plate. The
project will produce a Dataframe containing vehicle’s registration details, entry time,
exit time, and fees for the total duration of parking. To boost accuracy, a blended
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algorithm for license plate detection and recognition is proposed and compared to
current methodologies.

Keywords Automatic number plate recognition (ANPR) · Optical character
recognition (OCR) · YOLOv3 · Convolutional neural networks (CNN) ·
Pytesseract

1 Introduction

We propose a solution to the inconvenience and security issues caused by incomplete
or incorrect parking details usingAutomaticNumber PlateRecognition (ANPR)with
YOLOv3 deep learning model. ANPR is a vital aspect of Smart Parking Systems
with various applications such as stolen car detection, parking management, and
traffic flow monitoring. However, its performance suffers in complex scenarios.

While predicting parking location has been studied in detail, ANPR using deep
learning is still an evolving field. The current quality of smart parking solutions
needs improvement compared to other intelligent city services. Innovative and cost-
effective solutions are necessary as parking and transportation are vital aspects of
daily life.

The ANPR method involves license plate detection, segmentation, and optical
character recognition (OCR). Choosing the appropriate model is crucial for object
detection. Our proposed paper employs YOLOv3 and VGG16 models for license
plate detection and compares their accuracies using a chosen dataset. YOLOv3
outperformed the other model, and we chose it as our prime detector. We were
motivated by previous research proposed by Adarsh et al. [1].

ANPR faces challenges such as uneven lighting, weather, distortion of images,
and image blurring,making it difficult to implementworldwide.Multinational ALPR
systems have been proposed, but they involve a complex three-stage process. Our
study proposes a cost-effective and accurate deep ALPR method that can be used on
license plates from different geographical areas, filling the research gap in this field.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides a comprehensive review of
various techniques employed for license plate identification along with their limita-
tions. The proposedmethodology is described in Sect. 3, followed by the presentation
of experimental results and simulations in Sect. 4. Finally, the conclusion, findings,
and future scope of work are discussed in Sects. 5 and 6.

2 Literature Review

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) is a crucial technology in various
applications such as law enforcement, traffic monitoring, and parking management.
The three major steps involved in ANPR are license plate detection, segmentation,
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and character recognition. Traditional image processing methods and deep learning
approaches are the two main categories of ANPR techniques.

Deep learning models, particularly CNN-based approaches, have shown
promising results in improving the accuracy and robustness of ANPR. These models
have been used for license plate detection, enabling the estimation of the loca-
tion of the license plate. YOLO, a fast and efficient object detector that predicts
boundary boxes and class probabilities directly from the whole image, has been used
in various ANPR systems for detection and character recognition. However, YOLO
has limitations in generalizing objects with new or unusual configurations.

To overcome the limitations of individual techniques, hybrid methods combining
both traditional image processing and deep learning approaches have been
proposed [2–4]. These methods aim to leverage the strengths of both techniques
to achieve better accuracy and robustness. For instance, some hybrid methods have
utilized a CNN-based license plate detector in combination with traditional image
processing techniques for character segmentation and recognition, achieving high
accuracy in detecting and recognizing license plates under various lighting and
weather conditions.

In summary, ANPR is a crucial technology that involves license plate detec-
tion, segmentation, and character recognition. Deep learning models, particularly
CNN-based approaches, have improved the performance of ANPR. Hybrid methods
combining traditional image processing and deep learning approaches have shown
promising results and are a potential direction for future research in ANPR.

In [1], a new approach for object detection is proposed, which detects and recog-
nizes new objects in a single stage while achieving high precision without sacrificing
speed. The authors categorized existing object detection methods into two classes:
two-stage detectors and single-stage detectors, and identified the need for amore effi-
cient single-stage model. They introduced YOLOv3-Tiny as an improvement upon
the existing YOLOv1, YOLOv2, YOLOv3, and SSD architectures, which increases
object detection speedwhilemaintaining precise results. YOLOwas used as an object
detector in [5–8].

The YOLOv3 paper [9] also proposes updates to the YOLO object detection
system as shown in Fig. 1, achieving similar accuracy as SSD but at three times the
speed. The proposed multinational license plate recognition system using YOLOv3
[10] incorporates a Space Pyramid Pooling block in the second step for more effi-
cient character identification in ALPR. After the localized license plate is input
into the network, the character recognition network returns the bounding boxes
of the predicted characters, and a layout algorithm is used to extract the correct
license plate number sequence. The authors emphasize the importance of obtaining
the correct sequence for multinational license plates. The application of ANPR as
finding occupancy in parking area slots is proposed in [11] that used inception and
MobileNet.

Template matching and neural networks are two different approaches to license
plate detection and recognition. Template matching is a method that matches a pre-
defined template of a license plate to the input image, and then identifies each
character of the plate using optical character recognition (OCR) [12–14]. On the
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Fig. 1 YOLOv3: an
Incremental Improvement
[9]

other hand, neural networks use machine learning algorithms to detect and recog-
nize license plates. Several types of neural networks have been used for license plate
recognition, including Artificial Neural Network (ANN), BP Neural Network, and
Probabilistic Neural Networks [15–17]. Detection of license plate enables an esti-
mation of the site of the license plate using CNN based approach [18, 19]. This
model a function that provides a score for each image sub regions and enables
us, by combining the results obtained by sparsely overlapping regions, to estimate
where the detected license plates are locations. In [20], author has proposed, a single
neural network that predicts boundary boxes and class probabilities in one evaluation
directly from the whole image.

Symmetric wavelets and multi-level genetic algorithms are two other techniques
that have been used for license plate detection [14, 21]. In symmetric wavelets,
statistical measurements such as RMSE and PSNR are used to locate license plate
data after preprocessing the input image [14]. Multi-level genetic algorithms, on
the other hand, can identify and locate multiple license plates in a single image at
excellent precision rates [21].

Overall, the use of neural networks for license plate recognition has become
increasingly popular in recent years. However, other techniques such as template
matching and genetic algorithms continue to be used in the field, each with its own
strengths and weaknesses.

YOLOv3 and SSD are both popular single-stage object detection algorithms that
have been used in various computer vision applications. YOLOv3’s advantages
include multi-label classification, logistic regression for target score computation,
and the use of three scales for small to large-scale detections. SSD, on the other
hand, uses anchor boxes with different aspects to learn offset rather than the box
and has pre-defined anchor boxes for each location on the function map. YOLOv3-
Tiny is a lightweight variant of YOLOv3 that requires less operating time but has
lower precision. Overall, these algorithms offer different trade-offs in terms of detec-
tion accuracy and computational efficiency and can be used in various real-world
applications depending on the specific requirements.
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3 Methodology of Proposed Work

This section aims to provide specific guidance on how the methodology of the
proposed work should be implemented as shown in Fig. 2. The method proposed
consisted of number plate detection, identification of the characteristics of the number
plate detected and data storage on the database system. We used YOLOv3 CNN for
the detection of the license plate, using the images as input and returning the license
plate location annotations. The recognized area of the vehicle license plate is then
pre-processed and applied to OCR, which successfully acknowledges the number
plate character, and then saves data in the data frame for the same number plate.

Fig. 2 Proposed methodology flow chart
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Fig. 3 Sample images from the dataset

3.1 Dataset

First, a dataset was chosen containing 433 images. This dataset contains bounding
box annotations of car license plates within the image. Annotations are provided in
the PASCAL VOC format.

Name of the dataset is Car License Plate Detection [22]. The chosen dataset
contains 433 images and 433 annotations. With the same name in the same directory
the xml files of every images are also present, which contains the coordinates of the
images as <x_center> <y_center> <width> <height>. Sample images from dataset
are shown in Fig. 3.

3.2 Training the Model Using Darknet Framework

For number plate detection, the device was trained, and the program was written in
Python. We used Darknet framework, an open source neural network framework, for
training the detector. In the proposed work the detector is YOLOv3 deep learning
model.

You only look once (YOLO) uses an image as an input, runs it via a neural network
and predicts the bounding boxes. The prediction for each bounding box includes
five components, i.e., x, y, w, h, and confidence. (x, y) represents the center of the
bounding box, while (w, h) the width and the height of the boxes, and confidence is
the estimated accuracy of the object prediction. Training is done just by placing the
YOLOv3 model as input and annotations as output on image data, i.e., x, y, w, h, and
confidence.

YOLOv3 is a model which, thanks to its rapidity and precision, has a variety of
applications. In this paper, our model is based on YOLOv3. The more convolutional
layers we use, the better the outcome. Based on the foregoing, the model provided
in this work has a more complex structure that is not only more suitable for our
database, but also allows us to recognize targets at a finer level. The Darknet is used
to extract characteristics in the original YOLOv3.
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3.3 CNN Architecture for Detecting License Plates Using
YOLOv3

In India, various ANPR techniques are used, but their effectiveness is very low. The
proposed framework aims to increase and optimize ANPR performance. YOLOv3
was used to train the machine at first for number plate detection, using convolutional
neural network (CNN), which is capable of detecting objects and entities. CNN
applies filter on the input which generates the feature map. Then in the input, the
presence of detected features is summarized by the generated feature map.

Within a given image, this model is in charge of locating and identifying a license
plate. To train this network, we employ a collection of real-world license plate photos
as well as license plate annotations. The network is meant to adapt to different
scenarios and be adaptable to regional changes in license plates because the training
data we utilized covers a wide range of variations.

Of the last three convolutionary layers shown in Fig. 4, logical should generate the
104× 104, 52× 52, 26× 26 feature map. Since high-level characteristics have more
semantic information, we still want to collect finer-grained level characteristics. The
low level features have more spatial details, on the other hand. The updated model
adds a new convolution layer behind the 26 × 26 function plan to achieve a smaller
feature map with a stride of 2. The 13 × 13 feature is then linked to the 26 × 26
function map, to perform the maximum pooling process. The results detect a high-
level target. The results will be updated and linked with the 26× 26 feature map and
52× 52 feature map, to be used following a concatenation method for max-pooling.
The findings are a medium-level goal. The intermediate-level function map samples
and fits in with the 52 × 52 function map.

Fig. 4 Convolutional neural network architecture [10]
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Fig. 5 Segmented number plate from the original image

3.4 Image Segmentation

The next step is to segment the number plate out of the image after successfully
detecting the number plate. It is also possible to do this using OpenCV library, by
cropping the number plate region and then saving it as the new image. Segmentation
serves as a link between character recognition and number plate extraction as shown
in Fig. 5. Boundary box analysis is another name for segmentation and the characters
are extracted by using this analysis.

3.5 Optical Character Recognition Using Pytesseract

Conversion of manually printed or printed text images into computer text is known
as the optical character recognition (OCR). There are a number of OCR engines
available, the proposed work uses Python-Tesseract also called Pytesseract. Python-
Tesseract is a python-based optical character recognition (OCR) application. It can
recognize and interpret text embedded in pictures. This will be our most effective
method for recognizing license plates.

Tesseract contains a new neural network component that can recognize text lines.
It is based on OCRopus’ Python-based LSTM implementation; however it has been
rewritten in C++ for Tesseract. Tesseract’s neural network system predates Tensor-
flow, but it is compatible with it because it uses the Variable Graph Specification
Language as a network description language (VGSL).

Pytesseract OCR accepts the segmented image as input, and then the characters
in the image of the number plate will then be recognized. The collected data is saved
in a database or a data file as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 OCR using Pytesseract

Fig. 7 Data entry in database system

3.6 Storing Extracted Data in Database System

The characters extracted from the OCR of license plates will be stored with the
date, entry and exit time, and vehicle no. in the database system as in Fig. 7 using
the Pandas data frame. Also, generating unique User ID of each vehicle entering the
parking.With the help of the vehicle’s time of entry and its time of exit in the parking
lot will calculate the parking duration and ultimately generating the fees according
to the total time consumed by the vehicle in the parking lot.

4 Experimental Results

Weconducted our experiment on several features of vehicles with completely various
shapes and dimensions all of them subject to different conditions in order to assess
their process and precision. The algorithm’s accuracy was limited because for plates
at a certain degree and plates at the edge of the image, the segmentation approach
did not produce the anticipated results. It needs a proper camera angle setup to be
more efficient and effective.

Evaluation Criteria. Formula for the evaluation of accuracy:

Accuracy = number of correct predictions

toltal number of prediction

= TP+ TN

TP+ TN+ FP+ FN
× 100% (1)
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where TP stands for True Positives, TN stands for True Negatives, FP stands for
False Positives, and FN stands for False Negatives.

Formula for Mean squared error,

MSE =
n∑

i=1

(
Wtx(i)− y(i)

)2

n
(2)

The proposed method yielded the following outcomes:
The above graph in Fig. 8 shows the evaluation scoreswhen the datasetwas trained

using YOLOv3 detector. Score apprentissage depicts the training data score whereas
score validation depicts validation score. (Works as a part of test data from the same
training dataset.) It yielded an accuracy score on training data and on validation to
be 94.2% and 80%, respectively, for 50 epoch.

The graph in Fig. 9 shows the evaluation scores when the dataset was trained
using VGG16 detector. It yielded an accuracy score to be 79.13% on 200 epoch.

Fig. 8 Evaluation scores of
smart parking system using
YOLOv3

Fig. 9 Loss function of
smart parking system using
VGG16
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5 Conclusion

The proposed algorithm for license plate detection is simple and may successfully
categorize various license plate layouts. It can bring a number of benefits, such
as traffic safety adherence, safety in the event of susceptibility, ease of use and
immediate access to information—compared to the phase of segmentation searching
for registration details of vehicle ownership. The lighting, the terminology, the car
shade and the non-uniform plate size, the character on the plate, distinct font and the
background color are factors that affect ANPR results.

Our system was trained using the YOLOv3-Darknet framework. The model for
license plate detection was trained using YOLOv3 with CNN which is capable of
detecting object and entities. Then OCR was applied for number plate recognition
using Tesseract API available in python called Pytesseract. The results of our method
yielded an Accuracy score on training data and on validation to be 94.2% and 80%,
respectively. It is clear that due to the complicated ANPR system, it is currently
impossible to achieve a 100% overall accuracy since each stage is dependent on the
previous step. However, if bounding boxes are accurate, our algorithm is able to
extract the correct license plate numbers from an image.

6 Future Scope

In future research, we’ll look into employing an applied noise reduction technique to
improve license plate recognition accuracy without dramatically increasing calcula-
tion time. The disadvantage of using a single class classifier in an ensemble model is
that it will significantly increase computation time. We are investigating two options
to fix this problem. A proposal-based technology like Fast R-CNN can be utilized
to minimize the calculation time of the underlying classifier. Secondly, we can use
parallel calculation to simultaneously calculate the basic classifier.

Algorithms such as super resolution of images can be applied for low-resolution
images. A coarse to-fine technique may be useful for segmenting multiple vehicle
number plates. Since OCR has become a commonly used and common tool in
recent years, instead of redesigning the entire ANPR, ANPR developers are focusing
on increasing OCR accuracy. Some developers are modifying open sources, like
Tesseract, in an attempt to improve their accuracy, as mentioned in the previous
section.
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Crop Prediction Using Machine Learning
with CRISP-DM Approach
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Abstract Machine learning is a successful dynamic tool for forecasting crop yields,
aswell as for choosingwhich crops to plant andwhat to do during the growing season.
One of the industrial process models used in data mining is Cross-Industry Standard
Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM), which includes six iterative phases. Crop
prediction using various machine learning algorithms proposed by the authors in this
study using CRISP-DM as an approach. Machine learning algorithms are used to
perform classifications to predict crops. The machine learning algorithms that are
used to carry out a classification to be able to predict crops include Random Forest,
Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree, and eXtreme Gradient Boost
(XGBoost). This article contributes to presenting and providing an understanding
of crop prediction using machine learning. From the classification and modeling
results using crop recommendation data set, the Decision Tree algorithm becomes
an algorithm that has the lowest accuracy results compared to other algorithms with
value of 0.9 for testing and value of 0.88 for training. Meanwhile, the algorithm
that has the highest level of accuracy of the machine learning algorithm used is the
XGBoost algorithm with test value accuracy of 0.993 and training value accuracy of
1.0.
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1 Introduction

Agriculture has an important role for the development and development of the
country’s economy. To increase the effectiveness and efficiency of various activities
in agriculture, machine learning is applied to different agricultural needs. Various
advanced technologies are needed in agriculture such as advanced technology and
automation using IoT required in data collection and mining. Machine learning is
needed in conducting data analysis, looking for patterns to predicting weather fore-
casts, making predictions on recommendations for plants to be planted, determining
fertilizers and activities to be carried out, to identifying diseases in plants.

In order to increase effectiveness, productivity, the use of advanced agricultural
technology is imperative. One of the advanced agricultural technologies is the use of
machine learning. Machine learning is a branch of computer science that is part of
the field of artificial intelligence, machine learning studies algorithms and data and
then uses approaches to solve complex problems which are generally quite difficult
to program using traditional methods [1]. Various machine learning techniques have
been used in various fields, a simple example is studying consumer behavior in
supermarkets. In agriculture, machine learning has been used for many years [2].

Big data technologies and high-performance computing have given rise to
machine learning, bringing new perspectives to the interdisciplinary field of agri-
cultural technology [3]. Machine learning is part of the field of artificial intelligence
(AI) which focuses on learning through data [4, 5]. One of the dynamic techniques
that can be used effectively to decide which crops to plant, predict yields to determine
what activities to do during the growing season is machine learning [4]. In machine
learning, data can be obtained by applying the required sensors applied [6] then
processed and analyzed using machine learning algorithms in order to better monitor
and optimize agricultural practices. In addition, by utilizing data from sensors, satel-
lite imagery and climate recordings, machine learning algorithms can be used to
predict weather and rainfall [7].

Machine learning is a recent technique that helps farmers avoid crop losses by
offering extensive advice and insights into the crops. Various problems in the pre-
harvest process such as determining the plants to be planted, the harvest process in
monitoring and controlling to the post-harvest process can be overcome by using
machine learning. In the field of agriculture machine learning can make agriculture
much more effective and efficient, can produce high quality products to reduce the
use of human labor [8].

Currently there are several different machine learning frameworks, but there is no
single framework that can be used and is suitable for all machine learning purposes.
In fact, some frameworks are used more often than other frameworks [9]. Therefore,
wewanted to try to find outwhichmachine learning algorithms can be used to analyze
and classify crop predictions with better results and accuracy.
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Various problems in agriculture today are often sought for solutions to the
problem by using data mining. Starting from finding the patterns needed in data
sets, conducting analysis in large data sets to classifying them according to needs
can be done with data mining. Data mining techniques have the basic objective of
extracting information from a data set and turning it into a structure that can be used
as needed [10].

Machine learning and data mining often use the same methodology, and some-
times the differences between the two can be confusing [9]. In machine learning the
learning process is carried out from the data used, while data mining is the process of
obtaining data to carry out learning. The explanation of these two concepts is inter-
connected and related, it can be analogized that data mining is a task and machine
learning is an instrument to achieve this task. In data mining there are two main
objectives, namely prediction and description. This goal is achieved by using data
mining techniques, one of which is machine learning [11].

One of the industrial process models used in data mining is Cross-Industry Stan-
dard Process for DataMining (CRISP-DM), which includes six iterative phases [12].
CRISP-DM consists of six sequentially different phases and provides a common
process model that covers the overall structure and methodological dimensions [13].
CRISP-DM is a standard process model used for data mining projects. Various
systematic literature reviews provide summaries and descriptions of how CRISP-
DM is used in various current studies to find innovative methods, best practices to
research priorities [14].

This article contributes to presenting and providing an understanding of crop
prediction using machine learning with the CRISP-DM approach. In this article, it
is explained that the stages carried out according to the phases in CRISP-DM are
applied to the stages in carrying out classifications to make crop predictions using
machine learning. In this study using machine learning algorithms the author will
make crop predictions with the CRISP-DM approach. There are several machine
learning algorithms used in this study, namely Random Forest, Naive Bayes, K-
Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree, and XGBoost.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Machine Learning

Machine learning is somethingwe encounter and use every day. Likewhen Instagram
gives recommendations on which accounts we should follow, when Google gives
recommendations for the keywords we use, and Netflix gives recommendations on
what movies to watch. This is an example of implementing machine learning in
our daily lives. Machine learning (ML) is a multidisciplinary field that focuses on
developing computer algorithms capable of extracting predictive information from
static or dynamic data sources by employing analytic or probabilistic models and
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refining them through training and feedback [15]. Machine learning is a part of
computer science that can enable computers to learn through data without being
programmed explicitly and specifically [15].

Learning from a training data set and thenmaking themost accurate predictions on
test data or unknown data is the main goal in machine learning [16]. When analyzing
and interpreting various data sets, machine learning algorithms are used to predict
outcomes using test data or new, unexplored data. If the accuracy results are not as
expected, the algorithm will be exposed to larger data sets. This allows algorithms to
train and learn from experience with large amounts of data. This process continues
until the prediction results reach the desired accuracy, after which the algorithm is
developed.

Machine learning algorithms can be classified into different classes depending
on the type of model, data type and learning process [17]. According to Ayodele,
machine learning algorithms are classified into taxonomies based on the expected
results of the algorithms used. Examples of common types of algorithms include
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, reinforcement
learning, transformation, and learning to learn are examples of commonly used types
of algorithms [18]. Machine learning algorithms are used to acquire knowledge
throughout this process.

2.2 Data Mining

Data mining is a process carried out to find interesting structures in data. These
structures can be found in various forms, such as graphs or networks, trees, one or
more equations, a set of rules, and so on [19]. In modern data mining, traditional
data analytics technologies are combined with statistics, tools, methods, ideas from
computer science, machine learning to database technology [20].

CRISP-DM describes the phases of a project, the work involved in each phase,
and the relationships between those tasks, providing an overview of the data mining.

There are numerous models of data analysis approaches that data practitioners
might use in data mining. One of them is the CRISP-DM model. As a methodology,
CRISP-DM describes the phases of the stages in a project, the work involved in each
phase and the explanation regarding the relationship between these jobs and provides
an overview of the life-cycle of data mining when viewed as a process model.

Various studies have been conducted related to the application of data mining
techniques to agricultural data sets. Through examination of experimental data sets
from large soil profiles, to create soil categories applied theNaive Bayes DataMining
Technique [21].

To predict soil fertility, the Decision Tree algorithm in data mining is used [22].
In order to be able to predict the results of the k-means approach analysis was used
by Ramesh [23]. Vamanan and Ramar [24] conducted a literature review of several
data mining methodologies used in the agricultural domain.
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Fig. 1 Six phase in
CRISP-DM

2.3 CRISP-DM

CRISP-DM is an industry independent process model for data mining. There are six
iterative steps in CRISP-DM (see Table 3). Table 3 provides a brief explanation and
description related to tasks, activities, main ideas to the results of this phase, using
the CRISP-DM User Guide as a reference [25].

Through Fig. 1 we can see the six different phases showing common examples of
the various steps being taken.

When data mining in a particular domain is carried out, there will always be
various considerations related to the specificity of that domain. For the field of agri-
cultural machinery, important aspects in machine optimization are indicated by three
main characteristics, namely: machine variability, quality index, and environmental
conditions. Agricultural machinery systems have a direct impact on profitability and
must be configured optimally. Thus, an important step that must be taken is to find
the right decision variables, because these decision criteria can determine how the
system should behave. Decision variables are needed data-based models in order to
drive the desired model behavior. In the first four phases, implicitly these variables
are considered CRISP-DM [26].

3 Methodology

In this article, the research methodology begins with preparing the data set used,
namely the crop recommendation data set obtained from kaggle.com which is open
access. Then the five phases of CRISP-DM are used as guidelines and references for
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the stages in making models for crop prediction using machine learning algorithms.
The deployment phase is not used in this article because the stages carried out are
only up to evaluation, not to deployment. After mapping out the phases in the CRISP-
DM that served as a guide, the prepared data set was processed using Python and five
machine learning algorithms including Random Forest, KNN, Decision Tree, Naïve
Bayes, and XGBoost. Data processing is carried out from the stage of understanding
the data to the evaluation stage.

In order for machine learning algorithms to be used optimally and data processing
to run properly, various specific libraries are needed to be imported. By using this
library the process of understanding data throughvarious visualizations, data prepara-
tion to modeling algorithms to make predictions can run efficiently. Various libraries
used include pandas for data analysis, numpy for linear algebra, various libraries for
visualization such as matplotlib.pylot, seaborn, plotly.graph_objects, plotly.express,
plotly.subplots.

The machine learning algorithm performs an analysis of the data according to
the input variables to find out what the possible output patterns are. In this article,
a supervised machine learning approach is used to predict plants according to the
specified input variables so that the possible output poles can be identified. The
predictions made on the machine learning model will be based on a model that is
trained using a set of training data, in this case data set crops recommendation which
will then be applied to a set of test data in order to produce actual and predicted
conditions.

3.1 Business Understanding

In the crop recommendation data set obtained by open access from kaggle.com, there
are 8 columns consisting of 7 predictor variables and 1 dependent variable as labels.
Users can provide parameters such as N (Nitrogen), P (Phosphorus), K (Potassium),
temperature, humidity, pH, rainfall, and label crop names. Then the algorithm will
predict which plants are suitable and can be planted according to the input parameter
values. Crop recommendation data set can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Data set crop recommendation
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The data set above consists of 8 columns with 7 predictor variables that determine
what plants are recommended according to the parameters entered and 1 dependent
variable. Nitrogen content ratio in soil (0–140), Phosphorus content ratio in soil (0–
150), and Potassium content ratio in soil (0–210). N–P–K is content in the soil that is
useful for the growth of leaves, roots, flowers, fruit, and the whole plant. Temperature
(temperature in degrees Celsius), humidity (relative humidity value in %), pH (pH
value in soil), and rainfall (rainfall in mm) are independent variables that also affect
plant conditions.

3.2 Data Understanding

To make the best predictions for the processed data set, it is very important to carry
out detailed data analysis at the data understanding phase. Analysis needs to be done
to understand the data further both in terms of data form, and data description taking
various information that can be obtained through data sets. The analysis carried out
in the data understanding phase is Exploratory Data Analysis which aims to be able
to understand more deeply related to the data set used. Through Exploratory Data
Analysis, data descriptions, data forms, and various other information are presented
throughgraphs, descriptions, plots, andmaps so that the data canbebetter understood.

In Fig. 3 the data description, we can see and understand the values in the data
set. Starting from the average value, standard value, minimum and maximum value
to the percentage value of each variable in the data set.

The crop recommendation data set consists of 2200 records from 22 varieties of
vegetables and fruit. Each vegetable and fruit label consisting of 22 labels has 100
records. So if we add them up we can understand that the form of the data from
the crop recommendation data set consists of a total of 2200 records or 2200 rows
and there are 8 columns, 7 containing parameters or variables and 1 label. Figure 4
presents a count plot showing the plant labels and the number of records.

Fig. 3 Data description
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Fig. 4 Count plot label and records

In data understanding, apart from understanding the data, Exploratory Data Anal-
ysis (EDA) is also carried out to analyze related existing data sets so that they can be
understood further before this data set is continued to the data preparation phase. In
Exploratory Data Analysis, various information is presented through graphs, plots,
and subplots which are visualizations of each variable in the data set.

Through Fig. 5, we can understand and know the required pH value of each
vegetable and plant label in the data set. On average, all plant labels in the data set
can grow in a pH value ratio of 5–8. Mothbeans have the widest pH ratio compared
to other plants with a pH value between 5.4 and 8.4. This explains that Mothbean
plants have the opportunity to grow in a variety of environments because they have a
wide ratio of pH values. There are two plants that have the narrowest pH value ratio,
namely Kidneybeans with a pH value ratio of 5.7–5.9 and Papaya with a pH value
ratio of 6.7–6.9.

Fig. 5 pH ratio for each label
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3.3 Data Preparation

After we have understood the data set used, then we must prepare the data set so
that it can be processed properly. Data preparation involves collecting raw data and
preparing it for inclusion in an analytics platform. To move to the final stages of
preparation, the data must be cleaned, formatted, and transformed into something
that analysis tools can handle. One of the main functions of data preparation is
ensuring the accuracy and consistency of the raw data prepared for processing and
analysis.

In the data preparation phase, several things were done such as data cleaning. Data
cleansing is the process of correcting identified data errors and problems in order to
create a complete and accurate data set. For example, as part of the data cleansing
process, inconsistent entries are aligned, incorrect data can be deleted or corrected,
and missing values are filled in. Removing bias starts with checking for zero values
in the data to check if there are zero values in the data. After checking for null values,
it is known that there are no null values in the data set.

After the data set is cleaned, if necessary the data will be formatted. This step
includes solving problems such as multiple date formats in the data or inconsistent
abbreviations or data in text format therefore needs to be converted to numeric format.
It is also possible that some data variables are not required for analysis and therefore
should be removed from the analysis data set. However, in the crop recommendation
data set after analysis, null and unique checks on the data set do not find data that
needs formatting. So that the data can be continued for the next process.

After the data has been analyzed and prepared, changes to the data set must be
made with extreme caution. Algorithms are usually adjusted during analysis and
compared with other results. It is difficult to determine whether the difference in
results is due to changes in data or algorithms, because changing data can change
the results of the analysis. Following the needs of research on data, the data set used
can also be transformed, integrated, and even reduced data.

In the data preparation, separating features and targeting labels are visualized in
more depth to understand the readiness of the data beforemodeling. Figure 6 presents
a visualization of the correlation matrix between different features which shows the
relationship of one feature to another so that the need for one feature to another is
visualized.

Figure 6 presents a joint plot that visualizes the correlation between different
features explaining the needs of each plant variable for each variable feature in the
data set. For example,we can see that the correlation value betweenNand pH features
is 0.097, and the correlation value between P and K features is 0.74. In total there
are 49 correlation plots which show the visualization of the need for 1 variable with
other variables, there are 7 variables that are related to 7 other variables resulting in
49 correlation plots.

Figure 7 shows the required values of N (Nitrogen), P (Phosphorus), andK (Potas-
sium) for each crop label. N–P–K are nutrients found in soil so all plants need them.
However, the need for N–P–K for each plant is different, if the plant experiences a
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Fig. 6 Correlation between different features

deficiency or excess of these values, the plant will not grow and live effectively. So
that the required N–P–K value becomes an independent variable that determines the
prediction of what plants are right for planting according to the required value. From
Fig. 13 it is known that apple and grape plants have the highest levels of potassium
values compared to other plants.

Fig. 7 Comparison of N–P–K requirements between plants
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4 Result and Discussion

After the data has gone through the data processing phase, then the data collection
will be used in the modeling phase, especially to conduct model training and model
testing. This is a mature and widely accepted approach to data mining projects using
machine learning algorithms [27]. This methodology offers a form of life-cycle
approach in applied artificial intelligence projects [28] so it can be considered as one
of the ideal methods for knowledge discovery in database processes (KDD) [29].

Several features are owned byCRISP-DM that can be used to aid evidencemining.
This can provide a general process model that includes methodological dimensions
and overall structure. This method offers specialization according to various given
contexts [13].

4.1 Modeling

In themodeling phase,RandomForest,NaïveBayesClassifier,K-NearestNeighbors,
Decision Tree, and XGBoost are used to predict crop recommendation. Modeling is
carried out by each algorithm model which will then be measured for the accuracy
of each algorithm model to find the best algorithm and have the highest accuracy for
making predictions on plants. Various stages were carried out in this modeling phase,
starting from the imported library, the model was defined, training and model testing
was carried out on the data set used until predictions were made and the accuracy of
each algorithm used was measured.

In this article, supervised learning is the machine learning model used in crop
prediction. Supervised learning is a model machine learning technique, where the
model will be given data where each data has a label, in this case a crop label. From
these data, the model will be able to predict a label. Usually, in supervised learning
there will be training data where all the labels are present and a test data where one
of the labels will be removed. After the model learns from the test data, the model
will be able to predict data from omitted labels in the test data.

In the process of modeling, predictions are carried out through a collection of data
presented after measuring the accuracy value of the training model, measuring the
accuracy value of the training model and the accuracy value of the algorithm model
using the crop recommendation data set. After the model is trained and training
accuracy is measured, then testing is carried out using test data on the model and
measuring the accuracy of the test model. After a set or series of data sets suitable for
the modeling process is available, through the selected machine learning algorithm,
it is necessary to know the characteristics and characteristics of each algorithm, then
the validation metrics to be used are determined [13].

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) classification model algorithm is the first algorithm
used in the modeling phase, where the KNN algorithm has 20 neighbors with the
lowest accuracy at a value of 0.964 for neighbors number 2 and number 4 and the
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Fig. 8 Number of neighbors and accuracy

highest accuracy at value of 0.978 for neighbors number 7. The number of neighbors
and each accuracy for the KNN algorithm can be seen in Fig. 8.

Based on the accuracy measurement results, the KNN algorithm training model
has an accuracy value of 0.988 and the accuracy of the test model has a value of 0.975.
To be able to improve the accuracy of the measurement results of the training model
and model test on the KNN algorithm, it is necessary to do hyperparameter tuning
to optimize the KNN algorithm in order to increase its accuracy. Hyperparameter
tuning is a key factor that can determine and even find the optimalmodel architecture.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the accuracy of the KNN algorithm before and after
hyperparameter tuning.

After hyperparameter tuning in the KNN algorithm, accuracy measurements are
again carried out for training and testing. After hyperparameter tuning is done, there
is an increase in the accuracy value of the KNN algorithm, where the accuracy of
the training becomes 1.0 and the accuracy of the test becomes 0.972.

The modeling phase is continued by using other classification model algorithms
in crop prediction modeling. Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Decision Tree,

Fig. 9 Comparison of KNN
accuracy before and after
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and eXtreme Gradient Boost (XGBoost) algorithms are used to predict plants with
test accuracy above 0.9 for all algorithms. Of these four algorithms, the XGBoost
algorithm has the highest accuracy with a test accuracy value of 0.993, and the
decision tree algorithm has the lowest accuracy value with a value of 0.9. While the
Random Forest and Naïve Bayes Classifier algorithms have the same accuracy value
of 0.99.

The modeling phase is continued by using other classification model algorithms
in crop prediction modeling. The Decision Tree, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes Clas-
sifier, and eXtreme Gradient Boost (XGBoost) algorithms are used to predict plants
with test accuracy above 0.9 for all algorithms.Of these four algorithms, theXGBoost
algorithm has the highest accuracy with a test accuracy value of 0.993, and the deci-
sion tree algorithm has the lowest accuracy value with a value of 0.9. While the
Random Forest and Naïve Bayes Classifier algorithms have the same accuracy value
of 0.99. Below is a formula to calculate evaluation metrics such as f1 score, recall,
and precision.

precision = TP

TP + FP
recall = TP

TP + FN

1

F1
= 1

2

(
1

precision
+ 1

recall

)

The model must be built by applying the selected technique to the data set. There-
fore, the confusion matrix is an alternative to verify and validate model fit. The
confusion matrix shows a contingency table of errors and successes created when
using a classifier [13]. To be able to calculate and measure evaluation metrics, we
need to understand how the confusion matrix works for each machine learning algo-
rithm used. In Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13, the confusionmatrix for RandomForest, Naive
Bayes, Decision Tree, and XGBoost algorithm are presented. Through the confusion
matrix, we can find out the results of the predicted and actual values for all machine
learning algorithmwhich will be used in measuring accuracy and evaluating metrics.

The measurement results of metric evaluation and modeling accuracy with
Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and XGBoost algorithm are presented
from Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4.

From Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 it is known that the accuracy value of the test model
for the Naïve Bayes algorithm is 0.99, the same as the results of the accuracy of the
test model for the random forest algorithm. The results of the Naïve Bayes metric
evaluation also show that the F1-score value for almost all labels has a value of 1.0
except for 2 plant labels, namely jute with a value of 0.93 and rice with a value of
0.86. This shows that the Naïve Bayes algorithm is more effective when compared
to the Random Forest and Decision Tree algorithms because only 2 labels have an
F1-score below 1.0. Table 5 presents a comparison of the metric evaluations of the
four machine learning algorithms used.
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Fig. 10 Confusion matrix decision tree

4.2 Evaluation

In CRISP-DM, the evaluation phase is the final stage of the data mining process,
and it is used to assess the quality and effectiveness of the model that has been
developed. The model is evaluated by running it on never-before-seen data to assess
howeffectively it predicts the goal value or addresses the problems discovered.Model
validation, model performance evaluation, and result interpretation are all activities
carried out during the evaluation stage.

Through the modeling results we can see a comparison of the evaluation of the
metrics of the algorithms used. Models are scored based on predefined evaluation
metrics, such as accuracy, precision, recall, or F1-score. The results of the evaluation
are used to determine whether the model is acceptable or not, and if the model is
considered bad, the data preparation and modeling stages can be repeated to improve
the model.

Machine learning supervised learning models are used in modeling by classifying
five machine learning algorithms. Supervised learning is marked by training on the
data first before testing which results in accuracy both from the training and test
processes for all algorithms. For the KNN algorithm, hyperparameter is used to opti-
mize themodel and accuracy.Meanwhile, for other algorithms, it is not implemented.
Figure 14 visualizes the comparison of the accuracy of the training model and the
test model for each algorithm.
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Fig. 11 Confusion matrix random forest

Fig. 12 Confusion matrix Naive Bayes
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Fig. 13 Confusion matrix XGBoost

From Fig. 15 we can understand the comparison of training accuracy for each
machine learning algorithm used. For training accuracy, three algorithms have the
highest accuracy with 1.0, namely Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, and XGBoost. The
decision tree algorithm gets the lowest training accuracy of the 5 algorithms used
with a value of 0.88 while the KNN algorithm before hyperparameter tuning has
a value of 0.98. After doing the hyperparameter tuning of the KNN algorithm, the
training accuracy value can be optimized to reach a value of 1.0, the same as the
Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, and XGBoost algorithms.

Through Table 6 we can see clearly the detailed comparison of the accuracy
values of the 5 machine learning algorithms used in making crop predictions. It can
be seen that XGBoost is an algorithm with the most optimal accuracy results while
the Decision algorithm is an algorithm that has the lowest accuracy.
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Table 1 Decision tree metric evaluation

Precision Recall f 1-score Support

Apple 1.00 1.00 1.00 13

Banana 1.00 1.00 1.00 17

Blackgram 0.59 1.00 0.74 16

Chickpea 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Coconut 0.91 1.00 0.95 21

Coffee 1.00 1.00 1.00 22

Cotton 1.00 1.00 1.00 20

Grapes 1.00 1.00 1.00 18

Jute 0.74 0.93 0.83 28

Kidneybeans 0.00 0.00 0.00 14

Lentil 0.68 1.00 0.81 23

Maize 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Mango 1.00 1.00 1.00 26

Mothbeans 0.00 0.00 0.00 19

Mungbean 1.00 1.00 1.00 24

Muskmelon 1.00 1.00 1.00 23

Orange 1.00 1.00 1.00 29

Papaya 1.00 0.84 0.91 19

Pigeonpeas 0.62 1.00 0.77 18

Pomegranate 1.00 1.00 1.00 17

Rice 1.00 0.62 0.77 16

Watermelon 1.00 1.00 1.00 15

Accuracy 0.90 440

Macro avg. 0.84 0.88 0.85 440

Weighted avg. 0.86 0.90 0.87 440
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Table 2 Random forest metric evaluation

Precision Recall f1-score Support

Apple 1.00 1.00 1.00 13

Banana 1.00 1.00 1.00 17

Blackgram 0.94 1.00 0.97 16

Chickpea 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Coconut 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Coffee 1.00 1.00 1.00 22

Cotton 1.00 1.00 1.00 20

Grapes 1.00 1.00 1.00 18

Jute 0.90 1.00 0.95 28

Kidneybeans 1.00 1.00 1.00 14

Lentil 1.00 1.00 1.00 23

Maize 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Mango 1.00 1.00 1.00 26

Mothbeans 1.00 0.95 0.97 19

Mungbean 1.00 1.00 1.00 24

Muskmelon 1.00 1.00 1.00 23

Orange 1.00 1.00 1.00 29

Papaya 1.00 1.00 1.00 19

Pigeonpeas 1.00 1.00 1.00 18

Pomegranate 1.00 1.00 1.00 17

Rice 1.00 0.81 0.90 16

Watermelon 1.00 1.00 1.00 15

Accuracy 0.99 440

Macro avg. 0.99 0.99 0.99 440

Weighted avg. 0.99 0.99 0.99 440
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Table 3 Naive Bayes metric evaluation

Precision Recall f1-score Support

Apple 1.00 1.00 1.00 13

Banana 1.00 1.00 1.00 17

Blackgram 1.00 1.00 1.00 16

Chickpea 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Coconut 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Coffee 1.00 1.00 1.00 22

Cotton 1.00 1.00 1.00 20

Grapes 1.00 1.00 1.00 18

Jute 0.88 1.00 0.93 28

Kidneybeans 1.00 1.00 1.00 14

Lentil 1.00 1.00 1.00 23

Maize 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Mango 1.00 1.00 1.00 26

Mothbeans 1.00 1.00 1.00 19

Mungbean 1.00 1.00 1.00 24

Muskmelon 1.00 1.00 1.00 23

Orange 1.00 1.00 1.00 29

Papaya 1.00 1.00 1.00 19

Pigeonpeas 1.00 1.00 1.00 18

Pomegranate 1.00 1.00 1.00 17

Rice 1.00 0.75 0.86 16

Watermelon 1.00 1.00 1.00 15

Accuracy 0.99 440

Macro avg. 0.99 0.99 0.99 440

Weighted avg. 0.99 0.99 0.99 440
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Table 4 XGBoost metric evaluation

Precision Recall f1-score Support

Apple 1.00 1.00 1.00 13

Banana 1.00 1.00 1.00 17

Blackgram 1.00 1.00 1.00 16

Chickpea 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Coconut 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Coffee 1.00 1.00 1.00 22

Cotton 1.00 1.00 1.00 20

Grapes 1.00 1.00 1.00 18

Jute 0.96 0.93 0.95 28

Kidneybeans 1.00 1.00 1.00 14

Lentil 1.00 1.00 1.00 23

Maize 1.00 1.00 1.00 21

Mango 1.00 1.00 1.00 26

Mothbeans 1.00 1.00 1.00 19

Mungbean 1.00 1.00 1.00 24

Muskmelon 1.00 1.00 1.00 23

Orange 1.00 1.00 1.00 29

Papaya 1.00 1.00 1.00 19

Pigeonpeas 1.00 1.00 1.00 18

Pomegranate 1.00 1.00 1.00 17

Rice 0.88 0.94 0.91 16

Watermelon 1.00 1.00 1.00 15

Accuracy 0.99 440

Macro avg. 0.99 0.99 0.99 440

Weighted avg. 0.99 0.99 0.99 440

Table 5 Comparison of metric evaluation

Metric evaluation Algorithm

Decision tree Random forest Naive Bayes XGBoost

Count lowest precision 0.00 (mothbeans) 0.90 (jute) 0.88 (jute) 0.88 (rice)

Count lowest recall 0.00 (mothbeans) 0.81 (rice) 0.75 (rice) 0.93 (jute)

Count lowest F1-score 0.00 (mothbeans) 0.90 (rice) 0.86 (rice) 0.91 (rice)
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Fig. 14 Comparison of training accuracy

Fig. 15 Comparison of training and test accuracy

Table 6 Detail comparison of training and test accuracy

Accuracy Algorithm

KNN Decision tree Random forest Naive Bayes XGBoost

Train accuracy 1.0 0.88 1.0 1.0 1.0

Test accuracy 0.972 0.9 0.990 0.990 0.993

5 Conclusion

Crop prediction is carried out usingmachine learning with the CRISP-DM approach.
Each phase in theCRISP-DMis used as a guide for predicting crop recommendations.
Starting from the business understanding phase to understand what is the value and
meaning behind the data set owned, conducting Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) in
the data understanding phase, preparing and processing data in the data preparation
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phase, classifying algorithmmodels to determinepredictions andmeasuring accuracy
in the data preparation phase, andmodeling to evaluate and compare themeasurement
results in the evaluation phase. By using CRISP-DM as a reference and guideline, the
steps for making predictions using machine learning are more orderly because the
steps in CRISP-DM have the same approach in making predictions using machine
learning.

The supervised learning model in machine learning is used to make crop predic-
tions because training will be carried out on the data set before testing. There are
five machine learning algorithms used in this study, namely K-Nearest Neighbors
(KNN), Decision Tree, Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, and eXtreme Gradient Boost
(XGBoost).

Based on the modeling carried out using machine learning algorithms, the accu-
racy measurement results for each model are obtained for both training and testing.
For the accuracy of training the KNN algorithm after hyperparameter tuning has
been carried out has the highest accuracy value of 1.0, the same as the three other
algorithmswhich have the highest accuracy of 1.0, namely the RandomForest, Naïve
Bayes, and XGBoost algorithms. Meanwhile, the Decision Tree algorithm has the
lowest training accuracy value with a value of 0.88. In measuring accuracy testing
the XGBoost algorithm has the highest accuracy value with a value of 0.993. While
the Decision Tree algorithm has the lowest testing accuracy value with a value of
0.90. The KNN algorithm has the second lowest testing accuracy after the Decision
Tree with a value of 0.972. The Random Forest and Naïve Bayes algorithms have
the same testing accuracy with a value of 0.990. The results of the comparison of
the five machine learning algorithms used, the XGBoost algorithm has the highest
training and testing accuracy with a value of 1.0 for training accuracy and 0.993 for
testing accuracy.
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Lung Cancer Detection and Classification
Model Using Inception V3 Algorithm

Sitaram Meena, Amod Kumar, Meenakshi Sood, and Rajesh Kumar Meena

Abstract Lung cancer is one of the primary cancer-related causes of death world-
wide. Early lung cancer detection can significantly increase the likelihood of
successful treatment. In this research, we propose the Inception V3 algorithm as
a “deep learning”-based method for detecting lung cancer. The performance of the
system is measured using measures like accuracy, precision, and recall on a dataset
comprised of chest CT pictures during both training and testing. With an accuracy
of 94.98% and a precision of 95%, our findings demonstrate that the suggested lung
cancer diagnosis method is highly effective. These findings demonstrate the potential
for deep learning algorithms to aid radiologists in the early diagnosis of lung cancer.

Keywords Lung cancer nodules · Deep learning · Image processing · Inception
V3

1 Introduction

Lung cancer (Fig. 1) is one of the most prevalent and lethal cancers, with a significant
mortality rate. Early lung cancer detection is essential for increasing the likelihood
of successful treatment. Traditional methods of lung cancer detection, such as visual
examination of chest X-rays and CT scans, may be unable to detect small or early-
stage tumors accurately.
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Fig. 1 A small cell lung
cancer nodule

1.1 Motivation

The application of deep learning, a type of machine learning, to the analysis of
medical images has shown much promise. “Convolutional neural networks” (CNNs)
and other deep learning algorithms are well-suited for tasks like tumor diagnosis
because of their ability to learn complicated patterns and features in medical images.
In this research, we suggest a deep learning-based strategy for identifying lung cancer
using the Inception V3 algorithm. The Inception V3 algorithm is a CNN that is pre-
trained on a large dataset of images and is effective in various image classification
tasks. Algorithm performance is measured by several different measures, including
accuracy, precision, f 1 score, and recall, and is tested and trained using a dataset of
chest X-ray pictures. Our mission is to show how deep learning algorithms may help
radiologists make earlier diagnoses of lung cancer, which in turn improves patient
outcomes. It was found that results from systems based on cutting-edge techniques
were more accurate than those from methods based on conventional AI techniques.

1.2 Deep Learning

Deep learning is a subpart of machine learning (ML) based on multiple layered
artificial neural networks (ANNs). The term “deep” refers to the number of layers in
the network, which can range from dozens to hundreds.

Deep learning has been applied to many diverse fields and has proven to be very
successful in many of them. It has been utilized to enhance the efficacy of speech
and image recognition, natural language processing, and predictive modeling.
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1.3 Inception Method in Deep Learning

The Inception method is a technique used in “deep learning” to improve the perfor-
mance of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). It was first introduced in the Incep-
tion architecture, which was developed by Google researchers in 2014. The key idea
behind the Inception method is to use a combination of different convolutional filter
sizes in the same layer, rather than using a single filter size.

The Inception architecture consists of multiple Inception modules, each of which
contains a set of convolutional layers with different filter sizes. The different filter
sizes are used to detect different types of features in the input image, such as edges,
textures, and shapes. The outputs of the different filters are then combined and passed
to the next layer of the network.

2 Literature Survey

Various methods have been utilized to detect lung cancer in its earliest phases. This
study compares and contrasts a variety of machine learning-based strategies for
detecting lung nodule early on. Most of the detection methods depends upon CT film
pictures while few make utilization of X-ray imaging.

Huang et al. [1] proposed a model to detect cellular breakdown in the lungs, and
created a breath test merging AI computing with a chemical sensor. Between 2016
and 2018, one alveolar air test was analyzed using carbon nanotube sensor clusters,
and a planned report led to the recording of cellular breakdown events in the lungs
and non-growth controls.

Md. Sakif Rahmani et al. [2] proposed a cellular breakdown in the lungs iden-
tification and expectation technique utilizing the profound brain organization. The
proposed procedure is utilized to identify the cellular breakdown in the lungs in its
beginning phase and to foresee the cellular breakdown in the lungs. The proposed
strategy works in two stages: Firstly, the CT pictures are preprocessed through
obscuring and thresholding to work on the quality and essentially the pictures,
achieved 95.60% accuracy with 0.387732 log loss.

The cutting-edgeEntropicDegradationMethod (EDM)was extensively employed
by researchers to identify Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) in computed tomography
(CT) images.

Wu, Qing and Zhao et al. [3] gave the model for early diagnosis of lung cell
damage. The last two outputs were each given five arbitrary sweeps to choose from
to evaluate the models. The suggested calculation has a success rate of 77.8%.

Singh and Gupta (2022) have fostered a strategy for ordering and separating CT
check-related pictures of cellular breakdown in the lungs into threatening and harmful
stages. In the proposed strategy, these pictures are first handled utilizing picture
handling procedures, and afterward, the examination calculations are controlled
to isolate them. Stable components are separated notwithstanding numerical data,
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and different result components are given by the dividers. Also, there are seven
distinct classifications utilized. The supporting vector stage, the k-segment of the
following stage, the choice tree, the stochastic inclination plummet stage, the multi-
facet perceptron (MLP) stage, and the arbitrary timberland stage is instances of
numerous inconsequential Bayes stages. Also, 15,750 clinical pictures from 8840
and 6910 malignant growth-related data were utilized to prepare and assess these
channels.

Reddy et al. incorporated pre-handling, picture collection, thresholding, bina-
rization, characteristic extraction, division, and acknowledgment of the brain. It was
observed that the results from techniques depend upon deep learningmethods showed
better correctness if weighs with methodologies those had employed using typical
machine learning methodologies.

According to a comparable review of the state of the DL technique arts now,
the suggested DL method provides a higher level of accuracy in comparison to the
current frameworks.

Shakeel et al. [4] utilized deep learning to improve the multidisciplinary approach
(IPCT) and utilized the Instantaneously Trained Neural Networks (ITNN) strategy
to anticipate cellular breakdown in the lungs in CT pictures. Lung CT checks were
first found on the Cancer Imaging Archive (CIA) site, which involves 5043 DICOM
pictures isolated by 2043 imaging pictures and 3000 preparation pictures. Picture
quality was subsequently improved with PC disentanglement, which supplanted the
pixel, utilizing a potential conveyance cycle and assortment. After further developing
the picture portrayal, the impacted region was isolated utilizing a pixel-like worth.
Assortments are created based on a proportion of the similitude of the result of
ghostly related structures. Partition techniques were utilized to prepare and separate
highlights, which were found to precisely foresee malignant growth up to 98.42% of
the time with a little detachment blunder of 0.038. Utilizing UNet design.

Bhandary et al. (2020) [5] utilized the changed Alex Net (MAN) proposed to
analyze lung problems, Chest X-Ray and CTs for the lungs are two sorts of imaging.
The proposed MAN is independently tried on these two picture datasets. X-Ray
thoracic X is tried as expected during the underlying symptomatic technique, and
pneumonia is not entirely settled as displayed in Fig. 7. Contrasted and other DL
strategies thinking about this audit, the proposed DL technique gives 96% precision.

3 Proposed Methodology

We conducted a thorough evaluation of researches for the detection of lung nodules
employing deep learning and inferred that convolution neural networks utilizing the
Inception approach would be more effective and useful to identify lung illness in
light of our findings. CNN’s Inception model was utilized in the suggested work. In
our setup, we trained and tested our model using CT scan images. We employed a
fully linked layer, max pooling, and 2D convolution [2].
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Fig. 2 Architecture of the Inception V3 model [6]

(i) Model Architecture for Inception V3

The InceptionV3model, called as naïvemodel, has 48 layers overall and aminimized
false rate than its forerunners. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the Inception V3
model. The layered architecture of the Inception V3 model is shown in Fig. 3.

(ii) Performance of Inception V3

The coding was done for the Inception V3 model (Fig. 4). On evaluation, it proved
better in accuracy with less computational cost as compared to the naive Inception
version.

(iii) Data Augmentation

To further enhance the accuracy of the suggested method [7], utilizing transfor-
mations such as scaling, rotation, and contrast adjustment, data augmentation is
used to fetch meaningful training samples from already available training datasets.
By artificially expanding the sample amount, data augmentation makes DNN more
resilient and able to avoid overfitting issues, allowing for the generation ofmanymore
images with the same output. Each image is flipped horizontally, resized, sheared,
and zoomed. To complete the objective, this study makes use of an image data gener-
ator. In this case, we apply a rescaling transformation to the image to achieve a more
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Fig. 3 Layered architecture of Inception V3

Fig. 4 Result of proposed methodology

uniform appearance, and the scaling factor we use is 1/255. In the suggested work, a
value of 0.2 is chosen for shearing, although this method can be applied with values
from 0 to 1 to yield outstanding results. With the zoom set to 0.2, the zoom range
was completely arbitrary between 0 and 20%. If you toggle the Horizontal flip on,
the image will be randomly rotated 90° to the left or right.

4 Results and Discussion

Python packages like Keras and TensorFlow were used for the experiments, and they
were run on aWindowsmachine equipped with an i5-1135G7CPU. Kaggle’s dataset
of lung CT images was used to acquire data for this analysis, which was then split
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Table 1 Performance of
proposed work Performance metrics Result

Accuracy score 0.9498

F1 score 0.9495

Recall score 0.9498

Precision score 0.9511

72:28 across training and testing sets. A total of 1382 lung CT scans were used in the
training set, whereas 400 scans were used in the validation set. A total of 1382 CT
images were divided into training and validation sets using the suggested method.
From the 1782 CT scans, 1372 are used to teach the model and 400 are used to test it
after each training iteration. In the simulation, we used a total of 613 images of four
categories of lung cancer and we applied vertical and horizontal augmentation and
set zoom range and shear range equal to 0.2 and fill mode to the nearest value on this
data set that yielded a total of 1013 images for training purposes. In Python, “Fill
mode” typically refers to the strategy used to handle missing values in a dataset. As
shown in Table 1, it is recommended to use the default values for these performance
parameters. Additionally, 16-person batches are now the norm. Therefore, the DNN
model did very well. Its accuracy was 94.98%. In addition to accuracy, this study
also looks at the crucial metrics of recall and F1 score to gauge overall performance.
The summary is shown in Fig. 4. The proposed Inception V3 model has 48 layers
that pre-trained the model on millions of images with 1000 object categories, hence
this model has proved better for the proposed work.

The accuracy and loss curves for training and validation are shown in Fig. 5.
Epoch 30 yields the highest validation accuracy, while Epoch 28 shows the lowest
validation loss. As a result, it is understood that the loss lowers and the accuracy
improves as the no of epochs grows.

Fig. 5 Training and validation accuracy and losses
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During experimentation, the epoch was set to 30 and the step size of 43 hence
we got maximum validation accuracy at epoch 30 and minimum validation loss at
epoch 25.

Its confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 6. Recall, precision, and F1 score for the
cancer test data are all 0.94, 0.95, and 0.94. Figure 7 displays that 86 of 100 images of
adenocarcinoma malignant data will be positive (TP) and 13 will be negative (FN),
97 of 100 images of large cell carcinoma malignant data will be false positive (FP),
100 of the normal data will be TP, and 96 of the squamous cell carcinoma data will
be TP, with only 4 being falsely positive.

Fig. 6 Confusion matrix for proposed work

Fig. 7 Performance of the proposed work
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Table 2 and Fig. 7 present a comparison of the proposed work’s performance to
that of existing works. All of the presently available CAD methods for lung cancer
categorization in Table 2 have acceptable accuracies. When determining how to
categorize a CAD system, it is crucial to think about both the size of the datasets and
the small nodule size.

Figure 7 provides a visual representation of the accuracy metric performance of
the proposed methodology.

The performance of the proposed work based on the precision metric is compared
with the existing works and the values of the performance are given in Table 3 and
Fig. 8.

The precision metric is compared with existing research and shown by the graph
in Fig. 8.

Table 2 Dataset performance utilizing the proposed augmented DNN

Method Architecture Accuracy (%) Year

Bhatia et al. [8] UNet and ResNet 84 2019

Song et al. [3] CNN 84.15 2017

Jena et al. [9] KNG-CNN 87.3 2020

Chao et al. [10] CNN+SVM 90.14 2021

Proposed work DNN with Inception V3 94.98 2023

Table 3 Precision metric comparison of proposed work with state of the art

Methods Architecture Precision (%) Year

Chao et al. [10] CNN+SVM 90.14 2021

Kalaivani et al. [11] CNN 93 2022

Song et al. [3] CNN 83.96 2017

Proposed work DNN with Inception V3 95.11 2023

Fig. 8 Performance
comparison of precision
metric
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Since the proposed work uses a smaller data dimension (224 × 224 pixels), a
larger batch size (16), and a smaller kernel size (1.0 by 1.0) in its experiments, as
well as augmentation techniques with fill mode to increase the size of the datasets,
it achieves better results than the existing.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The use of the Inception V3 deep learning model for lung cancer detection has
shown promising results in accurately identifying and classifying lung tumors in
medical images. However, further research and testing are needed to improve the
performance of the model and to ensure its effectiveness in a clinical setting. Some
possible directions for future work could include incorporating more diverse and
representative data sets, fine-tuning themodel’s architecture, and experimenting with
different pre-processing techniques. Additionally, it may be beneficial to explore the
use of other deep learning models in combination with Inception V3 to improve
overall performance.
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Real-Time Recognition of Handwritten
Characters Using CNN

Ritesh Kumar and Ritik Rao

Abstract The objective of our paper is to create a system that can recognize and
classify characters written in three dimensions in the air based on a variety of parame-
ters. Air-writing is a revolutionary approach for producing linguistic signals or words
in free space through the use of hand or finger movements. In our paper, we are using
the object of a pen’s tip to write in the air. This approach allows for greater precision
and control in the writing process. This paper could combine computer vision and
machine learning for handwriting recognition. The air-writing recognition system
uses the computer’s digital camera to track the movement of the pen’s tip as it writes
characters and numbers in the air. Using a convolutional neural network, the letters,
numerals, and other symbols are then classified into one of the available classes.
While many previous systems rely on complex and costly pursuit configurations, we
created a system that can recognize gestures using a significantly simpler and less
costly pursue configuration. The proposed model achieved an overall accuracy of
89.62%.

Keywords Handwriting recognition · Gesture recognition · Computer vision ·
Machine learning · Convolutional neural network · Digital camera · Object
tracking

1 Introduction

Hand gestures play a critical role in computer vision and human–computer inter-
face, as researchers seek ways for people to interact more naturally and intuitively
with machines. Hand gesture recognition has a wide range of applications beyond
sign language interpretation, including video conferencing, menu navigation, and
alphanumeric character recognition. In recent years, there has been a surge of interest
in the development of algorithms for recognizing hand gestures and motion patterns
[1–5].
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Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have gained popularity in handwriting identi-
fication and spatiotemporal pattern recognition due to their ability to learn model
parameters from observation sequences using training methods like Forward– Back-
ward,Baum–Welch, andViterbi [6, 7]. In thiswork,HMMswere used in combination
with object (pen’s tip) motion trajectories to recognize alphabetic characters [8].

While publicly available web databases contain recordings of people’s gestures,
these recordings typically track the movements of the mass center of the object
(pen’s tip) or hand [9]. For this experiment, a new dataset was created, consisting
of spatiotemporal patterns of object (pen’s tip) motion trajectories corresponding to
writing gestures. Because of their respective differences, the trajectories had been
adjusted so that they could be interpreted as a set of directional angleswhichwere then
converted to observation symbols indicative of gesture through Time-Independent
Technique. Finally, an HMM was built for each letter, based on the observation
symbols [8].

2 Related Work

Renata F. P. Neves et al. presented an offline technique for the recognition of hand-
written digits that was based on Support Vector Machines (SVMs) in the article [7].
The authors of the study believe that the SVM classifier is superior to the Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) classifier in terms of its overall performance. In their evaluations,
they made use of the NIST SD19 benchmark dataset. One of the benefits of the
MLP is that it can differentiate between classes in a way that is not possible using
linear differentiation. If MLP believes that it has found the best possible spot on the
error surface, it may enter a local minimum area, which is an area where training is
stopped. Another one of MLP’s many flaws is that it is unable to select the optimal
network architecture for the solution of a problem while simultaneously taking into
account the total number of layers and perceptron’s present in each hidden layer. As
a consequence of these constraints, an MLP-based digit recognizer might not be able
to achieve a satisfactory level of accuracy.

In a subsequent study, published in [10], the authors proposed a system that utilizes
the color and depth information obtained from a Kinect sensor for detection of hand
shape. However, even with the Kinect sensor, gesture recognition remains a difficult
challenge. The Kinect sensor’s resolution is only 640 × 480, which is sufficient for
tracking a large object like the human body, but it is challenging to track small objects
like fingers. Therefore, despite the advancements in technology, gesture recognition
remains a challenging problem that requires further research.

Furthermore, Moni and Shawkat Ali [11] proposed an enhanced HMM-based
method for hand gesture recognition by incorporating prior knowledge about the
spatial structure of hand movements. Their approach utilized a graph-based repre-
sentation of hand postures, which was then integrated into an HMM framework.
This method effectively captured the spatial and temporal characteristics of hand
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gestures, achieving notable performance gains compared to traditional HMM-based
approaches.

3 Methodology

This study presents a technique for classifying object (pen’s tip) and hand motion
trajectory-based gestures using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). The technique
consists of three stages: feature extraction, preprocessing, and classification.

3.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage was developed by Guillermo Garcia-Hernando, a Ph.D.
candidate at Imperial College’s Computer Vision and Learning Lab, and involves
object (pen’s tip) tracking using a GoPro camera and an infrared depth sensor. The
object (pen’s tip)’s motion trajectory is captured and saved as pictures and Carte-
sian system coordinates frame-by-frame. The dataset used in this study consists of
260 recorded frame sequences, with each letter represented by ten recorded frame
sequences.

The next stage involves feature extraction,which includes refining the gesture path
and quantizing the orientation to identify discrete vectors or observation symbols.

Finally, the gesture is recognized and classified using “discrete vector” and
a “Left–Right Banded model”. The proposed approach shows promise in accu-
rately recognizing alphabet characters based on object (pen’s tip) and hand motion
trajectories (Fig. 1).

To achieve optimal performance, the gesture path must be described using a
comprehensive set of characteristics. The three essential elements in this process
are location, orientation, and speed. Among these elements, orientation has been
the focus of research [5–7], followed by velocity and position. In this study, the
object (pen’s tip) gesture trajectory is described using orientation as a feature. The
researchers contend that the spatiotemporal pattern of an object’s placement, such as
the tip of a pen, can be effectively captured by a gesture trajectory. By quantizing the
orientation of the trajectory, the researchers generate discrete vectors or observation
symbols, which are then used in theHiddenMarkovModel (HMM) for classification.
Overall, this approach shows promise in accurately recognizing alphabet characters
based on object (pen’s tip) and hand motion trajectories.

Lt = (xt , yt ), (t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , T ). (1)

The frame number is represented by the variable t, where T is the last frame and
denotes the end of a gesture. The orientation feature is represented by the symbol “t”,
and it is calculated using subsequent frames along the gesture path (as seen in Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1 Trajectory motion of detected tip

Fig. 2 Its codewords and orientation

Specifically, the orientation at each frame is calculated as the angle between the
vector from the object (pen’s tip) to the wrist and the x-axis of the camera coordinate
system. By quantizing the orientation feature into discrete values, the researchers
generate observation symbols that are used in the Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
for classification.

θt = arctan
yt+1 − yt
xt+1 − xt

. (2)
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3.2 Feature Extraction

The complexity and shape of each gesture affect the size of the feature vectors
obtained from that gesture, which in turn affects processing speed. Therefore, before
comparing feature vectors, data alignment is necessary. A data alignment method
proposed in [8] guarantees that the length of feature vectors for each gesture is
consistent.

3.3 Classification

In the LRB topology, each state can only transition to itself or to a state within a
fixed range of its own index, ensuring that the state sequence is strictly increasing.
The fixed range is known as the bandwidth, and the model is referred to as a banded
model. The banded model reduces the number of possible transitions between states
and improves computational efficiency while maintaining good recognition accuracy
[12]. The number of states in the model is a critical factor affecting the recognition
performance, and the optimal number of states may vary depending on the size and
complexity of the dataset. In this work, the number of states was varied between 3
and 10, and the performance was evaluated for each case.

1. The Hidden Markov Model: Hidden Markov Chain Models represent stochastic
processes mathematically. An HMM is represented by the following triple:

λ = (A, B,�). (3)

• The equation A = aij, defines these variables as an N-by-N transition matrix,
where N is the total number of model states. This is a probability density function
of a normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ .

• B = bim is an observation matrix with N by M symbols, where the number of
observation symbols isM.

• Beginning probability for each state �i, i = 1, 2, …, N.

Parameters’ Initialization: After segmenting the components of each letter, the
researchers initialized the parameters needed to estimate the total number of states.
They found that five states were the ideal number to represent each let ter, in addi-
tion to a predefined number of states. These results were compared to alternative
approaches. The researchers referred to the settings required to initialize the Hidden
Markov Model with the LRB topology, as described in [5]. The properties of matrix
A change with the time (d) associated with each state, as shown in Eq. 4, while Eq. 5
describes the matrix A (Fig. 3).

d = T

N
, (4)
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Fig. 3 Left–right banded
model with five states

A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

aii 1− aii 0 0 0
0 aii 1− aii 0 0
0 0 aii 1− aii 0
0 0 0 aii 1− aii
0 0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (5)

aii = 1− 1

d
. (6)

Matrix B, which is also important, is the second parameter needed to initialize the
Hidden Markov Model after matrix A. Equation 7 is used to calculate the values of
matrix B, where each element’s initial value is the same for all possible states.

B = {bim}, bim = 1

M
. (7)

The initial state distribution vector “�” (Eq. 8) is the third crucial factor in the
initialization of a Hidden Markov Model. This vector is in charge of making sure
that the system begins in the first state.

� = (
1 0 0 0 0

)T
. (8)

2. Model Training and Evaluation

The Baum–Welch algorithm is a popular method for trainingHiddenMarkovModels
(HMMs) with discrete observation vectors for each alphabet. This algorithm requires
the initial model parameters and a discrete observation vector obtained from the
feature extraction stage as inputs. The algorithm then calculates the forward and
backward probabilities for each observation, which are used to update the model
parameters. This process is repeated iteratively until the parameters converge to an
optimal solution. Once trained, the HMM model can provide improved predictions
for the model outputs A, B, and. These out puts can be used to accurately recognize
and classify gestures.

The Viterbi algorithm is a technique that utilizes dynamic programming to calcu-
late the most probable hidden state path for a given sequence of observations. In
the present study, it is employed to determine the most plausible state sequence for
each class, which corresponds to a specific alphabet letter. Upon obtaining the most
probable state sequence, it is matched with a known path in the database to recognize
the letter indicated by the gesture.
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It is worth noting that the database used in this study consists of ten recorded frame
sequences for each letter, resulting in a total of 260 recorded frame sequences. The
reported results show that the HMM-based approach achieved an overall recognition
accuracy of 90.76%when12 codewordswere used to represent the orientation feature
and an accuracy of 87.08%when18 codewordswere used. The results are comparable
to those reported in previous studies using similar approaches.

In summary, this report presents an HMM-based approach for gesture recognition
using object (pen’s tip) and hand motion trajectory data. The approach involves three
stages: feature extraction, preprocessing, and classification. The extracted feature is
the orientation of the object (pen’s tip) gesture trajectory, which is quantized into
discrete vectors or observation symbols using codewords.

A discrete HMM with the Left–Right Banded topology is used for classifica-
tion, and the models are trained using the Baum–Welch algorithm. The approach
achieved high recognition accuracy for recognizing the 26 letters of the alphabet.
Figure 4 depicts the architecture of a system designed to detect letters and numbers
generated by themovement of anyflying object. The system functions as a single unit,
comprising four separate components. The first module records and preprocesses the
video input stream from the camera. It utilizes techniques such as Gaussian blurring,
background subtraction, and thresholding to separate the user’s foreground objects
and position them accurately in any backdrop environment.

The second module is responsible for motion tracking and preparing the frame
with the tracked route. The frame that has been preprocessed is then passed on to the
third module, which is a convolutional neural network (CNN). The CNN has been
trained to recognize multiple alphabets and numerical symbols using an appropriate
and sufficiently sized training set.

The fourth and final modules are responsible for recognizing text. It is carried
out by the trained CNN model, which, upon being provided with the preprocessed
frames, generates the recognized characters. Through the utilization of cutting-edge
computer vision algorithms and a CNN model that has been trained, the system is
ultimately able to recognize and classify characters that are written in the air.

Overall, this system’s architecture incorporates the latest advancements in
computer vision and deep learning to achieve high accuracy in recognizing hand-
written characters. It is capable of detecting alphabets and numbers generated by
the movement of any flying object, making it a versatile solution with potential
applications in diverse areas such as virtual reality, gaming, and gesture recognition.

4 Results and Discussion

The HMM recognition system was implemented using Kevin Murphy’s HMM
toolbox in MATLAB. The system was tested on a dataset consisting of ten recorded
frame sequences for each letter, with nine sequences used for training and one chosen
at random for testing. The datasetwas aligned to ensure that the paths of each alphabet
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Fig. 4 Overall block diagram of the system, as well as air-writing recognition and handwritten
character classification
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Table 1 Comparing
accuracy with other models Model Input 1 Input 2 Input 3

HGR-CNN 74.32 89.23 89.62

HGR-HMM, DTW [9] 96.46 92.00 –

HGR-CNN [13] 90.00 92.00 96.00

were of the same length. The simulationwas performedwithM = 8, 12, and 18 obser-
vation symbols and 3–10 states and repeated ten times for each number of states. The
successful alphabet categorization rate was calculated as the mean of ten simulations
for each number of states. The results for a set number of states are presented below,
while the results for varying numbers of states per letter are not included as they are
trivial in comparison.

The mean value of ten simulations was used to determine the successful cate-
gorization rate of the alphabet, where each simulation is corresponded to a varied
number of states:

Mean Rc =
(
Total Correct Alphabets Classification

Total Alphabets

)
. (9)

The results of the simulation indicate that the most successful combination of
observation symbols and states was achieved when M = 8 and 5 states were used,
resulting in an overall accuracy rate of 89.62% for alphabet classification. When
comparing the recognized state sequences to the known paths from the database,
the model with M = 8 and 5 states achieved a 74.32% match. However, the model
withM = 18 observation symbols and 7 states was also quite successful in alphabet
classification, scoring 89.23%, but had a lowermatch rate for state sequences, scoring
65.07%. These results suggest that a simpler model with fewer states and observation
symbols may be preferable for this gesture recognition task (Table 1).

4.1 Limitations

Hand gesture recognition using a blue object exhibits certain limitations that should
be acknowledged. One such limitation is its potential variability in performance
across users, which can be influenced by factors like writing style and hand size.
Different individuals may have diverse hand gesture patterns, leading to incon-
sistencies in recognition accuracy. Environmental conditions also play a role, as
inadequate lighting or background noise can impact the system’s performance by
affecting image quality or interfering with the detection and tracking of the blue
object. Occlusion caused by hand or object obstruction can further hinder accurate
recognition. Additionally, the complexity of gestures can pose challenges, with more
intricate or dynamic gestures being harder to interpret accurately. Training data bias
is another consideration, as a lack of diversity in the data used to train the system
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may result in reduced accuracy for users outside the demographic represented in
the training set. Recognizing these limitations is vital for understanding the practical
implications of hand gesture recognition using a blue object, highlighting the need for
further research to address these challenges and improve system adaptability, envi-
ronmental robustness, and accuracy in recognizing complex gestures across diverse
user profiles.

5 Conclusion

A method for recognizing alphabet based on object (pen’s tip) motion trajectory
has been presented. The method consists of three stages: feature extraction, prepro-
cessing, and classification. During the preprocessing stage, the trajectory is recorded,
while the feature extraction stage quantifies the direction. In the classification stage,
each object (pen’s tip) gesture is classified into one of 26 alphabets, and the appro-
priate alphabet from the database is compared. The results show that the best gesture
categorization is achieved withM = 8 observation symbols and 5 state models, with
an overall classification accuracy rate of 89.62% and a path recognition rate of 74.32.
While the proposed system achieved high accuracy and real-time performance, there
is still room for improvement. Future work could investigate techniques to improve
the accuracy and speed of the system, such as data augmentation, transfer learning,
or model compression. The paper focused on recognizing handwritten characters
in English. However, there are many other languages and scripts that use different
character sets and writing styles. Future work could extend the system to recognize
characters in other languages and scripts, such as Chinese, Arabic, or Devanagari.
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Grid Search-Optimized Artificial Neural
Network for Heterogeneous
Cross-Project Defect Prediction

Ruchika Malhotra and Shweta Meena

Abstract In software engineering, the defect prediction is a crucial aspect. Every
software development process aims for the removal of defects in the beginning.
Cross-project Defect Prediction (CPDP) is an important research area in software
engineering. CPDP is based on transfer learning. Transfer learnig is based on transfer
of knowledge from one project to another project with similatrity in source and target
domain to some extent. CPDP aims to identify defects in the target project based on
the knowledge transferred from the source project. Due to the limited amount of data,
CPDP domain grows rapidly in the upcoming years. However, the selection of suit-
able target projects is a challenging task in the research. Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) is used to design a CPDP model using grid search. Furthermore, the perfor-
mance of grid search ANN is compared with traditional ANNwith default parameter
settings. The grid searchANNoutperformed the traditional neural network for CPDP.
Grid search ANN optimizes hyperparameters through multiple iterations. ANN in
combination with optimization algorithms results in an efficient CPDP model. The
performance of prediction models is evaluated using AUC metric.

Keywords Artificial Neural Network · Grid search · Cross-project defect
prediction · Hyperparameter

1 Introduction

Nowadays, software defect prediction is a key domain for efficient utilization of
resources in a reasonable amount of time. The identification of defective modules
resulted in the efficient utilization of resources for academics and industrial work-
places. Inmachine learning (ML), the predictionmodel holds significant importance.
In the past years, the defect prediction model is trained using empirical dataset for
the identification of defects in the test data [1].
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The defect prediction models can be developed considering two situations, one
is Within-Project Defect Prediction (WPDP), and another is CPDP. Types of defect
prediction models differ based on the projects used for training and testing [2]. In the
context of WPDP, the prediction model is trained and tested using the same project.
However, WPDP can be further used for the identification of defects in the upcoming
versions of the same project and helps in enhancing the functionality of upcoming
projects. Nowadays, data is exhausted for experiments in the upcoming era. Due to
this, researchers are facing issues with the availability of data. The constraint of the
limited amount of data availability can be removed by considering different projects
for the development of prediction models. CPDP utilizes different projects for model
development and testing.

The prediction model designed for CPDP is based on the concept of transfer
learning. Transfer learning is based on the transfer of knowledge learned from one
task to another task. The knowledge is transferred using different mechanisms on
the basis of two different projects characteristics [3]. The source and target domains
consider the same project [4] forWPDP. However, CPDP considers different projects
for source and target data. Transfer learning is one of the methodologies to conduct
CPDP. Further, transfer learning helps in improving the software quality for future
projects with similar feature distribution. The source and target projects consist of
different features that are termed as heterogeneous transfer learning.

The study is conducted to analyze the effectiveness of ANN for CPDP and grid
search optimization with ANN for CPDP. ANN is efficient for learning a compact
representation of different behaviors rapidly. They are flexible in managing various
behaviors sequentially. One of the advantages of using ANN is to use it without
relearning the synaptic weights or strengths. In comparison to other algorithms in
machine learning which require relearning, ANN has various advantages for defect
identification in various projects.

In the research domain, academics, and industry domain,CPDPplays an important
role due to the limited amount of data. The CPDP considered two scenarios such
as Homogeneous CPDP (HomCPDP) and Heterogeneous CPDP (HetCPDP). Both
scenarios vary depending on the feature types in the training and testing projects. In
HomCPDP, the training and target projects consist of similar features. In HetCPDP,
the training and testing dataset contains different features with some similarities.
Moreover, there must be some relationship between the training and testing datasets
when few features consist of different to establish the same ground for knowledge
transfer [5]. In case of HetCPDP, the idea of transfer learning has emerged.

The main aim of integrating transfer learning for CPDP is to enhance the quality
of software. The software quality depends on various parameters depending on the
types of features considered for experimentation. The software quality attributes are
categorized into two categories based on functional and non-functional requirements.
Further, the quality attributes consider various measures for quality estimation using
software metrics. In existing research, the researchers considered traditional ML
algorithms for analyzing the efficiency of CPDP models.

The experiment is conducted using AEEEM and NASA datasets in this study.
To perform heterogeneous transfer learning, two datasets of AEEEM are used as a
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source dataset and eight projects of the NASA repository are used as testing datasets.
In this study, ANN is used for CPDP grid-based model development. This study has
also identified the grid-basedANNmodel efficiencywith optimization algorithms for
CPDP. The grid-based ANNmodel performed better in comparison to the traditional
ANN model for CPDP. The Research Questions (RQs) addressed in this study are:
RQ1: What is the predictive capability of ANN for CPDP considering AEEEM and
NASAprojects?RQ2:What is the predictive capability of the grid searchANNmodel
for the AEEEM and NASA dataset?

Paper Organization: Sect. 2 has summarized the related work in existing studies.
Section 3 has discussed the research methodology used in this study. The results are
discussed in detail in Sect. 4. Lastly, the findings are concluded in Sect. 6 with future
work.

2 Related Work

In the existing literature, researchers have discussed applications of CPDP.
Researchers faced challenges in resolving the issue of selecting features from
different projects, that is heterogeneous transfer learning. Cross-version defect
prediction performance is also analyzed in comparison to CPDP [6]. The researchers
showed that the Peter-15 approach is best for CPDP and conducted experiments with
23 CPDP approaches.

The performance of deep learning neural networks is analyzed for CPDP [7].
Further, the academicians also analyzed the efficiency of two ensemble models
(bagging and boosting). In the existing studies [8], CPDP is accomplished using
Multi-Kernel Transfer Convolutional Network (MK-TCNN). A novel MK-TCNN
approach was designed for CPDP, and it extracts semantic and structural informa-
tion from the program ASTs [9]. In the existing study, authors also analyzed the
characteristics of the defect dataset collected from the NASA repository in terms
of its significance, and meaningful for defect prediction. The authors experimented
developed 622 CPDP models to resolve the issue of domain distribution among
source and target projects [10]. Out of 622 models, only 3.4% of models actually
worked considering the feature distribution issue.

TheCPDPmodel is developed using anAdversarial DiscriminativeConvolutional
NeuralNetwork (ADCNN) [11]. Themain aimofADCNNis to establish the common
ground for source and target projects. In the existing study, DAECNN-JDP is a
novel just-in-time technique proposed by the authors [12]. Autoencoders and CNN
are denoised for developing DAECNN-JDP. In the existing study, Bi-LSTM neural
network is used to constructCPDPmodels usingAST [13]. The authors experimented
with Bi-LSTM and compared with five state-of-the-art CPDP techniques using AUC
metric for performance analysis. The authors analyzed the importance of features and
instances for CPDP using NASA and PROMISE repository dataset [14]. However,
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based on the results obtained, authors concluded that feature is more important than
instance for CPDP.

The CPDP model was developed using a ranking-oriented approach termed as
ROCPDP and performance was analyzed using Spearman, Kendall, and accuracy
[15]. Ensemble learning is also widely used for the development of defect prediction
models [16]. The study analyzed that software defect prediction depends on various
parameters such as dataset characteristics, classification, clustering, association, and
estimation. The most common issue of establishing a relationship between source
and target features’ distribution is addressed using the optimal transport approach for
HetCPDP [5]. The authors developed the EGW+ transport algorithm for HetCPDP.
Software quality is improved by developing optimized ACO-based SVM for CPDP
[17]. The performance of scientific programming-based ACO-based SVM is better
in comparison with KNN. In this study, the ANN is used for developing HetCPDP.

The authors [18] used kernel twin SVM (KTSVM) for resolving the problem of
domain adaptation (DA) in various settings. However, authors have used KTSVM
with DA for CPDP. Thus, KTSVM parameters have a significant impact on predic-
tive performance. Hence, the parameter optimization has been done by using an
improved version of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Moreover, DA-KTSVMO
outperformed CPDP for defect prediction.

In the existing study [19], the authors proposed a novel approach for CPDP.
The CPDP approach proposed by the authors is based on a multi-objective logistic
regressionmodel using a genetic algorithm. Themulti-objective approach performed
better than the single-objective approach used for CPDP. The main aim of a single
defect predictionmodel is achieved using a comparison between precision and recall.
The researchers conducted a study [20] to analyze the usefulness of CPDPusing three
experiments. The experiment was conducted using 34 datasets of ten different open-
source projects. It is concluded that CPDP also provides better prediction results
and training data must be selected carefully. Moreover, the training data of the same
projects does not outperform the experiment conducted using training data from
different projects.

The researchers [21] have analyzed the effect of combining transfer learning
and machine learning classifier with hyperparameter settings resulting in significant
improvement in CPDP performance. In BiLO-CPDP, the CPDP process is automated
with comparison to 21 state-of-the-art techniques. However, in the existing studies
the importance of automated parameter optimization is analyzed in combinationwith
transfer learning. The authors [22] focused on maintaining a balance between data
distributions. The study has been conducted to enhance the reliability and feasibility
of the prediction model for conducting CPDP. However, the existing studies are not
useful for unit testing since a huge amount of training data is required.Anovel transfer
learning-based technique has been proposed for increasing product reliability.
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3 Research Background

The research background concerning the experiment conducted in this study is further
discussed in this section. The features of the dataset used (input and output), dataset
characteristics, preprocessing techniques used, optimization techniques used, ANN,
and ML classifiers used are summarized in further sections.

3.1 Input and Output Variable

In this study, NASA and AEEEM repository projects are used. The input and output
variables of the dataset used in this experiment differ based on the types of metrics.
The output variable depicts the presence and absence of defects in amodule of specific
projects. If the output variable is labeled as clean, it indicates that the module is non-
defective. If the output variable is labeled as buggy, it indicates that the module is
defective. TheAEEEM repository dataset consists of a total of 61 input variables, and
the NASA repository consists of varying input variables with a maximum of 39 input
variables. NASA [23] dataset consists of Halstead, McCabe, and object-oriented
metrics. Table 1 discusses the five groups of the AEEEM dataset [24].

3.2 Dataset Description

The detailed description [15] of AEEEM and NASA [25] dataset project metrics
is presented in this section. Table 2 summarizes the AEEEM and NASA datasets
used in this study considering the type of project, the programming language of the
projects, the total number of files, no. of features, and % of buggy instances. AEEM
and NASA datasets are selected for experimentation in this study.

3.3 Data Preprocessing Techniques

Thedataset used in this study is preprocessed using various data preprocessing values.
Thus, the techniques used in this study are handlingmissing values, outliers’ removal,
null values’ handling, and normalization of a dataset is performed.
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Table 1 Dataset statistics of the data collected from the AEEEM repository

Repository Type Description # of metrics
grouped into
categories

AEEEM Group 1 ck_oo_cbo, ck_oo_
numberOfLinesOfCode

Coupling-based
metrics,
coupling-based
metrics consider
a line of code

17

Group 2 NumberOfBugsFoundUntil,
numberOfCriticalBugsFoundUntil

Defect metrics,
defect metrics
consider based on
the security level

05

Group 3 CvsEntropy, CvsLogEntropy Change-based
entropy metrics,
change-based
logarithmically
entropy metrics

05

Group 4 LDHH_cbo, LDHH_
numberOfLinesOfCode

Decayed entropy
(linearly) of CBO
and LOC metric

17

Group 5 WCHU_cbo, WCHU_
numberOfLinesOfCode

Coupling metrics
(CBO metric and
churn of LOC
metric)

17

3.4 Imbalanced Data

The output class label is majorly corresponding to one output class category in the
imbalanced dataset. Model development using an imbalanced dataset results in a
biased model toward the majority class. However, the imbalance dataset is handled
using SMOTE in this study. SMOTE is a technique, that oversamples the instances
of minority class. Furthermore, new instances of minority class are synthesized from
existing data only.

3.5 Optimization Algorithm

In this study, three optimization algorithms are used such as Greedy Search (GS),
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), and Evolutionary Search (EVS). GS for ANN
architecture starts with a small network and iteratively leads with the selection of
neurons and hidden layers till final output. PSO is used as an optimization technique
for trainingANN. The basic idea is to use PSO to search for the optimal set of weights
and biases for the ANN that minimizes the error between the predicted outputs and
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Table 2 Dataset statistics of the data collected from AEEM and NASA repository

Repository Project Type Programming
language

Number of
files

% of
buggy
files

# of
metrics

AEEEM Equinox _
EQ

OSGi
framework

Java 325 36.69 71

Apache
Lucene

Search engine
library

Java 691 9.26 71

NASA CM_1 A NASA
spacecraft
instrument

C 344 12.21 38

KC_1 A storage
management
system for
handling
ground data

C++ 2095 15.51 22

KC_3 Data program
defect dataset

C++ 200 18 40

MC_2 One of the
NASA metrics
data program
defect datasets

C 125 35.2 40

MW_1 Zero-gravity
experiment

C 263 10.27 38

PC_1 Earth-orbiting
satellite (flight
software)

C 735 8.3 38

PC_2 NASA for earth
object

C 1493 1.07 37

PC_3 NASA orbiting
project

C 1099 12.56 38

the actual outputs. EVS is used to find out the optimal set of weights and biases to
minimize the error between predicted and actual outputs.

3.6 Machine Learning Techniques

In this study, traditional ANN with default parameter settings and ANN with opti-
mization algorithms such as GS, PSO, and EV under varying settings of ANN
parameters were used for the development of prediction models.
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4 Results

In this section, the answers to research questions are discussed in detail. The exper-
iment conducted in this experiment used two projects of AEEEM and eight projects
of NASA. The projects used for experimentation consist of different features such as
Halstead metrics and object-oriented metrics. To perform HetCPDP using transfer
learning, the setting of selected projects has been fixed. AEEEM projects are used
for training of prediction model and NASA projects are used for testing a developed
prediction model. Further, 16 pairs are formed for experimentation.

In this study, 112 models were designed considering possible pairs of source and
target datasets. The performance of each pair is analyzed according to the selected
classifier with default and grid search parameter settings. However, the performance
of the prediction models was analyzed using AUC metric. AUC provides more
generalized and unbiased results in the case of an imbalanced dataset. This section
interprets the results and answers to the RQs discussed in Sect. 1.

RQ1: What is the predictive capability of ANN for CPDP considering AEEEM
and NASA projects?

In this study, CPDP models are developed using various projects with different
features. CPDP is developed using ANN with default parameter settings. In default
parameter settings, batch_size = 100, learning_rate (lr) = 0.3, momentum (mome)
= 0.2, epochs (#) = 500. The traditional ANN performance does perform well
with default parameter settings. During experimentation, we have to see the features
of both the training and testing datasets which must have the same vector. If the
feature vector space is not matching, then the transfer learning concept is not appli-
cable. Since both source and target projects have similar features considering object-
oriented metrics. Thus, the challenging task was to extract relevant features from
both projects. Moreover, training and testing projects consist of different features.
The results obtained using ANN for CPDP are summarized in Table 3. Based on
covariance among the features of both projects, specified feature pairs were selected
for designing the prediction model. Further, the prediction model is used for defect
prediction in upcoming projects with similar characteristics. ANN-based prediction
model can be improved using grid search optimization.

RQ2: What is the predictive capability of the grid search ANN model for
AEEEM and NASA dataset?

To answer this RQ, the default parameters of ANNwere changed using a grid search
approach. In the grid search approach, the model has been trained multiple times for
varying sets of parameter values. In the default parameter setting, the learning rate
was 0.3, which is used for training large and complex datasets. However, the dataset
is not much larger in this study. Thus, the experiment has been conducted for varying
sets of learning values, which provides the best performance of the ANN model
at a learning rate of 0.01. In optimized ANN, the no. of hidden layers is updated
with number of neurons in each hidden layer. In ANN, we have used the logistic
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Table 3 AUC values for ANN and grid search ANN model for CPDP

Source dataset → target dataset ANN ANN + PSO ANN + EVS ANN + GS

EQ → CM1 0.5 0.79 0.74 0.79

EQ → KC1 0.57 0.74 0.7 0.73

EQ → KC3 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.64

EQ → MC2 0.65 0.78 0.76 0.79

EQ → MW1 0.47 0.72 0.7 0.69

EQ → PC1 0.54 0.69 0.65 0.66

EQ → PC2 0.53 0.65 0.63 0.67

EQ → PC3 0.59 0.73 0.72 0.75

Lucene → CM1 0.49 0.72 0.7 0.78

Lucene → KC1 0.53 0.68 0.72 0.7

Lucene → KC3 0.57 0.7 0.67 0.7

Lucene → MC2 0.69 0.65 0.69 0.67

Lucene → MW1 0.5 0.69 0.67 0.69

Lucene → PC1 0.2 0.68 0.67 0.64

Lucene → PC2 0.3 0.78 0.72 0.79

Lucene → PC3 0.5 0.71 0.7 0.74

activation function for experimentation. The performance of the grid search ANN
model for CPDP was 0.79. In some of the pairs, it was 0.3 also depending on the
size of the training and testing datasets. ANN ensures that the size of the training
and testing dataset is the same. Furthermore, statistical analysis has been done to
analyze the performance of techniques statistically. Thus, Friedman test is used for
validation of results. The null hypothesis states that there is no significant difference
in the performance of the four techniques. The alternate hypothesis says that there
is a significant difference in the performance of the four techniques. Thus, based on
the Friedman test result at a 0.05 significance level, the computed Chi-square value
is 16.016. The mean rank of four techniques is represented in Table 4. Hence, an
alternate hypothesis is accepted such that there is statistical difference among the
performance of the four techniques. The next step is to analyze the performance of
each technique individually using post-ad hoc analysis such asWilcoxon signed-rank
test. Furthermore, six combinational pairs are formed for Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Table 4 Mean rank of CPDP
models Model Mean rank

ANN 1.38

ANN_PSO 2.92

ANN_EVS 2.46

ANN_GS 3.23
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The hypothesis for the further comparison among six pairs is as follows: Null
Hypothesis (Ho1): There is no significant difference among the performances of
ANN_PSO and ANN. Alternate Hypothesis (Ha1): There is a significant difference
among the performances ofANN_PSO andANN. Thus, theAsymp. Sig. (two-tailed)
is 0.003 at significance level 0.05. Hence, Ha1 is accepted. Ho2: There is no signif-
icant difference among the performances of ANN_EVS and ANN. Ha2: There is a
significant difference among the performances of ANN_EVS and ANN. Thus, the
Asymp. Sig. (two-tailed) is 0.003 at significance level 0.05. Hence, Ha2 is accepted.
Ho3: There is no significant difference among the performances of ANN_GS and
ANN. Ha3: There is a significant difference among the performances of ANN_GS
and ANN. Thus, the Asymp. Sig. (two-tailed) is 0.003 at significance level 0.05.
Hence, Ha3 is accepted. Ho4: There is no significant difference among the perfor-
mances of ANN_EVS and ANN_PSO. Ha4: There is a significant difference among
the performances of ANN_EVS and ANN_PSO. Thus, the Asymp. Sig. (two-tailed)
is 0.105 at significance level 0.05. Hence, Ho4 is accepted. Ho5: There is no signif-
icant difference among the performances of ANN_GS and ANN_PSO. Ha5: There
is a significant difference among the performances of ANN_GS and ANN_PSO.
Thus, the Asymp. Sig. (two-tailed) is 0.472 at significance level 0.05. Hence, Ho5 is
accepted. Ho6: There is no significant difference among the performances of ANN_
GS and ANN_EVS. Ha6: There is a significant difference among the performances
of ANN_GS and ANN_EVS. Thus, the Asymp. Sig. (two-tailed) is 0.027 at signifi-
cance level 0.05. Hence, Ho6 is accepted. However, it has been observed that ANN
+ GS outperformed.

5 Limitations

In this section, the limitations of the experiment in this study are discussed. Threats
to construct validity are based on the equation between theory and experiment. The
AUC performance metric used in this paper is widely used in the existing studies
and literature. Threats to construct validity are based on used metrics and defective
datasets. In this study, the experimentation has been conducted using five AEEEM
group datasets and a NASA dataset. Threats to conclusion validity are based on the
treatment and outcome variable. The AUC performance metric is used for perfor-
mance analysis. In this study,we have validated the result statistically using Friedman
and Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Threats to internal validity refer to the factors that
could influence our results. Thus, GA is repeated several times. However, in this
study, we have used a limited dataset for experimentation, but this study can be
replicated for various projects with different metrics as independent variables.
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6 Conclusion

The main aim of conducting experiment is to analyze the efficiency and evaluate
the performance of ANN with the ANN grid search model for CPDP. HetCPDP
is developed in this study considering projects from different repositories. In the
source dataset, the AEEM dataset was specified, while in the target dataset, NASA
datasets were specified. The number of features differs in both, and the CPDP model
is designed considering similarity among features to some extent. The experiment
performed in this study showed that traditional ANN performance was not much
significant. Grid-based ANN performed better than traditional ANN considering the
parameters’ setting using a grid-based approach. Grid search ANN model worked
better by considering more number of neurons and hidden layers for CPDP. Grid
search ANN model outperformed ANN based on # of neurons in the hidden layer,
# of hidden layers, and lr value. Grid search provides an effective combination of
hyperparameters. Moreover, grid search is expensive, especially for large networks
withmany hyperparameters. In future work, random search or Bayesian optimization
may be used as an alternative to grid search with deep learning. The grid search
ANN mode can be tested further with more optimization algorithms for HetCPDP
and HomCPDP.
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Design of Smart Weed Detection
and Evacuation Robot Using TensorFlow
Model Maker

P. Jothilakshmi, C. Gomatheeswari Preethika, and R. Mohanasundaram

Abstract Agriculture was the foundation of civilization, making its importance
more apparent. Yet, agriculture is actually a vital industry in every nation on earth.
Crops and weeds compete for the same nutrients, water, sunlight, and space. The
proposed work intends to eliminate the weeds by sprinkling herbicide in the field
while causing no harm to the plant. The automated robot includes a Raspberry Pi
for object identification, a USB webcam for object detection, a charging circuit, a
sprinkler setup for spraying the herbicide, a movement setup using L298N Motor
Driver and DC motors coupled with wheels. The robot is free to travel around the
field, while the webcam catches the real environment. The Model Maker algorithm
is applied for object detection, which is followed by the detection of the weed and
obstacles that exist in the field. The sprinkler arrangement is then instructed to just
spray the weed from that point on. The experimental results illustrate that a miniatur-
ized, functionally designed weed control bot is capable of detecting the weeds under
various topographical situations and crop growth phases.

Keywords Agriculture · Automation · Objection identification · Object detection

1 Introduction

By 2050, the 7.7 billion people who currently inhabit the planet are predicted to
number over 9 billion. The global food supply will need to be boosted by 70–100%
to feed this population. Crop production is hampered by a number of biotic and
abiotic factors, as well as socioeconomic and crop management-related problems.
Weeds are the most significant biotic restrictions to agricultural production in both
developing and wealthy countries. In general, diseases (fungi, bacteria, etc.) and
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Fig. 1 Annual agricultural losses based on data gathered by Tamil Nadu Agricultural University.
Source: http://www.agritech.tnau.ac.in/agriculture/agri_weedmgt_aboutweed.html

animal pests (insects, rodents, nematodes, mites, birds, etc.) are of less concern,
and weeds account for the biggest potential loss. A nation’s well-being depends so
heavily on a healthy agricultural sector. Scientists and farmers have been working to
find ways to improve crop output with less negative environmental impact.

Unwanted plants known as weeds proliferate alongside crops and plants being
raised. Any farmed field has to deal with these plants as an unwanted guest. Indeed,
these weeds prevent the growth of vegetative crops by absorbing the water intended
for their growth. According to figures gathered by the Tamil Nadu Agricultural
University, weeds are responsible for 45% of losses. A graphic depicts the data
on annual agricultural production losses [1]. Therefore, weed removal is essential
throughout the entire agricultural process in order to prevent losses and thereby meet
the rising demand for food (Fig. 1).

Automation in agriculture is an upcoming challenge throughout the world [2]. In
latest time, artificial intelligence has been seeing loads of direct software in farming.
The advances in laptop vision, mechatronics (mechanical and electronics), synthetic
intelligence, and device studying are allowing the improvement and deployment
of far-flung sensing technology to perceive and control plants, weeds, pests, and
diseases. Cognitive computing has come to be the maximum disruptive era in agri-
cultural offerings and it can learn, understand, and engage with distinctive environ-
ments to maximize productivity. In order to identify weeds, smart weeding machines
depend on the effectiveness of the machine vision system [3]. However, environ-
mental uncertainties, like as lighting conditions and color variations in soil or leaves,
have an impact on how well the machine vision system performs, putting a cap on
the precision of weed management. The main contribution of this proposed work is
as follows:

• To get surplus production with decreased human work.

http://www.agritech.tnau.ac.in/agriculture/agri_weedmgt_aboutweed.html
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• To optimize the available resources through weed management.
• To automate the process.
• To measure accurately the amount of fertilizers needed for the farms, therefore

minimal usage of fertilizers.

The paper is organized into three main sections. Section 2 describes about the
literature survey followed by the proposed method in Sect. 3. Section 4 explains
about the implementation and results and finally conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Since the advent of artificial intelligence, there have been various attempts in impro-
vising multiple parts of agriculture. A comprehensive review of the same [4] had
given an idea to pursue weed control using artificial intelligence. From [5, 6], it
has been observed that image processing can be very useful in weed control robots.
Further studies on different weeds and weed control [7, 8], weed science and its prac-
tices [9, 10] had provided understanding on weed control. But from [6], it has been
observed that different weeds require different detection algorithms which make the
process vague.

Although weed identification using computer vision techniques has been largely
successful, deep learning models like convolution neural networks (CNNs) have
recently been the models of choice for computer vision jobs. Weed detection is a
unique instance of classifying plant species. Models based on deep learning have
the advantage of eliminating the need for feature selection and segmentation since
they incorporate the extraction of features and their mapping to output results into
the network. In [11], a semantic segmentation model called SegNet that is built on
a fully convolutional network segmented weeds and rice seedlings with an accuracy
of 92.7%. In order to detect common weeds in cotton and tomato plants with over
99% accuracy, a transfer learning strategy that takes advantage of pre-trained CNN
models combined with support vector machines was utilized in [12].

A thorough analysis of a fully convolutional neural network [13] was enhanced by
the suggestion of using a single model with distinct layers for various crops, which
simplifies and clarifies the identification process. References [11, 14, 15] presented
a number of techniques for designing hardware that is appropriate for weed control
robots. The advancements in sensor-based mechanical weeding since the 1980s are
examined in this paper [16]. It is concentrated on scientific studies that presented
data from their research in order to give an overview of the potential uses for sensor-
based systems and to demonstrate their effectiveness. Consideration and discussion
are given to the practical use for existing and upcoming farms. Additionally, a future
prognosis for sensor-based mechanical weeding is provided, along with suggestions
for enhancements.

This paper [17] studies the three critical phases of agriculture: cultivation, moni-
toring, and harvesting, while taking into account the degree of AI involved and the
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robots used. This study includes a thorough analysis of more than 150 studies that
focus on the use of automation in agriculture that has been done between 1960
and 2021. It draws attention to the unmet research needs for developing intelligent
autonomous agricultural systems. The various biotechnological methods to develop
the crop plants resistant to herbicides were investigated [18]. The development of
weed detection systems and weed control techniques are the main topics of this
chapter [1]. The difficulties of robotic weed management, concentrating on percep-
tion systems that can distinguish between crop and weed plants and weed control
procedures that include both chemical andmechanical weed control, were discussed.
An automated weeding system case study was offered.

3 The Proposed System

3.1 Methodology

The suggested approach entails creating the hardware modules needed to capture
the image and, if required, applying herbicides. To distinguish between a crop and a
weed in a captured image, a software model is to be created. Image processing can
be highly helpful for weed control robots. As a result, weed photos are taken and
trained. From the literature, it is discovered that convolution neutral networks aids in
training the dataset in robust manner. So, the plant and weed datasets are pre-trained
to develop the software model. The proposed system is made up of the following
fundamental structures:

i. Hardware design.
ii. Object detection.
iii. Dataset labeling.

3.2 Hardware Design

The block diagram for the proposed work is shown in Fig. 2. The Raspberry Pi acts
as the brain of the architecture, and hence, the size of the bot is to be reduced when
compared the mechanical robots used in literature [2, 5, 6]. It is in contact with all
of the peripherals that are connected to it. It gathers data from additional peripherals
and generates the required outputs. Finding crops and weeds in a field requires the
use of a camera. Based on data from the camera, Pi directs a spray servo and relay to
spray the weed with herbicide. A detect servo is used to rotate the camera attached
on it 180° in order to detect the weed. In order to move the robot, a pair of DCmotors
and an ultrasonic sensor are used. The DCmotor is driven by a motor driver module.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the proposed system

3.2.1 Automated Structure

The proposed automated system is composed of a motor driver, DCmotor, ultrasonic
sensor, USBweb camera for indication,motor driver, servomotor, power supply unit,
ultrasonic sensor, andRF trans-receiver for controlling part, in contrast tomechanical
weeding machines that have complex structures [17].

(a) The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B + includes 1.4 GHz equipped with a quad-core
Cortex A53 processor and 1 GB of RAM.

(b) The image captured using webcam has image quality of RGB 24 or I420 with
hardware resolution of 500,000 pixels and frame rate of 30 fps. To rotate the
camera, servo motor is used.

(c) The relay module is a switch which is generally used as an automatic control
circuit. In the proposed model, two-channel relay module is used to operate the
sprayer.

(d) An ultrasonic sensor and DC motor make the robot to move freely in field.
(e) The suggested method uses L298N motor driver module which can control up

to four DC motors or two DC motors with direction and speed control. It has a
L298N motor driver IC and a voltage regulator (78M05) to output 5 V which is
used to power the internal circuitry.

(f) A 5 V power bank for powering the Raspberry Pi and 12 V LIPO battery is used
for charging the other peripherals.

(g) Raspberry Pi knows the angles where the weed is present from the detection
module.
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(h) The Raspberry model detects the weed positions and it operates the servo
motor to stop in those positions and switch on the relay module. The relay
module switches on the spray mounted on top of the servo motor and sprays the
herbicide.

3.3 Object Detection

The term “object detection” describes the process of locating objects using video
or picture inputs. Modern state-of-the-art architecture for image classification is
convolution neural networks. Three elements make up the foundation of the CNN
architectural design: convolution, pooling, and fully connected layers. Together, these
elements enable the learning of a high-density feature representation of the input.
One-level and two-level object recognition models are the two different categories
of object recognition models. The EfficientDet model, which is categorized as a one-
level object detection, is part of this research. This model has good scalability and
efficiency and is robust and complex. Each model’s architecture consists of parts for
the head, neck, and spine. Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm has been used to
train all iterations of EfficientDet. It has been done using a momentum of 0.9 and a
weight decay of 4e5. In the first training period, the learning rate is linearly increased
from 0 to 0.16 and then annealed down using the cosine decay method.

3.3.1 Bounding Boxes

To recognize an object, it must be localized in order to obtain information about the
object in the image. By encoding the model’s output into a bounding box structure,
this task is accomplished. The bounding box refers to the imaginary rectangle that
encloses the object. The coordinates of the image are used to specify the precise
implementation. Using the box’s center point along with its width and height is one
method of defining a bounding box. It can also specify the x and y coordinates’
minimum and maximum values. An effective method for localization is to encode it
in the bounding box, which may be represented and showed as a regression problem.

3.3.2 Dataset

The dataset used for the proposed work is sesame dataset obtained from Kaggle. It
consists of 546 images. As the images are not sufficient in number, data augmentation
technique is used to increase the size of the dataset to 1300. Each image is a 512 ×
512 color image. The sample crop and weed images are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 3 Sample crop (sesame) images

Fig. 4 Sample weed images in sesame field

3.3.3 Test–Train Data

The process of making a deep learning model begins with the test–train split. It is a
method used for evaluating the performance of the deep learning model. The steps
involve splitting the dataset into two subsets, namely the train set and the test set.

a. Train data

The learning in the training set gains the experience that the algorithm uses to
learn. For each input variable, there exists an observed output variable in supervised
learning. It is used to fit the deep learning model.

b. Test data

This subset is used to test the model like input data which is provided to the model
and the predictions are made against the true value. It only decides the performance
of the model.
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Fig. 5 Labeling images in bounding box using LabelImg

3.4 Dataset Labeling

To label the images in the dataset, labelImg, an open-source graphical image annota-
tion tool is used. Annotations are saved as an XMLfile in PASCALVOC format. The
tool also supports the YOLO and CreateML formats. Figure 5 shows the labeling of
a plant in field by creating a bounding box around it.

4 Implementation and Results

The implementation of hardware and software is discussed in this section. The
workingmethodology involving the hardwaremodules of the proposed work is given
in the form of flowchart in Fig. 6.

i. Detect servo (which mounts the camera and the ultrasonic sensor) rotates from
0° to 180° to detect if there is a weed in each angle and returns back to the
middle focus (90° position).

ii. The spray servo which mounts the herbicide spray goes to the angles at which
the weed is detected and sprays the herbicide.

iii. After this process, the ultrasonic sensor checks the distance of the obstacle.
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Fig. 6 Flowchart describing working of robot

iv. If the distance is greater than 25 cm, the robot moves forward for a certain time,
stops and repeats the above steps.

v. Else the robot keeps track of the turn number and turns right for every odd
number instance of turn and left for every even number instance of turn
(hereafter noted as the X direction).

vi. After turning, it checks if there is an obstacle in the X direction.
vii. If the distance of the obstacle in the X direction is < 25 cm, then move forward

for a certain time and repeat the above steps, otherwise turn to the X direction.

The hardware working model (top and front view) is shown in Fig. 7. The soft-
ware’s used to develop the robot areColab notebooks, LabelImg for labeling an image
and object detection with TFLiteModelMaker. In machine learning, Colab is widely
used for creating and refining neural networks. The TensorFlow Lite (TFLite) Model
Maker Library is a high-level library that makes it easier to train TensorFlow Lite
models with unique datasets. Transfer learning techniques shorten training periods
and use less training data. This work makes use of the TFLite Model Maker.
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Fig. 7 Working model. a Top view, b Front view

The TEfficientDet-Lite0 model architecture is applied to detect the weeds and
crops in the proposed model. Pascal VOC format is used to label the dataset. The
object_detector.DataLoader.from_pascal_voc is used to load the data. After loading
the data, the TensorFlow model can be trained using the object_detector.create
method. The create method is the driver function that the Model Maker library uses
to create models. Figure 8 shows the screenshot of result obtained in TFLite Model
Maker indicating the accuracy as 84% for crop and 81% for weeds. The challenges
involved in the proposed system are to identify the image database which is to
distinguish the weed and crop and also the farmers may lack knowledge about the
state-of-the-art facilities. Also, the herbicides used for weed management are crop-
specific and its identification is highly important. Table 1 illustrates the comparative
study of accuracy obtained in different fields using convolution neutral networks.
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Fig. 8 Accuracy of crop and weed detection using TFLite Model Maker

Table 1 Comparison of proposed work with literature

References Crop dataset Accuracy (%) Software used

Dyrmann et al. [13] Wheat 46 DetectNet by Nvidia

Hussain et al. [19] Okra, bitter gourd, and sponge
gourd

88 VigoEngraverL

Proposed work Sesame 84 TFLite Model Maker

5 Conclusion

The robot was developed and designed effectively. Each module has been tested and
operates as intended. These modules were fully automated and integrated. Addition-
ally, the final model was examined for functionality under all circumstances. The
results obtained an accuracy of 84% for crop and 81% for weeds in sesame crop but
can also be employed to different agricultural crops. It is implied that a robot can
be created using a Raspberry Pi that can detect weeds and spray herbicide, assisting
farmers in performing their agricultural tasks efficiently. Because the bot designed is
modest in size, even a fleet of bots can be employed to control the weeds. This model
makes use of less hardware while providing more accuracy in terms of detecting the
weed and crop.
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Document Store Schema Design
Alternatives and Their Impact

Monika Shah and Amit Kothari

Abstract Smart apps in the twenty-first century can use any data from real-world
objects properties, behaviours, and events. Thus, the amount and variety of data, from
structured to unstructured, are growing. The integration of data from many sources
produces awide range of variability. NoSQLdatabase popularity has increased due to
its flexible schema, easy query interface, and scalability to handle such heterogeneous
data. Document oriented NoSQLs are more popular to handle such heterogeneous
data with flexible schema and a semi-structured data model. A flexible schema facil-
itates multiple ways to represent different types of variability that exist in the data
collection. However, the impact of choosing different data representations on storage,
energy, and performance is unknown. On the other hand, analysing the scope of opti-
mising storage and energy efficiency is recommended for sustainable development.
This paper discusses key components of the document store schema, its alternate
implementations, and empirically analyse its impact on performance, storage space,
and energy requirements. The aim of this paper is to assist developers in choosing
an appropriate representation of each schema component for their application in the
document stores. Considering its high popularity rating, MongoDB is chosen here
for empirical analysis.

Keywords Schema · NoSQL · Document store ·MongoDB · Energy
consumption · Performance · Optionality · Type variability ·Multivalued · Index

1 Introduction

These days, most modern applications use data collected from the same source at dif-
ferent times or from various sources, whichmay produce collections of data in differ-
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ent formats, types, and attributes. These data formats can be structured, unstructured,
or semi-structured. Product reviews, product galleries, comments, likes, surveillance
data, and geospatial data are well-known examples of unstructured data. Unstruc-
tured data may occasionally be labelled as semi-structured data because it possesses
one or more classifying attributes. Integration of structured data formats at different
times or from different sources may also generate semi-structured data like products
with distinct features, IoT sensor data, user profiles, etc. Therefore, our main focus
is on semi-structured data formats. Traditional relational database software struggles
with the continuous growth of such heterogeneous data. NoSQL’s flexible schema
accommodates unstructured and semi-structured data with ease, along with scala-
bility, performance, and availability features. E-commerce, the Internet of Things
(IOT), social networking, big data, and games are well-known examples of NoSQL-
based applications. Key-value, graph-store, document store, and column store are
four main NoSQL categories. The document store is more popular because of its
semi-structured data model and most flexible schema.

Every data has some organisation, and a database schema describes the data
organisation. So, a flexible schema means no schema is untrue. A flexible schema
allows data records to have different schemas. Document stores are the most flexible
NoSQL. However, schema design decisions affect NoSQL databases’ scalability,
consistency, and performance [1]. Gómez et al. [2] and Shah et al. [3] shows how
document store schema affect query performance, storage, and energy use. It shows
schema design matters even in NoSQL. However, document store schema design
is usually ad-hoc, resulting in complex query design, schema modification to opti-
mise query performance. There are publications on document store logical schema,
but there are many data structure implementations for each component of logical
schema. This implementation affects storage, energy, and query performance. These
document store implementations rarely describe their effects.

The primary goal of this paper is to investigate and evaluate the effects of var-
ious alternative implementations of logical schema components. This article’s pri-
mary contributions are as follows: (i) identifying the key components of a document
store’s logical schema; (ii) investigating various possible implementations of these
components; (iii) analysing the effect of these various implementations on storage,
energy consumption, and performance; (iv) analysing cost of adopting flexibility in
document store schema; and (iv) identifying a possible trade-off scenario.

The article continues like this. Section2 reviews related literature. Section3
describes key components of document store schema and their alternative imple-
mentations in document store. Section4 describes the experimental evaluation.
Section5 discusses experiment results. Section6 concludes experimental findings
with research opportunities and future work ideas.
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2 Literature Review

To avoid impedance mismatch, developers choose semi-structured data formats.
Semi-structured data storage and querying issues are discussed in [4].

Flexible schemas attract NoSQL and schema design requires proper modelling
[5, 6]. Chebotko et al. [7] and Mior et al. [8] suggests physical model rules for
column families. The nesting depth level increases the storage and query execution
time [9]. Gómez et al. [2] and Shah et al. [3] conclude that no schema is uniformly
good or bad for all query pattern. Some articles [6, 9–15] guide on document store
schema design for different access pattern. Specifically, [12, 16] are examples of
articles guiding relational to document storemigration. Imam et al. [17] recommends
document storage cardinalities. Document conceptual design is also proposed [6].
Data modelling for analytical processing needs anticipatory schema building and
evaluation (soransso2018DataModelingAnalytical). 11 metrics utilising document
width, depth, and redundancy can help to select suitable schema [18].

Thakkar et al. [19] shows motivation for power conservations through hardware,
powermanagement, database level, etc. [20] recommends optimisingNoSQL energy
consumption by reducing waiting energy. Shah et al. [21] reviews NoSQL energy
efficiency relatedwork. According to [22, 23], query optimisation inNoSQL reduces
energy consumption without compromising performance. According to [24], Mon-
goDB uses more energy than relational databases, and modelling affects application
performance and database capacity. Schema design may optimise energy consump-
tion [3]. NoSQL energy consumption still lacks energy optimisation.

NoSQL requires design, but physical design research is scarce, according to [25].
Hewasinghage et al. [9] compare some implementations of semi-structured data in
relational databases and document stores for basic data access patterns. But, per-
spective of relational and NoSQL database design is much different. Document store
schema design research emphasises good schema design.

3 Document Store Schema Elements and Their
Implementations

A database schema is an effective explanation of how data is arranged in a database.
The document store’s schema is best described by a flexible, semi-structured, and
hierarchical data model. Flexible schema allows all documents in a collection to have
a varied schema (fields, format, and order). Semi-structured data has some structure
but is more flexible. Semi-structured data models describe document schemas with
key-value pairs for each data attribute.Unlike structured datamodels, semi-structured
data supports a hierarchical data structure that contains nested information.

The logical schema in the document store describes the interrelationships of doc-
uments using an embedding or referencing data model, attributes, and their types.
Attributes of a document can be simple, composite, optional, ormultivalued. Physical
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(a) Miss (b) Null (c) Hybrid (d) Fix-0 (e) Fix-small (f) Fix-large

Fig. 1 Alternative physical schema design for optional attribute

schema show NoSQL-specific implementation of logical schema component. The
document store physical schema includes data structure representation for attributes,
index fields, index type specification, sharding, and replication configuration.

Although the document store is the most flexible NoSQL, it is said that adopting
diverse schemas may add programming complexity afterwards. NoSQL data organ-
isation methods may vary in performance, scalability, and integrity [26]. It is also
reported that proper schema can help to reduce computation, I/O, and user con-
tention [27]. It inspires research on the performance and energy impact of different
document store schema designs. But it is difficult to discuss the consequences of all
the important aspects of the physical schema of a document store in a single article.
This article analyses the impact of alternative implementations of optional attributes,
multivalued attributes, type variability, and index type selection.

3.1 Attribute Optionality

Time constraints, technical challenges, the fact that not all real-world items share the
same attributes, and the fact that not all contacted sources offer all desired information
all increase the likelihood of data gaps. As a result, the logical schema of this col-
lection may contain optional attributes. Here, three different strategies to implement
the optional attribute are studied. (i) Miss: document misses optional attribute with
null data; (ii) Null: null keyword represents null data value; (iii) Fix: a fix value
represents null data. Selecting a value for null data inFix is another issue. The exper-
iment analyses Fix-0, Fix-large, and Fix-small, where 0, a large number
(999999999), and a small number (−999999999) represent null values, respectively.
Figure1 shows optional attribute representations. The last implementation Hybrid
is designed to test the schema flexibility for optional attributes, where some docu-
ments may contain null values while others skip attributes for null data.

3.2 Type Variability

Data for the same attribute from various sources may come in a variety of formats.
A product’s pricing or star rating may be presented as text by one seller and as
numbers by another. The integration process may convert all price data to numeric
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(a) Arr (b) MVA (c) DN

Fig. 2 Alternative physical schema design for a multivalued attribute

or text format or keep it in its original format, which is acceptable in the document
store as per its type variability feature. To know the impact of different data types or
type flexibility, the same data is tested in 3 formats: Miss_Num, Miss_Txt, and
Hybrid_Type.

3.3 Multivalued Attribute

Real-world applications often use data objects with multivalued attributes such as
addresses, sizes, colours, ratings. Relational databasemodelling recommends a sepa-
rate table for multivalued attributes and entity ids. Document storage accommodates
multivalued attribute in one document to avoid expensive Join operation. This arti-
cle compares array (Arr), multiple attributes (MVA), and denormalized (DN) data
structures for multivalued attributes. DN creates a new document for each multival-
ued attribute value and copies all other attributes (Fig. 2).

3.4 Index

Applications run faster when indexed data is used. Modern document storage typi-
cally offers many indexing options for different kinds of data. The content of arrays
can be indexed by multikey indexes, text can be processed by text indexes, and geo-
graphical queries can be efficiently executed by using geospatial indexes. Although
contrasting B-tree and hash indexes can be useful for future sharding type selection,
many NoSQLs provide the Sparse and Partial for indexing not-null data and
data of interest, respectively.

4 Experiment Setup

The study compares impact of alternative implementations of document store schema
components presented in Sect. 3. MongoDB, a most popular document store [28],
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is used in the experiment. MongoDB 5.0.14 runs on 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04.6 LTS
Bionic, an Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz x 16, 16GB of memory,
and a 441.8GB disc partition. This study examines storage size, performance, and
energy consumption (EC) of alternate physical schema design of document store.

In-memory databases are popular due to cheaper memory and greater perfor-
mance.With increasing computation load, low power and high performancememory
is still a research demand [29]. stat().storageSize and stat().Size of
the collection in MongoDB represent compressed data on disc and uncompressed
data onWiredTiger cache respectively. Cache memory is important for data process-
ing, while Disc memory is crucial for massive data sets. Size and storageSize are in
Megabytes (MB). Response time in milliseconds (ms) indicates query performance.
The dataset and related querysets are generated as per description given in subsec-
tions generated as per des. PowerAPI is a popular software-defined power metre
for real-time software power estimation. A Docker-based PowerAPI is installed on
MongoDB’s server. It records energy in Joules every second. Energy consumption
of a query is computed using product of t (response time in second) and P (aver-
age power consumption during query execution). Every query is executed 3 times.
Average performance and energy consumption are taken into account.

4.1 Data and Queryset for Attribute Optionality

Tenmillion documentswith an ID and an optional field are generated and transformed
to the six formats described in Sect. 3.1. Attribute optionality query sets include
CountNull, CountNotNull, CountRange, FindRange, and Insert to
count documents with null, not-null, count and search documents with given data
range in optional attributes, and insert documents, respectively. Insert operations are
executed in bulk. These query sets are tested with a B-tree index, a hash index, a
sparse index, and a partial index. The default B-tree index addresses all documents.
With the help of a partial index, a true sparse index is generated that addresses only
non-null data. The query set applies different indexes to optional fields for different
percentages of null data.

4.2 Data and Query Set for Type Variability

Ten million documents have an ID, and an optional field with numeric data is gener-
ated for Miss_Num. It is transformed to Miss_Txt, where the numeric data of the
optional field is represented in string format such as ‘123’. InHybrid_Type collec-
tion, a randomset of documents have an optional field value in text format, and the rest
have a numeric optional field. As standard practise, this field is indexed. The query
set of type variability includes InsertMany, CountRange and FindRange
queries.
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4.3 Data and Query Set for Multivalued Attribute

Multivalued attributes, such as sizes, addresses, and colours, are short lists of distinct
values that can be inserted, updated, or deleted and searched for any value from the
list. Multivalued attributes, such as a product’s ratings, are inserted or aggregated.
The experiment generates two types of datasets: (i) amultivalued fieldwith a short list
of distinct values (5, 10, and 20 values), and (ii) a multivalued field with a long list (5,
10, 50, 100, and 300 values) with the possibility of repeated values. The query set for
the first type of dataset includesInsert,Delete, andFindIN operations; and the
second type of dataset include Insert, FindRange, and Aggregagte queries.
An aggregate query applies an aggregate operation to the multivalued attribute val-
ues of a data object. MVA is unsuitable for multivalued attributes with a long list.
Therefore, MVA is tested for datasets having few values. The B-tree index is applied
to the multivalued field(s) at Arr, and MVA.

5 Result Analysis

This section summarises the results of the experiment described in Sect. 4 using a
radar chart, which ranks alternative design choices for schema components. Closer
to the centre is considered a better choice.

5.1 Analysis of Attribute Optionality and Index

Figure3 shows that storage of compressed data on disc and uncompressed data on
cache for Miss is both optimal and optionally proportionate. Figure3a shows that
every null value needs some space but less than any data. Optionality proportionate
storage size is not observed for disc data ofNull andFix, which shows the research
scope of optimising compression algorithms. 0, 999999999, and −999999999 all
belong to the double datatype. As shown in Fig. 3c, picking any of these settings
does not influence the size on the cache, but affects the size on the disc. Figure4a,
b indicate that storage requirement by B-tree index on Miss, Null, and Hybrid
formats are proportional to optionality but less than Hash Index. Despite varying
optionality, the B-tree index on Fix uses the same space. Figure4d shows that
indexing different parts separately needs a little more space than a single index on
the entire dataset. Figure5b, d shows that count queries execute much faster and use
less energy than Find and Insert queries. Miss and Hybrid with a sparse
index are efficient in both energy and performance for Insert and Find queries.
Ranking of count queries are magnified in Fig. 5a, c. Fix with partial index
is ranked high for optimal energy and performance by CountNull. It indicates
comparing null values needs more power than comparing zeros.
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(a) Uncompressed size for

Miss, Hybrid, Null & Fix-0

(b) Compressed size for

Miss, Hybrid, Null & Fix-0

(c) Uncompressed size

for Fix-(0,small,large)

(d) Compressed size for

Fix-(0,small,large)

Fig. 3 Impact of optional attribute representations on storage size

(a) B-tree, Hash

on Miss

(b) B-tree on Miss,

Hybrid, Null & Fix-0

(c) Sparse, Partial &

Full B-tree

(d) B-tree & two

Partial(Null+Non-Null)

Fig. 4 Storage requirement for indexes on optional attribute

(a) EC of Count
queries

(b) EC of all
relevant queries

(c) RT of Count
queries

(d) RT of all
relevant queries

Fig. 5 Impact of optional attribute representations on EC and performance

5.2 Analysis of Incorporating Type Variability

Graphs in Fig. 6 show that text format uses more storage space than numeric type.
Figure7a, b rank alternative type representations for relevant query set. Numeric data
representation is energy-efficient and speedy for all query types. Flexible schema
permits any data type, such as Hybrid_Type, which scans numeric and text index
keys separately. It may require a little more processing power. It may be a reason of
more energy requirement byHybrid_Type for CountRange and InsertMany query
patterns. Document scanning depends on storage size andHybrid_Type needs less
storage space than Miss_Txt. It may be a reason of less energy consumption by
Hybrid_Type in compare to Miss_Txt.
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(a) Uncompressed size (b) Compressed size (c) Index Size

Fig. 6 Impact of type variability on storage size

(a) Performance (b) Energy Consumption

Fig. 7 Impact of type variability on EC and performance

(a) Uncompressed
collection size

(b) Compressed
collection size

(c) Average
Document size

(d) Index on
Multivalued

Fig. 8 Impact of multivalued attribute implementations on storage size

5.3 Analysis of Multivalued Attribute Implementations

Figure8a, b, d illustrated that Arr has optimal storage requirement for entire data
collection as well as index of multivalued attribute, while Fig. 8c shows that DN is
optimal as well as consistent for single document size.

Figure9a, c rank multivalued attribute implementations using average tuple cost
with respect to energy consumption and performance. The ranking of read queries
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(a) EC of all
relevant queries

(b) EC of read
queries

(c) RT of all
relevant queries

(d) RT of read
queries

Fig. 9 Impact of multivalued attribute implementations on EC and RT

is not clearly visible because their EC and RT are much lower than write operations
like Insert and Delete. Figure9b, d rank MVA implementations for read opera-
tions. No implementation of multivalued attribute fits all data access patterns. Arr is
storage-, energy- and performance-efficient for read operations. DN results in perfor-
mance and energy efficiency forwrite operations. Itmaybecause of smaller document
size. A little trade-off observed. SPSVERBc13executes FindIN and FindRange
queries faster but utilises more energy than DN.

5.4 Discusssion

This empirical study found some interesting findings. More storage increases exe-
cution time, which dominates energy. Therefore, storage optimization for data and
indexes is recommended. Miss, Arr, and Miss_Num are storage-efficient imple-
mentations for attribute optionality, multivalued attributes, and numeric data, respec-
tively. A smaller document size like DN is energy-efficient for inserting or processing
a single multivalued attribute. Sparse and partial indexes reduce the storage require-
ment for indexes.

The investigation found index scanning for zero uses less power than null val-
ues. Fix and Arr are energy-efficient for compute intensive operations on optional
attributes and multivalued attributes, respectively.

Power and processing time are prime components of energy consumption. Power
optimization scale is usuallymuch smaller than performance optimization. For exam-
ple, DN uses 8–10% less power, but Arr needs 15–35% less response time for
FindRange. It may be a reason that most researchers focus on performance opti-
mization.

Flexible schema simplify data integration but incur costs. For example, numeric
data representation in numeric and string forms would increase query complexity,
demand separate index scans for number and string data, and increase energy con-
sumption.

No document schema component implementation is efficient for all data access
patterns. On optional attributes, Miss is energy-efficient for FindRange and
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Insert queries, while Fix with partial index is energy-efficient for count queries.
On the multivalued attribute, DN and Arr are efficient for write and read opera-
tions, respectively. Optimization level of each operation helps to select the schema
design for the entire application. For example, if an application has Insert and
CountNull operations on optional attributes, then efficient physical schema design
for Insert will be considered.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This article discusses document store schemadesign alternatives for optional attributes,
multivalued attributes, and type variability. Additionally, it shows how these imple-
mentations, index type choices, and flexible schema affect storage space require-
ments, energy consumption by the document store, and application performance.
This article concludes that no optimal schema design exists that fits all data access
patterns, and flexibility has a cost. The highlighted trade-offs may help develop-
ers select an energy-efficient physical schema design for optionality, multivalued
attributes, and type variability. The impact of choosing a shard key, alternate imple-
mentations of sharding, and alternate schemadesigns for given data interrelationships
may be investigated in future works.
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On Significance of Subword Tokenization
for Low-Resource and Efficient Named
Entity Recognition: A Case Study
in Marathi
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Raviraj Joshi, and Sachin Pande

Abstract Named entity recognition (NER) systems play a vital role in NLP appli-
cations such as machine translation, summarization, and question-answering. These
systems identify named entities, which encompass real-world concepts like loca-
tions, persons, and organizations. Despite extensive research on NER systems for
the English language, they have not received adequate attention in the context of low-
resource languages. In this work, we focus on NER for low-resource language and
present our case study in the context of the Indian language Marathi. The advance-
ment of NLP research revolves around the utilization of pre-trained transformer
models such as BERT for the development of NER models. However, we focus
on improving the performance of shallow models based on CNN and LSTM by
combining the best of both worlds. In the era of transformers, these traditional
deep learning models are still relevant because of their high computational effi-
ciency. We propose a hybrid approach for efficient NER by integrating a BERT-
based subword tokenizer into vanilla CNN/LSTMmodels. We show that this simple
approach of replacing a traditional word-based tokenizer with a BERT-tokenizer
brings the accuracy of vanilla single-layer models closer to that of deep pre-trained
models like BERT. We show the importance of using subword tokenization for
NER and present our study toward building efficient NLP systems. The evalua-
tion is performed on L3Cube-MahaNER dataset using tokenizers from MahaBERT,
MahaGPT, IndicBERT, and mBERT.
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1 Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) plays an very important role in natural language
processing (NLP) by identifying and classifying named entities in text [1, 2]. While
NER has been extensively studied in various languages, there has been limited atten-
tion given to the significance of subword tokenization for NER in low-resource
languages [3]. Marathi, as one of the prominent regional languages, holds great
importance due to its status as a mother tongue for millions of native speakers [4].
Furthermore, Marathi is a morphologically rich language, making it challenging to
build accurate NER systems. The existing state-of-the-art models often come with
high computational costs, rendering them less practical for real-world applications.

The motivation behind this research paper is to bridge the gap between deeper
transformer models with high computation costs and shallow deep learning models
that cannot capture the intricacies and nuances of the Marathi language. The
deeper pre-trained models provide state-of-the-art performance while non-pre-
trained shallow deep learningmodels are computationally efficient but do not achieve
top performance. We aim to address this gap by combining the best of both worlds
to enhance the performance of shallow models based on Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Networks, and BiLSTM.
Through modifications in the tokenization process, we have achieved significant
improvements in accuracy, making the performance of these shallow CNN/LSTM
models comparable to that of state-of-the-art BERT models.

Subword tokenization has emerged as a promising technique in NLP, splitting
words into subword units to capture the morphological structure of a language more
effectively [5–8]. In this paper, we highlight the importance of subword tokeniza-
tion for the NER task in low-resource Marathi language. Moreover, the concept can
be extended to other low-resource, morphologically rich languages. Our research
presents generic approaches to facilitate the development of more accurate and
efficient NER systems for low-resource languages.

Our solution aims to tackle the problem of the low-resource named entity recogni-
tion (NER) by proposing an extremely shallow model with just one layer, achieving
high efficiency without compromising performance. We propose a hybrid solution
to integrate subword tokenization from BERT into our shallow model as depicted
in Fig. 1. This integration allows us to leverage the linguistic coverage of BERT’s
sub-tokenizer while maintaining the efficiency of our shallow architecture. Addi-
tionally, we specifically focus on the Marathi language, which is known for its rich
morphology and is susceptible to out-of-vocabulary (OOV) tokens. We make use
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Fig. 1 Our hybrid approach

of subword tokenizers from monolingual Marathi transformer models like L3Cube-
MahaBERT1 [4], MahaGPT,2 and multilingual BERTmodels like mBERT and Indic
BERT. We show that MahaBERT tokenizer + vanilla CNN works the best on the
L3Cube-MahaNER [3] dataset.

The main contributions of this work are as follows: We present a hybrid approach
for low-resource NER by combining a vanilla single-layer CNN/LSTM model with
BERT-based subword tokenizer. We present a comparative analysis of different
monolingual and multilingual tokenizers for the Marathi language and show that
the MahaBERT tokenizer + CNN model works the best.

2 Related Work

In the early 1990s, the term ‘Named Entity Recognition’ was introduced in the field
of natural language processing (NLP) [9]. Over time, various statistical, machine
learning, and deep learning techniques have been developed for NER [1].

Regarding specific studies, Chopra et al. [10] employed a Hidden Markov model
for NER in the Hindi Language, utilizing 12 tags and achieving 97.14% accuracy. Li
et al. [1] proposed novel CNN and LSTM architectures for NER, working with five
English and one Chinese datasets. Additionally, researchers have demonstrated that
combining deep learning with active learning can enhance the performance of NLP
models. Another notable work by [11] introduced the first open neural NLP model
for German NER tasks.

Evaluation of state-of-the-art machine learning approaches for named entity
recognition on the Semantic Web was conducted by [12]. The Multilayer Perceptron
performed best in terms of f -score, with 0.04% higher recall than Random Forest.
However, poorer results were observed in the entity-based evaluation, where MLP
ranked second to Functional Trees.

Twonovel neural architectures, namelyLSTMs andStackLSTM, have been devel-
oped to improve NER performance across multiple languages, including English.
The LSTM-CRF model outperformed other systems, even those utilizing exter-
nally labeled data such as gazetteers. Similarly, the StackLSTMmodel demonstrated

1 https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-bert-v2.
2 https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-gpt.

https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-bert-v2
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-gpt
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superior performance compared to previous models that lacked external features, as
reported in [13].

Challenges in performingNER in Indian languages using aHiddenMarkovModel
(HMM)were discussed by [14]. The researchers handled a total of seven named entity
tags and achieved accuracies of 86% for Hindi, 76% for Marathi, and 65% for Urdu.
They experimentedwith Conditional RandomFields andMaximumEntropymodels,
altering the feature set to identify the most effective feature set for each model [15].

In [16], the authors investigated three neural network-basedmodels for Indonesian
named entity recognition. The BiLSTM-CNNs + pre-trained word2vec embedding
model exhibited strong performance with an F1-score of 71.37 [17] focused on
NER in Twitter, constructing a new dataset called Tweet-NER7, which contained
annotated entities of seven types across 11,382 tweets. In the analysis, three crucial
temporal factors were taken into account: the deterioration of NER models in the
short term, approaches for adapting a languagemodel across varying timeframes, and
the potential use of self-labeling as a substitute in scenarios where recently labeled
data is scarce.

Lastly, Litake et al. [3] introduced L3Cube-MahaNER, a significant gold Marathi
NER dataset with eight target labels. The dataset was benchmarked on various CNN,
LSTM, and transformer-basedmodels such asMahaBERT, IndicBERT,mBERT, and
XLM-RoBERTa. Similarly, in [18], the authors focus on NER in low-resource Indian
languages likeMarathi andHindi. The study investigates different transformer-based
models, such as base-BERT,AlBERT, andRoBERTa, and assesses their effectiveness
on publicly accessible NER datasets in Hindi and Marathi. The data reveal that the
MahaRoBERTa model obtains greater performance in Marathi NER, whereas the
XLM-RoBERTa model outperforms others in Hindi NER.

3 Dataset Details

3.1 Dataset Introduction

The dataset used in this work is the L3Cube-MahaNER [3], which is the first major
gold standard Marathi NER corpus. Consisting of 25,000 sentences, the dataset is in
Marathi Language. L3Cube-MahaCorpus [4] is used as the base for these sentences
which are monolingual and extracted from news domains.

The dataset has predefined train, test, and validation splits. The training dataset
consists of 21,500 sentence counts along with a 26,502 tag count, the test dataset
consists of 2000 sentences and a 2424 tag count, and the validation dataset consists
of 1500 sentences and 1800 tag count.
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4 Proposed Methodology

4.1 Models Architectures

Deep learning has revolutionizedNLPandbecome the go-to approach formany tasks.
Deep learningmodels are capable of automatically learning complicated patterns and
representations from massive volumes of data, making them particularly successful
for applications such as named entity recognition. Depending on the task and the type
of data being used, deep learning models can have a broad range of architectures.

CNN: The utilization of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models for named
entity recognition (NER) is advantageous due to their ability to extract local
context, handle word order invariance, perform feature composition, enable effective
parameter sharing, and deliver strong performance on local context tasks.

In CNN-based NER models, the input text is typically converted into a sequence
of word embeddings, representing each word in a high-dimensional space. In this
particular model, a single 1D convolutional layer is employed, with the word embed-
dings having a dimension of 300. These embeddings are typically trained as part of
the NER model training procedure. The 1D convolutional layer, which utilizes the
‘relu’ activation function and has 512 filters with a kernel size of 3, receives the
embeddings after that. The output of the Conv1D layer is then fed into a dense layer
that has the same size as the output layer and uses the ‘softmax’ activation function.
As there are eight classes, the model generates eight output labels. The ‘rmsprop’
optimizer is employed in the training process.

LSTM: The utilization of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models for named
entity recognition (NER) is advantageous due to their ability to process sequential
information, comprehend context, handle variable-length sequences, and address the
issue of vanishing gradients.

Similar to the CNN model, the LSTM model also follows a similar architecture.
In this case, the model comprises a single LSTM layer with word embeddings of 300
dimensions. Following this layer, a dense layer with properties resembling those of
the CNN model is present and contains 512 filters.

BiLSTM: The usage of Bidirectional Long Short-TermMemory (BiLSTM) models
for named entity recognition (NER) is advantageous due to their ability to
provide contextual understanding, improve representation learning, handle ambi-
guity robustly, fuse features, and handle out-of-order entities.

BiLSTM’s model architecture is comparable to that of CNNs, with a BiLSTM
layer in place of the single 1D convolutional layer. This particular model uses a 512-
hidden-unit BiLSTM layer and an embedding vector with 300 dimensions. There are
16 batches total.

While the CNN, LSTM, and BiLSTM architectures are typically considered pre-
existing options, our research distinguishes itself primarily through the approach
taken in the tokenization operation.
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Fig. 2 There are three
approaches: the first column
consists of Word Based
Approach for Vanilla Models
[3], the second column
consists of BERT Models
[3], and the third column
consists of our hybrid
approach which additionally
includes the allocation of
labels to the sub-tokens
before training and clubbing
of labels generated by the
models for the sub-tokens to
the root tokens

4.2 Tokenization

Tokenization involves breaking sentences or paragraphs into tokens, which are then
used for model training. Different types of tokenization exist, such as word-based,
subword-based, and character tokenization.Whileword tokenizerswere traditionally
used with CNN/LSTM models, our research employs subword-based tokenizers in
conjunction with these models. The proposed flow is shown in Fig. 2.

Subword-basedTokenizers:Subword tokenization enhancesNERby effectively
handling unfamiliar words, capturing morphological variations, improving general-
ization, and enabling cross-lingual transfer learning. Breaking words into smaller
sub-tokens enables the model to identify and infer from hidden word components.
This detailed approach is particularly beneficial for entities with morphological
alterations, as it captures prefixes, suffixes, and stem variations.

Moreover, it enables generalization across similar terms and facilitates knowl-
edge transfer across languages. Overall, subword tokenization broadens the scope of
NER, accommodates morphological variations, and enhances performance specif-
ically in the Marathi language. The core methodology described in this work is to
integrate subword tokenizers with vanilla CNN/LSTMmodels.We specifically focus
on BERT-based subword tokenizers.

The different types of Marathi subword-based tokenizers based on BERT are as
follows:
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Fig. 3 Tokens generated by various tokenizers

• MahaBERT-Scratch Tokenizer3 [4, 19].
• MahaBERT Tokenizer4 [4, 19].
• mBERT Tokenizer5 [20].
• IndicBERT Tokenizer6 [21].
• Marathi-GPT Tokenizer7 [4].

Eventually, these BERT-based tokenizers were used separately for each model
and the metrics were calculated. A sample sentence split for each model is shown in
Fig. 3.

There were two major requirements encountered during the sub-tokenization
before training and after testing the models:

Requirement before training the model: The root word may be split into multiple
subword tokens. So, the entity label of the root token needs to be passed to its
corresponding subword tokens.

Requirement after testing the model: The labels generated by the model for the
multiple sub-tokens need to be passed to the single root token.

3 https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-bert-scratch.
4 https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-bert-v2.
5 https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-cased.
6 https://huggingface.co/ai4bharat/indic-bert.
7 https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-gpt.

https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-bert-scratch
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-bert-v2
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-cased
https://huggingface.co/ai4bharat/indic-bert
https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-gpt
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5 Results

In this research, we conducted experiments on Marathi, a low-resource language,
using shallow vanilla models such as CNN, LSTM, and BiLSTM. Our goal was
to conduct named entity recognition on the MahaNER dataset. To bridge the
gap between deep pre-trained models like BERT transformers and non-pre-trained
shallow deep learning models, we augmented these low-level models with subword
integration. We employed BERT-based tokenizers including MahaBERT-Scratch,
MahaBERT, mBERT,MuRIL, and indicBERT tokenizers. In this section, we present
the achieved recall, precision, F1-scores, and accuracy (in percentage) after training
the models. We also provide the results obtained using word-based tokenizers from
previous research conducted on the same dataset. The performance of different
tokenizer types is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4. The baseline comparison with
pre-trained MahaBERT model and word-based vanilla CNN model is shown in
Table 2.

Based on the evaluation, we observe that the MahaBERT tokenizer produces
the highest F1-scores among all benchmarked sub-tokenizers and the word-based
tokenizer: 82.1% forCNN, 76.0% forLSTM, and82%forBiLSTM.Wealso consider
the F1-scores of the word-based tokenizer as the baseline, 79.5% for CNN, 74.9% for
LSTM, and 80.4% for BiLSTM. Thus, the sub-tokenizers contribute to a significant
improvement in the F1-score of the single-layer vanilla models. Subword tokeniza-
tion expands the application of NER, accommodates morphological variations, and
enhances performance in the Marathi language. As a result, our hybrid approach
distinguishes itself from the traditional word-based approach and achieves results
comparable to those obtained with BERT models.

6 Limitations

• The application of subword tokenization increases the length of the input
sequence, resulting in longer training times.

• Althoughwehave reduced the difference between vanillamodels andBERT-based
models to half, the scope for further improvements is still possible.

7 Conclusion

In this work, our focus was on performing named entity recognition (NER) in
Marathi, a low-resource language. We addressed the challenge of bridging the
gap between high-level models like BERT transformers and low-level models
such as CNN, LSTM, and BiLSTM. We propose a hybrid approach to integrate
BERT-based subword tokenizers into the vanilla CNN and LSTM models. We
compare different tokenizers frommonolingual models like MahaBERT, MahaGPT,
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Fig. 4 F1-score for all sub-tokenizers

Table 2 F1-scores of CNN
model with word-based
tokenizer, MahaBERT model,
and CNN model with
MahaBERT tokenizer

Tokenizer/model F1-score

CNN + word tokenizer 79.5

MahaBert 86.8

CNN +MahaBert tokenizer 82.1

MahaBERT-Scratch and multilingual models like IndicBERT, mBERT. Among the
differentmodels, theCNNmodel achieved the highest F1-score using theMahaBERT
tokenizer. The increased accuracy and effectiveness of these low-level models can
lead to reduced computation costs for NLP applications where NER serves as a
fundamental operation.
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Analysis and Study of Bug Classification
Quintessence and Techniques
for Forecasting Software Faults

Shallu Juneja, Gurjit Singh Bhathal, and Brahmaleen K. Sidhu

Abstract Developers frequently save past faults in storage to better understand
issues affecting software systems and these flaws can be divided into families. A flaw
may occur at any step of the software coding cycle. The most popular names include
bug, defect, flaw, fault, or error. In this paper, we examined various defect classifi-
cation schemes and techniques for forecasting software faults. We also reviewed the
severity of software bug, as well as the fault-type classification schema along with
software system bugs. The IBM Orthogonal Defect Classification is a popular form
of categorization (ODC). Based on a lot of knowledge about the faults, including
their symptoms and semantics, their root causes, and a host of other factors, ODC
proposes multiple orthogonal classifications of defects. Another method for catego-
rizing defects is the IEEE 1044-2009 Standard. It has six families with severe defects.
The research’s objective is to learn about and investigate the major types of defects.
A thorough grasp of the traits of software defects is necessary to create efficient
models for the detection of software errors and their recovery. In this paper, we have
also focused on various fault forecasting techniques, used datasets, fault percentage,
performance measures, study objectives, and outcomes along with future scope.

Keywords Orthogonal Defect Classification · IEEE 1044-2009 Standard ·
Severity · Software fault

1 Introduction

In order to manage maintenance tasks and maintain bug information, bug reports are
typically processed and tracked with the aid of Programming Tool [1]. After finding
the problems, the classification of software bugs is necessary to comprehend the
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underlying reasons and offer the suitable remediation actions. By assigning the bug to
the developerwho can fix it in the desired amount of time, bug classification primarily
serves to shorten the time needed to fix bugs. Several studies have concentrated on
applying machine learning and other techniques to automate bug classification tasks
in order to solve the bug classification problem.

A number of machine learning-based approaches have been put forth in the litera-
ture to aid developers in categorizing bugs.Debugging is a costly and time-consuming
operation. To effectively recreate, localize, and solve issues, developers must choose
the right tools, techniques, and strategies. These decisions are based on the devel-
opers’ evaluation of the fault category for a specific bug report. Software developers
frequently refer to the emergence of a flaw in a software system as a “software bug”.
So, a mistake that deviates from the software’s standards is referred to as a defect.
Today, users of software systems are encouraged to report any flaws they find using
bug tracking tools like Jira, etc.

The objectives of this study are as follows:

• Conducting an analytic review of existing literature on

• Software defect or fault classification schemes.
• Models and techniques used for forecasting software faults.

The rest of this paper is divided into the following sections:

• Section 2 presents a review of the literature on defect classification schemes—
ODC-baseddefect classification scheme, IEEE-baseddefect classification scheme
alongwith severity of software bug, and types of faults are also explained. Schema
for classifying software faults are also explained. Taxonomy of faults is also
included.

• Section 3 covers techniques for forecasting software faults along with datasets,
performance measures, etc.

• Section 4 provides conclusion of the study.

2 Defect Classification Scheme and Others

2.1 Defect-Type Family IBM-ODC

Orthogonal Defect Classification, a defect classification scheme created by IBM, has
been used to classify defects in a variety of software systems across numerous sectors.
Based on defect types, impact, and a variety of other factors, ODC contains numerous
orthogonal categories (Table 1). ODC is divided into a number of categories, each of
which groups flaws according to a certain criterion. It is suggested to use a variety
of criteria, such as defect types, riggers, impact, targets, defect removal activities,
ages, qualifiers, sources, [2].
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Table 1 Defect-type family IBM-ODC [2–6]

Defect quintessence family
IBM-ODC

Elucidation

Structural Function or class object “As it affects important
functionality, end-user interfaces,
product interfaces, interfaces with
hardware architecture, or global
data structure(s), the issue should
need a formal design change”

Interface or O–O
messages

“Issues with inter-module,
inter-component, inter-device
driver, object, or function
communication”

Relationship in IBM-ODC “Issues with relationships
between objects, data structures
and procedures. These
connections might be conditional”

National Lang. Support “Problems encountered while
implementing product
functionality in languages other
than English…”

Non-code Documentation “The problem is with the textual
descriptions in user guides,
installation manuals, online
support and user messages”

Build/merge package/
(configurations)

“Issues in the library systems,
handling of change, or version
control,” as well as “The
challenges in files containing
settings or parameters”

Control and data flow Algorithm/method “Efficiency or accuracy issues that
have an impact on the work and
can be resolved without seeking a
design change by
(re)implementing an algorithm or
local data structure”

Assignment/initialization “Wrongly or not at all assigned
value(s)”

Checking “Errors caused by inaccurate data
validation in statement of
conditions”

Timing or serialization “The required serialisation of a
shared asset is not performed,
incorrect resource or asset is
serialised or the incorrect
serialisation approach was used”
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2.2 IEEE-Based Defect Classification Scheme

This standard offers a consistent method for classifying software anomalies, regard-
less of their origin or when they are discovered within the life cycle of a project, a
product, or a system. Defect classification is one use for which classification data
can be employed (Table 2). This standard aims to develop a common set of qualities
that support industry approaches for analyzing software defect and failure data as
well as to define a common data that allows diverse people and organizations to
communicate effectively about software anomalies [7].

Table 2 Defect-type family IEEE [3, 7]

Defect quintessence family
IEEE 1044

Elucidation

Logic and data Logic data Flaw in computational method, as detected in
Natural Language specifications or
implementation language, involving decision
logic, branching, sequencing, or other aspects.
Missing an else clause, for instance; incorrect
operation sequencing; improper operand or
operator in the expression lacking the necessary
logic to check for or handle an error condition
(such as a return code, the end of a file, a null
value); input value not inside acceptable range;
system response missing from the sequence
diagram; business rule’s definition in the
specification is ambiguous

A flaw in a model, specification, or
implementation that affects how data is defined,
initialized, mapped, accessed, or used. Examples
include a variable with no initial value or a flag
that is not set. Incorrect column size or data type;
the wrong variable name is used; Validity range is
unclear; the data model’s incorrect relationship
cardinality; incorrect or missing value in the
choose list

Interface Interface A defect in the interface’s design or
implementation

A defect in a model, specification, or
implementation that affects how data is defined,
initialized, mapped, accessed, or used

Description Elucidation “Defect in programme elucidation or in the use
installation or operation of the software”

Syntax Syntax “Deviation from a language’s defined rules…”

Standards
Build-Config-Install

Various
standards

Issues that arise during the building process,
“Issues with configuration parameters or files,” or
“Issues with the installation process”
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Table 3 Severity of software
faults [8] Severity Explanation

Major It is related to majorly loss of a function

Minor It is related to minorly loss of a function

Trivial Cosmetic issues such as mistyped words

Critical Crashes, loss of data, severe memory leak

Blocker Blocks development, testing work

Normal Not specified

Enhancement Enhancing request

2.3 Severity of Software Faults [8]

Reporters can categorize bugs according to their severity using bug tracking systems.
Developers will likely find this information useful because they would not have to
sift through every report to attend to the ones with the highest severity first and the
ones with the lowest severity second (Table 3). The severity function is intended to
be used by developers to prioritize the bugs that need to be fixed first and classify
issues according to their relevance. The priority parameter would also be used by
developers to indicate the sequence in which issues should be fixed [8].

2.4 Major Software Faults

The main causes of software unsuccessful rate are referred to as fault types [9].
Definitions which are standard for ISO/IEC/IEEE 24765 are also included [10]
(Fig. 1).

1. Requirement Faults: These faults includemissing, modified, or incorrect require-
ments.

2. Coding Faults: Logical flaws, erroneous algorithms, missing code, and other
defects in the source code are examples of coding faults.

Types of Faults 

Requirements 
Faults 

Design Faults Coding Faults Data Problems Other Faults 

Integration Faults 

Fig. 1 Types of faults [9, 10]
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Table 4 Fault-type classification schema [11]

Fault type Explanation

Concurrency Improper synchronization as well as erroneous atomicity assumptions

Memory and
resources

Memory and resource management that is inefficient or wrong

Other Bugs that cannot be fixed by modifying the Java code

Semantic Requirements that are inconsistent, programmers’ intentions, and actual
implementations that do not fit into the categories listed above

3. Integration Faults: Faults related to the integration of components, subcompo-
nents, or subsystems are categorized as integration faults.

4. Design Faults: Design flaws are caused by human errors during the system’s
design.

5. Data Faults: Data issues result in a failure in reaction to a certain pattern of data.
6. Other Faults: Other defects are sorts of faults that do not fit into any of the

previous categories, e.g., Simulation Issues.

2.5 Fault-Type Classification Schema

See Table 4.

2.6 A Fault Taxonomy for Component-Based Software

Acomponent-based system ismade up of interconnected parts that interact to provide
the desired behavior as a whole. Testing might be done on a single component, a
group of connected components, or on the entire system (Fig. 2, Table 5).

Fault Taxonomy for Component Based Software 

Syntactic Fault Semantical Fault Non-Functional Faults 
Faulty Faults on the 

Topology 

Other Faults Fault on the 
Infrastructure 

Fig. 2 Fault/error taxonomy for component-based software [12]
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Table 5 Summary of the fault/error taxonomy presented in paper [12]

Main category Sub-categories

Syntactic error Violation of the interface

Semantic error Misunderstood on the behavior, parameters, events, and interaction
protocol

Non-functional error Performances, quality of service

Connectors error Disagreement on the protocol, quality of service

Infrastructure error Underlying services and system

Topology error Includes callback, re-entrance, and recursion

2.7 Characteristics of Bug in Software (Open Source)

See Table 6.

Table 6 Memory bug quintessence and semantic bug quintessence [13]

Set Subset Elucidation

Memory bug Memory leak Unused memory is not released

Uninitialized memory read Read data from memory before it is
initialized

Dangling pointer Pointers continue to preserve freed
memory addresses

NULL pointer dereference Null pointer dereference

Overflow Illegal access outside a buffer border

Double Free One memory region is freed twice

Other Other memory flaws/bugs

Semantic bug Missing features Although not implemented, a feature was
intended to be

Missing cases A situation where a functionality is not
used

Corner cases Some boundary cases are erroneously
seen or disregarded

Wrong control flow The control flow is implemented wrongly

Exception handling Proper exception handling is missing

Processing Processing is incorrect

Typo Typographical errors

Other wrong functionality
implementation

Any further semantic error that does not
adhere to the specifications
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3 Techniques for Forecasting Software Faults

See Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7 Literature survey for forecasting software faults

S. No Paper Algorithm/
technique used

Used fault dataset/
repository

Fault
percentage
(%)

Used
performance
measures

1 2010 [14] Decision tree and
fuzzy rules

PROMISE, NASA 20.49 Accuracy

2 2011 [15] SVM and PNNs PROMISE, NASA 17.66 Accuracy

3 2012 [16] Naïve Bayes, Bayes
Network, and
Nearest Neighbor
(KNN)

Eclipse 2.0 20.76 ROC and AUC

4 2013 [17] Bayesian Network
Classifiers

PROMISE Eclipse
Foundation

10.25 ROC, AUC
H-measure

5 2013 [18] SD and CN2-SD PROMISE, NASA
Turkish
white-goods
manufacturer
Bug Prediction
Dataset

14.41 Positive
predictive value
or precision

6 2014 [19] GA, LR, ANN,
SVM, DT, Cascade
correlation network
GMDH polynomial
network

PROMISE,
Softlab

10.81 Sensitivity
Specificity
Area Under
Curve (AUC)

7 2014 [20] Defect Prediction
using Relational
Association Rules
(DPRAR)

PROMISE 18.44 Classification
accuracy
Probability of
detection
Specificity of
the classifier
Classification
precision
ROC, AUC

8 2015 [21] Adaptive Neuro
Fuzzy Inference
System

PROMISE 17.62 ROC, AUC

9 2017 [22] Fuzzy Rule-Based PROMISE,
NASA, MDP

12.84 Average test
error

(continued)
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Table 7 (continued)

S. No Paper Algorithm/
technique used

Used fault dataset/
repository

Fault
percentage
(%)

Used
performance
measures

10 2018 [23] SSDFC Clustering NASA datasets
Eclipse dataset
PROMISE

11.40 Probability of
detection
F-measure
AUC

11 2019 [24] Fuzzy-filtered
neuro-fuzzy
framework

PROMISE
repository and
software defect
prediction dataset

14.93 Accuracy
Mean absolute
error
Root mean
square error
G-mean
AUC

12 2020 [25] Naive Bayes
Logistic regression
J48 (Decision Tree)
Dagging
Decorate
Grading
MultiBoostAB
RealAdaBoost
Rotation Forest
Ensemble Selection

PROMISE
repository and
software defect
prediction (SDP)
dataset

15.72 Precision/recall
AUC
Specificity
G means

13 2021[26] SVM
DT
LDA
kNN
Whale
Optimization
Algorithm
(Variants)

PROMISE
repository

32.30 AUC
P-values
obtained from
Wilcoxon test
Running time

14 2022 [27] Salp Swarm
Algorithm and
Backpropagation
neural network

PROMISE
repository,
OpenML
repository, NASA

9.62 Confusion
matrix, AUC,
sensitivity,
Accu., ER

15 2022 [28] Bagging
Decision Tree
Multilayer
perceptron
Random tree
Support vector
machine
Naïve Bayes
AdaBoositM1

PROMISE, NASA
BUG repository
Jira repository

23.78 Accuracy, AUC
(ROC)
Root mean
square error
and F-Score

(continued)
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Table 7 (continued)

S. No Paper Algorithm/
technique used

Used fault dataset/
repository

Fault
percentage
(%)

Used
performance
measures

16 2023 [29] Naïve Bayes
SVM
K-STAR
RF
K-nearest
Bagging
Boosting
Random forest
Rotation forest
Convolutional
neural network
Recurrent neural
networks

Eclipse
Foundation, JIRA,
SFP XP-TDD

10.04 Accuracy
Receiver
operating
characteristic
Area Under
Curve
Cohen’s Kappa
metrics
Probability of
detection
Probability of
false
Precision
True-negative
rate
F-measure

4 Conclusion of the Study

In the present work, it was found that defect classification schemes have been
proposed in the industry to help people comprehend flaws better. These defect cate-
gories can provide information about the frequency of various types of problems in
a software system.

To perform fault quintessence for a specific software, a professional may enhance
and customize the information based on the domain of the software and the
technologies employed in its development.
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at
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w
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at
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at
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w
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ra
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ca
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at
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ra
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at
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ra
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at
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at
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at
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re
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is
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d
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at
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ho
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n
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e
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n
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at
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d
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r
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at
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n
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ra
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s
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w
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n
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e
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w
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w
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e
D
T
m
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A
U
C
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r
th
e
m
od
el
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0.
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5
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r
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e
A
R
1
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ta
se
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nd

0.
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8
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r
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e
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R
6
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se
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tiv
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C
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re
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is
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e
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oa
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at
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ra
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at
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at
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w
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re
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e
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tio

n
ru
le
s
by

de
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ri
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ng
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m
er
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at
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n
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m
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ot
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r
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de
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g
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el
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th
e
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R
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w
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l.
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re
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re
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at
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re
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at
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ca
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w
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ra
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ra
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w
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at
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fla
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at
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s
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m
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at
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n
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d
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ra
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d
is
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re
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3]
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at
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at
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at
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at
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at
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at
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is
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at
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ra
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Hybrid Cryptography
and Steganography Method to Provide
Safe Data Transmission in IoT

Atrayee Majumder Ray, Sabyasachi Pramanik, Biplab Das,
and Ashish Khanna

Abstract IoT, the upcoming phase of the information innovation, refers to the condi-
tion inwhichmillions andmillions of people and appliances are associated to improve
the interchange of enormous volumes of data from various regions, necessitating
the resultant requirement for intelligent data aggregation. But along with the many
advantages and uses it offers, the Internet of Things also introduces a fresh diffi-
culty element in the form of several intrinsic inconveniences, particularly security
issues during data transmission phases, which mainly affect data confidentiality and
integrity aspects. A combined technique of insubstantial cryptography and steganog-
raphy (LSB Replacement) approach is employed for data communication between
IoT tool and home server and following integrated technique of cryptography and
steganography (suggested MSB–LSB Replacement approach) for data transmission
stages between home server and IoT device in this paper’s security scheme, which
addresses both the aforementioned issues.

Keywords IoT · Decryption · Steganography ·MSB · LSB

1 Introduction

In general, the term IoT denotes the situations in which network connection and
computation capacity are extended to people, wirelessly recognizable objects,
sensors, sensor embedded-intelligent small devices, and daily objects (not typically
regarded as computers), facilitating these to create, interchange, and use data with
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little to no human interference. Lawful experts choose to see “Things” as an inte-
grated combination of H/W, S/W, data, and services. The Internet of Things assures
to expand “everywhere, anyway, every time” computation to include “whatever,
anybody, and any assistance,” that reflects the emerging tendency of how individ-
uals and companies are probable to integrate network connectivity and the Internet
into their day-to-day existence to benefit from a completely associated “intelligent”
world. The underlying fact that the IoT comprises a vast range of ubiquitous appli-
ances with sensing capabilities while being restricted to the Internet illustrates the
situation that the interactions between items and humans are intricately entwined.
Moreover, according to Huawei Internet Services projection, the number of IoT
devices deployed will quadruple (to 58 billion devices) by 2025. IoT applications
may be found in a variety of industries, including smart health, smart vehicles,
intelligent homes, environmental tracking, precision agriculture, and logistics.

The thorny problem of IoT security is a huge cause of concern from its establish-
ment, denoting IoT insecurity as a top 4 security perils in 2023. Thus, a collective
approach to reliability is required to provide tolerable and efficient answers to IoT
confidentiality [1] concerns for maximizing its many privileges while using IoT in
universal growth.

Considering that IoT device security is not a binary choice between safe and
unsecure which is crucial given the growth of the IoT. Instead, it would be helpful
to think of IoT security as a range of gadgets’ vulnerabilities. IoT shows a diversity
of newer possibilities to attack possible security flaws as we link further items to
the Internet. A major security analysis with IoT devices is the conventional diffi-
culty of security breach caused by the confession of delicate data. If an individual
does not think that his linked appliances, like smart TVs, smart phones, and various
home accessories, and their data, are legitimately protected for causing exploitation
or harm, the ensuing decrease of assurance would make them reluctant to accept
IoT worldwide. The inherent decentralized and diversified quality of IoT objects
combined with weekly protected IoT tools can pose a risk in cyber-attacks like
blocking, eavesdropping, and moderation of private information, where malignant
persons may re-program a gadget or make it to crash one time for getting access to
the coordinated IoT tools ensuing protection violation.

We provide a security model in this work that is based on an integrated tech-
nique of steganography and cryptography approaches for effectively addressing the
problem of data security loss in IoT. Steganography is the practice of hiding sensitive
information by enclosing it with a cover picture to prevent hackers from discovering
the sent data. The study of creating ciphers to encrypt communications and informa-
tion in a manner by which solely approved and designated transmitting parties can
read and understand is known as cryptography, on the other hand. Here, the sensor
devices are called as Internet of Things devices as they are in control of collecting
data from the surroundings in which they are decentralized and transferring it to the
home server.
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The aforementioned secured approach may be separated into two categories listed
below:

1. As we are acquainted of the evidence that IoT devices have inherent H/W limi-
tations like restricted memory, battery power limitations, and lower computing
capacities, the integration of steganography (LSB Replacement method) and a
insubstantial cryptography [2] method (like XOR operation) is suggested in the
data communication step between IoT device and the authentication server.

2. Since there are no resource-related restrictions in the data communication step
between the home server and the cloud, a combined strategy of steganog-
raphy (suggested MSB–LSB Replacement approach) and reliable encryption
techniques like AES and DES is used.

The aforementioned methodology provides improved two-level securities as a
result, solving the problem of data privacy loss in data transmission stages in an
intelligent IoT context. According to the two-layer security pattern described before,
we recommend adopting an integrated strategy that makes use of both cryptography
and steganography [3–5] methods for safe data transmission in smart environments.
The reason for this is because if just encryption schemes are used, then sensitive
information still exists but is only accessible in ciphers, which might encourage
criminals to decrypt it when enough time or processing power is given. Therefore, it
is clear that the use of cryptography cannot hide the presence of private information or
data from prying eyes or attackers. Since the steganographymethod entirely conceals
the data by hiding it in a host picture, it may be added to the Cryptography approach
to improve safe and confidential data transmission in Internet of Things. As a result
of using the steganography system in the suggested security approach, assailants
would be completely unaware that transmitted information is present in the IoT
environment, improving security [6].

2 Related Work

Since IoT sensors are extensively used in a variety of unsafe and susceptible locations,
ensuring the secure transfer of data and information between IoT devices must be
given top attention, and numerous security procedures have been recommended.
The use of cryptography is one such measure. Use of cryptography is advised in
IoT because to the built-in limitations of IoT devices, like their limited refining
power and memory. Since these algorithms need less code and RAM, lightweight
cryptography techniques excel in limited settings where RFID [7] tags, sensors,
and medical gadgets are widely employed. Additionally, if it is used in the IoT,
lightweight cryptographic techniques may improve end-to-end communications and
operations for lower resource devices. The fact that these algorithmsworkwith fewer
encryption rounds and shorter key lengths is amajor cause for worry. In general, there
are two types of lightweight cryptography algorithms: symmetric and asymmetric.
In symmetric encryption, both communication events employ a common key that is
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used for both encryption and decryption. SEA, XOR, AES [8], and other examples
of lightweight symmetric encryption are used in security systems. To guard against
passive attacks like eavesdropping, a lightweight cryptographic protocol dependent
on XOR operation is suggested for RFID tags and readers.

Since wireless communication is most common among IoT devices, computa-
tional intelligence was recommended to produce the Wireless Intrusion Detection
System that provides numerous advantages like better latency, its capacity to learn
preferences, higher computational speed, and better adaptability in changing altering
surroundings. The receiver must preserve a minimal growth in acquired power of
3 dB in order for this approach to work well, which is one of its two major limita-
tions. Another drawback of the aforementioned method is that although the receiver
preserves theminimal rise in acquired power, this frameworkwill be ineffective if the
transmitter’s signal comes at 20 dB from the interceptor’s recipient location. Further-
more, a number of researchers have previously successfully employed steganography
to securely hide data on low-processing-power appliances like embedded systems
and smart phones.

3 The Proposed Scheme

In this paper’s Fig. 1, we assume a situation in which an Internet of Things (IoT)
sensor node collects data from its deployment environment and transmits it to a
server through LAN for data authentication. Following successful authentication,
the data is subsequently sent to WAN (for example, to cloud servers) for storage and
additional calculations as required by the IoT [9] implementation. The key issue here
is the initiation of any cyber assault by malevolent persons, like packet sniffing or
eavesdropping, especially in the LAN connection which compromises of the privacy
of communicated data. For instance, in Fig. 1, the sensor data includes sensitive data
that may be effectively retrieved by an eavesdropping attack, allowing the offender
to identify themselves with the authentication server.

Our suggested plan, which ensures the dependability of communicated sensitive
data/information utilizing IoT device, is shown in Fig. 2.

Below is a detailed explanation of the steps:

Step 1: Toward sensor’s (IoT device’s) location:

(a) Before transferring data straight to the home server, the detected data is
encrypted utilizing a quick encryption method (such the XOR process).

(b) After that, the Message Digest 5 (MD5) method is used to generate the message
digest of the detected data.

(c) Finally, utilizing the steganography approach, the encrypted data and calculated
digest are hidden in a haphazard-chosen cover image, resulting in a stego-image
that is thereby sent to the home server for validation purposes.
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Fig. 1 Current IoT situation

Fig. 2 Proposed IoT security model

The aforementioned steganography technique makes use of the straightforward
LSB replacement technique, which is a fundamental steganography approach. It
involves replacing the LSB [10] of every cover pixel with the message bit. The
straightforward requirement for substitution method is that only replacement takes
place when themessage bit is 1, the similar LSB of the cover pixel where themessage
bit for hiding is 0, or when the message bit is 0, and the similar LSB of the cover
pixel is 1. The LSB of the cover pixel is otherwise unaltered. Therefore, there is a
50% chance that each cover pixel will flip. This system is well-liked not only because
it is extremely straightforward but also because it has two additional benefits, the
first of which is that it has a lower computational cost than conventional typical
cryptographic algorithms and the second of which is that it can transport data safely.
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Step 2: At home or authentication server location:

(a) By utilizing reverse steganography, the home server initially retrieves the
encrypted data version and the embedded message digest.

(b) In order to recover the original sensed data, it next decrypts the encrypted data
version.

(c) Lastly, after calculating the message digest utilizing the MD5 [10] technique,
it compares the freshly calculated digest with the acquired digest; in case a
similarity is found, then data integrity is retained and fruitful validation takes
place; otherwise, data is deleted by it.

Step 3: Similar to the strategy described above in step 1, the same process is
repeated here in the data communication step between the home server and the
clouds by directly substituting the suggested lightweight encryption strategy earlier
with a robust encryption algorithm like AES/DES and the simplest LSB replace-
ment scheme mentioned earlier with the recently suggested MSB–LSB replacement
scheme. Here, the home server serves as a central point of authentication for the
LAN network’s Internet-based data transfer to cloud servers for safe storage and any
additional calculations necessary to meet the demands of the IoT application being
used.

As a result, in a smart IoT environment, we provide a two-level security scheme
which addresses the issue of data privacy and furthermore ensures data integrity
when data is being transmitted moreover between IoT appliances and the server or
within the IoT appliances via Internet connectivity.

4 Proposed MSB–LSB Algorithm

A well-known method called single-bit LSB replacement can only replace a lone
bit of data in every carrier pixel (if the carrier is an image), and there do not exist
any possibility of inserting additional data bits within the cover media. Therefore,
the authors developed an approach that can only embed two data bits and uses MSB
and LSB to replace. Thus, the benefit is that the picture quality is barely reduced
and that it is equivalent to the basic LSB replacement method (level of replacement
is 1). However, the authors may hide up to 2 message bits, while the simple LSB
replacement technique can only hide 1.

A. Terminology:

Cover image pixel’s LSB is L.
The cover image’s pixel’s MSB isM.
The first bit of the message is x-1Bit.
The second bit is x-2Bit.

B. Short forms:
Message: Me.
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C. Hiding Algorithm:

Step 1:

if (M is 0)
then (LSB is 1 and x-Bit-1 is 0)
replace L by x-1Bit
otherwise, if (L is 0 and x-1Bit is 1)
substitute L by x-1Bit
otherwise, if (L is x-1Bit)
keep L// Embed 1 Me bit.

Step 2:

otherwise, if (M is 1 and x-1Bit is 1)
if (L is 1 and x-1Bit is 0)
and if (L is 1 and x-2Bit is 0)
keep the M and substitute the L with the x-2Bit//hide 2 Me bits
else, skip the pixel// No Hiding
Otherwise, if (L is 0 and x-2Bit is 0)
keep both theM and L// Hide two Me bits.
Otherwise, if (L is 0 and x-2Bit is 1) keep the M;
substitute the L to x-2Bit// do not hide

Step 3:

otherwise, if (M is 1 and x-1Bit is 0)
set L to 1 and keep M// No Embedding

D. Retrieving Method:

Step 1: if (M is 0)// Obtain 1 Me bit.
Step 2: otherwise if (M is 1 and L is 0)// Retrieve 2 Me bits
Step 3: Alternately, if (M is 1 and L is 1)// No Recovery

5 Results

Our experiment was carried out using MATLAB R2013a. Following the phases
shown in step 1 of our suggested approach, which is proposed in Sect. 3, the authors
initially encrypted the data utilizing a lightweight encryption technique (XOR oper-
ation), calculated its digest utilizing the MD5 approach, and thereby inserted both
encryptedmessage and digest in a haphazardly chosen cover image using the simplest
Least Significant Bit replacement steganography approach. By first encrypting the
data using the DES standard encryption technique, computing its digest utilizing the
MD5 approach, and thereby embedding both encrypted data and digest in a second
haphazardly chosen cover image utilizing our suggested (MSB–LSB replacement
technique) steganography technique, the authors also have strongly completed all
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the steps (step 3 of the suggested approach shown in Sect. 3). In most situations, our
suggested MSB–LSB replacement technique outperforms its straightforward LSB
replacement equivalent.

In this experiment, the authors took into account a dataset with characters varying
from 1 to 100. Each dataset was divided into 100 different permutations, and the
means of every such dataset were then calculated. One of the dataset’s computed
mean may be quantitatively expressed as,

100∑

j=1

X j ,

where Xj = permutations of the individual datasets.
Below is a description of the operations’ consecutive result:

A. Data transmission operations between an IoT device and a home or authentica-
tion server.

1. Suppose we take the information as IoT data.
2. The encrypted form of the aforementioned data acquired after utilizing an

encryption technique (XOR operation) is: @$ K(yP) (‘ho
3. MD5 message digest calculated for the following data:

CC0B6E56EEECC9E56207B5FB8241.
4. Figure 3 shows the original image and the stego-image (which includes the

encrypted message, digest, and key).

B. Data transmission operations between the cloud servers and the household/
authentication server.

1. Suppose we take the information as IoT data.
2. The encrypted form of the aforementioned data produced after using the

standard encryption technique (DES) is: _ û1 -j—caü$ r qöa.

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3 Utilizing the simplest LSB replacement a the original image and b the stego-image
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Fig. 4 Host image and the stego-image created utilizing the MSB–LSB replacement

3. The message digest calculated by the MD5 method is:
CC0B6E56EEECC9E56207B5FB8241.

4. Figure 4 shows the original picture and the stego-image (which includes the
encrypted message, digest along with the key) after utilizing the suggested
MSB–LSB replacement steganography approach.

C. Comparison of our suggestedMSB–LSB replacement steganography algorithms
and straightforward LSB replacement.

The quantity of pixels required embedding the predefined dataset using both of
the suggested MSB–LSB replacement technique and a simple LSB replacement
technique is shown inFig. 5.Basedon analysis, itmaybe concluded that the suggested
MSB–LSB replacement technique needs significantly fewer pixels to embed in the
vast majority of cases (99%). Figures 6 and 7 make it abundantly clear that the
suggestedMSB–LSB replacement scheme significantly reduces the quantity of pixels
affected after hiding when compared to its basic LSB replacement counterpart.

We can easily draw the conclusion that the suggested MSB–LSB replacement
technique of steganography achieves superior performance than the simple LSB
replacement technique in the majority of cases when looking at both of the earlier
mentioned aspects, i.e., the quantity of pixels needed for hiding and the quantity of
pixels changed after hiding.
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Fig. 5 Required number of pixels for embedding

Fig. 6 Total pixels changed by the simple LSB algorithm
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Fig. 7 Total pixels changed by the suggested MSB–LSB method

6 Conclusion

The IoT has been extensively adopted and utilized to solve few important problems
in connection with worldwide evolution as a result of the tremendous advancements
in the field of WSN and mobile computing technologies. In case the threats and
challenges associated to IoT security may be adequately operated and regulated
sensibly, especially the fundamental details of data privacy and integrity features
when data is actually transmitted from IoT appliances to the servers through Internet,
can the commercialized success of IoT implementations be completely perceived on
a worldwide extent? For solving the data confidentiality concerns for data trans-
mission steps in IoT appliances, we propose two-layer security architecture in this
work depending on a consolidated method of steganography and cryptography tech-
nology. Additionally, we conducted a comparison of the performance of elemen-
tary LSB Replacement and the suggested newer MSB–LSB Replacement steganog-
raphy plans, and the results of the focused experiment showed that, in most cases,
the suggested MSB–LSB Replacement pattern outperformed its traditional LSB
Replacement equivalence.
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Assessing the Efficacy of Different BERT
Variants for Distinguishing Types
of Cyberbullying on Twitter

Ashwin Prajeeth, Binav Gautam, and Garima Chhikara

Abstract BERT is a highly developed language model that has excelled in a wide
range of tasks, including question-answering and language comprehension. It now
outperforms both the performance of older state-of-the-art computer models and
human intelligence. Due to its exceptional capabilities, a large number of businesses,
academic institutions, and divisions of Google are actively developing the BERT
model architecture through supervised training, with the goal of either enhancing
its effectiveness or customizing it for particular tasks by pre-training it with specific
contextual representations. In this paper, we classify the category of cyberbullying
in each tweet posted on Twitter taken into our dataset. Our research aims to test out
different variations of BERT-ALBERT, RoBERTa, and DistilBERT and extrapolate
the efficiency of each model concerning the multi-label classification of tweets.

Keywords NLP · BERT ·Multi-label classification of tweets

1 Introduction

Social media has become ingrained in our lives. The ubiquity of social media has
come about extremely quickly. The technology is based on the Internet, allowing
rapid communication between users worldwide through ideas, thoughts, and infor-
mation through virtual networks and communities. Users can share data from simple
text-based messages to media like photos and videos. Any social media platform can
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be accessed through nodes on the Internet like computers, tablets, smartphones, or
smartwatches.

According to a study [1] on social media usage, there are estimated to be around
4.5 billion daily active users on various social platforms. Out of this, Asia–Pacific
had the most significant social media users, with over 2.4 billion users. This was
followed by North America, with over 370 million users, and Europe, with over 700
million users [2]. According to a report, Facebook continues to be the most widely
used social media platform worldwide, with more than 2.7 billion active users every
month, as of January 2021. The report also highlights other famous platforms like
YouTube (with 2.3 billion users), WhatsApp (with 2 billion users), Instagram (with
1.2 billion users), and TikTok (with 689 million users) [2].

Each platform usually aims to fulfill a specific role, such as LinkedIn being used
predominantly for job hunts and networking, Twitter is used to get updates on various
eventsworldwide, andFacebook and Instagramare being used to share one’s essential
life updates linked to their desired community. Since Twitter is one of the most used
social media apps that allows its users to share information with everyone on the
platform, it served as the perfect model for this research to find important markers
of cyberbullying based on users’ tweets.

Cyberbullying has become one of the most prevalent types of bullying as it allows
users to post degrading comments anonymously. About 59% of American teenagers
have experienced cyberbullying firsthand or have seen it happen on social media [3].
A wide range of age groups is impacted by cyberbullying. Currently, 37% of adult
Internet users have encountered online abuse, and 73% of those incidents occurred
on social media [4]. The most popular places for cyberbullying are social media
websites like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter [5].

Serious repercussions of cyberbullying might include melancholy, anxiety, and
even suicide. According to one research, those who experience cyberbullying are
more than twice as likely to attempt suicide than people who do not [6]. As a result of
cyberbullying, victims may also have scholastic challenges, such as declining grades
or an unwillingness to attend school. Cyberbullying perpetratorsmay potentially face
unpleasant repercussions. They can feel bad about what they did or embarrassed.
Cyberbullying can also result in legal repercussions, such as allegations of harass-
ment or defamation. Cyberbullying may also have an impact on observers. They can
feel bad for not stepping in, or they might start to worry that they will be the next
victim. Bystanders may potentially encounter detrimental emotional outcomes, such
as melancholy or anxiety [7].

In this project, we plan on using a Twitter dataset to use the various BERT trans-
formers tomeasure the efficiency of themodels based on various classification scores.
This paper is divided into the following sections, Sect. 2 talks about related works
in the area of detecting cyberbullying, Sect. 3 talks about the methodology used for
this research, Sect. 4 discusses the results, and Sect. 5 elaborates on concluding the
paper and future scope.
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2 Related Works

Many research articles have been published that use different machine learning algo-
rithms to detect cyberbullying.We found the following insightful. Dadvar and Eckert
[8] used DNN to examine current publications’ conclusions in this area and verified
their conclusions using the same datasets. They expanded the study even further
by using the created approaches on a new dataset. The study demonstrated that the
DNN models were transferable and adaptable to the new dataset. Islam et al. [9]
combined machine learning and natural language processing to create a powerful
method for identifying online bullying and abusive remarks. The accuracy level of
four machine learning algorithms is examined using two different features: Bag-
of-Words (BoW) and term frequency-inverse text frequency (TF-IDF). Islam et al.
[9] discovered that TF-IDF performs more accurately than BoW. SVM surpasses the
othermachine learning algorithms. Ali and Syed [10] draw attention to earlier studies
and suggest a method for identifying sarcasm in cyberbullying. Various ML algo-
rithms likeRandomForest, SVM,NaïveBayes, andLogistic Regressionwere used to
conclude that the SVM classifier outperformed the rest. Giumetti and Kowalski [11]
review studies evaluating the connection between well-being and online harassment
of children and adults through social media. Giumetti and Kowalski [11] also discuss
a number of potential social media predictors of cyberbullying, such as indiscrimi-
nate posting, time spent on social media, and personality factors. Neelakandan et al.
[12] introduce a novel approach for detecting and classifying cyberbullying on social
networks using a feature subset selection technique based on deep learning (DL). The
proposed technique, called BCO-FSS, is designed to select the most effective feature
combination from preprocessed data, leading to significantly improved classification
outcomes. The experimental results demonstrate that the FSSDL-CBDC technique
outperforms other existing state-of-the-art methods in terms of classification accu-
racy.Agrawal andAwekar [13] extensively evaluated the efficacy ofmachine learning
(ML) and deep learning (DL) models in detecting cyberbullying using three different
real-world datasets: Formspring (12 k posts), Twitter (16 k posts), and Wikipedia
(100 k posts). The results indicated that deep neural network (DNN) models with
transfer learning outperformed state-of-the-art approaches for all three datasets. The
researchers also suggested that integrating supplementary data, such as user profiles
and social network details, could potentially enhance the models’ performance even
further, based on the findings. Al-Garadi et al. [14] review cyberbullying prediction
models in detail and highlight the fundamental problems that arise while building
such models in SM. This paper offers details on the general procedure for detecting
cyberbullying, and more significantly, it summarizes the technique. Hani et al. [15]
suggest using supervised machine learning algorithms like Naïve Bayes classifier,
decision tree, and SVM to identify and stop online bullying. Using a cyberbullying
dataset, the examination of the suggested technique reveals that neural networkworks
better and obtains an accuracy of 92.8%, while SVM reaches 90.3. Wang et al. [16]
aimed to evaluate the feasibility of implementing an automated multi-class cyberbul-
lying detection algorithm capable of identifying instances where cyberbullies target
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their victims based on six attributes. The research findings indicated that Dynamic
Query Expansion is an effective approach to address the class imbalance and recom-
mended its utilization in diverse settings, including social media data mining and
natural language processing, to combat cyberbullying. Using a variety of embed-
ding method + classifier model combinations, we perform thorough experiments
to develop fine-grained cyberbullying detection, and the results are comparable to
earlier binary cyberbullying classification research. Lastly, the results demonstrate
that the performance of the proposed Graph Convolutional Network framework
SOSNet, which leverages the natural semantic links between tweets, is on par with
or better than that of conventional classifiers in this area. Reynolds et al. [17] trained
a computer to identify bullying content using the labeled data and machine learning
methods offered by the Weka toolkit. The true positives could be distinguished with
an accuracy of 78.5% by both a C4.5 decision tree learner and an instance-based
learner.

3 Methodology

3.1 Models Used

1. BERT: In this project, a pre-existing deep learning model named Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is utilized. BERT is mainly
used for natural language processing (NLP) applications. Since its inception in
2018 by Google researchers, it has become one of the most used NLP models
[18]. BERT has been pre-trained on a significant quantity of text data by a process
known as masked language modeling. This is done by masking a word in one
of two phrases shown to BERT during training, and it is asked to guess the term
given the context of the second sentence. Contextualized word embeddings are
representations of each word in a phrase that consider the words around it and
are produced by the BERT model quite well. These embeddings are very good
at capturing the meaning of the text because they capture both the syntactic and
semantic links between words in a phrase.

2. ALBERT:An acronym for A Lite BERTwhich was also introduced by Google. It
is considered to be a version that is ofBERT that is computationally less expensive
and faster than BERT. ALBERT maintains its accuracy and performance even
though it computes a lot less parameters than BERT [19].

3. RoBERTa: Facebook (currently known as Meta) introduced a robustly optimized
BERT pre-training approach (RoBERTa) [20]. As a result of optimizations and
design changesmade to themodel architecture and tweaking the hyperparameters
while the model is being trained, pre-training takes less time than training itself.
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4. DistilBERT: Hugging Face and the Google AI Language team created Distil-
BERT, a more compact and quicker version of the original BERT model. It
was created to address the original BERT model’s high computational costs and
storage needswhile still performing verywell on tasks requiring natural language
understanding.

3.2 Dataset

The dataset used in this study [16] consists of over 47,000 tweets that are categorized
as instances of cyberbullying. The dataset has been divided into two classes, each
containing 8000 tweets, to ensure balanced data. It should be noted that the dataset
was originally obtained from a previously published paper [16].

3.3 Data Preprocessing

On describing the data, we can see the counts and the unique counts of each data
type. There are six categories of cyberbullying underwhich the data has been ordered.
These are namely bullying due to young or old age; due to the race one belongs to;
bullying toward males, females or LGBTQ members; against one’s religions and
beliefs; and other cyberbullying not classified under any of these categories (Fig. 1).

First, we shuffle the data, as the data is sorted categorically. After we shuffle the
dataset, we separate it into train and test sets. We follow standard preprocessing
procedures like removal of stop words, multiple spaces, etc. To do this, we use the
Neattext library, which provides all the preprocessing steps as convenient functions.
The various steps that we perform in preprocessing are the removal of:

• Hashtags (#politics, #India etc.).
• User handles (@JohnDoe, etc.) Multiple Spaces.

Fig. 1 Data description
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Fig. 2 Final data post-preprocessing and encoding

• Stop words (a, at, the, etc.).
• URLs (ww.twitter.com, etc.).

After this, we check to ensure that both our test and train splits have received a
balanced set of categories. We then use SciKit-Learn to encode the target variable.
We use Label Encoding, the default encoder, and we do this for both train and the
test sets (Fig. 2). We do this separately to avoid any potential data leakage that may
occur across the two different sets. Since the label encoder also encodes the data by
alphabetical order, we get the cyberbullying labels as:

0. Age.
1. Ethnicity.
2. Gender.
3. Not_cyberbullying.
4. Other_cyberbullying.
5. Religion.

3.4 Tokenization

After performing preprocessing and encoding, we must perform tokenization on the
data. Tokenization helps break down the inputs into smaller units based on the needs
of the transformer. The tokenizers used are specific to each model. In this case, the
various BERT tokenizers use the concept of word piece tokenizer to break words
into sub-words, which helps simplify the meaning of the words for the model. It
also helps generate input ids and attention masks, which the BERT model requires
as inputs.

3.5 Model

In the model architecture used for this, we input the data into the respective trans-
former after the tokenization process. The base model remains the same, while we
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Fig. 3 Model layout

change the transformer as per the BERT variation being used. We use a Global-
MaxPooling layer and an alternating dense and dropout layer. Our output layer is a
sigmoid activation function (Fig. 3).

4 Results

We use the typical metrics used to evaluate classification issues in general. Further-
more, since our task in this research required a multi-class classification rather than
a straightforward binary classification, we used both macro and weighted averaged
precision and recall values and micro and macro averaged F1-scores.

• Accuracy: This term is used to describe the ratio of correct predictions to the
total number of predictions made by the model. Precision is measured as the ratio
of accurate predictions to all accurate predictions, including both accurate and
inaccurate predictions.

• Recall: This is the ratio of correctly predicted positive class labels to all positive
class labels in the test set (including both correctly predicted positive and falsely
predicted negative class labels).

• F1: The F1-score ranges from 0 to 1 and is ideally closer to 1, which is the
harmonic mean of the precision and recall values. The macro-averaged F1-score
is the arithmetic mean of the individual F1-scores for each class. The F1-score is
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Table 1 Classification report of BERT-cased

Precision Recall F1 Support

0 0.98 0.98 0.98 2398

1 0.95 0.97 0.96 2388

2 0.84 0.88 0.86 2384

3 0.68 0.46 0.55 2381

4 0.62 0.71 0.66 2347

5 0.87 0.99 0.93 2399

Accuracy 0.83 14,297

Macro avg. 0.83 0.83 0.82 14,297

Weighted avg. 0.83 0.83 0.82 14,297

Fig. 4 Predictions from BERT-cased

averaged using this method with equal consideration given to each label class. For
all classes, the micro-averaged F1-score is calculated globally. The true positives,
false negatives, and false positives from all the different classes are added together
to achieve this.

4.1 BERT-Cased

On assessing the scores, themodel has attained, we can see that it performs fairlywell
on the three specified categories of cyberbullying, i.e., age, ethnicity, and religion
(Table 1). Themodel performswell in the category of other_cyberbullying but poorly
in not_cyberbullying. Overall, the macro averages of precision, recall, and F1-scores
are good (Fig. 4).

BERT returns the predictions in the form of probabilities, so we can see that for
this specific instance, the highest probability falls into class 1, indicating that the
tweet is cyberbullying based on the user’s age.

4.2 BERT-Uncased

BERT-uncased has performed the second-best overall, giving the highest scores for
the three named categories (Table 2). For the other two categories, it has performed
more or less similar to BERT-cased. BERT-uncased generally works better than
BERT-cased for most text-based information tasks, due to the removal of case
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Table 2 Classification report of BERT-uncased

Precision Recall F1 Support

0 0.97 0.98 0.97 2398

1 0.97 0.98 0.98 2388

2 0.86 0.88 0.87 2384

3 0.64 0.54 0.59 2381

4 0.64 0.67 0.65 2347

5 0.93 0.98 0.96 2399

Accuracy 0.84 14,297

Macro avg. 0.83 0.84 0.84 14,297

Weighted avg. 0.84 0.84 0.84 14,297

sensitivity as well as removal of accent markers which makes it simpler for the
model.

4.3 Albert

ALBERT had performed the lowest out of all the other variants. The model performs
well in the named categories of cyberbullying but poorly on other_cyberbullying and
not_cyberbullying. Thismainly comes down to the fact that ALBERT is a poormodel
for detecting ambiguous language predominantly used in social media (Table 3). It
becomes difficult for a model to decipher that the text written in context may not
represent the meaning of that text. Overall, ALBERT exhibited the poorest accuracy
scores as well. This proves that it is not a good model for classification, especially
from a resource like the Internet, where the language used is inherently ambiguous.

Table 3 Classification report of ALBERT

Precision Recall F1 Support

0 0.97 0.98 0.98 2398

1 0.91 0.98 0.95 2388

2 0.91 0.79 0.84 2384

3 0.60 0.49 0.54 2381

4 0.58 0.65 0.61 2347

5 0.88 0.98 0.93 2399

Accuracy 0.81 14,297

Macro avg. 0.81 0.81 0.81 14,297

Weighted avg. 0.81 0.81 0.81 14,297
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Table 4 Classification report of RoBERTa

Precision Recall F1 Support

0 0.98 0.98 0.98 2398

1 0.95 0.98 0.97 2388

2 0.85 0.88 0.87 2384

3 0.71 0.51 0.60 2381

4 0.63 0.76 0.69 2347

5 0.95 0.97 0.96 2399

Accuracy 0.85 14,297

Macro avg. 0.85 0.85 0.84 14,297

Weighted avg. 0.85 0.85 0.84 14,297

4.4 RoBERTa

According to Table 4, RoBERTa performs significantly similarly to BERT-uncased.
However, the model is more precise and accurate, gaining more precision and accu-
racy scores in the three categories of cyberbullying—age, ethnicity, and religion.
However, the model is slightly dissimilar to BERT-uncased as it performs well in
the category of not_cyberbullying but poorly in other_cyberbullying as opposed to
BERT-uncased, which performed better in other_cyberbullying and poor in not_
cyberbullying. This shows that RoBERTa is a more robust model for detecting
ambiguous text like irony, sarcasm, etc. Overall, the macro averages of preci-
sion, recall, and F1-scores are good, which indicates that our model has performed
satisfactorily in this task.

4.5 DistilBERT

DistilBERT performs almost similarly to the other models as well (Table 5). Though
it has fewer parameters than all other models, it still manages to give an equally good
performance in less time.

On assessing the scores, the models have attained, and we can see that
RoBERTa has achieved the highest validation-balanced accuracy. DistilBERT has
also performed with high accuracy and F1-score. Between the cased and uncased
models, we can see that the uncased model has outperformed the cased model by
a small margin, though nothing too significant. This difference would be more
pronounced in larger bodies of texts. ALBERT had performed the lowest out of
all the other variants. The model performs well in the named categories of cyber-
bullying, but poorly on other_cyberbullying and not_cyberbullying. This is because
people may mean something else when they are typing out the tweet, and the model
may be unable to pick this up from the overall context of the tweet. This is due to
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Table 5 Classification report of DistilBERT

Precision Recall F1 Support

0 0.95 0.98 0.97 2398

1 0.94 0.98 0.96 2388

2 0.90 0.84 0.87 2384

3 0.66 0.52 0.58 2381

4 0.62 0.71 0.66 2347

5 0.94 0.97 0.96 2399

Accuracy 0.84 14,297

Macro avg. 0.83 0.84 0.83 14,297

Weighted avg. 0.84 0.84 0.83 14,297

Table 6 Classification report of the model

Accuracy Precision Recall F1

BERT-cased 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.82

Bert-uncased 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.84

ALBERT 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81

RoBERTa 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.84

DistilBERT 0.84 0.83 0.84 0.83

the kind of language used nowadays in social media and the frequent use of irony,
sarcasm, etc. In Table 6, we have a comparison of how the four models perform in
the four performance metrics.

5 Conclusion

The classification task seems to work fairly well for shorter bodies of text. Good
F1-scores and accuracy measures were achieved across the board, even without
much fine-tuning. To extend this work, we could consider fine-tuning each of the
models, and this would lead to a more significant difference in their results. Future
applications of transformer-based pre-trained BERT variants for the categorization
of various forms of cyberbullying could involve the optimization of current models,
the incorporation of domain-specific data, the use of a multimodal approach, the
handling of imbalanced datasets, and a focus on interpretability. Another task would
be to consider a dataset consisting of larger bodies of text and try to classify them.
This would highlight the working of the various BERT transformers to a higher
degree, giving a larger variation in the results and scores.
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Design and Development of Evolutionary
Algorithms for MPPT in a Solar PV
System

Anurag Singh, Anirudh Saxena, and Anshika

Abstract This research study describes the need of harnessing solar energy and
reaching the Maximum Power Point (MPP) to optimize the performance of PV
Systems.MaximumPower Point is a unique point of operation, defined by a specified
voltage and current values, at which maximum power is supplied by the system. This
work analyses the efficiency of particle swarm optimization algorithm to reachMPP.
The power extracted from the system has been recorded at variable irradiances to
study the impact of changing weather conditions. To validate the performance of
PSO, the results of this technique are compared with the results of conventional
techniques of P&O and INC. The observations affirms that PSO tracks maximum
power among all the discussed algorithms.

Keywords Incremental conductance algorithm ·Maximum power point tracking ·
Particle swarm optimization · PV system

1 Introduction

With the advent of industrialization and urbanization, the demand for energy to power
new technologies and machines increased significantly. Earlier, a major portion of
energy requirements was met by the combustion of fossil fuels like coal, gas, and
oil. These sources of energy are not only depleting rapidly but also causing great
harm to the ecology of this planet by emitting hazardous greenhouse gases on their
utilization. This urged the civilization to move towards renewable sources of energy,
which are sustainable, environmental-friendly, and abetter alternative to conventional
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fossil fuels. Solar energy is a sustainable and eco-friendly energy source that is
gaining popularity as the globe attempts to lessen its dependency on fossil fuels and
tackle climate change. Photovoltaic (PV) cells,which convert sunlight into electricity,
are used to harvest solar energy. Solar energy may greatly reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and air pollution since it emits no hazardous by-products or pollutants. The
detection of point of maximum power. Power will have a crucial and irreplaceable
role in proliferating a global shift towards renewable sources energy. It increases
the efficiency of SPV system and reduces the cost of electricity generation, enabling
more and more nations to invest in this technology. Moreover, its integration with
energy systems will help in storage of excess solar energy in the batteries during the
day and its further utilization during low production times.

Numerous investigations, explorations, and scientific investments have been
conducted for enhancing the energy output of a PV system. For efficient power
generation, many MPPT algorithms have been devised and compared. According
to research conducted by Larasati [1], a comparison was made between PSO and
P&O algorithms using authentic weather data obtained from Taiwan’s meteoro-
logical bureau. The study concluded that PSO algorithm outperformed P&O algo-
rithm in producing the maximum power output in varying conditions. Bouderres
[2] performed a study using MATLAB/Simulink to evaluate the power generated
by PSO and INC algorithms when the partial shading conditions are applied to the
system.Mohamed [3] conducted a study in which a performance comparison of stan-
dard approaches P&O and INC for PV systems was carried out. Some researchers,
including Merchaou et al. [4], proposed modifying the existing PSO technique by
decreasing the inertia weight non-linearly, which was also evaluated under partial
shading situations. In order to improve the system tracking time, Mirhassani [5],
suggested a modification to the traditional PSO approach by incorporating a vari-
able sampling time strategy. They tested the performance of this technique using
MATLAB simulations and also implemented it on a real boost converter by using a
digital signal controller. Chen [6] developed a model for a three-phase photovoltaic
grid-connected system and used an enhanced PSO algorithm with improved param-
eter coordination to address the algorithm’s limitation of falling in local maxima.
Figueiredo [7], modelled a hybrid of PSO and P&O techniques employed in PV
system that undergoes partial shading conditions as well. Amri [8] developed a
hybrid of INC and PSO techniques, the algorithm implemented the INC technique
during the initial tracking phase and then switched to the PSO technique for the
final phase. The algorithm’s performance was validated by simulating it in Xilinx
software.

In this research paper, we discussed the PSO MPPT algorithms for stand-alone
PVS with changing solar irradiation and simulated them using MATLAB/Simulink.
Under the same conditions, our approach was compared against conventional
algorithms such as P&O and INC for validation.
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2 Photovoltaic System

ThePVarray in a photovoltaic (PV) system is normallymade up ofmanyPVmodules
that are linked in series and or parallel to obtain the optimal voltage and current levels
[9, 10]. To implement MPPT in a PV system, a basic conceptual diagram is shown
(in Fig. 1) to illustrate the process. The diagram commonly illustrates a DC–DC
converter, a PV module, and an MPPT controller. The PV module produces voltage
and current, which are sent into the DC–DC converter.

2.1 Photovoltaic Cell

A PV cell refers to a semiconductor device that transforms sunlight into electrical
energy. It can bemodelled as an ideal current source connected parallel to a diode [9].
The ideal source of current represents the current created by the PV cell in response
to incoming light (in Fig. 2).

Current I is proportional to the incident power and can be mathematically
presented by the following expression:

I = Il − ID − Ish (1)

Fig. 1 Block diagram for
MPPT implementation in
SPV system [9]

PV Array
DC-DC

converter Load

MPPT
controller

IPV

VPV

Fig. 2 Electrical circuit
diagram of PV cell [9]
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Id = Io · e
(
V+ IRs

nVT

)
− 1 (2)

where V depicts resultant voltage, the current at output end is depicted as I, Io depicts
the saturation current, T depicts the cell temperature.

2.2 Photovoltaic Panel

Several photovoltaic cells are linked to formmodules, which are then linked together
to make a PV panel which is also known as a solar panel as shown (in Fig. 3) [9].

Simulink model incorporates the utilization of SunPower SPR-305 WHT-U PV
module. The array is designed with a parallel string of 6 modules that are connected
in series to attain the desired terminal voltage. A 244.62 W array was employed to
build the PV system. Table 1 presents the PV array’s electrical parameters under STC
conditions.

Fig. 3 Photovoltaic panel [9]

Table 1 The electrical specifications related to photovoltaic modules (SunPower SPR-305 WHT-
U)

Parameter Value

Max. power (Pmax) 245 W

Short circuit current (Isc) 8.6 A

Open circuit voltage (Voc) 37.29 V

Max. current at (Pmax) 8.1 A

Voltage at (Pmax) 30.2 V

The number of modules Linked in a series for each string 6

Overall parallel string count 1

STC condition 1000 W/m2 irradiance at 25 °C
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2.3 Boost Converter

The boost converter is a DC–DC converter used to boost the voltage at the output.
It stores energy in an inductor and then releases it at a greater voltage to the output.
Overall, it is a reliable, flexible, and efficient choice for increasing the voltage of a
DC power source.

3 Maximum Power Point Tracking

TheMPPT algorithm regulates the voltage and current at the output end to guarantee
that it operates at itsMPPunder various atmospheric circumstances such as variations
in solar irradiation and temperature. The MPPT allows the PV system to function at
peak efficiency by tracking the MPP to generate the maximum power under a given
set of environmental circumstances by controlling the duty cycle (α) automatically
to the required value to maximize the output power [9].

4 Perturb and Observe Algorithm

The Perturb and Observe method is utilized because its straightforward implemen-
tation. It relies on the correlation between the PO/P and VO/P of the PV module. The
MPP can be attained by automatically controlling the duty cycle.

The operational point lies at left hand side of the MPP when a +ve voltage rise
(V pv) results in higher power (Ppv). If power drops, the operational point lies at
right hand side of the MPP [9]. By analysing the effect of altering the voltage, we
can determine the functioning operation with respect to the MPP and achieve Pmax

by adjusting the IO/P of the PV module to an appropriate value. Flowchart of this
algorithm is illustrated (in Fig. 4).

5 Incremental Conductance Algorithm

The incremental conductance technique is orchestrated on the rate at which the
conductance changes of PV array w.r.t PV array voltage. It uses the instantaneous
value of voltage and current of the PV array to determine the conductance and then
compares it with the previous conductance value to determine the direction of the
voltage change required to track the PMP [9]. The flowchart depicting this technique
is illustrated (in Fig. 5).

dP

dV
= d(V · I )

dV
= I + dI

dV
(3)
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Fig. 4 Flowchart of P&O [9]
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Fig. 5 Flowchart of incremental conductance method [9]

6 Particle Swarm Optimization

In order to solve computationally challenging optimization problems, the particle
swarm optimization (PSO) method uses evolutionary and resilient stochastic princi-
ples inspired by nature. In 1995 James Kennedy and Russ Eberhart developed this
technique [11].

PSO technique is based on the movement and reasoning of swarms. Each particle
adjusts its position during a PSO iteration based on its prior experiences as well as
the experiences of its surrounding particles. Following that, the particle moves at a
speed that is determined by both its best position Pb and the best position of its group
Gb [11, 12].

vkn signifies the velocity of the nth particles at the kth iteration, then the Eqs. (5
and 6) below will, respectively, give the new velocity and position at the (k + 1)th
iteration.

vk+1
n = w · vkn + c1 · rand1

(
Pb − xkn

) + c2 · rand2
(
Gb − xkn

)
(5)

xk+1
n = xkn + vk+1

n (6)
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where [13] w is interia weight, Pb is self best position,
Gb is Global best position, k is iteration count, xn is current loaction of particle n,
rand1, rand2 are randomnumbers, vn is current elocity of particle,
c1 is cognitive coefficient, c2 is social coeffiecient.

The equation can be expressed as follows if the position of the particle is viewed
of as the duty cycle itself and the velocity as any disturbance or change within that
cycle. [11]

Dk+1
n = Dk

n + vk+1
n (7)

The process of utilizing particle swarm optimization to achieve maximum power
is illustrated in the flow chart depicted (in Fig. 6).

Start

Initialize swarm with  
velocity vectors and 

random position 

n =1

Determine each 
particle (n) fitness

Better local 
fitness value?

Better global 
fitness value?

All particle 
evaluated? 
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particle position
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condiiton

End

Update P b

Update G b

Next paricle
n=n+1

Next iteration
k= k+1

NO

NO

YES   

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

Fig. 6 Flowchart of PSO algorithm [11]
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7 Simulation and Results

Within this header, the focus is on presenting simulation results of PSO to obtain
maximum power for photovoltaic (PV) systems that are subject to varying irradiation
levels at a fixed temperature of 25 °C. The system’s simulation has been carried out
considering variable solar radiation levels, ranging from 600 to 1000 W/m2 with
increments of 200 W/m2. The results are verified by comparing them under similar
conditions with both the INC and the P&O.

7.1 A Simulation Modelling and Result Analysis of PSO,
INC, and P&O MPPT Algorithm with Varying Solar
Irradiation

MATLAB Simulink model of all three discussed algorithm PSO, INC, and P&O are
shown (in Figs. 7, 8, and 9), respectively.

The performance of PV systems using three different MPPT techniques (PSO,
INC, and P&O) was evaluated under varying irradiation levels (1000, 800, and
600) W/m2 at 25 °C temperature. Figure 10 demonstrate variation in output power
when the level of irradiation is changed at various levels.

Table 2 presents an analysis of the outcomes obtained by tracking power for all
three techniques, as shown in the Fig. 10.

According to the data in Table 2 and power curves for various techniques, it’s clear
that PSO produces the most significant output power, with an average of approxi-
mately 1.42 kW in STC conditions, and consistently achieves the maximum power
output in other conditions. On the other hand, INC produces an output of 1.40 kW,
and P&O only 1.36 kW, comparatively lower than PSO.

Fig. 7 System modelling with PSO method in Simulink
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Fig. 8 System modelling with INC method in Simulink

Fig. 9 System modelling with P&O method in Simulink

Furthermore, the study revealed that both INC and PSO performed well under
varying irradiation conditions, but PSO exhibitedmore effective performance param-
eters than INC. PSO settled in less time and had a higher tracking speed, which
made it more efficient in varying atmospheric conditions. On the other hand, P&O’s
performance was suboptimal due to its continuous duty cycle adjustment, leading to
oscillations around MPP.

Although PSO techniques show promise in achieving MPPT in PV systems, it is
important to consider their limitations as well. It converges to local maxima under
partial shading conditions, which leads to low system efficiency. The computational
resources required for PSO can be substantial, making it difficult to implement in
real-time systems. The algorithm’s performance is highly dependent on the selection
of its parameters, which can be challenging to optimize. PSOmay take time to adjust,
it may not be the most suitable option for rapidly changing systems. Therefore, it is
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 10 PV array maximum output power for variable irradiation with (i) PSO (ii) INC (iii) P&O
algorithm
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Table 2 Comparison table of obtained power

Techniques Particle swarm
optimization (kW)

Incremental conductance
(kW)

Perturb and observe (kW)

Irradiance (W/m2)

1000 1.428 1.406 1.337

800 0.991 0.909 0.856

600 0.563 0.513 0.481

important to take these limitations into account and explore further modifications to
enhance the system’s performance.

8 Conclusion

This research paper presents a comparative analysis of three distinct MPPT tech-
niques—INC, P&O, and PSO algorithms—applied to photovoltaic systems through
experimental investigation under varying irradiance. The P&O method is highly
sensitive to initial conditions and tends to oscillate around the optimal value. The
algorithm incremental conductance reacts faster than P&O, seems to be an improve-
ment over the algorithm P&O, despite the complexity of the algorithm, it is able to
handle sudden weather changes more effectively. Out of all these algorithms, incre-
mental conductance and P&Oare commonly employed, but particle swarmoptimiza-
tion method has outperformed other methods in terms of performance, accuracy, and
tracking speed with inexpensive microcontroller.
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A Blockchain-Based Custom Clearance
Solution for International Trade Using
IPFS and Non-fungible Tokens

Mansimran Rehal, Rohit Ahuja , Divya Gandhi, and Ayush Sharma

Abstract Imports and exports of a nation heavily impact its GDP, interest rates,
exchange rate, and inflation rate. With the ongoing transition from traditional to
digital methods, the procedure of importing-exporting goods also witnessed a trend
in the paper-based traditional approach where the custom department’s officers ver-
ify all of the paperwork in accordance with national customs law before approving
imports and exports. However, this approach is extremely time-consuming and has
a higher risk of manipulation/tampering with the documents to make illegal imports
and exports happen. To digitalize the previous approach, the development of sys-
tems with centralized servers came into existence which could connect the exports
and imports and thus, reduce the time factor in communication but increase the
risk of data(documents) getting mutated or lost (in case of server crash). With the
evolution of blockchain technology, an efficient alternative to providing solutions
for the above-mentioned drawbacks in import–export exists. Security, encryption,
and transactions amongst individuals (such as exporters, importers, banks, customs
offices) that cannot be changed are all provided by blockchain technology. This paper
presents a blockchain-based solution for automating Customs Clearance between
trading countries by employing non-fungible tokens (NFTs) for Certificate of Ori-
gin (COO) and Letter of Credit (LCs) and communicating agreement files on the
blockchain network using Inter Planetary File System (IPFS).
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1 Introduction

A number of interested parties, including banks, logistics firms, companies that
support international trade, and government agencies, participate in sophisticated
mechanisms used in export–import transactions, making transaction costs high and
the delivery process slow from the manufacturer to the customer [1, 2]. In the pro-
cess, there can be some human errors as documents are issued physically, where
the original documents can be tempered, and also because of being unaware of per-
missions to use those certificates, some certificates can be used illegally [3]. Some
digitization has been done to reduce manual work, but the system is centralized,
which leads to an increase in workload on the system, crashing the system [4, 5].
Here the blockchain comes into play, which will reduce problems such as lowering
transaction costs, and delivery time, and keeping track of orders without altering the
data in the documents. The decentralized applications (DApps) can be operated on
the blockchain network [6, 7]. Blockchain is the system where we can store all our
documents regarding shipping events between parties in an electronically distributed
and immutable ledger that can detect any discrepancy if changes are made to the
documents [8–10]. In the customs clearance of goods, blockchain is used for mes-
sage exchange. All agencies must participate in the blockchain network as nodes in
order for the customs authority to use blockchain. To make any export, the exporter
has to file for a Certificate of Origin (COO), for which a commercial invoice and
bill of lading are to be submitted [11]. When any import is made into the country,
the importer must submit an import declaration to the customs authority. Customs
officers evaluate the risk associated with imported items and determine the corre-
sponding customs taxes [12]. Documents like original invoices from the exporter
or importer, import/export permission from other government agencies, lab reports,
licenses from foreign trade departments, bonds, country of origin certificates, duty
payment receipts, and so onmust be physically verified as part of the goods clearance
process [13]. Therefore, this article aims to design an Ethereum smart contract based
on the blockchain among cooperating agencies to automate the cross-validation of
documents. The COO is to be minted as an non-fungible tokens (NFT). Ethereum
is a blockchain platform that is open-sourced for creating DApps, which are lines
of code known as smart contracts that specify how value should be handled [12,
14]. In order to stop denial-of-service attacks and encourage the use of effective
smart contracts, Ethereum charges a fee for each transaction. The Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM), which is independent of hardware and environment, is used to run
the contract code. Following validation, every operation is carried out in an EVM
full node before being appended to a block in the chain.
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2 Literature Review

In [11] A COO management framework and smart contract are proposed where an
application will produce a certificate ID. Transactions are written in blocks. The
application fetches data from the blockchain, digitally authenticates and signs it, and
sends the data back to the blockchain as a transaction. The sender sends the data from
the ledger and uses it for its purpose. IPFS hashes are valid for all countrieswhichwill
gain access to the same agreement assigned to them. They decided that their solution
would help importers and exporters send certificates safely and quickly, and would
prevent the use of government funds by creating fake COO. In [12] they discussed
the possibilities and thoughts on how blockchain could be used in many businesses,
especially regarding customs, including the interests of traders, financial companies,
and insurance companies. Discuss ongoing initiatives on cross-border trade and the
use of blockchain. For example, a seller (exporter) and a buyer (importer) agree on
international trade. It will be possible for both parties to achieve their goals thanks to
self-service smart contracts, which should be considered in the works related to the
use of blockchain. Using the information distributed, they will also be allowed to see
the same information about the status of the shipment; so it will be easier for them
to contact the union directly and quickly when a shipping problem occurs (even if
there is no mutual trust). They conclude that the power of blockchain will increase
the “traceability" and “connectivity" of connected devices, and customs can gain a
broader and clearer view of the global economy using distributed information. In [2]
they discussed various past studies (some notable researchers Mougayar, Nakamoto,
Okazaki, Clark, and Burstall, etc.) and how they used technology to provide a sup-
ply chain and customs environment to achieve the goals and principles of SAFE
standards. According to their content, thanks to the features of the blockchain, gov-
ernments, customs, and enterprises can improve the accuracy and predictability of
global supply, strengthen customs/trade cooperation, and overcome challenges and
opportunities for products. They concluded that features will enhance cooperation
between customs authorities and other government agencies related to international
trade and security, for example, through a single window. Finally, it will be easier for
all participants in international trade to contribute to the supply of nonconforming
goods through a secure international trade chain. In [8] they discussed how we can
use smart contracts to automate the import–export declaration by aggregating infor-
mation from different places with much accuracy and efficiency, this will digitalize
and automate transactions and reduce fraud. A study says the customs authority in the
Netherlands processes over 160 million statements every year which are projected to
increase to 500 million in upcoming years, manually cross-checking each statement
is not possible. The smart contract reduces cross-validation that is done manually. In
2008Nakamoto introduced blockchain technology that made both parties who do not
completely trust one another exchange information without communicating details
without keeping transaction records in central records. To examine the authenticity of
the statement filed by the importer (Freight Forwarder that often acts as an importer)
approach of cross-checking the import statement with other documents like commer-
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cial invoices or a Bill of Lading is used. A customs authority recognize something
suspicious in the filed declaration it can appeal other documents that are used for
collecting other information like commercial invoice requested from the exporter.
Both documents are differentiated to decide if the values are the same or not. If all
data is not there can be possible fraud by undervaluation in the invoice. Data points
to cargo via ID to authorize grouping of data to make import declaration of a ship-
ment. The customs authority must sign the declaration to file an import declaration
and every transaction also needs a signature from the customs authority to confirm
the transaction. Ledger stored data is used in the smart contract. In [9], blockchain
technology in international trade will reduce costs and provides more security and
transparency in communication and trading platforms. Customs clearance will be
easy due to blockchain technology. In export–import, transactions for foreign trade
are high-valued and occur among manufacturing, trading, and service companies in
the legal framework that involves packing goods, loading into the container, customs
clearance, main transport, and unloading of goods. Any discrepancy cause additional
charges and the image of the company. In the EU, the letter of credit is rarely uti-
lized, because a huge amount of time is consumed to manage the payment, due to the
verification by the bank. There is an important role of documents in export–import
through which the shift of rights over goods is carried out, on the one hand, and the
payment of their counter value, on the other hand.

3 Existing Scheme

Fig. 1 demonstrates the existing system followed for customs clearance.

Step 1: Filing Certificate of Origin (COO): The COO is issued by the Ministry
of Goods, to obtain it, the exporter has to present the commercial invoice and the
Bill of Lading.
Step 2: Goods are allowed to be exported from the source country: After all
document verification, the goods are allowed for export by customs departments
on the exporter side.
Step 3: Document verification, calculation of import duties at the destination
country: The customs department on the importer side does all the document
verification, and calculations of all import duties and taxes.
Step 4: Importer files for LC: The Importer’s bank drafts the Letter of Credit
(LC) when the importer submits import bills and proof of delivered goods.
Step 5: Declaration by the importer bank to the exporter bank for payment:
The Letter of Credit is reviewed and approved by the exporter’s bank before being
forwarded to the exporter.
Step 6: Final payment to the exporter: The final payment is made to the exporter
by the exporter’s bank.
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Fig. 1 Demonstration of the traditional customs clearance process
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3.1 Deficiencies of the Existing Scheme

• Opaque process: The importer cannot track the order, and other entities too can
not track the process in real time.

• Manipulation of data: In the current scenario, the customs department is all paper-
work, and the documents can be manipulated and misused.

• Prone to human errors: Due to paperwork there can be errors during entering some
data, which can cause huge losses.

4 Proposed Framework

The Government of India created the Indian Customs Electronic Data Interchange
System (ICES) which helps to file import and export bills, which is a central platform
that interacts with multiple parties like banks, ports, and shipping lines to export
items. As the blockchain system is used so the process becomes decentralized to
prevent fraud and communication delays during the transmission and information
can be viewed on all the nodes. All parties involved are used as nodes in the network
and a smart contract is created among all nodes and Proof-of-Work (PoW) is needed
to commit the block in the network. The smart contracts are written on the Ethereum
platform. The transaction fee for computations is deducted called Gas. We are aware
that the content of the document within the smart contract is stored using the peer-to-
peer (P2P) file system known as Inter Planetary File System (IPFS). It stores signed
agreements among different parties in the country.

1. The COO is minted as a non-fungible tokens (NFT) and is pushed to the ledger
by the exporter.

2. The goods after all the calculations and verification are allowed to export.
3. The shipping lines are the next entity that comes into play, the goods are tracked

and the location of goods at the checkpoints is updated as the COO also contains
the route of the good along with the source and destination. This is updated on
the blockchain and a new block is added each time location is updated or some
new change is made the block is linked to the previous block in the blockchain as
each block has a hash of its own hence it can’t be tempered this is the advantage
of the blockchain. It is automated, smart contracts are deployed on each node in
the network and it limits who can perform the actions.

4. After the shipping lines, customs of the importer, where verification of all doc-
uments and goods is done again. Now that the goods have been unloaded and
reached the importer, the importer fetches the COO from the blockchain, pushes
the import bills on the blockchain, and gets the benefits of the COO. Here,
the ownership of goods is changed by the exporter through the COO. Here the
importer files the new COO as the ownership has been changed, which is now
pushed to the ledger. The importer now approaches the bank tomake the payment
as the smart contract is deployed, so the payment has to be done automatically.
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5. As the exporter has to file for COO, the importer has to file for a Letter of
Credit (LC). To file LC documents such as proofs that goods have been shipped,
commercial invoices are submitted. LC is a declaration that the payment will be
made by the importer to the exporter. The bank fetches the COO, and the LC is
minted and pushed on the blockchain ledger. LC is authorized, the exporter bank
fetches the LC from the blockchain, and the payment is made to the exporter.

As the system is decentralized, each node has a copy of all the documents and
transactions and is a write-once, read-only shared ledger. Transactions are made in
real-time and are transparent to all nodes. The COO and LC are two certificates that
are used for both importers and exporters and are important as they contain all the
information about the trade. Before issuing them, almost all documents are used. The
blockchain-based system has helped us reduce the time of verification of documents
and goods, which leads to no delay in the export/import at the customs, and has eased
the payment system too, as payment verification is also automated, which, on the
other hand, has also increased the security from the tempering of the data.

4.1 Participating Nodes

Below is a description of the participating nodes present in Fig. 2.

1. Exporter/Seller: The exporter has to initiate the process by providing the com-
mercial invoice and bill of lading to obtain a COO in the form of NFT. Then,
apply to the customs office. The payment for the export is made upon receiving
the LC from the importer.

Fig. 2 Proposed system
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2. Exporter’s customs office: Upon verification of the COO, the customs office will
calculate the applicable duty, and the same will be visible to the exporter.

3. Shipping lines: The ship operator will update the location of the goods from time
to time.

4. Importer/Buyer: The importer has to push the import bills on the blockchain (for
getting the ownership changed) upon receiving the goods and request for the
LC to be pushed onto the blockchain in the account (upon agreeing to make the
payment to the exporter).

5. Importer’s customs office: Upon verification of the COO, the customs office
would calculate the applicable tariffs and the same would be visible to the
importer.

6. Importer’s bank: An importer bank offers financial services to make it easier for
commodities to be imported into a nation.

7. The exporter’s bank: Provides financial services to exporters and supports inter-
national trade operations.

5 Implementations

The remix Ethereum IDE has been used to compile the solidity code, which is writ-
ten in the high-level programming language solidity for the smart contract. The
Metamask extension is added to the Chrome browser after the compilation of smart
contracts. For testing blockchain implementation, a local secure account is created
and topped up with 1 ether. This is because each activity has a transaction cost in
terms of Ether, the cryptocurrency used by Ethereum. The Ethereum and conven-
tional web user interfaces are separated via Metamask. Without deploying a full
Ethereum node, Metamask makes it possible to execute decentralized applications.
The blockchain-based solution for automating customs clearance smart contracts
pseudocode is shown in the snapshot that follows. Six methods are suggested in this
work to mint Certificates (LC and COO), calculate duties if UAE is an importer
country, update the current location of the goods, calculation of duties if India is
an importer country, update COO certificate, and extract LC certificate data from
blockchain hyper ledger.

Architecture of Proposed System

As shown in Fig. 3, our system is based on blockchain, a decentralized network of
peer-to-peer (P2P) systems. It consists of 5 entities: Importer, Exporter, Shipping
lines, Customs department (source country), and Customs department (destination
country). The customs department of both the source country and destination coun-
try acts as an intermediatory between the importer and exporter and allows secure
import–export activity to happen. Peer-to-peer (P2P) technology eliminates the need
for a middleman, or central server by enabling network users to execute transactions
freely. Similarly, no administrator is needed to keep track of user transactions on
the network in blockchain. Each node maintains a complete copy of the ledger and
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Fig. 3 Architecture proposed system

checks its validity with other nodes to ensure that data is accurate. It functions as a
decentralized ledger for one or more digital assets. Furthermore, it will automatically
reject any node (peer) that tries to interfere within the network.

6 Discussion and Results

In this section, we will be covering practical points like experiment results, perfor-
mance evaluation, and security analysis are also discussed.

6.1 Feature Analysis

The features of the proposed framework are contrasted with the existing scheme
[11, 15, 16]. Table1 compares the proposed scheme with the existing work and [11,
15, 16]. Figure4 demonstrates the feature analysis of the proposed scheme with the
existing work and [11, 15, 16] in graphical form.

6.2 Experimental Results

The outcomes of the experiment have been discussed in this section. A smart contract
that mints NFT, and update certificate details on the blockchain ledger. Use some test
Ether in your Metamask account to deploy the contract. Therefore, 0.05136267 ETH
is deployed for the Sepolia network and the contract. The COO-minted contract’s
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Table 1 Comparison of existing [11, 15, 16] and proposed technique

Features Existing [11] [15] [16] Proposed

Decentralization - � � � �
Security Low High High High High

Transfer ownership of COO � - - - �
Transparency Low High High High High

Fault tolerant Low High High High High

Boost trade at the global level Low Low High - High

Cost-effectiveness Low Low Low Low Low

Certificate of origin (COO) minted
into non-fungible tokens (NFT)

- - - - �

Letter of credit (LC) certificate minted
into non-fungible tokens (NFT)

- - - - �

Updating the location of the goods
(via shipping line)

Low - � � �

where -: absence of feature, �: presence of feature

Fig. 4 Comparative analysis of the proposed framework are contrasted with the existing scheme
[11, 15, 16]

deployment expense is 0.00888153 ETH. The deployment cost and ether transaction
cost are displayed in Fig. 5. This transaction was obtained from the Sepolia testnet
network of Etherscan. The first column shows the transaction hash for creating con-
tracts, and the fifth column shows the address for the Metamask account. the final
column shows transaction fees.
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Fig. 5 Costs for deploying smart contracts and conducting ether tests

Fig. 6 Snapshot of gas fees
paid through metamask

6.3 Performance Evaluation

The suggested framework’s operational costs can be assessed. Calling every smart
contract in the operation sequence will yield the total cost. Each operation in
Ethereum has a set gas cost. The overall cost of gas is also regulated in this way.
The cost of gas is measured in this case using the Etherscan tool. The total cost of
the gas can be calculated using this tool. 1 gas costs 2.5 ∗ 10−9 ETH, or 4.6 ∗ 10−6

USD/gas. An explicit blockchain network needs to be developed between nations
and parties to reduce cost because the proposed model has a greater cost because
many functions are being called. Figure6 shows the gas fees paid via Metamask for
the proposed scheme.
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Fig. 7 Pie-chart
representation generated
using SolidityScan

6.4 Security Analysis

It is a requirement for any smart contract to analyze security flaws. A well-known
exploit called Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) calls the function
repeatedly without finishing the preceding one, causing a loss of 3.6 million Ethers.
SolidityScan is an online tool for evaluating smart contracts security against flaws
and vulnerabilities. SolidityScan produces an analysis report that highlights security
flaws such as code handling errors and scores, issue count, duration, lines of code,
and severity of vulnerabilities found (high/ medium/low). Figure7 shows a pie-chart
representation of the security scan of smart contracts.

6.5 Limitations and Issues

Smart contracts have some restrictions:

1. The immutability of blockchain technology can make it challenging to amend
smart contracts due to shifting business conditions.

2. Since smart contracts get transmitted to every node and every transaction is
logged for every node, anyone can execute them. There is no confidentiality
agreement.

3. It will take a while for smart contracts to be implemented quickly and effectively.
Therefore, this procedure limits the usage of smart contracts.

Also, Solidity language is being used to code smart contracts which do not deal with
decimals and floating points. This poses an issue in the calculation of tariffs/duties
of goods with large quantities as there will be a loss of precision in the final cost that
would be calculated. Assuming that the exporter would share in COO number with
the importer so that he could make the request for the change in ownership.
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6.6 Future Scope

1. Payment: The payments can be made directly through crypto wallets (Metamask
wallets) when the conditions aremet. The amount on the invoicewill be deducted
directly from the importer’s Metamask wallet to the address of the exporter’s
Metamask wallet.

2. Tracking of goods: The tracking of the shipments can be automated by the use
of the GPS installed in the carrier ships, which will be updated on the blockchain
in real time.

3. Handling of decimal values: With the advancement in the versions of Solidity,
more accurate calculations of the tariffs/duties can be expected (provided the
loss of precision issue existing in the current versions of Solidity gets fixed).

7 Conclusion

In conclusion, the suggested solution would significantly increase the effectiveness
and openness of the procedure for customs clearance by automating clearance of
customs and enabling the productionofCOOandLC.The solutionwillmake sure that
all parties participating in the procedure can access andverify the relevant information
by using smart contracts, eliminating the requirement for human verification and
potential inaccuracies. For the development and supervision of the COO and LC, the
technique will also offer a secure and impenetrable platform, ensuring the validity
and correctness of the documents. Overall, by expediting the customs clearance
procedure and lowering the costs and risks involved, this project has a chance to
significantly benefit enterprises engaged in international trade.
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Probability-Based Load-Distribution
Framework: To Reduce Latency in Fog
Computing

Isha Dubey, Ekta Singh, Monika, and Deepak Kumar Sharma

Abstract With the advent of smart devices inmany areas of industry, the need for fog
computing has increased. The purpose of using fog computing is to reduce the time it
takes to effectively perform the tasks generated by the smart devices’ sensors. In this
work, we propose a 5-stage architecture that uses the concept of load balancing to
allocate tasks at different tiers. We discuss the case when the same users are in range
of multiple master nodes. Assigning tasks to all master nodes at the same time would
increase the buffer time of the overall execution. Therefore, we connect via Wi-Fi
with master nodes using the concept of a three-way handshake and the threshold
time set by the end user. The end user uses the master node prediction algorithm that
we propose. The main purpose of using Wi-Fi for wireless networks is that with the
advent of 5G networks, our architecture will become faster and more efficient, and
our architecture will take advantage of this and become more efficient over time.
This algorithm reduces latency by helping the end user determine the specific master
node before submitting their task for execution, thereby also helping to reduce the
number of waiting requests at the master nodes. Previous articles required more
efficient load balancing algorithms, which we implemented by implementing our
own architecture. Our multi-layer architecture reduces latency at the master node
by further reallocating the tasks to the sub-master nodes based on the tasks’ QoS
values. Other fog nodes perform the task along with the volunteer nodes. We have
demonstrated the algorithm for each individual component of our architecture.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of smart devices has boosted the manufacturing sector and the
scientific community’s appreciation of the brilliance of prediction by proactively
taking preventative actions to save an abundance of assets. The processing workload
for a large amount of data has, however, increased exponentially as a result of the
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tremendous proliferation of terminal devices. There is an increasing amount of data
that needs to be processed, saved, and examined as more devices get connected to
the Internet. This can put a strain on existing computing and storage infrastructure
and may require organisations to invest in new technologies, such as fog computing,
to handle the increased data volumes.

Fog computing is a decentralised computing model that brings computational and
storage capabilities in close proximity to the devices that rely on them, including IoT
devices like sensors and cameras. This contrasts with conventional cloud computing,
where these resources are typically located in centralised data centres that are often far
away from edge devices. These devices generate a huge amount of data, and sending
all of this data to the cloud for processing and storage can be prohibitively expensive
and time-consuming. Fog computing allows for much of this data to be processed
and stored closer to the edge, reducing the amount of bandwidth and latency that are
required.

Another reason for the growing importance of fog computing is the need for real-
time processing and decision-making. In many cases, the information produced by
IoT devices needs to be processed and analysed quickly in order to take appropriate
action. For example, in a factory setting, sensors might be used to monitor the condi-
tion of equipment, and if a problem is detected, the fog computing system can quickly
analyse the data and send an alert to maintenance personnel. This is much faster than
sending all of the data to the cloud, where it would need to be processed and analysed
before any action could be taken. Overall, fog computing offers a number of benefits
over traditional cloud computing, including reduced latency, improved scalability
and flexibility, and better support for real-time decision-making.

1.1 Problem Statement

After an extensive literature review,we enumerated the limitations of various research
papers and tried towork on them for our research paper. Previous papers neededmore
efficient load balancing algorithms, which we have implemented by implementing
our own architecture. Our multi-layer architecture reduces latency at the master node
by allocating the tasks further to the sub-master nodes based on the QoS values of
the tasks. Further fog nodes, along with the volunteer nodes, carry out the task. We
have demonstrated the algorithm for each and every component of our architecture.

1.2 Motivation

In the current research, we propose an architecture and algorithms in fog computing
to reduce latency, which are motivated by past efforts and their shortcomings.

There are numerous potential advantages to using fog computing to reduce latency,
such as improved system performance, reduced network congestion, and lower
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energy consumption. Some of the main beneficiaries of fog computing in these cases
may include:

Endusers:By reducing the amount of time it takes to process data anddeliver it, fog
computing can improve the user experience. This is especially useful in applications
requiring real-time processing, such as online gaming or video streaming.

Service Providers: Fog computing can help service providers delivermore reliable
and efficient services to their customers by reducing latency and improving system
performance. This can improve customer satisfaction and retention while also giving
you a competitive advantage over other providers.

IoT devices: Because IoT devices frequently have limited processing power and
storage capacity, fog computing can be especially beneficial. Fog computing can help
IoTdevices operatemore efficiently bymoving data processing to the network’s edge.

Overall, fog computing has the potential to benefit a wide range of stakeholders
by improving system performance and reducing latency in applications and services
that require real-time processing.

1.3 Main Contributions

The main contributions to our work are listed below:

• We propose an architecture that will enable overloaded fog nodes to get real-time
load balancing in order to reduce the communication overhead between the fog
nodes.

• We propose an algorithm for the end users that allows them to send their requests
to the master fog node based on their distance and the number of pending requests.

• We propose another algorithm that allows the master fog node to allocate the
requests to the fog and volunteer nodes and carry out priority-based scheduling on
the requests in the waiting queue.

• The efficacy of the system was assessed through a comprehensive evaluation of its
performance with respect to various parameters like execution time and network
usage.

1.4 Organisation

In Sect. 2 of our report, we explore previous studies that focus on reducing latency and
distributing load in the fog layer. Section3 introduces our proposed system model,
architecture, and various algorithms. Section4 provides details about the simulation
setup, while Sect. 5 presents the obtained results. Section6 delves into the paper’s
scope and limitations. Lastly, Sect. 7 concludes the report and outlines future research
directions.
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2 Related Work

Recent years have seen the emergence of many approaches for lowering the latency
of fog computing. This article introduces a novel method for achieving real-time load
balancing in overloaded fog nodes by implementing a distributed scheme that min-
imises transmission costs between them [1]. Furthermore, a fog registration centre
(FRC) is proposed to authenticate and establish trust among the fog nodes, facilitat-
ing the creation of a dependable load-sharing network. The protocol’s performance is
evaluated using metrics such as latency per node, average latency, and the successful
completion rate of jobs. In order to comprehend, assess, and model service delays
in IoT-fog-cloud application situations, this study presented a universal framework
for delay [2]. For the IoT-fog-cloud application situations, it also established a min-
imising policy and an analytical model to comprehend, assess, and model service
latency. It described the design and prototype implementation of Follow me Fog
(FMF) and contrasted how Follow me Fog (FMF) was unique from the pre-existing
frameworks [3]. In order to enhance the computing capabilities at the network’s
edge, this paper offers Volunteer Support Fog Computing (VSFC), a new computing
paradigm for Internet of Things applications that combines Fog Computing (FC)
with Volunteer Computing (VC) [4]. The fog device effectively runs time-sensitive
jobs across nearby volunteer devices instead of transmitting them to the federated
cloud.

Recently, a number of fog computing strategies have been developed to reduce
traffic between the cloud and users in order to conserve network bandwidth, cut
down on energy use, and employ resources appropriately [5]. These strategies offer
scalable data storage for enhancing processing and support capabilities. To properly
divide the load among the available fog nodes and speed up job processing, a load
balancing method was devised [6]. In this method, the control nodes are designated
as dependable networking resources such as routers, switches, and base stations.
On the basis of the average response time, the findings are compared. To guarantee
that applications’ quality of service (QoS) complies with service delivery deadlines
and to maximise resource utilisation in the fog environment, more latency-related
research was advised [7]. An iFogSim-simulated fog environment was also set up to
evaluate the suggested regulation.

To control and optimise the overall fog network, edge frameworks with intel-
ligence have been incorporated into several research investigations [8]. It has been
demonstrated that human-driven andmachine-driven intelligence can result in less jit-
ter and delay. Later, reinforcement learning and neural network evolution approaches
were combined with fuzzy interference in a recommended intelligent FC analytical
model and method for data packet allocation and selection in an IoT-FC environ-
ment [9]. Python and the simulators Spyder and iFogSim (Net-Beans) are used to
evaluate the strategy. The experience of mobile users may drastically deteriorate if a
large number of offloading users compete for the limited connectivity and compute
resources [10]. A strategy based on mixed integer non-linear programming, prob-
ability analysis, queuing theory, and convex optimisation theory was put forward
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to address this issue [11]. A significant obstacle for edge computing is the provi-
sion of computer services with low service blockage and latency. A study suggested
CooLoad as a solution to this problem. It is a cooperative system between two data
centres located at the network’s edge that trades general computing requests when
one of themmomentarily becomes overloaded. There was also an established mathe-
matical model that illustrates how the service blockage probability and service delay
can both be lowered simultaneously.

Several experiments revealed that it was critical to be able to spread radio and
compute resources in order to accommodate as many user demands as possible,
reduce SCC power usage, and simplify the process [12]. They advised dividing the
resource allocation process into two crucial steps. An initial allocation of resources
was made to service SCs in line with a certain scheduling rule based on metrics.
In a subsequent step, computer clusters were built while following a scheduling
guideline and optimising in the best way possible for unmet demands [13]. The
authors of the proposed study were the first to formally formulate and examine
the workload allocation-power consumption-delay trade-off problem in the cloud-
fog computing system. Additionally, they developed an approximate solution that
divides the main issue into three smaller issues with related subsystems, each of
which can be resolved on its own. The usefulness of our scheme was rigorously
tested in this study using extensive simulations, and the findings indicated that the fog
can greatly supplement the cloud while having significantly shorter communication
latency. Here, a precise energy consumption model is developed and applied to fog
nodes using the capabilities of intelligent equipment [14]. A multi-agent system is
incorporated into the proposed fog node-based energy-aware load balancing and
scheduling approach to increase the smart factory’s negotiation autonomy. When
compared to the cloud platform, fog computing considerably reduces the latency
of instruction transmission, and the deployment of fog nodes meets the real-time
requirements for industrial dynamic order analysis and equipment scheduling.

Here, a new monitoring system is developed that checks for resources that have
the ability to disrupt planning [15]. Monitoring disruptions is done using a federated
machine learning model. When a system disruption is detected, rescheduling of
the tasks takes place to enhance efficiency and reduce latency [16]. In numerous
instances, the fog nodes and the VMs they contain may encounter failures and it is
crucial to have an efficient repair system and a dedicated repair facility to promptly
address these issues and uphold the desired level of Quality of Service (QoS) for
the system. Here, the authors have developed a repair system for fog nodes and
Virtual machines (VMs) within an IoT-fog system in smart cities. This research
presents an orchestration and data processing framework for distributed fog clouds
for creating on-demand process engine data flow (PEDF) across numerous devices
by leveraging the semantics of both cloud and fog platforms [17]. Here, the authors
have discussed a three-tier vehicular fog network, which is further divided into single
and multi-region offloading decisions [18]. To resolve the single-region offloading
choice, they determine the preliminary offloading decisions for consumers in each
RSU coverage area. Knapsack is used to solve the multi-region resource allocation
problem, resulting in optimal resource allocation.
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3 Proposed System Model and Architecture

We have proposed a five-layer architecture for reducing latency through load bal-
ancing in fog computing. The layers of the architecture represented in the figure are
explained in detail below (Fig. 1):

• End users: They consist of devices that request real-time services from the master
nodes. They also store the details of their closest master nodes. They are the driving
components of this architecture. Below are two types of users:

– Shared users: Users that are in the range of multiple master nodes need to
determine which master node must be selected to carry out their task in a more
efficient way.

– Terminal users: Users that are in the range of only one master node. They send
their tasks to that master node, making it even more necessary for the shared
nodes to judiciously choose their respective master nodes to reduce the buffer
time for task execution.

Fig. 1 Proposed architecture—this image depicts the architecture designed by us to reduce latency.
It consists of five components,mainly the users, master fog nodes, sub-master fog nodes, fog nodes,
and volunteer nodes. The user sends the task to the master fog node using the master node prediction
algorithm, and then the data is further sent to the sub-master node based on the type of incoming
data. The data is further processed by the fog node or volunteer node based on the traffic.
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• Master fog node: This is the node that is closest to the end user. The information
that needs to be processed is sent by the user to the master fog node. The master
fog node is responsible for carrying out the tasks mentioned below:

– Segregate the tasks based on their priorities and send them to their respective
sub-master nodes.

– The remaining requests (which couldn’t be sent to sub-master nodes because
the capacity got full) are sent to the waiting queue.

– The tasks are prioritised in the waiting queue based on the QoS values.
– If the neighbouring master fog nodes are available, then the waiting requests are
sent to the neighbouring master fog node.

– The popularity index (PI) of the master node determines the number of nodes
in its range.

• Sub-master nodes: They are responsible for sending out the requests to the fog
nodes. But each sub-master node is responsible for a particular type of data. For
example:

• T1 processes video
• T2 processes audio
• T3 processes text

• Fog nodes under the sub-master nodes have the capability to process only the type
of data type that is supported by their sub-master nodes.

• Volunteer nodes are capable of processing each data type and are used for pro-
cessing when the fog nodes under a particular master node exhaust.

• End user + master fog node + sub-master node + fog nodes + volunteer nodes =
cluster

3.1 End User-Master Node Identification Phase

End users determine the closest master nodes by broadcasting their signals and
keeping a record of the master nodes that reply within a predefined threshold time.
Acknowledgements received after the threshold time aren’t recorded. After accepting
and updating the information of the master node, the end user sends the acceptance
to the master node. As a result, the popularity index of the master node increases
(Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 2 Establishing a connection between the end user and the master node

Fig. 3 When the end user receives the acknowledgement after the threshold time, the connection
is not established

3.2 Proposed Algorithm 2: Selection of the Best Master Node
for an End User (Master Node Prediction Algorithm)

The challenge that this concept of probability overcomes is that all the nodes have
equal probability of sending their tasks to the master node within their reach. For
example, if all the seven nodes inquire about the number of requests from their
respective master node, then M1 would send the number of requests to be 5, and
as a result, all the nodes would send their tasks to M1, thus increasing the buffer
to 12 (5 + 7), which is now apparently way less than M2 (with the buffer standing
at 5). (Some of them could have sent it to M2 instead.) Due to this, buffer time
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would increase, increasing the overall latency. To overcome this problem, we apply
conditional probability to the nodes that are in the range of multiple master nodes.

The probability that any event A would happen after an event B in relation to A
has already happened is known as conditional probability.

We are using Bayes’ Theorem in our model.

P(H |T ) = P(H)P(T |H)

P(T )
(1)

where

P(H) = The probability of H occurring

P(H | T ) = The probability of H given T

P(H ∩ T ) = The probability of both H and T occurring

This helps the node choose themore appropriate master nodewith a lesser number
of requests and, thereby, less time for execution. For example, if node 4 is in the
vicinity of both M1 and M2, with 5 and 8 requests, respectively, then it would use
conditional probability to decide which master node to pursue.

With reference to the above image, we find out the probability of any user’s
task being to go to their closest master nodes based on the empty slots. We also
cover the concept of shared nodes (nodes that are in the range of multiple master
nodes) and how they determine the most efficient master node to carry out their
task. The tasks of terminal nodes are also taken into consideration. We assume that
all the master nodes have K slots that are used for carrying out the tasks sent by
the end user. The waiting list of the master node determines the tasks that are yet
to be executed. So at any given time, the number of empty slots (ES) would be:
ES = K − (numberofwaiting requests)

Assuming the popularity index of the master nodes of M1, M2 and M3 be
P I1,P I2 and P I3.
Let P I1 = v1, P I2 = v2 and P I3 = v3. Let the number of terminal nodes be N.
Then the number of shared nodes would be (PI-N). Since we are assuming that the
terminal nodes send their tasks to only one master node, they add them to the buffer
list of the master node. Therefore, total waiting requests = previous requests + N
(no. of terminal nodes)

Working of the above algorithm can be understood using an example. Figure4
shows that user1 is in the range of 3 master nodes, whereas user2 is in the range
of 2 master nodes. The empty slots of the master nodes can be expressed as
ES(M1), ES(M2) and ES(M3) respectively (Fig. 5).

Let the total number of empty slots be
TES = ES(M1) + ES(M2) + ES(M3)
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Fig. 4 This figure represents three master nodes and end users in their vicinity. The green circles
represent end users in the range of one master node, whereas the yellow circles represent end users
in the range of multiple master nodes

Fig. 5 This represents the master nodes and nodes in their vicinity, along with the pending requests
of the master nodes and the empty slots present in the master nodes after the tasks of the terminal
nodes have been taken into consideration
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The probability of a task of common nodes getting accepted by M1 is given by:

P(M1) = ES(M1)

T ES

The probability of a task of common nodes getting accepted by M2 is given by:

P(M2) = ES(M2)

T ES

The probability of a task of common nodes getting accepted by M3 is given by:

P(M3) = ES(M3)

T ES

Below, we have shown the numerical for the same.
For user1: In the above situation, we assume that user1 is in the range of 3 master

nodes, i.e. it can send its task to any one of the master nodes for execution.
P(Mi) represents the i th master node to which the task of user 1 would be sent.

P(M1) = 8

8 + 6 + 4
(2)

P(M2) = 4

18
(3)

P(M3) = 6

18
(4)

P(M1) + P(M2) + P(M3) = 1 (5)

For user2: In the above situation, we assume that user2 is in the range of 2 master
nodes, i.e. it can send its task to any one of the master nodes for execution. P(Mi)
represents the i th master node to which the task of user2 would be sent.

P(M1) = 8

8 + 4
(6)

P(M2) = 4

12
(7)

Case (I) If the task of user1 goes toM1, then the probability of the task of user2
going toM1 P(T |H) = 7/11 (empty slots inM1 gets reduced to 7 and empty slots
inM2 are 4)
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P(H) = 8/18 (Represents the probability of task of user 1 going toM1)
P(T ) = 8/12 (Represents the probability of task of user 2 going toM1)

Using Bayes’ Theorem: The probability of the task of user1 going toM1 after the
task of user2 has already gone to M1.

P(H |T ) = P(H)P(T |H)

P(T )
= 14

33
= 0.42 (8)

Case (II) If user1 goes to M1, then the probability of user2 going to M2.
P(T |H) = 4/11
P(H) = 8/18 (Represents the probability of the task of user 1 going toM1)
P(T ) = 4/12 (Represents the probability of the task of user 2 going toM2)

P(H|T) represents the probability of the task of user1 going toM1 when user2 has
already gone toM2. Using Bayes’ Theorem,

P(H |T ) = P(H)P(T |H)

P(T )
= 12

25
= 0.48 (9)

Case (III) If user1 goes to M2, then the probability of user2 going to M1.
P(T |H) = 8/11
P(H) = 4/18 (Represents the probability of the task of user 1 going toM2)
P(T ) = 8/12 (Represents the probability of the task of user 2 going toM1)

P(H|T) represents the probability of the task of user1 going toM2 when user2 has
already gone toM1. Using Bayes’ Theorem,

P(H |T ) = P(H)P(T |H)

P(T )
= 6

25
= 0.24 (10)

Case (IV) If user1 goes to M2, then the probability of user2 going to M2
P(T |H) = 3/11
P(H) = 4/18 (Represents the probability of the task of user 1 going toM2)
P(T ) = 4/12 (Represents the probability of the task of user 2 going toM2)

P(H|T) represents the probability of the task of user1 going toM2 when user2 has
already gone toM2. Using Bayes’ Theorem,

P(H |T ) = P(H)P(T |H)

P(T )
= 0.18 (11)

Case (V) If user1 goes toM3 then the probability of user2 going toM1 P(T |H) =
8/12
P(H) = 6/18 (Represents the probability of the task of user 1 going toM3)
P(T ) = 8/12 (Represents the probability of the task of user 2 going toM1)

P(H|T) represents the probability of the task of user1 going toM3 when user2 has
already gone toM1.
Using Bayes’ Theorem,
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P(H |T ) = P(H)P(T |H)

P(T )
= 1

3
= 0.33 (12)

Case (VI)
Using Bayes’ Theorem, if user1 goes to M3 then the probability of user2 going to
M2 P(T |H) = 4/12
P(H) = 6/18 (Represents the probability of task of user 1 going toM3)
P(T ) = 4/12 (Represents the probability of task of user 2 going toM2)

P(H|T) represents the probability of task of user1 going to M3 when user2 has
already gone toM2.

P(H |T ) = P(H)P(T |H)

P(T )
= 1

3
= 0.33 (13)

3.3 Proposed Algorithm 3: Allocating the Tasks
from the Master Node to the Sub-master Nodes

Tasks: 1 to 100 Let the number of fog nodes under each sub-master node be N.
The tasks are sorted on the basis of their QoS values, i.e. the task with higher

priority is at the top of the list. When there is availability of a fog node, this algorithm
allocates tasks queued in the waiting list to their respective fog nodes.
1: Wl

2: for t from 1 to 100 do
3: if t == "video" then
4: introduce new Vi ;
5: if

∑
Vi ≤ N then

6: t → T 1
7: else
8: t → Wl

9: end if
10: end if
11: if t == "audio" then
12: introduce new Ai ;
13: if

∑
Ai ≤ N then

14: t → T 2
15: else
16: t → Wl

17: end if
18: end if
19: if t == "text" then
20: introduce new Ti ;
21: if

∑
Ti ≤ N then
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22: t → T 3
23: else
24: t → Wl

25: end if
26: end if
27: end for

3.4 Proposed Algorithm 4: Processing at the Fog Node

As soon as the tasks get processed at the fog node, we decrease the total number of
Vi , Ai or Ti depending on the type of task so that we have space for new incoming
tasks.
1: if task is completed then
2: if t==”video” then
3: Decrease a Vi ;
4: end if
5: if t==”audio” then
6: Decrease an Ai ;
7: end if
8: if t==”text” then
9: Decrease a Ti ;
10: end if
11: end if

3.5 Proposed Algorithm 5: Allocating the Tasks
of the Waiting List to Volunteer Nodes

Since the waiting list uses priority based scheduling, the tasks are sorted in the list
based on their QoS value. Vn volunteer nodes.
1: for tasks in Wl in the range of 1 to k do
2: i = 0;
3: while i ≤ V and not(Wl is empty) do
4: tasks ← Vn

5: i ← i + 1;
6: end while
7: if Wl is empty then
8: return;
9: end if
10: end for
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Table 1 Our model configurations

No. of users 8

No. of Master nodes 3

Processing power of a fog node 4000 MIPS

Processing power of cloud 40,000 MIPS

Cloud RAM 40000

Cloud busy power 16 * 103W

Cloud idle power 16 * 83.26W

Fog busy power 87.54W

Fog idle power 82.45W

4 Simulation Setup

The efficacy of the suggested framework was assessed using iFogSim, which is
built on top of the CloudSim simulator. iFogSim is a popular simulation platform
for simulating fog computing. We simulated the proposed user architecture in order
to compare the outcomes to the cloud and SSLB designs. We have compared the
execution times of all three, keeping the number of nodes the same. The fog nodes
under each sub-master node are assigned a fixed number of volunteer nodes that
are capable of processing every type of incoming data. When all the fog nodes are
exhausted due to heavy traffic, the task is forwarded to the volunteer node instead
of the cloud. Since the fog nodes assigned under each sub-master node are capable
of processing only one type of data, this improves the performance of execution.
Experimental Setup (Table 1).

5 Results

• Latency: The graphs Figs. 6, 7 and 8 represents the execution time of our proposed
architecture over 45 iterations. In the graphs, we have compared the total execution
time taken by the cloud, the SSLB architecture and our architecture. The iterations
have been done on three different devices with the specifications mentioned in the
table. The spikes occurring in the graph represent the increase in traffic load at
that particular iteration. Here, we can clearly see that our proposed architecture
and algorithm have outperformed both SSLB and the cloud in terms of execution
time. Our model has reduced the delay by 21% when compared to the traditional
cloud-based model (Table 2).

• Network Usage: From Fig. 9, We can easily observe that network usage is increas-
ing as the number of users increases. Our network utilisation is directly related
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Fig. 6 Comparative analysis of execution time taken by our model, cloud architecture and SSLB
(an existing fog model architecture) from device 1

Fig. 7 Comparative analysis of execution time taken by our model, cloud architecture and SSLB
(an existing fog model architecture) from device 2
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Fig. 8 Comparative analysis of execution time taken by our model, cloud architecture and SSLB
(an existing fog model architecture) from device 3

Table 2 Devices used for testing

Device RAM OS Processor

1 4 GB Windows 11 Intel i3

2 12 GB Windows 10 Intel i5

3 16 GB Windows 11 Intel i5

to the number of system users. When there is heavy traffic, the master node pre-
diction algorithm evenly distributes the traffic and allocates the task to different
master nodes, thereby, increasing the effective utilisation of the network. Simi-
larly, when the sub-master node gets overloaded with the tasks, tasks are sent to
the neighbouring sub-master nodes for execution. This helps reduce the overall
time taken for the execution of the task. When the fog nodes that are allocated to
each sub-master node for a particular type of incoming task are forwarded to the
volunteer node. Therefore, the graph justifies the increase in network usage as the
number of users increases.
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Fig. 9 Network usage with respect to users

6 Scope and Limitations

Only static users or devices are intended to be supported by this proposed methodol-
ogy. In the future, it can be enhanced by adding mobile fog computing to support the
mobility of devices. To encourage mobile users to offload their computing activities,
the radio access networks of cellular systems can be connected to the fog nodes. At
this point in time, we are not analysing and studying latency and power trade-offs,
but we would like to work on and expand upon this in the future.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a novel 5-layer architecture that employs load balancing to
efficiently distribute tasks across different levels. We address the issue of multiple
master nodes being in the same user range, which can lead to longer overall execution
times if tasks are allocated to all master nodes simultaneously. To mitigate this issue,
we propose a solution that utilises a three-way handshake connection established
over Wi-Fi, along with a user-defined threshold time. We also introduce the Master
Node Prediction algorithm, which enables the end user to determine the optimal
master node for task execution before sending the task, thus reducing latency and
the number of waiting requests at master nodes. Our multi-layer architecture further
reduces latency by allocating tasks to sub-master nodes based on the Quality of
Service (QoS) values of the tasks. Additionally, we leverage fog and volunteer nodes
to further carry out tasks in our proposed architecture. This decreased our execution
time by 21% as compared to the traditional model.
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The proposed methodology is intended to support static users or devices. To
expand its capabilities to support mobile devices, mobile fog computing can be
added in the future. To persuade mobile users to offload their computing tasks, the
radio access networks of cellular systems can be connectedwith fog nodes. Currently,
our focus is not on analysing the trade-off between latency and power, but we intend
to investigate this in future work. We plan to explore ways to conserve energy and
promote green fog computing.
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Edge-Graph Convolution Network:
An Intrusion Detection Approach
for Industrial IoT

Nilutpol Bora and Anamika Chauhan

Abstract Cyber-attacks on Industrial IoT systems can result in severe consequences
such as production loss, equipment damage and even human casualties, and hence,
security is of utmost concern in this application of IoT. This paper presents an
approach for network security, intrusion detection that utilizes the spatial attributes
of a network. For this graph-based neural network has been used that was seen
promising in modelling complex relationships between graphical entities, making
them a suitable approach for IDS in interconnected systems. Our approach leverages
a graph representation of network traffic that is used as an input for neural network
through the use of convolution operation. Our approach makes use of flow features
of the network in relation with the neighbouring flows in contrast to other machine
learning models that use flow features independent to each other. This work has
been evaluated on Edge-IIoT 2022, dataset and compared with existing well-known
machine learning methods. The results show that our approach achieved average
5.49% improved F1-score, compared with other standard existing methods with our
model having the highest F1-score of 0.996.

Keywords Graph convolution · IIoT · IDS · GNN

1 Introduction

Industrial Internet of Things is being a system of devices interconnected through
a communication channel serving the purpose of intelligent decisions optimizing
performance of an industrial ecosystem. This network like any other has the risk of
a cyber-attack, which affects the optimal utilization of the resources, and evidently,
the need to detect such disasters from happening proper measures is to be placed.
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The initial step to securing a network is to prepare for any adversaries and detect
any suspicious activities in the system, this detection of such sceptical incidents is
known as intrusion detection, and the set of procedures are known as the intrusion
detection systems. This study focuses on the detection of attacks occurring in a net-
work of Industrial Internet of Things by proposing a methodology that can identify
anomalies in the network among the benign traffic. Studies on intrusion detection sys-
tems are abundantly available, ranging from traditional signature and anomaly-based,
simple machine learning to deep learning-based techniques. Further improvement
includes a combination of multiple methods to improve the intrusion detection per-
formance. Although one key point was noticed in the majority of papers was the use
of network flow records independent to each other to identify the inference based on
the features of the individual record, making no assumption of the relation among
the records.

Machine learning and deep learning methods have evolved tremendously in the
past few decades to be able to give good results using only this assumption, although
without taking into consideration the relation among the different flow records, the
spatial characteristics of the network can tremendously help in identifying underlying
patterns of a newer generation of attacks. The knowledge of the network flows gives
better understanding of how the relationships among the flowdefine an attack pattern,
as the flow in the network inherently characterizes many attacks.

1.1 Research Contributions

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We have proposed a methodology to utilize the network traffic datasets that are
generally available as flow-based datasets as a graph object, to extract the spatial
features of the network.This helpedus in utilizinghiddenpatterns from thenetwork
traffic graph that can help us better identify an attack from a benign network flow.

• The graph convolution model from Deep Graph Library does not support edge
classification, for this we have proposed a modified graph convolution model to
use edge features in its learning as well as produce scores for each edge connection
to classify them.

• We have demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed methodology through
experimental evaluations over benchmark network datasets Edge-IIoT (2022) that
could simulate networks relevant to today’s world.

1.2 Paper Structure

This paper is further organized ahead describing the various papers studied on net-
work IDS which helped us to better understand the problem in Sect. 2, regarding
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the integration of graphs for improving the performance of the intrusion detection
systems. Section3 provides the proposed methodology for the intrusion detection
model describing the algorithm and implementation process on a network dataset.
This methodology has been evaluated on various network traffic datasets, and the
results obtained have been discussed and compared with other standard machine
learning models in Sect. 4. Finally, the conclusion for the paper is given in Sect. 5.

2 Literature Review

An Industrial Internet of Things network or a computer network, in general, is a set
of devices (nodes) in a plane that are connected with each other sharing resources
over some communication protocol; however, the topology in which the devices
are connected can affect its throughput and reliability. The information on how the
devices are connected and how they are dependent in the network helps in identifying
which device or traffic is affecting others in the network (Fig. 1).

Attackers have been evolving their methods for intruding the system, especially in
cases of the Industrial IoT, that can become victims of espionage in the present day,
where organizations are in ruthless competition for their share in the market. Attacks
as distributed port scans, DNS amplification, botnet attacks and multi-flow attacks
are more sophisticated in nature that methods as simpler machine learning models
or deep learning models will fail to recognize [1]. The knowledge of the network
flow is at a global level so as to have better understanding on how the relationship
among the flow can better define an attack pattern, as many attacks are inherently
characterized by the flow in the network. We have studied and given in Table1 this
context of IDS to improve on the performance; different papers were discussedwhere
novel approaches for incorporating spatial features into intrusion detection systems
were used.

Fig. 1 Graph representation
of a network
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Table 1 Related works in spatial intrusion detection systems

Paper Dataset used Algorithm used Results

Halbouni et al. [9] CIC-IDS2017 Convolution neural
network

Achieved 99.55%
detection rate on
multiclass attack
classification

Iacovazzi et al. [2] Mix-2022, Cui-2020 Graph representation
used in RF

Achieved 0.898, 0.846
macro F1 on
multiclass attack
classification

Zhu et al. [6] TON_loT, BoT-loT,
and UNSW-NB 15

Line-GraphSAGE Achieved 98.8, 99.9,
99.6 accuracy on
respective datasets

Islam et al. [4] Real rawCAN dataset,
OpelAstra data set

Graph-based Gaussian
Naive Bayes

Achieved 98.1 and
99.57% on multiclass
attack classification

Lo et al. [7] TON_loT, BoT-loT Graph neural network Achieved 1.0 and 0.87
F1-score in detecting
different attack types

Chang et al. [10] UNSW-NB15,
CIC-DarkNet,
CSE-CIC-IDS,
ToN-IoT

Graph-based neural
and attention network

Improved 2, 3%
F1-score for binary
and multi-attack over
base model

Otoum et al. [8] NSL-KDD DBSCAN Achieved 95.6%
accuracy on multiclass
attack classification

Islam et al. [5] Real CAN dataset Graph-based model Achieved 97.53%
accuracy on multiclass
attack classification

One of the most popular models for extracting spatial features is convolution
neural network (CNN) that makes use of neighbouring information to give a spatial
view of the network; this was used by Iacovazzi andRaza [2] to utilize the topological
information of the network in order to classify network traffic as benign or anomalous
on CIC-IDS 2017 dataset. They were able to obtain high detection rate for various
attack types in the dataset. However, CNN has drawbacks when it comes to represent
a network topology as convolution kernels are of fixed size in contrast to computer
networks, which were solved with the usage of graphs as the input data. Various
researchers have used graphs in different fields [3] to detect anomalies in a system. In
view of intrusion detection of a computer network, graph representation can be used
with machine learning models as Gaussian Naive Bayes, random forest in [2, 4, 5] or
deep learning models as in [6–8]. The graph being only a way of representing finds
its applicability with various models and has proved to improve on the performance
of the system.
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Graph is, on the other hand, much computationally more expensive to process,
and hence, different researchers have been working to make it efficient for a wider
range of applications. The study published by Lo et al. [7] proposed sampling-
based algorithm that classifies graph edges; this model was an extension to graph
sampling and aggregation network proposed by Hamilton et al. [11] to support edge
classification. Chang et al. [10] further enhanced this to add residual learning to this
model aiming to improve on the minority attack classes performance by dealing with
the high-class imbalance in datasets. They also proposed another algorithm attention-
basedmethod, which resulted in better overall performance of the intrusion detection
model as well as that of minority classes.

These studies demonstrate the potential of incorporating spatial features in intru-
sion detection systems to improve their accuracy. However, they also highlight some
of the limitations of such approaches, such as the need for accurate information about
the physical layout of the system, the requirement for a large amount of training data
and the need for significant computational resources. Nevertheless, the use of spatial
features in intrusion detection systems holds great promise for improving the accu-
racy and effectiveness of these systems. The proposed approaches in the discussed
papers offer new insights and potential solutions to the challenges of incorporating
spatial features into intrusion detection systems.

3 Proposed Methodology

Our proposed model uses graph convolution to generate better informed represen-
tation of data by considering the information of not only the node itself but its
neighbours as well. This information can help in finding hidden patterns in the spa-
tial domain of the network that may not be inferenced otherwise using other deep
learning models.

The flow from the network traffic data to the classification of traffic records into
benign and attack data is divided into four steps as follows: data preprocessing,
creation of graph object, E-graph convolution model and classification of edges for
final output. These steps have been explained in the following subsections (Fig. 2):

3.1 Data Preprocessing

The traffic in a computer network is stored in the form of data flow, where a given
flow identifies the source and destination of the data, and other fields that explain
the data flow as flow duration, data size, protocols, etc. However, the recording
of a network flow is not always perfect, and some faults may occur during the
process. If this unchecked data is forwarded to a learning model, the model can make
incorrect inferences from such unintended variations in the traffic data and provide
unreliable output, so as to avoid such cases the dataset is cleaned for any faulty data as
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Fig. 2 Proposed E-Graph convolution model

missing, corrupted, or duplicate records. Further feature selection was performed on
the dataset as for a given network traffic flow a record can have as much as hundreds
of features; however, there are only much that are relevant considering our problem
statement. Selective features were used to train our model using information gain in
CIC-IDS-17 dataset only that had large number of features. The datasets have also
been normalized as the convolution operation may lead to overflows.

3.2 Creating Network Graph Object

The network traffic as records of data flow is more widely used technique to capture
the traffic where each record in the dataset is the set of attributes between the receiver
and the sender IP addresses. Transforming the initial dataset into a graph object
represents the data closer to real-world network traffic. The dataset is first transformed
into a graph object G (V, E, XV , XE ), where V is the set of nodes (hosts), E is set of
edges, XV is set of features of node V, and XE is set of network features of edge E
connecting the node Vi and Vj . To construct the graph, the distinct set of private IP
addresses in the dataset alongwith singlemerged IP address of external IP determines
the set of nodes in the graph having initial features as ones of size that of number of
attributes in the dataset. The edges between the nodes have features set of attributes
of the record connecting the hosts. This translates our problem of intrusion detection
in a network to that of edge classification, where we have to determine whether an
edge in the network graph is anomalous or not, i.e. a binary classification of the
edges.
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Fig. 3 Proposed E-GraphConv model

3.3 E-Graph Convolution Model

The proposed model of E-graph convolution model is a modification of graph con-
volutional network where in a graph convolutional Network, the term convolution
is used to describe the operation that propagates information across the nodes of
a graph. The concept of convolution in GCNs is inspired by traditional convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) used for image processing, but adapted to work with
graph-structured data.

In image-based CNNs, convolution involves applying a filter or a kernel to a local
receptive field of pixels in the input image. This filter performs a dot product with
the pixel values in the receptive field, producing a new feature representation that
captures local patterns and spatial relationships. In GCNs, convolution is adapted
to work with graph structures rather than regular grid-like image data. Instead of
convolving with a fixed filter over local patches, GCNs perform convolution by
aggregating and transforming information from neighbouring nodes in the graph.

The proposed model of E-graph convolution model is a simple neural network
which fed the transformed graph dataset, where we have incorporated edge features
to be utilized in the model in contrast to graph neural networks that inherently works
with nodes. This allows the model to learn from its edge features as the model trains,
on which the final classification is performed through a multi-layer perceptron layer.
The proposed model can be subdivided into two parts as E-graph convolution layer
and classification layer as shown in Fig. 3.

3.3.1 Edge-Graph Convolution Layer

E-graph convolution layer is the fundamental block of our model that makes use of
information propagation to capture and encode the relational dependencies among
edges in the graph. It operates on a graph structure and performs message passing
and linear operation to update edge representations based on the information from
neighbours.
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Our model uses the transformed graph G with multidimensional edge features, in
order to learn from these features, the E-graph convolution layer uses update function
and message passing function.
Update Function: The update function computes the updated edge features based
on the messages from neighbours and applies a nonlinear activation function. The
update function can be represented as

h(l+1)
i = σ(φ({Xe(l)

i j : j ∈ N (i)}).W (l)) (1)

where

h(l+1)
i is the updated feature vector for node i at layer l + 1.

φ is the linear transformation function the model uses to repre-
sent the information of the neighbouring nodes; for our proposed
model, we have used themean of information from neighbouring
nodes to create a summarized representation for each node.

Xe(l)
i, j : j ∈ N (i) represents the set of edge features from neighbouring edges.

W (l) represents the weight matrix that maps the aggregated informa-
tion to a new feature space. The aggregated information is trans-
formedusing learnable parameters to generate newnode features.

σ is the nonlinear activation function applied element-wise to intro-
duce nonlinearities into the transformed node features. In our
model, we have used ReLU to introduce nonlinearity to the layer.

Message Passing Function: Each edge in the graph uses information from its neigh-
bouring nodes to update the edge representations which are passed using themessage
passing function. The message passing function can be represented as

Ml
i = Xei, j (2)

where

Ml
i is the message sent from edge between nodes i and j at layer l to its neigh-

bouring edges.
Xei, j is the edge feature between nodes i and j at layer l.

Through stacking multiple layers, the model can capture information from mul-
tiple hops in the graph, allowing for the modelling of complex relationships and
dependencies. Each layer propagates and aggregates information from neighbour-
ing nodes, refining the node representations with each layer. By repeatedly applying
this convolution operation across multiple layers, the model can capture increasingly
complex patterns and dependencies in the graph structure, allowing for tasks such
as edge classification. However, stacking up too many layers can result in traversing
the whole graph making the information saturated and results unreliable.

Our proposedmodel uses twoE-graph convolution layers, which allows themodel
to learn through the features of two hop neighbours of the network graph.
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3.4 Multi-layer Perceptron Layer

Multi-layer perceptron, orMLP layer, is stacked in addition to our E-graph conv layer
as the resulting edge embeddings from the above layer are of size of the number of
attributes in the network traffic flow; in order to classify them, scores are to be given
to these edges. The MLP takes these inputs to update all the edges in the graph
to a vector of size two, which implies the score towards the edge being benign or
anomalous; i.e. theMLP layer classifies the edge embeddings into two classes, which
can be used to compare with the labels provided in the network traffic dataset and
tune the model during back propagation of the model.

4 Experimental Evaluation

The experimental evaluation of the proposed methodology for edge-based graph
convolution network is performed on a Industrial IoT dataset, to substantiate our
assumptions of improved detection rates while considering spatial knowledge of the
IoT network. The experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of our model
have been carried out in Google Colab tool using Python as the coding language.

4.1 Dataset

For our experiments on the methodology proposed, we require network traffic data
among many datasets; following parameters were used for selection of dataset:

• The network traffic is from a network of Industrial Internet of Things or Internet
of Things devices, preferably having a heterogenous set of devices in the network.

• The dataset offers a varied and up-to-date range of attacks to better evaluate the
model.

• The data streams collected are to have IP addresses for the formation of graph
object.

Based on the characteristics desired for evaluating our model, the Edge-IIoT
(2022) dataset has been selected, which have the following characteristics:

• Size: The dataset contains 1,909,671 samples.
• Labels: The dataset is labelled with 14 different types of attacks, backdoor, DDoS
(HTTP, ICMP, TCP, UDP), fingerprinting, MITM, password, port scanning, ran-
somware, SQL, uploading, vulnerability scanner and XSS.

• Sources: The dataset contains data from a variety of sources as flame sensor,
heart rate sensor, IR sensor, Modbus sensor, soil moisture sensor, sound sensor,
temperature humidity sensor, water level sensor and pH sensor.

• Features: The dataset contains 63 different feature attributes defining the network
traffic records.
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Table 2 Experimental evaluation results

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Detection rate F1-score

Proposed 0.997 0.998 0.997 0.996

CNN 0.98 0.996 0.93 0.968

MLP 0.95 0.96 0.91 0.93

RF 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.94

DT 0.95 0.97 0.91 0.94

Bold means proposed algorithm result

4.2 Performance Measures

The performance of the proposed model is determined using the metrics used for
evaluating the classification-based machine learning model. This is in relation to the
model proposed in this study which represents the output in the form of a Boolean.
The performance metrics hence is described using the confusion matrix for each
dataset, using accuracy, defined as the ratio of number of correctly classified traffic
to the total number of network traffic records; precision, as the correctly identified
attacks to number of identified attacks in the traffic; detection rate as the number of
correctly identified attacks to total number of attacks in the traffic; and F1-score as
the harmonic mean of precision and detection rate.

4.3 Experimental Results

In this section, we compare the performance of different models against our pro-
posed model against various performance metrics mentioned in Sect. 4.2.The dataset
selected as in accordance with the requirements described in the previous section was
served as input to the model, where each dataset was preprocessed to remove redun-
dancies and noise and scaled usingminmax to normalize the data values between zero
and one. The data was normalized as the proposed model is using message passing
function that aggregates the neighbouring edge feature values in intermediate steps,
having high values could lead to overflow in certain scenarios.

The obtained processed data is given to themodel in the form of a graph to train the
model, as well as test the effectiveness of the model using the performance measures
described in the above subsection. It is also to be noted that datasets used in this
paper include label in terms of the data being benign or anomalous in nature, which
reduces the output as a binary classification problem and hence the model proposed
is evaluated and compared in terms of performance metrics relevant to classification
(Table 2).

The performancemeasures obtained for the dataset and its confusionmatrix for the
testing portion is shown in Fig. 4. To compare our achieved results, the same dataset
has been trained and tested for some of the well-known classification models as
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Fig. 4 Confusion matrix for proposed model on Edge-IIoT dataset

Fig. 5 Experimental results for edge-IIoT dataset

Naïve Bayes, decision tree, random forest andmulti-layer perceptron. The evaluation
results have also been graphically represented in Fig. 5, substantiating our model
performance to be better than that of the popular classification algorithms.
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4.3.1 Key Findings

The key findings inferenced from the results are as follows:

• E-graph convolution has demonstrated best performance in comparison with the
highest F1-score of 0.996, leveraging its ability to effectively capture and model
graph-structured data. Its success can be attributed to its unique architecture, which
combines graph convolutional layers with nonlinear activation functions to extract
meaningful representations from graph data. The incorporation of edge features
aggregation and feature propagation further enhances its expressive power.

• CNNs are generally better at tasks that require local processing, such as image
classification, whereas graph-based models as ours are generally better at tasks
that require global processing. Its ability to capture both local and global graph
structures enabling it to learn hierarchical representations of the underlying graph
is verified from 2.89% improvement of F1 score to 7.2% detection rate. This
hierarchical modelling facilitates the understanding of complex relationships and
dependencies among graph elements, leading to enhanced predictive accuracy.

• Notably, E-GCN’s performance surpassed traditional machine learning techniques
in terms of accuracy, predictive power and generalization ability, with 5.9%
increase in tree-based model, and 7.1% in neural network model. This suggests
popular models as random forest, decision tree and MLP which usually works on
linear data structures struggles to exploit this structural information.

4.3.2 Limitations

The limitations discovered during our study for the model are as follows:

• Our proposed model is sensitive to the size of graph, as the methodology can be
computationally expensive, especially for large graphs.

• Graph-based models as our E-graph conv are sensitive to the choice of hyper-
parameters making it difficult to find a set of hyperparameters that work well
for a particular dataset. For instance in very large or dynamic graphs, two hop
neighbours might not be sufficient to capture enough details from far neighbours.

• The performance relies on the underlying graph structure that means even small
changes in the graph topology, such as node reordering or edge modifications, can
impact the model’s predictions.

• Our model is not suited for dynamic graphs as it assumes a fixed graph structure.
Adding or removing nodes or edges in a graph may require retraining the model
from scratch.
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5 Conclusion and Future Scope

In this study, we have presented a graph-based network intrusion detection model.
The network traffic data was transformed to network graph of hosts and connections
representing the features that were used to classify between an anomalous and benign
edge. The focus on this paper was the intrusion detection on Industrial Internet of
Things owing to which the methodology was tested against datasets that can relate
to IIoT applications.

The essence of the method proposed is the utilization of spatial features extracted
from the graph that can help unveil attacks patterns in regard to features of a network
record as well as its relation to its surrounding nodes. This approach achieved better
performance results when comparedwith other standard classificationmodels, which
was verified through extensive evaluation through multiple datasets in the results
section. The convolution method for recognizing the patterns in combination with
deep learning allowed us to train a model that can identify network anomalies with
the consideration of the global structural view of the network through convolution.

In future, we plan to work on optimizing the graph construction algorithm from
network datasets that can help in reducing the time required to transform network
traffic. Another aspect in terms of detecting an attack is temporal nature of the
network, as the networks are ever evolving, we plan to work on an algorithm that
takes into consideration the spatial as well as temporal varying information in a
network.
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Retinal Blood Vessel Segmentation Using
an EDADCN
Architecture—Encoder–Decoder
Architecture with Dilated Convolutions
and Attention Mechanism

M. J. Carmel Mary Belinda, S. Alex David, E. Kannan, and N. Ruth Naveena

Abstract The diagnosis and treatment of different retinal diseases depend heavily
on the ability to segment retinal blood vessels. Deep learning approaches take exten-
sively used in recent years to segment retinal blood vessels. The encoder–decoder
architecture, attention mechanism, dilated convolutions, and capsule networks are
the four main elements that make up the EDADCN architecture, which is used to
divide retinal blood vessels. The segmentation map is created by using the encoder–
decoder architecture to extract high-level features from the input picture. Dilated
convolutions capture multi-scale information for segmenting structures of various
sizes and shapes, while the attention mechanism allows selective focus on impor-
tant areas of the picture. Capsule networks are used to manage the various blood
vessel sizes and shapes. The evaluation findings show that the proposed architecture
outperforms cutting edge techniques for blood vessel segmentation. The suggested
design achieves high segmentation accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, which are
crucial for accurate detection and treatment of retinal diseases. Additional strategies
like transfer learning and ensemble methods could be incorporated to improve the
efficiency of the architecture even more. The blood vessel segmentation automated
from retinal images can bemade possible by the suggested deep learning architecture,
allowing for the speedy detection and treatment of retinal diseases.
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1 Introduction

In medical image analysis, retinal blood vessel separation is a fundamental assign-
ment that involves identifying blood nerves in retinal fundus images. Traditional
methods for segmentation of blood vessel relied on handcrafted features and algo-
rithms like Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Random Forests, and Decision Trees
[1]. However, these approaches have limited accuracy and require extensive feature
engineering, making them challenging to apply to large datasets and time consuming.
With recent advancements in deep learning, more accurate and robust segmentation
methods have emerged that can automatically learn relevant features from the data.
The use of CNNs has significantly improved retinal blood vessel segmentation accu-
racy, while reducing the need for extensive feature engineering. This paper provides
an overview of retinal anatomy and explores the clinical significance of blood vessel
segmentation. It then explores the challenges associated with this task and how deep
learning has addressed these issues.

1.1 Retinal Anatomy and Clinical Significance

The retina, a delicate tissue-lining layer in the back eye, is in charge of detecting
light and transmitting messages to the brain. The retinal blood vessels consist of
arteries and veins that originate from the optic disc and branch out toward cover
the entire retina [2]. Consider diabetic retinopathy as an example, where damage
to the retinal blood vessels can trigger the formation of abnormal vessels, leading
to leakage and ultimately causing vision loss. Hypertensive retinopathy causes a
narrowing of the blood vessels in the retina, resulting in decreased blood flow and
a decline in vision. Another prevalent ocular condition that can cause vision loss
due to damage to the macula, the area of the retina responsible for sharp vision, is
age-related macular degeneration.

1.2 Challenges in Retinal Blood Vessel Segmentation

Interesting task is the low distinction of the vessels, the presence of noise and arti-
facts, and the varying sizes and shapes of the vessels. Additionally, the high vari-
ability of retinal images across different patients, imaging devices, and imaging
conditions poses a significant challenge to the development of robust segmentation
algorithms. Traditional techniques for segmenting retinal blood vessels depend on
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manually created features that are intended to capture the distinctive qualities of the
vessels, such as their size, shape, and orientation. However, these techniques are time
consuming and difficult to use with big datasets because of their low accuracy and
extensive feature engineering requirements.

1.3 Deep Learning-Based Retinal Blood Vessel Segmentation

Recent developments in deep learning have resulted in the creation of more precise
and robust segmentation methods that can automatically learn relevant features from
the data CNNs, which have demonstrated to be incredibly effective in processing
images and identifying features pertinent to the segmentation task, which are
frequently used for retinal blood vessel segmentation. A three-layer neural network
was used in retinal images to segment the vessels, in one of the early approaches
for segmenting retinal blood vessels [3]. Since then, a wide range of deep learning-
based techniques have been put forth, yielding appreciable gains in precision and
effectiveness. Utilizing CNNs is the most typical method for segmenting retinal
blood vessels using deep learning. CNNs are made up of multiple fully connected
layers for classification or segmentation andmultiple convolutional layers for feature
removal from the image. The U-Net architecture, which was suggested by [4], is one
of the most effective CNN-based methods for segmenting retinal blood vessels. A
fully convolutional network with an encoder–decoder design is called U-Net. It has
been demonstrated that U-Net performs at the cutting edge on a number of retinal
blood vessel segmentation standards. The DeepVesselNet design, suggested by [5],
is another well-liked CNN-based method for segmentation of retinal blood vessels
[6]. The architecture was designed toward handling of low contrast and noise present
in retinal image.

1.4 Advantages and Limitations

Several advantages over traditional methods are including improved accuracy and
efficiency, reduced need for feature engineering, and the ability to handle the high
variability of retinal images [7]. They do, however, have some shortcomings that
must be fixed. Deep learning-based techniques also cost a lot to compute, needing
strong GPUs and specialized hardware to execute in real time. The inability of deep
learning-based techniques to be interpreted is another drawback. This can be a serious
problem in medical applications where the patient may suffer significantly as a result
of the algorithm’s choices.

These deep learning-based methods typically use CNNs, which are highly effec-
tive in processing images and detecting relevant features [8]. Although they offer
several advantages over traditional methods, deep learning-based methods also have
limitations that need to be addressed, such as the requirement for large amounts of
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labeled data, computational expenses, and lack of interpretability. Further research
is needed to improve the segmentation algorithms’ accuracy and efficiency. Addi-
tionally, the clinical usefulness of these methods needs to be evaluated in real-world
settings to determine their impact on the diagnosis and treatment.

1.5 Future Directions

Future studies can focus on a number of areas which include:

• Data augmentation.
• Multi-modality integration.
• Transfer learning.
• Interpretability.
• Real-time segmentation.
• Clinical validation.

Traditional techniques for segmenting retinal blood vessels depend on manually
created features and machine learning techniques that are inaccurate and demand a
lot of feature engineering. The creation of more precise and reliable segmentation
techniques that can automatically learn pertinent features from the data is the result
of recent developments in deep learning.

CNNs have proven to be exceptionally effective in image processing and feature
identification tasks relevant to separation. Though deep learning approaches have
some benefits over more conventional approaches, there are some drawbacks that
must be overcome. These restrictions include the need for a lot of annotated data for
training, the cost of the models’ computations, and their uninterpretability.

1.6 Motivation, Justification, and Contribution

The early detection and treatment of these diseases can be aided by accurate segmen-
tation of blood vessels, which could eventually improve patient outcomes. However,
manually segmenting blood vessels requires a lot of time and effort, so automated
segmentation techniques are required. To achieve high accuracy in segmenting blood
vessels, the architecture proposed has provided a novelmethod for segmenting retinal
blood vessels that combines four essential elements. The attentionmechanism aids in
focusing on themost informative features, while the encoder–decoder design enables
the extraction of high-level features and creation of a segmentation map. Dilated
convolutions capture information on multiple scales, and capsule networks manage
variation in blood vessel size and shape. These four elements working together could
result in segmenting retinal blood vessels at the cutting edge of technology.

The proposed architecture offers several advantages over existing methods. The
generation of a segmentation map and the effective extraction of high-level features
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are made possible by the use of an encoder–decoder architecture. The incorporation
of an attention mechanism helps to progress the accuracy of the segmentation by
focusing on themost informative descriptions. Dilated convolutions enable themodel
to apprehension multi-scale information and advance the separation. The use of
capsule networks is particularly novel and offers several advantages over traditional
convolutional neural networks. By representing blood vessels as capsules, the model
is better able to capture their orientation and deformation, which is particularly
important for thin and elongated constructions such as blood vessels. In order to
handle the variability in the structure and size of blood vessels, capsule networks
must also be able to handle differences in entity orientation and deformation.

The main contributions are:

• By utilizing an encoder–decoder with skip connection architecture, it is possible
to reserve low-level structures while extracting high-level structures, improving
the accuracy of the segmentation map and capturing more details in the retinal
picture.

• The encoder–decoder architecture’s attention mechanism in the skip connections
helps with selective emphasis on key features.

• The use of dilated convolutions in both the encoder and decoder parts of the system
enables the segmentation of structures with various sizes and shapes.

Further improving uses the capsule networks to represent the blood vessels as
capsules, which helps to manage variations in their orientation and deformation.

2 Related Works

Automated retinal vessel separation is vital for detecting diabetic retinopathy and
vascular occlusion, but manual segmentation is inefficient and lying to mistakes.
Researchers have been developing new techniques using supervised and unsuper-
vised methods, but they often have limitations such as thin or fake branches. In this
artifact, a novel restricted generative adversarial network calledM-GAN is proposed
[9], which outperforms earlier work in accuracy and othermetrics using four publicly
available datasets. The authors suggest using M-GAN for other medical image
segmentations and industrial fields. Accurate segmentation is essential for early
disease diagnosis, but it can be challenging due to differences in vessel morphology
and low-slung. To address this, a Multi-Scale Convolutional Neural Network with
Attention Mechanisms (MSCNN-AM) is suggested [10].

The Dense [11] design uses dense blocks instead of skip connections to fuse struc-
tures from low to deep layers, and the Inception module derives vessel features with
various convolution kernel sizes. GANs are also used in the training, with a GAN loss
and segmentation. Evaluation on the DRIVE dataset shows promising results, with a
Dice rate of 82.15%andAU-ROCandAU-PRof 0.9772 and0.9058, respectively. The
U-Net architecture performswell, but becomes complicated asmore layers are added
[12]. The study proposes VG-DropDNet, which achieved a high accuracy of 95.36%
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on the DRIVE dataset and 98.56% on the STARE dataset. The study highlights
the importance of choosing the right architectures for retinal vessel segmentation
and suggests VG-DropDNet as a useful technique. Overall, VG-DropDNet yields
promising outcomes for automated segmentation of retinal vessel. The work in [13]
proposes an unsupervised method which combining Hessian-based and intensity
transformation techniques. The suggested approach uses Contrast-Limited Adaptive
Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) to enhance contrast, and an improved Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm for contextual region tuning. Thick and thin
vessel-enhanced images are extracted using the Hessian matrix and then subjected
to global and local thresholding. Non-vessel components are eliminated using a
post-processing phase based on region parameters. The method outperforms several
unsupervised methods on CHASE_DB1 and DRIVE datasets, with accuracy values
of 0.9505 and 0.9559, respectively.

The precision of retinal vessel segmentation is improved by a suggested method
called consideration-guided U-Net with atrous convolution (AA-U-Net) [14]. The
model creates an attention mask to distinguish between vessel and non-vessel pixels,
which is used as a weighting function to multiply the differential feature map. To
minimize computation and expand the receptive field, atrous convolution is used. Two
shortcuts are added to the atrous convolution to emphasize the vessel’s intricacies.
The model is evaluated on DRIVE, STARE, and CHASE_DB1 datasets, achieving
accuracies of 0.9558, 0.9640, and 0.9608, and AUCs of 0.9847, 0.9824, and 0.9865,
respectively.

A new deep learning-based method is suggested in this study to progress the
accuracy of retinal vessel segmentation while decreasing the computational diffi-
culty and memory overhead. The proposed method in [15] uses skip connections
and semantic pixel-wise segmentation to address the limitations of fully convo-
lutional neural networks. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy performance of
the suggested method are 0.8252, 0.8440, and 0.8397; 0.9792, 0.9810, and 0.9887;
0.9649, 0.9722, and 0.9659; and 0.9780, 0.9830, and 0.9810, respectively. ResWnet,
which replaces convolution layers with residual blocks and employs an encoding–
decoding–encoding–decoding assemblywith skip connections, is also recommended
for segmenting small vessels [16].

3 Proposed Methodology

3.1 Dataset

This study uses the Digital Retinal Images for Vessel Extraction (DRIVE) [17] and
Structured Analysis of the Retina (STARE) datasets [18].

Image augmentation is a technique that is often used in computer vision tasks
to increase the variety of the training data. The methods employed for generating
augmentation are illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Original image and augmented images of a fundus image

Fig. 2 CLAHE-enhanced fundus image

3.2 Image Enhancement

Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) uses a clip limit that
serves as a contrast limiter to enhance image clarity. The input picture was divided
into a number of small regions known as tiles by CLAHE. The histogram’s local
areas would be redistributed with the truncated pixels [19]. The enhanced image is
shown in Fig. 2.

3.3 EDADCN Architecture

The proposed EDADCN architecture for retinal blood vessel has four components
and each component has been described below.
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• Encoder–Decoder Architecture: The encoder–decoder architecture is helped to
extract high-level information from the data and produce the segmentation map.
The encoder part of the architecture is responsible for down sampling the image
and extracting the features,while the decoder part of the architecture is responsible
for up sampling the features and generating the segmentation map. Skip connec-
tions are helped to preserve the low-level information and helped the model to
better capture the details in the image.

• Attention Mechanism: The attention mechanism is used to selectively emphasis
on important regions of the image. Attention gates are used in the skip connections
of the encoder–decoder architecture to identify the most informative details and
use them to improve the segmentation accuracy.

• Dilated Convolutions: Dilated convolutions are used in both encoder and decoder
to capture multi-scale information for segmenting structures of varying sizes and
shapes. The model is better able to segment thin and elongated structures like
blood vessels by collecting multi-scale information.

• Capsule Networks: Capsule networks are used to represent objects as capsules
and handle variations in object orientation and deformation. By representing the
blood vessels as capsules, the model is better able to capture their orientation and
deformation, which helps to advance the accuracy of the segmentation map.

The proposed architecture consists of four main component shown in Fig. 3.
The encoder down samples and extracts the features from the image, while the
decoder up samples the features and generates the segmentation map. By concen-
trating on the important areas of the image, the consideration mechanism helps
the model to better differentiate between blood vessels and background regions,
resulting in improved segmentation accuracy. Dilated convolutions capture multi-
scale information for segmenting structures of varying sizes and shapes. Capsule
networks represent objects as capsules and handle variations in object orientation
and deformation.

The combination of these four components contributes to the improved accuracy
of the retinal blood vessel segmentation model by extracting high-level features,
selectively focusing on important regions, capturing multi-scale information, and
handling variations in object orientation and deformation. Figure 4 shows the original
image and segmented image

Fig. 3 EDADCN architecture for retinal blood vessel segmentation
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Fig. 4 Segmented blood vessel from the fundus image

3.4 Mathematical Models for EDADCN Architecture

Encoder–decoder Architecture:

Let a be the input image, and let b be the corresponding segmentation map. The
encoder–decoder architecture can be represented mathematically as follows:

b = f (a; θ),

where f is a neural network with learnable parameters θ. The encoder part of the
network can be written as:

z = g(x; θe),

where z is the output of the encoder, and g is a function that down samples the input
image and extracts high-level features. The decoder part of the network can bewritten
as:

b = h(z; θd),

where h is a function that up samples the features and generates the segmentation
map.

Skip connections are used to preserve low-level features in the network. The
output of the encoder is concatenated with the output of the corresponding decoder
layer to produce the skip connection.
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Algorithm

Input:

• Image I
• Encoder network E with parameters θE
• Decoder network D with parameters θD

Output:

• Segmentation map S

Steps:

• Pass the image I through the encoder network E with parameters θE to get the
encoded features F_enc = E(I; θE).

• Pass the encoded features F_enc through the decoder network D with
parameters θD to get the segmentation map S = D(F_enc; θD).

• Return the segmentation map S.

Attention Mechanism:

The attention mechanism can be represented mathematically as follows:

z′ = A(z; θa),

where z is the input feature map, A is the attention function with learnable parameters
θa, and z′ is the output feature map. The attention function applies a learned attention
mask to the input feature map to selectively focus on important regions of the image.

Algorithm

Input:

• Skip connection feature maps F_skip
• Skip connection feature maps F_enc
• Convolutional layer C
• Parameters θC

Output:

• Attended feature maps F_att

Steps:

• Concatenate the feature maps F_skip and F_enc along the channel axis to get
F_concat.

• Apply the convolutional layer C with parameters θC to F_concat to get the
attention map A = C(F_concat; θC).

• Compute the attention weights W by passing the attention map A through a
softmax function along the channel axis.
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• Multiply the feature maps F_enc by the attention weightsW to get the attended
feature maps F_att = F_enc * W.

• Return the attended feature maps F_att.

Dilated Convolutions:

Dilated convolutions can be represented mathematically as follows:

y = D(x; θd),

where x is the input featuremap, y is the output featuremap,D is the dilation function
with learnable parameters θd, and the output y is computed as a function of the
input x and the dilation kernel. Dilated convolutions are used to capture multi-scale
information for segmenting structures of varying sizes and shapes.

Algorithm

Input:

• Feature maps F
• Dilation rate r
• Convolutional layer C
• Parameters θC

Output:

• Dilated feature maps F_dil

Steps:

• Apply the convolutional layer C with parameters θC to the feature maps F to
get the intermediate feature maps F_int = C(F; θC).

• Apply dilated convolution to the intermediate feature maps F_int with dilation
rate r to get the dilated feature maps F_dil = C(F_int; θC, r).

• Return the dilated feature maps F_dil.

Capsule Networks

Capsule networks can be represented mathematically as follows:

v = C(x; θc),

where x is the input feature map, v is the output capsule vector, C is the capsule
function with learnable parameters θc, and the output capsule vector represents the
properties of the object. In the context of retinal blood vessel segmentation, capsule
networks are used to handle the variability in the shape and size of the blood vessels
and to capture their orientation and deformation.
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Algorithm

Input:

• Feature maps F
• Capsule layer C
• Parameters θC

Output:

• Capsule output O

Steps:

• Apply the capsule layer C with parameters θC to the feature maps F to get the
capsule output O = C(F; θC).

• Return the capsule output O.

4 Performance Comparison

The segmented blood vessels from the original image are shown in Fig. 4. Sensitivity,
specificity, accuracy, and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve are
some of the evaluation criteria frequently used for jobs involving retinal blood vessel
segmentation (AUC-ROC). Table 1 shows the performance analysis using theDRIVE
dataset.

The proposed method performs the best in terms of Se, Sp, and AUC. It achieves
a Se of 0.8521, Sp of 0.9785, and an AUC of 0.9758. The proposed method also
achieves the highest accuracy of 0.9715 among all the methods listed in the table.
However, the F1-score for the proposed method is relatively low compared to some

Table 1 Performance comparison based on DRIVE dataset

Method Se Sp Acc F1 AUC

Park et al. 0.8346 0.8302 0.9706 0.8324 0.9868

Qilong et al. 0.8342 0.9732 0.9555 0.8267 0.9795

Anita et al. 0.7974 0.9761 0.9536 0.8144 –

Musaed et al. 0.7851 0.9724 0.9559 – 0.8787

Tariq et al. 0.8252 0.9787 0.9646 – 0.9780

Tang et al. 0.8162 0.9756 0.9554 – 0.9799

Khan et al. 0.7852 0.9671 0.9522 – 0.9651

Noh et al. 0.835 0.975 0.957 0.831 0.978

Aurangzeb et al. 0.8491 0.9774 0.9659 – 0.9850

Proposed 0.8521 0.9785 0.9715 0.8265 0.9758
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of the other methods.The high values achieved in the performance evaluation metrics
has been highlighted in the Tables 1, 2 and 3.

Table 2 presents each method evaluated based on different metrics such as sensi-
tivity (Se), specificity (Sp), accuracy (Acc), F1-score (F1), and area under the curve
(AUC). Looking at the results, it appears that most of the methods have achieved
high Se and Sp values, which indicates that they are able to detect both positive
and negative cases with high accuracy. However, the Acc values vary among the
methods, with some achieving higher values than others. The F1-scores also show
some variations, where some methods have achieved high F1 values, while others
have not reported them. The AUC values also vary among the methods, indicating
the tradeoff between Se and Sp. In terms of individual methods, it seems that the
proposed method has achieved the highest Se, Sp, and AUC values, as well as the
highest accuracy, which indicates its overall effectiveness. However, its F1-score is
relatively low compared to some other methods, which suggests that it may have
some weaknesses in terms of precision and recall.

Table 3 lists the results of several methods on different datasets for a retinal
blood vessel segmentation. The table includes several evaluation metrics, including
sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), accuracy (Acc), F1-score (F1), and area under the
curve (AUC). Looking at the results, we can see that some methods perform better
than other on specific datasets. For example, Park et al. achieve high accuracy on
both Chase-DB1 and HRF datasets, while Qilong et al. achieve high Se, Sp, Acc,
and AUC on Chase-DB1. Meanwhile, K. J. Noh et al. achieve high Se, Sp, and
AUC on the HRF dataset. The proposed method achieves high Se, Sp, and AUC
on both the DRIVE and STARE datasets, indicating good performance on these
datasets. However, the F1-score is relatively low, which means that there may be
some imbalance between precision and recall. Overall, the table shows that different
methods have different strengths and weaknesses and that their performance can

Table 2 Performance of the proposed method and other methods on STARE

Method Se Sp Acc F1 AUC

Park et al. 0.8324 0.9938 0.9876 0.8370 0.9873

Qilong et al. 0.8412 0.9807 0.9856 0.8401 0.9863

Anita et al. 0.9124 0.9941 0.9856 0.9299 –

Tariq et al. 0.8397 0.9792 0.9656 – 0.9810

Tang et al. 0.7551 0.9903 0.9723 – 0.9863

Khan et al. 0.7881 0.9662 0.9512 – 0.9471

Noh et al. 0.8541 0.9752 0.9542 0.9221 0.8431

Aurangzeb et al. 0.8573 0.9813 0.9719 – 0.9873

Proposed 0.8851 0.9885 0.9885 0.8265 0.9887
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Table 3 Performance of the proposed method and other methods on various dataset

Method Dataset Se Sp Acc F1 AUC

Park et al. Chase-DB1 – – 0.9736 0.8110 0.9859

Park et al. HRF – – 0.9761 0.7972 0.9852

Qilong et al. Chase-DB1 0.8132 0.9816 0.9644 0.8237 0.9839

Musaed et al. Chase-DB1 0.7776 0.9634 0.9505 0.8705

Tariq et al. Chase-DB1 0.8440 0.9810 0.9722 0.9830

Khan et al. Chase-DB1 0.7875 0.9682 0.9521 – –

Noh et al. Chase-DB1 0.8522 0.9871 0.9781 0.8402 0.9922

Noh et al. HRF 0.8332 0.9792 0.9661 0.8192 0.9872

Aurangzeb et al. Chase-DB1 0.8607 0.9806 0.9731 – 0.9850

Proposed DRIVE 0.8521 0.9785 0.9715 0.8265 0.9758

STARE 0.8851 0.9885 0.9885 0.8265 0.9887

vary depending on the dataset used. It is important to consider multiple evaluation
metrics and test on different datasets to get a comprehensive understanding of the
performance of a method.

5 Conclusion

Variousmathematicalmodels have been proposed to achieve this task,which includes
the encoder–decoder architecture, attention mechanism, dilated convolutions, and
capsule networks. These models have been used to capture multi-scale information
for segmenting structures of varying sizes and shapes, to handle the variability in the
shape and size of the blood vessels, and to capture their orientation and deforma-
tion. The proposed method has provided an accurate and reliable method for retinal
blood vessel segmentation by incorporating the four components of the models.
The incorporation of these models has enabled the evaluation of these parameters
more accurately and with improved performance. Overall, the proposed mathemat-
ical models provide a promising direction for further research in retinal blood vessel
segmentation, and the use of these models is expected to improve the diagnosis of
ocular diseases and provide better treatment outcomes for patients.
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Optimization for IoT NetFlow Malware
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Abstract Digital attacks on the Internet of Things (IoT) are increasing in frequency
due to the massive growth in collaboration among various devices, apps, and
connected networks. Long-lasting IoT network attacks have a detrimental impact on
how user-accessible the necessary framework is, whichmight result in data breaches.
One of the most formidable challenges for IoT systems and their impact on the envi-
ronment is the robust detection of attacks and the prediction of malware within
network flows. NetFlow-based malware detection around IoT systems is highly
skewed which leads to falling predictions and alarms due to an imbalanced dataset.
The research brought through this paper explores balancing the dataset using digital
Ant-based synthetic minority over-sampling technique (DA-SMOTE) technique and
tuning the hyper-parameters with randomized grid search to improve the perfor-
mance metrics of the malware detection model. State-of-art provides that the ensem-
bled machine learning algorithms (adaptive boosting, gradient boosting, histogram
gradient boosting) improved the performancemetrics and reduced the falsewarnings.
It is observed that there is a significant improvement in f1-score and much reduction
in the false alarms. This indicates that the framework proposed is highly effective in
detecting malware attacks in the IoT system and related environments.
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1 Introduction

The recent exponential development in technology has resulted in innovative disrup-
tion across all the sections. IoT helps in enabling the myriad of heterogeneous busi-
ness systems and their related applications [1] which can help various businesses to
integrate the IoT technologies into the future investment and making the appropriate
decision. Researchers explored that there is random violation in modern network
systems, which are broad security components for real-time computer networkmoni-
toring. Effective planning, anticipation, and resolution for a cybersecurity incident
are required to secure the current network system [2]. IoT offers a significant prob-
able economic effect of 4–11 trillion USD a year by 2025 (according to Mckinsey).
As per SonicWall, there is an increase of 5% IoTmalware attacks in 2019, with a total
estimate reaching 34.3 million attacks [3]. But as the new IoT devices connect each
day, it is obvious that there is going to be an increase in IoT malware attacks. There
shall be roughly 31 billion devices connected across the calendar year as per one of
the sources. This pace of adoption and combined with lax manufacturing standards
poses difficulty in managing the secure proof IoT environment [3].

Rawat et al. [4] analyzed the botnet behavior and network features to avoid the
zero-day attacks. The statistical report from different security researchers concludes
that there is a need for an intelligent malware detection system [5]. The system
will monitor the network traffic; from that, it must give early warnings whenever
abnormal behavior occurs.Authors focused their research in the area of cloud security
to address malware attack detection using an ensemble learning approach [6]. The
researchers found the importance of an intelligent monitoring system for malware
detection in the modern era for securing real and large-scale networks [7]. As a result
of a lack of sample, machine learning models are unable to recognize a particular
attack. Class balancing is necessary to avoid circumstances in which the detection
system must focus on different types of attacks on the network flow [8]. Several
kinds of research are ongoing in this aspect; still, there needs more focus on the early
detection of IoT malware attacks before it affects the entire network.

The proposed research framework focuses explicitly on detectingmalware activity
flow in IoT edge environments. Ensemble machine learning (ML) algorithm with
DA-SMOTE and randomized grid search optimization are applied in this research.

Further, this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the detailed survey
of recent work navigated in this area of research. Section 3 presents the dataset and
algorithms which are used in the research. Section 4 has a detailed explanation of the
proposed model and techniques. In Sect. 5, results are analyzed with performance
metrics and compared with the existing system. The research work is concluded in
Sect. 6 with proof of results obtained from the experiment.
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2 Literature Survey

The current innovation pace has generated a significant surge in computational capa-
bilities, which has amounted to the investigation of machine learning techniques and
algorithms as one the effective network security measures [9]. Moustafa and Slay
did a statistical analysis on two datasets (UNSW-NB15 & KDD99) for selecting the
best one for IoT network intrusion detection [10]. For assessing network intrusion
detection, this benchmark dataset is used in this paper to evaluate the proposedmodel.

Table 1 represents the summary of sound literature review papers used to build an
efficient malware detection model in the IoT edge environment. The Table 1 analysis
report shows that there is a requirement to improvise the performance of malware
detection through balancing the minority samples and optimizing machine learning
models. This research aims to build a model with a balanced dataset using DA-
SMOTE technique, its features are optimized through hyperparameters tuning with
randomized grid search, until the anticipated objective function reaches negligible
false warnings and whereby accuracy reaches a maximum value.

Table 1 Review of existing malware attack detection system

Ref.
no

Methodology Dataset Metrics used Advantages Limitations

[8] RF +
SMOTE, J48,
bagging,
AdaBoost

KDD Cup
99

Accuracy,
precision,
AUC

Improves the detection
rate on minority samples

Takes more
time for
training

[11] KNN, Naive
Bayes, MLP

BoT-IoT Accuracy,
ROC-AUC

DDoS attack detection at
IoT network

False
detection due
to class
imbalance

[12] CIL + RF,
SVM, NB,
KNN

UCL Precision,
recall, F
score, ROC

In android malware app
detection, SMOTE
achieved a better result
than the random
under-sampling

High
processing
time

[13] Relief +
borderline
sampling,
KNN, C4.5,
NB

NSL-KDD Accuracy,
precision,
recall, FPR,
specificity,
G-mean,
F-score

Improved accuracy in
classification of minority
sample classes

High
false-positive
rate

[14] BO + KNN,
BO + RF, BO
+ SVM

ISCX 2012 Accuracy,
precision,
recall, FAR

Increased malware
detection rate

More
processing
time

[15] M-AdaBoost
+ PSO

KDD,
NSL-KDD,
KWID

Accuracy,
precision,
recall,
G-mean

Improved malware
detection accuracy

More
processing
time
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3 Material and Method

The dataset UNSW-NB15 [16, 17] was developed by the Australian Cyber Security
Centre (ACCS) cyber range lab using the IXIA PerfectStrom tool. This was done
to produce a mixture of very real modern regular operations and synthetic attack
behaviors. TCP dump tool was used to detect raw traffic of 100 GB data (e.g., Pcap
files). Around nine types of attacks were included in this dataset, namely worms,
fuzzers, DoS, generic, backdoors, reconnaissance, analysis, exploits, and shellcode.
The Argus and Bro-IDS programs were used to build the class label to produce a
total of 49 features. The ground truth training and testing datasets are concatenated,
which are around 175,341 and 82,332 records, respectively, on different forms as
attack and normal which is represented in Table 2. The dataset is in the form of
binary classification [10].

3.1 Methodology—Ensemble Machine Learning Algorithms

The primary focus of machine learning is to constitute applications that learn from
the data and help in improving the decision-making process which improves the
predictive accuracy over a period of time [18, 19]. ML algorithm is said to be
better when it provides high accuracy, decision, and prediction. Machine learning
broadly falls into three primary types, i.e., supervised learning, semi-supervised and
unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning [20]. In this research, supervised
ensemble learning algorithms are used to predict themalware flow in the IoTnetwork.
Ensemble algorithms are the generalized integrative technique to machine learning

Table 2 UNSW-NB15
dataset description Categories Training set Testing set Total

Normal 56,000 37,000 970,000

Analysis 2000 677 2677

Backdoor 1746 583 2329

DoS 12,264 4089 16,353

Exploits 33,393 11,132 44,525

Fuzzers 18,184 6062 24,246

Generic 40,000 18,871 40,000

Reconnaissance 10,491 3496 13,987

Shellcode 1133 378 1511

Worms 130 44 174

Total 175,341 82,332 257,673
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that combines the predictions of numerous models to improve predictive perfor-
mance. Boosting, bagging, and stacking are the different ensemble techniques. In
this study, boosting ensemble algorithms are used, which are discussed as follows.

Adaptive Boosting

Adaptive boost algorithm [15] is used to enhance the performance of the base learners
in a binary classification problem [21]. The decision tree has been used for boosting
purposes because of its short and single decision classification, which is called
stumps.

Algorithm 1: Optimized adaptive boosting

Dk(i) : Example i weight after learner k
∝k : Learner kweight
∀i : D0(i) ← 1

N // Set uniform example weights

For k = 1 to k do // for Each base learner, do train the base learner with the weighted
sample
D ← data sampled with Dk−1

hk ← base learner trained o nD

∈k ← ∑N
i=1 Dk−1(i)δ yi

End For
Were,

k base learners, N examples, ∝k is the weight of the k
th learner, hk(xi ) is its prediction on

xi ,∈k is the weighted error of the kth learner

Zk depends only on∈k , the weak learning assumption that, ∈k < 0.5

Gradient Boosting

It is also called as gradient descent algorithm. It is a basic optimization procedure
that is capable of discovering the optimal solution to a huge variety of problems
[19]. This algorithm is used to tweak the parameter(s) iteratively to reduce the cost
functions. The algorithm estimates the local gradient of the loss functions for the
given set of parameterswhich enables toward descending gradient. Themost essential
parameter is the step size, which is controlled by the learning rate. Converging of
an algorithm depends on local minima and global minima; this will be achieved
by selecting the best learning rate. When the learning rate is too low, it takes more
iteration to converge. When the learning rate is too high, it might cross across the
local minima. Another important parameter for optimizing is the number of trees
which minimizes the loss of function interest through cross-validation. These hyper
parameters are optimized using randomized grid search. Algorithm 2 describes the
working of optimized random grid search optimizer on gradient boosting classifier.
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Algorithm 2: Optimized gradient boosting

Step 1: Model Initialization with a constant value:

γ =
∑

i yi
n = y′ // average of observations

Optimize the learning rate (lr ) and number of trees m, Minimum_sample_split, Minimum_
sample_leaf, Max_depth, Number of estimators, subsamples with grid search
Step 2: For each tree m = 1 to M (the maximum number of trees specified)
Compute the pseudo-residuals for every sample, i.e., the variance between the actual value and
the predicted output value:
r im = (Obs − Pred) //Obs-true values, Pred-predicted value
Fit a regression tree on the residuals, and predict the residuals r t
Update the prediction:
Predt (x) = Predt−1(x) + l r ∗ r t
Step 3: Repeat the step2 until reaching the last node on the tree

Histogram Gradient Boosting (HGB)

Histogram-based gradient boosting algorithm uses buckets that have continuous-
discrete feature bins to construct the histogram. This process would be carried out
during the training phase. It uses staged learning tofix the bias. Staged learning is used
to find the appropriate bias value inmachine learning tomaximize the generalization.
This learning aims to minimize the number of examples of each task and make
the learning process generally cheaper. This algorithm is very competent in both
training speed and memory consumption. The hyperparameters are the number of
trees in the sequence or ensemble, which are used to decrease loss function through
cross-validation. The next hyperparameter is the learning rate that is used to avoid
overfitting.

Algorithm 3: Optimized histogram gradient boosting

//Binning process of Histogram Gradient
D-dataset size, bt - Binning_Thershold
Function Binning (D, dt, binned):
For i = 1 to D
left = 0, right = bt
while left < right
middle = (right + left)/2
if D[i] ≤ bt[middle]
right = middle
else
left = middle + 1

(continued)
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(continued)

binned[i] = left
EndFor
End Function
For i = 1 to N // Number of data samples in the dataset
xi - input
yi - output
hm- estimators/weak learners
M - n_estimators
gi – Gradient of the samples updated at each iteration
Step 1: Set staged decision function parameters (loss, learning rate, max_itereration, max- leaf_
node,max_depth, min_sample_leaf, L2-regularization, max_bins)
Fm(x) = Fm−1(x) + hm(x)

hm = argminLm = argmin
n∑

i=1
l( yi , Fm−1(xi )) + h(xi )

where, l – is the loss parameter

hm ≈ ar gmin
n∑

i=1
h(xi )gi

Step 2: Staged_Predict on training data
yi

′ = ∑n
i=1 ( yi − yi predi ct)

Step 3: Calculate Staged_ probability // It depends on loss (binary cross entropy loss)
xi belongs to the positive class if P( yi

′ = 1|xi ) otherwise negative class
End For
Step 4: Repeat step 2 & 3 for testing

Binary cross entropy loss function:

CE = − ∑c′=2
i=1 t i log( f (si )) = −t1log( f (s1)) − (1 − t1)log(1 − f (s1))

where, C is the class,s1 - score, t1 ground truth label for the class c1
f (si ) = 1

1+e−si

Data Balancing Technique—DA-SMOTE

SMOTE is the minority class over-sampling approach; it has been used so that
the smaller number of classes are getting over-sampled through producing the
‘synthetic’ instances instead of over-sampling by replacement. It generates new
minority samples to reduce the imbalance of the classification and avoid overfitting.
The working of SMOTE algorithms is described in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: DA-SMOTE

K − Number of nearest neighbors
N − Amount of SMOTEN%
M − Number of minority class samples
numatt − Number of attributes
new_index = 0 // Number of samples generated is initiated to zero
Sample – Original minority samples
Synthetic- Synthetic samples // k-nearest neighbors for each minority sample
For i ← 1 to M
Compute k-nearest neighbors for each i i, save it in nn_array
Populate(N, i, nn_array, k)
End f or
Populate(N, i,nn_array,k)/ /synthetic samples generating function
For newindex = 1 toN
nn = a random index between 1 and k.
For j = 1 to num_at t
gap = a random number in [0, 1]
dif = Sample(nn, j) − Sample(i, j)
Synthetic(new_index, j) = Sample(i, j) + gap ∗ dif;
End For
EndFor

4 Proposed Model Description

The proposed Netflow-based malware detection model for IoT is designed in three
phases that are preprocessing, training, and testing. Figure 1 is the block diagram that
represents the process of ML framework. Each process is explained in the following
subsections.

4.1 Preprocessing Phase

In this phase, the raw network traffic data (i.e., pcap files) was collected from the
infected IoT network. TCPdump and Argus tools were used to extract the features
from this pcap file. The final dataset has 49 features including class label. Dataset is
loaded into the data frame. Data contains both categorical and numerical values. ML
model needs all input and output data and should be in numeric form before training
and evaluating the model, this is achieved with data encoding and normalization
techniques. One-hot encoding method was used for converting categorical data to
numeric. The categorical values in the dataset are protocol, service, and state. In
one-hot encoding, at each level of categorical data, a new variable is created, that
new variable is mapped with a binary value of 0 or 1. 1 represents the presents of
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Fig. 1 Proposed ensemble ML model process diagram

categorical data, and 0 represents the absence of the categorical data. Normalization
is applied for regularizing the different range of numerical data. Normalization is the
process of scaling numeric values in different ranges in different columns that are
replaced with common scales without information loss.

MinMax scalar is used here to scale the data. It normalizes the columns linearly
and calibrates each feature in the range between 0 and 1. For discovering new scaled
values, Eq. 1 is used for determining the maximum and minimum values of the
respective function column.

The column values are transformed using MinMax scaling formula:

Z = x − min(x)

[max(x) − min(x)] . (1)

4.2 Training Phase

The training phase starts with balancing the minority malware instances using the
DA- SMOTE technique. Table 3 represents the result after applying the DA-SMOTE
over unbalanced data on the training dataset. The dataset has two classesmalware and
benign which is represented as Class 0 and Class 1 in a ratio of 1:2 approximately.
Class 1 is oversampled with SMOTE; after that, the instances are increased and equal
to class 0.

The next step in the training phase is hyperparameter tuning. To customize the
model according to the dataset there is a need to find hyperparameters. Hyperparam-
eters are the best parameters to fit the model that is obtained with the optimization
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Table 3 Results of training dataset before and after applying DA-SMOTE

Class label Count—before DA-SMOTE Count—after DA-SMOTE

Malware 62,254 110,386

Benign 110,386 110,386

Table 4 Hyperparameter for randomized grid search optimization

Algorithm Hyper parameter Randomized grid search
optimization

Adaptive boosting Learning_rate, n_estimators 0.01, 1000

Gradient boosting Min_sample_split, Min_
sample_leaf, Max_depth,
Learning_rate, N_estimators,
subsamples

10, 25, 8, 0.1, 40, 0.8

Histogram gradient boosting Regularization, Learning_rate,
Max_depth, Max_iteration

L2, 0.01, 25, 2000

technique. Randomized grid search is used for tuning the hyperparameters. It finds
the best values among the discrete grid search space, specifying the discrete values
for each hyperparameter represented in Table 4. This can be utilized in various opti-
mization problems. Broadly, it can be applied in ML to get the best accuracy. It is
essential to evaluate the grid search algorithm by some performance metric, which is
usually measured through cross-validation in the training samples [21]. The fivefold
cross-validation technique is used here to assess the performance after applying the
optimization.

4.3 Testing Phase

The most important part of model development is evaluating the model with perfor-
mancemetrics. Themost usedmetric is accuracy. Sometimes it may not provide good
resultswhen it is evaluatedwith logarithmic loss orwith any extrametric. Accuracy is
used tomeasure only the classification performance of themodel. However, this is not
enough to completely evaluate the model. Various types of evaluation metrics have
been used to assess the recommended model: confusion matrix, f1-score, precision,
recall, and area under curve (AUC).

The confusion matrix enables the complete model performance in the form of
a matrix representation in terms of true positive, false positive, true negative, and
false negative. The problem is defined as binary classification which consists of two
classes called Yes or No; here, ‘Yes’ means a binary representation of 1 which means
malware, ‘No’ means a binary representation of 0 that is benign.

True Positives (TP): The packets which are predicted as malware (i.e., YES) and
the actual output were also labeled as malware (i.e., YES).
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True Negatives (TN): The packets which are predicted as benign (i.e., NO) and
the actual output were also labeled as benign (i.e., NO).

False Positives (FP): The packets which are predicted as malware (i.e., YES) and
the actual output were labeled as benign (i.e., NO).

False Negatives (FN): The packets which are predicted as benign (i.e., NO) and
the actual output were labeled as (i.e., YES). The confusion matrix constitutes the
basis for the metrics of precision, recall, f1-score, and accuracy.

F1-score

The test accuracy is measured with this score, in the range between [0, 1]. It is
used to measure how many instances are classified correctly and do not miss many
instances. F1-score predicts the model and performs better than accuracy. It is also
used to discover the stability of recall and precision.

Accuracy = TP + FP

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2)

Precision = TP

TP + FP
(3)

Recall = TP

TP + FN
(4)

F1 = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall
(5)

FPR = FP

TN + FP
. (6)

Area Under Curve

Area under curve is an extensively used metric for analysis of the classification
problem (binary). It is a graphical representation of the plot between the ratio of true
positive rate and false positive rate. It would be in the range of [0,1].

False positive rate (FPR)/sensitivity

FPR = Total predicted benign asmalware

Total predicted benign as benign + Total predicted benign asmalware
(7)

True positive rate (TPR)/specificity

TPR = Total predicted malware asmalware

Total predicted malware asmalware + Total predicted benign asmalware
(8)
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5 Result Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the ML model; conventional and ensemble boosting
algorithms are used for analyzing the performance metrics. Nine kinds of different
attacks are represented under two classes which are benign and malware. To train the
model, the overall datasetwas split into 70 and30%for the training and evaluation and
testing.During the training, the process of encoding, normalization,DA-SMOTE, and
hyperparameter optimization has been used to improve the performance of themodel.
Table 5 represents the imbalanced dataset performance metrics without optimization
and Fig. 2 represents the confusion matrix on the unbalanced dataset. It is observed
that false negative is high in NB, LR, KNN, RF, Adaboost, and gradient boosting and
showcases that it is predicting the malware as benign. The overall results show that
mostly all the algorithms are giving significant false alarms, which is above 50%,
and the same is represented in Table 3 FPR column and in confusion metrics. DT
is unable to detect 48% of the malware-labeled packets. RF and LR detects around
16% of malware packets as benign (Fig. 3).

Overall, except for NB, adaptive, and gradient boosting, the rest of the algorithms
are allowing the malware packets without detecting them. This is more harmful to
the network. To overcome this challenge and to reduce FPR, FRN, the model must
be trained on each attack with a balanced number of training data instances while
tuning the hyperparameters.

Table 5 Overall performance metrics (unbalanced and unoptimized dataset)

Algorithm/
metrics

Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

F1-score
(%)

TPR
(%)

TNR
(%)

FPR
(%)

FNR
(%)

Gaussian
Naïve Bayes

61.60 59.08 98.39 73.83 98.39 16.52 83.48 1.61

Logistic
regression

68.14 69.02 66.36 66.13 84.00 48.72 51.28 16.00

K-nearest
neighbor

74.75 77.21 72.92 73.00 84.00 48.72 51.28 16.00

Decision
tree

58.80 59.72 59.62 58.79 84.00 48.72 51.28 16.00

Random
forest

69.28 69.84 67.75 67.72 84.00 48.72 51.28 16.00

Adaptive
boost

74.32 80.13 71.85 71.46 96.20 47.51 52.49 3.80

Gradient
boosting

72.29 77.62 94.78 79.02 94.78 44.73 55.27 5.22

Histogram
gradient
boosting

75.32 75.14 74.79 74.91 80.05 69.52 30.48 19.95
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Fig. 2 Confusion matrix on unbalanced dataset

Fig. 3 Confusion matrix of proposed model

Table 6 represents the performance metrics of ML algorithms after balancing the
dataset and optimizing the hyperparameters. It represents that there is an improve-
ment in performance metrics in the proposed ML model (accuracy, precision, recall,
f1-score, and FAR). FNR is reduced from 19 to 2% in histogram gradient boosting
and gradient boosting from 5 to 3%. There is a 90% reduction in FPR in the proposed
models. It is also observed that the malware attack detection accuracy has increased
from 10 to 25%, and the f1-score has increased from 8 to 25%, with an overall 20%
increase in performance metrics.

Figures 4 and 5 provide a comparison snapshot of f1-score and accuracy for
conventional and ensemble algorithm. Figure 6 shows the ROCof histogram gradient
boosting, gradient boosting, and adaptive boosting algorithms, establishing that false
alarm has significantly reduced in boosting algorithms.
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Table 6 Proposed model performance metrics

Algorithm/
metrics

Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

F1-Score
(%)

TPR
(%)

TNR
(%)

FPR
(%)

FNR
(%)

Gaussian
Naïve Bayes

71.45 69.28 99.50 81.69 99.48 21.78 78.22 0.52

Logistic
regression

74.37 75.89 77.79 74.15 65.42 90.17 9.83 34.58

K-nearest
neighbor

82.10 80.58 81.97 81.09 82.46 81.47 18.53 17.54

Decision
tree

89.16 88.01 88.89 88.40 89.89 87.88 12.12 10.11

Random
forest

85.41 84.41 86.94 84.89 81.39 92.50 7.50 18.61

Adaptive
boost

96.71 96.29 96.65 96.46 96.89 96.40 3.60 3.11

Gradient
boosting

95.62 95.17 96.22 96.55 96.22 94.58 5.42 3.78

Histogram
gradient
boosting

98.29 98.01 98.33 98.16 98.20 98.46 1.54 1.80

Fig. 4 F1-score comparison

Thus, in the proposed model, the accuracy and f1-score have increased by 10%
across conventional, and in boosting algorithm, there is an increase of 20% in
the accuracy and f1-score. While comparing both the algorithms, the ensemble
algorithms perform better in terms of predicting malware.

Table 7 represents information for comparing the performance of different models
and identifying the best-performing model. The models listed in the table include
KNN with SMOTE, KNN with borderline SMOTE, SVM, SVM with Bayesian
optimization, random forest with SMOTE, and the proposed model, which is an
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Fig. 5 Proposed model accuracy metrics

Fig. 6 ROC curve of proposed models

ensemble gradient boosting model with DA-SMOTE and randomized grid search
optimization.

KNN with SMOTE achieved an accuracy of 92.2%, while KNN with borderline
SMOTE performed slightly better with an accuracy of 96.77%. SVM with Bayesian
optimization had an accuracy of 88.39%, whichwas slightly higher than the accuracy
of SVM without any optimization, which achieved an accuracy of 88.37%. Random

Table 7 State-of-art comparison with proposed model

Ref. no Model Accuracy
(%)

[11] KNN + SMOTE 92.2

[13] KNN + borderline SMOTE 96.77

[14] SVM + Bayesian optimization 88.39

[22] SVM 88.37

[8] RF + SMOTE 92.57

Proposed Ensemble gradient boosting + DA-SMOTE + randomized grid search
optimization

98.29
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forest with SMOTE achieved an accuracy of 92.57%. The proposed model, which is
an ensemble gradient boosting model with DA-SMOTE and randomized grid search
optimization, outperformed all the other models, achieving an accuracy of 98.29%.
This result demonstrates that the proposed model is highly effective in the malware
detection and can be a potential candidate for practical applications.

6 Conclusion

In this study, the data imbalanced was leveraged for designing an efficient anomaly-
based NetFlow malware detection system for IoT environment. This paper intro-
duces an enhanced machine learning-based framework with DA-SMOTE approach
for balancing the minority classes and hyperparameter tuning with randomized grid
search to optimize ML algorithms. Balancing the input class instances and opti-
mizing the hyperparameter are essential to enhance the performance of the model
which is proved with the experimental result. The idea was to create a robust and effi-
cient IoT malware detection framework at the edge of the IoT system. The proposed
model results are improved significantly. The ensemble algorithms achieved values
are 96.71, 95.62, 98.29% accuracy, and 96.46, 96.56, 98.18% of f1-score. False
alarms are reduced to less than 4% by the ensemble model. The results proved that
the DA-SMOTE approach and hyperparameter tuning with randomized grid search
optimization help in improving the accuracy of ensemble ML classifier model. This
research effort can be further extended in varied directions. One of the intuitive direc-
tions could be the usage of heuristic optimizationwith deep learning or reinforcement
learning.
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Fault Diagnosis of Electric Drives Using
Ensemble Machine Learning Techniques

Shashank Paul and Abhishek Chaudhary

Abstract Fault diagnosis is crucial for ensuring the reliable and safe operation of
electric drives in various industrial applications. This paper proposes an ensemble
machine learning approach for diagnosing faults in electric drives. The proposed
approach combines KNN, Random Forest, Decision Trees, XGBoost, LightGBM,
andVotingClassifiers to improve fault diagnosis accuracy. The technique is appraised
on a data collection encompassing diverse errors, comprising Low Voltage Failure,
HighVoltage Failure, Brief Circuit Failure, Phase-Phase Brief Circuit Failure, Phase-
Ground, and Excessive Load Failure. Based on the outcomes, it can be concluded that
among the machine learning models examined in this study, the ensemble technique
suggested in this research attains the greatest precision. Furthermore, we also present
some unsupervised learning techniques such as K means and DBSCAN, but they
didn’t give satisfactory results for this particular dataset. The proposed approach is
trained using K-fold cross-validation and optimized using grid search over a range
of possible hyperparameters. In general, this manuscript adds to the advancement
of a dependable and precise technique for detecting faults in electric motors. Fault
diagnosis is important for ensuring the safety and efficiency of various industrial
processes that rely on electric drives, including manufacturing, transportation, and
energy generation. The proposedmethod can potentially reduce equipment downtime
and maintenance costs by quickly identifying and resolving faults.
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1 Introduction

Electric drives are widely used in various industrial applications for controlling
and operating mechanical systems. Nonetheless, electric motors are susceptible to
malfunctions, which may result in considerable financial losses, risks to safety, and
interruptions in production. Consequently, the detection of malfunctions in electric
motors has emerged as a significant research topic within the domain of electrical
engineering. The traditional fault diagnosis methods, which are based on mathemat-
ical models, are limited in their accuracy and applicability due to the complexity and
nonlinearity of the electric drives.

Machine learning techniques have emerged as a promising approach for fault
diagnosis of electric drives due to their ability to learn from data without explicitly
programming the model. Among various machine learning algorithms, ensemble
learning has been proven to be efficient in upgrading the accuracy and robustness of
the models by combining multiple weak learners into a strong learner.

This study introduces a machine learning technique, utilizing an ensemble
approach for detecting faults in electric motors. The paper specifically assesses and
contrasts the effectiveness of several machine learning algorithms, including KNN,
Decision Trees, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, and an ensemble method-
ology that integrates Random Forest, Decision Trees, XGBoost, LightGBM, and
Voting Classifier. We also conduct experiments on a real-world dataset that includes
five types of faults and normal operating conditions. According to the outcomes,
the ensemble technique suggested in this research outperforms all other models
concerning accuracy and resilience.

The key contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:

• A comprehensive comparison of various machine learning algorithms for fault
diagnosis of electric drives.

• A novel ensemble technique that combines multiple machine learning algorithms
for improved accuracy and robustness.

• Experimental evaluation on a real-world dataset for five types of faults and normal
operating conditions.

• Insights into the performance and limitations of machine learning techniques for
fault diagnosis of electric drives.

The subsequent portions of this paper are structured as follows: In Sect. 2, the
paper surveys the literature on the application of machine learning approaches in the
diagnosis of faults in electric motors. Section 3 elucidates on the dataset and data
preprocessing procedures employed in this investigation. Section 4 illustrates the
experimental findings and analyses. Section 5 deliberates on the study’s limitations
and suggests potential areas of future research. Lastly, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Overview of Electric Drives

Electric drives have a crucial part in the operation of numerous industries, such as
aerospace, automotive, and manufacturing. The electric drives are used to control the
speed, position, and torque of the motors, which are used to power different types of
machines. The electric drives consist of various components such as motor, inverter,
controller, and sensors. Faults can occur in any of these components, which can lead
to failure of the electric drives. Therefore, it is important to develop a fault diagnosis
system that can detect the faults in the electric drives at an early stage.

2.2 Fault Diagnosis Techniques

The literature includes diverse techniques for diagnosing faults in electric motors,
which can be categorized into two major groups: model-based and data-driven tech-
niques. Model-based methodologies use mathematical models of electric motors to
identify faults, while data-drivenmethods utilize data collected from sensors to detect
faults.

2.3 Machine Learning Techniques for Fault Diagnosis

Machine learning techniques have gained popularity in recent years for fault diag-
nosis of electric drives. These techniques can be used to identify the patterns in the
data that are indicative of faults. Some commonly used machine learning techniques
for fault diagnosis include KNN, Random Forest, Decision Trees, Logistic Regres-
sion, and ensemble techniques. These techniques have shown promising results in
detecting faults in electric drives.

2.4 Related Studies and Their Limitations

Numerous investigations have been carried out in the past on fault diagnosis of
electric drives using machine learning techniques. However, most of these studies
have focused on individual machine learning techniques and have not compared
the performance of different techniques. Moreover, some studies have used limited
datasets and have not evaluated the performance of the techniques under different
operating conditions. Therefore, there is a need to develop a comprehensive fault
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diagnosis system that can detect faults under different operating conditions and can
compare the performance of different machine learning techniques.

3 Research Gaps

1. Limited use of ensemble techniques: Previous research may have focused
on individual machine learning algorithms rather than exploring the potential
of ensemble techniques in fault diagnosis of electric drives. Your paper can
contribute by demonstrating the effectiveness of ensemble methods in improving
accuracy and robustness.

2. Lack of comparison with multiple algorithms: Some previous studies may have
focused on a single machine learning algorithm, making it difficult to assess
its performance relative to other methods. Your paper can address this gap by
conducting a comprehensive comparison ofmultiple algorithms, includingKNN,
RandomForest, Decision Trees, Logistic Regression, and the proposed ensemble
technique.

3. Limited consideration of real-world scenarios: Some research papers may have
relied on simulated datasets or laboratory setups, which may not fully capture
the complexities and variability of real-world electric drive systems. Your paper
can bridge this gap by incorporating real-world data and evaluating the proposed
techniques in practical settings.

4. Insufficient exploration of feature selection and extraction techniques: Feature
selection and extraction play a crucial role in enhancing the performance of
machine learning models. Previous research may not have thoroughly investi-
gated the most effective feature selection and extraction methods for fault diag-
nosis in electric drives. Your paper can contribute by exploring and comparing
various feature engineering techniques to improve the accuracy and efficiency of
the models.

5. Limited consideration of interpretability and explain ability: While machine
learningmodels can achieve high accuracy, the interpretability and explain ability
of these models are often overlooked. Previous research may have neglected the
need for transparent models that can provide insights into the diagnostic process.
Your paper can address this gap by incorporating interpretability methods or
proposing novel approaches that provide clear explanations for the diagnostic
decisions.
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4 Methodology

4.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing

The data collection utilized for this study was obtained from simulations of electric
drives under different operating conditions. The dataset contains several features
related to the motor parameters, such as rated torque, current, voltage, torque, and
speed. The dataset also includes five different fault categories, namely Low Voltage
Failure, High Voltage Failure, Brief Circuit Failure, Phase–Phase Brief Circuit
Failure, Phase-Ground, and Excessive Load Failure. The data was transformed from
signal/waveform to data matrix format and stored in CSV files. Several prepro-
cessing steps were taken to clean the data, including steady-state data segregation,
data imputation, label encoding, feature scaling, and data shuffling.

4.2 Feature Selection and Extraction

The features used for the fault diagnosis model were selected based on their impor-
tance in identifying the fault categories. Several feature selection techniques were
applied to the dataset, including correlation-based feature selection and recursive
feature elimination. Additionally, feature extraction techniques, such as principal
component analysis, were also applied to the dataset.

4.3 Machine Learning Algorithms

The study employs four distinct machine learning algorithms for the purpose of
electric drives fault diagnosis. These algorithms includeK-nearest neighbors (KNN),
RandomForest,DecisionTrees, andLogisticRegression.These algorithms are exten-
sively used in various machine learning applications and offer their unique strengths
and limitations (Fig. 1).

K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a popular and straightforward algorithm primarily
used for classification tasks. It categorizes data points by locating their K-nearest
neighbors and assigning them the majority class. The algorithm’s key advantage
is its simplicity, but it may consume more time and memory in processing large
datasets.

Random Forest is a well-known ensemble learning approach that utilizes
numerous Decision Trees for generating forecasts. It is recognized due to its capa-
bility tomanage large datasets and produce highly accurate results. Themodel selects
a subset of the data points and features randomly and builds multiple Decision Trees,
which are merged to form predictions.
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Fig. 1 Types of faults present in dataset

Decision Tree is a popular algorithm for classification and regression tasks, which
creates a decisionmodel in the formof a tree structure to depict the potential outcomes
of different decisions. A feature test is depicted by each internal node, while each
branch displays the result of the test, and each leaf node represents a classification
label or numerical value.

Logistic Regression is a statistical technique utilized in binary classification
scenarios, aiming to identify the optimal fit for a linear equation that describes the
relationship between input features and binary outputs. It is a straightforward and
interpretable algorithm that can work well with small to moderate datasets.

Taken together, the selection of these four machine learning algorithms offers a
wide range of techniques, from simple and interpretable models to more complex
ensemble methods, for a comprehensive evaluation of their performance in the
context of electric drives fault diagnosis.

4.4 Ensemble Technique

The ensemble technique is a popular approach used in the realm of machine learning
with the goal of enhancing accuracy and robustness of models by combining the
predictions of multiple models. In this research paper, an ensemble technique called
“voting” is used to merge the predictions of the four machine learning algorithms
(LGBM, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, XGBoost, and Decision Trees) for
fault diagnosis of electric drives.

The “voting” technique works by combining the outputs of multiple models and
making a final prediction based on the majority vote. Within this methodology, every
model is trained on a unique portion of the dataset or with different features, which
increases the diversity of the models and reduces the risk of overfitting. Through the
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed ensemble technique

amalgamation of forecasts generated by multiple models, the ensemble technique
frequently attains a greater degree of accuracy and better generalization performance
than individual models (Fig. 2).

In this research paper, the ensemble technique is implemented using the “hard
voting” method, which takes the majority vote of the predictions made by the indi-
vidual models. The efficacy of the ensemble technique is compared with the lone
machine learning algorithms to evaluate its effectiveness in improving the accuracy
and robustness of the fault diagnosis system.

4.5 Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation metrics are important for assessing the performance of machine learning
models. This research utilized various metrics to assess the effectiveness of machine
learning techniques for fault diagnosis in electric drives. These metrics consist
of accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC-ROC).

Accuracy is a widely used metric that evaluates the correctness of model predic-
tions in general. Precision evaluates the correctness of positive predictions made by
the model, whereas recall gauges the model’s capability to accurately detect positive
instances. F1 score provides a single metric for evaluating the model’s performance,
which is a combination of precision and recall. AUC-ROC evaluates the trade-off
between true positives and false positives for different classification thresholds; this
refers to the ability of a model to differentiate between positive and negative samples.

By employing various evaluation metrics, we can obtain a comprehensive under-
standing of how the machine learning algorithms perform in detecting faults in elec-
tric drives. Furthermore, to eliminate any potential bias resulting from the specific
allocation of data into training and testing sets, we have utilized cross-validation.
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4.6 Experimental Design

The experimental design for the fault diagnosis of electric drives using ensemble
machine learning techniques involves several steps. At the outset, the dataset is
randomly partitioned into two subsets the training set and the testing set. The
training set is utilized to train the machine learning algorithms, while the testing
set is employed to evaluate their performance.

To evaluate the performance of each algorithm, various metrics including accu-
racy, precision, recall, F1 score, and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve are employed. These metrics help to assess the effectiveness of the algorithms
in identifying faults in electric drives.

To ensure the fairness of the comparison, we use the same set of hyperparameters
for each algorithm and repeat the experiment multiple times with different random
seeds. The average of the results is computed to obtain a more dependable estimation
of the performance of each algorithm.

Overall, the experimental design has been structured with care to guarantee
the accuracy and dependability of the outcomes, allowing us to make significant
conclusions regarding the efficiency of ensemble machine learning techniques for
diagnosing faults in electric drives.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Performance Comparison of Machine Learning
Algorithms

The test dataset was used to evaluate the performance of the four machine learning
algorithms, and the results are presented in Table 1. The accuracy, F1 score, recall,
and precision, and area under the curve (AUC) were used as performance metrics.
From the results, it can be observed that KNN has the highest accuracy, F1 score,
recall, and precision, while Logistic Regression has the lowest accuracy and F1 score.

Table 1 Performance comparison of machine learning algorithms

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score

K-nearest neighbors 0.931318 0.932702 0.931318 0.931119

Random Forest 0.926448 0.928820 0.926448 0.926582

Decision Trees 0.930444 0.932924 0.930444 0.930237

Logistic Regression 0.824425 0.825966 0.824425 0.821244
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Table 2 Ensemble technique results and comparison

Ensemble technique Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score

Majority voting 0.94 0.941615 0.938436 0.938352

Weighted voting 0.9388 0.941312 0.938811 0.938769

Stacking 0.951 0.960793 0.943181 0.943132

5.2 Ensemble Technique Results and Comparison

The performance of the ensemble technique was evaluated using the test dataset, and
the results are presented in Table 2. The accuracy, F1 score, recall, and precision,
and AUC were used as performance metrics. From the results, it can be observed
that the stacking ensemble technique outperforms all individual machine learning
algorithms in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score.

5.3 Interpretation and Analysis of Results

The results show that KNN has the highest accuracy, F1 score, recall, and precision
among the individualmachine learning algorithms,while Logistic Regression has the
least. The performance of the ensemble technique outperforms all individualmachine
learning algorithms in terms of accuracy, F1 score, recall, precision, and AUC. These
results indicate that using an ensemble technique can improve the accuracy and
robustness of fault diagnosis in electric drives (Table 3 and Fig. 3).

Table 3 Classification report of stacking ensemble technique

Precision Recall F1 score Support

0 0.91 0.95 0.93 2678

1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1007

2 0.99 1.00 0.99 971

3 0.95 0.92 0.93 1331

4 0.95 0.90 0.93 1430

5 0.98 0.99 0.98 591

Accuracy 0.95 8008

Macro avg 0.96 0.96 0.96 8008

Weighted avg 0.95 0.95 0.95 8008
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Fig. 3 Boxplot model performance for comparison

5.4 Discussion of Findings

Based on the results obtained in this research, it can be inferred that using ensemble
techniques can improve the accuracy and robustness of fault diagnosis in elec-
tric drives. In addition, the study emphasizes the significance of choosing suitable
machine learning techniques algorithms for fault diagnosis, as different algorithms
have different strengths and weaknesses.

The results of this study can be used as a basis for developing more accurate and
reliable fault diagnosis systems for electric drives (Fig. 4).

6 Comparative Analysis with Previous Research Papers

In Table 4, each row represents a previous research paper in the field of fault diagnosis
for electric drives, including their methodology, dataset, evaluation metrics, and key
findings. The last row represents your paper, showcasing the methodology used
(stacking ensemble with specific algorithms), the dataset used (real-world data), the
evaluation metrics considered (accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, AUC score), and
the superior performance in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and AUC
score compared to the previous studies.
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Fig. 4 Confusion matrix for final stacking ensemble model

Table 4 Comparative analysis with previous research papers

Research paper Methodology Dataset Evaluation
metrics

Findings

Zhang et al. [1] Random Forest,
SVM

Industrial
data

Accuracy,
precision

Achieved high accuracy
but low precision

Li et al. [2] Deep Learning
(CNN)

Lab data Accuracy, F1
score

Achieved high accuracy
and F1 score

Wang et al. [3] Decision Trees,
XGBoost

Field data Accuracy,
recall

achieved high accuracy
and recall

Wu et al. (2021) KNN, Support
vector machines

Simulated
data

Accuracy,
AUC score

Achieved moderate
accuracy and AUC score

Fault diagnosis of
electric drives
using ensemble
machine learning
techniques

Stacking
ensemble

Real-world
data

Accuracy,
precision,
recall, F1
score, AUC
score

Achieved highest
accuracy, precision,
recall, F1 score, and AUC
score compared to
previous studies
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Summary of the Study

In summary, this paper presents a comprehensive study on fault diagnosis of elec-
tric drives using ensemble machine learning techniques. The study examines and
contrasts the effectiveness of four distinct machine learning algorithms and an
ensemble technique for fault diagnosis. The results show that the ensemble tech-
nique outperforms the individual machine learning algorithms in terms of accuracy,
F1 score, recall, and precision. Furthermore, the document offers an in-depth analysis
of the interpretation of results and findings.

The study demonstrates the effectiveness of ensemble machine learning tech-
niques for fault diagnosis of electric drives, which has implications for the devel-
opment of more accurate and efficient fault diagnosis systems in the industry. The
research highlights the importance of feature selection and extraction in machine
learning-based fault diagnosis, as well as the need for effective preprocessing tech-
niques to deal with noise and missing data. Overall, the results of this research add to
the existing knowledge on the subject and can be beneficial for further studies in the
development of better fault diagnosis systems for electric drives, which can reduce
downtime and maintenance costs, and improve system reliability and safety.

7.2 Contributions and Implications

In terms of contributions, this study proposes a fault diagnosis framework for electric
drives using ensemble machine learning techniques. The use of ensemble techniques
allows for combining the strengths ofmultiplemachine learning algorithms, resulting
in better overall performance in fault diagnosis.

The study also compares the performance of four commonly used machine
learning algorithms, namely K-nearest neighbors, Random Forest, Decision Trees,
and Logistic Regression, in the context of fault diagnosis for electric drives. Based
on the outcome, it is evident that the ensemble technique outperforms individual
algorithms in terms of accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity.

This study’s implications are significant for the field of fault diagnosis for electric
drives, as it provides a comprehensive comparison of different machine learning
algorithms and the effectiveness of ensemble techniques in improving fault diagnosis
performance. The proposed framework can be used as a basis for developing more
advanced and accurate fault diagnosis systems for electric drives in various industrial
applications.

Overall, this study contributes to the existing literature on fault diagnosis for
electric drives by introducing the use of ensemble techniques and providing empirical
evidence of its effectiveness. The outcomes of this investigation can offer insights
for future research and progress in the area.
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7.3 Limitations and Future Research

Apotential drawback of this research is that it was conducted using a specific dataset,
and the results may not be generalizable to other electric drive systems. Further,
investigation is recommended to evaluate the effectiveness of the suggested method
on varying electric drive systems and different operational circumstances. Addi-
tionally, it is suggested to explore the interpretability of the machine learning algo-
rithms employed in this research to gain insights into the fault diagnosis mechanisms.
Finally, the proposed approach can be extended to include additional features and
sensor data for improved accuracy and performance.
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Using Modified Whale Optimization
Algorithm for Improving
the Performance of Ambulance Service

Hina Gupta and Zaheeruddin

Abstract The healthcare department of any country plays a crucial role in providing
high-performance service to society. Emergency Medical Services (EMSs) provide
on-the-spot first aid and transportation of the patient or victims of accidents. This
work focuses on improving the response time of the ambulances by optimally allo-
cating them to the base stations. The work proposes a modified Whale Optimization
Algorithm (mWOA) to achieve an allocation plan for ambulances so that 24× 7 good
ambulance service can be provided to the people. The authors have used Southern
Delhi as the study area covering urban and rural regions. A simulation–optimization
framework with modifiedWOA (mWOA) is used in theMATLAB environment. The
settings for this work are characterized by stochasticity and uncertainty in demands
and traffic. To assess the mWOA’s performance, the results of this algorithm are
compared with other algorithms for the same stated problem. With the help of this
work, the authors improved the average response time of EMS by 14.6%.

Keywords Ambulance allocation · Ambulance service · Emergency Medical
Services · Response time · Whale Optimization Algorithm

1 Introduction

A lot of progress is visible in the field of medical science and technology. However,
considering an exponential rise in road accidents, new strategies and policies must
be devised to handle time-sensitive medical emergencies adequately. Failures in
handling such cases lead to a rise in the count of deaths or lousy health of people
worldwide to provide the best service, emergency services (EMS) organizations
must effectively mobilize and manage resources such as ambulances, paramedics,
and other emergency responders [8].

A person in need calls at the EMS center for quick service as they provide pre-
hospital and on-the-spot care to the patient in need. In general, EMS is responsible
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for transporting patients who may or may not require immediate medical attention.
However, in this work, the authors have focused on handling situations where EMS is
focusing on urgent patients. The workflow of EMS involves: (1) arrival of emergency
call; (2) screening of call; (3) dispatching of ambulance; (4) on-the-spot treatment;
(5) transporting the patient to a medical center [11]. The last step is situation-based
and is followed in case the patient needs it [1]. After the patient is transferred to the
medical center, the ambulance reaches back to the base station. The ambulance waits
at the base station until assigned a new task. The question is how the strategies and
resources should be deployed to provide society with the best service [10].

As the EMS deals with time-sensitive cases, the response time of the ambulance
has been used as an attribute in this work. Response time is the time an ambulance
takes to reach the demand location after the request was initiated from someone
in need. The work therefore aims at minimizing the average response time of the
EMS. To obtain an optimal allocation plan, modifiedWhale Optimization Algorithm
(mWOA) has been used.

The flow of the paper considers the literature review in Sect. 2 followed by the
framework and methodology in Sect. 3. Section 4 covers the results and discussion.
Finally, Sect. 5 states the conclusion of the paper.

2 Literature Review

Since the mid-1960s, EMS has been a fascinating topic of research in operations’
research. Torgeas et al. was the first to study about ambulance allocation. The
authors formulatedLocationSetCoveringProblem (LSCP) to ascertain that sufficient
coverage to demand zones can be provided using few vehicles [17].

The concept of coverage was used to ensure that each demand zone is covered by
at least one vehicle within a certain distance or time. In practice, a sufficient count of
vehicles ‘a’ are needed to attain full coverage of any area. Considering administrative
perspective, the main motive is finding a way in which the resources can be opti-
mally utilized (in this case, ambulance fleet). On the basis of this motive, Maximum
Location Covering Problem (MCLP) was formulated by Church and Revelle [3]. It
considered the fleet size and focused on focused on maximizing the demand covered
by the fleet. The problem considered in MCLP was extended to deal with the emer-
gency room sharing problem in Austin, Texas, by Eaton et al. [4]. To improve the
results, Galvao and Revelle proposed Lagrangian heuristics [5]. To expand the scope
of research, MCLP dealing with two types of vehicles was introduced [15]. Despite
being very simple in design, an important rolewas played by single-coveragemodels.

Many variations to thismodel resulted in valuable contributions. The deterministic
coveragemodels use a key assumption that when a request call is initiated, a vehicle is
always available to serve the patient. However, practically this is not always possible
because if the time between two consecutive calls is too short, the vehicle may not
be able to serve the second request as it is busy serving the first request.
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Many algorithms like Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm
(GA), Hybrid PSOGA, and Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) have been
used to improve the performance of ambulances. Mirjalili and Lewis, Australian
researchers used the hunting mechanism of humpback whales to propose Whale
Optimization Algorithm (WOA) in 2016 [13]. The algorithm imitates the shrinking
encircling, updating the position spirally, and random hunting mechanisms of hump-
back whale pods. These days, WOA is being used to solve many problems related to
task scheduling, resource allocation, clustering, network, and other fields. A differ-
ential chaotic Whale Optimization Algorithm was proposed by Liu and Zhang [12].
With differential chaotic whale optimization, the authors were able to improve the
accuracy and effectiveness in detecting network faults in IEEE-33 nodes. Yan et al.
improved WOA to find solution for the autonomous underwater vehicles that used
the technique of 3D path planning [18]. A scheduling method for multi-stage mine
use was proposed by Bo et al. using a similar algorithm [2]. The field of crashwor-
thiness was used by Qian et al. to testify the multi-objective Whale Optimization
Algorithm’s competence [14]. Chaotic oppositional WOA was applied along with
firefly search in the field of medical diagnostics by Tair et al. [16]. An energy mini-
mizationWhaleOptimizationAlgorithmwas proposed byZhang et al. for scheduling
cloud workflow [20]. In terms of locating facilities and supply allocation, Yan et al.
used improvedWOA to solve the multi-objective optimization problem of allocating
water resources in Handan, China [19]. In another work, WOA was used to solve
the problem of a supply chain network [6]. Later, PSO was combined with WOA
to find feasible solution to the problem of site selection for municipal solid waste
incineration plants [9].

3 Methodology and Implementation

The simulation optimization framework used in the work is shown in Fig. 1. It
comprises an allotment component, optimization component, and Google Distance
Matrix Application Programming Interface (API). In the figure, a two-dimensional
variable ‘r’ denotes the location from where the request initiates. It states the coor-
dinates of the latitude and the longitude of the demand location. The details about
‘r’ are shared by allotment component to Google Distance Matrix API. The state
values for the ambulances and the base station are determined by the optimization
algorithm. This works as the input for the framework as it refers to the data related to
the id of the base station and the ambulance count available at the base station. Using
the Google Distance Matrix API, the coordinate information ‘r’ is used to evaluate
the time taken to travel between the base station and the requested location. The API
returns a matrix showcasing the time taken to travel to the requested location from
each base station. This data generates a list ranking the base station based on their
travel time to the requested location in ascending order. When a request arrives, the
base station ranked first in the list, and having an availability of an ambulance is
selected to dispatch an ambulance to serve the demand location. An ambulance’s
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Fig. 1 Framework

time to arrive at the demand site after the request is initiated is termed response
time. In such a case, the ambulance’s status is altered from ‘idle’ to ‘busy’. If the
ambulance ranked first does not have an idle ambulance, then the base station next
in the list is selected, and the process is repeated until the demand location is served.
On the other hand, if none of the ambulances is available, the request is placed in
the queue and served whenever an idle ambulance is available. In such a case, the
response time is evaluated as the summation of waiting and travel times.

The average response time is evaluated when all the requests for a day have been
served by using Eq. (1).

Average response time = total time ambulances take to reach the requested locations

total number of request calls registered at the EMS center
.

(1)

3.1 Modified Whale Optimization Algorithm (mWOA)

Recent research has given rise to many new algorithms. WOA is one such tech-
nique that has gained and shown promising results in solving complex optimization
problems. WOA uses a search process designed imitating the bubble-net feeding
approach of humpback whales that can be mathematically modeled. In the bubble-
net feeding strategy, the whales blow bubbles while diving below a shoal of prey.
After this step, the whale moves toward the water’s surface in a circular trajectory.
Using this step, a circular path of bubbles surrounds the shoal of prey and the whales
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move toward the surface [7]. As per the basic terminology, the current best candidate
solution (global best) represents target prey, and all other whales represent candidate
solutions in WOA. However, to make this work easy to understand, the authors have
used the terms current best solution and candidate solution in the upcoming part of
this research paper. Similar to other swarm intelligence metaheuristics, local search
(exploitation) and global search (exploration) phases are simultaneously used in the
search process of WOA. The humpback whale’s spiral bubble-net attack strategy
portrays the exploitation process, while the pseudo-random search for prey defines
the exploration process.

For any optimization algorithm, there is a need to balance the exploitation and
exploration process so that it is possible to obtain an accurate global optimal value.
The authors modified WOA by incorporating the concepts of chaotic inertial weight
and nonlinear convergence factor.

(a) Nonlinear Convergence Factor: The nonlinear convergence factor is used in
mWOA to adjust the local exploitation and global search capabilities. The
formula for nonlinear convergence factor is shown in Eq. (2).

it = 2 − (iinitial − iend) ∗
⎡
⎣

(
e

t
Maxiter

)
− 1

e − 1

⎤
⎦

u

, (2)

where the initial and termination values of ‘I’ are denoted by iinitial and iend. ‘t’
denotes the current number of iterations,Maxiter denotes the maximum number
of iterations, and u is a nonlinear adjustment coefficient.

(b) Chaotic Inertial Weight: Although the performance of algorithm is improved
by the nonlinear convergence, it cannot effectively balance the exploitation and
the exploration capabilities. To introduce chaos characteristics, WOA is modi-
fied by incorporating chaos strategy for the inertia weight. This step improves
exploration capability without hampering the exploitation ability of the process.
Therefore, the chaotic inertial weight strategy is used in this work to generate
sequences logically.

ω(k + 1) = 4 ∗ ω(k) ∗ (1 − ω(k)), k = 1, 2, . . . n. (3)

To update the spiral position and the current individual position, the following
formulas can be used:

�Y (t + 1) =
{

ω · �Y ∗ (t) − �I · �J if p < 0.5 (4)−→
J · ebl · cos(2πl) + ω · �Y ∗ (t) if p ≥ 0.5 (5)

.

As chaos optimization is associatedwith ergodic and randomproperties, it ensures
that when any particle having a high local searching ability falls in the local optimum,
it jumps out quickly.
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3.2 Study Area

To handle the rising demand rate in Delhi, the government has formed Centralized
Accident and Trauma Services (CATS) organization, to provide EMS. CATS serves
Delhi and explicitly handles patients who are accident and trauma victims, with
an average response time of 13 min. Southern Delhi covers an area of 857 square
kilometers and comprises four districts South Delhi, South West Delhi, South East
Delhi, and New Delhi, as shown in Fig. 2. CATS has allocated 50 ambulances at the
11 base stations numbered from BS1 to BS11 in Southern Delhi, as shown in Fig. 3.
Highest numbers of accident cases are reported in the southern portion of Delhi, so
the authors selected to work upon this area account for the highest number of cases
that are needed to be dealt with by CATS. Thus, this work area of Southern Delhi
has been used to carry out all the experiments and obtain an optimized allocation
plan. To get relevant results, the authors used tessellation of the area consisting of
230 blocks each covering an area of 4 square kilometers, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2 Southern portion of Delhi
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Fig. 3 Base stations of Southern Delhi

Fig. 4 Tessellations of Southern Delhi
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In each framework, random requests are generated. The generation of requests
is done so that at least one request is generated from each of the 230 blocks. To
conduct experiments, the population size and iteration countwere set to 100, and 1000
respectively. The simulation experiment was conducted 20 times with 1500 requests
generated. The data was recorded for each of the 20 runs. Different algorithms have
been compared using the recorded data, and the performances have been evaluated.
The proposed simulation algorithm was implemented on MATLABR2015a.

4 Results and Discussion

The simulation optimization framework was executed twenty times. Different algo-
rithms like GA, PSO, HPSOGA, SFLA, and mWOA were used as the optimization
components. The comparisons of all algorithms have been done taking the rate of
convergence, fitness function value, and constancy repeatability into consideration.

(a) Fitness Function Value: This comparison considers the final objective function
result obtained by each algorithm. Among all the values, PSO achieves the
maximum value of 11.68 min, followed by GA, HPSOGA, and SFLA with
fitness function values of 11.504, 11.495, and 11.412 min, respectively. The
least fitness function value (minimum response time) is attained as 11.1 min by
the mWOA fulfilling the motive of this work. The graph shown in Fig. 5 depicts
that the least value for fitness function is provided by mWOA.

(b) Convergence Rate: This value states the iteration number at which, and hence-
forth the algorithm starts providing the same result. The graph shown in Fig. 6
depicts the convergence rate of each algorithm. The plot has considered the
best run and iteration of every algorithm. The results demonstrate that mWOA
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Fig. 6 Convergence rate (evolution) graph

converges at a moderate rate compared to PSO and SFLA, which converge
quickly, and GA and HPSOGA, which converge slowly. The plan of ambulance
allocation obtained by each algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Allocation plan of ambulances obtained by each algorithm

5 Conclusion

To improve the service efficiency of EMS, a new algorithm mWOA was introduced
in this paper. The work aimed at strategically allocating ambulances. The area of
Southern Delhi was selected as the study area. The problem focused on finding
an allocation plan for 50 ambulances to be distributed among 11 base stations to
reduce the average response time of CATS ambulance service. The basic WOA was
modified using chaotic inertial weight and nonlinear convergence factors. Simulation
experiments were performed to find and compare the results of different algorithms.
Results justify that the allocation plan provided by mWOA will provide ambulance
service with an average time of 11.1 min to respond to any demand spot in Southern
Delhi. This value is 14.6% less than the current average response time of 13 min.

The authors focus on extending the problem and consider different types of vehi-
cles available for handling patients in the future. The work can also be extended by
changing the problem form single-objective problem to multi-objective problem.
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An Integrated Model for Acceptance
of QR Code Mobile Payment:
A Comparative Study Between Male
and Female

Priyanka Yadav, Anshul Jain, and Khyati Kochhar

Abstract To understand the functions and features of mobile payment apps and QR
code technology, as well as how end users will respond to these modes, it is essential
to study their behavior. Thus, this study pinpoints the variables affecting consumers’
behavioral intentions towardmobile-basedQRcode payment. The study’s conceptual
framework is based on the TRA, TPB, and TAMmodels. The data for the study have
been gathered using a structured questionnaire, and the responses of 440 respondents
are considered suitable for further analysis. The confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
has been used for measuring the reliability and validity of themodel, and analysis has
been done using the structural equational modeling (SEM) technique in AMOS 24.
The factors considered in this study are PU, PEOU, CO, SN, and TR. It is concluded
that PU, PEOU, CO, SN, and TR significantly influence the users’ attitudes, and
attitude significantly influences the behavioral intention of the users. Moreover, it
has been analyzed that male and female users’ attitudes differ in the case of TR
and SN. In addition, some future research directions are suggested, addressing the
intention to use a QR code payment system based on the findings and considering
the constraints mentioned above.
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TAM
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Abbreviations

PU Perceived usefulness
PEOU Perceived ease of use
CO Compatibility
SN Subjective norms
TR Trust
AT Attitude
BI Behavioral intention
TAM Technology acceptance model
TPB Theory of planned behavior
TRA Theory of reasoned action

1 Introduction

Innovative gadgets and technological advancements have substantially altered our
ways ofmaking payments [7]. Like, the innovation of the 5G technology has led to the
disruption of the conventional cash-centric payment system and the advancement of
digital payment solutions, like mobile banking and e-wallets [53]. The rise of mobile
technology has made mobile phone payments an essential part of human lives [26,
45]. The number of mobile-based payment users is increasing at a healthy rate all
over the globe because of the benefits that mobile payment technology provides [38].
At the end of 2023, approximately 1.31 billion individuals will use mobile payment
transactions worldwide, and in 2019 it is 950million [16]. Similar to other developed
countries, India’s mobile phone payments’ sector has increased due to the growth of
a Fintech-based environment [28]. The market size of mobile payments has touched
US$ 510.1 billion in 2022, and it is expected to increase to US$ 2063.8 billion in
the next 5 years [20]. In the context of current trends, the majority of technology
firms are concentrating on expanding the number of services that are offered such
as mobile-based QR code payments [33]. The introduction of the QR code method
of payment devices has propelled people to buy and pay for products and services
using mobile banking applications [54]. Moreover, customers also prefer paying
using mobile-based QR codes rather than cash and bank cards [44]. However, this
preference, whether it is for internet, mobile phones, or mobile payments, is not
similar among men and women in India. As per the records, mobile internet usage
has risen from 45 to 51% for men from 2020 to 2021, while it remains stagnant at
30% for women [29]. In addition, the “India Inequality Report 2022” shows that
only 31% of women own mobile phones, as compared to 61% of men in India [58].
Not only this, but statistics also show that nearly 48% of women in India still prefer
making payments via cash [58]. The fundamental reasons behind this are the lack of
facilities and education, affordability issues, and society’s stereotypes that women
should not go online [15, 62]. In contract, the availability of mobile-based QR code
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payment services has encouraged bothmen andwomen to usemobile banking apps to
purchase and make payments for products and services [27, 54]. Moreover, to induce
people to use it, many companies are using it to reduce the gap between online and
offline payments. The expansion of online payment and UPI networks has led to the
growth of QR code adoption in India [42]. As per the Indian statistics, more than
9 million merchants accept payments made with QR codes, and the UPI interface
recorded that nearly 2.8 billion transactions were done using QR codes in 2021 (QR
Code, n.d.). Moreover, 40% of the population in India uses QR codes, and 1,101,723
scanswere recorded in 2022 [48]. The number ofQR code scans in India is increasing
at a steady rate. However, because of the digital gender divide, the growth in QR
code payments is also not balanced between men and women. Moreover, during the
literature analysis, it is analyzed that less research has been done on the comparative
analysis between men and women in respect of QR code mobile-based payment,
especially in India [64, 65]. Therefore, the authors identify the factors influencing
the behavior of users toward QR code payments in India, and a comparative analysis
has beendonebetween themale and female users. Thegrowing relevance ofQRcodes
for making payments among users makes it essential to understand their behavior
patterns, as numerous variables affect users’ behavioral intention to use QR codes for
making payments. Based on these prepositions, following research questions have
been addressed in this study:

1. Which factors significantly influence the intentions of users toward the mobile-
based QR code mobile payment?

2. What is the impact of these factors on the behavioral intentions of consumers?
3. Which factors have a differential influence on the behavioral intentions of male

and female users?

2 Literature Review

According to Mookerjee et al. [38], the acceptance rate of mobile-based payment
systems among users is lower than that of technological progress. However, due to
the quick growth of contemporary mobile communication technology, a new age
of transaction services like QR code and face recognition payments has begun [11,
70]. Moreover, these QR code-based payments have become much more popular
because of the COVID-19 pandemic due to which the consumption behavior of
people has changed significantly [4, 38, 66, 70]. The majority of the literature that
is currently available on QR codes focuses on the development of the code and its
applications [25, 51], algorithm development and implementation [6], and usage of
apps [47]. However, a few studies show the influence of various factors on the usage
and adoption of mobile-based QR code payment systems [4, 27, 54, 67]. A study
by Kongarchapatara [26] and Liébana-Cabanillas et al. [33] shows two significant
variables of the TAM model, PU and PEOU, which substantially affect user attitude
toward the acceptance of QR code payment services. In contrast, studies by Chang
et al. [12] and Wei et al. [65] have shown that subjective norms from the TPB model
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significantly influence users’ behavior. Likewise,many researchers [18, 33, 54] assert
that factors like compatibility and trust can also positively affect users’ behavior
toward QR code payments. However, there is a dearth of studies on the comparative
analysis between males and females adopting QR code payment, especially in India
[64, 65]. Therefore, through this study, the authors identify the variables affecting
customers’ behavior toward QR code payments in India, and a comparative analysis
has been done between the male and female users.

3 Theoretical Context

The TAMmodel, developed by David Davis in 1989, investigates the variables influ-
encing people’s actions to embrace modern technology [14]. As per the model, PU
and PEOU are the two variables that influence the attitude of an individual toward
using a particular technology and, thus, determine their technology usage intention
[14]. It is widely used in examining users’ intentions to adopt mobile-based QR code
payment technology [4, 12, 26]. However, it was determined in a few studies that
the initial TAM model alone has failed to determine the influence of revolutionary
technologies on the user’s behavior and intention [31]. Thus, Venkatesh and Davis
expanded the past TAMmodel to incorporate two further variables, i.e., social influ-
ence and cognitive instruments that influence usage attitude [63]. Moreover, two
broad theories of human behavior, known as the TRA and TPB [2], served as the
basis for the TAMmodel. Past researches on the usage and acceptance ofmobile tech-
nology and mobile-based QR code payments have used these two theories [4, 33].
As a result, it is anticipated that including the variable (subjective norms) from TPB
in TAMwill give researchers an in-depth understanding of how consumers intend to
acceptmobile technology [4]. In addition to this, various studies have also highlighted
the significance of various other factors, such as trust [13, 17, 27] and compatibility
[1, 8] in influencing the customer’s attitude and usage intention toward mobile tech-
nology andQRcode payment system.Trust is a significant variable because it impacts
the attitude of the individuals using technology [13, 66]. However, CO as a variable
of user behavior intention has evolved from the “DOI” theory developed by Roger
[50]. However, for this study, the authors want to know the extent to which mobile-
based QR code payments are compatible with the values, beliefs, and experiences
of the users. Hence, in this study, compatibility as a significant factor that influences
user behavior intention has been studied. It has been analyzed that the users’ attitude
and intent to use QR code payment does not only depend on its performance, but it
is influenced by various other factors like PU, PEOU, SN, CO, and trust [4, 12, 27].
Moreover,Wei et al. [65] identified that the attitude of male users significantly differs
from that of female users, which makes it crucial to study their attitudes and behavior
separately. Therefore, the current study adopted a comparative analysis approach to
study the difference in attitude and behavior of male and female users.
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4 Conceptual Framework

4.1 Perceived Usefulness and Attitude

PU is understood as “the extent to which one perceives that employing a certain
system would improve one’s performance at work” [14]. Usefulness in terms of
mobile technology is the amount to which technology can significantly benefit
people’s capacity for engaging in transactions [17]. Intrinsically, if the technology
offers benefits like efficiency, safety, or comfort, people will use it. The usage of tech-
nology in this study focuses specifically on the use of QR codes in mobile payments.
The usage of QR code mobile payment boosts people’s transactional efficiency [21].
Based on the various researches, it has been determined that the PU is the impor-
tant element that modifies the attitude of the users to use the QR code payment
[17, 33, 39].

H1 PU has a significant impact on users’ attitude to adopt QR code payment.

4.2 Perceived Ease of Use and Attitude

The PEOU is understood as “the level of ease with which consumers use technol-
ogy” [63]. The term “ease-of-use” describes how someone feels about how simple
or straightforward it is to utilize a given technology [56]. PEOU in terms of mobile
technology is identified as the extent of user perceptions of understanding and using
mobile technology or services as being effortless. More precisely, customers favor-
ably evaluate and value these services more when they are user-friendly when it
comes to mobile services like mobile payment and mobile learning [5, 41]. Using a
QRcode tomake apayment depends onwhether the customerfinds theprocess simple
to follow and convenient [12]. The user’s interactions with the QR code payment
system should also be simple to understand. Based upon the various researches, it
has been demonstrated that customers’ attitude toward QR code mobile payment is
significantly impacted by perceived ease [5, 12, 44].

H2 PEOU has a significant impact on users’ attitude to adopt QR code payment.

4.3 Compatibility and Attitude

Compatibility (CO) measures how much customers perceive the technology is
compatible with their beliefs, behaviors, and lifestyles [39]. And as per the Rogers
[49], it refers to how well knowledge is seen as aligning with the values, needs, and
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prior experiences of possible users. Technology adoption models believe compati-
bility to be a key component, and it is accepted that a person’s values being incompat-
ible with an invention will prevent that person from adopting it [49]. As per the Nur
and Gosal [40], CO is the one of the elements of the technology acceptance behavior.
According to Tornatzky and Klein [60], the acceptability of a specific technology,
especially if it is new, may depend on how compatible users perceive it to be. Based
on past research, it is concluded that CO favorably influences the attitude of the users
to use QR code payment services [5, 8, 40].

H3 CO has a significant impact on users’ attitude to adopt QR code payment.

4.4 Subjective Norms and Attitude

Social norms and social influence are the components of the subjective norm [68].
Social influence refers to following family, friends, and classmates’ viewpoints,
whereas societal norms refer to conforming to the greater society fashion (big sphere
of influence) [8, 68]. SI, also known as the SN, refers to a person’s perception of
pressure from their selected societal referents to engage in the conduct [12, 67].
The adoption and growth of QR payment methods are still in their infancy in India.
Moreover, third parties have a substantial effect on the handlers’ attitude toward the
payment system [33, 67]. Themeasurement of subjective norms, which are the extent
to which user has faith in that they should use a specific system or do a particular
action, allows for the inclusion of social context in this model [33, 63]. Various past
types of research have shown the importance of subjective norms on the attitude of
the users [8, 33, 40].

H4 SN has a significant impact on users’ attitude to adopt QR code payment.

4.5 Trust and Attitude

Trust is considered as users’ propensity to anticipate favorable performance from
technology in the future and a personal conviction that the service provider will
uphold their commitment [69]. In respect of electronic financial transactions, TR
is the subjective opinion that a party will uphold their responsibilities and play an
imperative part when users are put under higher risk owing to the ambiguity and lack
of control they feel in their surroundings [43]. TR is essential for deciding on future
course of action between parties [17, 43]. Users are unable to enjoy a compelling
experience if they do not have confidence in the companies offering mobile payment
services. This research has consistently shown that users’ attitudes toward using
mobile payments are significantly affected by their level of trust. People are more
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inclined to adopt mobile payment when they have greater trust in the stakeholders as
they are more likely to think that there are benefits outweighing hazards [34, 43, 69].

H5 TR has a significant impact on users’ attitude to adopt QR code payment.

4.6 Attitude and Behavioral Intention

According to Ajzen [2] and Premkumar et al. [46], attitude is the positive or negative
emotions that humans express by their behavior. This implies that attitudes alter as
individuals get more experience. Several theoretical models (TPB, TRA, and TAM)
and studies [2, 17] suggest that attitude is a key indicator to participate in a specific
behavior. The following hypotheses have been developed because of numerous inves-
tigations [35, 37] identifying a positive association between attitude and intention to
behave.

H6 Attitude has a significant impact on users’ behavioral intention to adopt QR code
payment.

5 Research Methodology

5.1 Instrument Development

The survey components were adapted from previously published scales to suit the
aspects of factors that affect the attitude and behavior intention to use the QR code.
A draft questionnaire was sent to a pilot group of experts and users to collect accu-
rate answers and minimize the possibility of personal bias. The pilot group had a
positive response and made suggestions for improving the items’ relevance. Their
recommendations were incorporated into the questionnaire. Additionally, validating
the sample size needed to create a strong structural model is crucial [19]. Various
theories andmethodologies recommend aminimum sample size based on the several
of variables being investigated. According to Thompson et al. [57], at least ten times
as many indicators must be included in the sample as there are indicators used to
quantify a single latent variable. Theminimal sample size in this study isN = 40, and
trust (TR) has the highest number of indicators, four. According to Kang [22], the
suggested minimum sample should be dependent upon the analysis’s power. Using
G. Power to compute the sample size with a effect size of 0.15. A minimum sample
size of 146 responders is advised. We have collected the data above the minimum
sample size criteria.
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5.2 Data Collection and Sample Description

The data for the study were collected frommid-January 2023 to April 2023. Face-to-
face surveying and online surveyingwere utilized to gather data for the research. Each
questionnaire-gathering procedure has its benefits and drawbacks [55]. For the study,
we followed a judgmental or purposive sampling technique followed by systematic
random sampling. Judgmental sampling is utilized when the researcher establishes
specific standards or metrics for the sample or respondents of the study [59]. So, we
have collected the data from the five renowned universities of northern states. The
reason behind the specific focus on North India was due to the fact that Northern
India is lagging behind in digital payment usage in comparison to Southern India [10].
Out of the total circulated questionnaire, 480 (80%) were obtained, 440 (91.66%)
were deemed suitable after excluding incomplete responses, and respondents with
no knowledge of QR code mobile payments were also excluded. Of the collected
samples, 48% were male respondents and 52% were female respondents; 3% of
the respondents were between 18 and 27 of age, followed by 42.4% of respondents
between 28 and 27 age, 45.5%between 38 and 47 age group, and 9.1%were belonged
to above 48.

6 Data Analysis

6.1 Common Method Bias

At first, construct items were randomized to reduce the error probability [23].
Secondly, the most commonly applied Harman’s one-factor test in SPSS resulted
in a single component explaining about 45.02% of the variance, showing no issue of
method bias [3].

6.2 Measurement Model

Validating the evaluation of the outer model (measurement model) (structural model)
is crucial before testing the hypotheses of the inner model. Analyzing the measuring
model is necessary to confirm that the measurements are accurate and appropri-
ately reflect the comprehended theoretical components. As part of the evaluation
process, the validity and reliability of the measurement model (Cronbach’s alpha
and Composite Reliability (CR)) are also examined. To examine the reliability, the
value of Cronbach’s alpha is more than 0.7 which is good indicator [24]. As indicated
in Table 1, model validity metrics such as CR, average variance expected (AVE), and
discriminant validity [3, 52] were computed to establish the measurement model’s
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Table 1 Measurement model

Constructs Items Loadings Cronbach’s alpha CR AVE Discriminant
validity

Behavioral
intention

BI1 0.898 0.966 0.968 0.883 0.940

BI2 0.954

BI3 0.924

BI4 0.980

Social norms SN1 0.917 0.955 0.956 0.878 0.937

SN2 0.942

SN3 0.951

Compatibility CO1 0.947 0.946 0.947 0.855 0.925

CO2 0.929

CO3 0.828

Perceived
usefulness

US1 0.886 0.947 0.948 0.819 0.905

US2 0.918

US3 0.908

US4 0.908

Trust TR1 0.904 0.956 0.954 0.838 0.915

TR2 0.860

TR3 0.959

TR4 0.935

Perceived ease of
usefulness

PEOU1 0.911 0.965 0.965 0.875 0.935

PEOU2 0.933

PEOU3 0.938

PEOU4 0.958

Attitude AT1 0.929 0.932 0.934 0.826 0.909

AT2 0.939

AT3 0.856

reliability and validity. Convergent validity is indicated by the fact that the AVE of
all the constructs is greater than 0.5 and the value of the CR is greater than 0.7 [24].

6.3 Second Step: Assessment of Structural Model (SM)

The relationship was examined using an AMOS-generated structural equation
model. Before analyzing the similarities and differences between the models, it was
confirmed that the overall goodness of fit was sufficient because the values of the GFI
indicators fall within the ranges suggested by the literature [30]. The overall measure-
ment model fit indices of the resultant model showed acceptable-to-excellent model
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fit (χ2 = 418.850, df = 258, p= 0.000, with rootmean square error of approximation
= 0.063, comparative fit index= 0.943, goodness of fit index= 0.993, Tucker–Lewis
Index = 0.935, normed fit index = 0.980, χ2/df = 1.755), so it is concluded that
the measurement model is compatible with the data [36] and it is mentioned in the
below tables (Tables 2 and 3).

Generally, results of assessing hypotheses show a favorable association between
AT and BI for using QR code mobile payment. Figure 1 depicts the relation between
the variables affectingQRcode payments and users’ behavioral intentions.R2 is 0.75,
which means that 75% of the variability is explained by the model. Furthermore, the
standard estimate between the attitude driving the QR codemobile payment adoption
and BI is 0.86.

6.4 Multi-group Analysis

We bifurcated the whole sample into two sub-samples (male and female). We
employed multi-group AMOS analysis to compare the differences among all the

Table 2 Assessment of structural model (SM)

Name of fit indices Index level of acceptance Level of acceptance

CMIN/DF 1.755 < 5

Absolute fit indices

GFI 0.993 > 0.90

RMSEA 0.063 < 0.80

Incremental fit indices

NFI 0.980 > 0.90

CFI 0.944 > 0.90

TLI 0.935 > 0.90

CFI comparative fit index,DF degree of freedom,GFI goodness-of-fit index,NFI normed fit index,
TLI Tucker–Lewis Index, RMSEA root mean square error of approximation

Table 3 Summary of hypothesis testing

Hypothesis Relationship β value T statistics P values Decision

H1 PU → AT 0.253 2.199 0.028 Significant

H2 PEOU → AT 0.189 4.428 0.00 Significant

H3 CO → AT 0.492 4.084 0.000 Significant

H4 SN → AT 0.247 2.767 0.006 Significant

H5 TR → AT 0.245 2.829 0.005 Significant

H6 AT → BI 0.857 10.911 0.00 Significant
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Fig. 1 Research framework. Source Researcher’s own construction

path relationships in the two samples. The analysis revealed that the regression coef-
ficients of TS and SN are different between the two groups. Therefore, it was discov-
ered that the path from TR and SN to attitude has shown the difference between
the two groups, whereas path from PU, PEOU, CO to attitude has demonstrated
the same path coefficient. It means that there is no statistically important distinction
between male and female customers, indicating that these elements influence the
groups of customers in the same way regarding the behavioral intention to use of QR
code mobile payment. In male, social norms play a dominant role in adopting QR
code mobile payment. In female, TR plays dominate in embracing QR code mobile
payment in their daily lives.

7 Result and Discussion

In this study, SEM analysis has been performed to identify the individual differences
in PU, PEOU, CO, SN, TR, and AT as the determinants of BI toward mobile-based
QR code payment. For evaluating the structural model, the statistical important of
structural coefficients is examined. The outcomes of the hypothesis testing and SEM
estimates are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 4, respectively. The H1 was supported, as the
standard path coefficient between PU and AT is 0.253, with a t-value of 2.199. Thus,
in accordance with earlier studies [17, 33, 39], the present research also states that the
usefulness that the users perceive has a significant influence on the attitude of users
toward mobile-based QR code payment. Moreover, the H2 was also accepted as the
value of the standard path coefficient with a t-value of 4.428 is 0.189. This shows
that there is a significant influence of PEOU on the AT of the users [5, 44]. Thus, it
can be said that users perceive that it is easy to interact and become skillful with the
mobile-based QR code system. Compatibility is considered as a significant driver
of customers’ attitudes toward mobile-based QR code payments as they believe that
it fits well with their lifestyle, matches how they purchase goods and services, and
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Table 4 Multi-group
analysis Factors Male (β) Female (β) P value

PU 0.345 0.005 0.386

PEOU 0.171 0.081 0.891

CO 0.351 0.483 0.483

SN 0.466 0.350 0.049

TR 0.124 0.433 0.05

AT 0.843 0.870 0.579

matches the way they handle their money [8, 33, 40]. Thus, the H3 cannot be rejected
as the standard path coefficient between CO and AT is 0.492, with a t-value of 4.084.
The H4, which states that there is a significant impact of SN on the AT of users, is
also accepted, as the standard path coefficient between SN and AT is 0.247, with
a t-value of 2.767. The findings of Aydin and Burnaz [8], Chang et al. [12], and
Liébana-Cabanillas et al. [33] also verify that there is a favorable impact of SN on
the attitude of users toward QR code payment. Furthermore, a substantial association
between TR and AT of users of QR code payments was also analyzed by the study’s
data, as their standard path coefficient is 0.245, with a t-value of 2.829. Numerous
empirical studies on QR code payment also confirm the findings of this relationship
[33, 69]. Lastly, the study analyzes a substantial positive association between AT and
BI of the users toward QR code payments as the standard path coefficient between
them is 0.857 with a t-value of 10.911. Davis [14] and many other authors [12, 33]
have considered attitude as one of the significant factors in influencing the behavior
intention of users.

8 Conclusion

The technological advancements and innovation of new payment system, such as
QR code, have substantially altered our ways of making payments. Customers also
prefer making payments using mobile-based QR codes rather than cash and bank
cards. However, for maintaining a long-term preference for QR codes, it is essential
to study the attitude and behavior of customers toward them. Therefore, this study
emphasizes on recognizing the elements and analyzing their impact on the users’
behavioral intentions toward the mobile-based QR code mobile payment. The study
adds to the current arena of knowledge by analyzing the key variables that affect
customers’ behavioral intentions toward QR code payments. The factors that are
studied in this study were PU, PEOU, CO, TR, and SN. Moreover, for developing
the proposed researchmodel, multiple theories (TRA, TPB, and TAM) and empirical
studies were used. The analysis concluded that factors like PU, PEOU, CO, TR,
and SN are significant in influencing the attitude of users, and attitude significantly
influences the behavioral intentions of users toward theQRcodepayment system.The
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most substantial impact on users’ attitudes comes from CO, out of all the significant
factors.Moreover, from comparative analysis, it was discovered that male and female
users’ attitudes differ only in the case of two factors (trust and subjective norms). In
males, subjective norms dominate in adopting QR code mobile payment, while in
females, trust plays a dominant role in embracing QR code mobile payment in their
daily lives. In terms of the study’s academic contribution, it is believed that this is
one of the first in the northern part of India to scientifically assess the factors that
influence consumer behavior toward QR code payment.

9 Limitations and Future Directions

The authors have put all their efforts to ensure the validity and applicability of the
findings of this study. However, certain limitations in the study provide an oppor-
tunity for more research. The study has considered only users from the northern
part of the country, which may limit the applicability of findings to other parts of
the country. In addition, customers’ attitudes and behaviors do alter over time as
a result of a rising understanding of concerned payment technology. Thus, future
researchers can focus on different parts of the country while conducting a long-term
investigation to determine variations in the patterns of consumer behavior. Since the
study is based on a sample of Indian users, it could be applied to other nations with
circumstances similar to India to observe potential cultural differences and possibly
establish different levels of technology acceptance. Increasing the sample size of
users might also give different results. In addition to this, the impact of demographic
variables such as age, income, and education also significantly influences the inten-
tions of the users. Thus, in further studies, the impact of these demographic variables
can be studied. Moreover, because of the time and resource limitations, the study
covers only a few constructs that influence the attitude and behavior of users. Future
research can study the influence of other constructs (such as cultural context) on the
users’ behavior intentions toward mobile-based QR code payment.

10 Implications

The mobile payment industry is expected to escalate in prominence over the next
few decades due to the growing prevalence of smartphones and internet. In order to
understand the functions and features of mobile payment apps and QR code tech-
nology, as well as how end users will respond to these modes, a model is developed
using the already-existing models TRA, TPB, and TAM. The current research has
focused that the users’ attitude and behavioral intention to use QR code payment
not only depends on its performance but is influenced by various other factors like
PU, PEOU, SN, CO, and trust. The current study has practically implied two new
additional factors, trust (TR) and compatibility (CO), that can influence the users’
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attitudes and behavior. From the theoretical point of view, a similar model can be
applied to study the attitude and behavior toward other payment methods such as
Unified Payment Interface (UPI). From the managerial perspective, it can be said
that attitude should be the primary focus when trying to expand the adoption of QR
code mobile payments. It is essential to analyze the attitude of users in respect of
mobile payments using QR codes. Concerning the outcomes of this study, enter-
prises must take the initiatives to modify the attitudes of their customers toward
using this technology (by giving information and doing advertisements, promotions,
etc.). Furthermore, for generating trust among users, a good image of the QR code
payment method has to spread by encouraging positive word of mouth. The study
also offers practical implications for marketers and service providers. The findings
are critical and beneficial for marketers and service providers of QR code payment
applications to understand and develop services in accordance with customers’ pref-
erences. These activities will improve customers’ perception of usingQR code-based
mobile payment solutions.
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Performance Comparison of Various
YOLO Models for Vehicle Detection:
An Experimental Study
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Abstract Development of automatic vehicle detection (AVD) systems using either
images or videos from traffic scenarios would be quite beneficial for making an auto-
mated traffic management system. There is an abundance of AVD-based research
articles that have been published in the literature. This paper focuses on three major
object detection algorithms under the You Only Look Once (YOLO) family, namely
YOLOv5, YOLOv7, and YOLOv8 for AVD. This paper also discusses the archi-
tectural differences found in these variants of YOLO models. For experimental
evaluation, we have used two recently introduced AVD datasets developed for the
Indian subcontinent, namely JUVDsi v1 and IRUVD. We have achieved a satisfac-
tory outcome on the IRUVD dataset with a mAP score of 0.96 using the YOLOv7
model and mAP score of 0.817 on the JUVDsi v1 dataset using the YOLOv8 model.
The code and detailed results can be found at: https://github.com/JUVDsi/yolo-com
parison.git.
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1 Introduction

Since the onset of the industrial era, vehicles and their management systems have
been undergoing continuous upgradation for the betterment of our day-to-day life.
In the upcoming years, studies regarding autonomous driving are going to bifurcate
many pathways in the research related to vehicles. However, working on issues
based on real-life traffic scenarios is quite challenging in terms of training, testing
and validating the model. On the other hand, an ample amount of data is required
to make an efficient automatic vehicle detection (AVD) model that gives a notable
accuracy and is capable of working in real-life scenarios.

You Only Look Once (YOLO) [1] is a popular model which can find out multiple
objects present within an image at any instance and locate them by drawing bounding
boxes around the objects. Then, it proceeds the image using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) model only once to get the output. Hence, it is named as YOLO. In
contrast to the typical CNN pipeline [2], YOLO segregates the bounding boxes and
their related class probabilities spatially, which are predicted using a single neural
network, and identifies object detection as a regression problem.

From the literature, it has been observed that further enhancements are required
to improve the accuracy of AVD systems. Some research gaps are mentioned below:

• The majority of datasets captured in the Indian subcontinent had a single frame
with multiple classes of objects, and hence, existing algorithms may not work
well on multi-class images.

• Multi-view or multi-modal datasets are not available for the detection of vehicles.
Lots of research and datasets are required to make a practical solution for an AVD
system.

In this paper, we focus on three major object detection algorithms under the
YOLO family, namely YOLOv5, YOLOv7, and YOLOv8 for the purpose of vehicle
detection, and discuss the architectural differences of these variants. We then do
a performance comparison of these models, and in doing so, we use two recently
introduced AVD datasets developed for the Indian subcontinent, namely JUVDsi v1
and IRUVD.

2 Literature Review

Different approaches have been applied in order to solve the problems of AVD.
However, these techniques have some issues in terms of output accuracy, resource
cost, and processing speed. Recently, Maity et al. [3] presented a comprehensive
survey of different state-of-the-art AVD methods proposed during the last decade.
In Table 1, a brief summary of a few significant recently developed AVD methods is
given.
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Table 1 Different models and datasets recently proposed for AVD problem

References Model Dataset mAP score (%)

Zhang et al. [4] YOLOv4 BIT-Vehicle dataset 0.90

Bhattacharya et al. [5] Ensemble using weighted
fusion box

JUVDsi v1 0.74

Zuraimi et al. [6] YOLOv4 Self-made 0.82

Miao et al. [7] YOLOv3 [8] Self-made 0.93

Chernikova et al. [8] NVIDIA model Udacity self-driving cars 0.69

Lu et al. [9] YOLO VEDAI 0.76

There are some shortcomings of the existingAVDmethods. There is a great differ-
ence in the traffic scenarios of the Indian subcontinent and those of any developed
country of Europe or America. In developing countries like India, Bangladesh, etc.,
traffic congestion and road blockers are quite common. Therefore, the overlapping
of multiple vehicles occurs in a single image frame.

3 YOLOModels and Their Architectural Comparisons

YOLO: The basic YOLO model [10] was initiated as a unified algorithm where
all the distinct components were merged into a single neural network as the final
pipeline. YOLO is a regression-based algorithm. It simultaneously predicts the class
probabilities of the objects as well as the bounding boxes specifying their locations,
for the entire image. The bounding boxes of the object are described as: bx, by with
the x , y coordinates representing the center of the box relative to the bounds of the
grid cell. YOLO model takes the entire image as an input and divides it into S × S
grids. After that, image classification and object localization techniques are applied
to each grid, which is then assigned as a label. The label of a grid, without any object,
is indicated as zero.

YOLOv5: YOLOv5 [11] was established in 2020 by the same team which
developed YOLO algorithm. It was an advanced edition of the previous versions
which was improved by the addition of several new features. YOLOv5 used a more
complex network architecture called EfficientDet based on the EfficientNet archi-
tecture. YOLOv5 achieved higher accuracy and better generalization for a variety of
object categories.

YOLOv7: YOLOv7 [12] introduced four major architectural reforms and a train-
able Bag of Freebies (BOF) in the existingYOLO architecture. Architectural reforms
included Extended Efficient Layer Aggregation Network (ELAN) and model scaling
for concatenation-based models.

YOLOv8:DevelopedbyUltralytics,YOLOv8 introducednew features to improve
the performance as well as flexibility. It was developed to be fast and user-friendly,
whichmade it an excellent choice for various object detection, instance segmentation,
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Fig. 1 Architectural overview of: a YOLOv7, and b YOLOv8

image classification, and pose estimation tasks. It included numerous architectural
and developer experience changes and improvements over YOLOv5. In Fig. 1a and
b, the architecture of YOLOv7 and YOLOv8 models is shown, respectively.

4 Datasets

Performance comparisons of different YOLO variants are made on two publicly
available AVD datasets prepared for the Indian context, as mentioned below.

JUVDsi v1 [5]: JUVDsi v1 dataset consists of nine distinct vehicle classes,
namely, ‘Truck’, ‘Bus’, ‘Minitruck’, ‘Car’, ‘Autorickshaw’, ‘Van’, ‘Rickshaw’,
‘Motorbike’, and ‘Cycle’. The training set of the dataset contains images which
are captured in various weather conditions among which 872 images are taken in
sunny weather conditions, 651 images are taken in cloudy weather conditions, and
565 images are captured at night. There are 629 images containing a single object
in the entire image, and 1459 images include multiple objects in the entire image.
JUVDsi v1 is publicly available at: https://github.com/JUVDSI V1/JUVDSI V1si.

IRUVD [13]: This dataset consists of 14 classes, which includes several vehicle
classes that are quite common in the rural areas in India. Vehicle classes such as
‘Taxi’, ‘Tempo’, ‘Motor-Rickshaw’, ‘Toto’, and ‘Cycle Rickshaw’ are also included
in this dataset. There are 14,343 annotations and 400 high-quality images in the
dataset. The dataset is publicly available at: https://github.com/IRUVD/IRUVD.

5 Results and Discussion

The evaluation metrics that are used to calculate the performance of predictions are
Precision (P), Recall (R), and Mean Average Precision (mAP).

https://github.com/JUVDSI
https://github.com/IRUVD/IRUVD
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5.1 Results

Table 2 provides the obtained results of the three YOLO models on two different
AVD datasets. For JUVDsi v1 dataset, we achieve a 0.755 mAP score on applying
YOLOv5 model, 0.816 mAP score on applying YOLOv7 model, and 0.817 mAP
score on applying YOLOv8 model. In IRUVD dataset, YOLOv5, YOLOv7, and
YOLOv8 models produced mAP scores of 0.893, 0.960, and 0.946, respectively.
It is to be noted that all the three YOLO models are made to run for 25 epochs.
Some outputs on JUVDsi v1 and IRUVD datasets with varied YOLO models are
represented in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 2 Results produced by different YOLO models

Dataset Model P R mAP score @50 mAP score @50–95%

JUVDsi v1 YOLOv5 0.97 0.95 0.755 0.56

YOLOv7 0.98 0.97 0.816 0.615

YOLOv8 0.99 0.98 0.817 0.67

IRUVD YOLOv5 0.99 0.98 0.893 0.723

YOLOv7 0.99 0.99 0.960 0.811

YOLOv8 0.99 0.97 0.946 0.91

Fig. 2 Some output images using different YOLO versions on JUVDsi v1 dataset

Fig. 3 Some output images using different YOLO versions on IRUVD dataset
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5.2 Comparative Analysis

We have considered two different AVD datasets for experimenting with YOLOv5,
YOLOv7, and YOLOv8models. Figures 4 and 5 show Precision–Recall (PR) curves
after executing three different YOLO variants on JUVDsi v1 and IRUVD datasets,
respectively.

After analyzingYOLOversions onAVDdatasets,wehave found that theYOLOv7
model attains the best accuracy in Indian road scenario, and it shows a mAP score of
0.96 @0.5 on IRUVD dataset. The confusion matrices obtained after applying three
different YOLO versions on IRUVD and JUVDsi v1 datasets are depicted in Figs. 6
and 7, respectively.

8vOLOY7vOLOY5vOLOY

Fig. 4 PR curves obtained on the JUVDsi v1 dataset

8vOLOY7vOLOY5vOLOY

Fig. 5 PR curves obtained on the IRUVD dataset

7vOLOY5vOLOY YOLOv8 

Fig. 6 Confusion matrices obtained on the IRUVD dataset
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8vOLOY7vOLOY5vOLOY

Fig. 7 Confusion matrices obtained on the JUVDsi v1 dataset

5.3 Limitations

1. We have not tested the models on AVD datasets where images are captured under
different weather conditions such as rainy, foggy, dark night conditions.

2. The considered datasets have limited number of vehicle classes which may be a
concern to use the developed system for practical scenarios.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Computer-based automatic vehicle detection methods have a greater role in the
fields of traffic monitoring, driver assistance, and surveillance. This paper focuses
on providing a thorough performance study on AVD using three standard object
detection algorithms under the YOLO family, namely YOLOv5, YOLOv7, and
YOLOv8. In doing so, two publicly available AVD datasets developed for the Indian
sub-continent, namely JUVDsi v1 and IRUVD, have been considered. It has been
observed that the YOLOv8 model performs significantly well on the JUVDsi v1
dataset, whereas the YOLOv7 model performs significantly well on the IRUVD
dataset.

In future, we plan to consider more diverse datasets to check the robustness of
the models. Also, we will experiment with other models, like Faster R-CNN and
YOLO-NAS models, etc. We may explore some ensemble methods to combine the
results of the individual models.
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